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CHAPTER I.
A SURVEY OF PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANU IN THE

UNITED STATES.

By FLETCHER HARPER Swirr.

CONTENTS.Educational developments following the great warsGrowth of school
costoBuilding expendituresFederal policies in public-school financeState policies
in public school financeA new conception of State aldReform8 in apportioning
State school funds2-.Need of new sources of revenueDeclining importance of State
endowmenti-1--New sources of State school revenueTendencies in local support, county
and district present situation.

Every great war in which the United States hastlayed a part
has, been followed by educational developments of supreme national
importance. As the result of the Revolutionary War the Federal
Government acquired a vast pubN land domain 'from which it has
made generous grants to ihe States carved out therefrom, and which
became the foundation of systems of free public schools in no less
than 30 of dtt States. The constitutions drafted by one State after
another following the Civil Wat are eloquent with ,evidences of a
newly created faith in public education. Although the lapse of
more than half a century still finds educational provisions in the_
South far from adequate, the fact remains that not only in the
South but in the North the Civil War w: followed by educational
efforts and movements amounting almost to a renaissance.

Although the United States was engaged ip the World War less
than two years, the effects upon education resulting from this brief
period of warfare will perhaps prove to be .as far-reaching and as
important as those growilig out of any previous war. For more
than a quarter of a century educational leaders and men interested
in our national welfare had been attempting to awaken the United
States to the inadequacy of its educational Provisions. The Federal- census of 1910 and many National and State réports prepared there-
after .had endeavored to awaken the intelligence and zeal of the
citizens of the United States to the shocking extent of illiteracy,
the failure of the States to make education univerSal, and the
disasters awaiting American democracy if méasures so inadequate
were allowed to continue. Btit while tAte's Pperin of schools
spread "broadcast their iiports and appeals, and Nstiiiiiid heir. odic'
nous prop** by the incontrovertible prohOncelhents of the Ita-
tion's -mg* political thinkers. troia thebeginning of .our nationaj
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BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

.that portion of the people which controls school levies, continued
to point to newly erected iirban school buildings, raised indignant
protests at every suggestion of increasing school rAtes, and pleaded
poverty and overtaxationi.

There is little reason for thinking that affairs might not have
continued thus indefinitely 'had not the World War finally exten&kl
its octopus clan oval: the Unitèd States also. To be sure, social
and educationar leaders had labored courageously and with some suc-
cess; but it was not until American Army officers found it necessaly
to have their orders shouted to American privates in three, four
yes, and even fivelanguages that America awoke, awoke to the
fact that in a country whose laws, whose very ideals were written
in English, thousands upon thousands of miult, citizens could riót
read a single word of the language of their adopted country. The
first selective draft showed that there were 700,000 illiterates in the
United States between 21 and 31 years of age, and that 29 per cent
of the total number of men, actually examined were physically unfit
for military *service. Worse still, thousands upon thousands of
children were discovered to be growing up amid conditions which
debarred them from any chance of securing even the rudiments of
an education.

The realization that came with this awakening was. at first unde-
fined and bewildered. Yet, tilthough vague and confusèd, it was
animate and pregnant with possibilities. It led at once to a demand
that both the causes and the remedy be dikovered. The causes were
not difficult to determine. Indeed, as already indicated, they had
been set forth again,ánd again by the educational leaders of nearly
eyery State in the Union. triefly stated, they were these : Inequal-
ities in educational opportunities, inequalities in zeal for public
education, inequalities in taxable wealth from whict school revenues
were derived.

Even a most curpory survey of educational conditions in 1918,
the last year of the war, will reveal ominous inequalities not only
among our, 48 States but among the counties and districts within
the same State. Thus, whereas the State of Montana spent in that
role over :.:0 on each pupil áttending school, Mississippi spent
only $12. Again, whereas the minimum legal school year in New
York State and in Connectic as nine months, in Arkansas it was
six mipths and in South Car ina less than six rOnths.-

UnEroubtedly the World War was the most important 'factor in
spiakening the Aznelican public to the inadequacy of educational
Provisions and.in arousing the States to vigorous efforts to ¡improve

ucátional cchditions. However, in this connection make should
made of ,a little, volume put forth in 1918 by the Russell

1Uáby lAonsM P. Aros and entitled lin Wei
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PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE. 3

Number for State School Systems." This was -one of the first at-
tempts yet made to assign an educational rank to each of the States
in the Union. The effect produced by this volume, particularly upon
the States ranked low by Ayres, can probably never be measured.
One State after another, through its governor or other public leaders,
was aroused to the inadequacy of its educátional provisions. Inves-
tigations were demanded, and made, to be followed by legislation
providing longer school terms, increased salaries for teachers, and
larger funds.

It must not be thought that the post-war wave of educational
enthusiasm and the resulting efforts at improvement were confined
to any one group of States or to States where educational standards
were relatively low. On the contrary, the movement has extended
from New York to Louisiana and from Maine to Washington. The
fundamental characteristic of this movement has been a demand lor
greatly increased educational opportuhities and for the equaliza-
tion of the portunities as nearly as possible. The realization
that the ful ent of such demands would be ppssible only through
the provision of greatly increased revenues led one State after an-.
other not only to provide larger funds but to endeavor to discover
new sources of school revenue and methods and policies of school
finance which would bring about a greater equalizatión than hither-
to prevailed, both, of funds and of the burdens of school costs.

From these preliminary observations we may now turn to con-
sider more definitely the most important events and tendencies
affecting public school finance in the United States during the bien-.
nium 1920-1922. Our account may well begin with a consideration
of the increase in school costs and the reasons for the same. Fol-
lowing this we shall direct attention, first, to the trend of sehool
finance policies, Federal, State, and local ; second, to the results of
these policies; third, to the present critical situation; and, fourth,

4to th.e 6utlook for the future.

GlipWT11 OF SCHOOL COSTS.

A study recently made by the research division of the National
Education Association shows that 80 States whaoge aggregate total
expenditure for all school costs (except debt sdrvice) in 1920 was
$760,8981253 spent in the year 1921,&722 $1,117,1291549, an incmailkof
46.82 pey cent. 'I similar estudy by th.e writer of the present urn;
count, covering 11'States,.8"ef. which (Kansas, New Hawshirt,
TennesseeS).Avbre not : *the ational tducatioi Alsociadon
study, revealed an, increase,for:the same period of approximately44
per cent. The total amount expended for the piMio teobiolica*
the United States in the year 1920 was $1,086,000,04/.
taat the average increase- in totrir ezpenditurif'f9r
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4 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

in the United States from 192eto 1922 was 46 per cent, we find
that the estimated expenditure for all public-school costs in the
United States, exclusive or debt service, in the year 1922 would
amount to approximately $1,526,000,000. In the year 1870 the United
States spent approximately $63,000,000 on public schools, and as-
suming that in 'the year 1922 we spent $1,526,000,000, we have an
increase of 2,322 per cent.

In 1890 our tötal expenditure for public %schools amounted to
$141,000,000; in 1900, to $215,000,000 ; in 1910, to $426,000,000 ; and in
1920, to $1,036,000,000. The moneys spent for public schools in 1920-
represent an increase of 36 per cent over the amount spent in 1918,
and the estimated total expenditure in 1922 represents an increase,
öf 46 per cent over 1920. These vast increases are the result of the
interaction of many important factorsthe rapid increase in school
population, the lengthening of the school year, the placing by the
community upon the school of a larger and larger number of func-
tions, resulting in the introduction of many new type.; of studies and
activitie§, and finally and, we may note, as far as the biennium
1920-1922 is concerned, perhaps the most important cause of all, the
increase in the cost of living and. the consequent decrease in the pur-
chasing power of the dollar.

The first of the above causes which contiks us is the enormous
increase in the number of children for whom the United States is
providing public elementary and secondary 'educati9n, and the great
increase in the amount speht for each school.child educate'd at public
vrpense. The fact that the population- of the United States in-
creased from approximately 63,000,000 in 1890 to 106,000;000 in
1920 would in itself result in a great increae in the school ponla-
tion and school costs. In 1890 there were approximately 8,000,000
children in tiverage daily attendance ypon public schools in the
United States; in 1920 there were 16,000,000. In 1890 the average
annual expenditure for each child in average daily attendance was
$17 in 1920 it was $65. The per centlf increase in the total ex-
penditure for public schools, 1890-4920, was 711. For this same
period the number of children in average daily attendance increased
98 per cent mild the average annual expenditure per child .272 per
cent. Lei us now consider briefiy some of the most important
reasons contributing to this increase in school attendance and school
costs o9Ier than the imams.° in the total population of the United
States.

The number of children attending public.school and, co wily,
school opsts have greatly increased durinvhe last qarteff a wive
Wry? Aue to the; autopilot of compulsor* fehool laws,ind by the exam
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tènsion of thee school age. In 1894-95; according-to 'the Commissisoner
ef Education, there were 19 States which,had no compulsory school
law. In )920 there was not a single State in the Union which did
not have included among Its statutes a còmpulsory school law. It
is scarcely necessary to add ,that the degree of effecti'veness avith
which these 14wg -have been enforced has steadily increased through-
out the past125 years, with the result that a larger lind larger per-
centage of children*of school age has been found withio the public

\schools. Not *only is this 'true, but a comparison of the compulsory
school age in those States which in the year 1895 had a compulsory
school law with the compulsory school age in these-same States for
the year 1918 shows that while in New Hampshire the compulsory
school age had decreased two years and in New Mexico one year
and in five States it had remained unchanged, in 18 States it had
increased all the way from one to four years. In this connection at-
tention should be called to the fact that the length of the average
school year in the United States increased from 130 days in 1880 to
135 days in 1890 and 162 days in 1920.

Another factor which has played a 1.arge part in the increase of
school costs in the United States is the multiplication of high sckools
and an unprecedented growth of hi01-school attendance. HoW
important these factors are can be better understood by a cam-
parion of what it costs to educate a high-school pupil with what it
costs to educate an elementary-school pupil. In 1918 the average
cost in he United States per elementary school pupil enrolled was

pbr high-school "pupil enrolled, $84.48. It should be borne in
mind that iri1918 the United States was in a period of retrenchment
due to the'World War, and although this .period òf retrenchment
was bir noineans past in 1920, yet thwexpenditure yer elementary
pupil and per high-school,pupil was approximately double that of
the year, 1918, being, in fact, $64.03 per elementary pupil enrolled.
and $158.21 per high-school pupil enrolled. Ffom the§e facts we
see that it costs approximately two And one-half times as much to
'educate pupils attending high schools as pupils attending elementary
schools. These facts became of great significa& in attempting to
determine tile reasons for móunting costs in education when we dis-
cover that seven timles as large a proportion of otfr total popu-
lation was attending high school in 1920 as was attending high
school in 1890. More specifically, in 1890 three-tenths of 1 per c'ent
-of the total population in the Ùnited States was enrolled in MO
schóol, 'whereas in 1920 2.1 per cent was enrcilled. In the year 1890
approximately 3 persons out 9f every. 1,000 individuals in the
United States were enrolled in high ichbol; in 1920 21 persOns. out of
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BIENNIAL SURVEY Or EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

every 1,000. The trend becomes even more impressive when we turn
our consideration from the total population to that portion of it
actually enrolled in school. In 1890, out of every 1,000 children en-
rolled in school, only 16 were in hi'gh school; in 1920, out of every
1,000 childetn enrolled, 102 were enrolled in high schoor Finally, we
disciiver that, whereas in 1890 the Unitd States was spending
$4,759,065, in 1920 her expenditure On public high schools, excluding
ail cities. of less than 10,000 population, and excluding also costs of
administration, capital outlay, and debt service, was $66,024,307.

In considering increases in 'school population(and school costs
which have marked the past quarter of a century, the fact must. not
be overlooked di:4 no less than 10 States have been admitted into
the Union since 1888. Four of these States were admitted in the
.year 1889 and the remaining six from 1890 to 1912. The rapid
development of these new States, thoir growth in population, and
particularly the fact that they came into the Union possessed with
marked zeal for public education ahd vast Federal -endowments
stimulated them to establish and maintain high standards as to the
accessibility and quality of the educational facilities they provided.

It is inipossible in the present, brief account:to give the consider-
ation merited by a number of other causes which, combined With
those already mentioned, have steadily forced upward expenditures
for public schools. Reference was made in a previous paragraph to
'the expansion of the course of study, to the development of voca-
tional education and the establishment of continuation classes, and
to the fact that a great number of new projects and new responsibifi-
ties have teen assumed by the public schools. New conceptions of
what our public schools must endeavor to do for the laillions of
Children who, year after year, pass in and out of their scii)olroorns
have led to an expansion of thá course of study and to the attempt
OIL the part of our public schools not only to, provide new types of
instruction but to provide many types of physical care ahnostJut-

, dreamed of by the directors of public,education a quarter ota cenThry
ago. Some of the projects well-nigh unthought of at that,time.but
ivhich the public schools of to-day are undertaking are suggested
by the following list: School doctors, nurses, dental clinics, psycho-
1Rgical clinics, open-air schooli, supervised play, special schools and

kplasses for blind, deaf, crippled, and mentally bac4ward or deficient
truant officers, home visiting teachers,' city systerpW of

public kindergartens, extengive programs of physical and health
Tedueation,. tree text,Oooks, .and continuation closes for minors en-,

in industry'.
To these causes must be added three others: A steady rise in the4.
ueittional ail u qualifications demanded of public-school
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PUBLI(7 SCHOOL FINANCE. 7

teachers, necessitating a steady increase in the 90:tries paid, and a
similar continual rise in building and equipment standards: A final
cause, and one which is frequently overlooked by the public, is the
depreciation of the purchasing power of the dollar.

In 1911 the United States spent for public schfools approximately
$522,000,000: in 1918, $763,000,000: in 1020, $1,036,000,000 and in
1922 (estimated), $1,526,000,000. Taken by themselves, taese 'ex-
penditures for 1918, 1920, and 1922 indicate a vast increase over that
of 1913, but if Compared with the total expendi urG far :1913 on the
basis of the purchasing power of a dollar in tl Ise respective years,
it will be found that in 1918 and 1920 they re resent an actuial de-
crease, as the following table shows: *%:

. . 7.!
TABLE 1.Total ex1)e1lditurc4 for public schools in the United Statet4.1

Year.

1913
1918

44. 1920

4.

Actual
total ex-

penditure
(millions of

dollars.)

A.

an
764

1,036

Index of
cost of

B.

100
174
200

For all costs except debt service.
I Formula used in computing items in column C: A 4-

s Index figures taken from Nat. Educ. Assoc. Research Bul., Vol. I, No.2, p. 84.

Purchasing
power of,
total ex-

penditure
( millions of

dollars).

C.

522
438
518

From Table 1 we see Plat the, $764,000,000 spent in 1918 had the
power to purchase onl)T what $4384000,000 would have purchased in
1913, and that the $1;036,000,000 spent on public schools in 1920.had
the power to purchase only what $518,000.00 would have purchased
in 1913. In other words, in terms of Vie purchasing powei* of
money', the:. United States spent $84,000,000 less on public schools
in 1918 than in 1913 arid $4,000,000 less in 1920 than in 1913. The
iiiadequacy of the expénditure in 1918, a.nd 1920 beccimes even more
evident when we discover 3that there were nearly 2,000,000 more
children in average daily attendance in the public schools òf the

- United States in 1918 than in 1913 a.nd more dram 2400,000 more
in 19/0 di'an in 1913. tit is easy to forecast that, however much the
actual expenditure per school child in 1918 and 1920 exceeded that
of 191?, in actual purchasing power the expeiiàiure fler pupil must
have been considtrably less. This Oatement *borne out by the
facts presented in Table 2. 310
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8 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION; 1920-1922.

TAttLE 2.Decline in average annual expenditure per child as measured by
purcha-aing power of the dollar,. 1913-1920. -

a

Year.

1913
1918
1920

Index o
cost of
living.

100
174
200

T

Millions of
chasiren in
.average

daily
attendance.

13. 6
15. 5
16. 2

Average
annual ex-
penditure.

Purchasing
power of
average

annuM ex-
penditure.

Per child in average
daily attendanoe.

1

$38. 31
49.12
64.16

38. 31
28. 23
32. 08

From Table 2 we see that although the United States vent in 1918
one and three-tenths times as much per school child as in 1913, and
one and seven-tenths times as much in 1920, in- actual purchasing
power she spent $10 less per chain -1918 and $6 less in 1920 than in
1913.

With respect to teachers' salaries the facts and conditions are in
complete harmony with those already presented regarding total ex-
penditure and expenditure per child. The average salary of teachers
in the United States was $515 in 1913, $635 in 1918, and $837 in 1920.
The purchasing power of these respective average salaries was $515
in 1913, $365 in 191ES. and $418. in 1920. 0( National Education Asso-
ciation, Research IThlletin, Vol. I, No. 2, March, 1923, p. 84.)

Even a cursory consideration of the facts presented in the last few
paragraphs will show that if the States were to make any genuine
progress a, would be necessary for them to greatly increase their
expenditures. Before the schools could be relieved of the large
nuinbers of teachers whose- preparation was in many cases not only
meaOr but far below the minimum legal qualifications, sind before
coMmunities could make any headway with their disastrously retarded
building progranis, money would Rave to be spent in rapidly increas-
ihg sums. That this is what actually took place during the biennium
1920 to 1922 is evident from the fad already noted that, the expendi-
ture for public schools in 1922 was 46 per cent in adyance of the ex-
penditure in 1920. *Assuming as the total expenditure in the year
022 the sum $1,56,000,000, estimated as explained in a previpus
paragraph, we And that in 1922 the United States spent approx-
imately 4490,000,00 more on public schools than in 1920 and mote
than three times as much as was spent in 1918. From 1920 to 1922
the index of the cost of living decreased from 200 to 170, with the
result that $1,526,000,000 had thfi power of purchasing hat

--
..; 4,600,000 would have purchased in 1918. Thus we see at,
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PUBLIC SCITOOL FINANCE,

expended for public schools in 1918 and' in 1920 was less than that
expended in 1913, the purchasing power of the estimated tötal tfmount
of expenditures on publie schools in 1922 was one and seven-tenths
times that spent in 1913.

A study of the expenditures of 14 States for the year 1921-22
showed that their aggregate total expenditure amounted to $536,-
493,396. Of this totai-expenditure, 80.4 per cent was devoted to
cnrrent expenses and41 .6 per cent tt capital outlay, the largest. item
of which was new buildings. Contrast with this the fact that in
1890 only 18.6 per cent of total public-school expenditures were de-
voted to outlays; in 1900, 16.5 per cent; in 1910, 16.41 per cent ; and
in 1920, 14.8 per cent. It is evident that no small part of the u.n-

as...--v

precedented increase in school costs during the year 1922 was due
to greatly increased building outlays. This is a matter of sufficient
importance to demand somewhat further consideration.

BUILDING EXPENDITURES.

The general building situation is set forth in the 'following state-
ment from a recent bulletin issued by the Bureau ofEducation

Even before our entry into the World War there was lack of adequate school
accommodations in the country and with the almost 'total stoppage of con-
struction during the war there was by the end of 1920 a widespread want.

This general statement might be supported by quotations from
the official school reports of nearly every State in the Union. The
annual report of the Maryland State Board of Education,., 1920,
page 33, contains the folloving significant statement :

Building operations throughout the State were practically suspended. with
our entry Into the war jft 1917, and, on account of the cost of labor ana
materials, were not fully restimed during 1920.- although 19 per cent of the
total school expenditures iikihe counties was devoted to capital outlay or debt
service. In normal times Trschool system usually deyotes about 20 per cent
of its total expenditure to building purposes, the remainder to current expenses.

Let us take two, other examples, New Hampshire and Massachu-
setts. In 1906, 1907, find .1908 Massachusetts devoted approximately
from 18 to something bver 19 per cent of her total school expenditures
to outlays. In 1917 the Ter cent had .fallen ato 14.36; in 1918, to
12.9 ; and in 1921, to 8.9. In 1922 her expenditure for outlays con-:
tinued far below norMal, being, in fact, only 9.8. New Hampshire
devoied only 3.4 per cent Qf her total public school expianditares to
building costs in 1918, 3.6 per cent in 1920, and 4.(1 peAent in 192.
But while individual States, such as Massachusetts and New Hanip-
shire still in 190 and 1622 far behind in the per cent of th.eir x

total expenditures 'devoted to building ptokrams, froth such dati aa
ire. available it see;ns safe to. assume thafthe majority of the stab*:
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10 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.
-

were making genuine progress in catching up with their building
needs. Thus we find that in 1920 Florida devoted 14.8 per cent of
her expenditures to outlays; Tennessee, 15.7 per cent; Minnesota,
20.5 per cent.; Nebraska, 13.8 per cent ; Kansas, 14.3 per cent; Idaho,
23.3 per cent ; and Nevada, 13.2 per cent. In 1922 Maryland devoted
17.6 per cent of her total expenditures to outlays; Florida, 12.3;
Tennessee, 12.6 ; Minnesota, 25; Kansas, 17.9 ; and Washington, 17.4.
One of the greatest obstacles in the way of carrying out building Pro-
grams was the failure of many bond issues to attract buyers. This
situation mikht be met by oVring higher rates of interqst or by sell-
ing bonds below par. One of the most interesting lind significant
building policies inaugurated during the biennium 1920 lo 1922
was that provided for by North Carolina by' an act passed March
17, 1921. This act provided for a State bond issue of not over $5,000,-
000, the proceeds to be used for establishing in the State treasury a
special building fund fo be loaned to county boards of edu6Ition to
aid in the erection of schoolhouses. The law provided that no loan
shall be made for a building of less than five rooms and that plans
for buildings must have the approval of the State superintendent of
public instruction.

Despite the increase in" schocil expenditures for 1922 an'd the in-
crease in the per cent of the total expenditures devoteeto school
buildings, the present -writing finds -school accommódations, taking
the United States as a whole, far from adequate. A bulletin pre-
pared by the Bureau of Education for American education week,
December 3 to 9, 1922, reads, in part, as follows:

Probably never In the history of this country has there been such need for
school building construçtion as at the present time. Lack of adequate school
building .accommodatións in the period before the war and the almost total
stoppage of all school building during the war have brought about a state a
school-building congestion that is a menace to the health, strength, and intelli-
OM of the children of this country. From the data that the bureau has been'
able to gather it is reasonable to assume that at least one-half the children of
the country are housed in buildings nearly one-quarter ot a century old. This
means that more than one-half the children are housed in buildings that have
practically none of the educational facilities of a modern school plant. Fur-
*them:lore, these buildings are not fireproof, as it has been found that only 5
per cent of the total number of buildings in cities of 8,000 and over' are of fire-
proof OonstructiÓn. About 10,000,000 of the 21,462,133 children in the country
have Inadequate housing facilities, and this is doubtless an underestimate.
This means that it would be necessary to èrect immediately 250,000 classrooms
it a minimum cost of w000l000l000.

This is a sum approxiinately three times that Iof the total amount
expended for all public-schpol purposes in .1920.e ,4ave, now. considered Awo of the major affects of public-school
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PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE. 11

increasing costs of public schools and (2) the reasons for the same.
Let us now turn to the third aspeci of the situation, namely, the
financial policie; and tendencies characterizing this period.

FEDERAL POLICIES IN PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE.

Of the policies characterizing pùblic education in the United States
during the past 10 years, perhaps none has attracted more universal
attention than that of Federal aid. The Smith-Lever Act, providing
Federal subventions for extension work in agriculture and home
economics, was approved May 8, 1914. On February 23, 1917, the
Smith-Hughes vocational education law was passed, which marked
the entrance ,of'' the Federal Government upon a national policy of
subsidizing vocational èducation. This law was followed-by the

#1 Smith-Sears Act., approved June 27, 1918, and the Smith-Bankhead
Act, June 2, 1920; the former provided funds for the vocational re-
habilitation of disabled soldiers and sailors, and the latter funds for
the vocational rehabilitation of civilians disabled in industry or
otherwise.

The most notable development within the field of Federal aid
during the past biennium has been the attempt to induce the National
Government to enter upon a policy of large Federal aid to pane
schools. This attempt found expression in 1918 in the Smitii-Townqr
till. This bill attempted to place upon the Federal Government the
responsibiiity of evening out educational inequalitieg existing among
the States by reasón of their inequalities in financial resoumes, dif-
ferences in educational history and in standards. It *recognited
that the Nation was confronted by an unprecédented or, at least, a
heretofore unrecognized problem. It provided for the creation of
a Federal department of education and foz an annual grant from
the ,Federal Government of $100,000,000 for (1) equalizing educad.
tional opportunities, (2) reducing illiteracy, (3) Americanization,
work, (4) teachers' training, (5) physical education and recreation.
In *each case the amount furnished by the National Government wag
to be matched by the State. The Smith-Towner bftl failed of
passage and was succeeded by the Towner-Sterling bill, which at-
telnpted to embody in revised form the major aims and privciples
of the °Smith-Towner bill, but which, like its predecessor, failed tó
pass. The bitter conflict waged about the Smith-Towner and the
Towner-Staling bills shows clearly that any attempt to inauguratoi
a policy of large Federal aid to public schools will meet bitter
and wella4wganized opposition. -What the future has in store 'no

_bone wq41d venture to prophesy. hilf these bins hive served nò "t)
ey ve at forcedlit* the ci of .theUnitad. S
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12 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1SW-1922.

to a realizatioraf the national importance of education and to'Etn
appreciation of the fact that the educational conditions in one
State are the concern of 'all.

The most( important current funds at present provided by the
Federal Giwernnient the proceeds of which are devoted at least
in part to public schools include the following: Per centum grants,
Smith-Hughes subventions, Federal forest-reserve county funds, and
moneys derived from the Federal. mineral royalty grant of 1920.
To this list may well be added Smith-Lever subventions, for although
not a dollar of Smith-Lever money reaches the public schools*, the
work is carried on partly among children of school age. A complete
account of these funds will be found in a bulletin .recently issued
by the Bureau of Education ,on Federal Aid to Public Schools
(Bureau of Education, Bulletin, 1922, No. 47). It will therZfore
suffice at this point to give these funds only a brief considera.tion.

Per centum grants, or funds, have their origin in the policy adopted
by Congress upon the admission of Ohio into the Union in the year
1802, of ¡ranting to public land States a certain per cent of the
proceeds of the sales of lands belonging to the United States sold
after the State's admission to the Union. These grants are made on
condition that no taxes of any kind shall be levied by the State upon
lands sold- by the Federal Governinent for a period of five years
after the date of the sale. Up to June 30, 1920, the United States
had paid in akgregate to the States entitled to percefitum grants no

9 less than. $16,792,261.
Chapter.192 of the Acts of Congress, May 23, 1908, provides that

hereafter 25 per cent of all moneys received from each forest reserve
during any fiscal year shall be paid to the State or Territory in
which said reserve is situated, to be expended as the State or Terri-
torial legislature may prescribe for the benefit of public schools and
public roads of the cdunty or counties in which the forest reserve is-
situated. Tvienty-nine States contain national forest reserves in
areas ,varying all the way from approximately 19,000,000 acres in
California to 18,000 acres in South Carolina. The hicome is de-
rived chieflY from' the sale of fgrest *serve timber and from fees
Paid for grazing rights. .The Federal forest reserve moneys paid
to tha States and to Alaska aniounted in 1920 to $1,180,065; in 1921,
to *1,023,082; in 1922, to $846,443. The aggregate amount of
Federal forest, reserve moneys paid by the United States from 1906
to 1922 was $11,149,002.

During the. year 1920 Congress passed an act entitled "An 'act to
Oomote the mining of coal, phosOate, oil, oashale, gas, and sodium

e domain." This act, ,a0provpd Februa4 28, 1920, proa
wt-f_

6'-.;401 that' public land &deft; in 'titrewhich situite'd tisdfktal lands tori*
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PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE. 13

taining nonmetallic mineral deposits of the classes covered by the act
are entitled to 20 per cent for past, production and to 37¡ per cent
for future production of the moneys .paid to the United States ks
bonuses, royalties, and rentals from the lease of such lands, provid-
ing that all moneys accruing to the United States from land within
the national petroleum reserve shall be deposited in the United States
Treasury as miscellaneous receipts.

The oil and mineral leasing act is of special interest in view of
the fact that it is the most recent grant of its kind. Because of the
nature of the grants provided, it follows that this act. will affect
only a limited number of States, and of this limited number it would
seem probable that only a few will receive any very important in-
come. The General Land Office reports that eight States received
grants under the terms of this aet ¡luring the fiscal year 1921 and
nine States during the year 1922. The total royalties paid during
the fiscal year 1921 amounted to approxiinately $10,373,000, and
during the year 1922 to $7,337,000. During the year 1921 the United
States distributed $1,806,805.96 among eight States, as follows:
California, $777,061.32; Idaho, $37.50; Louisiana, $199.58; Montana,
$43,168.12; New Mexico, $78.75 North Dakota;$16.97; Utah, $300;
and Wyoming, $985,943.80. It is evident that the grants paid
to the eight States were of negligible importance except in the case
of California, Montana, and Wyoming. California has enaéted that
the entire proceeds received by the State shall constitute a current
fund to be known as the State junior college fund for the main-
tenance of junior colleges, provided that any excess not required for
this purpose shall be devoted to elementary schools. Wyoming has
provided that 50 per cent 6f her quota shall be devoted to teachen39
salaries, 10 per cent to the University of Wyoming for the construe",
tion, equipment, find furnishing of new buildings tInd for repairs,
38 per cent to the State highivay commission for road construction,-
and 2 per cent to each county in proportion to the oil and gas pro-
duction of the same. According to it statement. in the Wyoming
liducational Bulletin of June, 1922, the Government royalty fund
am6unted on April .80, 1922, tò $1,148,000. It was estimated that
the distribution would arri'ount to approximately $250 per amens'
tary and rural school teacher apd 075 per high-school teacher.

The interest of this act lies not only in the large giants received
under it by California and Wyoming but taw in ita ptragibilities, fort
should nonmetallic mineral deposits of great value be disco. g erect
any of the public domain, they would thus becóme an imports*
source of reveaue tQ the state in which they were situated. 4

The pa.istige on Pebruitry 28, 1911, of the *ith-Flu6s,
marked' the entilanee_of the Fedetil Governmint upoli an .
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14 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION 1920-1922.

new educational policy. By the passage of the Morrill Act the Fed-
eral Government had beguti as long as 1862 subsidizing industrial
and agricultural work, but with the Smith-Hughes Act, " the Fed-
eral stimulus passed from the colleges to the public schools." This
act provides subventions for the salaries of teachers, supervisors, and
directors of agriculture, home economics, trade and industrial sub-
jects, and for providing professional training for teachers of these
subjects. Two hundred thousand dollars per year is devoted to
the support of the Federal Board of Vocational Education created
to carry out the provisions of this act. The gen6ral provisions of
the act are too widely known to require any statement here. The
Smith-Hughes Act provided for an annual Federal grant increas-
ing from a total of $1,860,000 in 1917-18 to $7,367,000 in 1925-26,
which amount thereafter becomes a continuing annual appropriation.
The total amount provided under the Smith-Hughes Act in 1921
was approximately $3,800,000 and in 1922 $4,300,000. The results
of this act upon vocational education are, in part, suggested by the
following facts: In 1916 only two States in the Union4---Wisconsin
and Pennsylvaniahad compulsory part-time or continuation school
laws; in 1922 at least 21 States had such compulsory paralisk edu-
cation laws. The enrollment in Federally aided vocational schools
increased from 164,186 in 1917 to 323,028 in 1921. The number
enrolled in Federally subsidized teacher-training courses iricreased
from 6,589 in 1918410 13,358 in 1921.

In 1921 the United States provided under the Smith-Lever Act,
$5,080,000 to be distributed as subventions among the States for the
support of extension work in agriculture and home economics. The
amount thus provided in 1922 was $5,580,000. As aiNady noted, a
portio.n of these moneys are available for work among children of
public school age.

In addition to the funds thus far described, the United States
make annual appropriations td provide (1) .approximately one-
half of the costs of public schools in the District of Columbia, (2)
to maintain schools for natives in Alaska, and (8) to pay the costs
of the education of Indians in Oklahoma attendinelmblic schools
and of the education of Indians in Federal schools. The sum pro-
vided by the Federal Government for .the . pistrict of Columbia
amounts to about $2,000,000 per year and the appropriations for
schools for, natives in Alaska to approximately $200,000 per year.
In 1922 the United States .paid to the public schools of Oklahoma
$1971982 for the tuition of Indian children attending public schools
and $8'72,000 for the education of Indian children in Federal schools.

-A riview of the preceding paragraphs dealing with Federal aid
-104: oho/ that during the biennium 1920442 the ;United e States
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PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE. 15

embarked upon no new policy of importance. The Smith-Towner
and Towner-Sterling bills both represent a grpwing national educa-
tional consciousness, but, as already noted, both of these bills failed
to pass. The Federal royaliy mineral grant, thus far at least, aff6cts
too few States to be considered of far-reaching importance.

STATE POLICIES IN PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE.

In marked contrast to the situation just described with respect to
the Federal Government is that which we find developing among the
States during the biennium 1920-1922. During this period one State
after another increased its school ye.ar and the age of compulsory
school attendance, provided for the establishment of continuation
classes for minors engaged in industry, established Americaniza-
tion classe, entered upon campaigns against illiteracy, and sought
to promote on a large scale other projects. Increased aid for high
schools, for the prombtion of consolidation, for the provision of free

%textbooks, for vocational education, and for health education and
physical recreation are among the projects which have engaged, .to
a marked degree, the attention of the States. No less important than
the tendencies just listed is that of establishing a .legal scale of
minimum wages for teachers, or of raising previously established
minima. It will be seen that these projects And these policies all
played an important part in the marked increase in school expendi-
tures which took place in 1922 an4 which has already been noted.

Even mare important than the individual undertakings and poli-
cies just noted is the question of the general trend. Taking the
Unifed States as a whole, in 1890, 23.75 per cent of the total receipts
for public schools were derived from State sources; in 1905, 19.06
per cent; in 1920, 17 per cent. We see, then, that for the past
three decades there has been a continual decrease in the per cent
of total school costs furnished by the State. At present data are
not available which will make it possible to determine whether,
during the biennium with which the present account is concerned,
1920-1922, taking the United States as a whole, there was any marked
chano in this general trend of the diminishing relative inipirtanoe
.of the State as a provider of school revenue. This, however, may
be said, that although in some States the per cent of total revenues
furnished by, the State has declined duripg the past two year's, in
others there has been a definitely aitticl% policy to increase State
aid, which has rtsulted in plaeing a much larger share of the burden
of school *costs upon the State than formerly. , a

It may well to note at the outset one or two matters of
portance. Th problem of publicichool support is to furnish.
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16 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

adequate school revenues. Certain authorities at the present time
are maintaining that the State ought to bear from 60 to 75 per cent
of the total school costs. Such a condition .may exist and yet the
situation be very far from satisfactory. A number of Southern
States have for many years drawn 50 per cent, or rilore than 50
per cent, of their school revenues from State sources, but this situa-
tion has been due to the fact that local school units have provided
very meager funds, and consequently the total amount of revenue
furnished was so small as to make impossible the maintenance of
good schools.

A second matter of importance to be considered at this point is
that the real test of what the State is doing is to be foimd not
only in the amount of money it provides from State sources but
also in the per cent. of total school revenues which it furnishés.
Thus, Minnesota in 1916 provided from State sources approximately
$5,035,006; in 1918, $5,041,000; in 1920, $6,382,000; in 1922, $8,849,-
000; yet the per cent of total school expenditures provided by the
State in these four years declined steadily, being, in fact, 23 per
cent in 1916, 19 per cent in 1918, 16.6 per cent in 1920, and 15.7
-per cent in 1922. From this brief presentation of two fundamental
principles, let us now turn our attention to a few individual States
which havOrecently made definite efforts to increase greatly the
State's contribution.to public-school support.

Amoni the States which siae the close of the World War pro-
vided for greatly increased school revenue to be furnished 14 the
State are Arizona, California, Georgia, Iowa, Louisiana, Massa-
chusetts, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvantat South Carolina,
Texas, Utah, Washington, and West Virginia. II

An act passed by the Arizona Legislature of 1921,. provides for an
annual levy sufficient to provide not less than $25 per pupil in aver-
age daily attendance in common schools and high schools of the
Sta : %shown by the records of attendance for the preceding year.
This provision displaces a law which provided for a levy sufficient
to raise annually $750,000. This new law resulted in the State pro-
viding $1,254,320 in the year 1921-22, an increase of more than 66
per cent over the amount provided in the older law.1

California in 1920 adopted a constitutional amendment whereby
'the State grant per pupil in average daily Attendance was increased
from $17.50 to $30 per elementary pupil and from $15 to $80' per
high-school pupil. In 1890 the public schools of California derived
IA per cent of their reTenues from the State; in 1924ia 21 per cent.
The constitutional amendment enacted in 1920 was a definite attempt
to check this taxlency of the State to bear a continually decreasing

. s Bu. of Edue., Bal., 1922, No. 411/). 11.
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portion of the burden of school costs. It is estimated that had this
amendment been in effect in 1921, the elementary schools of Califor-
nia would have derived 36 per cent of their support from State
funds, and secondary schools 10; per cent of their support from the
State. The counties in California must. raise $30 per pupil in aver-.
age daily attendance in elementary schools and $60 per pupil in.
high schools. All of the school moneys furnished by the State and
60 per cent of the moneys raised by the county must be devoted to.
the payment of teachers' salaries. This means, a State Minimum
salary of from $1,300 to $1,400 per year.

The new school code of Georgia enacted in 1919 provided that,
beginning with January 1, 1922, 50 per cent of all revenues received
by the State from all sources of income or taxation-shall be used and
expended for the support and maintenance of common schools.
Louisiana, by constitutional amendment adopted in 1920, provided
an additional State tax, of $1,000,000. In the same year New
York increased her appropriations for teachers' salaries to the
extent of $20,000,000. -Few States in the Union show a greater tend-
ency to recognize that the-State must relieve the local school units of
a much larger portion of the school burden than heretofore. Of the
total revenue provided for public schools by New York, the State
furnished 9.3 per cent in 1905 and 9.5 per cent in 1918. But in 1920
the State furnished 12.1 per cent, and in 1921 furnished 21.9 per cent.
North Carolina increased her State appropriations for public schools
frbm approximately. $750,000 in 1919 to $3,295,000 in 1920.

Pennsylvania in 1921 passed a minimum salary law. All school
districts of the State are classified as first-, second, third, or fourth
class. The salary act provides salary schedules for each class of
school district. The State is required to pay districts which com-
ply with the laws the following per cent of salary costs: First-class
districts, 25 per cent ; second and third class districts, 35 per cent;
fourth-class districts, 50 per' cent.

Texas in 1919 provided for an annual appropriation of $2,000,000
to aid rural distrids. The Texas Legislature of 1923 appropriated
$3,000,000 from the general revenue to supplement the State school
fund: This will increase the per capita apportionment based upon
pupils between the ages of 7 and 18 from $10 to $13.

Utah in 1920 adopted a constitutional amendment which permits
a State school tax sufficient to provide annutilly an amount which,
added to othei State funds, will provide a suin equal- to $25 per
school child. In the same year the State of Washington incre!ised
its State distributive ,fund from $10 to per child of school age.
The result of this was to increase the portion of total fOlool costs
borne 14 thetState from 18 percent in 1920-to 25 per cent in
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Probably the most marked departure from traditional policies is
to be found in Massachusetts. Possibly no other State pursued
so long and so completely the policy of placing almost the entire
burden of school support upon the local communities. The convic-
tion that the State should assume little or 'no responsibility .either
for the direction or for the support of schools prevented.Massachu-A,

setts from establishing a State permanent school fund until 1834.
In 1915 Alabama, Mississippi, Mqptana, Delaware, Texas, and Ken-
tucky each derived less than 50 'per cent of their common-school
revenues from the proceeds of local taxation ; Massachusetts in the
same year derived 97.2 per cent of her total school revenue from local
taxation. In this form of support she long surpassed all other States
in the Union. Again, Massachusetts leads the Union in the antiquity
of this practice. Whereas local taxation for school support was not
allowed in some States until well-nigh into the nineteenth century,
and ift some others, notably Alabama, not until the twentieth cen-
tury (1901), Massachusetts permitted it as early -as 1647 and in 1827
made it compulsory.

In the year '1919 Massachusetts frankly recognized the necessity
of reversing her century-rong policy and of placing upon the State
a much larger share of school costs than in the past. This recogni-
tion was given practical exPression by the passage of a law provid-
ing for the -setting aside. of a portion of the proceeds of the State
income tax (created in 1916) äs an annual current fund to be knqwn
as the general school fund. As the result of this legislaticw,
whereas in 1915 the State had furnished on1.31.82 per cent of the
total public-school revenues, in 1920 she furnished no less than 12.3
per cent, and in 1921, 11.3 per cent. The creation of the Massa-
chusetts general school ft3nd was fiC definite recognition of a number
of principles of far-reaching significánce: (1) That the State must
assume a much larger share of responsibility for equalizing school

. burdens and .educationhl opportunities than in the past; (2) that
this would necessitate the State providing a much larger share of the
total school revenue than formerly; (3) that former sources of
revenue treiv inadequate and that new sources mast be found; (4)
that a graduatect.State tax on personal incorhes is an important and
valid source of public-school revenue.'

In creating her general school fund Massachusetts was careful
not to preitide a fixed amount. On the contrary, the law requires
that there shall be annually set ?aside from the proceeds a the State
bincome tax an !mount sufficient to subsidize the projects set forth
in the act. In the year 1918 the State contributed $1,118,000 toward

-!**" For 11 account of the Massachusetts' getientl school ftind, see Swift, IC " Public&boa in Iliusachnikta." " Studies hi Public School Mantel the illast,i°
veL _unit Minnesota, itaimreh pubiticationli
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PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE. 19,
the support of public schools. In 1921 the general school fund
alone contributed $4,165,000, and the total amount contributed by the
State for public schools, includiv vocational schools, was $6,035,000.
The income of the general school fund is to be used exclusively for
he payment of salaries of superintendents, assistant superintendents,
principals, supervisors, and teachers. The entire sum is paid out to
the cities and towns of Massachusetts in reimbursements ranging
from $350 to $150 for each school officer for whom the town or city
is entitled to reimbursement from this fund.

A NEW CONCEPTION OF STATE A.M.

A study of the history of school finance in the United States will
reveitl the number of different conceptions as to the purposes of
State aid. The first State to create a permanent common-school
fund was Connecticut, which did so in 1795. There is reason to
believe 'that from the first the expectation in the minds of the legis-
lator.s of Connecticut in establishing this fund was that the revenue
should pay in full the wages of common-school teachers and so relieve
the towns and school societies almost entirely from local taxation.
The results of the Connecticut policy by which the responsibility
òf supportirig schools was removed almost entirely from the %local
communities and thrown back upon the State could not have been
foreseen by those who inaugurated this policy. Nevertheless, the
evils soon showed themselves, and the school fund of Connecticut
became notorious as an eximple of a magnificent endowment creat-
ing educational disaster. Of all the ills that foll6wed the establish-
ment of the Connecticut school fund, the most disastrous. was its
effect upon local taxation. The Connecticut School Code of 1700,
whicti, had continued in force until 1798, compelled every town to
levy a local tax. The gradual increase of the income of the school
fund was accompanied by an increase in disinclination to levy
taxes,, with the result that froin 1821 to 1854 a local school tax was
virtually unknown in Connecticut.

Tlie lesson which Connecticut had learned at such a cost was not
lost upon the other Eastern States. New York passed an act in 1812,
three years prior to the first distribution of the revenue a her per-
manent common-school fund, requiring that bin order to participate
in the income of this fund the local commuriity must raise by tax
an amount equal to its share of the State fund. From this time on
in a considerable number of the States the purpose of State aid was
conceived to be twofold! First, to ease the burden of local coni.- I

-"- munities; second, to stimulate local effort. In gimeral, State aid
was distributed among counties and districts on the basis of totAl
Opitation or school population. No attempt was made to rebar
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20 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920,-1922.

nize differeiices in the .ability of various communities to pro id.q_
school revenues as repreented by differences in vtiluation, o ki*

recbgnize differences in effort as represented by differences in 1 al
school-tax rates. Puring the past few years, however, runner is
reports and studies have _pointed out the supreme importance f

Withthese factors, th4Oresult that there lias come into prominence
new conception of the fundamental purpose of State aid, riainely
that of evening put the inequalities in school revenues and schobl \
opportunities misting among the various continunities of the State \I

and which in thetlast analysis are due to factors which the' local
communities frequently 'are unable to modify. As the result of this
new conception, we find. one State after another attempting to
establish a State equalization fund or providing for the distributio
of already existing funds -upon a basis which will take into co
sideration differences in valuation and in tax ratesthat is, diff
ences in ability, need, and effort.

A few examples of this tendency must suffice. As long ago as
1913-Colorado provided for setting aside out of the income of ier
pubU-school funa a sum not to exceed $60,000, to be paid 'to dis-
tricts unable to derive from all other State, county, and di rict
revenues a sum sufficient to pay each teacher employed. in thq dis-
trict at least $50 per month for six mouths. In 1919 the imoi4nt to
be set aside from the income of tho putlic-school fund was inc. e.ased
to $150,000. In 1921 an act was passed which provides th Ohe
-State superintendent of public instruction before apportioni g 'tiny
of the income of the public-school fund shall first apportion o any
county in the State in whicb the maximum rate of county-sch ol tax
(5 mills) shall be insufficient to provide funds to pay every )ublic-
school teacher within that county a minimum salary of $75 a inonth,
a sum sufficient to supply the amount bf such deficiency. It will be
seen that this act makes the entire income of the public-tch 1 fund
available as an equalization fund, should the occasion arise.

, It was in 1921 that the State of Maine passed a law provid ng that
$100,000 shpuld be deducted annually from the State sch 1 iund
to be used as a Stite equalization fund. The equaliiation fund is ap-
portiohed first for the, sake of aiding towns whose aggregat attend-
ance is small and which consequently will receive a small amount of_
help from that portion of the Státe school fund distributed on the
basis of aggregate attendance. Whenever any scho91 mai4ained by
a town for the,number of weeks of school provided or in said town

k bits to record at least 1,500 days' aggregate attendance, &Jere shall
,.,Aie apportioned to the said town from,the State itualiztttion: fund,..

s4ch sum as will givie to paid towzî ap amount equal.to that appor-
ittionea for.4090 days' aggregate_ attindance. The State swerinteh4,
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. PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE. 21

ent of public instruction is allowed to grant to any town a sum not
exceeding $500 in any one year for the encouragement of consolida-,
tion, conveyance of pupils, housing of teachers, standardization of
schools, or other projects espwially worthy of encouragevnt. The
State 'equalization fund may be used to provide special aid for a
sthool which has been closed because of an epidemic, a fire, or
other unpreventable causes .and which on accourftbof such reasons
wouldnot receive the --amount of State aid fron) the State school
fúnd to which it would otherwise habe been entitled. The balance
of the school elualization fund nót apportioned as provided for by
the preceding, provisions shall be apportioned to towns wheliein the
rate of taxaiion is considerably in excess. of the State average rate
yet fails to produce a school revenue sufficient to 'secure a reasonable
_standard of educational efficiency.

In 4921 the State of Michigan passed an act providing for State
grants designed to equalize school burdens. This act grants $200
of State aidkanhually to any " primary school district " maintaining
a one-room school nine-months if its school maintenance tax for a
seven months' school is 12 mills or.inor% A special appropriation
is made to provide for the kfunds to carl out the provisions of this
act.

In 1921 the Legislature of Minnesota passed an act which pro-
vided for an equalization fund referred to in the act as supplemental
aid. This act provided that to tiny school district whosé school
maintenance tax lies between 20 and 32 mills the State shall pay as
supplemental aid one-third of the 'excess above 20 mills. If the tax
levy for maintenance exceeds 32 mills, then in addition to the abgve
amount the State shall pay one-half of such excess above 32 mills.
In school districts maintaining only.' ungraded elementary r5cfrools, if
a 20-mill tax does not raise the equivalent of $600 for each teacher

..employed at least seven months, then the State board of education
may grant to such school district an amount which, together ;kith the
proceeds of a 20-mill tax, will provide $600 for each teacher' em-
ployed. The Minnesota Legislature of 1923 passed an *act pPoviding
that supplemental aid shall be limited to school districts whose local
maintenance levy exceeds 20 mills. When a Ideal school tax of 20
mills fails to yield the equivalent of $40 per pupil in attendance 40
days, the State pays ihe difference between the sum per pupilLvro-
Owed by the 20-mill titx and $40 per pupil. The effect of thip "act is
to establish the fund for supplemental aid as an equalization fund.

In 1920 Mississippi enacted two exceedingly important laws--ma,
compulsory attendance law and a law providing for an inetrease in
State! appropriatiQns. ,The State superintimdent *of public instruct,'
tion states that tho wa4 tonpulspry atten4auce law result0d, n br

.
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22 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

ing into school 33,186 white children over 7 years of age who had
never been to school before and that

The common-school appropriation (through legislation of 1920) was increased
60 per cent and Jill the increase put into an equalization fund to be disbursed
by the State board of education in such a manner as to equalize as nearly as
possible school terms and teachersnialaries throughout the State.

REFORMS IN APPORTIONING .STATE SCHOOL FUNDS.

Scarcely less important than the provision of adequate revenue
is the apportionment of sudh revenue. in accordance with methods
which may be characterized as scientific, sound, equitable, and demo-
cratic. Regarding no problem in school finance is the public at
large more in need of information. In no phase of school finance
has progress been more slow and the practices most commonly
employed more unscientific and less necessary.

A recent study showed that in no less than 37 of the 48 States
school funds were distributed all or in part on the basis of school
population, despite the fact that the unsoundness of this basis and
the disastrous results produced 'thereby have been pointed out again
and again. One of the most important purposes of State aid is to
even out inequalities which arise among school units as the result of
differences in wealth; that is, differences in ability to provide money
for schools. A bad method of distributing State aid, instead of
evening ott stich inequalities, creates, exaggerates, and perpetuates
them. Many States in the Union by adopting a scientific method of
distributing State aid could bring about immeasurable improvemént
in educational conditions without increasing State aid a' single
dollar. One of the most hopeful signs of the present era is a grow-
ing attempt on the part of the States to reform existing methods of
apportioning State funds. It is evident that the creation of a State
equalization d is in itself an effort ih this direction. In addition
to the estabh..1 !Pent of such funds a number of Stab:* have undir-
taken the adoptio i of new methods and new bases of apportioning
the income of their permanent public school endowment funds, the
proceeds of a State tax, or some other general State fund.

In 1921 Maine passed a new law providing for a State school
fund and for a new method of apportioning the Bame. Reference
has already been blade to .the provision setting- aside $100,000- of
this annual fund u 4tn equalization fund. The major portion of
the State school fund is distributed on a threefold basis: (1) To
Overly town is granted $100 for each full-time tegaching position in
dement:try. schools and secondary schools; (2) $8 for each pon
ifidtided in the town's seboordensus (5 to 1 years of age) ; (a) the
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PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE. 28
in elementary and secondary schools. It will be seen that this law
recognizes that the chief factor in public school support is the in-
dividual teacher, _and the State assumes the responsibility of guaran-
teeing a definite amount for each teaching positidn in the State.
Aggregate 'days' attendance is likewise a basis which has many
things in its favor. Nothing can be said, however, in defense of
distributing any part of State aid on the sChool census basis. The
method by which Maine provided in 1921 for distributing the major
portion of the State school fund, however much of an improvement
ovetr methods previoAsly employed, fails utteFly to take into con-
sideration the comparative ability and the comparative effort of the
local school units to furnish funds.

In 1921 New Hampshire increased State appropriations for aid
to public schools from $255,000 to $325,000. State aid from this
fund is distributed upon the basis of the ratio of elementary-school
expenses to equalized valuation rather than to the inventory valua-
tion as had heretofore n done. The superintendent of public
instruction writes:

This change was an equitable and highly salutary one. The equalized valuation represents the actual wealth of the district so far as this can be reached
by taxation.

_ California makes the teacher the chief basis for distributing the
major portion of State aid. By átlaw passed in 1921 the State pro-
vides $30 for every elementary and every high-school pupil in aver-
age daily attendance. California maintains two distinct fundsthe
State school fund for elementary schools and the State high-schoolfund for secondary schools. By a law passed in 1921 the State ele-
mentary-school fund is apportioned as follows: $700 is paid for
every elementary teacher, and the remOnder.of the fund is appor-
tioned ou the basis of average daily attendance. This money must

,be matched by the county, with the result that there is guaranteed
for each full-time elementary teaching position $1,400- a year. In
1921 California not only doubled the amount of State aid to be pro-
vided by the State per pupil but adopted an entirely new method
of apportioning her State high-school fund. The _method provided
by the law of 1921 recognizes three bases : (1) Flat quotas; (2)
quotas for attendance in evening high schools, in special day 'and
evening classes, and part-time schools; (3) average attendance.
A certain flat swn goes to avery day high school, whether a fours.
year, a junior, or a Ben* high school, on the basis of the numbei
of years of work it offers. In addition to this flat appropriation,
each high school receives grants for unitibf average dailx atto,dance,
the amoitnt per unit decreasing as the number of units accesses.
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24 BIENNIAL .suRvEy OF. EDUCATION 1920-1922.

New York and Massachusetts are two States which through
recent legislation have underaiken to give definite recognition to
differences in local valuations. By a law passed in 1920 New York
provided that in addition to its regular district quota each district
employing more Man one teaCher shall receive $250 for each full-
time teacher. Districts having one teacher only with a propérty
valuation of $100,000 shall rticeive a quota of $200. Districts having
only one teacher and with a property valuation of less than $100,000
shall receive a quota of $200 and $2 for each entire $1,000 that the
assessed valuation is less than $100,000.

It is to be regretted thatspace does not permit a detailed con-
sideration of the methods employed by Massachusetts in distributing
various State funds. It is probable that no other State in the
Union has been so ready:to experiment with new methods and new
bases of apportioning saool moneys. Prior to 1904 Massachusetts
had changed her method of apportioning school moneys no less than
13 times. The law passed in 1919, creating the general school fund,
also provided for a new method ordistributing the income of the
permanent school fund. As a result of this readiness to experiment,
Massachusetts has evolved methods of apportioning State school
funds which, whatever their defects may be, are from the stand-
point of the scientific soundness of the principles they seek to
recognize immeasurably superior to those of most of the States.
Massachusetts is one of the few States which ttikes into considera-
tion, in distributing State aid, the assessed valuation and the rate
of taxation of the receiving unit. It must not be inferred that
Massachusetts recognizes these two exceedingly important factors
in distributing all State funds, for she does not. Nevertheless, she
gives far greater recognition to them than the writer has found
in any other of the 14 States he has thus far studied.

Massachusetts limits the income of her permanent school fund, the
Massachusetts school fund, to towns whose valuation is less than
$2,500,000. The quota granted to any town is determined by two
factors: (1) The town's total valuation; (2) the excess of its ex-
penditure for certain public school costs over its quota from the
general school fund, measured or equated in terms of tax rate. In
distributing this fund towns are divided into three classes on the
basis of valuation limits as follows: Towns having a valuation of
(1) less than 000,000; (2) from $500,600 to $1,000,000; (3) from
$1,000,000 to $2,500,000. The aid is distributed in a manner designed
to give the larger quo : to the towns .of lower valuatiöns and 6
the towns expending m b in proportion to their ability.

The ;general school fund derived from the proceeds, of the State
income tax is distributed among all thOowns an,d cities of the State

The quota
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PTITBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE. 25

of the fund are paid out in two installments, from the first of which
are paid what for convenience may °be called the ordinary reim-
bursements; from the second installment are paid what may be
called supplementar3i reimbursements. Ordinary -reimbursements
are paid in the form of definite quotas for each teacher or other
ichool officer employed. In the distribution of ordinary reimburse-.
ments no recognition is given to the valuation or to the local tax
rate of the receiving unit. The amoiint is determined solely upon
the basis of whether the school officer was employed for full time or
part WV, his professional training, years of experience, and salary
received from the town or city. On the other hand, supplementary
ieimbursements are paid on the basis of the community's assessed
valuation per pupil. A study of the legislation passed by Massa-
chusetts 1919-1922 will show that this State is committed to the
following principles: (1) State aid sliould be given in the form of
reimbursements for money previously expended; (2) the amount
of State aid granted shall be determined by (a) the community's
ability to help itself as indicated by its assessed valuation, (b) the
community's effort as indicated by its local tax rate, (e) the quality
of educational opportunity the community 'seeks to furnish as indi-
cated by the number and preparation of teachers and the character
of the educational facilities provided.

NEED OF NEW SOURCES OF REVENUE.

There are a number of reasons which have forced the States to
seek to discover new sources a school riwenue. First and foremost'
is the increasing cost of public education and the inadequacy of
existing sources to meet these costs; second, a growing recognition
of the unsoundness of the general property tax which long has
been and still remains the most important source of both §tate and
local revenues. To these two reasons must be added a third, namely,
that with the increase in school costs and revenues provided, per-
manent State endowments for common schools which at one time
aftorded important felief to the local communities Ave steadily
declined in relative importance until to-day in the majority of the
States these funds are of wellInigh negligible importance, ifiewed

'from the standpoint of the proportion of total revenue which they
provide.

DECLINING IMPORTANCE OF STATE ENDOWMENTS.

In 1890 the publicliphools of the United States derived 5.45 per
cent of all school receipts from.t1ome of permanent school
funds and Lads I.:- 4. Rer cent; and in 1920, 21.per cent.
From 'this we BOthat the prop6rtion of fotal ichool receipts cir
rived from permanent funds in 1920 was only half of 'what Amok
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26 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

in 1890. The significance of this fact can not be fully appreciated
unless we recall that, except for the admission of a number of new
Western States with vast endowments for public schools, the per
tent of total school receipts derived from permaneni funds would
have declined even more rapidly than it did.

The five States which derived the highest per cent of their total
revenue from permanent funds in the year 1905 *re Wyoming,
Nevada, Texas, Utah, and Orégon. Perhaps there is no better means
of coming to an appreciation of tte decline in the importance of
permanent school funds as sources of revenue than by compaiing
the per cent of total revenue derived from permanent funds in these

taties during the years 1905 and 1920.

TABLE 3.Five States ranking highest in per rent of total revenue derived
from permanent funds in 1905.

States.

Wyoming
Nevada (1906)
Texas
Utah (1904)
Oregon.

Approximate per cent
of total school revenue
derived from income
of permanent school
fumris and endow-
ments.

1905

49. 30.
49. 19
27. 69
21. 20
13.53

1920

23.8
11.3
13. 6
4. 6
4. 2

From the above table we see tliat, whereas Wyoming and Nevada
each derived nearly half of their total receipts for pubfic schools
from their respective permanent common school funds in 1905,
Wyoming derived less than one-fourth from this source in 1920, and
Nevada slightly more than one4nth. In Texas, permanent funds
contributed more than one-fourth of the total school revenue in 1905,
but less than half this proportion in 1920. In Utah permanent
funds were five times as important as a source of revenue in 1904 as
in 1920, and in Oregon approximately three times as important in
1905 asin 1920.

From this account of the declining importance of what was at 'one
time in many a State notaily the moot important but the sole source
of State school revenue, let us turn our attention to some of the
newer types of State sources.

NEW SOURCES OF STATE SCHOOL REVENUE.

Of the Row sources established by States to provide school rev-
ewes perhaps the most sirificant are the following: Corporation
Utah income taxes, inhergance taxes, occupatioli taxes, and sever?.
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Corporation taxe8.New Hampshire, Maine, Kentucky, New
Jersey, Virginia, and California are among the States which to-
day depend for a portion of State school moneys upon the proceeds
of State corporation taxes. California has applied this policy more
widely\ than any other State, and may therefore be taken as an ex-
ample of this important trend in. school finance.

As the outcome of a tax-reform I[, ment beginning at least as
far back as 1894, California adopferin 1910 an amendment pro-
viding for the levying of a State corporation tax. This tax is levied
on all corporations, the rate varying according to the type of cor-
poration. In 1920 the State provided approximately 14 per cent of
the entire moneys devoted to public schools. The major portion oir
this aid consisted 'of appropriations paid from the State general
fund. Approximately 60 per cent of the general funs(' was derived
from corporation taxes.

Severance taxes.----An epoch-making event in the history of school
financewas the enactment by the State of Louisiana on July 1, 1920,
of a law providing for a severance tax which places a tax on all
natural products severed from the soil except agricultural products.-
A number of States, such as Utah and Minnesota, have long levied
taxes upon ores, but a severance tax takes not only ores but timber,
sand, gravel, clay, gas, oil, and all otb.er nonagricultural natural
products. The proceeds of this tax in Louisiana are devoted in part
to the State university and the agricultutal and mechanical college,
and in part to State institutions for the de4j, blind, and other special
classes. None of the proceeds goes to public schools; nevertheless,
as a type of taxation it is of great significance and will perhaps
prove very suggestive to many other States looking for new sources
of school revenue. It is estimated that the Louisiana State Uni-
versity will receive annually from the severance tax between a
million and a half and two million dollars. It is interesting to note
in this connection that, in accordance with the tecommendatiáns'
contained in a survey of public education in Arkansa$ made by the
United States Bureau of Education, the Arkansas Legislature of
1923 enacted laws providing for a State income tax and a State
severance tax.

Income taxe8.---An-- earligi portion of the present account has
described at length the action of Massachusetts in 1919 by which she
created a general school fund by setting apart a portion of the pieb
ceeds of the State income tax. We have also noted the inauguration
of this policy by the Arkansas Legislature of 1923. Delawire, iè
another State which in comparatively recent times ,has. had recoiarse,
to a State. income* tiz as an iwortant means of . prOidint Ota
Ov.441110 for
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Inheritance taxe8.A study made in 1920 revealed the fact that
at least five StatesCalifornia, Delaware, Kentucky, Louisiana, and
Virginiawere then devoting to schools moneys derived from taxes
on inheritances. 'In 1923 Montana was added to this group girough
the passage of a law which provided that 50 per cent of the pro-
ceeds of iriheritance taxes should be devoted to schools.

Occupation tIxe8.---In 1921 a law was passed by 'the State of
Minnesota designed to do away with the practice of taxing iron
ore on a tonnage basis and to substitute therefor a 6 per cent occu-
pation tax on net profits. The constitutionality of this law was up-
held by the United States Supreme Court and thus the right of the
State to impose an occupation tax was established. At the present
writing it is claimed that the mining companies of the State owe-
the State of Minnesota no less than $5,000,000 in back taxes. Fifty
per cent of the proceeds of the Minnesota occupation tax will be
added to the general revenue fund, 40 per cent to the permanent
school fund, and 10 per cent to the permanent university fund. The
tonnage-tax law provides a 10 per cent penalty if payment is not
made by June 1 of the following year.

Miscellaneou8.Certain States have provided that the proceeds of
a tax upon special commodities or products shall be devoted to
schools. Thus in 1921 Montana enacted a law providing that one-
third of the proceeds of taxes on gasoline should be apportioned to
public schools.

We have now discussed the most important developments and
tendencies in State school finance during the biennium 1920-1922.
It is to be regretted that space does not permit recounting a number
of others. One at least should be mentioned, namely, the tendency
to enact State laws prohibiting local communities from establishing
sinking funds for the purpose of paying the interest and principal
of bond issues. Such laws require that in the future bonds shall
be issued in series and a tax levied sufficient to meet payments of
interest and principal. Massachusetts and New_ Jersey are among
the States which have recently enacted legisla\tion of this charac-
ter. The Massachusetts law provides that no further sinking funds
for five payment of debts shall be established by any district, towh, or
city, except Boston, but that such debts shall be paid by such annual
installments .as shall extinguish the same at maturitSr. The law
further requires the levying of an annual tax sufficient to meet all
principal and interest bond obligations.

TENDENCIES IN LOCAL SUPPORr---COUNTY AND DISTRICT.

In 1890, of the total receipts for public schools in the Unitd
68 per cent was derived fronl local sources., In 1.920 slightly
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PUBLIC SCHOOL FINAiNCE. 29
more than 83 per cent.' Although there has been an increase in theproportion of the total school revenue furnished by local sources innearly every State in thee Union, with a few striking exceptions, suchas Massachusetts already noted, the most striking increase has beenin the South Central and South Atlantic States, where in 1890 of thetotal receipts 50 per cent or less than 50 per cent was providedby local units. In 1890 the per cent of total publia school receiptsderived from local sources was, in North Carolina 2; South Caro-line 13, Tennessee 13, Texas 12. In 1920 North Carolina derived70 per cent of her total public-school revenue from local sources;South Carolina 84 per cent; Tennessee, 82 per cent ; and Texas,46 per cent. A. study of the situation in Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia,Kentucky, Louisiana% and Mississippi shows increases varying from15 to 30 per cent.

Whether we view the United States as a whole or individualStates, we discover that, despite a certain degree of progress in mat-ters of centralization, and despite the utterances of educational the-orists and court decisions to the effect that public schools are State,not local, institutions, in actual practice sthools in the United ,Stateshave tended throughout the last quarter of a century to become moreand niore locally supported.
The results of this tendency are being felt to-day as never before.From almost every State come reports of inadequate funds for thesupport of public schools and accounts of frantic attempts to cut,in the name of economy, teachers' wages and to reduce school curii-cula to the narrow, arid state of generations gone. The majority ofthe States are to-day financing their schools under the district sys-tem. The story of this system wherever found is the same : Inequal-ities in ability to produce school revenue, inequalities in effort and'zeal, inequalities in educational opportunities.It is a realization of the unfairness of existing systems of localsupport and local control and the disastrous and incurable evils pro-duced by such systems tlytt has led many scientific students of edu-cation and several or the States to give serious consideration to the

possibilities of deriving a much larger proportion of school revenuesfrom units more capable than school districts of equalizing school
revenues, burdens, and opportunities. Those looking for a solu-tion have turned thOr attention to the Nation, the State, and tolarger local units, midi as the county.

Some of the States, of which Maryland is a notable example, have
depended upon the county as a unit of organization and school support from the very &ginning of their statehood. Nevertheless)

88.2 per cent, consisting of 11.4 per cent from count; sources and 71.8 per fro*district and other local finites.
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30 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

a widespread recognition of the significance of the county- as a
source of school revenue is of comparatively i:ecent development.
The truth of this statem6nt is suggested by the fact that the analy-
ses of the public-school revenues prepared by the United States
Bureau of Education for the years prior to 1918 did not report
county school receipts sepatately, but simply included them under
the general caption, " Local receipts."

Another fact pointing to the rising importance of. the county in

the support of public schools is found in the fact that,' whereas in
1918 only 7.9 per cent of the total school receifts were provided
from county sources, in 1920 the proportion yetributed by the
county had increased to 11.4 per cent. During this biennial period
the increase in certain States was exceedingly marked. Of 17 States
deriving 15 per cent or more than 15 pPr cent of their school reve-

nues from county funds in 1920, in only two, Arizona and New
Mexico, was the proportion It 3 than in 1918. In all others the
proportion remaihed the same or was greatly increased. The most
n able increases were in Kentucky, Oregon, Ohio, North Carolina,

evada, Louisiana, and Mississippi. Among these States the
smallest increase was in Kentucky, where in 1918 the county Con-

tributed 17 per cent of the total school revenue and 25 per tent in

1920. The greatest increase was in Ohio, where in 1918 the county
contributed only 1.7 per cent and 54 per cent in 1920.

Evidences are not lacking that the tendency already observed dur-
ing the biennium 1918-1920 for the county to become an increasingly
important source of school revenue continued throughout the bien-
nium 19204922. A constitutional amendment adopted by Georgia in
1920 permitted each county to levy, on the recommendation of fhe
State board of education, a county school °tax of not less than 1 nor
more than b mills. As the result of this law, half of the counties in
the State were required in 1921 for the first time in their history to
levy a local school tax. The total expenditure fgr public schools in

Georgia increased from $11,900,000 in 1920 to $14,500,000 in 1921.

Not only in the South and Middle West, but in the West as well,
has the county grown in importance during the last, biennium. In
California tinder the law of 1919 every county° was required to levy
an elementary county school tax sufficientAo provide a sum equivalent
to $21 per pupil in average daily attendance. In.192t an act was

passed increasing the tax to a rate sufficient to provide at least $30
per pupil, or $700 per teacher employed, in oise the sum estimated'
on this basis exceeds the sum required to furnish $21 per pupil.
Under the hi* of 1919 a limit of 5 mills wits placed upon county

4- taxation; tile taw of 194 fails to state any limit and, by this failure,
removes all limits. The count:), i required further to levy a tax -..

'114 Sack* to provide $60 per higbftschool pupil in average dajly at-
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PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE. 31
tendance and to provide for reimbursements to all high-school dis-tricts' within the county for money eipended for transportation ofpupils living in territory in the county not included in any high-school district and further reimbursements to all high-school districts'for textbooks furnished free to pupils residing in portibns of thecounty not included in a high-school district.By an act passed May 27, 1921, California provided for the organi-

.

zation of junior, college districts and for the maintenance of juniorcolleges therein. In each county- wherein there is not a countyjunior college a special tax upon all taxable property within thecounty must be levied. This tax Thust be sufficient to defray the costofeducating for the current year students attending a junior collegein an adjoining county.
The most, important recent tendencies in district school supportare the increasing of the limits of local taxation and bonding limitsand the requiring of the preparation of budgets to be approved b'yhigher educational authorities.
Preceding paragraphs have noted the declining importance of( the State as a source of school -revenue. It is scarcely necessaryto note that this declining importance of State sources has beenparalleled by an increase in the importance of local souices. Thus,whereas in 1890 approximately 68 per cent of the total receipts forpublic schools in the United States was furnished by local sources,in 1920 nearly 72 per cent was thus provided excluding countyrevenues. No one conversant with the facts would question the state-ment that the tremendous increase in school revenues in theUnited States during the past 25 years has been due chiefly to theincrease in the efforts put forth by the local school units. Practicevaries widely with respect to the Authority and responsibility whichthe various States delegate to their local school units in the matterof raising school reventies. Massachusetts and California, two Stateswhich without question belong in the highest rank educationally,have no limits as to rates of loyal school. tax. Arkansatk, on thecontrary, fixes the maximum district tax at 12 mills, with the'result that fates in this State vary all the way from 0 to 12 mills.The impossbi1ity of maintaining schools from the proceeds of taxeslevied under exisang rateg has led a number bf States during thebiennium to endeavor to have. these limits raised or removed en-tirely. The same tendency is visible with respec,t, to limits of in-debtedness.

THE PRESENT SITUATION.

'4041Zfepite the vast increase in school funds which the present ae-cotint has recorded, despite also the progress whiclihas been made in
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82 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

establishing new sources and in apportioning State aid in a more
just, scientific, and efficient manner than formerly, the educational
situation with which the United States is confronted at the close of
the year 1922 leaves much ,tio be desired. It makes little difference
to what section of the country we turn our attention, in nearly yvery
quarter the story is one of inadequate teachers' salaries, inadequate
buildings, inadequate revenues, glaring and ominous inequalities in
educational opportunities. We are informed that never in the his-
tory pf New York City has the proportion of children attending
school on part time been so large. Again, we learn "that the high-
school situation in Bosion has never been as bad as at present." In
1920 the annual cost per pupil in average daily attendance for the
United States as a whole 4 was approximately $64, yet in 1922 the.
annual cost per 'pupil in average daily attendance in Tennessee rural
elementary schools 5 varied all the way from $39 to $7. In 1921 in
Arkansas° the highest average county expenditure per pupil enrolled
was $31, the median expenditu.re was $10 per year. and the loN'vest, $6.

There never was a time in the history of American education when
there was a greater need for sane and scient ific leadership. Through-.
out the breadth and length of the United States to-day city. State,
and National organizations and commissions are working with a
zeal and devotion unsurPassed: On the one hand we hear the cry
that public education -has. exceeded all legitimate bounds and that
the public schools must retrench. This cry is met on every hand by
the carefully worked out and intelligent findings of scientific
students who are at one in dëclaring that school facilities must not
be lessened but immeasurably increased. These students point out
that increases in school costs have been accompanied all aloitg the
line by vast increases in national income and that the situation we
are now confronting is not one which should arouse fear but rather
one which should urge us to a scientific stutly of the spurces and dis-
tribution of school revenues.

Dr. Edwin R. Seligman, of Columbia University, outstanding
national authority in political tkonomy, declares that

While it is true that the educational budget has Increased more rapidly than
the population, it its.n9t true that it has increased more rapidly than the wealth
of the community. On the contrary, it may be affirmed with little fear of-con-
tradiction that, from the economist's point of view, the growth of prosperity in
the United States as a whole has been so enornrous as to make the proportion of
educational expenditures to real wealth of the community actually smaller
than it was in past decades.

Bu. of Educ., Bul., 1922,6No. p, 44, Table 27. This amount Is the sum of columns
12 and 18.

&Tenn. Supt. of Pub. Instruction Rep., 1021=-22, pp. 48-49; Hamilton County, $89..4;
gancock County, $7.

Ilhotitto F. The Public Scheel Spaniard of Arkansas, Part II, Public School Monde,
18, Table 10; county expenditures, Pulaski, $80.84; Hempstead, $10.21; Ston% $624.
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It is the writer's belief, based upon a first-hand study of nearly
one-third of the States, that there is not a State in the Union which,if it were to adopt a sound and scientific system of financing educa-
tion, would not be able to place adequate: educational facilities withinthe reach of every school child and to maintain a complete free
system of public education from the kindergarten to the State uni-
versity. It is necessary to acknowle4ge with regret that such a con-dition is not to be found. Not only do the schoplg in a numer ofthe States depend for a considerable portion of their revenues uponpupils' tuition fees and gifts of patrons, but throughout the breadth
and length of our land there are many school districts which levy
no tax whatsoever and maintain no schools. isrThis situation is found not only in the poorer States but in the
prosperous Middle-West. It is unnecessary here to dwell at length
upon the policies through which reforms must be inaugurated and
educational opportunities and the. burden of school support equalized,
for these have been set forth in a ;lumber of bulletiins recently pub-
lished by the Bureau of Education as well as in private publications./It may be well to note, however, that the greatest obstacles at the pre-.
sent time to a sound Aystein of school finance -are the district system,
unscientific methods of apportioning State aid, and the employmentof the general property tax as the chief source of school revenue.

- Despite the features of the present situation just described, there
are abundant reasons for confidence ift the future. :There never was a
time when the citizens of the United States were so alive to the im-
portance of public-school finance and *to the necessity of inaugurat-
ing reforms. Moreover, there never was a time when economists ánd
educational experts were making available for tharjoenefit of the
public such a large amount of scientific information beaving upon the
problems of public-school finance. The results of this public attitude
and of the work of students of school finance are clearly discernible
in the legislation of the last biennium. Arizona, California, Dela-
ware, Georgia, North Carolina, Texas, Virginia, and Washington are
a few of a growing number of States which in some cases have com-
pletely revised their systems of school siipport; others have made
important and far-reaching modifications. The financial crisis of
which we hear on every hand is not without its compensations, for
the pressure brought about by this crisis has forced the ublic to
recognize the importance of the economic fictors enter' into the

The interested reader is referred to State Policies in Public School Finance, Bu. ofEduc., Uul., 1922, No. 2 ; The Public School, System of Arkansas, Part II, Public SchoolFinance, Bu. of Educ., \Elul., 1923, No. 11; Public Education in Oklahoma, Bu. of Educ.,1922; Ch. III, Problems of Financing Public Schools; Studies in Public School Manes,4 vol. University of Minnesota, Research Publications, v4,4,
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34 BIRNNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

maintenance of a system of public education. It, is a matter of
congratulation that the most difficult problem in the kistory of the
race, that of educating a citizenry drawn from the four quarters
of the earth, falls upon the richest of all nations. In this task, as

noble as it is difficult, the United States of America need not and
will not fail.
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CHAPTER IT.

SOME IMPORfiNT SCHOOL LEGISLATION, 1921 AND 1922.

By WILLIA M R. HOOD,

Speoialist in 'School Legislation, pureau of, Education.

CONTENTS.Introduction--Compulsory school attendanceState departments of eda-ea t lonCoun ty bovds of educationCounty superintendents, and rural superiision-7.State taxation--Loeal school taxesSecondary educationSchool buildingsTeac tiers'homesTeaohers' certificatesTeachers' salaries Teachers' tenureTeacher trainingTexthooks---The school termConsolidated schoolsPhysical welfare of schoolMore educationAmericanization KindergartensVocational rehabilitationPrivateand parochial schooloHigher institutions.

Within the biennial period here under review, 47 State's held
regular meetings of their legislative assemblies, and a few extraordi-v
nary sessions were called )ay governors. The lawpakers 1.15f six
StatesMassachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Sciuth
Carolina, and Georgiameet annually, and those ci.f all others dx-
cept Alabama meet biennially. Of the latter. group, Maryland, Vir-
ginia, Kentucky, Mississippi, and I.44.uisiana hold sessions in even
years and all the rest' in odd yeais. Alabama holds quadrennial
sessions and :will hold its next in 1923.

Owing to the necessity for brevity in this chapter and to the enor-
mous bulk of school legislation, passed in the twoiear period under

e ieview, the method of treatment here must be more or less summary ;
only what appear to be the móst iinportant phases pf, legislation, or
pilaus of móst interest to school men, can be noticed. In the Statefi
whose legislatie assemblies met in 1921 and 1922, there were passed
approximately 1,600 educational taOs of Oneral application within
the respective States where pas.4ed. Manifestly this number is much
too large to admit of adequate discussion otvach act in any treat-
ment limited to a few printed pages. 'It has therefore seemed well
to make the review here undertaken a brief subject siudy and, by
rheans of a sort of adaptation of the "case sysipm," to usé certain

''outstanding acts as eximples of noteworthy legtOprovisions on the
subjects.treated.

.4 It unlit not be understood, however, that a legislative act reviewed
(Sr citéd in this chapter is in every:erase thought to be Ahe very best
of its kind. Several considerations hive entered into the choice of
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. the enactmerits here used. Among the more important of Chese con-
si vrations are, first, that on thè-whole the act is appraised as reason-
ably good legislation; second, that it possesses relative merits with
respect both to other enactments of the same State and to legislation
passed on other subjects in other States; third, that in the light of
other present-day enactments it generally represents an advanced
stage of legislation con the subject with which it deals.

COMPULS6RY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE.

Laws requiring attendance at school have two fundamental pur-
poses: First, to insure the best possible citizenship, and second, to
enforce the educational rights of childreQ. The first of these looks
WI the jnterest of the State, and the seconiik to the interest of the
child. The latter would seem to be the newer conptioil, for it is

,only in recent years that wellive developed considerable apprecia-
tion of the child's inhererft right to go to school. Formerly churqi
and religious interests entered largely into the purpose of such com-
pulsory education as existed, but this idea is now overshadowed by
the interests of the State and the child. These are fundemental,
and so compulsory educ4ion is now regarded as fundamental.

. The Ohio act of 1921 is selected for treatrg der this head.
It regulates both school attendance and the emp oyment of minors.
Compulsory school a'ge is defined in this act to mean 6 to 18 years of
age, but a local school board may, for its own district, define such
aget to mean 7 to 18. The parent or other person in charge of a

child of compulsory age who is not employed on an age and school-
ing certificate must send the child to a public, private, or parochial
school for the full term, which can not legally be less than 32 weeks
in the year. Exemption is allowed in the case of a child whose
bodily or menthl condition, ," upon satisfactory showing," does not
permit school attendance, and also of one receiving at home instruc-
Lion f3-37' a dacher whose qualifications are approved by the local
superintendent qf schools. Where attendance is at a school other
than public, the instruction therein must be equivalent to public-
school instruction " for children'ot like agë and advancemetrt," and
the hours and term of attendance must be equivalent to tilose of the
public *schools.

Although the emMoyment of minors in vacation time. is regulated
by law in many other States; Ohib is now in advance in making
provision foi vacation " activities" other than ordinary labor. The
act authorizes boards of education to " provide or approve, subject
toAlie approval of parents, activities for children during the summer
vacation period which will promote thojOiealth, iheir civic and vo-
cat4onal intelligence, their industry, recreation, character, or thrift,
or ineral oi these " 'and the locil superintendent is directed to keep
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IMPORTANT SCHOOL LEGISLATION, 1921-1922, 87
proper record of these aptivities, for which school credits may beallowed.

A child may be assigned to any suitable school, but when suitableschooling is not available in the district he can not be sent 'elsewhere
unless tuition is paid and transportation furnished for distances over2 miles in case of elementary pupils and over 4 miles in case of high-school pupils. School boards must provide 4igh-schvo1 facilitieswithin 4 miles of those qualified to attend or muit turnish transporta-tign. Completion of the work of a four-year high school exemptsa child from further attendance requirement. In case of failure orrefusal of the superintendent of schools to séxcuse a pupil from at-tendance or to issue an employment certificate on request, appealmay be taken to the juvenile court of the county, and the decision ofthis court is final.

The Ohio act contains no specific provision for a State supervisorof attendance or like official for general State supervision of attend.-, ance-law enforcement, and no penalty is provided for a district assuch which fails to enforce the attendance law, as in Pennsylvania,where State funds :nay be withheld from delinquent districts; butrigorous personal penalties are prescribed for violations of the act.,and the provisions for local attendanCe officers would seem to bereasonably adequate. The board of edutation of every city and ofevery village district not a part of the ,county school district mustemploy one attendance officer, and one or more assistants may be em-ployed. Likewise every county board of education is required toemploy 'at least one such officer and may employ assistants. Thepowers and duties of attendance officers are prescribed at length, andinclude the power to enter and investigate places where minors areèmployed, to take into custody and put in school 'a child not inattendance, to make to the juvenile court complaint against truantsand their parents, and otherwise rea'sonably to enforce the law.The child labor law, which is embodied in the same legislativeact with school-attendance requirements, is drafted in correlationwith these requirements. This law i too long and intricate to admitof complete analysis here, but in- general Ohio now prohibits theemployment of minors undor 16 years of age within school hours,and the employment of those between the ages of 16 and 18 is per-mitted only under sanction of the school authorities as evidencedby various classes of employment certificates. A. brief descriptionof thfte certificates will 'serve as an outline of the main pro.visionsof the law,. They are all issued by the local superintendent of schoolsand are of the following classes:-
1. An " age art*elioolidg. certificate," issued only on pledge or:

promise of the prospective .emplogr that he will employ the chìand on proof that the child is over 1.6 years of gge, hats con*
. . . ,
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work of the seventh grade in school, and is physically fit to perform
the labor in which it is proposed to employ him. This certificate is
printed on white paper.

2. A certificate marked " Retardedschooline not standard,"
which may be issued to a child who, in the opinion of the proper
school authority, is so below the normal in mental develOpment that
he can not " with further schooling and due industry " pass the test
showing completion of the work of the seventh grade. A child of
this class must be over 16 and must comply with the provisions of the
act relating to physical fitness. This certificate is printed on yellow
paper.

3. A certificate Marked " Conditionalschooling not standard,"
which may be issued to a child over 16 who can not 'for the time
being pass the seventh-grade test, but who " with further schooling
and due industry " can pass it. This certificate is issued only on a
showing of certain facts such as that the child has not had proper
educational opportunitt or that his services are needed for the sup-
port of dependent relatives, and on condition that he will, in 'addition
to part-time day-school attendance, pursue approved studies in even-
ing schbol or elsewhere. Physical fitness is required here as in other
cases. The color of this certificate is green.

4. A " vacation certificate," issued to minors between 14 and 18
years of age for employment during the vacation period in occupa-
tions lawful for such minors. Requirements as to age, physical
fitness, and promise of prospective employer apply here, !put the
certificat4; is issued without iegard to the amount of schooling com-
pleted. This certificate is printed on blue or blue-tinted paper.

5. A " special age and schooling certificate," issued to minors over
14 years of age and permitting employment in lawful occupations
during hours when school is not in 9ession, other, than the summer
vacation, or xermitting part-time 'rent where the minor is
enga¡ed in alteinate work and study in coóperative courses approved
by.the State board of vocational education. This certificate is issued
without regard to completion of the seventh giade, but physical fit-
ness for the occupation is required. The color of the paper used is
light brown.

6. A " limited certificate.'" Any one of the first four classes of
certificates above mentioned may be " limited " and all " special "
certificates must be. A limited certificate is issued to a minor whose
physician's certificate shows him physically fit only for certain occu-
pations, and the employment certificate, whatever may be its class, .

must conform to di% physician's statement of octupations for which
the minor is physically fit. The certtirCate here described is in
itidity not of a separate class, but repiesents s limitation of any onea*: y'f -?.
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7. An "overage certificate" may be issued to a minor proved to

be over 18 years of age but who may reasonably be sypposed to be
under that age.

8. An " age and preemployment card" may be issued to a boy over
16 who was lawfully employed beforê the passage of this act, and
such a boy is excused from further attendance except at part-time
school.

Ohio's continuation-school provisions are also included in the
mime legislative act with the attendance law. Local boards of edu-
cation are authorized to establish and maintain part-time schools
or classes, and where these are maintained minors holding employ-
ment certificates must attend so long as they are required to have
certificates. It is provide,d, however, that the local superintendent
may excuse any minor from attendance on satisfactory showing
that the latter has alread-y completed the work given in the part-
time school, and four-year high-school graduates are exempt from
all attendance requirements. The amount of attendance required
is not less than four nor more than eight hours a week for the full
term of Ake school. Where established, part-time classes must be
held between -7 a. m. and 6 p. m. only on days other than holidays
and Sundays, but on Saturdays they must .be held between 7 a. m.
and 12 m. Classes may be provided by employers, private and
parochial sch-ool authorities, or philanthropic agencies, and when
approved by the State superintendent of public instruction attend-
ance thereat is accepted in lieu of public continuation-school viork.
Attendance at part-time classes is not required of holders of vaca-
tion" or "special" certificates, and generally all minors are exempt
after passing the age of 18.

Some other noteworthy features of the Ohio attendance law are
that 'principals or teachers in both public,and private schools shall
report to the district clerk attendance in their respective'schools
and claws, that proceedings in juvenile court be instituted against
parents and children violating the law, that provision be made by
local school boards for indigent children, and that an annual enusi
meration be made of all children between 5 and 18 years of age.

The Ohio law represents the most advanced stage of compulsory-
attendance legislation in this country. It contemplates school at-
tendance and prohibits child labor within the school term or school
hours for all ,children under 16 years of age; it fixes, for the normal
or average child, educational qualifications equivalent to completion
of the seventh grade before regular employment can be entered be-
tween the ages.10 and 18, and between these ages attendance upon
partrtime classes is required without regard to completion of the
seventh 'grade; it raises the hand of oompulaion altp/Ober only when
fie age of 18 is reached or the work of a. tour-bsear high sphoòl.
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completed. A dozen years ago, in connection with the movement for
"industrial education,' much was said of the " gap" in the child's
life between the ages of 14 and 16, within which period the attpnd-

1
ance law did not apply and the child was yet too young to be ac-
cepted as an apPrentice. Under such laws as Chat of Ohio there is
nbw no such gap; the child is in school.

-Ow STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION.

All States, except Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Nebraska, Ohio, and South
Dakota, now have general State boards vesfed with a greater or less
degree of administrative control over their systems of public educa-

. tion; and of the six States named, each has a board for one or mpre
special purposes, such as the administration of vocational trainitig.
Eveur State has a chief State school officer who is called in most
cases " superintendent of public instruction," but the title " commis-
sioner of 'education " is used in several cases and shows some tendency
to displace other titles for this office. The trend in present-day legis-
lation is toward more definitely centralizing administrative authority
and fixing responsibility in the Staq board of education, or like body ;

and the State superintendent tends to become, as many authorities
urge that he should be, a professional expert functioning as chief
executive officer of the board. vet

california act of 1921 (eh.605) exemplifies this tendency. It
- creates a " department of the government of the State of Citlifornia

tAd be known as the department of education," and directs that this
department be conducted under the control of an " executive officer

to be known as director of education." The State superintendent -

of public instruction is, ex officio, the director. The act, however,
makes no attempt otherwise to change the title of the State superin-
tendent or to provide for his appointment by the governor or the
State board of education. Article IX, section 2, of the California
constitutiön directs that a' superintendent of public instruction be
elected by the qualifiiii voters at each gubernatorial election, and any
attempt in a statute to change the manner of choosing this officer t

a
would doubtless be unconstitutional.

The work of the department is divided into two divisions, namely,
, (1) a division of textbooks, certificabtion, and trust funds, in charge

of the State board ofitducation, which is continued with powers and
functions as under the older law and with certain additional func-
tions in respect to teachers' colleges and-. special schools; (2) a di-

vision of 'normal and special schools, in charge of the director of

education, but under. the general oversight of the State board. Cali-
fink' publishes the textbooks used" in ita public schools, anti. this

of textbook aupp left wider the control of the SULU board
t. 0. r r .
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IMPORTANT SCHOOL LEGISLATION, 1921-1922, 41
of education, as is also the system of certificating teachers. Trustfunds mentioned in the act include the teachers' retirement fund.The State board of education also retains the administration of fundsaccruing for vocational education and for the rehabilitation of per-sons disabled in industry.

For the conduct of State teachers' colleges and certain other Stateinstitutions the State superintendent as director of education isgiven somewhat more direct administrative control. It is providedthat the division of norinal and special schools shall perform thefunctions conferred by older law on the boards of trustees of the sev-eral State teachers' colleges, the California Polytechnic School, andthe State School for the Deaf and the Blind, which boards are abol-ished by this act, arid that this division be in charge of the directorof education " for the purposes of administration." The presidentsor principals of these institutions are, under .the act, appointed bythe director, with the approval of the State board, and othpr in-structors and emploYees are similarly appointed, but on nominationof the respective presidents or principals. The State board is hi-vested with the powers formerly vested in the trustees of teachers'
colleges in so far as they relate to the enactment of rules and regula-tions and the revocation of diplomas. The department of education
succeeds to " all the duties, powers, purposes, responsibilities, midjurisdiction " of the State board of education and the respectiveboards of. the teachers' colleges, the polytechnic institute, and theschool for the deaf and the blind.

The California act presents several phases of interest. First, itcreates in the Staté government a ", department of education " withlegal existence as such and sit equal footing with other State depart-
ments, such as " labor and "industrial relations," " agriculture," and

public works," which were also created by acts of the legislature of
1921. Secondly, it makes the superintendent of public instruction the
chief "executive,offiçer of the department of education. Thirdly, it
abolishes the boards of trustees of certain State educational institu-
tions, including the schools for training -teachers, and vests their
powers and functions in a State department. Fourthly, it displays a
more definite fixing of responsibility. 446

COUNTY BOARDS OF EDUCATION.

Five States in 1921 or 1922 incluoied county-school organization
among the subjects on which their lègislatures took action. Ohioand Kentucky reorganized their county boards and otherwise re-
vised their existing " county unit " laws, and Arizona included in its
legislation a bill providing for county administration in counties
where accepted by vote of the people, but the enacting clause was
&flitted from this bill as signed by the governor; The Often
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lature also passed a "local option" county-unit act. Missouri is the
fifth State in this group; its legislature passed an initial law on
the subject.

The Missouri act places the rural schools of the State under
county-unit organization. It creates in each county a county board
of education of six members elected by the people; two of these are
to be elected annually for terms of three years. The powers of this
board are to appoint a county superintendent of schools and, on

his Iromination, to appoint assistants, supervisors, and attendance
officers; to contract with teachers after their selection from eligible
lists by local district boards; to exeiTise administrative control over
school property the county school district; to change the
boundary lines of 1 districts and to combine such districts for
either elementary or h-school purposes; to maintain high schools
or otherwise provide for high-school instruction and pay trans-
portation charges; to pl*pare and publish an annual budget; to
have control of the annual tax levy of 40 cents on the $100 in
the couhty district, which levy may be increased by the voters;
to borrow money and issue bonds; on recommendation of the super-
intendent, to make rules for the district schools; to furnish needed
supplies and school libraries; to select textbooks; to discharge exist-
ing indebtedness of local districts. All existing school .districts
Which maintain high schools of the first class are exempted from
the provisions of this act and are thus made independent districts.
It is provided in the act that after July 1, 1922., the title to all
school property in the county district shall vest in the county board
of educatioh, except that public-school lands granted by tiv
National Government -and funds derived therefrom remain the'
property of the district or township as under the older law. Pro-
vision is made for the transfer of an independent district, on its
request, to the county district, and for the transfer of a local to an
indepen6nt district. Local districts and distript boards retain all
privileges and powers vested in them under older laws, except such

-ss are specifically conferred by this act on county boards and county
districts. .

In Missouri the district system has taken deep root, having been
planted there long ago, and many people of the State will pass
very reluctantly from the district to the county unit of local control.
This tenacity of the district system has, in fact, been evidenced in
the case of the act here outlined, for soon after its passage a refer-
endum petition was circulated, the necessary number of signatures
was obtained, and the act is accordingly Merred to the people vot-
ihg at the eleqdon in November, 1922.1

94914 Novo 7, 1922. -
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IMPORTANT SCHOOL LEGISLATION, 1921-1922. 43
Independent school districts in Missouri are left independent onthe fiscal as well as on the administrative side. Otherwise ex- .pressed, the county as a whole is not a "unit " for school purposes,either administrative or fiscal; for the independent district, withinits own corporate limits, collects and retains its own taxes, and thecounty district does likewise. Thus the equalizing value of thecounty unit, which is urged by advocates of this unit as one of itschief virtues, is not so marked in Missouri as in some other Atates.Missouri, in exempting districts maintaining high schools of thefirst class, probably exempts all of its cities and many of its townsfrom the requirement that they 4ontribute to the support of all theschools within the county.

COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS AND RURAL SUPERVISION.
This is a subject on which there is much legislation; so much, infact, that adequate treatment is impossible in brief sp a ce . Chapter382 of the Maryland Laws of 1922 is selected for review here.' It(1) amends the State's law governing the certification of teachers,principals, and supervisors; (2) provides salary increases for allteachers except those holding third-grade and provisional second-grade certificates, the larger increases being allowed the bettertrained; (3) raises the salaries of county superintendents, these beingbased on qualifications, number of teachers in the county, and ex-.

perience as superintendent; (4) provides for additional supervisoryassistants to the superintendent; (5) increases by 50 per cent theStabe aid to_high schools; (6) raises from 140 to 160 days the re-quired term for colored schools; and (7) establishes an "equaliza-tion fund " to aid 15 of the less wealthy counties which are not ablewith a tax of 6.7 mills to mea the State's requirements.
From an administrative point of view the most noteworthy ofthese prdvisions are those relating to the county superintendent andhis corps of supervisory assistants. It is here that Maryland hastaken decidedly advanced ground. In this State a county superin-

tendent must hold a " certificate in administration and supervision,"which is granted only to a person who is a gr4duate of a standardcollege or university or has equivalent " scholastic preparation," hascompleted one year of graduate work in education at a recognized
university, or has equivalent advanced credits, and has had at least6vo years' experience as a teacher. The act provides, howeverf thatthe incumbents may contintie to hold. the office and may be reap-Rointed by county boards of education.

t For a discussion of this act by State Supt, Albert B. Cook, /Moil sad Hook*,pule 17, 1922, p. 678.
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The following is the schedule of salaries provided in the act for
_ these officers:.

County superintendents' salaries.

Number of teachers in the county.

Fewer than 150
1W to 199
200 or more

Years of servim, salaries.

1 to 4 years.

$2, 500-2, 940
2, 940
3, MO

5 to 7 years.

$3, 240
3, 840

8 or more
years.

$39 540
4 140

Two-thirds of the salary of each superintendent is under this
act paid out of the general State school fund, but th State not
share in the payment of any salary in excess of $040 unless the
suPerintendent has met the full requirements for the, certificate in
administration and supervision, nor will the State share in the pay-
ment of any amount which the county board of education may
allow in excess of the schedule.

From this salary schedule and the qualifications required, it seems
clear that Maryland aims to put at the head of its system of school
supervision in each county a professionally trained and expert super-
intendent. The plan of employment of assistants in the system
would seem equally meritorious. The act provides that in each county
employing fewer than 80 teaghers in the white elementary schools
one " supervising teacher or helping teacher " shall be employed; in

cbunty with 80 or more but fewer than 120 teachers, two such super-
visory assistants must be employed ; for 120 but not more than 160
teachers, three such assistants; more than 160 teachers, one such
assistant for each additional 50 teachers or major fraction of 50.
Both supervising and helping teachers must be holders 'of "certifi-
cates itriupervision," which are granted to persons who are graduates
of standard colleges Qr . universities or have equivalent prepara-
tion and who have had at least four years of teaching experience in
elementary schools. For a " helping teacher," however, a certificate
of this class may be granted on academic anct Professional work one
year less in grade.

The salary of a supervising teacher must be not less than $2,040;
if he or she has served in such position in the State four years, $2,340

*is the minimum; if in such position seven years or more, not leps
than $2,640 must be paid. With the approval of the State super-
intendent, county boards of education may employ helping teachers
at an annual salary $600 less than that ptid supervising teachers,
but under all odor conditions pmscribed for the-latter. The act

-2..; ;

sho the State pay two-thirds of the ,salaries of all super-
to. County board! pf education !may employ super»
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vising teachers or helping teachers in.addition to those provided for
in the act, but the State will 'not share in the payment of these
additional employees. 6

STATWAXATION FOR SOIOOL PURPOSE&

The States usually make their contribptions to the support of the
schools either ihrough appropriátions v

from geaeral State funds or
by means of tax rates specifically for the schools; and these rates
in turn fall into two general classest--those expressed in mills on
the dollar or cents on the hundred dollars and those expressed in tin
amount per child of school%geter per pupil in attendance. Four
StatesCalifornia, Washington, Utah, and Arizonahave in re-
cent years increased their State contribution to the schools by fixing
amounts which the States as sucall will pay per child or per pupil.
An act of the Arizona Legislature of 1921 will illustrate.

The Arizona act provides for the annual levy of " a sufficient tax
to raisee-a sum which shall not be less than $25 per capita on all
children in average daily attendance in the common and high schools
of the State, as shown by_ the records of the State superintendent
of public instruction for. the preceding year.", This proVision dis-
places a section of the revised statutes which provided for a les.ry
sufficient to raise the sum of $750,000 annually. Since the average
attendance in the public schools of the State was 4\1,420 in 1920,
and a considerable increase of attehdarIce was then sho vn, it seems
safe to aume that the State distributive school fund is 1). this time
approximately $1,250,000an increase of 66 per cent over the 1,nunt
provided th the older law. An advantage of this kind of tax rate
is that it is based on'the needs of the schools and grows in amount
as the schools grow, whereas a tax expressed in mills is based on
assessed valuation, which bears little relation to school needs and
may grow or diminish without regard to increased or diminished
school attendance.

LOCAL SCHOOL TAXES.

A State in which there has been considerable effort in recent years
to establish a sound system of school support is Texas. Already
a relatively generous contributor to the schools within its borders,
that Stide as such appreciably increased both its taxes (8/1 mills now
being alloAd) and its appropriations, until in 1920 these, added to
an income of $4,884,009 from permanent school funds and landi,
brought its contribution to school support up to 54 per cent of the
tota.1 putlic.:school income within the Aida. The increase of 1opa4
taxation1hg somewhat more laggard, owing to the failure of Wine
early efforta in this direction. In 1916 a constitutional anion.
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was proposed which was intended to authorize any county to levy
a çounty school tax not exceeding 50 cents on the hundred dollars
and any district to levy not exceeding $1 on the hundred. This
amendment, however, was defeated by a small majority at the
November election, 1916, and the county was thus left without any
authority to tax itself for school purposes, while the common-school
district could levy o.nly the 50 cents permitted under the older con-
stitutional provision, though the independent city district couN levy
as much as $1 on the hundred. This condition with respect to local
taxation remained the same until 1919, when the advocates of an
increase proposed another change. This time the provision for
county tax was omitted from the amendment, and the sinéle propo-
sition to authorize the common-school district to levy as high a rate
as the independent district was submitted to the people. This
amendment was ratified at the November election, 1920, tind became
a part of the State constitution.

By act of March 5, 1921, the legislature " put into effect_ amended
section 3 of article 7 of the constitution, relating to independent and
common-school districts," and the latter districts, as well as the
former, may now levy as much*as 10 mills on the dollar for the
support of their schools. The county remains without power to
tax itself for school purposes, but the advocates of a county-school
tax doubtless find a measure of compensation in the fact that a iela-
tively large contribution is made to the schools from the State
treasury.

EXTENSION OF SECONDARY EDUCATION.

There is a wide diversity in plans of ,providing high-sphoot.éduca-
tion in this country. The more important of these plans may be
indicated by naming the several units used or especially organizted
for high-school purposes. These are (1) city and town school dis-
tricts, which maintain their own schools of secondary grade, as in
piactically all States; (2) townships, as in Pennsylvania and Indi-
ana; (3) high-school districts organized without necessarily follow-
ing township or common-school district boundary lines, as in Illinois
and Wyoming; (4) " union high-school districts " whose boundaries
follow the boundary lines of constituent common-school districts,
as in California and Colorado; (5) counties-where only one county
high school is maintained by each county, as in Alabama and some
parts of Kansas; (6) counties where several county high schools
may be maintained by eacrcounty, as in North Cakolina and Ten-
nessee; and (7) consolidated elementary-school districts which may
superimpose one or more high-school grades, as in Minnesota and
Mississippi; ,/
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An Indiana act of 1921 requires the estalliishment and maintenance
of township high schools under certain 'specified conditions. Any
township having an assessed valuation of $600,000 or more, and
having resident therein eight or more grAduates of the elementdry
schools in eueh of the two preceding years, must establish a school
of secondary grade, unless such a school is-maintained within 3
miles of the limits of the township. In any township having an

valuation of $1,250,000 or more, a high school or joint high
and elementary school must be established on paition of one-third
of the resident persons in charge of children of school age, notwith-
standing there may be a high school within 3 miles of the boundary
lines of the township and without regard to the number of graduates
of the elementary schools. Indiana had in 1920 a population which
averaged 81.3 per square mile of the State as, a whole. Since the
township in that State is approximately 36 square miles in area, it
should lendaitself admirably to the purpose of providing high schools
for rural communities. The general use of the township for this
purpose, however, rhould have no claim to superiority over that of
the county where an adequate number of high schools in each county
is provided for in the law and where these schools are properly
placed.

STATE AM TO SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Special State aid to ithools of secondary grade is now almost
universal in this country. Methods of distributing this aid vary in
the different States, but those of most frequent occurrence exhibit
one or more of the followink bases for distribution : (1) Number
of high schools maintained, distinction generally being made between
different classes or grades of such schools; (2) number of teachers
employed to give secondary instruction; (3) amount of tuition fees
paid by districts not maintaining high schools of their own ;- and
(4) number of high-school pupils in attendance The attendance
basis appears in several acts of recent legislatures. A Rhode Island
act of 1921 is noteworthy. It provides that any town maintaining
a high school approved by the State board of education shall be
entitled to receive, for the first 25 pupils in average attendance, $35
for each such pupil, and for the second 25 in attendance, $25 per
pupil. The town so aided must admit pupils from other towns
" to the extent of the capacity of its high 'school," at a rate of tui
don not to exceed the average cost per capita for maintenance,
A town not maintaining instruction of secondary grade must provide

, for the free". attendance of its children at some high school or academy
approved by the State board and shall be entitled to State aid for
each pupil " upòn the same basis and to the same extent as if it
maintained s high school by itself." Tc
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SCHOOL BUILDING&

Two phases of recent legislation relating to the school plant are
worthy of note here : First; the provisions made for more and better
buildings generally, and, second, better regulation of schoolhouse
coristruction by means of the requirement that plaris and specifica-
tions have the approval of the State department of education. Even
before our entry into the World War there was lack Gf adequate
school-building allommodations in the country, and with the 41most
total stoppage of construction during the war there was by the year
1920 a Iwidely, felt want. This condition was aggravated by two
serious difficulties in the way of resumption of construction, namely,
the high cost of materials and labor and the failure of many bond
issii'ea to attract buyers. A very common way of meeting these dif-
ficulties was simply to submit to the payment: of the high' costs and
to make bond issues4more attractive as investments by means of
legislation authorizing higher interest rates and the like.

North Carolina, however, chose a different plan of finincing its
needed buildings. By act of March 7, 1921, its legislature provided
for a State bond issue of not over $5,000,000 for the purpose of
establishing in the State treasury a " specl building fund " to be
loaned to county boards of educatign for the erection of schoolhouses.
It was provided in the act that no loan be made for a building of
less than five rooms and that plans for buildings have the approval
of the State superintendent of public instruction. Thus the neces-
sity of throwing local sChool bonds on the market and poAsibly having
them go without Cuyers was obviated. In this connection it may
be p9inted out that Texas and a few other States use moneys of their
permanent school funds to buy local bonds. This plan undoubtedly
operates, to seabilize the issue and sale of these bonds and in the

IF;

transactionstpue provides safe investment for the permanent school
fund. .

A noteworthy act relating to the approval of schoolhouse plans
was that of the Maine Legislature, approved by the governor March
17, 1921. This is an amendment of an older law, and the law as
amendea provides that plans for ia new school building or for re-
'construction costing $500 or more -must have the approval of the
State superintendent of schools. When the building is ready for
occupancy, the committee in charge of construction must report to
the State iuperintendent such facts as will show whether the plans
previously approved have been carried out. He may in his disci*.
tion have the building inspected and, where changes are required,
brderr them to be made. On failure of the committee to make the
*squired changes, State school funds may be withheld from the to*n

of the States nowlrovi4e by law for
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the approval óf schoolhouse plans by State dePartments, particularly
of those for rural sch ols, and the Maine law is representative of
the better class of thes legal provisions.

'Ef; TEACHERS' HQMES.

Only a few years back the teachers' cottage, c'ir home, found little
place in school laws, but more recently this is a subject of legisla-
tion in some State or States each year. More than one-third of the
States now have laws specifically permitting school boards or other
local agencied to expend public funds for the provision and main-
tenance of homes for the teacher or teachers empl*d in the district,
and in numerous other cases some general authorization in the law
would seem to embody this permission. There were in thfi school
year 1921-22 more than 3,000 residences or other suitable buildings
owned or rented by school districts and occupied by public-schoo3
teachers.

One of the most recent enactments on'this subject was that of
New Jersey, approved by the governor March 11, 192:1: This act
empowers the bard of education of o, consolidated district " to pur-
chase, erect, or léase, and to furnish a residoce or residences for
teachers employed in the district, and to operate and maintain such
tisidence or residences, providing both board ana lodging, or Other,'
for such teachers and upon such terms of payment as may be fixed by
such board of education, and to borrow money therefor with or with-
out mortgage." This act, it will be observed, permits the school board
either to operate the home entirely or to provide lodging only, leav-ing the teachers to'furnish their own meals. The LegislatuKe of NewYork also provided for teachers' homes at its session of 1922.

TEACHERS' CERTIFICATE§.

There has been no very distinctive legislation on this subject withinthe past two years. The general tendency to raise the qualifications
required of teachers, which has been marked for many years, is still
evident, however. A constant subject of legislation in this field isthe accrediting of diplomas and certificates. The Florida Legisla-
ture of 1921 passed two acts of this nature which are representative.
One of these acts proVides for the issuance of a " graduate State air-
tificate " to a graduate of the normal or collegiate department of theState university or the State College for Women if he or she hail,in the junior and senior years, made on examinatioria general
average of 85 per cent or more and an average in no subject lessthan 60 per cent. A diploma from the collegiate department, how,-evr, entitles the holder to a certificateoily when he has devoted at'least *eei.twentieths 4)143 ()allege study to psychology -and, educa7.
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tion or has taught 24 months in the public schools. A graduate of
anv chartered col ; r university in the State may be similarly
cer.tificated if the i stitution to he thus accredited submits to insipection
and the regulatio of the State board of education and maintains
standards equivale t to those of the university and the college for
women.

The other Fli ida act provides for accrediting in that Stäte a
teacher's certificate issued in another State. .This act provides that
the certificate filed for acceptance must be equivalent to a Florida .

first-grade or a State certificate and must represent certain prescribed
educational qualifications and otherwise meet the approval of the
state superintendent of public instruction. This act- of the Florida
Legislature exemplifies kgislation of which there has been a con-
siderable body in recent years. The advantages of suoh a law are
ohirious.

TEACHERS' SALARIES.

A Pennsylvania act of 1921 presents several of the bettet phases
of " minimum salary laws." *The purpose in such a law . shóuld .be
not merely to prevent the stingy school board or district from hiring
a teacher at less than a decent living wage; the law should do this
and more. It should ecognize differences in academic and profes-
sional preparation and promote tlie employment of the better quali-
fied teachers ;% it should make equitable allowance for variation of
the cost of living, as, for example, between urban and 'rural com-
munities; it should promote longer tenuré; and, finally, it should
provide for State-aid in paying the minimum salaries required to. be
paid. Some of the earlier salary laws succeeded onlr in miiking the
.district pay a certain minitnum, which often operated as a maximum,
and where salaries were stipulated according to grade cif certificate
held, the demand for the low-grade teacher was in somó cases in-

*creased, while the teacher of higher quality was inclined correspond-
ingly to leave the profesiion or to go elsewlere to teach.

All school districtelrof Pennsylvania are classified as first, second,
third, or fourth class, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh being districts
of the first class, and gradation downward to the fourth is made
according toi'popuhttion. The act here considered provides salary
schedules for each class of district. The schedules for elementary
teachers and for elementary principals devoting less than one-half
their time to supervision and administration are given below.

Salaries of elementary teachers.

.
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It will be observed that these schedules provide somewhat highersalaries forteachers in the large'r centers of population, and that theinitial or basic salary is increased by a.rninimum annual incrementfor a prescribed number of years of teaching service. Similar sched-ules are prescribed for high-school teachers, principals, supervisors,and other membeers of the teaching and supervising staffs. The pre-
.

scribed salaries and increments are intended as minima, local schoolauthorities being permitted to allow higher pay, and where existingschedules provide salaries equal to 'or in excess of those provided by-
. this act, these schedules may remain in force. The annual incre-ments are applicable only where the "beneficiary" remains in theservice of the same school district; when a teacher enters the serviceof a district other than whaere previously employed, the point ofstarting in tfie schedule` must be as agreed upon with the properauthorities of, the did,rict becoming the new employer. Thus thes- act tends tct bring about longer tenure of the same teaching positionor in the same employing district.

With respect to qualifications required of beneficiaries the actprovides that only where the qualifications required for the certifi-
. cate held include not less than graduation from a Stag normalschool or equ4valent training, or where the certificate is a permanent

license io- teach in the public schools, is the teacher entitled to the Ibenefits of the salary schedule. Teachers not entitled to these bene-fits musi be paid at least $75 per month, or, in the case of the holderof a " professional certificate," $85 per -month. After September 1,1927, all persons receiving public-sehool teachers' certificates, except
emergency certificates, niust have the qualifications required by thisact of beneficiaries of the salary schedules. Thus one of the effectsof the act will be to raise the standard of teachers' qualifications.
# Of the minimum salaries prescribed for the teaching and super-visory staffs., except those 'of %part-time and night-school teachers,the State is to pay districts which comply with the laiv as follows:Districts of the first class, 25 per cent; districts of tire second amt.third classes, 35 %per cent; fourth class, 50 per cent. White ateacher is Ogally paid less than the salary prescribed in the act a

corresponding per cent of the salary. is to be paid by the' State.By means of these provisions for State aid the State of Pennsyl-
vania will become, as the funds provided for in the act are made
available by taxation orappropriation, a more generous contribútor
to the support of schools within its limits, and thus equality of educational dpportunity will be promoted.

TEACHERS' TENURE.
"Teachers' tenure laws," which are now among the statuteoseveral States, ppasenksome difficulty of proper enactment and ap
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plicatian. It is certainly not desirable to give the inefficient or
immoral teacher such strength of tenure that he can not by reason-
able means be separated frpm the service; and, on the other hand,
it would seem no more than just tosgive the efficient teacher, after
a proper period of probation, such tenure as will relieve him of
having to stand arinually for reelection. There is, somewhere be-
tween hard and fast tenure ancnannual alection, a desired mean;
and recently enacted laws would séem to be trying to reach this by
placing ori the school board, after the probationary period is past,
the burden of showing cause why any teacher should be dismissed
or reduced.

A Colorado act of 1921, which applies to the city school districts of
Denver, %Colorado Springs, and Pueblo, exemplifies present-day
legislation on this 'subject. The first section of this act is brief and
may be quoted in full:

SECTION 1, Any teacher who has heretofore been or shall %hereafter be em-
ployed as a regularly elected teacher for three consecutive school years in any

first-class school district having 20,000 or more inhabitants, and shall be re-

elected after the passage of thls act, shall, without further election, have stable
and continuous tenure of his or her position during efficiency and good behavior.

Section 2 of the act. relates ,to the method of dismissal of a de-

linquent teacher. It provides that no teacher after probation 41a11 be
dismissed or reduced in salaty (except in case of reduction of 50 per

cent or more of all teachers) , unless charges are preferred in writing
and the accused is given opportunity after at least 30 days' notice to

be heard in person and by attorney if he wishes. It is provided, how-

ver, that whenevgr dismissal is recommended by the superintendent
of schools and by the principal or supervisor having immediate
supervision of the teacher, it may be effected without a hearing by
vote of at least two-thirds of the eritire membership of the school
&lard. Butin such a case a statement in writing of the cause of the
bOard's action must be furnished the accused, and a copy preserved
in the records of the district. Evidence given at, hearings must be
under oath or affirmation, which may be administerid by the presi-
dent of the board.

TEACUR-TRAINING INSTITUTIONS.

Two States in 1921 passed acts which are typical of th6 outstand-
ing features of current enactments under this head. The Minnesota
Legislature changed the names of " six educational institutions here-
tofore designated as State normal schools" to " State teachers' col-
leges," and the normal-school board was aecordiiLj changed. to State
teachers' colfege board. The six institutions thu redesignated are
located at Winona, M4nkato, St. Cloud,. buluth, Moorhead, and
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Bemidji. The board is authorized to award appropriate degrees topersons who complete the préscribed four-year course. Several otherStates have in very recent years designated as " teachers' colleges"all or one or more of their State institutions for training teachers.By act of 1919, West Virginia provided for normal trainingcourses in public high schools and granted State aid of $400 to eachschool approved for the purpose by the State board of education.This aid was to be in addition to 'sums allowed for classified high-school instruction, and was granted to not exceeding 10 schools inthe State. Chapter 15 of the acts of 1921 amends the older law byallowing aid to the amount of $1,000 in lieu of the $400 and increasesto 20 the number of schools that may be so aided. It is provided inthe act that no training school located in a county in which there isa State normal school or other State institution maintaining a normalcoure shall be aided by the State. There are now somewhat morethan one-half of the States in which normal training is maintainedin public schools of secondary grade. Kentucky by act of 1922 pro-vided for this kind of training.

TE/CTROOKS.

Since the change, in 1917, in Arkansas from county textbook uni-formity to State uniformity, there has been no radical change of any
State's policy with respect to the tiniform use of textbooks in its
public schools. With respect to free textbooks, there has been somè
tendency toward the further spread of free-book provision. Exclii-sive of a few States providing free books for indigent pupils only,
there are now 39 States whose laws provide for furnishing textbooks
free to public-school pupils,* least for the gementary grades.These laws fall into three gelieral classes, as follows: (1) Those
which provide that books be furnished at State. expense, -(2) those
requiring local scirool authorities to furnish free books, anti' (3)
those which merely permit local authorities to take such action.
Five States are of the first; class, 13:of the second, and 20 of the third.

Within the period here under review one law of the mandatorytype was enacted. This was in Montana. The law of this State
requires all school districts to purchase books and furnish them free
of charge to public-school pupils, including those in high schools.
District trusteef; are required to submit to the county commissioners
estimates of the cost of books needed in their respectiNT districts,
and the.commissioners must levy taxes in the several districts,of the
county to provide funds for the purchase of books. Parents or
guardians may, under the Montana law, buy books for their own
children or wards.
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THE SCHOOL TERM.

The marked tendency in this country to raise the required school
term to nine months in all districts where such a term can be main-
tained without undue burden is seen in a- Michigan act of 1921.
This act prescribes a minimum term of nine months for all' districts,
excepting any that may have an assessed valuation less than $75,000.
In a district with less than $75,000 but with $30,000 or more the term
must be at least eight months. If the valuation is less than $30,000
and the children of school age are fewer than 30, only seven months
are required. Any district which fails or refuses to maintain school
according to requirement forfeits its share of the° State distributive
school fund. This act also grants State aid of $200 annually to any
" primary school district" maintaining a one-room school nine
nionths, if its school-maintenance tax for a seven months school is
$12 or more on $1,000 of valuation; and a special appropriation is
made to provide this aid.

THE CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL.

q.

Here is a term that needs better definition. Six States define by
statute the term "consolidated school" or " consolidated district,"
while many other definitions are obtainable from sual official
sources as educational wports; and few, if any of these, are identi-
cal°. The term, howev is generally understood. in its principal
aspects. Thee inclitde the organization of a central school in place
cif two or more one-room or other small schools, the extension of
the district over a wider area in order to make available and bring
together at one center a sufficiently large group of pupils to permit
suitable gradation and .,instruction, and the provision of an ade-

.
quate school plant and of means of transportation to and from
school.

An Iowa act of 1921 repeals that State's older law on the sub-
jed and substitutes several new paragraphs. This act does not
especially define a consolidated school but provides that." consoli-
dated-school corporations containing an area of not less than 16
Govèrnment sections of contiguous -territory in one or more coun-
ties may be organized for the purpose of maintaining a central
school." The procedure in effecting such an organization is by
presenting to the county superintendent a petition of one-third of
!he voters of the proposed consolidated district; filing of objections,
if any, with the superintendent and his decision thereon; subject

I to appeal to the county board of education; and a vote on the ques-
tioli by the qualifies voters. A majority vote in the proposed
tablet u a whole is necesiVy to decide the issue, but when. t is

to include a district eimtaining a tows or valve of 200
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inhabitants or more or a school corporation comprising 16 sectionsof land and maintaining a 'central school, such a district or cor-poration may vote separately. It is provided in the act that the
expenses incident to the organization of a consolidated district bepaid out of the general funds of the county. Taxation is regu-lated by the existing school-tax laws, apd a site and buildingstruly be. provided either by taxes or by bond issue. Transportationmust be provided for pupils, but the school board is not requiredto have the vehicle leave the public highway. Under the Iowalaw annual State aid is granted to a consolidated sthoól approvedby the State superintenant of public instruction as follows: Fora two-room building, $200; three-room building, $500; four roomsor more, $750.

Though some authorities would doubtless urge that a larger pro-portion of State aid be allowed the consolidated school, the Iowa
act of 1921 exemplifies some of the better tendenese in present-day
legislation on .this subject. One marked tendency is seen in the
provision that the proposed district vote as a whole on the issu.e.The earlier laws of some of the States permitted a single original
district to defeat by a mere majority a proposed consolidation, even
though a large majority of the votes in the proposed consolidateddistrict as a whole were favorable. Añother present-day tendencyis toward effecting any single consolidation in the light of the in-terests of neighboring communities. 'It is easily conceivable that,
unless proper foresight is exercised, a few favored communities in a
county may effect consolidations in such fashion as to leave other
parts of the county practically impossible of improvement by means
of enlarged central schools. Under the Iowa act the county board
of education is made the final authority in fixing the boundaries
of proposed consolidated districts, and this board may prevent un-
wise district boundary arrangements.

55

THE PHYSICAL WELFARE OF SCHOOL CHILDREN.

A Massachusetts act of 1921 is typical of the better class of laws
providing for the physical examination of public-school pupils. It
requires the school committee of any city or to.wn to appoint one or
more school physicians and nurses, to assign them to the public
schools, and to provide 'them with all proper facilities for the per-
formance of iheir duties. The act provides, however, that such
appointment anr assignment to duty shall be niade by the board
of health in any city where this board is already providing .medical
.tnniection as contemplated in thii school law. A. second exemption
isInade in the dise dlioi town copstituting partof a superintendency
union which employs medical experts. to the sat4sfaction a the polo
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department of education. The Massachusetts law contemplates
iphyscal extination both for the purpose of diam scovel:ing and ex-

cluding communicable diseases and in order to detect other ail-
ments and defects for possible treatment and cure.

A class of legislation to which lessons learned from the World
War gave decided impetus was the provision for physical education
in the schools. Many of these provisions are mandatory in char-
acterthat is, they require the school authorities to provide physical
trainingand others are merely permissive. Under a Connecticut
act of 1921 " there shall be established and made a part of the course

of instruction in the public schools of ttis State a course in health
instruction and physical education." The course must be adapted to
the pupils of the several grades and " shall include exercises, calis-

thenics, formation drills, instruction in..4ersonal and community
health, and safety, and in preventing and correcting bodily deficiency."
The act directs that this course be prepared by the secreary of the
State board of education, who may employ experts to assist in the
preparation, and when approved by the State board the course so
prepared must be used in the schools. All public-school pupils

except those in kindergartens are required to take the course, which

in measure of time must aggregate at least 24 hours a week. Four-

fifths of this time must be devoted to physical education and one-fifth

to the teaching of health.

MORAL EDUCATION.

If one may judge from requests received in the Bureau of Educa-
tion for information and advice relative to moral education in the
public schools, there has been in recent years increased interest in
this subject; and the .epactment of several State laws designed to
promote moral instruction has also Aown this interest.

The most recent act relating to moral education was that of Mis-
sissippi, approvéd March 7, 1922.- .This act directs the Statig board
of education to " prepare or cause to be prepared a suitable course

of instruction in the principles of morality land good manners," pro-

vides that this course be used in all the publib schools, and makes

it the duty of county and city superintendehts to see that the pro-

visions of thé act are carried out. It is provided that the course may

be graded and may be formulated with the idea that a cWain
amount of time will be devoted to it. A proviso is added to. the
effect that no " doctrinal nor sectarian titaching shall be permittAKI

_in any public schQol," and that any pupil may bit excused from the
course on written requ'est of his parent or guardian.

The Mississippi act presents 'several katures in the introduction
*6. the:.public-school cultic* di- SAC are oftélt (*Ilea °special
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IMPORTANT SCHOOL LEGISLATION, 1921-19226 57
subjects." The first of these features is that it embodies little detailas to the nature of the course ;. it merely directs that a course be
prepared, fixes one or two limitations, and then leaves the State board
to work out the details administratively. This prucedure is in accordwith the appróved practice in other States. A second noteworthy
feature of the Mississippi act is that it prescribes no specific time tobe devoted to the subject, and thus it avoids a danger seen in someother State laws relating to special subjects. This danger is tliat
special-subject requirements with minimum time limits specified may
be written into statutes to such extent that too much of the total
weekly instruction period will be thus whittled away. It is betterthat legislators leave to the proper school authorities the matter ofadjusting the desired new subject in the course of study. Another
example of statutes omitting time limits is a 1921 act of California,
which provides for instruction in the public schools in the causes and
dangers of fires and rheans of fire prevention. This act directs school
authorities to provide such a .course and makes it the duty of each
public-school teacher to devote " a reasonable time in each month " to
instruction in the subject. In cptrast with the principle of adminis-tration followed in the California and Mississippi acts, an act of an-other State requires that at least 30 minutes each week be devoted to
instruction in kindness to animals.

AMERICANIZATION.

As early as 1919 the New York Legislature passed an act providing
for the instruction of illiterates and non-English-speaking persons
over 16 years of age. This act authorized the State commissioner of
education to divide the State into zones and to appoint directors,
teachers, and other necessary employees. It also authorized any city,
county, or town to appropriate money for such instruction. By 1920
the movement for Americanization had gained momentum and two
acts were passed on the subject in this State. -One of these authorized
the commiasioner of education to provide courses for foreign-born
and native persons over 16 and directed that these courses include
English. history, civics, and other subjects promoting good citizen-
ship the other act directed the commissioner to provide in the normal,
schAs courses for training teachers of Americanization subjects.
An act of 1921, which comes within tht period under review here,
repeals the provisions of the act of 1919, authorizing the commis-
sioner to divide the State into zones, and permits city boards of edu-
cation and district trustees (as well as the State commissi4oner) to
establish and maintain ." courses of instruction or study and schools
in connection with fitctories, places of employment, or in such other,
places-a; he or they mil deem advisable" for the purposk of prom
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viding instruction for persons over 16 years of age. This act au-
thorizes the apportionment of State funds to teachers in these courses
as to the regular public-school teachers. State appropriations are
made for Americanization.

An older act of the New York Legislature, passed in 1918, requires
minors bétween 16 and 21 years of age who do not possess the ability
to read, speak, and writé the English language which is required
for completion of the fifth grade of the public schools to attend a

day or evening school. In this State the regular compulsory at-
tendance law applics to children up to the age of 16, unless in lawful
employment between the ages of 14 and 16, and employed children
between these ages must attend continuation school. It is seen, there-
fore, that New York State has several laws designed to remove
illiteracy or A;nericanize the foreign born, find these -wottld seem
to be of such character as to prove reasonably effective.

KINDERGARTENS.

A Wisconsin act of 1921 is selected for notice here. It provides
that the school board of any school district, other than a union
high-schpol district, shall establish and maintain a kindergarten in
charge of a legally qualified teacher when petitioned siNo do by
the parents or guardians of 25'oi more children between the ages of
4 and 6 years. In case the district maintains two or more school
buildings, the petitioners must reside within 1 mile of the building
in which it is proposed to establish the kindergarten. The act de-
dares that when a kindei:garten is established, it shall be a part of
the common-school system of the distrdict, and shall be supported by
tailtion as other schools are supported. Under,existing Wisconsiit
law, the lower limit of the NO school ige is 4 years; the kinder-
garten is therefore on equal footing with other public schools,
subject,-of course, io the legal provision Mating to petitions. Tho
type of law to which the new Wisconsin apt belongs is widely known
as the " mandatory-on-petition" type, and is urged by many as suit-
able for present-day conditions in the average State. Other man-
datory-on-petition laws are found in Arizona, California, Kansas,
North Dakota, and Texas.

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION.

By act of June 2, 1920, Congress providerfor the "promotion of
vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in industry or other- .

wise Kid their return to civil employment."' This act followed the
same 'lines in general as the Smith-Hughes act proCding for the pro-
motio4 of vocational education in that it provided for cooperation
bdwritén the Fedora Government and the States, requited the Staab'
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DEPORTANT SCHOOL LEGISLATION, 1021-1922, 59
in order to share its benefits to ament to its provisions and matchthe Federal moneys dollar for dollar, and outlined a plan of adminis-tration similar to that provided for vocational education.At the close of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1922, 34 of the Stateshad accepted the provisions of the Federal act. These States wereAlabama, Arizona, California, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana.,Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minn%-sota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey,New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Penn-sylvania, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia,West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

An Illinois act ol 1921 is a representative State enactment on thesubject. It accepts the provisions of the Federal act and designatesthe State board of vocational education as the board for carryingout its provisions. The Illinois act prescribes the duties of the Stateboard as follows : (a) To cooperate with the Federal board, (b) toprescribe necessary courses, (c) to formulate a plan of cooperationwith the State industrial commission, (d) to make and submit re.quiredoreports and plans, and (e) to report annually to the governor.The Sfate board is authorized to appoint needed technical and cleri-cal assistants and to accept gifts and donations. A biennial appro-priation of $125,000 is madp and the State treasurer is designatedcustodian of funds.

PRIVATE AND PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS.

The law of Nebraska, as amended by chapter 53 of the acts of 1921,embodie§ some noteworthy features relating tó private and, parochial
schools. This act includes the compulsory attendance law of theState, and the regulation of schools other than public is related tocompulsory attendance. The act contains three requirements whichwould seem to exemplify present-day tendency with resped to theregulation of private-school instruction. These requirements are,(1)/ that persons in charge of such schools submit to the public-school authorities reports of enrollment and attendance, (2) thatteachers ir ..ese schools be holders of certificates As required ofpublic-school teachers, and (3) that these schools be inspected by theproper public Whörities.. Under the act, reports must be made to thecounty superintendent of schools, or in case of a metropolitancity or city of the first class, to the city superintendent. With respectto certification, the act provides tliat the teacher in a private, denomifthational, or parochial school must hold a " certificate entitling such. teacher to teach corresponding courses or classes in the publicschools." Inspection is made by the county or city superintendent,
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viding instruction for persons over 16 years of age. This act au-
thorizes the apportionment of State funds to teachers in these courses
as to the regular public-school teachers. State appropriations are
made for Americanization.

An older act of the New York Legislature, passed in 1918, requires
minors bkween 16 and 21 years of age who do not possess the ability
to read, speak, and write the English language which is required
for completion of the fifth grade of the public schools to attend a
day or evening school. In this State the regular compulsory at-
tendance law applics to children up to the age of 16, unless in lawful
employment between the ages of 14 and 16, and employed children
between these ages must attend continuation school. It is seen, there-
fore, that New York State has several laws designed to remove
illiteracy or Americanize the foreign. born* and these -would seem
to be of such character as to prove reasonably effective.

KINDERGARTENS.

A. Wisconsin act of 1921 is selected for notice here. It provides
that the school board of any scliool district, other than a union
high-school district, shall establish and maintainsva kindergarten in
charge of a legally qualified teacher when petitioned so to do by
the parents or guardians of 25 or more children between the ages of
.4 and 6 years. In case the district maintains two or more school
buildings, the petitioners must reside within 1 mile of the building
in which it is proposed to establish the kindergarten. The act de-
clares that when a kindergarten is established, it shall be a part of
the common-school system of the district, and, shall be supported by
taxation as other schools are supported. Urider existing Wisconsin
law, the lower limit of the legal school age is 4 years ; the kinder-
garten is therefore on tqual footing with other public schools,
subject, of course, to the legal provision relating to petitions. The
type of law to which the.new Wisconsin act belongs is widely known
as the " mandatory-on-petition" type, and is urged by many as suit-,

- able for present-day conditions ik the average Stat6. Other man-
datory-on-petition laws are fouria in Arizona, California, Kansas,
North Dakota, and Texas.

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION.

By act of June 2, 1920, Congress provided for the " promotion of
vocational rehabilitation of 'persons disabled in industry or other-
wise and their return to civil employment." This act followed the
stunt lines in geiieral as the Smith- I---ugaeS act providing for the pro-
potion of vocational education in that it provided for cooperation
between the Federal Government and the States, 'required the States
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IMPORTANT SCHOOL LEGISLATION? 1921-1922, 59
in order to share its benefits to assent> to its provisions and matchthe Federal inoneys dollar for dollar, and outlined a plan of adminis-tration similar to that provided for vocational education.At the close of the fiscal year ended June 30, 1922, 34 of the Stateshad 4ccepted the provisions cif the Federal act. These States wer6Alabama, Arizona, California, Georgix; Idaho, Illinois, Indiana,Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minne-sota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New JerseY,New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Penn-sylvania, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia,West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

An Illinois act of 1921 is a representative State enactment on thesubject.' It accepts the provisions of the Federal act and designatesthe State board of vocational education as the board for cirryingout its provisions. The Illinois act prescribes the duties of a Stateboard as follows: (a) To cooperate with the Federal board, (b) toprescribe necessary courses, (c) to formulate a plan of cooperationwith the State industrial commission, (d) to make and submit re-quired reports and plans, and (e) to report annually to the governor.The State board is authorized to appoint needed technical and cleri-cal assistants and to accept gifts and donations. A biennial appro-priation of $125,000 is made, and the State treasurer is designatedcustodian of funds.

PRIVATE AND PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS.

The law of Nebraska, as amended by chapter 53 of the acts of 1921,embodies some noteworthy features relating to private and paroctialschool. This act includes the compulsory attendance law of theState, and the regulation of schools other than publis is related tocompulsory attendance. The act contains three requirernOts whichwould seem to exemplify present-day tendency with reipect to the,regulation of private-school instruction. These recpyirements are,(1) that persons in charge of such schools submit to the public-school authorities reports of 'enrollment and attepdance, (2) thatteachers in these schools be holders of certificates as required ofpublic-school teachers, and (3) thatthese schools be4inspected by theproper public authorities. Under the act, reports must beemade to thecounty superintendent of schools, or in case of a metropolitancity or city of the first class, to the city superintendent. With respectto certificatiori, the act provides that the teacher in a private, denomianational, cir parochial school must hold a " certificate entitling suchteacher to teach corresponding courses or classes in the puticschools." Inspection is Aide by tliò county or city superintendent,
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60 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCANI 1920-1922.

as the case requires, and the State superintendent is directed to re-
quire these local officers to make inspection at least twice each yetis.
In case the private-school authorities fail or refuse to conform to the
provisions of this act, no teacher can be lawfully licensed to teach
in the school, and the attendance of pupils therein will not be ac-
cepted in lieu of public-school attendance. These provisions would
seem to afford all the regulation necessary to bring private-school
inst.ruction up to the standards set by the State, at the same time
leaving tO such a school a measure of freedom of action consistent
with American free institutions. It may be recalled here that the
Ohio compillsory attendance law does not go so much into detail as
the Nebraska law in the regulation of the private school. On the
other hand, Michigan and Alabama have made detailed require-
ments similar to those of Nebraska.

INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING.

That a State tax should be levied especially for the suppori of State
educational institutions is urged by many students of college and
university administration, and there would seem.to be some tendency
teard the passage of laws providing special taxes for this 'purpose.
The Staté of Washington, by act of 1921, provided mill-tax rates for
the supPort of several of its educational institutions, as follows: For
the university, 1.1 mills; State college (agricultural), 0.67 mill ;

Bellingham Normal School, 0.2 mill; Cheney Normal School, 0.159
mill; Eliensburg Normal School, 0.12 mill. The rates fixed in this
act represent increases over those provided for in an older law. It
is made the duty of the " joint board of higher curricula " to recom-
merld to the legislature of 1925 any changes in these rates which it
may deem necessary. Fourteen States now provide for all or a part

'of the maintenance of their State educational institutioris by means
of a mill-tai levy.

Another Washington act of 1921 relates to admission to the State
university. It provides that " the University of Washington shall
begin its courses of study in liberal arts and sciences 3t the points
where the same are completed in the public high schools of the State,
as far as practicable." The act provides that no student withquali-
fications less than graduation from a four-year accredited high
school shall be admitted to the university, except that persons over
21 years of age and thole registering in extension work, short courses,
and summer sessions may be admitted. Admission is upon examina"
tion or upon certificate from a public high school or other educational
institution. whose course of study is approved by the university au-
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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES.

61

Two Utah acts of 1921 represent efforts to correlate the work ofState universities and agricultural colleges. Oneof these acts out-lines courses to be provided at the agricultural college, and the other,courses at the university. The act relating to the former institutiondirects that its curricula comprise agriculture, horticulture, forestry,4nimal industry, veterinary science, domestic science and art, elemen:tary commerce, elementary surveying, instruction in irrigation foragricultural purposes, military science, history,--.- language, mathe-matics, physical and natural science, mechanic arts, and pedagogywith special reference to industry. The college is n(4 permitted tooffer courses in liberal arts or the professions of law, medicine, andengineering, except agricultural!, engineering. It may confer nodegree in education or pedagogy.
The act relating to the university declares this institution to bethe "highest branch of the system of public education," and directsthat its courses he arranged as far as practicable to supplement the, instruction in the subordinate branches, " with a view to tifford athorough educatiCm to students of both sexes in the arts, sciences,literature, and the civil professions, including engineering." .,Theuniversity, however, must not, include in its courses agriculture, etceptelementary agriculture in the normal course, horticulture, animalindustry, veterinary science, or, instruCtion in irrigation for agri-cultural purposes. No degree in domestic science and art may beawarded by the university.
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CHAPTER III
HIGHER EDUCATION.

By GEORGE F. ZOOK,

Spedalist in Higher Education, Bureau of Education.

CoNTENTs.College Entrant.* Examination Board*-- New England College Entrance Certificate BoardNorth Central Association of Colleges and Secondary :ch(x)LsAssociation of Colleges and SecondarySchools of the Southern SiattviAssoGiation of Collem: and Preparaory Schools of the Middle States andMary lamiAmerican Bar AssokiitionAs.sociatign pf American Law SchoolsAssociation of AmericanColleges Inwrican Council on EducationNational Conference Committee nil Standards of Colleges andSecondary SchoolsAmerican Association of University Profmors Nat ional Remarch CoundlCarnegleFoundation for the Advancement of TeachingStwlies in college entrant* requirementsSolutions forthe growth in numbers of college alai university studentsThe 'residence of universitf and college stu-dentsalaries at State institutions of higher learningThe cast of higher educationThe Purnell billRehabilitation of United States World War veteransThe Reserve Officers' Training CorpsThe juniorcollce movementConference on Negro education-1 'Maul* of International EducationAmerican Uni-versity Union in EuropeInternational fellowships and sehvlarshipsThe Rhs cholarsForeignstudents in tbe lihited States.

THE COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD.

The total number of landidates examined by the College EntranceExamination' Board in June, 1921, was 18,223, as against 15,266 theprevious June. The secretary's report states that 1,724 schools sentcandidateto the hoard's examinations in 1921. Of these, 018 werepublic schools and 806 private sello()ls, ficm which there were 6,669and 10,946 candidates, respectively. In addition there were 608candidates who were either conditioned college students, or preparedby Private tutors, or self-prepared,,or who neglected to give theinformation called for by the board's form of application for examina--tion.
The- seetetary's report also shows that there was an increase overthe previous year of 2,202 in the number of boys and of 755 in thenuiiiber of girls who tgok the board's nomination. It is interestingto note that in the number .of boys from the private schools there Wasan increase of 1,761, and from the' public schools an increase of519; and that in the number of gitis from the private schools therewas an increase of 508 and from the public schools in increase of 199.The new cdmprehensive examination plan 'is increasing in''popularity. 'Me mimber of candidates seeking amission by this,p14n increased from 2,519 in 1920 to 2,713. in 1921. Twenty-eight

colleges and universities were designated by barididaiies for admission'under the new plan. Young women particularly Fifer to take'the
comprehensive examination, as seems dear from t4e.nutiliber wh6'took the new-plan éxaminations for Admissioll to\. the .follo*int
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higher institutions: Welleslev501 ; Smith, 490; Harvard, 469;

Vassar, 324; Mount Holyoke, 257; Yale, 270; Princeton, 181; Rad-
.

71; Barnard, 63; Wells, 19.
In the list of subjects which new-plan candidates elect for examina-

.

tion, English, mathematics, French, and Latin' are the most popular.
History, chemistry, physics, and Spanish follow in the order named.

THE NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE ENTRANCE CERTIFICATE BOARD.

The nineteenth annual report of the New England College Entrance
Certificate Board states that the total number of schools which in
1920-21 had the certificate privilege from the hoard was 57.9, of
which 98 had the specimen certificate privilege. f t1ie:40;3-17 (about

60 per cent, the same per cent as last year) sent one or more pupils
on certificate to the colleges represented on the board.

At the present time there are 33 schools on the trial list, and 453
on the fully approved list, making a total of 486. To these may be .

added 112 schools that have the right of sending specimen sttlints
'on certificate, making a grand total of .598 schools ilutt have the
certificate privilege from the board for the year 1921.

The following institutions compose the membership of the New
England College Entrance Certificate Board: Amherst ColIe¡-;e, Bates
College, Boston University, Bowdoin College, Brown University,
Colby College, Massachusetts Agricultural College, Middlehursy

College, Tufts College, Wesleyan University, and Williams. College.

THE NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SECONDARY
SCHOOLS.

In the proceedings of the North Central Associittion of Colleges
and Secondary Schools for 1921 the secretary reports 133 accredited
colleges and univetsities. Three of --these institutions were added
during 1920 and five in 1921, after having been inspected by represen-
tatives of the association. In addition to these institutions the
association has accredited 43 institutions primarily for the training
of teachers, and 20 junior colleges. The number of accredited
secondary schools was 1,372. ,

THE ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF TIIE
SOUTHERN STATES.

The Association of Colleges and Secondary &hools of the Southern
States ieported for 1921 a membetship of 53 universities and colleges
and 63 secondary schools. Besides these there were 21 inaividual
members.. The association hwi approved 50 colleges and universities
and 5157 secondary schook In 1921 the association revised its
standards by adopting large part of the stands* recommended
by thoAwnittee on standards of . the American Council on Eduesvp
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gHIGHER EDUCATION. 65
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND PREPARATORY SCHOOLS OF THEMIDDLE STATES AND MARYLAND.

o At, the meeting of the Association of Colleges and PreparatorySchools Of the Middle Stees and Maryland in November,' 1921, 59colleges were approved as meeting the standards for colleges of artsand sciences adopted by the association in 1919. Attention wascalled to the fact that, certain other colleges "caii not at present beplac:ed upon the approved list, because they do not fully meet thedefinition and standards, but they nevertheless approximate them,or have recently made marked progress toward meeting them."Eleven institutions were cited asialling in this group.The association voted at its meeting in J920 to .establish a commis-sion on secondary schools, the duties of villich should be (1) to preparea set of standards for first-grade secondary schools and to recommendmodifications of those standards from time to time, and (2) to prepareand adopt one or more lists of schools in accordance with the approvedsets of standards. The commission has not yet been formed.

THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION.
The question of requiring higher standards for admission to the.barhas been considered by the American Bar Association upon a numberof occasions. In 1918 the associgion "approved the action takenby many of the law schools in requiring two years of a college courseas a condition of adinission to their courses of study," and "expressedthe conviction that this should be the minimum requirement recog-nized by law schools of the first class."
At its annual meeting in 1921 ate association at the urgent solicita-tion of its Council on Legal Education and NiNgssion to the Baradopted the following resolutions:

The American Bar Association is of the opinion that every.candidate for admissionto the bar should give evidence of graduation from a law school complying with thefollowing standards:
1. It shall require as a condition of admission at least two years' study in a college.2. It shall require its students to pursue a course of three years' duration if they\devote substantially all of their working time to their studies, and a longer course,equivalent in the number of working hours, if they devote only a part of their workingtime to their studies.
3. It shall provide an adequate library available for the use of students.4. It shall have among its teachers a suffisiala,number giving their entire time tothe school to insure actual personal acquaintance and influence with the whole studentbody.

At the same time the association directed the Council on LeealEducation and Admission' 1,o the Bar from time to time to publishthe names of those law scho6ls which comply 'with the above standards-for the benefit of intending student's and others. The president ofthe associZio4 and council w.ere directed to cooperate with State is4d
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local bar associations and with the constituted authorities in the
several States to se'cure the adoption of these standards as require-
ments for admission to the bar. Finally, the council was requesteA
to call a national conference of representatives from State and local

bar associations to consider the resolutions adopted by the association
and to devise means of putting them into effect.

At the conference which was held 'in Washington February, 23-24,
1922, there were delegates from bar associations in every State in the
Union as well as a large number of representatives from the leading
law schools of the country. Elihu Root, as chairman of the Council

on Legal Education and Admission to the Bar, presented the resol".-

tions which the bar association had adopted the previous year and
urged the conference to approve them.

In support of these resolutions Mr.-Root called attention eloquently
to a number of alleged shortcomino of the bar, including the sacriake
of clients' interests, increased court expenses, and continual trial
delays. At the same time he made it clear that the increasing mass

of statute law and court decisions now require "not less, but more

ability; not less, but more learning; not less, but more intellectual

training in order to advise an honest man as to what his rights are
and in order to get his rights for him." Finally, hd pointed out that
he increasingly complex social and economic legal questions growing
uf of modérn industry, transportation, capital, and labor demand

eful selection of the fit from the unfit for service at the bar. Such a

cess, he maintained, can be attained through a requirement that
st dents spend two years in college before entering a law school.

ter further discussion by Chiibf Justice Tait and others, the
stan ards of the bar msociation were approved and the conference
adop e a resolution authorizing t he creation of an advisory coi.nmittee
on le education which should cooperate with the American Bar
Assdci tion in the promotion of standards of legal education and
admissi s to the bar.

The e ct of the action taken by the bar association and its sanction
by the su equent conference is likely to have marked effect on legal
education. \ The publishing of the list of law schools which meet the
association's' standards and the campaign which the association is
conducting for the adoption of these standards reliiind one of similar
efforts which for many years 4he American Medical Association
has made with such marked effect on medical education. If the
standards of the bar association .become effective, there is every
reasim to predict that the number of students who gain admission
to th'e bar may fall off somewhat, but the ability and character of those
who dò enter the legal profession will doubtless be of a higher order.
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN LAW SCHOOLS.
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This association, organized in 1000, has from time to time empha-sized the necessity of establishing standards for law schools. Ingen.aal it has recognized that this function belongs properly to theAmerican Bar Association, but some idea of the standar& which
11,

the Association of American Law Schools regards as desi: 'le mayhe gained front the requirements which are imposed on th 55 insti-tutions bOonging to the 'association. The requirements are asfollows:
I. After September 1, 1923, it shall require of all candidates for its degree at thetime of their admission to t he school either the completion of one year of college workor such work as would be accepted for admission to the second or sophomore year inthe college of liberal arts of the State university or of the principal colleges and univer-sities in the State where the law school is located and, after September 1, 1925, itshall require of all candidates for its degree at the time of their admission to the schooleitheethe completion of two years of college work or such work as would be acceptedfor admission to the third or junior Fear in the college of liberal arts of the State uni-versity or of the principal colleges and universities in the State where the law schoolis located.

2. It shall require of its candidates for the first degree in law resident study of lawin day classes duriug a period of at least three years. 30 weeks each. and the completionof fi0 credit hours in law. A credit hour in law consists of one hour of day classroominstruction per week for at lemt 15 weeks; provided. however, that night instructionmay be given a credit value of three-fourths of that of day classroom instruction, butin no instance. except as herein provided' I special action by the executive committee)shall more than 20 crelit hours toward a law degree be given for such instruction.Credit for night clakisroom instruction shall be given only when the canijdate haspassed written exanhitjlaIi011.s in the subjects for which credit is given, whichexaminations shall be f the same standard as those given in corresponding subjectsin the day school.
3. The conferring of it degree Mconditionshall be upon the attainment of a gradeof scholarship ascertain(' by examination.
-1. lt shall own a library of not loss than ),(XX) volumes.5. Its fartiltmhall consist of at least three instructors who devote substantially allof their time to the work of the school.
6. Each member shall maintain a complae individual record of each student.which shall make readily accOktublo the following data: Credentials for admission:tho action of the administrative officer passing thereon; date of admillsion; date ofgraduation or final cjimiesal from school; date of beginning and ending of each period;attendance, if the student has not been in continuous residence throughout. the wholeperiod of study; courses which he has taken. the grades therein, if any. and the creditvalues thereof, and courses for which he is registered; and a record of all special actionof the faculty or administrative officers.

THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN COLLEGES.
Dr. R. L. Kelly, executive secretary of the Association of AmericanC911eges, makes the following statement concerning the activities ofthe organization and tlie institutions in which that associaticin isparticularly ihterested.

For the past two years the- comillipsion on,,the reorgauizatiog tof the college (bunk-ulum of the Association of American Colleges has keen making an intensivo stuay.1.
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of the materials of the college curriculum since the World War, and the tendencies in
the emphasis given to these materials. The study has extended to 100 colleges or
more.

Four general conclusions have been reached : That the American college curric-
ulum is becoming simplified, humanized, indivi.dualized. It is not hecoming voca-
tionalized.

The simplification shows itself in several ways. The reduction of padding in depart-
mental announcement has gone so far with some colleges that they are actually teach-
ing in a given year fr6m 90 to-99 per cent of the courses announced in the catalogues.
The number of departments in which a student may major is relatively small, some
times in standard colleges going as low as ninil or even seven. These results, further-
more, have not been secured by faculty prescriptions but come chiefly from the expres-
sion of student preference. 4

The humanizing or socializing tendency shows itself strikingly in the subjects
usually taken by college students. The outstanding sufijects are English, French,
history, chemistry, mathematics, biology, political icience, sociology, economics,
psychology, education, and Bible. In other words, with the exception of mathe-
matics, all the older disciplinaryi' subjects are disappearing from the college curric-
ulum and the modern subjects are gaining ground.

Colleges, however, are not all (mphasizing the same subjects, although English is
the master subject of practically all of them. In nearly all colleges also French and
chemistry have heavy enrollment. As for the rest, the few subjects which are empha-
sized individually by the colleges when put toglether make it long list. Each college

tends to preserve its own individuality; in other words. presumably offering or aspir-
ing to offer a program which expresses its own peculiar disposition and character.

That the colleges are not becoming Vocationalized is demonstrated by student
registration. It is true that education is gaining as a college subject, particularly in
women's and coeducational colleges. although the tendency often is to treat the SO-
ject rather as cultural than vockional. But home economics. law. medicine, journal-
ism, commercial subjects. engineering, and the like have not strongly .,rripped the
students of the liberal arts college.

The American college is extricating itself from the grip of hoary tradition on one side
and is refusing on the other to lay large emphasis on the immediate means of earning
a livelihood. It is still primarily a Place of orientation.

THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION.

T1ALcinstituent membership of the American Council On Educa-
tionMomposed of representatives from national educational organ-
izations. There are now 13 of these organizations, devoted primarily
to the promotion of some special field of higher educa6on, which are
known as associate members. During the biénnium the institutional
members, from which the- council receives pearly all its financial
support; have increased from 120 to 143. The council continues to
do its work primarily through the director and 12 standing corn-.
, .
mittees.

At the annual meeting of the council in .May, 1921, there was held
a joint conference with the National Conference Committee on Stand-
ards of Colleges and Secondary Schools to consider thé situAtion con*
corning the standardization of colleges and universities. Several
perions.desibed for the conferenc6 the progress wigch had been

.
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HIGHER EDUCATION. 69
made in this movement by the national and regional educationalassociations, the State departments of education, the Catholic Edu.cam.tional Association, and the Protestant Church boards of education.At the cori-clusion of the dgcussion it was apparent that, while therewas a certain uniformity in the objects which the several accreditingagencies were seeking. -to attain, there was little uniformity in thestandards which they applied. Vie conference therefOre approvedthe report of a committee recommending the formulation of commonstandards for colleges, technological institutions, junior colleges, andteacher training institutions. It also requested the council to trans-mit to the accrediting agencies suggested unified statements of stand-ards for these types of institutions for discussion and report as toadoption, and recommended that thó council at an early time unifythe present lists of accredited institutions.

In accordance with the recommendations of the conference a com-* mittee on college standards from the chief accreeiting agencies of thecountry was appointed. This committee after a two-day sessioncomposed a statement of principles and standards, which has beendistributed to the accrediting agencies of the country. Subcommit-tees On standards for junior colleges and teacher-training ipstitutionswill report similar statements later. In the nieantime, the followingaccrediting agencies have tidopted in whole or in part the state-ment for. colleges and universities: AssociatiOn of Colleges and Sec-ondary Schools of the Southern States; Northwest Association ofSecondary and Higher Schools; National Conference Committee onStandards of Colleges and Secondary Schools; Council of ChurchBoards of Education; Boards of Education of the Methodist Protes-tant Church The Disciples of Christ State departments of educas-tion in Maryland, Idaho, Flbrida, Connecticut, Oregon, and NorthCarolina.
Me principles and standards suggested by the committee are as3follows:

The term "college," as used below, is understood to designate all institutions ofhigher education which grant nonprofessional bachelor's degrees. The committeerecommends to the various regional and naiional standardizing agencies as constitutingminimum- requirements the following principles and standards Which should be ob-..served in accrediting colleges:
1. A college should demand for admission the satisfactory c6mpletion pia four-yearcourse in a secondary school approved by a recognized accrediting agency coittie equiva-lent of such a course. The major portion of the secondary schopl course accepted foradmission should be definitely correlated with the .curriculum to4which the student isadmitted.
2. A college should require for graduation the coMpletion of a minimum 4uantitam.tive requirement bf 120 semester hours of credit (or the equivalent in termquarter hours, poii4 majors, or courses), with further echo Attic qualitative requir.-menu adapted by each institution to its conditions'. s'
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3. The size of the facult y should bear a definite relation to the t ype of institution, the
number of st udents and the number of courses offered. For a college of approximately
100 students in a single curriculum the faculty should consist of at least eight heads of

departments devoting full time to college work. With t hegrowth of t he st body

tbe number of full-time teachers should be correspondingly increased. The develop-
.

ment of varied curricula Rhou 1 d involve the addition of further heads of depart mentft.

The training of the members of the faculty of rofewipnal rank should include at
least two years of study in their respective fields of teaching in a recognized graduate

school. it ;t4 desirable that the training of the bead of a department should be equiva-
lent to that required for the doctor's degree, or should represent a corresponding pro-

fessionai or technical training. A colkge should be judged in large 1)ar1 by the ratio
which the number of persons of professibnal rank with sound training, r;cholarly achiev-

ment, and successful experience as teachers bears to the total number of the teaching

staf .

Teaching schedules exceeding 16 hours wr week per instructor or c1asc4es ¡exclusive

of lectures') of more t Ian 30 students should ei s-t1 ilidangering ()ducat ional

efficiency.
-1. The minimum annual operating income for an accredited iiiIg. exclusive of

payment of interest , annuities, (tic., bP $:,0,000, of which not less than $25,000

should be derived from stable sources, other than student,preferably from permanent

endowments. Increase in faculty, student 'body, and scope of instruction should be
accompankd by increase in income from endowment. ThIe financial status of each
college should be judged in relation to its educational program.

5. The material equipment and upkeep of a college, including it.4 buildings, lands,
laboratories, apparatus, and librarim and their efficient operation in relation to its

educational progress. should also be considered when judging an institution.
A college should have a live, well-distributed. professionally administered library

,of at least 8,000 volumes, exclusive of public documents, hearing specificidly upon

the subjects taught and with a definite annual appropriation for the purdime of new

books.
6. A college should not maintain a preparatory school as part of its colfege organ-

ization. Ifintch a school is maintained under the college charter, it should be ,kept
rigidly 'distinct and separate from the college in students, faculty, buildings, and

discipline.
7. In determining the standing of a colkge, emphaz3is should be placed upon the

character of the curriculum, the efficiency of instruction, the standard for regular
degrees, the conservatism in granting honorary degrees. the tone of the institution
and its success in stimulating and preparing st udents to do satisfactory work in recog-

nized graduate, professional, or research i nst

8. No college should be accredited until it has been inspected and reported upon

by an agent or agents regulaily appointed by t he accrediting organizat ion.

The committee on standardulso authorized a republication of the
unified list of accredited hignr institutions first published by the
cötincil in 1920. The first list included the lists of accredited higher
institutions prepared by the Associatiqn ol Colleges and Secondary

\ Schools of the Southern States, the North Central Association of Col-

leges and Secondary 80oo1s, the Assotiation of American Universi.
ties, and the Universi0 of California.. To these lists were added the

t list, prepared. by the Association of Colleges and Preparatory
Sc ools of the Middle States a4d Maryland at its annual meeting in
November, 1921. Although this unified list, by reason of the limited
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HIGHER EDUCATION. 71
territory or field of higher institutions covered by some of the accred-iting agencies, does not by any means include all the ligher institu-tions comparable in quality to those which have been included, itinakes the nearest approach to a real national list of accredited higherinstitutions that now exists.

In 1920 the discussion of hills in Congress, chiefly the Smith-Towner bill providing for a Federal department of education andFederal aid to the State's for definite designated educational purposeson condition that the States match the Federal appropriation,occupied a considerable amount of the council's attention. A refer-endum among tlw constituent and institutional members of thecouncil Was conducted. The director of the council summarized the:results of the referendum as follows:
it is ' ttpparent that the membeNhip of the Americau 'ouncil on Education is byno means in agreement with respect. to any one of the *ge limes rained in the referen-dum ballot. A II that the returns show are cvtain \trends of opinion. The mostimportant of these appear to be the following:
1. An overwhelming majority of the membership of 'the council voting favors thecreation of a department of education.
2. An almost equally large majority of the council's mèmbership believes that theSmith-Towner bill should be amended.
3. The amendment most generally favored is one providing for the inclusion of theFederal Board for Vocational Education in a new departmel,a from the outset.4. ()pillion is nearly evenly divided en the advisability of large Federal appropri-ations to the States on condition that the Stato match the appropriations.5. A considerable majority favor the appointment of ui advisory council by thedepartment of education.

Perhaps the largest single .enterprise which the American Council-
.

so-
on Education has so far undertaken is that of sponsoring thecalled Educational Finance Inquiry. This study is a result ofmeeting held by prominent educators at the time of the meetingof the Department of Superintendence in,Atlantic City, February,1921. As ti result of this meeting a memorandum calling atten-tion to the urgent iieed of a thorough investigation of educationalresources and expenditures was sublitted to several of the founda-tions interested in the promotion of education. Four of thesefoundations, the Commonwealth Fund, the General Education Board,die Carnegie Corporation, and the Milbank Memorial Fund, setaside a total of $170,000 ior the condlict ot the investigation.The American COuncil on Education was selected as the agency tosponsor the investigation, and it is proceeding under a special comm*mission headed by Prof. George a Strayer. It is planned to minceintensive studies in several typical States, such as Nor York, Illinois,and California. Reports on special phases of the investigation willbe issued from time to timo.
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The committee On education for citizenship has cooperated with

the educationál experts of the War Department, under wimse direc-

tion Profs. J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton and E. W. Knight, of the
University of North Carolina., composed a report which was printed
by that department, under the title of " Education for Citizenship."

Recently a committe.e of management, of the University Center

for Research in Washington was appointed to take care of the obvious

need for assistanc eto graduate students who wish to come to Wash-

ington for periods of various lengths to pursue their research. So far

tlie organization includes sections only in history and the social

sciences. he plan can be carried out it should be of great benefit

to graduat students.
At the annual meeting of the council in May, 1922, it was decided

to establish a bureau of university andipllege personnel information.

It is not expected that the buimu wilWresem Me a teachers agency;

inasmuch as it ,contely plat es assembling inforniation rather than
recommendations c(theerning college and university personnel. It
was decided to limit the service to the higher-institutions included in

the list of accredited institutions published by the council.

The cominittee on international educational relations thrmigh sub-

committees has adopted several reports on student credentials
received from foreign countries. The following extracts from these

reports coritain the most importan.t features:

r. 6REAT BRITAIN.

It is the committee's judgment. that the interchange of unjergraduate students

between distant countries (excela as this is already prQvided for by the Rhodes Tri t)

should not be encouraged:. It believes that as a rule men and women of the maturi

of graduate students areithe only ones Ntio can derive.enqugh profit from vtudy in a

foreign country to repay the effort involved. The cimmittee, therefore, makes no

general recommendation concerning the treatment of undergraduate- Otudents. It
expects that American colleges and universities which receive undergraduates from

British institutions will admit them to thdse classes or thse courPes that the record of

their previous studies indicates they are quali6ed to enter.
.

The committee's recommendations are ;as

1. That students or graduates of Canadian institutions who ar9 -candidates for

admission to undergraduate or graduate standing at colleges and/universities in the

United States be c1assifies:11g purposes of admission as if they had fttudied at American

higher institutions. I .

That holders of the bachelor's degree fróm universities in England, Wales, and

Ireland, and holders of the master's degree .froalkunivArsities iu,Scotland [the M. A.

is the 'first degree at Scottish univeisities]mitted to graduate registratiofi in

American universities, the status of each individual with reference to candidacy
.

for

a higher degree to be determined by the melt* of his case.

3. That holders of the bachelor's degree from universities in Australia, New Zealand,

and South Africa and from Gbvernment uniyersities-in India be admitted to graduate

registration in Ameriv universities, thOstatus of each individual with reference

tO cindidacy ior a highei degree- t,o be determined by the merits of his coo, 4
.
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-4. That administrative (Akers should note that many holders of the bachelor'sdegree from institutions mentioned in paragraphs 2 and 3 may need to spend at leasttwo years in preparation for the master's degree at an American university. But menwho have graduated with high honors from universities in the British Isles ind fromsome of the institutions noted in paragraph 3 will ordinarly proceed to the master'sdegree at an American institution in the minimum perioa.
I I. LATIN AMERICA.

The typical Latin-American secondary school resembles more closely the secondary-schools of the countries of Continental Eutope than the prevailing type of secondary
*

school in the Unitvd States. The length of the secondary-school course yaries in Latin-American countries. It may cover a period of four, live, or six years. Tke,diplomaor degree given 1IINn1 the completion of the secondary-school course ks eommonhr thatof bachelor. In some cases this degree is conferred after four years of general secondaryeducation and one or two years of professional preparatory work.
Specifical 1 the committee recommends: .

1. That holders of the bachelor's degree granted upon the completion of the iiecond-ary course in Latin-American countries ikb whnitted provisionally- to the !realm=clam of a college or university in the United States. At times it Will be deairablevthat lidders of the bachelor's degree who intend to enter a curriculum in engineeringor el ¡enlist ry should ¡Tend one year in a college of liberal arts before beginning theirengineering or chemical training.
2. That holders of the bachelor's degree granted upon the completion of the sec-

. ondary-whool course in Latin-Ameridm countries be admitted proviRionally to thelihman classes of colleges of agriculture or veterinary medicine.
fie4

t dulpaevredited graduates of primary normal schools in Latin-Americancountries be admitted prOvisionally to the fresliman class of a teachers' coil* or of acollege of liberal arts in the United St#tc13.
4. That duly accredited graduates oT higher normal schools should be entitled toadvanced standing in a college of education or in a college of liberal arts in the UnitedStates, the precise amount of such udvanckl credit to be determined upon examina-tion uf the individual case..

.

5. That courses certified by diplomas from commercial schools of high standing inLatin7Americin countries be rated as- equivalent to courses pursued it,aimilat sec-ondary institutions in tbe United States.
6. That Latin 'Afriericali students holding the bachelor's degree 40 have notpursued preprofessional courses aftet graduation from their respective secondaryschools should be held to the same amount-okreprofessiónal study as is required ofstuderits in the' United States. This recoitimeiNation applies especially to thp pre-professional requirements for the study of medicine, latv, or dentistry.7. All certificates and diplomis.to be acci)pted. by univiSties of .the Usted Statesmust be sigted by the school authorities and their signaturescertified by the diplomaticauthoritiei of the countly from which the applicant comet.), as well as by the Americandiplomatic representatives in% auk country.
8. All certifiattes aid diplomas to be given weight in the universities of the UnitedfStates must te cleitrly the subjects covéred, the. exact extent of the subjects, thetextbooks t the amount of laboratory work completed, and the amount of timegiven to lecture tnd laboratory work in each case. The years in ihich the coursesprescribed *ere specesefully completed should alst3 be noted.

libibttA.
de)1. That the french "licence " be accepted as the equivalent of the American. M. A.di§gtee.

2. That 'holden of the baccalaureate who produce evidence of having- done olioyear of gradoet4 Oudy ill a Fitch university be admit* to graduate standing..
Ill'.\
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.
beplaureate, ir4. That holders of the admitted for one year as "unclassified

, stuaepts" and if they proveTheir fitness be then admitted to graduate standing. .

Theoxamittee suggests that the holder of the French A. B. who enters an American

college acandidate for the bachelor's dekree be admitted to that class, or to those-

courses that the record of his previous studies indicetts lie is qualified to enter, with
due regard to the tpedal graduation requirements of the college and to his knowledge
of the English langUage. It is recommended that no French student, besallowed to
major in a : or group of studies in which lie has not majored in his lydle course.
In giving ,

. :site rating\to holders of the French baccalaureate American college

officers wi naturally tako 'into acceunt the greater intensity of French secondary
education, the consequent early, intellectual maturity of French young men and
women, atid the fact that those who secure the baccalaureate have been subjected
to a. series of searching examinationS sthat have eliminated a large percentage of the
ckdidates.

gubsequent to`this report an extensive supplementary statement
on 'American and French higher degrees has been amoved by the
committee.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF COLLEGES
,.- AND S.ECONDARY schmoLsi,

?.For some there has been some discussioit..as to whether the
National Conference Committee might not perform its fuuciions
more effec'tively as a committ6e.of the American Council uca-
tion. In 1920, however, the committee preferred t It a. an
associate membet or the council. After the council was a ed by
the joint conference on college standards in May, 1921, to undertake.
the unification of collegee' standards, it became cleirei that there
ought not to be two organizations operating in the same field. The
National Conference Committee at a meeting in New York theretpre
adopted a motioil to the effect that it would be willing to sereve as Ihe
council's committee on standards and that it would be happy to
have associated with it in the discharge of these duties any other
peisons appointed by the council. The council accepted the . cöm-
mittee's offer and has merged with it the members of its own corn.-
mittee on standards, some of whom belonge0 to both committees.

THE AMMICAN ASSOCIATION OF -UNIVERSITY PROFESAORS.

As stated in a circular of gimeral infoimation, thé activi.Lies which
have occupied the a§sociation up to the present time are illustrated
by the titles of the special and standing committees.

In October, 1921, the association published a preliminary report A

OfCommittee W, on Ihe status of womt;n- in- qollege .ana vniversity
faculties. The study covered nearly all of the 176 higher institutions
which at that time represented the membersilip of %lie association.
In .29 ddlegesf an4 universiiies fok men only, there were among tile

'fiearly: 2,000 protèssors 'only two women, one holding a pa grofeasoyship'
of thiid fink in Ile Harvard and the olheiva professor-
ship-of .thé-secon4 ranlein the Yale school of education,

.
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On the other hand, in 14 colleges for women 'students 'only, thefigures were as follows:

11r6fes.sors of first rank
Profe&sors of second rank
11ro1el.Lsor4 of third rank
Instructors..

Total

o

Men.

j131
31
33
53

Women.

163
133
119
323

251

lit

738
.41)

THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL.
The foll6wing statement concerning the N'ork of the NationalResearch Council during the biennium has been supplied by Dr.Vernon Kelk6,, perinanent secretary of the council:

In the two years from 1920 to 1922 the council has undergone much (hbvelopment,and. has been initiatdr, sponsor, an o some degree financial supporter of numerousimportant projects of scientific ivesti tion. Its activitig are especially devotedto effecting cooperation and coordination n research wgrk, and in bringing into closer'contact the various agencies in America interested in the Sili.ance of science es-pecially thrgugli fundamental research. To this end the council itself maintainscontact on the one hand with colleges and universities from whieh comes a majorpart of the research output of the country as well as practically all of the trained per-sonnel for research, and on the other hand with the engineering,qustrial, and com-mercial interests based on the Applications of svience. The cquncil also maintainsan intimate contact with the major national scientific and techn(*)logic societiet. In-deed its membership is Ciiiefly made up of accredifed r+resentatives from nearly 80such societies.
A gift of $15,000,000 from the Carnegie Corporation of New Yorkluts provided thecouncil with means for the erection of a diguified building in Washington, noiv incqurse of erection, for its housing, together with! the housing of the National Academyof Sciences, under whose congressional charter it is organized. The remainder of theCarnegie Corporation gift is to be held as a permanent endowmeih foethe council.n addition to this gift for building and grAdowment the.scouncil has received about000,000 in special -gifts for the support of special scientific undertakings. .Cineml on of this, coming from the Rockefeller Foundatiott4750,000), and GeneralEdu ion Board ($250,006), is devoted to the maintenance through five years of aseries o research fellowships in physics and chemistry and a series of fellowships inmedicine. Cimdidates for these fellowships must Ilave already attained a degree 6fPh. D. or kf. D., and be possessed of unusual qualifications for research for. advancedwork.
It is not

.

possible in this brief space to preseant a list of the various research projectsnow. sponsored by the council, but it is one showing a wide' variety of undertakings_revealing a high degree of cooperation among scientific men ind organizations. ltsvarioui items represent work in the fields of matliematiCs, physics, chemistiy, geology,,,and geography, anthropology, biology, psychology, medicine, agrictilture, and_ engi-;'neering. 4

The council has special divylioris of intornationa1Federa1, States, and educationalrelations.; thro'qh which it maintains relations with foreign scientific (organizations,Government departments and scientific bureaus, State scientific bureaus, and 'the
.)._

.
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Since its organization a 'number of other countries have set up somewhat similar
institutions,' sometimes under the same name, National Research Council, 88 in
Aukralia and Japan, sometimes under other names suggesting, however, the same
aims. A number of these organizit.tions togglier with other officially recognized
national scientific bodies are federated as thewInternational Research Council, with
headquarters at Brussels, with which- are associated °several International unions
representing various special fields of the physical and biological scientes,

CARNEGIE FOUNDATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF TEACHING.

During the biennium the Carnegie Foundation for the Advance-
ment of Teaching added to its list of exhaustive educational studies
a notable volume entitled Training for the Public Pikofeion of tim
Law. The "study was undertaken in 1913 -at the rejluest. of the 'com-
mittee on legil eduction and admissions to the bait of the.:trn.eric.an
Bar Association.

The author of the study, Mr. A. Z. Reed, after trticing the growth
, ,

lawoi schoiAs in this country and the effect which tilese institutions
*have had on the rules for achnission to the bar, arrives at thrcon-
elusion that legal education.in law schools hils ahnost entirel y- sup-
planted the law office nlethod .of securing a legal eductition, with
results some of which are desirable and others which are unfortunate.
In the first place inadequate attention is now given tb the value of
office tráining. and experience... In line with modern ,theories of
engineering education Mr. Reed*ontends that " theoretical instruc-
tion shall be correltited with sorne sort of practical activity pursued
outside of the school."

Another unfortunate circumstance, partly caused by the 'lack
of proper profeasional spirit among lawyers and partly traceabld
to the 'gr9winAg influence of the law schools, has been the assumption
that all kwyArs should constitute a single homogeneQus 'body with
Do ittempt at differentiation, *as in Engtaria. As a result of this
conception all law-school students take the same .curriculumAnd
all Candidates for admission to the bar ir a eittee are prepared for
the same exar4ination. In some Statts the law .schpols have even
secured 'an exemption Lira all batexaminUtions for their graduates.

The author is convinced that 'a new professional ;pirit among
lawyers is highly desirable and that " it is only through cooperation
between a school which intellifently devises the means and a pro--
fespion which properly define11e owls that sound professional
training can bé elOablished." The logical conClusion is 6f cou'rse
that the* professional practitioners should assume control of .bar.
ailnifssion requirements. and ex 3.11 inaiions.

If the .professipal practitioners regain contre pi bar idmissions
the author believ that there will be a far bettetch:ance of his
in this country a system- similar the differvk
.,nwie in England between barristers on the owitand and attdrpqa
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HIGHER EDUCATION. 77
and solicitors on the other. Such a differentiation wouki in theauthor's opinion not only tend to raise the level of the profession,but it would of course compel the law schools to throw over theregulation three-year, curriculum in " judge-made technical law,"which prepares a "stAndardized lawyer," and respond to the demandfor specialized legal training.

The following quotation from the report emphasizes the impok-tance of this matter:
The scholarly law-Fichool dean properly seeks to build up a " nursery for-judges"that will make..kmerican law what Anwrican law ought to be. The practitioner barexaminer, with 1ìii satellite Elehook. properly seeks to prepare stuedents for the immedi-ate practice of the law as it is. The night-school autierities, finally, see most clearlythat the interesw nòt only of the individual but of the community demand that par-ticilration in the making and ad ministration of the law shall be kept accekvible to Lin-coln's plain people. All these are -tkorthy ideals. Taken together. they roughlyembrace the service that the public ex pect24 from its law, schools as a whole. But nosingle instit ution. pursuing i tri special aim, can attain both the others as well. Attemptsby each type of law school to carry the entire burden of legal education produce suchunsuccetAil results as to bring the entire body of practitioners into disrepute. Therepresentatives of the sever:1i types must begin to face the problem of legal educationin a broader spirit-than some of them have recently displayed, if judges, lawyers,, and politicians are to regain that place in popular esteem which is essenti41 to a law-abiding cvninninity.

Once it is recognized that a unitary bar not only can not be made to work satisfac-torily but 'not evop be made to exist, then the development of our present differ-entiated system into one that shall produce better results will be a slow process. Itcan be begun at once. but it may not be completed by those now living. The amountof time that students can reasonably be ex poettbd to devote to their education. bothpreliminary and professional. determines the curriculum and methods of each typeof school: and these in turn determine the character of the subsequent bar admissiontests. It is impossil;le to reverse the process and provide adequate profewional teststo which alLschools shall conform. Only in 90 far as barexaminations arò adjustedto thejraining that:is practicable for the particUlar type will they Ile of servicelninsuring high staudards of proficiency among those admitted to the bar. ,Ounly Inthisway can completely incompetent individuals be prevented fròm *curing Ole privilegeof practicing, law. Only in this way can each school be aided to develop its own train-. ing up to the limits of its possible development.
The author shows that, ill recent yews there have been four _out-standing developmeasc in le-gal education: (1) Thp teaching onthe part of the larger' law schools of national law instead of loc4Vorseverely practical 1aw4 (2) the use of tlie case method; (3) thegrowth of evening law schools; (4) the growth of preprofessionalcpllege requirements.

connection *ith the. growth of evening instruction tho authorpoiiita out that; from 188-90 to 1915-16 tbe number of students
4friw schools Alevoted solely to day instruction grew froin 3,949

stoi I.14469, whereas *0 'Amber of students in light schools. aii4.iraoop swing ulstnkogon in'
,

day ta4 evening, plasses grew
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BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

from 537 to 10,734. The significance of the night schools is there-
fore apparent, and the author believes that the growth of these
schools is related directly to the 'demand that legal education be made
accessible to all classes of people, a situation which- in,,the interest
of preventing the legal profession from falling into the4e control of
any single class of people is devoutly to he hoped for. 'the author
points out, however, that the educational atandards in evening
schools should not be inferior to those of the day schools, and that
therefore evening schools may legitimately be expected and required
to increase their law course to more than the usual three years.

A number of the larger law schools have in recent years estab-
lished one or two years of collegiate training as a requirement for
entrance. The author points out that these law schools have had
one or both of the following objects inIrnind: (1) Training in cer-
tain prelegal subjects, such 'as history and political science, and
(2) general cultural training. At the conclusion of the report there
is a table classifying the law schools. In a later annual report of
the Carnegie Foundation the author uses the sameclassification for
1921-22, as follows:

1. Schools offering courses of standard length:
(a) Two years or more of college training required, 32 schools.
(b) Low-entrance full-time schools, 35.
(c) Partrtime schools, 60.

( CO Mixed full-time and part-time schools, I.

2. Offering courses of less than standard length:
ll-time schools, 2.

art-time schools, 7.
Total numbeuf schools, 147.

TEACHERS' INSURANCE AND ANNUITY ASSÒCIA

On June 30, 1922, 77 colleges and universities had adopted the
cohtraCtual plan of old-age arinuities through the Teacher' Insur-
ance and. Annuity Association.

The number of insuranCe policies and annuity contracts in force
at.various dates were as follows:

Date.

Oct. 1, 1919
Oct. 1, 1920
Oct 1, 1921
law SO, 1922

Insuranoi
policies.

Total
insurance.

Numar
annuity

00nUacU.

174 $784,335
663 2, 796, 298
982 4,973,176

4411 7, 422, 921

113
450
776

1,141

Total
annuity.

$109,438
494,915
917,00

1,432,666

In Narch, 1921, a canvass of the policyholders of thl asspci4tion
wpa made to ascertain whether the selection of 4 of the 16 trustees
of the associatidn would be a satisfactory basis of iepresentation of

k -1 the 11holden on the board. About one4half of the policyholders
'kg 4bgN. WrI. 6
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HIGHER EDUCATION.

voted almost unanimously to accept the suggestPd representationon the beard. AccordinOy arrangeménts have been made wherebya cdmmittee composed of policyholders each year nominate fivepersons. The policyholders will in turn select three persons, notnecessarily from the five nominated by the committee. The Car-negie Corporation will then elect one of the three' to the board.Each nominating committee selects its successor. Eventuallythere will be four representatives from the poliyholders on theboard.
Says the report, of the committee:
If it has proed true, as seems to be univerpally admitted, that a certain number ofmen in the .facplty of a college for women gives a better balanced and more stimu-lating leadership to the students, it may well be asked seriously whether our collegesfor men are not blindly following a medieval-tradition to the detriment of the studentsin excluding women entirely from their faculties. This idea s(konis to be gainingground.

Among 10.4 cowlucational colleges and universities the followingtable shows the distribution of the faculty:

subjects.

Academic!
Education
Engineering
Medicine

Conuneree
Agriculture
Journalism
music
Bible or theology
Home economies_
Ph vsield education..
Multary science

OmINIms

'row

.1 Full ilrofe-;sors. Associate professors_ .1ssislant professors. lustructors.

Men. Men. Women. Men.

9r) 623 1 ;12,147
190 i 9 42 I;
431 I, 0 162 3
S21; 4 267 3224 10 13 054 V 17 o ,
342s 0 139 o

18 0 4. 0
1:10 19 14 e0

SI 0 4 2
1 LS 1 34

46 9 15 10
64 0 6 o

190
F

1,307 145
,

Women.

..
903 106
49 15

275 ' 4
352 14
lb 0
43 3

267 2
11 3
18 13
5 3
o 95

27 - 34
5ti 0

2,922 292

Men. Women.

1,319 S44
at4 43

478 14
876 17
22 1

26
218 12

10 44
120 14
ig

243
1

77 100
34

1,0193,3144

Committee G (methods of increminF the intellectual interest andraising the intellectual standards ()If Undergraduates) has listed anumber of specific methods which fall under three maih headings:(1) Those which depend .primarily upon the quality of the intellectual ii-interèstand standards of the faculty; (2) the condition or instructionand of curricular administration; (3) the general conditions cif tinder-sgradnatelife. 'nip committee is now busy fonntdating an exhaustivebibliography for the several' methods iiicluded under these mainheadings. ,

ik STUDIES IN ÇOLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS.
During the Pistobiennium two noteworthy studies have been madeon the subject of coil ehtittni;i*birelatits by Dr. W. C. Joknt of.thttnitedoStates Bureau of Education, and Dr..41yde Furst, .tary of the Carnegie Foundation for the4tdvscopitt of Te
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80 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

Doctor Furst's study covers the 125 higher institutions on the ap-
proved list *of the Association of American Universities in 191.8, not
including institutions in that list that give only technical degrees.°
In order to show the developments of recent years the requirements
of these institutions in 1920 are compared with the requirements
in the same institutions in 1912. Sev.eral institutions had more than
one method of admitting students, which accounts for the larger
number of instances in the following t able:

Required units.

14
14-4

15
15.¡
16 .
164
11

.
I

1912 li421)

..... a

45

91
3

!si

-4..)

9
2

The most significant chaiige has been in the number of units which
were prescribed by the institutions in 1912 and 1920, respectively..

Units.

Free units
Elective units
Alternative units
Prescribed units

Total

2

-

N umber. Peturnt age. Number. *Percent

34r1,611

12.3

b41,2

24. ti

44.
4011111

2, \34 100.0

This table shows conclusively that although the elective units
remain about the same, there has been in the number of prescribed
units a. great falling off, which has been absorbed Oddly in the alter-
nate units and to a less extent in the free units. In 1912 it was the
general custom to prescribe about 12 of the entrance units and in 190.
about 64. In the reduction of prescribed units all the subjects except
English suffered. The sciences and history and civics sufferid the
most.

Subsequently Doctor Furst made a study of the entranc,e "situation
at 40 of the 46 colleges belonging to the Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools of the Southern States in 1920. The data cover
the year 1921-22., This study shows that 96.6 per cent of the enter-
ing'students that zskr were admittod on certificates only; 2.7 per cent
by certifleatii andliarnination; and T per cent by examination only:
The study also reveals that 9.2 per cent of the student prèsented less .

;Ahau 15 units, 74.1 per cent; from 15 to 16 units, plusive, and 16.7
r cent more thaq 16 units. It is clear ilia. an II cif institutions
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81
may be accepting units which represent less than one-fourth. of aschool year's work.

A. comparison of the southern institutions in 1922 with .the 125institutions in 1920 shows that the *farmer are more conservative
concerning entrance requirements. rl1if southern institutions pre-scribe 51.5 per cent and allow alternate units 12.8 per cent, electiveunits, 33.2 ter cent, and free units 2.5 per cent, as against 44.8 percent, 18.3 per cent., 24.6 per cent, and 12.3 per cent, respectively, inthe i2:5 institutions.

The study made by Doctor John is distinctive, because it includescollege gradlotion requirements. as well as entrance requirements,and because it make a comparison of the practice at 51 State univer-sities and colleges with 50 endowed universities' °and colleges. Thedata cover the I 916- 17. The situation concerning prescribedand elective units ts shown in the following table:

.irerages If college ertrawe requirements.

A. B. degree:
9......,tato institutions..

Endowed
B. S. degree:

state ¡fist
Endowed instil utiotr,

English.

2.95
3.01

12 9.5
2.66

Preticri bed units.

Foreign !

language Attic's(

4. St1

2. 41
2. 96

2. 19
2. 58

Elective
ee scienoe.

rialgo units.
A .

1. 12 II 20
1. 23 1. 4

2. 30 1.26 1.37
2. 51 1 1. 30 1. 12

9. 02
10. n

7. 83
9. 44

5. 17
4.82

7.45
5.38

Thellgeros in this column are not a total of the averam of the prescribed units, but a true average.

The Oaduation requirements for the bachelor of Arts and bachelorof science degrees, rev.ectively, for the two types of higher institutions. are shown in the following table!
44 rrrages of prescribed graduation subjectsfor the A. It.s and B. S. clegrees.

Subject's..

A. B. degree. B. S. degree.

Slate. i Enerpwed. State. Endowed.

Bible
Philosophy and pep

thologr
SociaL science.
Mathematics
Foreign
Enasb. ...
Science...

1

.
Semist *er Per Semester
hours. oent. hours.

& 00

p.65 7 46
8.44 12.14
5.65 6.94

13.80
7.50 9.05
9.19 11.44

Per
cent.

Semester
hours.

Per
cent.

Semester
howl.

Per
omit.

4 37

8.06
5.46

15.94
7.44
8.62

7.16 5.06
8. 00 1 6. aft 6.92 4.569. 70 -7.59 .81 5.358.93 1. 11 8.56 .1._an12. 69 o 9.68 16.62 12.799. r 6.34 8,77 6.81ass, I mu 111.15 ... a 79
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Then lost significant of the tables prepared by Doctor John is that
which shoivs the total 1)rescriptio114 in eacli subject for the eight

Theyeam of hih sishool and college at tiu; two types of institutions.
table is as follows:

o

General averages ff college entrance rujuirements and graduation requirements for the
.1. 1l. will B S

I )egrees.

A. B.
State
Fndoseci.

14. 8.
State
Endowed.

-

N1.11 tic

r Per Per Per
HI . Cs ril. Cif 'Ilk cf ni.

i I.c I 2 1.5. á5 :41 is. 32
13.5:1 2.3. 33 10. 21 5.1+12

13 4 1(1 11 111 40 In 49
12. 9t) 11. 73 11.36 !. tit)

cr ni.
6. 40

a 5. 35

Ibhiky
01.h v

3" bible Elti-
PN)

chology.

I are-
4421 bed .1 tive.

NI- Pt,. Prr Per
(iv iii. et FU. r(nt ((Hi.
O. 7. 1. 14 1,. OI ;O. 1ti
2. 16 1. 96 57. 34 4') .1;7

2. 52

The figures in ¡his eolun:n are not a total of the general averages, but a true average.

O 71 :11. .'S
52. 4.5

SOLUTION FOR THE GROWTH IN NUMBERS OF COLLEGE AlsiD
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS.

The enormous increase in student attendance at ililiversities and
colleges since the World War has been the subject, of univeNal dis-
cussion and no little apprehension. If there were any certainty that
the increasing multitude of students &knocking at the college doors
were uniformly of superior mental ability and that they had taken a
secondary course of study which was thoroughly preparatory to the
college curriculum, which they desire to enter, the problem of the
higher institutions would be much simplified., It would cansist
merely in finding by 'hook or crook some financial mevs of eating
for the larger numbers of st,udents.

Unfortunatkly, however, in responding to an insistent deman'd
for less domination of the secondary curriculum from above, the
higher institutions have been forced to reduce the number of pre-
scribed units to the minimum. Certain States, for example Kansas,
have practically thrown all specific entrance requirements aside by
requiring the admissirm into the State higher institutions of ail
graduates from accredited high schools in the State.. Such a praj-
tice permits students who have followed vocational courses of 'study
to enter curricula for which they have wholly inadequate preparation',
and coMpels the institution, if it protects its standaxds, to lengihen
its curricula orpursue aligid policy of elimintition. In either case, a
*sat amount of injustice is done to the well prepared'ind th6 poorly
prepared studentii. 'Whatevet portion, therefore, of the recent
influx of stiidents into the colleges is due to admission ofstudents
'who have inadequate pteparation for Etollege ivork, is not a cause for
geueral. rejoicing. Suck st4dents usually find it necessary to drop2?..
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Out of college, or they perform their work only Fit& great difficulty:In the meantime they complicate seriously the ability of the insti-tution to realize its educational aims, or they tempt it to be satisfiedwith a lower standard of work. It is no wonder, therefore, thatthere is unusual interest in such experiments as the common fresh-man*year at Yale University, which aims to assimilate a great vatietyof freshmen in the shortest possible time, and in the program of thejunior college, which aims to link up again the first two years 9f col-lege with the work pursued in the high school. e

On the other hand it seems equally clear that in the increasingmultitude of students Ohere is no assurance that the higher insti-tutions are securing a high proportion of the young people of superiormental ability while being guarded against those who, though theirsecondary education may be satisfactory, are not mentally capableof satisfactory work On a higher education level. The tests made int he Army during the World War confirmed the first suspicion, andthe second is being proved daily in every higher institution in thecountry.
The case is stated concisely by a report on the use pf intelligenceexaminations in Columbia College in 1922, which is as follows:

Many a student does and should graduate from high school without being a suitablebied, for a college education, just as many a student graduates and should graduatefrom college who is not of Ph. D. caliber. Our acceptance of the State examinationshas meant that almost any New York high-school graZiwte had met our entrancerequirements. Our open door to New York consequently admit good manyudents yho did not in college. On the whole, the quality A candidatespreeenting themselves with tfiese crederktials has deteriorated in the past few 'years.
On account of this situation, which is being, experienced quite

gentiqballS7 over the country, there have been a irariety of expedientsto which higher institutions have been forced. New York State hasshelwed educational wisdom in requiring an average distinctly above. the paoing mark for its college entrance diploma. Goucher College41equires an average high-school retord of 80 per cpnt. Other insti-tutions have resorted to similar (Vices, and there has been, muchdiscussion at, the annual meetings of various associations of thisproblem in connection with the. great -nowth.in.student nwnbers.Friends, of the new intelligence tests are confident that these testawill help-materially to splve this problem. They state fralikly thatthe intelligence tests alone are not a satisfactory methold of selectingstud .-tts. The high-school record shows the degree of preparationfor the ciirriculum which/tale student desires to enter. His recordfrom the, high"school shoiild also show whether he has acceptablemental . and moral 'qualities. To these evidences are .added theresults of 'the in.telligente testa4 so 'that college officials -have' very,satisfactory evidence the abi4ty, preptiratig
:

anac Moral qualities
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of students who apply for admission to college. Thus far the officials
at Columbia College and numerous other institutions of higher learn-
ing have found a very close correlation between the results of these
examinations and the usual records and grades of students.

President Walter Dill Scott, of Northwestern University, makes
the following statement conceruink' the inttelligence tests and one of

the important uses to which they should be put:
The time4 paet for I i9en4sint the effectivefiem of mental alertness iests. They are

effective. :Me executives of colleges and id univ!.rsities must direct, their future
development and time for prospective freshmen.

The time hae arrived for a new Ipx.11 in our system of ed acation. J t is an epoch in
which the form of training win i.iot be deterwiit;ed such standards as the needs of
the adult society or the available courses of instruction, but primarily by the needs
of the youth to 17P educated. Au essential part of such an educational system will
be vocational and educational advice given by member-81f the teachiftv staff, by the
dean, by members of the department *of education, or by an expert bearing some such

title as educational councilor or preferably personnel dfrector. The person inbl director
will perform an educat-ional function similar to that of the diagnostician in medicine.
The insIructortl of the various courses will perform a fiinction Himilar to tha of the
experts in 4he various curixt ive specialties. * 4

The personnel director will need to k'now as much as possible of the training. the
interest, the ambition, the talents, and the edurational needs of all Htudents and of

prospective students. The giving of mental alert nest; tests will be aS much a matter
of the routine with'sib.h a personnel director. as is the us( of the clinical thermometer
by the diagnostician in medicine.

At the hands of a personnel director no prospective Stiidynt will he -ruthlessly
ebiminated, although ihe ,vocational or educational guidance given him may he to .

send him to another institution of higher taiming or to some other place even better
Adapted to hifi needs.

THE RESIDENCE OF UNIVERSITY ANIS COLLEGE STUDENTS.

During the past biennium two studie's have been made on the
subject of the residence of university and co4ge students, one by
Dr. R. L. Kelly, executive secretary of the Asisociation of American
Colleges, and the. &other. by the United States Bureau. of Edu6atioh.
No stpdy of this character has been made since the two which wpre
completed by Mr. L. A. Kalhach, of the Bureau of Education, for the
years 1887-88 -and 1896-9Z, respectively. The- pfIL:ent, Bureau of
Education study covers all types of higher institutions except the
normal schools and independent theological schools. It reveals con-
clusively for the. first time that the proportion of studenta to popu-
lation is gfeatest in the States west of the Mississippi River and lowest,
as woild be expected on account of the large Negro population, in
thief Sotitheni States. In.other words, although thalturr and more
fainous itistitutiops are usually _found eist of Mississippi River,
And north of. the Ohio they !loMyer, not draw so large proportions pf

pouiation iÙtÓ eollegto ad& universities -as 'do the .Western
leading Statesii4 t4is respect, 'are. Onion; Iowa, Utah,
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Kanas, Nebraska, and Washington. Tennessee, Arkansas, and NewMexico brirqt up the rear.
Another interesting fact is that the well-developed AfidOle Westernand far Western States exceed the °tiler Stites in the proportionof their students that are taiken care of in their own institutions.The average for all tile Sta 'N is 74.9 per cent. In other words,taking the, country as a who e, three students out of every four goto univeNity I)r college in ti eir home State. In this respect, Cali-fornia, Oregon, Utah, Michigim, Nebraska, and New York- lead theother States. New Jersey is at the bottom Of the list, accommo-dating only 18.2 per cent of her students in her Own institutions.

Oth6r low States are Connecticut, Wymning, Delaware, Idaho, andNew Mexioo.
\ .

Notvirithstanding the fact that some of the States do not have ahigh proportion of their students in their own institutions, they
. have a great drawing powee on students from other ,aates.Other States hav'e great drawing pcm:er, both on students from

within and without their respective boundaries. Consequentlycertain States enroll in their higher instituliona more students than
they have residents in college. The most, conspicuous of these .4,atesare: Oregon, California, Colorado, New York, Illinois, New Hampshire,Massachusetts, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and . Virginia. The Stateswhich ;tre not takiiig care of so inau students as reside in thoseStates, respectively, are Idaho, Montanv, South Dakota, 'Wyoming,, Connectiod,, North Dakota, Oklahoma, New Jersey, Maine, WestVirginia, South Carolina, Mississippi, North Carolinea, Arkansas,Kentucky, Alabama, Florida, *and Texas.

Tho study on this subjoct conducted by Dr. R. L. Kelly is ye-stricted to a much smaller group of tligher ifistitutions, most of whichare 'colleges either under independent or Protestant control. Thedata with a few exceptions cover the year 1918-19.

SALARIES AT STATE INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING.
For several years tho Bureau of Eflucation has been gathering

sdlary statistics at the State institutions of higher .letping. Thefollowing table shows a comparison of salaries for the several gradesof the faculty:
M111111111
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were introducedOf the bills touching the higher inhtituttions which
into Congress during the last biennium, one of the most important

i . is the Purnell bill. This bill is the result of the tinfivorable economic'
,

eets 9i the World War on the agricultural experiment stations.
s

,,. br, Co .remedy this situation the Association, of Land-Orant,
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In using these figures9t should be noted that in 1915-16 no allow-
ances were made for houses, heat, or liOt turnished by institutions
Ito faculty itemberA free of charge, whereas in 1921-22 the institutions
wdre asked to estimate the value of these services where given and
'teinclude the amount inrthe salaries. Probably few if any salaries
of faculty membeN below the rank of full professors were affected'by
this difference in the basis of securing the salary statistics.

THE COST OF RIGHLV EDUCATION

With the enormous increase of stildents and the (4msequent strain
placed on the financial resources of higher institutions, much attention
has been paid to thq,..cost, of education in our hig.her institutions.
Sóme persons have 1;.eeil apprehensive as to whether the States can
continue for long to increase annually or biennially the appropriations
necessary to take care of more and more students. Tuitions and
fees have quite generally been raised, but complete relief is by no
means in sight.

On accowIt, of this situation college and uniVersity executives
have been forced to resort to unusual means to insure the economical
expenditure of their incomes. Much of the demand, for suy of
higher institutions arises from the desire to know wbether
tutions are using their Nil& to the best advantage. There has been
much discussion of the use of per capita most studies made by the
Bureau of Education and such agencies as the, Joint loard of Higher
Curricula in Washington.

At the National Association of State Univerities,. President Kane,
of the University of North Dakota, outlined an 'elaborate plan for
securing comparable per capita cost statistics. The Educational
Finance Inquiry, cooperating with the United States 'Bureau of
Education, is now getting (Nita fdt a comprehensive survey of the
cost of higher education.

The discussion of lief capita cost statistics reveals the ilecessity
for extreme care iR Vocuring comparable data. In view of the
dìfferent practices among the several institutions and the difficulty
of providitw schedile which will be interpreted in a uniform way,
it seems I desirable that information be secuied from the
higher institu ns by personal visits.

e

THE PURNELL BILL
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Colleges in 1920 decided to ask forf taker Federal aid. Accordingly
Ithu.bill provides that, in addition ,to the $30,000 now received an-
I:wally through the latch and Mains Abas, there.shall be an initial
appropriation of $15,000, which shall increase by $10,000 each year

tliè annual appropriation read* S85,000, at which figuree the
additional annual appro.priations are to remain.

The. putpose for which the proposed additional. affpropriationsmay be used are considerably more exten.sive than under the Hatia,hand Adams Acts. The bill.states:
P The funds appropriated put-suant lo this act shall be applied only to paying thenemeary expenses a condui.ting investigations or rna1i i i experiments bearingdirectly On the Rroduction, manufacture, preparation. use, distribution, and market-ing of agricultAtl products, anti including 81101 scientific reoearches as haveofor theirpurpose the establishment and inainWnance of a permanent and efficient agriculturalindustry, and such economic and t4ociologival investigations a8 have for their purposethe development. and improvemmit. of thy rural home and rural life, and for printingand disseminating the results of said researches.

Iii accordance with the preeedimt established in conneaion withthe Hatch and Adams Acts the bill does not require tho States tomatch the Federal appropriations. The Purnell bill was not enacted
4 intti law.

REHABILITATION OF UNITED STATES WORLD WAR VETERANS.

.4

A report issued by the United Sti*tes Veterans' Bureau showsthat up to May 24, 1922, veterans lof the World War had been reha-bilitated by educationid institutions as follows: Universities, 162;
colleges, 253; State normal schools, 98; professional schools, 303;
industrial schools, P85S, commercial schools, 1,041; public school,244; others, 29; total, 3,228.

Obviously the higher institutions have Opened their doors veryfreely to accommodate the World War veterans. Indeed, thltfy hareat some inconvenience .endetivored to adjust their equipinentt and
faculty so as to provi& the types of training needed by the veterans.

ThE RES.ERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS.
a

There hm now been sufficielit time for the higher institutions to
ailjukt themselves to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, and sub-
stantial progress has therefore been made during the biennium. The
numbor and variety of units, together with the enrollment, have in--
creiised. There are more officers on duty, and, the number of student4
enrollecl,in the advanced mime* has grown satisfactorily.
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The following table shows the comparison between the number of
linits and the number of students enrolled for 101 9-20 and 1921-92,
respectively:

Senior units.

Infantry.
Field Artillery
Engineer Corps
Coast Artillery
Signal Corps
Cavalry.
Motor Transport Corps
Ordnance Department
Medical Corps
Dental Corps
Air Service
Veterinary

Total

Beginningpf the seem id !:ernesti.r.

1919-20.

Units. E M r ol 1-
I !mint.

-r

1921-22

s.

Units. Enroll
ment

119
211

RI

97
20
21

:14390

1,9 is

v 35,69",
;%%

3,417
N 2 46+17

1704
19 .7,0;2

11 11

10 91S 11 4.0 I

461 9 920
3 201 621

23 1,2)6
692

li 6S7

"OS

4

13, cot7 217

1 47

57,419

Of the 57,419 students in f21-22, .19,925 were enrolled in the
basic, or first two years, and 8,194 in tlw advanced OuNe.

The junior division units are located in the secondary schools,
including public and private high schools atid military *colleges doing

ms&ondary school work. During the year 1921-22, there were 105

units and 18,523 enrollments iii the junior division, as compared to
68 units andA4,777 enrollments in 1919-20,

With .the.removal in 1920 of the limit on tk number of Army
officers who Might be detailed for service with. the R. O. T. C., tile
number -at such officers has been increased from 388 to 815. In
addition, (Irving the year 19)1-22 there were 39 warrant officers and
1,205 noncommissioned officers and° enlisted men detailed for ser\ice
with the R.,0. T. C.

The number of students Who complete the prescribed N4rk of the
advanced course and apply for commissions in the R. O. T. C. con-
stitutes of course the real test of the R. O. T. C. in the colleges and'
universities. In the, year ended June, 1920, 982 students completed
this work. Of thesb men, 483 were 21 years of age or older and were

)4b

therefore eligible for commissions.
s

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION.
1

The Institute of International Education has continued vigorotksly
its program of piomoting the exchange of professors and studénts

...between the United' States and foreign couhtrieste. A number of
professors from foreig4 universities 'Ipive lectured rtt, American higher
itistitutiims under the 'auspice§ pf the ibstitute. .4)fficita. visitors
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they se.ek. In February, 1920, the Carnegie Endowment for Inter-
national Peace appropriated $12,500 few grants to .1iiterkan profew)rs

. on leave ,of alpsence. The graks are made ,on condition, that the
professor lectures for at least one semester in- a foreign university,
and that he submit a report of his. observations On eduilational condi-
tions in the country which he visits. The amount of the grant varies
with the cost of t ravel .to and from the culinary which is visited.

A number of direct exchanges of professors between an American
university and a foreign institution have been arranged by the
institute. Also., under its auspices seven higher institutions, with
strong technical divisiops jontributed in 1921 81,000 each tq send a
distingnished American professor of applied scPbuce or engineering
io lecture in French universitiits in exchange for a French professor
who lectured vvry acceptahly for one month at, each of the contribut-.

ing American universities.
The institute has devoted a considerable amount, of time to the

formation and tiffil of international relations clubs, chieflystimulalin the smaller higher institutions. large number of books dealing
with international relatians, together with a number Qf syllabi on
the League of Nations, the Monroe Doctrine, the limitation of.arma-
ment and the recent history. of Russia, the Balktps, Mexico, China,
the Baltic States, Latin America., and Japap have been diestributed
to eac11 of the clubs. The director has also visited in person a large
ntunber of higher ipstitAtions in order to stimulate work 'of this
character. o

For the benefit of foreign students the institute has continued its
bulletins of information concerning educational opportunities in &is'
and other countries. The most important of these public4tions durifig
the last biennium are, A Guide Book for Foreigq Students in the
United States; Opportunitieh for Higher EducatiA in Italy; Bibli-

4ography oft tha United States for Foreigners.
A joint appeal made by the officew of the institute, the American

Council on Education, and the American Univemity Union in Europe,
in connection with the campaign for ntlief in central Europe, succeeded
i; raising $300,000 to aid destitute teachers and students cential*
Europe.

THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY UNION IN EUROPE.

The offices of the American' University Union in Europe during
the present fiiennium have been thoroughly transformed into peace-
time activities. Under these cirqumstances it has been much easier
fprthem .to perform the funption of " intellectual, embassLes." in
numerous ways the Lon4on and Paris branches have /.:isted Amara*
kan studetts to enterthiglier institutio'ns abroad and io seture ettia,4

eetorithatious)y On tots Use- libraiieg azid Ìustituns.
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also heen active in promotin a number of important conferences look-
ing to) clearing up difficulties in tile exchange of students between the
Upited States and other countries, as. for example, the equivalence
of French and British degrees with American de7rees, recognition in
Great. Britain the certificates granted by the National Boarid of
Medical FAaminers. the .1nglo-Ameri(ian roifference of Professors
of History or:ranized hv the UniVerSit V of London.

The union% is chiefly supported by dues from about .50 hilzher
institutiful the United States. During the biennium ended
.-kuf,zust 31, 1921, it also rtycei.ved 76 a 5 O from th(.% Rockefeller
Foundation. At that time tiwre had been sutiker;bed $22.0`29, of
which nearly one-half was paid toward lt permanent endowment fund.
The municipitlity of Paris still holds open tile plot of ground whi(')h,
it granted to the union in 19 1 7, but so far it luts not been possible to
erect. the Matson des Etudiants.

INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS.

International fellowships and scholarships continue to be a popular
form of promoting international educational relations. In September,
1920, as a result of the scholar:;hips: given by Amei.ican colleges, 32

.Frenckgirk were selected to come to the Unijed States. F.ortv-two
additional French girls field similar scholarships for a second year.
Nineteen French men also came io the United States on fonds raised

.Vmerican' Adlny studetelis in .France. ln Inv, 1922, it was said
that there Nver( 50 :41jolars1iips being given by ,\Aneriean institutions
to French men and women.

1)uring the biennium from 30 to 50 Serbian students werc nmintained
at American colleges under the auspices of the International Serbian

. Educational Committe.e. The Russian Students' Christian Associa-
tion has also been instruinent al in providing funds for tho support of
a considerable number of Russian students in this countrv.-.

Through the American Council (in Education 25 American young
women were selected, in 1922 to receive the scholarships offered by
the French Government in seven Of the leading lyc6es of France.
Scholarships for graduate work were also offered to American men
and women at several of the univeNities and écoles normales.

In 1921 about, 30 fellowships were awarded hy the Society for
American Field Service Fellowships to graduates of American collegfys
for. study and research in French univeNities.

the American-Scandinavian Foundation awards' each 'year 20
fellowships worth $1,000 each to American students for study in
Norway and Denmark. A similar number of students from. those
countrips securolellowships from the same foundation for study in
this country.
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The surphis funds Of the Commission for Relief of Belgium have
been used to establish Me so-called Foundation Universitaire, for
the promotion of education and research in Belgium. Twenty-four
schohlrships have been granted t.,(4 Belgian students in American
univprs1ties. Also a limited number of graduate felli)wships have
been awarded to American students for study in Bergium for the
year 1922-23.

This list Of fellowships and scholarships includes only those granted
by the most prominent foundations and societies. A large number
of additional scholarships and fellowships for study abroad are
granted by individual colleges, universities, and other organizations.
In 1920-21, it. was said that there were 362 American students
studying in Great Britain. In the previous year there were 2S.0
American students in France..

THE RHODES' SCHOLARS.

In recent years there haye beep munerous suggestions from-n time
to time that the hopes and expectations of the founder of the Rhodes
scholarships were not, being fulfilled; that the Rhodes scholaN did
not adequately rq34resent American hlher ingtitutions; and that
their inihiente in 41111eir country after their: retuni from abroad was

. disappointing. It;s1mu1d be realized that these suggestions have in
nearly every instaiwe been, an expression of per-t;onal opinion not
based on adequate staistical or other data. In 1921, it Occurred' to
President Frank Aydelotte, of Swarthmore gollege, and secretary of
the Alumni Association of American Rhodes Scholars, that a study
should be madd to determine, if posgible, the accwplishments of the
American Rhodes scholars before, during, and after their residence
at Oxford. The study wasnmde by R. W. Burgess, pafessor of
mathematics at Brown University.

The study revealed t4at the av'era0 no of the scholars at appoint-
ment was 22 years and I months; tliat they represented 150 different.
American higher institutions; that of those who were known to be
eligible for the Phi Beta Kappa, 78 per cent have been elected to that
orgacization; and that 42 per cent were members of some athletic
team while in college in this country. The statistics also showed
the college preparativ of the appointees' to he as follows: (1) Less
than four years in college, 11 per cent; (2) graduates of colleges,
67 per cent; (3) st least onayear yf postgraduate work, 19 per cent.

The ubjects which the Rhodes scholars studied at Oxford are
indicated in the following table. The table covers the classes
matriculating from 1904 to 1914.
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Subject..? studied by American scholars at ()lord.

Law
Modern history and rcononitv,.
uirranitie:, iildipting the cia ihdoso 4,1.) and arilliropid(iry t ;.
English language and literatme
Theology
Mathematics, physics, chemistry, anti engineering .

French, German, and Spanish
Physiology awl medical sohject;
Geology and forestry

usiv
Record incomplete

foal

N urn her. Per cent
o)f tot al.

1. to s

ThiS ite includes four turn ho) (lied II1 t hrsr ho ',lily in t Oxf#Ini

3. i 100.0

Another table covering the classes froin 1904 t; 1911, inclusive,
shows the degrees and diplomns sei.ured bv the scholaN, as follows:

Pogo's awl diplomas NOW rol b Allifriran Woths schidarN. ith closss trhcre rem .

YEWS.

19N
1905
1907ob.
1gN
1910
1911
1913
1911

..

B. Se.,Di pig- B. Litt..Mal B.

1

o
1

3
3
4

3
o

15

B. (' . 1..

First.

2

2
5
5
cl

5
4

o
o
o
1

2

See- Third.ond.

2
3
0
o

3
3
5

2
5
1

1

3
1

9

7

2

9
1

19

2 11

1 1.") 2

'21 33 110 -67) 17

B. .AA. honors,

3

6
9

11
9

5

3

4
o

7
0
1

War
B. A.'Not

clitssod.

N i i ni-

B A pu- her of
phr:i- differ-pass. -
1.10I1S. t

men.

o 0 1

0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0
0 0 0
n. o
1 5 1

12 1

VI
17

2

2 34.)

6 39
7

39
9 :13

3 37

:17 290

A large majority of the Rhodes scholars have taken the B. A.
degree with honors. An insignificant nomber were content with the
B. A. pass degree. This situation Compares very favorably with
tho general practice at Oxford, where something less than one-fourth
of the B. A. men take pass degrees. As to the proportion of honor
men among the Rhodes scifolars who tale " firsts" and "seconds," the
Americans arellistinctly superior to the general run of Oxford men, as
the followinIrtab16 shows..

Firsts.

All men elmoied 1906-1914 13.1
American Rhodes scholars mat rieulat I 95.1 191 i 1.1. 7

Seionds.

36.3
4N. 9

Thirds%

50e3
28. 8

Fourths.

13.4
7.6

. Oil the other band, it has been -.pointèd out that the Rhodes
scholars do not win so great a proportion of high honors as the men
who hold the regular scholarships ana elhibitions of the Oxford

SS L'hoilfs

, , .. 1 I..)
.1 Col

ivs, i

.. ,
26

...... . "21
.- , ( 13

1 In
_ ti..

.)
1 ..... .... .... , . 1:;

. .... . . ........... ...... ;

cuursi..

M"s.

4 .11

r
Total.

1

5 0

0

I

t)

3

9

1 7
0 I

1

1

I

:V;

0 .1

1

42
1 S

I i

.1

.

- -
ng

-

%.!

It

92

.1_.
17.1. a

;.i
7. 1

_.
1.7
.9

rcsigiied

1

.111.*..

4.

1

9 I
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colleges. For example, the proportion Of scholars and exhibitioners
in 1906, 1907, and 1914, respectively, who took "firsts" was 27.,1 per
cent, 30.8 per cent, and 21.2 per cent; "seconds," 44.1 per cent, 58.4
per celt, and -15.I per cent. However, considering the special
training which these students pursue in English preparatory schools
in order to secure these scholarships, it seems as if the American
Rhodes scholars compare as favorably with the regular Oxford
scholaN and exhibitioners as can reasonably be expected.

Answering the question as to what, the Rhodes scholars have done
upon their return to the Cnited States, the study reveals that nearly
one-half of them have pursued further graduate or professional study
at, American universities. Of these men, 84 have taken degrees as
follows: Ph. D ., M.,37; A. 12; degrees in law, 1S; degrees in theology,
S; degr iees n medicine, 9.

The following table shows the Occupations of Rhodes scholars in
1920.. lite table includes the classes from 1904 to 1914.

(.freuputions, Rhodes sehobirs.
Et ucation

114

College presidents. deans, etc ........................ . ... 7
Other college teachers

$4Educational administration 7
Secondary school

11
Full time. law, theology, medicine 5
Law

72
Busium4

38
Social and religious work (including 12 ministeN1 23
Government service 15
Graduate or professional st utleDIs lO
Mentific work

10
Literary and editorial 8
Medic0 work

7
Miscellaneous 4
Poor health 2

Total 303

As to the general effect of the 1{ho6des scholars on American life,
Professor Burgess concludes his study vs follows:

The e.xpeciation of 4hodes, or at least of some of the early writers on the subject
was that the Rhodes sholarii would enter politics in the English sense, or go into the
diplomatic service. But neither of these lines affords a career in the United States
for a man with his oivn way to make; the organization of the diplomatic service, rather
than the scholars or the scholarship plan, is to blame for this imperfect fulfillment a
early etpectation.

.41

But even while it is airmittO that in politics and xiiplomacy the original ifitent of
the plan has not betn realized, and is not likely to be rutlized, one should realize
fully the significance of the large proportionover one-thialof the men engaged in
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education, elpecially in college teaching. There is a closer relationship in the rnited
States thsan in any other country between education and public lift.; Nye are. therefore,
justified in saying that tit" Rhodes scholars in that occupation are in a position to
exert as great an influencv as they could in any other linee en in politicsand more
than in the American diplomatic ser\7ice, In \ iew of the clo.-0 Mat ion between law
and political life in this country :Anne of the scholars eniral:ed in t ho pract ice of law
may he ex petted to become leaders in political life after their profey; ional posit ion
is established. la their case, as for all the scholars. it should be remembered that the
oldest Rhodes scholars are still young 1.,i0 that in American political and social life
most of the leaders are selected from those who lla\lb demonstrated their worth in t heir
own profession or businesq. Prott this point of view. the important thin....; is that the
Rhodes scholars should be making good each in his ovii life. We may, therefore.
hope that the inclusion of 17 men in '' Who's Who.' and the satisfactory acadi.mlic
standing of the college teachers among the Rhodes scholars are straws that show that
the wind is blowing toward a satisfactory future, in which it will be a fact obvious to
all that the Rhodes scholarships have accomplished something toward fostering ék nglo-
Saxon solidarity and assuring the peace of the world.

The following further statement concerning the Rhodes scholar-
ships has been s.upplied by Preident. Frank Aydelotte secretary of
the Rhodes Scholarship Trust:

Elections of Rhodes scholars are now being held under the new 'On by which
Rhodes scholars are chosen by committees composed mainly of ex-Rhodes schoiarq.
In addition to this cha.ngo in the organization of the committees the requirement,i
have been modified in ceitain other respects: Th41 qualifying examination jti Latin
and Greek, formerly required of -all candidates,. has been ahaindoned, and men are
appointed on the basis of their academic record in school and college, supplemented by
a personal interview with the committee of rlection. The use of open testimonials
has also been entirely ahlo'doned. The Candidates now merely refer vommittees
to a few men from whom confidekial inlor.mation may be obtained about them.

The new method of appointment has resulted in a lairgely ivreased competition for
the scholarships and consequent improvement in the quality oC Oki men.spiert oil. The

., increasing competition seerils due, in part at least, to the fact that t he eltIct ions :ifre in
the hands of men who are qualified to give candidates information about Oxford aid
courses of study which they may profitably pursue there. The number of candidates
for the three years in h the new plan has been in operation has heen as follows:
Four hundred and twe ?-iie in 1919 for tit appointments in .1S States; .100 in t920
for 64 appointments in 48 States; 507 in 1921 for 32, iippointnwntN in 32 States.

Double the usual number of appointment...4 were made both in 1919 and 1920 by way
of catching up for 1918 and 1919 when, because of the war, no Rhodes 'scholars were
appointed from the United States.

Whereas before the war there were occasional States in which no candidates 11).-

peared, there has been a keen competition for the scholarships in every State in the
Union gince 1919. The new committees. however. have been gw tiled discretion by the
Rhodes trustees to refuse to appoint whenever in their opiniou no one of the candi-
dates before them has the qualifications which would make him a creditab Rhodes
scholar. Vacancies so created have been thrown open by the truiftes to ndidittai-
atAarge seleted from competitors in larger Siates who did not Íthe rst instance
receive acho1anthip.
, Becatise of the increase in prices the Rhodes trustees have increased the stipend'of
4300 per ¡ear provided for each Rhodes scholar by a bonus of LE6 a year, making
the value of the scholarships at present £350 per annum,
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FOREIGN STUDENTS IN THE UNITED STATES.

In October, 1921, the Institute of International Education secured
information showing that, at that, time there, were 6,488 foreign
students and* ,tudents from ..kmerican pos'sessions in 345 of the
55-1 higher in.;tittrtion -which 1,111sWertod the questionnaire which was
distributed. Of this number 761 w'ere women. Seven hundred arld
fifty-4111W were reported LS taking graduate work. The Oistribution
of students by subject:, \VHS as follows: Agriculture, 337; liberal
arts, ; architecture, 56; chemistry, 16S; conunerce, 445; den-
tistry, 245 econonlie, 41 : °education, 1St') ; engineering, 1,179 ; forestry,
15; geology, s7 journalism, 17; law, I 17Jibi'ai'' methods, 9 ; medicine,

theology, 218; unch.tssitied, 1,1I-1.337; pharmar y, .t$
A similar study made by the Bureau of Education for the year

1920-21 shows that the total number of foreign dents of college
grade in American college's and miiversities, not including independent
theological schools, ww-; 6,t)01 ; students 'from American possessions,
1,-150; total, 8,3;717. These student.s were distributed as follows
among the more important sources: China, 1,443; Canada,' 1,294;
Philippine 11,dands, 857 ; Japan, 525; West Indies, not including
Porto Rico, 396; Porto Rico, 302; Russia, 291; Mexico, 282; India,
1235: lIaw4i, 20S, SoutVAmerica, 563; South Africa, 141.,
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CHAPTER W.
SIGNIFICANT MOVEMENTS IN CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS.

F;y v. s. 1)EFFENBAUG4H,

Chief of City School Division.

Covrnvrs. AdministrationReiwareh I
tumbling TeacherFe salarh,9, qualifications, coun-ciisSciwol buildingsPlatoou, or work-study-play schoolTests Special clasgesUnification of program of studies.

In a brief chapter treating of the progress and status of educa-tion in the cities of the country it is impossible to treat of thephases of modern city school systems witif their regular day schools,night schools, continuation schools, special schools. clinics, etc. Someof these' phases are discussed in other chaptersof the BiennialSurvey of Edfication, and those topics are merely menfioned orentirely omitted in this chapter.

ADMINISTRATION.

Although the majority of the city school systems of the countryare independent of the Control of the city officials. and although the'best authorities on school administration advocate boards of educa-tion fiscally independent of the mayor, council, or commission, thequestion of who shall appropriate the school funds, and .pven ofwho shall control their expenditure, seems to be a perennial one in
several itifies of the country. In Buffalo, N. Y., for instance, tinattempt was made by the common Council of that city to reduce the(salary of the superintendent of the city schools from WPM a year,
which -had been fixed by the board of education, to $7,000 a year.
The question was .ettled.by the court, which field that the board of
education bad exclusive °power* to fix the salaries of its employees
under the te-achers' salary law, and ordered that the superintendent's
salary be restored.

If the -court had ruled that. the city authorities of Buffah5 could
reduce,salaries at the schdsols walk] in effect nil longer he under-the control of the board of &Notion but would be under the confrol-
of the city council.II

a

The opinion te-ads in part:e.
.t

41. .*

It was never the Intention of the legislature that after the salaries of school4,
superintendents 'and teachers had been fixed by the Soard of educatiòil, whIch
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V

was authorized by law to fix salaries awl which body was supvoedly com-
Petent to act in that regard, its action c4whl be rendered (4 no effect I v the

capricious lict of a commissioner of fio.knce and accoulw; for comptroller of a
city or the common council. If-such vere the case, il k-4tuite riqWek:ible
a situation might arise whcre a board of education might absolutel cease to
function because of its inability to sx salaries attractive .to competent tea(711ers.

In this case if the defendant could thus cut down the salary of the .superin-
tendent of schools w-hich had been fixed by the body authorized 11 law .t11 du.y
so, he would practically have it in his power to control the entIre %-alttry lkt of
the employees of the department of education in the city, and that cert:liffiy
was never intemled. .

Another recent court decision regarding the control of school funds
was that made by the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, which ruled
that the school committees of that .4tate are independent in fixing
salaries of teachers and that they are not limited by appropriations
made by the city councils and towns.

The question arose in, the case of the mayor of Springfield and
other taxpayers, who asked that the school committee be 1e4riiined
froln diverting money for purposes other than those spevi fled in the
appropriations mmie by the city council. The City Council of
Springfield, in making up its budget fin' the year 1921, reduced the
appropriation asked1or by the school committee. To provide for
increase in teachers' salaries the sc.hool coni4tiee eliminated the
summer schools and discontinued 11 kinderg egils, and curtailed
éxpenses in other schools constituting distinct headings or items in
the budget. The results of the several votes of the school com-

mittee were not to exceed the total appropriation for schools; but to
change the application of some of the items in the budget. ,

The precise question, therefore, to be decided was whether. the
school committee had power thus to cafry out its policy as to the
management of the school system or whether it was bound by the
action of the mayor and city council 41)r the items set forth in the
budget, without power to modify or chit* tirem in any ;nbstantial
particular. t.

Pò The court decision, in part, reads:
41;

The school committee is an independent body, intrustvd by law with broad
powers, important duties, and large discretion. The obligntion to select and
contract with teachers implies examination as to their fitness, and of necessity
carries with it the authority to tix the compensation to be paid. it would be
vain to impose 'upon the school committee res)ionsibility for excellence of the
Insttuction to, heAfforded to pupils and to dej)rive them of the power to deter-
mine the sOfaries' of teachers. There is much of self-sacritlee.und devotion to
the common welfare among teachers in 'the public schools. But, nevertheless,
the character of service to he obtained depends to a considerable de upon

the compensation offered. The full and appropriate discharge of the duties
by school committees requires ample power to seletit competent-teachers. The
legiittatnre, moved by obvious and strong reasons, pie vested the school commit-
tee with thelpsolute and unconditional Dower to agree with teachers upon
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The regent also refers to conditiofs in New' York City, wherJ
the question of sdual control has heen disPussed pro and con for
many years. 11e says:

In New York we know that final control ;Ind red tape have 41e1ayed the
ng of selmolnouses officially determined to bib invsSary, ;loin ill lid agli

for years and years; under ditTernt. administrations, so that to-day, in spite
of the large amount, expended upon public schools dur:ng the past few years,
thousands, tens of thousands, uud eveu hundreds of thousands of children are
conipeued to attend school at Inconvenient hours, or for part time, awl aredenied those full school opportunities that ought to he the inalienable right 4if
every boy and girl of school aKe.

That city schoorsystems which are fiscally independent generally
have better' schools t.han thol.-;e that are fiscally dependent has long
been the opinion of school men and most othcrs who have studied
problems of city school administration. Tn a stiftly i made hy Prof.
George W. Frasier, dean Of the Colorado Teachers' (:ollege, he ar-
rived at some definite conclusion On this point by measuring the
efficiency of each of 169 city school systems by means of an index
numbér made up of the following factors:

1. The per cent of 16 and 17 year ohl children. 2. The per cent of elementnry
classes having 'fewer than 40 children enrolled. 3. The per cent of children
who .have 60, or more, square fect. of playground siace. 4. The per cent of
teachers who have six or more years' training above the eighth grade, 5. The
per cent of children enrolled who attend all day, and In adequate hnildings
owned by the school district 6. The per C.ent of the Increased cost of living
from 1913--11 tc 1919-'20 that was met by heicreased salaries for vlementary
women teachers.

After the six percentages wet* computed for each city, these values
were expressed in terms of the standard deviation of the distribution.
All comparisons were made on the basis of the sum of the sta*ard
deviation values of etta city. When the independent city s iool
systems were grouped in one group, and the dependent ones in an-
other and comparisons *ere made, it was found that the jndependent
cities had a higher average rating than the dependent ones. Mist
conclusion was verified by all comparisons made between the two
groups: Professor Frasier concludes Meat there s4ms to he no doubt
Ipt that school districts that are fiscally independent have better
schools than those that are fiscally dependent. The reasons he as-
signs as to why city school systems sshould be fiscally independent
are: .

1. Fiscal independence is right in principle. 2. Fiscal independb-
ence is not a violation of the correct principle of taxation. 3. Fiscal
independence -works bat* iyi practice. 4. Fiscal iildependenceiimm.rw......moras 111illa

I Amer. Bch. Rd. .Tour., Decembpr, 192`2. Also " Thg Control of City School Finances."
published by the Bruce Publishing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
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makes for a continuity of educational policy. 5. Fiscal independ-ence provides adequate financial safeguard for a community. 6. Fis-
cal independence tends to keep tpcilitics out of the schools.

RESEARCH BUREAUS..AD

So complex have city school systems become, eTecially tho 4e. ofthe large and medium sized cities, that the superintendents of schools
ii)t such cities can not themselves collect and compile ihe data neededfor their own and the school board's guidance. As a consequence,many boa;As of education in the large, and some in the moll, citieshave organized departments or bureaus of educational research tocollect and compile data regarding pbractically every phase of -theirreslwctive school systems.

Most of tho city school research bureaus have bfen organizedwithin the past three or four years. Ten years ago there were none.To-day 80 city school systems report they have research depart-ments, and no ao;ibt there are others)liat have not reported. Everyprogressive school superintendent, even if he has no regularly organ-ized research department, is attacking his problems in a scientificmanner by having the supervisors, principals, and teftchers preparedata for his guidance. 'He is hi some way securing the necessaryinformation. But the most ecohomical way is through an organized
research bureau..

It is gem:rally reported that research bureaus have brought abouta greater efficiency in The management of the schools. However,the board of 'education that Organizes a research bureau with theexpectation of helping to reduc,e the tix rate wi111 lib doubt bc dis-appointed. It will find h;aks here and there, but, on the other hand,.it will find Plat some phases of the school 'wqrk are inefficient be-,
eause of insufficient support. Effiviency in 'the management, of aschool system, is in the mapagement of a private corporation, doesnot mean niggardly expenditure. Efficiency moans making th'e bestuse of the funds appropriated. Increased 'efficiency often means

. that larger appropriation's should be made. In a manufacturingplant it sometimes means the scrapping of old machinery and theinstallation of new at great expense. The school world" #nd the
Veen slow to lealize the fact that efficiency consists ingetting the most out of Tvery doihir available. Possibly if theschool men of the country had attacked their lems in a more

businesslike way by ebecking up every eipenditur9 order to seedefinitely whether it was too much for the results' or so little that
art of the

*public accustomed Wdealing with thiAgs in a businesslike way,wciuld be niore willing than it now is to vote for increased ex-
nditures.
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The scope of the work of several research_bureaus is-feoptained
in City School Leaflet No. 5. 192%2 published by the Bureau oi Edu-:
cation. The smile of the work of two of the more rpcently orgafiized
bureaus may, however, be given here as examples that of Akron,

- -

Ohio, and that of Chicago, 111.

The research bureau at Akron, organized in 1920, has as its Qbject :

(1) To keep up a continuous -survey of e1ement7ry school work
through the use of standardized educational tests; (2) to train
teachers in the use of educational tests: (3) to help improve instruc-
tion; (4) to experiment in classification; (5) to handle all mental
testing; (6) to "form special classes undr direction of a p:-ychologist
(7) to make age-grade studies; (8) to develop conrse of study for the
Vementary grades.

The scope of the work is further explained by the nature of the
studies that it has made, which weré: -

In 1921-22.Survey in arithmetic each semestet:: prc;graln in
arithmetic each semester; relative effect of experimental metllods on
reading compared with regular methods: relative effect of Courtis
and Studebaker practice nmterial comp'ared with regular methods;
rorrelation between success in .9B work and score made in national
intelligence examination. grade A ; classification based On results of
intelligence examinats and .wprk on school subjects in one large
elementary school; age-grade studies.

In 1920-21.A survey of schools in reading,. arithmetic, spelling,
and penmanship; measured Diogress made during year in reading
and arithmjic; measured relative effectiveness of Courtis uu1 Stude-
baker practice material on arithmetic as compared with usual
methods of drill.

The *Chicago school rese4rch bureau, organized in 1920, makes
measurements to help solve certain problems which are general to
the school system. Assistance is giVen to principals of individual
scitools in the use of tests for a solution of their problems. Tests in
certain subjects have been used throughout the city in order to dis-
-cover weak places and suggest more adequate methods pf instruction.
Intelligence and achieltement tests are used to study the effect of an
increased amount of industrial work in the last three grades of the
elementary school. A number of the elementary schools which are
organized on this basis give from one-fourth to one-fifth of the
time of these three upper grades to industrial work.

In a number of schools, a study of the relation of achievement
t9 failures in the various school subjefts has been made. This use
of Me text has proved very valuable to the schopl studies.
Wherever. measurements are used, the attempt is made to make the
results useful to the school system.
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In 19.20 a series of experiments on the. following problems wasa
begun, in cooperat1911 with the University of Illinois: (1) The
effect the size of the class has On the achievement of pupils; (2)
the effect of the grouping of pupils according to ability on their
ach ievernent

TEACHERS' SALARIES.
.*

.a?.:iince 191s the attent4on of city selaSol boards has been turned as
'Ile\ el. before toward the problem of securing Rnd rkaining an efficient
corps of teachers. Shortly after the beginning of the World -War
the teaching staff in every city began to dwindle away by the resig-
nat ion of many teachers whose places had to be filled with others

less well qualified. Some cities resorted to bonuses, but
even these were insufficient. About 191S many cities began to increase
salaries. but still the ranks were not filled, but by 1922 the salaries
of cit sch41-teal:11ers had been increased until they equaled or
slirpa:-Nol to 'a slight (kgree the purchasing Power of the 1913 salaries.
The National Education Association arrives at the following con-
clusion regarding teachers' salaries and their purchasieg. power:2

. MIChers* i1ir1ts throughout the %star had less purchasing power than
they dill at the beginning of tho wfir. whereas wages in general had greater
purchasing power tium they did at the beginning of the war.

Teachers salary increases lagged far behind the rise in the cost of living
and NINA' only just recently returned to their pre-war purchasing value.

t There IS yvt- an insufficient decline in the cost of living to justify any
roduction in teachers' salaries on this basis..

4. Additional increases in salaeles of teachers must he granted. if there Is
to be any suhstanfial increase in the imrchinsing power of the teachers' wages
and if there is to be nny compensation to teachers for their cheerful aceeptanct
throughout the war of a salarP'greativ depredated in purchasing power.

SalAries were increased from 1918 to 1921, but for the -year 1922-23
ery few cities have mad&any great increases. In some instances
there were slight reductions. On the whole, the salaries paid in
1921-22 are holding. V It is doubtful whether any further increases
may be 'expected for VVseveral.years, since strenuous efforts are being
made in many cities to reduce expenses and in the others not to
increase expenses. It is the,gperal opinion of sc-hool men that, if
well-qualified teachers are to be retained and if high-school graduates
are to be induced to prepáre for teaching, there should be no cuts in
salaries but, rather, that there should be increases.

Naturally, boards of education, superintendents, ande teachers
have given considerable attention to salary schedules during the
period of salary increases. The neswer salary schedules may be classi-
fied as: (1) The automatic type----i.ae., a teacher advances in salary

real on the Cost of Public Education.
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acconfing to length of service. or to .grade taught, irrespective of
professional preparation or of merit ; (2) the ingle-schedule type,

based upon professional training and length of service. Many cities

still retain the first type of schedule, which is built upon automatic

increases, coverinfr periods ran2.ing from 5 to 10 or 12 years, merit
and added profcional training receiving but little or no recognition.

The schedules of Cleveland and Denver may be given as examples

of those based upon professional training. The Cleveland schedule
is based upoti professional iralning, but still maintains the grada-
tion of the old type. The principal feat-ures of the Cleveland

schedule are:
1. An automatic schedule based upon minimmn requiremetits, al-

lowing certain regular annual increases for experience.
2. Additional allowances beyond the regular schedule for further

professional training.
3. Automatic. allowances or steps within each advanced gr6up.
The Denver schedule is distinctly a single-salary schedule; all

teachers with equivalent training and experience are paid the same

salary, whether they teach in elementary, intermediate, or high
school. The requirements-provide for five degrees of standards of
training. ranging from normal training to holders of a4naster's
degree,'with provision for teachers now ,employed who have less

than standard requirements.
A. schedule recently suggested Detroit attemptsfor the schools to

give a proper consideratiqn for both professional training aml merit.
This schedule is based upon three factors: (1) Professional l)rep:trl-
fon (2) successful experience; (3) rewards for meritorious service.

The salary schedule recently adopted by the school Ward of Fort
Smith, Ark., may be given as an example of a single-salary schedule
inAperation in one of the smaller cities. This schedule provides for
a classification of teachers on the. basis of academic and professional
training, as follows:

Class 1. Master's degree (or equivalent) from in approved insti-
tution.

Class 2. Bachelor's degree (or equivalent) from an approved insti-
tution.

. Class 3,. Normal diploma (or equivalent) from an approved insti-
tution.

Class 4. Less preparation than class 3.
Eacliteacher is assigndd to a classification at the time of employ-

ment. The schedule for each class applies thereifter until the maxi-
mum is reached, subjeict to the following reservations : A teacher may
Ortiiice from one.class to another bs reason of additional approved
freparation. Credit for additional preparation will be recognized

4
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only in mphiples of one-fourth of one year's college work (usually
n(1t less than seven and one-half semester hours).

t. The provisions a the schedule apply to all grade: teachers with
equivalent training and experience may receive equal sa ifuje's whether
they teach in the secondary schools or in the elementary schools.

Among the cities that have adopted some form of single-salary
schedule are Birmingham, Ala.; Fort Smith. Ark.: Denver and
Pueblo, Colo.: Chic;igo, Park Ridge. and Streator, Des 'Moines
and Sioux City, Iowa Fort Smith and Lawrence, Kans.: Adrian
and (;rand Rapids, Mich.: Duluth. Virgin'ia. St. Cloud. and Roches-
ter, _Minn. St. oseph and Kansas City. Mo.: Hastings, Lincoln, and
Omaha, Nebr.: Raleigh and Washington, N.C.: Cleveland. Cleveland
Heights. and Oberlin, Ohio: Aluskogee, Okla.: Harrisburg.. Pa.;
Roanoke. Va.: Spokane. Wash.: Green Bay, Wis.

The tendency is mndoubtedly toward a salary schedule, that recog-
nizes professional preparation and provides for equal pay for equiva-
lent preparation and experience. Arerit al.o is being considered.
it issdoubtful whether many of the schedules providing for the rec-
ognition of merit have always been successfully administered. froM
tho -fact that merit in a teacher is so difficult. to measure. The teacher
who is graded low compares herself with some other teacher more
fortunate and then conclmles that she has been unfairly ami unjustly
marked: In not a few places the disen!.ion in the teaching corps in
consequence of alleged unfairness in evaluating the ,efficiency of
teachers has outweighed the benefits. Indeed. it is the fear of en-
gendering such discord that has deteri.ed many school boards from,
adopting a plan to recognize individual merit in terms of the sulary
schedule.

The merit system of promotion has, however, been in successful
operation in many cities. The superintendent' of schools. Boston,
Mass., Says, regardifig the plan of appointing and promoting teach-
ers on merit in that city : 3

The establishment of merit list's for original appointments and for promotion
of teachers within the service is one of the most notable achievement* in recent
school administration. These lists are constructed on certain objective and

. measureable bases, which are general in Weir character and which in so far
as poFisible qpply to an candidates alike. These bases Maude general educa-
tion. professional improvement and growth, personal characteristics, quantita-
tive and qualitative experience in teaching, etc. They are made in a purely
impersonal manner, Ifi absolute good faith, with eXtreme care. and by the
best Judicial intelligence that a school system can marshal. These lists iire-
made In conformity with civil-service practices. the utmost publicity is fur-
nished all candidates concerning the method of ratidg and the results thereof,
and the body creating the list stands reaay to correct apy error ot Judgment.-
or to remedy any Injustice.

'4411*.h.ftwol.aMI.OWil-..-48..mp.......601,
'School Document No. 12, 1922; Boston Public Schools.
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Whatever imperfections may appear, as the plans Ad procedure of rating
are developed, the operation ,of the system unmistakably facilitates the ;id-

-ministration of the schools and tends to create confidence throughout
servict. All eiternal interference, political or otherwise, is reduced to a
minimum, and in the long run capable and progressive men and. women are
more likely to receive Just professional deserts than umler nny plan of ap-
pointment and promotion where the superintendent of schools ls the -olit

judge of .proticiency. Moreover, the merit system tends to' eliminate dis-

crimination against a candidate because Of race, or creed, or politics It is

consistent with our democratic. social, and political rg a n i ion. An elaborate
merit srystem may be impracticable in smaller communities, but in the larger
towns and cities rliiI authorities in the future will find trreat difficulty in

justifying appointments and promotions upon any other bask.

An example of a salary schedule based upon !nerd alone is that
of Newton, Afass. Aft% (4. AN'lleeler, superintendent o)f the Newton

schools, says regarding the teachers' salary schedule of that, city :

The Newton ylan of grading salaries, inaugurated ine years ago by Doctor
Spaulding, is founded on the double and apparently self-evident proposition
that there Is% a considerable variation in the worth of different teachers, and

that a teacher should be paid exactly wlart her services are worth. Said Doctor
Spaulding, " The only practicably applkable measure of any teacher's xvorth
is the cost of such service slit' renders. How much will it cost to till the

teacher's place? For how much can we secure a teacher as good, should the
place become vacant? Length of service is not merit. Faithfulness. con-

scieptiousness, loyalty, and hard work are most commendable characteristic,;;
but, alone, these characteristics can not be made the basis (4' an increase in
salary, for we demand all these qualities. and many more like them, of
every teacher whom e employ at any salary."

Upon this creed was founded the much discusSed merit system of New-
ton. Briefly, it was as follows:

It had but one constant factor, and that wag a so-called regular" salary.
This was fixed at a figure about equal to the galary necessary at that time
to secure and retain a teacher of such recognized ability that she would un-

questionably be placed on the permanent list. All teachers then in service
who had been In the system three years or more were given or promised this"
regular salary, and no teacher was continued beyond the three-year limit
who, in the judgment of principals, supervisors, and superintendent, was not
worth this stated amount. geyond this " regular" salary all trachers might
hope to advance. No stated annual increment was promised, and no final
miximum was fixed. Every advancq was ¡granted strictly on merit, and
vaiied in amount according to the degree of efficiency the teacher was judged
to posless. It is obvious that In time there resulted considerable variation
in the higher salaries paid, And many teachers of long experience were not

badvaneed beyond the regular, fixed sal4ry. New teachers were given an

Initial salary iteeordIng to experience and estimated worth but never In excess
of the so-called " regular" salary. Their advance to the regular salary, or
beyond, was reasonably certain, for otherwise their places would be fitted by
more promising teachers.

There AR (inly one constant factor In ,the sehemethe so-called "regular"
salary. 'Oppose we Nave this at, $1,600.. All teachm in the system are

School Life, Mar, 1,15, 1921, p 18,
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mediately given or promised this amount. New teachers begin at from $1,200
to $1,600, according to tntining, experience, and estimated worth, and ,none
¡ire ikermanwitly retnined %vito, in three years' time, n re not rated as $1,600
teachers. All may :wpire to an unnamcid and unknown amount beyond the
Szif;00. the rate of increae and nitinnite salary in each case depending solely
upon merit as: judtred by administrative and snpervisory officers.

To avoid as far as possible (langer of unfairness and to pro-
vide aLrainst errors of judgment. mo-t superintendents making merit
one of the %factors in the promotion of teachers use a form for
scoring the efficiency of each tcaacher. In many instances the teacher
ls graded by two or more persons independently. and the teacher

informed of her rankinu before her salary for the year is fixed.
The followino. fllenie of rating teachers is in use in many of the
schools usinw sonub form of ratino. card:

Qualities rated.

Peronal equipment:
; eneral appearance.

h
Voice
Quiekne:-; of perception
Initiative
Adapt ahilit y, resour(befulni.si
Accuracy

Enthusiasm and optimism.
Iflt(TitV and sincerit y
Self-conirol
Promptness
Tact
Sense of just ice

n. Social and profesqional equipment:
t;ra.sp of subjict matter
Understanding of children
Interest in school work
Interest in parents
Interest in lives of pupils
Cooperation and lov all y
Professional interest and growth
Daily preparation
ll se of Englkli
Standing in oommitnitye

HI. School management:
Care of light. heat, and ventilation
N eat nem of room
Discipline

Iv. Techniquo of teaching:
Clearness or aim
Skill in habit. formation

A Skill in stimulating thought
-r Skill in teaching how to study

Skill in questioning.
Skill in care and anlgrunent
Skill in arousing interest .
Skill in getting pupils to work
Ability to follow &maims

V. Results:
Habit of attention of class
Habit of willing obedience
Growth of pupils in knowledge
Moral influence
Growth in habits of cleanliness
Growth in habits of industry

Very
Poor.

i Medium.

4

10-

Excel-
lent.

t

Most of the 'rating. schemes attempt to formulate a basis for
judging cehain characteristics of the feacher. A teacher mai have
many of "the characteristics called for on the scoPe card, as healtk
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good voice, self-control, honesty, etc., and not be a good teachet.
There should therefore be some attempt to rate teachers on results.
The following is suggested*:5

1. Pupil achievement. 11inimum 50. maximum 75.
1. Objectively measured (for each subject).

a. Knowledge.
k

2. Other achievements.
a. Habits of study.
b. Attitude toward

Work.
School government.
Sehool organization.
Moral questions.
Life preparation.

Aferit in mechanics of worker. Minimum 20,
1. Organization and administration of

a. Tools.

maximum 40.

b. Raw material.
2. Skill in technical method.

III. Merit (Ix a so(1(11 worker. Minimum 20. maximum 44).
1. Cooperation with organization.
2. Professional habits.
3. Success in dealing with parehts.
4. Sympathetic interpretation of pupils.

Discharge of obligations as community member.
In the administration of any such plan for rating the following would need

to he taken for granied:
1. The knowledge of the potential ability of pupils to achieve, measured in

terms of their intelligence.
21 A statement of pupil achievennInt at the beginnineof any period over

which the efficiency of a teacher's work is to be Judged.
3. The working out of intelligible standards In the items70 be listed under

"other achievements."
4. Specific statement by the supervisor or in the course of study. or both, of

the tools and methods to be used and how to use them.

The plan of franting credit for attendance at summer school has
been adopted by many school boards as a means of encouraging pro-
fessional improvement. A bonus is sometimes gmnted for this
activity, usually about $2.50 to $6 per month, whichAs added to the
salary the year following the course, or a cash bonus of $25 to $60,
-arid in a few instances $100. In some cases an advance upon the
salary schedule is granted in addition to the *normal advance.

The problem of providing an equitable basis foi the promotion of
teachers has its counterpart in providing a just way of removing
teachers from the service for various causes. That injustice is some-
times done a teacher by the hasty action of a superintendent cart not
be denied, but, on the other hark], incompetent teachers are often

narsos:d Kent. Jour. Educ. Reilearch, Dec., 1920, p. SO&
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MOVEMENTS IN CITY SCHOOL SYSTEM:54 1

the past year there is every indication that the standards are being
raised in those cities 1/4where the standards had been uniformly low.
Memphis, Tenn.. for example, has adopted new and higher standards
for tea.chers' requirements by requiring teachers 5eginning service
in the Alemphis :-.4611O01 system to Ifli ye credits for at ivasi, fwo yeais
of normal school or collel!re w.ork in addition to a hierh-school educa,-
tion. Those already employed who are without this training are
exempted from the rule.

Wheeling, W. Va.. ma yebe \-en as another example of city that
has raised the standards. Ifi 1921 when a .:nr.vev w a s made of the
schools of that city the educat ional anti profes:-,ionai qualifications
required for begin ninir service in both the elementary and high school
w.ere very low. Ininmliatelv upon the report of the survey commis-
sion the board of education adopted the. fol lowing resolutions regard-.
ing the preparation of reachers :

That aftcr July 1, 1921. nfi !INV teacher or supervisor shall be employed forservice in the high schools who is not a grmluate of an accredited four-year
.college or Un i Versity coarst by except that tenchtirs or supervigors in s.,weial
tedmical subjects way offer sumessful experience in the viwations related toI such subjects in Ikon of two years of such collibgv or university (bourne,
provided WO years of approved professional training beyond high-schoolgraduation bc ("Ted.

That after July 1, 1921. II() new teachPr or snpervisOr shall be employed forserice in the elementary wilt b4 dM who is not a graduate of an approved normal
school or teacla.rs' college course consisting of two years' work beyond gradua-tion from a standard high school, ter. In the case 411 skpeigni trade subjects, who
has not had the equivalent of two years of professional preparation for teaching
or supervising the sulquut in qut.istion.

That :tfter Tnly 1, 1921.to he eligible for a new nppointment ns principal of a
school a candidate sliteuld ntect minimum requirements herein set forth,
and in addition should have had not less than ti've yea I's' NUeeetiSttri experience
in teaching, :OA have emphAttbd nn approved course of professional preparation
in schoill administratimi awl supervision.

That lu the case of all 'principals, teachers, awl supervisors who were
employed in the Whtbfbling publk mbhools during the year ended .1une, 1921, and
reappointed for. the ensuing year, the applicatiof of the minimmn requirements
as herein set forth he waived until Septemberxl, 1927 and that the u pe r n
tendent be directed to report on the professional qualifications of all principals,
teachers, and supervisors at the reguhtr meeting of the hoard la September
of each year.

That after July 1. 1925, no person shall be employed for substitute serviee
who does mwt nieet \\ it h the minimum qualitleations of regular tearhers as set
forth in flag resolution.

COUNCILS.

One of the outstanding movementsof the past few years is the
organization of teachers' councils, which are generally constituted
for some or all of the following purposes: (1) To raise the standard
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of the teaching profession; .(2) to *ëncourage professional improve-
ment; (3) to foster a spirit of sympathetic good will and helpful-
ness among teachers and a-- better understanding between teachers,,
and officials; and (4) to democratize the school systeiii*; that is, to
give teachers a voice in the shaping of educational polici.es.

If teachers councils do nothing more than to bring about a friehdly
cooperatife relation between school boards and teachers, they are
worthy of encouragement. In too many instances the"re has been
this lack of cooperation, from the fact that the teachers have been
considered as mere cogs in a great machine. *This has been especi-
ally true in the larger cities where schvol machinery is compliciited
and whére there is no contact between the teaching staff and adminis-
trative authorities. In the natiire of things only a few teachers
eitil be acquainted with the members of the school board a,nd wifh
the superintendent, and these are not always representative of the
teaching body. Certainly they are not so considered by the teachers
unless they were chosen by the teachers to represent them. If a
superintendent or a school board consults a few teachers selected at
random, difficulties are apt to arise, and the .whole administrative
machinery may get out of -gear. It isdifficult for the school board
'to know what teaAers to consult. The only democratic way is to
con.sult them all. Some superintendents and school boards have .

reali.zed that the intelligence of the whole teaching body should be
capitalized and that it is unwise to consult only a few teachers.
They have, therefore, encouraged the organization of teacher's
counfils. In some instances such councils hae been organized"
only after considerable parleying with school officials. Much better
results could be expected if the teachers were invited to offer their
opinions upon matters that vitally concern the schools.

To autocratic boards and superintendents the claim of teachers
to be heard in board meetings seems radical. What right., it is
,asked, have teachers to ask to be consulted? Th'e school bgard is
resporisible to the people, not to the teachers, and therefore must
formulate all policies. It is replied that no right is taken away
from the board, for its province is to legislate, and it should do
so with all the light available. No right of the superintendent is
abrogated, for he, too, should make his recommendations only upon
the .fullest information possible.

If a teadwrs' council attempts to usurp the prerogatives of a
board or of a supe.rintendent, it has no excuse for existing. It is
generally recognized that the function of a council should be: To
secure active and effective direction 'of the scTiools by affording the
hugest opportunities for initiatiVe on the part of teachers in the
formula* of courses of study and in the seléction of todbooks,
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to encourage professional interests and to furnish a ready and
effective means for the expression of sentiments and opinions with
referene to questions of schooLpolicy.

Superintendents and botirds that have recognized teachers' coun-
cils report generally that. the conferences of the members of the
council and administrative officials bring great help to the latter.
Oile superintendent says that the educational council has been of
more help to him than to the teachers. thot it keeps him in touch
ith them, arid that he is thus able to know their opinions upon

various matters. .1n other words, this superintendent is given a
broailer view of school affairs by those who are 'closest to Me chil-
dren. A teacher of children knows the weak points of the course
of srudy; she knows-whether the textbooks in use are well adapted
'to the children in her gradé: Granting that the opinion of a single
teacher might not be -wortb much, the combined opinions of the
entire 'teaching corps are certainly worthy of consideration.

Whatever course teachers' councils may take, it should be remem-
bered that the school board and thk superintendent are the final
authorities representing the public and Oat teachers legally haveo legislative functions. Wise-school boards and superintendents
should,_however, utilize the first-hand knowledge that teachers have
of school conditions.

School superinténdents generally state that the work of teachers'
councils has been beneficial. Among the specific achievements the
following are reported: (1) Aided in securing a retirement law;
(2) conducted successful campaign for school bonds; (3) formed
loan fund for teachers; (4) procured general increase in salaries;
(5) worked out a new-course of study; (6) unified teachers by social
gatlarings (7) held meetings for professional adVancement; (8)
conducted -lecture courks; (9) secured use of school buildings for
community purposes; (10) established cooperation between schools
and, private music teachers;, (11) brought about better working
cfinditions for teachers; (12) provided rest, rooms for teachers;
(13) organized parent-teacher associations; (14) equipped play-
grounds.

SCHOOL BUILDING4.

One of the biggest problems confronting boards of education is
how to provide enough school buildings to relieve congestion and
to replace the many old buildings unsuitable for use both f.from a
sanitary and an educatibnal yiewpoint. At the beginning of the
World War newly every city needed more school buildings. At the
close of the war the situation had become deplorable, since no build-
insiOad been erected during the war period.

11'
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An idea of the school-Jmihling-situation was forcibly set foiit; in
1921 by the nationa'l committee for chamber of commerce co4era-
tion with the pnhlic schools in a bulletin, " KIII(')Nv and Help ,Your

It was found by the committee that .2,9% out of Mo Mats
of sPoo or\more population Nvere using over 3,0011 prwtable school
buildings, i which #re housed more than 121,(0) pupils; that
i1-3,(i14) pupi s were, housed in rented dwellings,' lofts, stores. etc.,
:i,0(H) in annexe. ,(1111) hulls and corridursl 3-,000 in attics,
3 1,w) in basymek. rooms. After making. a .deduction of the num-
ber of pupils in aletieNes, there were still more than 21;-01H) school
children in these 29s cities housed in makeshift rooms. The com-
mittee also found that in 1:-)1 of -129 cities reporting there were more
than.b2M,00ii.children on half-time because of the lack of schoolroom
space. I ii I i therv were more than 163.0h) children who were either
on lull or housed in makeshift buildings.

. TO prOVide proper school accommodations for this artily of 'chil-
dren it ivolild f-equire 1,57:i classrooms, counting -to pupils to a class,
or 724 school buildings of It; rooms each, which \voulasrequire iii ex-
penditure of $I3sJiou.,00) at a cost of $12,000 a classrimm. lt, must be
remembered that this estimate is for less than\ bne-third of the
cities of 8,000 or more population.

The report, or th( committee also shows that the majority of the
elementary-schm1 huildings were erectA i.nany years ago, the median
elementary-scilool buihling being 24 years al. h. is thus evidelit
that many of the, school building are. antiijue and a hazard to the
lift and a menace to the health of both teilehers and pupils.

his was the housing condition of the city schools two years ago.
Just how much progress has -been made to relieve the situation is
not definitely known. Some cities have begun extensive building'pro-
grams, while others have done but litt lt. There are still thousands
of children On put time. The old, insailitary buildings lire still in
use. Where new building's have been erected they have possibly not
more than taken care of the normal growth of tho schools, which
has been great, especially the junior and senior high school enroll-
ment.

Some cities arib, helping to solve the school-buil ng problem by
erecting junior high school 1)ui1div4, which will lieve congestion
not 'only in the elet.nentary schools but also in the high school by
tAking the sevelith: find Righth grades out of the ele,mentary build-
ingN and the nigth grade out of the high-school n a .city
having, sa'y, 5,000 school children there woad be approximately 730
of these in the seventh .and eighth gradekiindb250 in die ninth grade,
wtrich woOd make a junior high school of 980 pupils,
After niany yeais Qf wasteful éipenditure onieight-roora sehotil

buiidin boards. of gitwation are be innin r to- realize Ont die large
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budding much more economical from t'Nery ; so in the
larger cities they are I Wginii iig ti erect buildings of 24 or more
rooms. In the smaller cities one building to house :d1 the gr-ades
would usually he Hitlicient and much more tucommlical than a 1181f
dozen I1 1L I I building.:-) of from -I to s rooms. 110(lern educational
facilities can not he provideii/ economically i 11 t small building'.

THE PLATOON OR \VORK-STUDY-PLAY tt11001,.
In the Varner days of our country' the .citool could 'well be set

apart ahipst sotely for the teacliin)z of reading, Writing, and arith-
metic, because tTle children were called upon at an early age I o
,hitre in theif. p;.irents' work, thus hiarning much that is denied the
child of to-day. Instead *of big fields andsforcstik ill which children
could work, bunt, and indulge in free play, they now hare the cities'II.

croVded streets and dirty alleys, Instead of the appren-
tice shop there is the factory ill which children are rightly forbidden
to.uork. in kskort; there is nothing for the children of a modern
city to do except sit still in. the house or run tilt! streets.

The big question of the dny is how to educate a child of the modern
city 1)7 any other means than books, the 4thly of which constitutes
hut. a filact ion of OPe's. education. St is now recognized that work
and play are as -essential in education as opportunity for studv in
the claL,sroom, that no child .NV:IS ever educated by study alone, and
that children are educated by three things-iwork, study, and play.
lut, as just !minted Out. children in a modern city are deprived of,
twq of tifese three essential eieum'Its of an education.

The question s, how to meet these conditions. The answer: Pro-,
vide schloM Thlaygrounds, manual-training shop., home-economies
rooms, gymnasiums, auditoriums, and special isooms of various-kinds,

,.() that the children may secure more than a mere " book education."
In order to offer more than classroom work, many city school

superintendents in making plans for a, tpodern school plant ihelude
playgrounds, an auditorium, a gymnasium, shops, cooking and sew-
ing rooms, and svienee, music, and art rooms. In some of tilt cities
where playgrounds, auditoyituns, gymnasiums, and the like have been
provided they are idle part of the' time. The phiygrounds are used
only a fey minutes at. tile' recess period, when an attempt is niade to
have all the children oil the playgroimd at the same time. Swift. of
the clasgrooms are vacant when the children are in the gymnasium
or iD the manual .training shops ot home economics rooms, aria dur-

* ing this time,the regular classroom teachers are in their wpoms alone.
*hen the special suilrvisor of music, art, tind other subjects comes
arqund there am two tpachers in a roomthe super .visoi.

I

tuid the
regular teacher.
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In some cities the schools have been .so organized that, all the
plant is in use all the time school is in session. This has been accom-
plished by dividing a school into two parts, each having the same
number of classes and each containing all the grades housed in the
building, whether it be six or more grades. One part, which may he
called the A school. conies to school in the 'morning, S:1 V a t S.30, and
goes to classroom for reading, langnage, writing, arithmetic, history,
or geography. While this school is in classrooms, it Obviously can
not use any of the special facilities; therefore the other school
B schoolgoes t,%I. the special activities, one-third to the auditorium,
one-third to the playground, and one-thifd is divided among such
activities as the shops, laboratories, drawing and music rooms. At
the end of one or two periodsthat is, when the first group of cbil-
dren has remained in school seats as long. as it is thought good
for them at ono timethe A school goes to the playground, audi-
torium, and other special facilities, while the B school goes to the
classrooms. This, in brief, is the plan in operation in 53 cities of
the country, and is variously called the 7ork-study-play, platoon,
duplicate school, companion class, Gary, and other plans, but all
are based upon the same principle, that of providing for work.
study, and play by operating the school on the same basis on which 01-
all other public facilities are run, i. e., multiple use of facilities all
the time.

It is esident that more children can be accommodated by a platoon
system. The increase in housing capacity, however, varies accord-
ing to the use made of phiygrounds, auditorium, etc.

In reporting upon rile increase in lousing capacity made possible
by organizing their schools on the platoon plan superintendent
made tho following reports: Dousing capacity in the Akron, Ohio,
schools was increased by the platoon ,plan 25 per cent; in Birming-. s

ham, Ala., 3.) per cent; in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, from 10 to 40 per
cent, varying he different schools according to the number of spe-
cial activities provided; in Dallas, Tex., 30 per cent; in Detroit,
Mich., 33 per cent; in East Chimp:), Ind., 50 per cent ; in Gary, Ind.,
40 per cent; in Montclair, N. J., 15 to 20 per cent in Newark, N. J.,
30 per cent; in New Castle, Pa., 25 to 33 per cent in. Passaic, N. J.,
33 per cent; in Philadelphia, Pa., 20 per cent; in Pittsburgh, Pa., 10
to 70 per cent, varying in the- different schools according to the num-
ber of special activities provided ; in Rockford, Ill., from 20 to 26
per cent; in ewick1ey, Pa., 25 to 33 iier cent; in St. Paul, Minn., 20
per .cent, in Stuttgart, Ark., 40 per cent; in Warren, Ohio, the high-
est increase in% any building, 40 per cent, with an averaie. of 19 per
cent in. Youngstown, Ohio, from 20 to 30 per cent,
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Detroit, Mich., began Only a few years Ital.() to experiment with
the platoon plan, which proved so successful that it was decided
to place all the elementary schools on the plan. Already 53 pla-
toon schools have been organized in that city. 'Pittsburgh. Pa.,
which a yi?ar ago had 6 platoon scho.ols. now has 1.1'. .Wihningt6n,
Del., in order to relieve the congestion took two ol(I bilPiildings, remod-
eled them at little expense. and organized platoon schools. thereby
accommodating more pupils and offering them oppòrtunities 'for an
edilcation that hyl long been denied them. Thus one might con-
tinue through the liht of cities that have organized platoon schools
to show that this type of organization is growing in favor in the
cities where sucii schools are in operation. One superintendent re-
ports that as soon as he had organized a platoon school and had it
in operation for a few months other sections of the city began to
demand a school of the same kind.

Some of tho advantages Of the plan can best be expressed in the
words of school superint idents who have organized platoon schools.
Mr. Charles Spain. eputy superintendent of public schools, De-
troit. Mich, Avrites:

Before One an become committed to the platoon schuor idea he Mast. II%
:1 prereqUisite, believe the social nulls of education.

One who holds tenaciously to the formal training idea and lublieves Oust the
'end and Bill' of the elementary school is to give a thorough trainitiLr in the tools
of education may well be satisfied the t ru i i i ti ut i form of elementary
organization and will naturally look askance at all Innovations.

TO one who believes that in u democracy the aim of education is to enable
each individual to develop to The fullest extent his individual powers by doing
those things which are beneficial to soviet as a whole the platoon school. with
its socialized activities, comes as a satisfactory solution of the elementary-
school 'problem. Progressive educational thinkers :we becoming daily more
convinced that the big Impelling motive in education is the social motive. All
of our sOlools must in the future strive to realize more fully the social aims
of education. Tile platoon school does this In a marked degree.

Mr. William Davidson, superintendent of schools, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
who has organized the elementary schools of that city oil the platoon
plan, says:

The plid(won program undoubtedly creates an opportunity to introduve°
health program of the right Lind and sort in tlit ni1l1e schools: special subjectg
are much bettel handled and taught, and at the same time in the regular
subjects teachers have a .higher degree of efficiency; The plan has developed
a spirit of cooperation, and the teachers Will 11(4 Will their hocks on something
that has given Own) real vision and inspiration. Aly observation Is that a,.
principal. no matter how good under the old plan. is.immeasurably better under
the platoon. since the plan 'Creates an opportunity professiunally to administer

school better. The platoon plan solves tl real problems of the elementary
school. In this plan we have n distinct advanee'over the old "type,tpanks to
William Wirt, who brought over the horizou the biggest and finest advance of
the çentury in elementary edwation.
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MOVEMENTS IN CITY SCHOOL SWITMS. 1.19

school. Some superintendents do nbt provide auditorium periods,
some do not include grades one and two in the organization, some
hae only a live-hour day. After a superintendent has decided that
he is willing that more than one child shall use the same .svhool
seat at different tiThes 01 the day. he may orranize-his school with
a longer or shorter school day. he may tefach any Idly] of manna,'
training he wants to, he May or may not have auditorium periods,
but if there is an anditoriuln in the building it should be used not
alond: ecauseIt it is economical to do so, but because the auditorium
exerel. es have educational value.

Every indication is that the platoon plan of school organization
is here. and that within the next few years scores of cities will have
some or all of their schools operating as platoon schools.

There are. however, many problems to solve. On the mechanical
side there are such problems as the care of wraps, provision for play
in bad weather. the lunch hour. On the educational side there is
the problem of the auditorium period. This is being solved. and,
when it is, this period will be one of the most valuable ones of the
day. The training of teachers for platoon schools is another,.

experienced inhbm. but the Lick of teachers platoon schools has not.
dete3hrik(1 superintendents from orgavizing one or more such schools,
since they have been able to find enough teachers W ithin their system
or elsewhere to take charge of the special activities.

In order to discuss some of the problems of the platoon school
and to discuss niethods for their solutinn the Commissioner of Edit. .

cation invitd those interested in the platoon plan to a conference
in Chicago in February. 1922. There was a hearty respon.se to the
invitation, and for the first time the platoon or work-study-play. ,
problems were disvussed by a group of superintendentvilo had the
Plan in actual operation. Several superintendents who had not yet
organized platoon schools were present an& asked numerous ques-.
.tions. So successful was that first conference that the Bureau of
Education was requested to call another in 1923. . At this writing,
invitations for the conference have been issued to all those who
have writtedto. the bureau that they have the plan in operation and

. to those who have requested information ;egarding the organiza-
tioli of platoon schools. The number of acceptances received indi-
cate that ¡Merest has greatly increased since last year.

? At the conference held in February, 1922. there were certain fea-
.tures of the platooniclan which practically all speakers emphasized.
Fbr exampltb,.that the plan is mlutalyte to any type of community;
that it enables Nk(L.11 sehootsivrgiem to have an individuality of its
own; that it notimay increases the capacq of the school but greatly
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120 BIENNIAL SURVEY- OF EDUCATION, 192O-1922.

enriches the school life of the children: that it is not necessary that
a sity be industrial or crowded in order to have the planthe plan
lending itself to any kind of community; and that the academic work4
does not suffer. but on the contrary improves under the plan.

TESTS.

A few years ago when several persons formulated standardized
tests in arithmetic and two or three other subjects, it was stated by
some superintendents teachfrs and others that tests of this kind
were impractical, and it was predicted that they would never be
generally used. This prediction has not come true; scores of tests
have been formulated covering nearly every subject from the kinder-
garten to and including the high school. Every progressive school
system is using a variety of standardized educational, or achievement,
tests as they are now generally termed.

Some superinteyents. however, have not made the best possible
use of such tests from the fact that they have used the tests to see
how the score made by the pupils in their respective schools comparewith the stCndard score, or with the score made by the children in a
neighboring city. This use of the tests may help stimulate interest.but it is only the first step. Some superintendents have beim takingother steps by using the tests to compare different methods of instruc-tion, to determine how much drill is necessary in certain subjects, etc.In brief, the standardized educational test is now recognized as a
most valuable means in analyzing a school syEtem. A school survey
of classroom instruction is no longer considered complele withoutthe use of achievement tests.

Another form of test that has been introduced into many schools
within the past three or four years is the inteiligeve test. This typeof test is being used to assist in classifying children into groups of
like mental ability. Although these two types of testsachievementand intelligencehave been found valuable in classifying pupils,
they have not taken the place entirely of the traditional examinationto assist teachers in determining whether pupils should be ilromoted.The traditional type of examination is, however, being considerably
modified, so that the papers may be graded with accuracy. As has
been pointed out time after time in various publications, the tradi-tional type of examination could not be graded to show whether apupil made 50 per cent br 95 per cent, since the grading was purekr
subjective, depending partly upon the frame of mind in which al.()teacher was when reading the papers.

A newer-type of examination is coming into use and will no doubtbecome general when its writs are understoodand teachers learn howto formulate such examinations. These examinations admit of but
r:;!
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MOVEMENTS IN (Try SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 123

few citiesq is from All reports doing mucli to bridge the gap that,
i.s.Kisted het wpm t Int g-raqes 111(1 the high school. Pupils in (he junior
high school are no longer compelled to spend I wo years in reviewing
the work of the fifth and i\til grades. After they have passed
through the adjustment period a the low wventh, they ,are ready
t4) begin taking a generd review (if literature, science, mathematics,

.,cience, and other sttbjects which are eminently worth while
(0 any pupil, whet hyr he continues in school or not but, if he does
continue. the geHerd viem that he lias obtained enables him to make
:1 less random choice (if courses or curricula. The old seventh and
eighth grade profzrani (if st tidies offered nothing new; it gave no.
Lteneral outlook it confined it-itlf to review. The program of the
lumlern junior high 'school open up a new world to the pupil; it
gi\ es him a forward look. thus better preparing him to begin high-
school work .or, if must leave school, he does so with the feeling
that he has not wasted his time in the dull, wearisome repetition mf
the traditional seventh and eighth grades.

So strongly the junior high school idea taken hohl of not only
school men but of tia public in general that no school system is now
considered complete without its junior high school organization.
Practically every city that does not have such organization is plan-
ning to have it. It .(;;11on1d he noted, however. that in some cities the
organization Of junior high schools has been a niore or less me-
chanical matter which may be a step toward the junior high school,
hut unless the fundamental idea is completely conceived and worked
out the name junior high sOiool shoubl not he applied.

Serious attempts are king made to bridge the gap not only be-teen the elementary school the high school but also between
the kindergarten and the first grade. In many school systems the
complaint has ceased thqt children who have had kindergarten train-
ing do not fit in with the methods in vogue in the first grade. There
is now less complalnt than formerly, since efforts have been made to
build the tirst-gradi, copcse upon the niodern kintiergarten course.
Only recently a conunittee composed of both kindergarten and first-
grade snpervisors and teachers prepared a course of study for the
first grade based upon a kindergarten curriculum previously pre-
pared by the kindergarten specialists Of the Bureau of Education
as Bulletin. 1919, Nv. 1 6. This Idn(lergarten-first-grade course has
been published by the' Bureau of Education as Bulletin, 1922, No. 15,
hich has been in great demand by supervisors and others interested

in bringing about, a better coordination between ,the kinçiergarten
and the first grade.

One of the plans adopted in some cities to unify the work of the
kindergarten and the first grade is by means of a kindergarten
primary supervisor. At Richmond, Va., for instance, the kinder-.
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CHAPTER V.

RURAL EDUCATION.

Ily K.l NE 1A1. roOK
p. SpecialiNt in Rural Efluf-a Bureau v)(' Education.

01

*1)

CoNTENTs.-- Significance of the problem of "ducat ing rural childrenState departmentsof education and the rural schools- Etpalizing educational opi)ortimitySupyrylsionof rural schools---ltiiral teachers; theft- certification, preparation, salary, and condi-tions tinder which they work--Centralization and consolidation of rural schools---High-school facilities for rural childrenAgricultural education in rural ¡schoolsRural school hirilflings----StatP coinws f htudy.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM OF EDUCATING RURAL -

CHILDREN.

The significance of the efficiency of schools for rural children to
the Nation as well as to the farm population may be judged in part
by the number of children affected. Careful estimates made in the
Bureau of Education, based on figures given in the Cnited States
Census Report for 1920, indicate that approximately 10,000,000 of
the children of the country live in rural territorythat is, in the
open countrythat approximately 9,000,000 are enrolled, and ap-
proximately 7,000,000 areein average daily attendance in open-country
schools.

In making the estimates quoted above the Bureau of Education
considered the 9,000,000 people living in incorpo'rated places below
2,500 as urban rather than rural, reversing the tisual classification
of the Bureau of the Census. It follows that of the 21,000,000
children (approximately) enrolled in ail schools in the United States,
11,000,000 are in urban and 10,000,000 in rural territorychiefly in
open country and small village schools. Of the 11,000,000 urban
children enrolled, approximately 9,000,000, nearly 79 Per cent, are
in average daily attendance, while in the open-country schools' ap-
proximately 7,000,000, o-r 70 per cent, are in average daily attend-
ance. The average number of days attended ty each pupil enrolled
in urban schools is 143, in open-country schools, 96. (Data are for
the ,school year 1919-20.)

These figures in themselves indicate two important phases of the
problem of educating rural children: First, the 1ar0 number of chil-
dren affected, namely, 47 per cent of the children enrolled in all. .4t'
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schools: and, second, the inequality of educational opportunity here
shown in terms of school attendance and length of term.

The term "rural applied to schools and children has been used
loosely and has not a definite country-wide application. Some peo-
ple think of rural schoolsAis those of th(t One and t wo te:tcher variet
located in the open country: to others, rural means all scho.ols, re-
gardless of size, located in the open country or attended chiefly by
children living On the farms or coining from farm homes Offirial
statistics are based on the census di frer'ent i n I ion bet ween urban and
rural, hich is the '2,500-population line. All children living

%places with fewer than that number of people are classed a;; rural;
others as urban. It is apparent, however, that comparisons of rural
and urban saools and conditions affecting them should be niade on
a different bAsjs. In school organization, length of term. sabirr,
and qualifications of teachers. school buildings and eglipment, and
other important educatiomil factors, schools in the smaller towns,
particulaily those of between 1,500 and 2.500 Population, .approach
more nearly city than open-conntry conditions. Therefore, rural-
school data based on this differentiation can not be relied upon to
show the situation as it exists in open-country schools. since, they are
materially influenced by the, schools in the large group of cities and
towns below 2,500 in popuhit ion.

The educatiqn,of the children enrolled in the open-country and
village schools whetlfer ohe or two teacher ore--centralized, offers the
m'ost serious and difficult of our education pr4rlems. It is their wel-
fare that is most affected by tile conditions, policies, and progressivt,
movements considered in this chapter and with which this discumii'm
is chiefly -c9ncerned.

Concerning the country at large it must be admitted that we are,
making progress slowly in rural education especially in view of the
increased knowledge of and apparent interest in the subject.

Increased interest in, and knowledge of rural-sch41
The general spread of the yealization that better schools can and
should be furnished niral children is fundamental jn the progress
made during the biennium. Me idea of giving publicity to school
conditions and rilleds is not new among the cities, but has only com-
paratively recently extended to rural communities. That comtry
boys and girls are not getting fair treatment educationally ; that
rural people d0 not get from the State:system or State educational
institutions the same service that cities get ; that, they are deprived
of the advantages of the iublic institutions of higher- learning be.
cause of the poor retources of the lower schools; that they do liot,
participate in thgeneral Inefits in proportion to the amount they
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RURAL EDUCATION. 27

pay for school support and that the farmer often pays more and
receives less in educat ion ret urns I han his urban fellow cit izen--
these are comparatively new ideas to farm people.

For many vent's the root of the evil has been that the farmers
themselves apparently did not realize the real conditions. Devwed
reformers, philosophers, and educators have been t raveling the ien<rth
and breadth of the land preaching the inefficiency of the little old
red sclumlhouse. The filmier 1ims(114- has not always responded to
the appeal of oilers nor has he taken the initiotive in making de-

'order isHands for better schools and changed systems.* new upon
Economic conditions and the aroused class cowicionsness amongthe farm group, !mini fi%ste(11 in politicaL aiid economic ways,

haVe an educational significance. There is apparent allow demandfrom the farmers themselyk in large numbers and in organizedgroups for a just share of the benefits of public education for their
ch ildren.

The rural-school survey of New York is an example. The de-.

mand for this survey origin.ateq in a confetrence of °tanners held at
University. It was conducted under the direction of a

committee composed 14rgely of members of the farm organizations.'
Another instance is found in the activities of .the .krkansas educal
lion commission appointed by the governor and made up in large
part of farmers. It was primark a farm group in a State pre-

-dominantly agricultural econonlicaily. which took the initiative and
raised money to finance a complete survey of the 114t ate educational
systeln.

There is also apparent a new interIe6st on the part of school Ai-
.

vials In the dissemination among farm, people of more
knowledge of their schools. npt only that concerne(ni!iih financial
and administrative conditions, but that concerned with' schoolroom
practice, and supervision, also. Parent-teacher associations, school
and community leagues. or other organizations known by variefus
names are being, formed ign rural compuinities in nearly every
State, which show an intimate interest in classrooin work. There
is noticeable a concerted effort on the part of public educational
institutions, especially pormal schools, o f .superint endents, supervisors,
and teachers to show to their rural patrons the differénce between
good and bad teaching, and the meaning of professional supervision
in tlw edwefttion of their children through noun] demonst ion of
sollool work rather than through general propaganda. e't

More definite lines' of p:Oyress.----The growth 'of large and in
portant nuwetnrnts in education citn not always be measured ,by
time periods, especially. when extending over so limited a period as

.two years. IIowOyer, definite and- tangible progress has been made\
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RURAL EMICATION. I 29

Maryland is among the States in which an organized progr:un is
being carried out owlet. State dihpartment leadership, incl mg com-
prehensive legislation of far-reaching tAlportance pa m the smn-
wer of 192°2. The State budget for public-school purp)ses in 19.2.2
was increased 26 per cent, or froin $2,750,000 to $3,:)00,100.
largest-, item in. this increase is $7.27,000 to be used as an e4ualizing
fund in 15 count1et4-whic11 can nut on their OWn resources with the
minimum tax carry.. out the proposed program for higher salaries
and better-trained te.achers. Since 1920 Maryland has classified
'and added to the-number of high schools, with the purpose of pro-
viding high-svhool facilities for all yhildren, r'ural and urban, andha added 50 Per cent to the State aid for maintaining high schools.

Besides these accomplishments, the program of achievement for
the biennimn'ineindes provision by law for a salary schedule based
on academic and d'prof ssional qualifications increasing .salaries of
teachers and raising he qualifications required all along- the line
and provision 10 nancing and adininistering on a state-wide scale
Professional sup ision of rural schools For the first time ¡Wilily
county has- in ser ice this year one or more' supervisors or helping
'teachers. A. new ( 0 ; S t lit I. .for schools, a program for
vaining teachers which is in harmony with the new certificating
cequirements and in the interest of wilich the State-econducted a
campaign for increased attendance at normal schools, a plan tor
training teachers in service, and outs for .improving rural school
buildings are other features of the 'N'tat.e department's program.

During the past two years the State departmeitt has added to its
Personnel a bureau of eaucational measurel.nents. Tliis bureau will
assist county superintendents anti supervisors (luring the !Hopson(
school yeal: to improve tiCe work- in reading and arithmetic. Meas-,
urement of the work done in -if connt ies of the State sin iVading,
arithmetic, and spelling by i use of standard tegs has been.carried
On since 1921 through an appropriation by the Gelmill Education
Boartb The legislatulT in,1922 provided $18.000 to continue this
work qnd to cstlidy also:chtfe:ndance, promotion, and s(:hool ufliviencv.

North Carolina is another State which has carried on'a large pro-
grain for rural-school improvemilnt during the biennium. For sev-
eral years tbere .has been a State equalizing fund which has been
ekpendedin an effort to equalize educational oppat unity and the
burdeh of school support by assisting to finance the:minimum consti- .

tutional term of six months. But, as thP State superintendent says,'lit is almost. as nwessary to provide assistance fo4i increaging the
term ,beyond six months as it is to give aid in maintaining .the six

e montW termY To this ena, during the biennial period ju4 closMl
and in fokiii1,1fating plans for the fauite,.improod methods of equali-
iution liave been practiced, and increased State funds for purpose
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hae been ?-ecured. rI1 haS been done in_ part by a large Stalk,
\tqualizing fund, by changes in the laws affecting the county tax rates,

by special State aid for rural high schools, and through a State bond
issue to assist in providing school Ifliddings., .rUns provision for assisting in the erection of school buildings is
unique aniong the States. general assembly in 19.21 authorized

issuj
,

ota bond e`:;o,t)00,000 as a special building fund. It is loaned
to the counties for 'period of 20 years. the county repaying One-
twentieth of the principal and accrued interest annually. 'File State
superintendent, says :

The counties: for the iirt time in our history are now in. :I fAir way to erect
tilesuitable buildings for all children. They tire providing large brick buildings

with,auditoriums for the rural consolidated schooJs thr(mgh.the aid of tho
special building fund. The entire building program 'under construction at this
time is estimated to cost whendlikpleted :Ibout $25.00010(W ).

The State loan is, orcourse, :uigmented by local bond issues. Zilie
applications from the various counties far _exceeded the $5,000,000,
and a system of prorating among count ies has been established. Of
$3,300,000 provided of bonds sold and 'loaned at the time the latest

Sc ,
threereport was received wri.. n i i I i ioii, kilned to small towas

and villages and rural districts.
North Carolinl, is making progress also toward increasing. the

efficiency of its teachers by putting into operation gradually the pro-
ViSions of the certification law passed in I 9 19. The State depart-
olelit, in cooperation with the institutions of higher learning, makes
it° possibhb for prospect lye teachers to meet the qualifications de-
manded by this law without %(7 a teacher short:i!re and for
progressive teachers to increase their scholarship or professional
training wh¡le in service. The number of teachers of standard
gradethat. is, high-school graduates with some professional t n-
ing...4as kocreased WO per cent in three years. The numbgr of
Poorly qualified, nonstandard teacherS WaS reduced from 64 per cent
of the total in- 1919 to 26 per cent in 1921. This was the result, StiN'

the State superintendent, Of the promise.giv.en the teachers that effi-
ciency would be rewarded. The State provided summer schools to
giN-e the teachers an opportunity to improve themselves: approxi-
mately 12,51)0 teavhers attended during the toast year.

Ile State program Proposes, also to improve the quality and
amount of supervNion given-V both State and county and to assist
county superintendents in securing better school organiiation, and in
general administrative practice. A new State supervisor of rural
'schools and a new inspector of buildings and grounds have been aaded
to the State departnrent 'staff durin-the bienniirn.

Spacp forbids doing full justice tp the programs of these and other
States in which extensive programs ,:prepared priniarily for im
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RURAL EDUCATION. 131
proving conditions on a stitte-wide scale are planned and being car-

orie(Lout. It is possible only to suggest briefly through a few notable
exankples the new trend in the work of State departments of educa-
t ton.

Michigan has promulgated an . e'xtensive campaign for rural-
school improvenient during the giennium. In 1921 the State de-
partment was reorganized and all functions coiicerned% with rural
schools centralized in a division of rural education headed by a
sit.perintendent of rural education, who has four assi4ant super-
intendents of rural education. New teac1ìers',9u1ary and qualification
requirements - have been established, standards for schupl build-
ings raised, and the school term lengthened both by raising the
legal minimum and by providing a kate qivalizing fund for that
purpose assisting districts with low tax valuation and high,rate.

Pennsylvania is another State in which an extensive campaign for)school improvement is in progress on a state-wide scale. Consolida-
t ion of rural schools. higher qualified teachers, better salaries, in-
creaseU support, and a greater degree of centralizat ion are includedin the general program. A large part of the resp.onsibility of carry-. ing out this'program is asstuntki by the bureau of rural education,a division of the State department. There are in this bureau achief \ and four assistants, the time of all of whom is devbted torural schools.

State-wide educational campaigns, usualb followed by .effortsto secure legislation sweeping in its nature and in its effects on ruralschools, have been directed by State departments of education inIndiana, Texas, Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Kentucky, NewMexico, Arizona, and Wyoming.
Incre(mes in the Mate department staff.Besides Michidap andPennsylvaninwith special divisions of rural education ii\ theState departmentthe following States report increases in the sizeof the rural education staffs:
_Itrizona.t new research specialist whase time is devoted in large part torural schools.

a

.4rkan M18. Added one rural supervisor, making a total of four such i super-visors.
WigwamReorganization of State department, all supervision under Statedirection, and department of researcij established for the purpose of advisingwith rural-school officers and increasing the efficiency of rural schools.
/1aho4.&---Two new State rural-school supervisors added to the. State staff.Kentucky.Inereased field -force both by legislative appropriation und byassistance from the General Educdtion Board.
.Vorth Dukota.Additionul State inspector of rural scho(;ls. The State nowhas three such inspect*
ohia.--Reorganlzation In the State department and increase In the size ofthe staff:
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South Dakota. Two assistants in rural supervision added in 1922; the State
department has doubled In size (luring the past three years; there are now 20
people on the staff.

Vermont. A new State supervisor of rural schools Was provided' for in
1921. -

West 1 . Two new assistant State supervisors of rural schools, making
In all three men who devote all their time to rural schools. In addition
division Of sanitation and health in rural scho(ds was trstablished in the State
department 1)3 the legislatuiv in 1:121. This division,has been responsible for

hygiene and sanitation.
cleaning up insanitary conditisons in rural schools and improving instruction in

visors spend their entire time with this work."

Wisconsin.The State superintendent says, "-The entire State department of
22 members each in some way serves rural schools; three State rural super-

.
Wpoming.--A supervisor of rural schools has been :aided to the State depart-

nosnt. The department has devoted itself (luring the biennium to special efforts
to increase public intNest in rural schools through community meetings and
other means of publicity.

At the close ot the biennial period under consideration, 33 States
report 74 State rufsAl supervisors or staff -members doing work of
the type usually called rural supervision.

EQUALIZING EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY.

Equalization throuyh increamd Ìstate support.Much of the kgis-
lation passed during Ole biennium was inspired by a desire to give
rural children an opI;ortunity for an education more nearly equal
to that now furnished city children. The first requisite to an efficient
school system is adequate support. While, constitutions or statutes
of all the States promise an equal opportunity for an e'ducation to
all Children within their borders, few, if any, of them have so far
lived up to this promise. Education has been almost entirely a local
inatter and the local unit which-ill thousana of instances is a

.

trict contuining a one-room one-teacht school is free to have as good
or as poor lt school as its people are wrning to maintain. The di treik.
ence in opportunity offered is not confined to that between rural and

*city schools. Children living on neighboring farms are often so
unequally provided for educationally that, while those ii one family
atteml a school with adequate plant and facilities, trained teachers,
and nine months' term, those of the fainily on the adjoining farm
attend a one-room school with an untrained teacher in charge and a

term of three or four months in length. Larger units of support and
better administrative practice are needed to improve such school
situations.

There ip a &wing belief that the State is the logical unit to as-
sume a share of the burden of suppAnarge enough to guarantee at
least a fixed minimum of schooling to all children within its bound-
aries., That this fact is.more and more recognized is evidenced by the
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¶rend among States, usually led by the State departments, to increasethe amount and, if possible, the proportionate share.bf school sup-
port borne by the State. That these two are not necessarily the samething is apparent. The cost of education has been rising as other
costs rose. The unit of support most easily adaptable to changed
conditions is,,of course, the local one. State legislatures are oftenslo* to act, but schools must.not be closed while they deliberate nordpring the long intervals between legislative sessions. Therefore,. local units have found it necessary to assume an incivasing burdenand an increasing share of school support during recent years. This
is true even in those cases in which the amount of State support has
been increased.

In supplying funds-foi. a certain minimum amount of education,the State nmst aluo assume the duty of setting up minimum stand-
ards which all schools must meet. Such standards may be bitsed on
various essentials, but the one most generally recognized is that. of
the qualified teacher. It follows then that, in seeking to equalize
both educational opportunity and tax burden, One naturally looks
upon saMries of teachers as one item of expense to be borne by the

minimumState with the corresponding demand of certain fixed '
qualifications from those who receive them.

In considering equal educational facilities one also thinks at onceof the number of children to be educated. The expense of conduct-
ing schools does not parallel attendance exactly, since a small sohool
no less than a large school must have a teacher who is well qualfiled
and sufficiently paid. However, average daily attendance, togetherwith the number of days school is taught, usually grouped together
ase aggregate attendance, is an important item in estimating the ex-pen* of school maintenance.

Number of teachers and aggregate attendance are becowing of
increasing importance in the distribution of State school funds andare replating the inequitable method of distribtiting on the basis ofper capita of school population regardless of whether or not children
attend school. Another effort toward equalization adopted by some
States is through providing State aid for weak districts, sometimes
given for special purposes such as increasing the length of term or
the salaries of teachers, sometimes as in Maryland apportioned to
counties unable to reach State school standards on their own re-

, sources. State aid for the encouragement of ceitain specified pro-
gressive movements, such as providing buildings which comply with
hygienic and sanitary requirements established by the State, or for
consolidation or centralization of weak schools into latger ones, may
or may not equalize educational opportunity, depending on local
conditions and methods of distribution. Such aid for specific 'pits=
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poses may apportion the State funds to schools or districts best able
to carry their own burdens rather than to those least able to do so.

Increased State contributions to 'whoa. support.In 12;enera1, the
increases in State contributions to school support which have been
made durinethe biennial period are intendeod to have an equalizing
influence. Some are directly equalizing in their nature: others
aim to encourage or promote particular measures which are believed
Abincrease school efficiency. No effort is made to distinguish be-
tween equalizing and other funds in the summary given here of
States reporting progrëss in this directidn:

Atabama.---The State now provides a bonus fund Of $100,000 for distribu-
tion by the State board of education. So per cent of which is to be toad in
lengthening the school term and otherwise meeting conditions in rural sNools.
A portion Of the salaries of rural supervisors was paid from this fund also
dttring the current year.

A rizorr.There bas been a large increase in the State fund apportioned
for schools. It now reaches $25 per child in average daily attendance. The
amount contributed by the State to each (bounty, combined with the amount
received from county taxation, is large enough for each one-teacher school
to receive a minimum of $1,500 and each two-teacher school a minimum of
$3,000 per Imam.

California.Both State and county contributions to school suppiri have
been materially increased since 1919. In 1020 provision was made for rural-
school supervisors whose salaries are to he paid in lar;..11frpart from slaw
fur*. Under the terms of this law 50 new rural supervisors are employed.

ConnecticutState aid toward teachers' salaries has been increased and
high-school tuition and conveyance allowance also under certain conditions.
The result is that the State now pays as high as 76 per cent 41f the teachers'
salaries in some instances.

I71inoki.$2,000.000 was added to the State distribution fund in ltro.
This fund now amounts to $8,000,000 per annum.

Indiana.A law passed in 1921 provides for a State school levv of 7 cents
on each $100 taxable valuation, of which 30 per cent is used to extend to eight
months the school tprm of school corporations unable without aid to provide
more than three. or four months of school per year. This money may be used
also for school supplies, transfers, and transportation.

Maine.In 1921 a §tate school fund was provided tosbe used as an equali76,7"

Ing fund, giving rural -districts a larger share of State monoy. This fund t
is distributed according to the number of teachers, the average daily ¿metal-
ance, and the scholastic poxplation. In addition there was provided an
equalizing fuad to he distributed among towns having a high taxation rate
and also a special fund which the State superintendent may use for the
promotion of special Measures.

Miaxiviippi.The legislative sessions of 19'20 and 1922 mole appropriations
to equalize school terms throughout the State. As a result several of the poor op
white counties received practically twice as much from the State as formerly.
They are thereby enabled to pay better salaries and to provide longer school
'terms.

Missouri. The general assembly of 1921 passed a rural aid law iacroasing
the amount received from the State and Increasing the number of districts
eligible to reileive it The :sis of distribution is tax vdiluation.
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t jflfl ot' const itntional amendment, or by centralization of small
units into larger ones,

listorically. the development Of schools -from pioneer daysnind
cond it has given the country four rather distinct types of organi-
zat ion for the administration of rural schools: The district. the New
England town. the township, and the. county. The district, which
was the. original pioneer type, still prevails With little or no signifi-
cant alteration in the majority of States, particularly in the West

1Vest. The town is the basis of organization in all of
the New England States: the township in Pennsylvania, Indiana,
New 'Jersey, Ohio, and sections of Michigan. Iowa.- and the Dakotas.
West Virginia, in.,
ess('ntials the tow

). emintA

ich the magisterial districts resemble in certain
p organization, is sometimes included in thus
the wevailin unit in the South., tIfll the )1an

is being extended somewhat in the Western States.
There is gPnerd ngrilement amimg authorities On school adminis-

tration and st udents of rnrai-school comfit ions that the small (list rict,
often.containing Only one school, is too small and ineffective to serve
aL, the unit for school administration: that neither equitable dis-
tribution of t x burden nor equality of educational: opport unity can
be secured where. it prevails, except under unusual condii ions, and
that it is responsible for the slo\- progress made by rural communities
in meeting the demands of modern educational

On the other hand, the county unit may .be of such a nat ure that.
it starves local initiative. respowibility, and pride in scho(d prog-
res. For those States in which the county is the civil unit the best
solution seems to he a county unit which provides in its organizaicion
sufficient centralization for efficiency in management, and retains
enough local initiative and responsibility for the attainment of
standards beyond the minimum set. up for all schools to meet.

Some form of the county unit organization for school administra-
tion is now found in 21 States. The form differs somewhat in each
as to methods-of support, powers of hoards of education, selection
of superintendent, and the like. In most cases cities and towhi
exceeding a certain designated p-opulation are independent as to the
management of schools and sometimes for taxation purposes. In
the most centralized of the county-unit States all of the schools are
under the direction of one board, usually called the county board of
education.

Prog sx ?iv the pe riod the biennigi period just
dosed " campaigns" for the promot kin of the county-unit idea
among rural people were.colidueted in it number of States, culminat-
ing in most citses in ail effort to secure legislation providing for or
favorable to an improved unit of administrative organizatione In
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Oregon a law, local option in character, was secured. Four counties
are nOW organized under its provision. In Arizona the law prN.i(1-
ing for reorganization with- the county aS the unit for school admin-
istration was secured hut was defective. No attempt was made to
put it int() Operation. In Missouri a bill was enacted int() law pro-
N.iding. for the county unit, hIlt waS defeated :it the polls On referen-
dum. In Virginia the'ettoil was successful, and the County organ-
izat ion 'nOW prevails.

SUPERVISION OF RURAL SCHOOLS.

Supervision. as upderstood in4Kvell-organized city systems and as
distinguished from the annual visitation of schools practiced by
many (*)1inty and Other rural superintendents, is comparat iveiy new
in rural communities. In 25 States the superintendent is still an
elective Officer: in 1:1 of them the term is only t wo years. The short,'
uncertain tenure, long (listances to t ravel in reaching isolated schools,
excesive number of teachen; to supervise, and exacting administra-
tive duties, all combine to make tlie superintendent a school visitor
rather than a supervisor. The si at utory provision common in many
States that the superintendent shall visit each school at least once 'a
year shows the conception of the duties of the ofrwe which has until
recent years been ihe accepted One.

During the ast 1 o years a differynt conception of the functions
and responsibilities of ihe county superintendency has been growing
amona school oflicills and in pop11111. favor. The more progivssivo
couirties recognize a differential ion between administrat ke and
supervisory duties, and that professional supervision is of primary
importance in increasing the efficiency of illy school system. Assist-
ants to the county superintendent, whose duties are chiefly supervis-
ing classroom instruction and allied functions, are employed in an
increasing number of rural school systems. A. row States, ihron0
legislative act or authority vested in State departments, recognize
the importance of professional supervision for rural schools to the
extent of providing for it on a state-wide scale.

During the sch600l yeaf 1921-22 a study wilt made in the Bilreau
of Education' of the general status of .preessional supervision of
rural schools in the United State. Approximately 1,000.supervisors
(not including administra1 ivt officers or clerical assistants) were
engaged in supervising the yural schools. At. *fiat tittle Ohio) had
the largest, number of supèrvisory assistants, nanwly, '214, and
paid the highest, median salary, namely, $2,500. It does not neces-
sarily follow that there arg more supervisors in proportion to the
number of schools lind teachers than in some other Staies, particu-
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larly New Jersey, Dehtware, certain of the New Engfand States,
and Maryland.

The salavies of supervisory assistants reported at the time the
study was made varied widely in the dilterent States and among
counties in the same States. The median salary in the majority of
the States reported was bet ween $1,500 and $1,800 per year.
highest salary paid to any supervisory assistant reported was
$6,500. During the past year since the reports were made to the
bureau, salaries of supervisors 111N'e been increased throughout the
States of Wist'onsin, New Jersey, and '11fa1'vla11d, and in a number
of the counties employing supervisors in the Other States.

Progn.8N during Mc bi(nn;uni.During the past two years Cali-
fornia. secured a law establishing professional supervision for rural
schools. The State is responsible for a large part of die salaries
provided. Under the provision of this law (passed in 1942 1) -)()

supervisors were rtbported -employed in the fah of 19-22.

'The Alaryland law, enacted in 192%2, increases the number and
salaries of supervisors and fixes the number according to teachers ti)
be supervised, the minimum being one supervisor for every -to
teachers. 'rwo-thirds of the salary is to come from State appro
prim ion.

InereaSVS in salaries of all supervisory assistants are reported
from Wisconsin and New 'Jersey: of those in certain counties froin
several other States. Increases in the number of supervisors aro
reported from some of th'e county unit States. Alabama, for e\
ample, reports an increase of 10 county supervisors sitwe 19.20.

Exclusive Of the New England States, Ohio, Afarylanti, Delawz;re.
New Jersey, Wisconsin, Alabama, Utah, and Louisiana apparent ly
lead in their approach to professional supervision of rural sclio'd
which is both state-wide in scope and adequate as t.1) number of
teaoluirs per supervisor.

RURAL TRACHERS--2-THEIR CERTIFICATION, PREPARATION, SAL-
ARY, AND CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THEY WQRK.

The urgency of the need for an adequately prepared -stafT of
teachers for the ruratschools of the Nation continue practittlelally un-
abated except in isolated instances. As ideals and standards are
raised through better administrative organization and practice, in-

. crease in the number of consolidAed schools, extension of profes-
sional supervision and the like, there is an accompanying dethanti
for teachers who can accomplish the ideals and live up to the
standards for -which impróved conditions are advocated. The iv-
quirements ofInodern education are more coniplicated and difficult
of accomplishment than ever before. Good buildings amj grounds .

improved plans for school organization and the like furnish the
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necessary setting for efficiency, but only qualified administrative
officers and teachers insure that' high quality of instruction which
is the sine qua noil of efficiency in any school system. .

Reports of three state-wide survek§ made or published during
the. biennium give *formation on th'e. academic and professional
training of Fund teachers, showing the 'following conditions; ,

In ,Arkansas, of 1,4W rural teachers ilepetrtim, 25 per cent had
completed Nur years of high schoól ; 12 per cent had one year of
normal training; 6 per cent had t WO or more years oaT normal, training but not in all cases beyond high-school graduation.

In Oklahoma, of 14)10 rurbl teachers reporting, 45 per cent had
completed a four-year high-schoor course ; 5 per cent had completed
one year of normal training; 2 per ceni had completed two or more
years of normal-school training.

In NOW York, of 1,729 teachers in one and two teacher schools
reporting, 54 per cent had completed four years of high school; 5
per cent ,bad completed one year of. normal training; 6 per cent
had completed two or more years.2

These datn vorrespond rather closely to those of like nature
gathered for other States during the biennium preceding and to
chose shown by earlier stildies and survey repo,rts. They indicate
no significant improvement in the educational an4 professional
preparation of the rural teachers of the country. Some States have
made considerable progress; nearly all have made sonw. Consider-
ing the Problem and its solution in its nafion-wide. applicatik n, how-
ever, WV have only scratched the surface.

The queson of securing efficient, teachers for the country's rural
schools is many-sided. ;The main factors involved in the teacher situ-
ation may be briefly stated as follows:

1. Certification laws, which raise the stlindard for all certificates,
particularly those Of the lowest grade. The terms of such laws
.hould be that only candidates with a reasoitable amount of academic
and professional preparation are permitted to teach in any school.

2. Facilitie's for offering specialized preparation to prospective
rural:school teachers, including abundant apportùnity for observa-
tion and practice in the different types pf rural schools.

3. Salaries, working and living conditions, and professional status,
which will offer sufficient emolument and a satisfying field of woik
to young pegple choosing a vocation.

4. The inevitable corollary to these, appre'1,;:iation of and demand for
Professionally prepared teachers on the part of farm pe9ple, patrons,
and school officers.

I Rual-RC survey of New York, pp. 41, 51, and 52.
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P roy'res<y- during the biennitnn.During the two-year*period just
closed 25 States reported to the Bureau of 1Aducati9n some progress
toward improving. the qualifications for certilitiating rural teachers.
This progress is a result of laws pas.sed in 1919 and 19%21, or regu-
lations of the State department made or put into operation during
that time. The States reporting changes in the laws gradually in-
creasing the qualifications demanded and generally looking ioward
a minimum of two-year courses above high-school graduation as the
final standard to be attained and the ultimate elimination of exami-
nation as the method of securing cell ifiches are: Arizona, Pennsyl-
vania, Idaho, Ohio, Oregon, New Hampshire, North Carolina, and
Wyoming.

States in which laws were passed involving the principle of gradu-
ally increasing requirements but with qualifications not so high as
those required in the States above mentioned are: Missouri, Montana,
and Kentucky. Kentucky requires one year of high school and live
weeks normal training as a beginning prerequisite, and increases the
minimum each year up to 1926; Missouri establishes inrreasing re-
quirements culiiiinating in high-school graduation as a prerequisite
by 1927; Montana establishes i¡mmediately the prerequisite of two
years high school and live weeks professional training. In Mary-
land a State appropriation of $12,000 is provided for giving profes.-
sional courses to teachers in their home communit ies.

A few States report that they are now back to pre-war standards
through the discontinuance of the practice of issuing temporary and
emergency certificaRq. Two report the discontinuance of olit or more
of the lower grades of certificates. Others make the genetal state-
ment that standards have improved, but give no definite information
concerning the methods of improvenint.

FACILITIES FoR PREi 111 N1: RURAL TEACHERS.

Facilities for the preparation of teachers for work in rural schools
'are still imaiequate in the majority of States. While there are ex-
cei;tional institutions making excellent and constantly improving
progress in this particular line of achievement, few, if any, States
have adequate facilities or are training the number of teachers really
needed. This inadequacy is apparent in numbers enrolled in rural
courses, in the, quality of the courses giveli, entrance requirements,
and provision for observation and practice. In too *many instances
rural-teacher preparing couisses are unformulated as to content and
indefinke in aim. It is e7envprobable that the perCentage of gradu-
ates from the t wo-year courses 611 normal schools who go into the
rural schools decreasing. A study recently made of the percentage
of nOrmal-sthool graduates who enter the rural schools shows that
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approximately 10 per cent entered. in 1910, 9 per cent in 1913, and
(i per cent in 19%20,3 indicat ing nof only a .dfbcrease hut showing also
hov small a percentage of normal-school graduates even begin their
work in t he rural schools. Studies made of the preparat ion of rural
teachers in service and data on this subject). set forth in State surveys
confirm the findings of this study. There is apparently no doubt
as t o the need of a greitter number of prepared teachers in the rural
schools and of a more determined effort on the part Of teacher-
preparing instit talons to meet this need.

An examination of ca.talogues.of teacher-preparing institutions,
later verified by questionnaires made in the summer of 1922, shows
that. there are approximately 100 institutions in 33 States mainrain-
ing depart ment Or offering courses specially designed for the prepa-
ration of teachers for rural schools. Of these institutions, 25. .

practicereported Observation and schools locattvd on the campus or in
adjacent rural t erritory. Apptoximately one-fourth of the institu-
tions repcAng otter some rurai-sclool courses ent ranee requirements
to. Which are lower than graduation from a four-year high schooi.
No definite anq complete data on enrollment in these courses or
percentage ofIliose enrolled who teach in rural schools are at present
obtainable. Such reports as are available indicate that the enroll-
ment is small in the mtijoritv of schools during the regular terms.
During the summer terms, howeyer, there is a large and constantly
increasing attendance of teachers from rural communit.ies.

The al t enIhmce at normal schools, part i cii lady courses,
enrollment lU extension COLIrtit;, reading and CuIll'SPS, are all
materially inci.ens0 when laws requiring higher qualifications for
cert heat ion are passed. No alarming shortage in the teacher sup-
ply follows the increase in wquirements so far as information is
Obtainable. Indeed, the contrary seenfs to have resulted in some
cases. As an example of this, a report, from the State department
of Ohio, a Stat e in which the minimum prerequisite for certifica-
tion has just been raised to 36 weeks beyond graduation from a
four-year- high school, states: " For I he first time Ohio can say that
there are a sufficient number of teachers for the schools." Raising
the requirements gradually,, giving ample notice to all new teachers
as well as those already employe,d, and providing facilities by which
new and prospective teachers can secure the required preparation
apparently w.orks no undue hardship eititvr to schools or teachers.

PToy re ?of &wing the b ie in; mt-----Massuchusetts has recently des-
ignated. t wo of its nine nornlii schools to give special attention to
the traintlig of rural teachers. Attendance at the' nornutl schools
increased during the year (19'21'22) from 2,000 to 3,000.

The Output of ProfetsAiotial Teachers.. Bousun. p. 6.
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lfaryland; during the -past two years, c'ffiried oq a systematic
campaign under the direction of the State board of educaiion to
increase attemlanci: at normal schools. Representatives of the
State department and the nolinai schools addressed high-school
pupils and cit 'Zeus conjerning the possibilities of teaching- As a
pyomising field in which young men and women could find a Ti fe
vocation. A moving picture was prepared for this purpose. and
shown %videly throughout the tate. Maryland also established one
new State normal school.

Idalro, and several other States' report that State super-
viors spend a large part, of their time training teachers in seL,vice.

In New Hampshire the interesting experiment is being tried of
extending the service of the teaAer-preparing institutions to tlif
rwiloue sections of the State by establishing short courses for teachers
in these sect lolls (hiring the winter holidays..

In Wyoming a plan somewhat similar is in operation. friste. State
university (the only public t('1Ich6r-pi.eparing institution in the
State) holds summer sessions' in ruml sections remote from t1I6 seat
of the utl versity.

.

Montana holdti three regional summer _schools in reftiote sections
under the direction of the State normal school.

Olegon reports that all rural-teacher dmrses in normal schools
require six weeks of- praci ice toching in rural training schools.

Among the States reporting large inc4k.qtses attendance of rural-
, school teachers itt regular summer normal schools are tile fI-

filabania: 7,000 tmehers attending summer schools (1922f; Arizonv: Vet**,
large Inceease due to the regulations of t)ie new certification law. Arkansas
Six:Weeks' intensKe training schools for rural tvachers are established each
spring at each of the four State agricultural high sÉvIlools. California, Connecti-
cut, Florida, Arabian, Maine, New ilampnli.ire, and Oklahoma. report large
increakAN in attendance of rural teachers at 'regular and summer sessions.
May report4 also two new normal schools. Mailmen: Four Statute. ,normal
schools hae established rural departments ( the summer-schools In thêae depart-

' views enrolled 1,800). Virginin: Ovei 8,000 teachers attended summer school
at State nomads and tencIters' colleges.

'readier tiviening in high school& -In 21 states 'courses given in
county normal training schools, teacher or normal training classes
high schools or in 'ton nect ion with hikiischools, are c&ially recognized
in the ceitilication laws. The courses may be given as part of the regit-
lar high-sghool course or may constitute a year's work in addition to
the four'high-school years. In some cases the courses are under the
direction of an inspector or supervisor from the State department
and are aided by State funds; in others they are maintained by the
high schools tliemselves, independently of State aid. The folloO¡ng
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are the States which, recognize normal training of secondary grade
(a n in connection with high st.hook fuiffiling the retinire....
mews for mat or nit'inib kinds-of teaching curt iticate : Kansas, Iowa,
Missouri, Michigan, 'Wisconsin, Minnesota, Split
Montana, Wyoming, okiahonia, \-ennolitt

e w Hampshire, New North Dkota,
West V rginia. A few ot ates legally
wok in high schools, but do not issue Celli licat

1);khota, Nebraska.,
N,,vaada, oregun,

tuia, Arkansas,
1,v t i 11 ittg

s on t he basis of stich
work. Among the ',Suites reporting improtoineni in facilities for
carrying on. teacher 'training ill high schools or county twiiiing
schools (luring ihe biennium are the 61o11owing:

Kent u(.1 ., state approprintion of $51).(loo to assist financing eounty
1.:1 inhig sobols:.ati increase in attendance in such schoills.

11 ichwit iitintial training classes established in :di (loin! ies VX-
cflit hich there ¡Irt' 1101111:11 Sl 11()Ois with special ClitirSVS o
rtir:t1 rpachersr: 1:200 teacher* have been trAined ill' these schools shirt' 19.20.

II ixworri.--The IttlItiher of hig'h schools giving teacher-training'hwork, increased
frium 107 i) 129 during the tw(1-year period.

ilontarta 110\6i" has 23 high schools giving tlyo-Alat. teacher-training courses.
Smith 1)(1kola has 54 hig:t schools giving normal training work.:,,,
I has None-year teacivr-training classes in high schk.Itils.

c"-` The effort to heep-the schools open (lining and following the Avar
'exodus from the teaching profession into industrial life had two
results, that of increasing teachers' salaries and of lowering the
standard of qualifications demanded of applicants for tbertification.
The prevalent economic depression anumg farmers is leading to a,
demand for, and in some instances has resulted decreases in the
salary scale during the past two years. In nlan{States :4.11ool oUi-
cials are obligea to make a determined stand to preserve the status
quo in school expenditures. Salaries of Jsural teachers, therefore,
have not increased on the whole during the biennial period. In-
creases previously granted rarely Nualled the cost of living, conse-
wiently any decrease would be disastrous.

An investigation of salaries paid to rural teachers WaS made in
the Buroau of Education in February, 1922. Forty-three Per cent
of the total number of county and other rural school supelintendorots
reported On the salaries paid to approximately 1%27,000 teachers. Of
these, 55 per cent were in one-teacher sohools. Tile results of this
study with some comparisons of salaries among the different types
of schools `are summarized briefly as follows:

In each of six States the teachers of one-room schools received a
.ilbedian 'salary between $300 and $400. In the same States the mildion
&duties .of teachers in consolidated satools varied from $GUO to $1,000.
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Corresponding figures for other groups are: In each.of four States,
one-room schools, median bet wtsen $400 and $500; consolidated
schools,.medians varying froni gito to $900. In three Stlites, one-
room schools, median 4)e1 ween :7+00 and $600 ;*in consolidated schools,
median varying from -$500 to S9()0. In five Stat&, one-teacher
schools, median $60) to $700; in consolidated schools median vary-
ing from $700 to $1,000. In six States, one-fracher schools, median
between $700 and $800: °consolidated schools, median varying from
$900 to $1,400. In 11 States, one-teacher schools. median $800 Co
$900; in consolidated schools, median varying from $900 to $1,300.
In six States in which the median salary in one-teacjier schools is be-
t weep $900 and $1,000 the lowest median for teachers in consolidated
schools is between $1,100 and $1,200 and the highest median between
$1,600 and $1,700. In five States only did the median salary of
teachers of one-room tools exceeA $1,0(X). In these States the
median salaries for teachers in consolidated schools varied from
$900 to $1400.

This study also shows that in nearly all of the Statesilie median
salary of teachers in the t wo and three room schools is apprQximately
$100 d year higher than that paid in one-room schools. In most of
the States the median salary for consofidztted schools is from $200
to $500 higher than that in 4e-teacher"' schools. in the villacre
schools salaties are not generally higher than those paid in consoli-
dated schools. except in a teem Stales where there is a decided differ-
ence in favor of the village schools.

The median salaries here given are near the average ;tilaries for
the groups. Approximatibly one-half the teachers is.eporting in eacli,
group recei'ved lower, and one-half h ¡giver, salaries, than those given.
In 19.States the teachers in the lowest salary groups in o'ne and two
teacher schools received less than $300 a year.

A similar study of Hitt salasies of teachers in city schools made
during. The same whit] year slums that the median sahtry in cities
of 2,500 to 10,00o in population is bet ween $1,000 and $1,100; in cities
of from 10,00(ilo 25,000 Population, between $1,200 and $1,300; in
cities bet we61.'n 25,00) and 1.00,(i0) popuration, between $1,800 and
$1,900.

'Comparing the salaries received in cities of 2:500 to 10,000 in popu-
lation.with those paid in ennsolidated rural schools it is found that.
the latter received from WO to $500 a year less than the salaries
paid in these cities. In other words, the city teachers received from
20 to 60 per cent. more for similar services. It is well known that
elementary teachert3 in the very large *cities receive very much higher
salaries than ehose paid in the smaller ones.
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No one will contend that the salaries paid city teachers aro too
high. The ctrvices of these teajhers are responsible for the efficient
standards reached by. city schools and for the fact that the quality
of the instruction given in city schools, wherever pleasured by stand-
ard tests, is uniformly higher than in rural schools. If our country
children are ev6r to have educational opportunities comparable to
those provided for urban children, we-nmst find money enough to pay
salaries which are compai.able to those paid in cities.

Several States have provided Stató salary schedules based on acar
demic and professional qualifications measured by the grade of cer-
tificate. New la ws of the kind indicated or salary increases through
revision of old laws are reported from Pennsylvania, Ohio, North
Carolina, 1 Missouri, Maryland, Mississippi, Rhode Island,

est Virginia, South Dutkota, and New I tampshire. The following
States report.incnAsv.d. salaries timing the biennial period; Connec-
ticut (average in small -towns $1,)00 a yeat.), Kentucky, Maine,
Massachusetts ( as*a msult of increased aid for rural communities,
elementary salaries in)1:27 rurul towns have increased from an aver-
age of $453 in 1915,-16 to $769 in 19620 and $933 in 1921), New Jer-
sey, and Virginia. The following States report definitozsatry sched-
ules or a minimum salary law state-wide in its effect : California,
Colorado, Delaware, Ifidiana, Maryland, Mississippi, Ohio, North))
Carolina, Pennsylvania, Iflimle Island, and \Vest Virginia. Idaho
and Texas are the only States which report a reduction in rural
teachers' salaries. In North Dakota a minimum salary law pa4sed in
1921 was repealed by referendum Ote.

s

WORKING CONDITIONS AND PROFESSION AL STATUS OF RURAL TEACHERS.

Livii0 ronditionR a seriouR problem.The general changes in rural
life and conditions in farm honws; the scarcity of farm labor, result-
ing in the necessity for the farmer and his family t6 assume increased
burdens of farm *ork ; increase in. the number of farms under
tenant management: and general economic conditions have resulted

.in a serious shortage of good hoarding places for teac1ìers44n the
country schools. Probably the best remedy yet found is the.teachers'
home or teachers' cottage owned or iented by boards of school trus-
tees. In 1921 reports sent to the Bureau of Education ihdicated
that there were at least 3,000 cottages owned or controlled by school
boards, housing approximately 12,000 teachers.

The ardvantages of provisions of the kind described, where teachers
can have privacy and live under indeptindent and dignified condi-
tions, are too obvious to need comment. The influence of supplying
comfortable living accommodations at district expense on"the.quality
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of sezviee rendered on the tenure of the teaching staff, and as a
partial 'remedy for the present high cost of living is reported by
county superintendents as eminently gratifying in practically all
cases.

The number of schools in districts which provide accom-
modations for teachers has increased during the biennial period just
closed. Incomplete reports recétved from the States indicate that
upward of 1.()00 new homes were built during the period. Texts
and Oklahoma together have nearfy a thousand teachers' cottages.
Colorado; North Carolina. Washington,. Iowa. and Kansas report
substantial growth in the movement.

ProfeRRiorm/ Status of Iwo,/ tpachrrx.--Cradual but significant im-
proyemont of the conditions under which rural teachers work is one
of the promising -signs of a new statns of rural education. Many
factors combine to this end. Every influence that improves rural
economic condition. rural school organization. schocA buildings, sal-
aries of teachers, and the like has its effect on'tlie professional Tirit
and status of the teachers. Among them, improved administrative
practice, which follows the appointment of profossional administra-
tive officers, and the employment of supervisors art% perhaps the most
powerful factors involved. Professional supervision has for one of
its most important objectives that of giving to the rural tea0wr an
opportunity for professional growth. It presupposes group organi-
zation and solidarity, participation of teachers in formulating and
carrying out the educational policies of the system in which they
:work, and fosters a professional spirit among all the teachers of ,the
'system. There i4,4 being developed in many rural school systems an
esprit de corps among rnral teachers not surpassed in the best-
organized city systems.

Special departments or courses have in recent years been estab-
Eshed in State teacher-preparing institutions in at least 33.States.
In..the majority of cases and wiPth increasing frequency entrance. ,

requirtgnents are the same for rural as for city Preparatory courses.
A number ¿f State and privatel supported universities and teach-
er's colleges have established graduate courses, as well as courses
leading to tuie °I;achekes 'degree, designed for the preparation of

_teachers, svervisors, and administrative bfficers for the special Mil
of rural education. Afany of these institutions have their rural
eliths and rural department publications, and in other ways foster
a professional group spirit among the prospective rural teachers.

In the National Education Association, in every State teachers'
association, there are departments or sections where workers in the
field of rural education meet to diKuss their common problems
and for socia and recreational purposes. The department of
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rural education of the National Education Association supports a
journal designed for use of rural administrative and supervisory
school officials.

State supervisors of rural schols who circulate freely among
county superintendents and rural teachers as representatives of the
State department in rural communities, and who lead in promoting
measures for rural-school improvement, encourage the growth of
professional spirit and of satisfaction in educational achievement.
The organization of teachers' councils in a number of rural counties,
thus offering opportunity for the development of leadership and
initiative: the opening up of large consolidated schools where sal-
aries and opportunities for service. are equal to those Offered in
urban schools; the creating of new supervisory positions and posi-
tions in teacher-preparing institutions to which successful rural
(eoiliers may aspire, increase the possibilities and opportunities for
professional advancement and encourage specialization in the field
of rural education. These are among the influences which develop
a better professional spirit and status for rural teachers and which
exert a significant efT(..t. On the rural-teacher situation.

CENTRALIZATION OR CONSOLIDATION OF RURAL SCHOOLS.

The movement generally known throughout the country as "con-
solidation of rural schools, a term used differently in the various
States but copiloting a similar thing: namely, that of getting rural
children together in groups larger than is generally possible in
small one-teacher schools, is perhaps the most marked of all the
progressive 11101Vi1e9l1 S 41ONV being ach:Ocaied for the iniprovement
of rural schools. Consolidon. in its best form itnd as promoted
by its most itinbitiotirs advAtes is coming to mean uniting enough
territory to provide a large group of children, including those in
both secondary and elementiiry grades: a modern building repre-
senting a good type of Architecture, commodious, convenient, appro-
priate to its purpose, and builrto suit modern hygienic ideals and
to fit modern educational practice. However, neither the term
nor the movement is limited to its most appriived aspect. To bring
together even a few isolated small schools, thereby making for in-
creased efficiency of school work and wider contacts for rural chil-
dren, is considered by many advocates of centralization a., worthy
effort. Different forms of centralization, whether of all or tjsonte
of the 12 grades, even the.means of preventing dejentraliation,
are denominated and considered as forms of consolidation. The
Utah county-district and the Michigan movement toward the town-
ship unit nre sometimes called by the general term consolidation.

"
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!b The centralization movement began early, as one would naturally
expect, in the New England States, not so much by consolidating
small districts as by abolishing them and uniting the territory into
one districti. e., a town. The laws concerning it date as far back
as that enacted in Massachusetts in 1838.-- Horace Mann, Henry
Barnard, and Horace Eaton were among the educators Nst-ho early
discerned the ineffectiveness of the small school ;Ina advocated bet-
ter conditions through a larger or -centralized unit. Transportation
laws came early also in the same State. In Massachusetts there
has been legal provision for it since 1869, or approximately 53
years. Maine, _Michigan, New York, and Ohio 1ia!1 all enacted laws
providing for .consolidation in some form before the Civil War.
Some of these early laws are very similar to those of more recent
date placed on the statute books of newer Staies.
In most Parts of New England. where at all feasible, the con-

solidation idea has attained solidity, permanence, and success In
1920 Massachusetts had probably a lower percentage of the total
number of children enrolled in oile-teacher schools than any other
State. Alost Of its towns ;LIT transporting children to schools either
within or without their borders.

In general, the movoment for centralizing ,cilools has attained
a markvd degree of success. It grew slowly for many years, however.
Its greatest growth haicome Nvithin tbe past 15 years. and many
States did not pass peillissive or favorable laws until after 1910.
Since then the ide4 has grown over a wide extent of territory,
covering the country more or less intensively, and on the whole ap-
parently attaining success through merit of so high a type that it
could not long remain unrecognized.

The moyement has now spread in some degree at least to all of
the. States. The following account of growth in a few States pre-
sents the conditions somewhat as they afe found in others:

Of the Central and Ealstern States, Indiana has made notable
progress in consolidating schools and eliminating those with one or
two teachers. The work of centralizing began about 1s76. In the
years between 1890 and 1920 the school enrollment for the State
increalsed by approximately 54,000: the.,uumber of school
decreased from 9,907 to 7,981: the number of -one-room schools
from. 8,853 to 4,880. By 1920 all but 3 of the 92 counties had ef-
fected some consolidation. The riumber of consolidated schools re-
ported was one-seventh of the total riumber in the State; the amount
spent for transportation nearly two million dollars and increasipg
at about the rate of half a million per year. The State dvpartipent
repoits in 1922 six colinties coinpletely or nearly completely conspli-
dated.
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Other Central States havs, made similar if not so favorable
achievements. Ohio, like Indiana, h:fs a number of counties in
which consolidation is complete, or practically so. A recent report
from this State shows that in 13 leading counties the number of one-
room schools decreased from 1,029 in 1914 to 236 in 1922. The
number of centralized and consolidated schools in these same coun-

kies in 1922 was 231. Data for tti Ks a whole show the elimi-
nation' of 1,150 one-teacher, one-room schools during 1919-20 and
1921-22. They report 200,000 pupils transported to and from con-
solidated and centralized schools in 1921.22 who werve taught by
about 8,000 well trained and qualified teachers.

In a number of States in which consolidation has nOt made favor-
able progress in the past, as well as in others in which it has done so,
systematic work is being done, state-wide in extent, to promote either
the extent of the niovement or the quality of the work done in the
consolidated schools, or both. Iowa, Kansas, Michigan. Oklahoma,
Penn.sylvania,-and.Wisconsin are among those AA are very active
and report a number of good consolidations in progress.

A report of comsolidation in Michigan, Jun'e 30, 192.2, states
that 425 districts have been consolidated since April, 1919, with a
total valuation of approximately $1S2,00U,O(H) and an enrollment of
17,329 children.

In Pennsylvania, State aid for transportation has increased from
$86,13.2 in 1919-20 to $245,904 in 192U-21.

In the Southern States, substantial achierement is reported. Ala-
bama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and North Carolina are among those
in which state-wide progress is most apparent. Typical of reports
from these States is the following:

A labama.There have been built 130 new consolidated buildings during the
yeur just passed at a cost of $1,500,000. These buildings have 500 classrooms
and accommodate approximately 15.000 children ; 50 or more of them have 5
or-more standard classrooms, manual training and Irome-economhs4 rooms, and
good auditoria- with a capacity of 500 to SOO; 12 of them are brick and classed
among the best In the State. Seventy-five per cent of the counties have Iron)
1 to 10 consolidated schools. Montgomery County Is the one most successful
in effecting perfect consolidation. During the past year more than $400.000
has been invested in five consolidated buildings in that county. completing
the scheme of housing all white children of the eininty in 15 consolidated build-
ings. Through the excellent system of tratisportation every white child may
attend either an elementeta.y or a high school and stay home at night. More
than 30 motor busses are now in use, and some children are transported 20
miles to school. 'do

In the West, where sparsity of population and natural conditions
are not favorable to consolidation except in certain sections, a fine
*cype of the fare' (nsolidatec. school is springing up in some dis-
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the million mark. The number of. chiblren transported in 192.0
waS probably than half duillion.

Prrseht tendtneie8,One wonders Nyhy so palpably eiroctive a

movetnent and One so universally sat isfactory when fairly tried out
should have spread so slowly from auspicious early beginnings. In
the Central and Middhb 'Western States, where good progress bas

made, albeit slow in most cases, consolidation has literally
fought its way through, surmounting difliculties of great variety.
including an experience from the lower through the higher courts in
a number tf States. At present public opinion continues to grow
.:teadily more favorable. The time has even come in some States
ien school must guide and control rather than encourage
sentiment that consolidation way not come too rapidly. The ques-
tion now is not so much t promote consolidation hut so to meet the
difficulties Potential to the situation effected as to insure the utmost
efficiency. The sizo and support of the central unit ; distribution of
-,cilools so as to SerVe the greatest tuber of children and leave no
isolated and hopeless small districts out of reach of its benefits:
professional preparation of the a dmin istrat i ve and supervisory
teaching stairs are among tilt! large pr(thlems \Olich educational
officials must no t urn titeir attention.

A late mani festal. ion of the oTowth of centralization and the effort
to guide it intelligently is shown by tile interest of county and State

1too1 officials in the formulat ion of plans designed to lay off int()
centralized units larger tracts of territory. Adoption of plans for
vounty-wide consolidation are advocated (or oven larger units) be-
fore any particular consolidation is initiated. County surveys for
the purpose of planning these larger itrojects are more and more*
common, usually made or part icipated in by educational specialists,
particularly Stale education officials. In at least one State consid-
eration is now given t() rhe enactment of a 1aw. state:\6de in scope,
making it niamlatory on county boards and superinteildents to have
such surveys made and count y-wide plans approved before further
(1)nsolidation is effected. These few instances indicattb the trend in
the direction of warding ott possible discriminat ion against children
in these backward communities where social or economic Condit ions
11T)niei mike may result in increase of consolidation among progres-

si\-e communities to the e.Nclusion of QIUdren less fortunately located.
The new tendency is toward SCi('flti N st tidy of the special problems

which the ever-grwing number of consolidated schools raise. It k
admitted that their administration and organization require breadth
of vision qnd ability not eceetled by the -.demands of any other sys-
tem That they offer problems different from those involved in the
adininistrat'iot*I of small rural or huwe city schools is also .apparent.
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These and similar problems of great varlet y and importance must
be solved in the near future.

HIGH-SCHOOL FACILITIES FOR RURAL CHILDREN.

The problem of giving farm children an opportunity for second-
ary education offers grave difficulties and still an insurmountable
one in many rural communities. Formerly a farmer considered it
necessary, when his children reached high-school age, to make some
arrangement to send them to a flea le-by town or city. Sowet Imes the
farmer left the farm entirely, sold or rented- it, and moved to the
city: sometimes the mother and children or perhaps the children
alone left for the nearest. or most convenient town in which there
was a high school to keep house or board during the-school year;
sometimes the children were sent to a 1001u-d1n2 school. In recent
years Organized efforts have km made to prevent this exodus from
the farm and to establish high qltooli., within reach of ritr4I children
in which they can secure a secondary edubcat ion while spending their
nights under the home roof.

some definite accomplishments toward the extension of high-
school advantages to rural children during the biennium are:

(1) An increase in the number of high schools vithin reach of
rural children, generally through some form of centralization.

(2) Additional provisions. usually legal Ones, fin' assisting chil-
dren of farmers to at teml high schools hi larger numbers through
State, county, or local payment of tuition, board, or transportation
of pupils from districts in which there are no high schcols to thov
in which .there are. Transportation or other expenses are allowed
also in an increasing number of instances to chihiren living at long
distances from established or accredited high schools.

(3) Increase in the numb'er of States giving State aid to assist
high schools or in.the amount given by the State for this purpose.
Sometis State aid is given to establish the high school through
assistance in securing a building: sometimes it is given for mainte-
nance: somet imes for t nit ion or transportui ion.

. (4) The rise of the junior high school in rural districts. New
Hampshire, Alabama, and Oregton are conspicuous in this, move-
ment. The significance of the junior high school for rural educa-
tion lies in the relief it afford.; elementary schools and the large
number of students reached in the uppier plucks with an enriched
educational content.

(5) Spread' of vocational guidance work in secondary schools.
Several States now outline vocat ionak- guidance in the high-school
manuals.
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(6) Spread 9f vocational agrivult ural edwat ion through larger
numbers of high-school students and to a greater number of boys
that are not enrolled in high schools, through part-time work.

(7) Unusual interest in reorganizatkin of secondary curricula in
line with the recommcnchtt ions of the reorganization series of bulle-
tins published by the. Bureau of Education. Noteworthy studies
have been completed Or are 111 progress in practically all States.

(8) Rapid development of a prevocational program Of agriculture
as a Phase of the Smithilughes service;

A number of States report to the Bureau of Education progress
nlade in supplying facilities for secwiliary education of rural chil-
dren during the biennium.

In Alabama, ill the division Of secondary education, much progress
has been made. The rate of growth in the high schools of the State
during the past few years has been more rapid than in any other part
of the public-school system. The number of accredited high schools
has increased from 149 in 19'20 to 184 in 1922; attendance in 1920-21
was 29 per cent greater than in 1919-20, and that in 1921-22 was 20
per vent greater than that in 1920-21.

Michigan provides high-school facilities for rural children in the
following ways: (1) Through consolidation: high schools are
thereby established in the home dist rict; (2) through estabhshment
of State-aided agriculturel schools: (3) through a law providing
for the payment of tuition for children residing in a district which
does not support, a high school to the high school supported in a
neighboring district. The amount of tuition a district may pay was
raised, by the last legislature from $.2.:.) to $40 per pupil per year.
Local voters limy at an annual eke! ion raise this aniount.

In Tennesee the number of county,Ngh schools increased dtirifig
the biennium from 496 to 533: the number of teachers employed from
1,010 to 1,474; the annual salary from $756 to $1,188; the total en-
rollment front 19,215 to 29,6S1; the total number of graduates from
1,703 to 2,g02. In 1912 the enrollment in county high schools for
white cilildren was 2 per cent of the total enrollment. In 1922 it
had increasea to 7 per cent. .

Other States which report an increase in the number of rural hih
schools or in the high-5chool attendance from rural communities
generally *tough some form of centralization are Colorado, Indi-
ana, Iowa, Maryland, Ohio, Missouri, Oklahoma, Virginia, and West
Virginia.

Virginia and Indiana report ti high school in ifearly every county.
Virginia reports an increase in highschool enrollment of MOOG'
during the biennial rieriod. Ohio an increase of 20,000 pupils. In
South Carolina the number of four-year high schools likreased.ap.
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proximately 39 Per cent front 1912ttlto 1921; the enrollment increased
31 Per ce.nt from 1917 to 1921. These increases were almost wholly
in rural and village districts.

A few States report that high-school facilities are furnished to
every rural chihi in the State. They aro New- 'Jersey, where a
greater proportion of children in high school come from rural than
from city communiti(s: Nvw Hampshire, When) a high school is
within walking distance of every chill; Ohio; Rhode Island; Utah,
where one to six high schools are in every county district Vermont ;

Connect icut where few if any rural children are deprived of a high-
school educat ion.

The following States report the numlnir of rural high schools:
2:); Kentucky,' l'A)0: Oregon, -16 (an increase of 7 over the

iweceding year; South Dakota (an increase of 36 high schools
(Iuring the year).

The States which report an increased attendance at high school
because of the payment of tuition or transportation charges front
district, countsV or State funds under new laws or because of in-
creases in the amount allowed for these Purposes are Connecticut,
Delaware (State pay:), Maine, lassachusetts (towns pay both tui-
tion and t rankp)rt at ion), Minnesota (tate payPituit ion ).. Nebraska,
Oregon (county fund). South Dakota, Vermont (up to $(0 per year).
Wisconsin, iVyoming.

The amount of St ate aid granted to high schools has becn increased
liklaryhutd and North Carolina.

-Washington rep)ris an increased attendance. of rural children in
high schools and California a new State course of stitch\ for high
schools.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN RURAL SCHOOLS.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Agric i,t ural education in rural secondary schóols is becoming nrre
of the vocational type. In th0 year 1020-21 there were in the United
States 1,721 schools Offering vocational agriculture under p'ovisions
of the Smith-friighes Act. enrollment of students in these
schools had grown from 15,453 in 1918 to 42,709 in 1921. Evening
schools, part-time schools, and all-day sclools are represented. Ap-
proximately SO per cent 'of the schools were rural high schools,
located in purely rural communities, and the students reached were
largely from isural districts.

The Outstanding developments in secondary vocational agriculture
are a more careful statement of objectiyes, organization of subject
matter on file basis of farm enterprise§, development of part-time
instruction, and itinerant teaching.
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Ohkoirrs.--in the "Report of Fifth Regional Conference." liehl
at Portland, Oreg., June 5-9, 1922, tile following statement of ob-
jectives s given :

lt is the purpose of vocational courses in agriculture to aid In developing a
tpe of American farmer who possesses managerial I ¡lit and business
capacity. an iptitude for fanning, and the necessary technical knowlede and
skill to produce and market his products. awl also one who is capable if
adapting himself to our constantly changing s6cial and ectInomic life.

This statelnent Places the leaders in vocational agricultural edu-
cation among those who plead for a broad educational background in
training rural boys. The charge that everything is to be sacrificed
for productive skills in educating rural boys can not be sustained
in the light of this statement. Undoubtedly Out of this clear state-
ment of Purpose is going to come extensive reorganizat ion of the con-
tent of courses, so that this broader purpose may be realized.

Rrorganiziltion of mlbjert nuitter.Subject teaching ¡i% sekondary
vocational agriculture is passing. Instead of teaching soils, farm
crops. animal husbandry, horticulture. and farnt mecimnics. specific
farm enterprises. such as poultry production, swine product ion, corn
production, and cotton production. are taught. Subject matter is
organized about enterprises rather than by subjects, and the details of
O rganization depend upon the jobs of the enterprise and the natural
:-.cquence of jobs becomes the, sequence of stkbject-nuatter organization.

Secondary fct1ehers.The.teacher4raining programs are develop-
ing in harmony xvith the statement of purpose and the tendency
in subject-matter organization. Further. there is a tendency
through the itinerant teacher trainer to give close supervision to
the beginning teacher'of a definitely constructive kind.

In purely technical agriculture the prospective teacher is iving
more time to rural sociology and economies. 'Afore intensive study
o f particular rural problems is required, and more Rtteption is be-
ing given to survey methods as'a means,of determining( the content,
o f 16ra1 courses.

Part-thne instruction,The present drive in secokiary vocational
agriculture is to reach the group of 1,937,978 boys between 14 and
20 years of age in rural communities and the age 'group, 20-44,
numbering 089,244 adult farmers who are not enrolled in an all-
day school. Of this number, 11,072 were re:IAN] in 1921. This
means that only-one out of every 997 boys is at present being reached
in part-time work. One out of 32:1 rural boys enrolled in school
is reached'in all-day Classes. It is felt that this group not in
school offers the biggest challenge to 'vocational education in agri-
culture.
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tiperant achbly.--ltinerant teaching in "vocat ional agiiculture
has been practiced from the beginnings in 1918 in sectiohs of tho
country. This type of kaching in which one teacher serves several
contiguous schools has proved its worth.

E14EMENTARY-sr1i0014 AcancuurugE.

Instruction in elementary r r school agriculture is a highly
variable factor. Teachers are poorly trained, conditions under
which teaching must be done are kid, awl until recently less atten-
tion has been given to subject-matter organization, methods, and
supervision of instruction than in. secondary and collegiate agricul-
ture. The: present, however, sees an jncreased interest-in agricult Lire
for the elementary rural school. The interest is being manifest ed
through the Smith-Hughes organization, through the club work of
the Department of Agriculture in cooperation with the extension .

departments of the State agricultural colleges, and through State
school officials.

here is.a growing realization that -vocational work in secondary
schools is 'largely dependent for success upon the attitude toward
agricultural t-git-rtirtion shown by students who have been intro-
duced to agriculture in the elementary. school through classroom
instruction or club work. The Federal board and numerous State

A I departnlents are stressing prevocational agriculture. Definite organi-
zation fQr teaching of prevocational agriculture to children of
elementary-school age through junior projects is foiind in Missouri,
Pennsylwania, Oregon, New York, aud Oklahoma.

RURAL SCHOOL BUILDL)66-8.

Increased knowledge of the effects which the selection of the
schi)ol site, arrangement of rooms, sanit at ion, vent ilat ion, heat ing,.
and general hygiene of the s'chool b9ilding. have on- tin' health and
school progress of children has praciically revolutiopized our ideals
in regard to the whole matter af building and equipping school-
houses. -Country children have ;apparently profited least from this
increased knowledge. W'hiihfference on the part of rural com-
munities/and a general ladil%C) tnhghtened public opinion are tugely
to blame, a contributing eatite of this neglect is found in the financial
aspect of the question: Tilis is an important one in small rural corn
munities. Where larielmilding plans are projected, as is done in
cities and towns, th Tnployment of trained specialists in school
architecture is the de :epted procedure:. Small buildings, whethe
homes or schools, representing the expenditure of small sums of
nvidey, at:. believed not to warrant employnient of such specialists.
Local 6ontractors, builders, or school tritstees are óften not famirmr
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EDUCATION. I 59
biennium just closed increw-ed attention given to them and theirrelation to rural life and adaptation to use in One-teacher and othersmall rural schools. Several States are now engaged in preparingState courses in N4Vhich the effort is directed toward teaching- theelementary subjects in their relations to the lives of rural children.North Carolina has arranged to try out and experiment with the
course diluting the process of its formulation, so that changes maybe made irat;e(j on the results of experimentation with the outlines inrural schools under supervision befOre they are adopted as part ofthe accepted coure. I Il iIluiS lias for i decade nwre publisheda course of study providing for. Oternation of gractes in smallschools, especially One and t wo teacher schools. During the pastyear there was issued from the State department a pamphlet designedto mprove organizat ion -.a na instruction in these schools. Definitesuggestions and directions are given to assist teachers to overcomethe ustjai multiplicity of classes in one-teacher schools throughgrouping of grades and classes and adjuseable recitati eriods.Among the other States which in their course of s v providefor the organization of one-teacher schools on the four and fivegroup mefhod lire New Jersey, Connect kilt, Mont ana, and Wisconsin.

'Wyoming reports the publication of its first course prepared espe-- cially for rural schools. Maryland reports a complete new coursefor rural sollools based on a plan Of. class grouping. In Maine acourse of study adapted to the needs of country children is in prepa-rat;on. Michigan ueports a new especial Zionrse for rural schoolswith supplementary bulletins on special subjects. In Massachusettsa new course has just been prepared for the special needs of therural schools. Kentucky is reorganizibg both elementary and sec-
ondary- State courses in an effort to adapt them more nearly to theneeds of rural chihlren. Texas reports "encouragement of a course
correlated with home and farm interests." South Dakota,
Oklahoma, New Hampshire, Mississippi, Minnesota, Delaware, Ala-bama, Arizona, Colorado; Connecticut, anA Oregon report eit her newor revised courses of study made or cowpleted during the biennium.
The Montana State course is based on alternation and combination of
classes. Utah reports a uniform course of study throughout the
"35 Yural consolidated districts."

25 States 'reported to the Bureau of Educat ion that some
sort of concerted effort was made during the biennium toward im-
proving.and adapting State courses of study So .the needs of rural
schools.
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a CHAPTER VI.

EDUCATIONAL HYGIENE.
By WILLARD S. SMALL.

a

1:TYNT-: TrItro011CtiOn ' et1011 tleilth supervisionHygiene of the k:chool plantPhygical educa.tiun Vohint.irv itrizinaations.

The early history of educational hygiene was largely the historyod school hygiene." The name was accurately indicative of char-qct er the hygiene of the school as an environment rather than as a
co1Imo/m.1y of children learning under the lea.dership of teachers toknow and live health. Environment bulked large; the education ofindivilluaIs for health, either personal or civic, was comparativelylittle thought of.

The most striking fact. in the recent history of educational hygieneis the shift nig of emphasis from control of passive environment toorganization of active education in the interest of health. In the totyalmnsA of interest and effort in the field of educational hygiene theeilviromnent2d factors are by no means neglected, hut the outpouringsof enthusiasm and money are now directed toward " health education."Faith in s:livation by environment has shifted to faith in salvation byindividual knowledge and effort. The pendulum perhaps has swungtoo far. It was a natural phase of war psychology that schoolinst met ion and training should be seized upon with almost fanatical
riligfrenzy as a solvent of many difficulties and a bal r many woes.It, was easy to call upon teachers and pupils to enh. as soldiers forhealth: the response was certain because a comPelling motite wasappealed to. As a result, too heavy a burden, perhaps, has beenlaid upon children. In our enthusiasm for active education we mayhave negkcted temporarily the importance of an adequate protectiveenvironment. This unbalance if it exists, will right itself, indeed isalready righting itself, as is siaiwn, for example, by recent reports ofcommittees aiming to define the scope of educational hygiene,' theresurgence of interest in cOnservation of vision,' and in the programsof the child health demonstrations in Mulls 'eld (Ohio) and elsewhere.4.11 a...

I Teacher means here what It means in statutes not only class Leachers, but supervisors,.guperintelidentm, ate.
--1E. g., Report of committee of the American Public Health- Association, p. 2, arid repot; of \bommittee of the National Child Health Council, p. S.

ISce 1). 27.
,8p 29.
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162 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 19420-1922.

The war, however, can not be given blanket credit (or blame) for
this redistribution of interest and emphasis. Many movements and
influences antedating the war had been working to modify the tQo
large reliance upon the effects of environment. Among these, tE-
mention only a few, were the rediscovery by a germ-obsessed world
that individual resistance is a large lactor in defeating the inroads of
the cominunicable diseases: 'the " neiver knowledge of nutrition," as
well as the newer knowledge of the internal secretions and the newer

c knowledge of mental hygiene; the slowly evolving conception of
physic:Ail education as organic education through fundamental
activities essential to physical, social, and ethical adju.Ament; the
massive thi-usts of the playgrounds-recreatiqn movement and the
various amateur and semiprofessional athletic movements which
tended to focus attention upon the vitalizing function of play in the
life of both children and adults; and the activities of the Womerib
Christian Temperance Union through many years, which brought
about the enactment of " temperance-physiology legislation and
made the teaching of physiology and hygiene mandatory in practically
\all of the States of the Union.

. This survey does not attempt to cover the entire field of educational
Atiy.giene: rather it attempts to present the developments within the
past four years in some parts of the field and to summarize the
i tivities of some of the organizations and agenries that are working
in, ehis largo, varied, complex, and rapidly developing -field, within
thk same period.

SCHOOL HEALTH SUPERVISION.

It was shown In the Biennial Surveyfor 1918 that health supervision
ill th public schools had suffered during the period of the war. Since
the elf se of the war substantial progress has hee l. made in compensat-
ing for halpe losses. Nms; htws have been enacted and old law's have
been ire ised. The scope of school health supervision has been
enlarged, und its significance is better understood. The data in the
following ections on State legislation, supervision in city schools and
supervision 'n rural schools, are taken mostly from ;an unpublished
stud* of the status of school health supervision made by Dr. E. U..\
Salisbury in (operation with the Bureau of Educ1tion.5

Slate legislation.----In 1915, 26 States had some form of l(gbislation
relative to school health supervision.° At present 39 States have such
laws. In several States the laws that existed in 1915 have been revised
and improved. Two tendencies noted in the report of 1915 show
iirQfiiiessive development in the legislation enactvd in the intervening
years. I These are " the broadening of the scope of medical inspection
into school health supervision" and "recognition of the education
department as the login' administrative authorit/." The following

=11011Moll.0

I See also 13u1t. 110, U. S. Public Healtb Satiric*, "Synopsis of Chtld yews Laws."
'Rapt. Com. Edue., 1916,,Vol. 11 Ch. XVII, p. 419.
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EDUCATIONAL HYGIENE. 163
tabular summary of State legislation for school lufalth supervisionshows the date of enactment and the character of the ..law in eachState with respect to certain important substantive and adminisirative
provisions. The points covered in the tabulation are: (1) Nature ofthe lay, mandatory or permissive; (2) laws of administration, bothState and local, education authority or health authority okjointauthority; (3) source of financial support, State or local;7 (411ragentdesignatki to examine or inspect,'physician, nurse, or teacher; (5)extent of tii examination or inspection, full or partial; s (6) whetherreports are required to be made to-parents or to bpard of education.

Summary of State school health supertision kyisl(ltiun.
Key to ubbretiatiörm Law mandAtory (11') or permrsive (1): adminktrative authority. education(E), health I I ). or joint (.1); finanvial support, Stale (;) ur local ( L'i; examination or inspection byph.vsician (P)i ), nurse IN), or teacher (T) ; extent of examination, full k}') or partial ( et); reports madeto parents (Pa) or :load of (;(1Lication 113).

..
States.

Alabama
Arizona
Ark.insos
California
Colorado
Conne(ticut
1)(11.tw:ire. ... ...
Hof . . .

1ieorgia .

Idaho ... ..

Indiana
Iowa

anqis . .... .
Kentucky....
Louisiana
M:une
Maryland .

Massachusetts
Minnesota
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North arolina
North Dakotit
Ohio
Pennsylvania ...
Rhode'
South Dakota
Utah
Vermont ..
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wis4onsin

-Wyoming

. . .

-..
N ours
of law.

P

M. pb

191.) 1 M. ...lull k
1913 I.

1916 1'
14.111 %11, 11 .1

1(41%, , l'
1u19 I ei
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Is.I1 1 Ci
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li NP ' C.: F I, P
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191.1 11 F E %4 L 1.1,..r
I) i 14 N I1917 'N1 E. E .. 'h, \ .1;1917 P 1: . E '11 .

191 ...) I' . J .. 1.* S, I. '11 N1914 11 ...1: 'Ill'19 M 11
.

F
i '11 N.1919 M, P J .. 1 J h N1915 1.11 f. . E _ '1'

Adniinist ration.

State.
ExPciited

by -

\

Extent
of -exam.1- neporta
nation. required.,

l't

11 ....... N

a For sight, hearing, and breathing by teachers.b M for larger CMOS only.
c Dental examination only.
d Teachers required to examine eyes and ears only.Option of local school board.I it in first, second, and third class districts, li in fourth class districts.

Pa, B

F

F

i'a, B

Pa, B

Pa, B
Pa
Pa

B
Pa,

11

B
Pa. 13

/ Local support is Implied in every law authorizing medical Inspection, even in those eases where It isnot specified.
/The distinction ls between authority for eomplete examination and for partial examination; e. g.,Alabama authorises complete examination; Cotorado authixiael itamiciatioa truly of *yes, oars, nose, 'tad throat.
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RuperviRion in City school& 1919 a simple inquiry was
sent to the 2,395 II a population (o. more. The
points covered were: Enrollment, total expenditures for s;chool health
v;ork, source of fluids, department administering, number of physi-
cians (full time and part time), number of nurses, salaries of physi-
cians and nurses, clinic facilities, and aid of voluntary or%inizations.

Replies were receiv(d from 1,595 (66.6 per cent). Of those, 1,117
(69.9 per c(nt) reported supervision by physicians or nurses or both."

These eit v rot urns demonstate wide variatio-n amon(: t St ates in
"the prevalence of school health In'I'V1s.1011. In throe States. Massa-
cliw4etts, New Yprk, and New Jersey all of the tic, that. rcpliod
to the questionnaire reported employment of physluilns ()r nurses (1r
both --a score of Ito p.br cent. ffii ! t lowest: SeOroti Wcre 'Wide
by South Carolina (10 ptIr cent) and Loukiana and Ncx (1.1.3
per cent ea(h.) Tile disparity is the more marked 11H1 it is :shown
that replies were received from 75 per c(Snt Of the tu i Nims;icliu-
st'tts, New Jersov, and New York, and only it) pAe cent, per (TILL!
and 10 per cent replied from South Carolina, Louisiana, and New
Mexico. The median for the IS 'ti i 's is 31 per cent.

Although there are in vcry State sonic cit ies maintaining health
supervisio;17 there LS all ubV 'IOUS t lOIL htMcoll the tskirReicr of

§r; the law (Or absence of law) and the extent, of health suporviion.
.Thus the laws in Massachusetts, New Jo v , and NO \/. Yc,r1N ;ire man-
dutorv: South Carolina and New Nlexictl have no laws ou t hi, subject, ;

and t he Louisiana law Only- roquires that tUaell(I'S make eNzinw tat ions
of sight and hearing.

5

The fo1loill;4. t able shows two t.hings: Tho relative frequency of
school health supervision according to size of cities: (2) relative fro.
quency of t three types of administrative responsibility --cducation,
health, joint.

Pupil
urnilifit t I t

Cif s having health super Auilwrity in charge.

N urn! reporting.

Total.
Nù sil- sliver

b1011.

io olio nr mote... 7s 000
r. IwNi ti 1)9 . III, .)r

.1 o0u i 'Pt/ 1.t.! 11
.41. ()ix) .. 9119 _ . .. '.f.1 41

1 000 1 VA . .... 49,4 11/
Uilder 1,00U..... 497 196

- -_-_-.-__

1101

A lahtplity In charge.

Edocmitql. j Health.

Num- Per
ber. old.

44
fit
441

e:09
158

Num- lecr
1)(r. te..t.

I

4-

;0
7

1.1 11+
s+
7+

43 14+

Num-
ber.

AIMNINI:

Per
vt

1 1'4

;11 '21 I-
21i :1 f

31
100 f-

aOf the 221 replirring, 41 reported Ptu supenislon and MO superviion by physician, or nurses: .()
reported supervision, but did not indicate satisfactorily Wilt either physicians or nurses wade the 4.1
hispections.

A similar itiquiry in 1911 hronfht returns from 1,4641 cities of whicb 760 reported some tom
Ripervisiou.bftith Rept. Coin. of Educ., 1915, Vol. 1, b.- XVII.
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*With respect to frequency of supervision. the t able shows diminish--,frequency from larger to smaller cit ies. In the g.ronp "enroll-npbnt 10,0001)r more" ofall 7S cities" report supAwision by phy-sicia is or nurs:Ns, or both, whereas in the " under " group onlyper cent report supervision of nny kind.
With respect to frequency of the daferent types of administrativecontrol the table shows that " earn is by far the most frequentin all groups of cit ies: " joint " administration is second in frequency;" health" is least frequent..
The following table shows a comparison of the t hree typos of admin-istration in cities of 1 0,000 or more with respect. to 40 Averageannual expenditures per pupil for school healt h \vork: (2) averagenumher of pupils per physician: (3) average number of pupils per1IitN1 nnd (1) por cent of cities having school clinics. The-relativeposit al of the three types of administrat ion for each of these fourø.

.

items is shown by t !WIWI) The lOn per cent assigned tohilaith is purely arbitrary: helilth is taken as the standard of com-parison b 'cause it. Is the lowest, in each of t he four Counts:"
Cost of sup(' isifin p(r raf-1) v11;1,1*(41171 and 7110%4. 11(7 rrn, of ritirsl(St iw)

Te of 1114,r).

.1.111

.

;

E11!1..I:i
Vet it fit .

Joint
Prr via

(1fth S ?ip(Tri.. (1 71

a

Cnq per 111,ipilq tier Pupils per
nurse.

-ftmEmm-mm...

1 'f.r rent
(4 cities
l..1 ¡fig

r ;Intl schnolv following series of (pies-.ent. to the 3,15S county, union, and district schools units,brouglit 2:286 answers:
(1) DrIes your county have a county school physician? A county

E.
school nurse? . . . .....

(21 111(1 work of such physician or nurse wider tho cont rol of the department ofedn, Atimi*.' ........ The deport-lent of ....... .
(:t) I if le7.1 such physician or nurse work for the dinolq full t i mob? .. Halftime? illy-fourth time? . .. Less? ... .(4) Is Hurl' iThysioian or nurse paid from school funds'? . . . Healthfund:?

000000 0000

()1 Is each pupil give() a yearly physical examination? . . IN there an at-t ompt to correct defects of sight? Hearing? Teeth? ........Throat? .......... Also skeletal deformities? Are public clinks prn .vided for the correction of defects? Is tlio trratniont free°(6) Is provision made for sanitary inspection of school buildings and grounds, in-Chiding water supply? ......
f 11,1 kithif geiviee in City Seliollc of the united StiteA," a 111;Art, by the joint committte onhealth problet in education, based upon questionnaire rIturns from 340 cities, 1921.
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Of the 2,2Rn units- making reply, only 70g, or 21 per rent, report
any service by physicians or nurses (20 per cent of total number of
such units). As compared with the city returns, employment, of
physicians or nurses is less than half as frequent in the rural areas.
of the TOS reporting units, -13 per cent report administrative control
by health authorities, 39 per cent by school authorities, 13 per cent
by vohintary organizations, and 4 per cent not specified. The work
is financed out. of school funds in 209 units, out of health funds in
215 units, and Out of other funds in 210 units. In the majority Of
cases "0 her funds' means funds of voluntary organimt ions, of which
the Red Cross is most frequently mentioned. It is interestin(,4
note that in 0n1y°95 cases is the administration specified in the hands
of-,a voluntary organization, whereas the funds are furnihed by
such organizations in 210 eases. The explanation of this discrepancy
is that, in many cases the funds are turned over to the school or
health ant hoi.ities to pay for svrvicys under control of these
ageucies. As a matter of fact most srholli-healfh work has its origin
in the voluntary oTanizat ions, and in the rural areas it is still very
generally in this primitive stage of evolution. indeed, in the smaller
cities this is true.: ;.-AiT cities reported aid from such anxiiiarY agencies.

The extent and thoroughne of the examinations is not revealed
by the questionnaire, but sight is spocified in sn5 replies, hearing in
1,5S5, teeth in Sur), throat in 710. and skeletal defffiinities in WI.
Fre( treatment to an indeterminate, extent is ref)ortcd in:21'2 units
a.nd school clinics in 1.17.

From the fact. that, so many more units report examinations than
physicians or nurses, it is obvious that in in:iny rases The only health
examinott6iiis that made by teacherA. (E. g., the report from Colo-
rado, whiA has a law requiring teachers to examine eyes and enrs of
school children, shows 1 I counties with physicians and nuNes, whereas
31 counties report physical examinations.)

In general it is evident that alere is prorressive diminution from
the large cities down through all lesser pimpuhit ion groups t the niral
areas in all phases of schooLhealth work and equally in the thorough-
ness and competency of such work.

A probable positive correlatio&between Ate charaCter of the State
law (or absence of law) and tliir extent of health supervision was
shown above with respect to cities (supervisi.on). The probable
Nmelation is not so clear with respect to the rural areas. It is
significant, however, that Minnesota, Iowa, wid Wisconsin (States
with county nurse laws)kand Ñew Y(irk*, New Jersq, and Pennsyl-
vania (States with mando6ry medical .inspection laws) have the high-
est sec:11'es. The States with no laws or weitk laws generally show
low kores.
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EDUCATIONAL HYGIENE.
, 1 (i7

HYGIENE OF THE SCHOOL PLANT.
It, is now generally recognized by educational official's that thereare some basic principles in the planning and construction of schoolplants. whether hirge or small, elementarybor secondary, urban orrural. These may he summarized as th'e principles of adaptationto uses (or functional a(1aptation), safety, hygiene, economy, andesthetic fitness./ These principles determine not only the planningand construction of the school plant as a whole; they are also oper7alive in the planning and handhniof all important details. Obviouslythese principles can not be safely eNpressed as immutable formulmor standards. Every school plant is an individual problem, and theapplication of these principles will vary in accordance *with specificn(;eds and policies. Study of successful practice in sehoo111ousep1an-ning, NO11 as the recent literature of the subject., leaves no gioundfor (14Hibt that the principle) enumeratod une.yitai to good planningand construction. Hygiene, for exam plef is the dominant principlein respect to lightin;z,. ventilation, toilPt facilitios and water supply,as safety is the dominant principle in reToct fo heating, entrancesand exits, corridors and .stairways. The other ..principle in theseinstances are accessory or modifying influences. .(The report, On Iii!rh School Buildings and Gr4unds of the Com-Inision on the Reorganization of 6ocond1ry EducAtion " illustratesisfae1 orily the implications and applications of this principle.Thr commission, in its report, on the Cardinal Principles of SecondaryEducation,12 set up ilealth as- One of the seven main objectives ofeducation. rf his report on IligU School Buildings and Grounds is inharmony with the earlier statement of Objectives. It, recognizes thatthe school plant is an important, influence for or against. health; froma preventive or protective point of view, by providing a hygienicenvironment ; from a positive Or constructive point of view, by pro-

.
viding facilities for active physical education.It might be assumed,lhat school lighting and school ventilation areso standardized that they are no longer 1A-e issues. There is compara-tively little of new scientific data upon either lighting or ventilation,hut unanimity of opinion is still lacking. This can only mean thatsome of the fundamental scientific determinations are yet, to be made.The present status of enlightened opinion witli respect to these twoimportant aspects of schoolhouse construction is about as follows:Eye hygiene and schoolhouge lighting.There is comparatively littleadyance either in knowkdge of flied-actual conditions of eyesight*.among school children or in the prihciples of school lighting since thepublication of Berkowitz's Eyesight of School Chikken (Bu. of Educ.

u Bul. liu. of Educ. 1922, No. 23. £1bidb 1918, No. 36.
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Bul., 1919, No. 65). The organization of the Eyesight Con;!trvat iOfl
Council of America and the-enlarged activities of the National Com-
mittee for the Prevention of Blindness have increased the amount of
effective propaganda for better eye hygiene in the s('1loo1q as well as
in industry and in the home, but no important additions of fact have
been made. (Ace p. 27- for summary of activities of Lhese organiza--
tions.) Perhaps the most significant :ulvance in scii9O1 ligt4ting is the 0

recognition that the pioblern is not solved hy the jorm4ilic "light
should some from one side only, the left side,'"-anlbi44e window
space should he one-fourth of the floor space." It is beginning to be
understood that. the lighting of a school building, like most problems
of constfalon and equipment., is generally an individual problem
and must be given individual study. This is recognized in the sm ion
?In lighting in the report cited above, in the report of the N70 ional
Child Health Council on school healtheork." It is more fully recog-
nized and exploited in the report of the subcfrnunit teo on school
lighting of the jOinteonmlittec on health problems in educat ion pub-,
lished in School Life, May 1, 1921 (Vol. VI, No. 9) . This report also
takes issue with the unilateral high t ing dogma. The " few and-simple
essentials for good daylight illumination" ari: given as followA:

1. The selection of a site and pl anemia that neigh hod n?, trees or buildings shall in
no case rise more th.an 15 above the horizoqtal plane of the bottom of the windows.
Large trees, so close to the walls that they can hp trimmed up to clear an ani.z1c of 60°
with thr hori'zon, may be permitted in warm climates, where it is important to keep
down heat.

2.. Plaeincz the Findows high enough to permit liAt from them to fall at an ancrie
of 15° WO' in the part of the room mOst distAnt from them, shim off 'all Aire of
light below 15°, and, p1acin7 much windows on all sides of the room available, afyi
especially to the south, Where the most light is obtainable. *

3. ( 'ontrolling direct stinliaht by lizheshades that will intercept and diff Mob it, and
drawn out of Mil way .when not needed for this purpose. Placing all ;laik stiados at
the bottom of the window, and drawing them up only as needed to rgist4
below which glare is excluded from the eyes. Usinq polished' shutters that swin7 on
a horizontal axis to reflect light on the ceiling when obqtructions to dear sky render
this help necessary.' s

Ventilat on.. The bienaial survey of edicational hygiene for 11116
included a summary of the iiivestigations of the New N.Qrk vent ila-,

tion commission and a tentative conclusion as follows/
Good air is cool air:notover 68° F.; it is moist atr with at jeak 50 per cent reist-

tive humidity; it is air in motion, free front. dust, bacteria, anA odors. Thiy Chief
prpblems in ventilation are maintaining at the normal jevel the body temperatuTe,
the elimination of dust as the vehicle of bactsteOaud the keepihg of indoor humid-

soniewhereity near the outdoor humidity.

Since that time there have been ntY important advances in knoWl-
edge of "good. air.". Winslow's statement quoted in-AePark's Public

1113u. of Educt School Health Studies, No. it 14
16
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lie Oth and Hygiene' (i-92-0), practically the same as that quotedahoy e, Is as follows:

'Hob air shoul I lie cool but not too cold; the air should he in gentle but not,excessive motion and ts temperature Fliould fluctuate slightly from moment. to momentthe air should be free trom offensive body odors; the air should be free from poison .oils arid oth isi ve fumes and Ittrge amounts of dust. The chief problem's of ventilatipn an. thost s of making the mechanical adjustments so that good air may be "served"to in.dour spaces.

Ill admirable review of " What Vifty Years Have Done for Venti-haion" is givenyby Dr. G. T. Palmer in "A Half Cefitury oUublicHealth," the memorial volume published by the Ainic.an Public
lb/4

I kld t h Association in 1921. As applied to schools, the conclusionsare as follows:
lu schools which are mechanicallylehtilated we must discard the 30 cubic\ feetstandard and also give up the

,

ictea that it is necemary to send air to.every point inthe room. The (xtremists, in )x70, wished tu _flush a room as a body..uf pulfcemen-would clear a hall, pushing La before thet-n. This was ventilation by displacement.We now vent i late by dilution. It .would seem that still better resets could 1.)(7! ac-complislitql in schools and auditoriums by substituting surface skim'cuing in place ufflushing. We niust also substitute.the intermittent br ejector type of air flow for themonotunuus uniformity which now characterizes mechanical veritilation. This willtuean chantlityg tilt, itilct regiAl.: hum it.s acCustomed placc on the inner wall Lu thehi betW1:11 th( direct radiation and the Outer wall. The course uf air !low Willlie tipwar act osteths, upper levefs of the rooms and dow.n the inner wall to the out-let. W i taws may then be opened with impunity, the mechanical air flow creatingan aspiratitp.! effect which will draw iu the cold outside air and send it over the room.Uy thig ilitqUIS WI! 8110 harmonize, the conflictint; interests uf the teacher who wantsthe window open and the janitor who wants it kept closed.The occupants of the mow, it is true, will nut be unifuriuly perNated. At timesthey will sit in an *atmosphere higher in (.?0 than under the old arrangeinent, butthey will not sit.in direct drafts of unvarying air currents, and consequently they-can stand lowei tempo! attire. It is almost impossible in many fan-ventilated schtiol-rooms tu sewn.; comfort at 68' F. temperature becaus:b of thy "apprecia. e air flowth rough the room, I'vhfb:h cools by cenv.eftion and evaporation; 70 ° itnd n 72' are
ot

more comfortable. Direct the circulating air yer the upper portions of the roomand tenkrraturei of 68 ° F. and even 65° F, ot uncomfortable. Dryness willnot be noticed with ov.erhead air -çirculation.
.

Air from<the windows will aid ingiving a pulsating or. ftuctuating motion to the mechanically propelled aiistreani,which will bei,kbuth pleasant and stitnulating.

PHYSICAL. EDUCATION. -
4

During t.11, past century there have !Alien many " movements"f each expresAng one or 'pure of Ole elements qoulposing a compre-hensive inoti6r4 progrIam of physical education (vhich includes, ofcourse, health trAining). Some are indigenous; some ire transplantedfrom foreigtt fields. Swedish gymnaseks, German turnverein, andBohemian Sokol are easily identified. Collegb athletics originated inEngland.. " School hygiene" was ban itriCié.rmany. The kinder-garten is also of German parentage. Its relation to physical duca,-
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.t
k ' 1( setion may not bo obvious, but Fvoek)el's prin6ifile of education diFfngh

\self-activity is more 'reaching than is generally retbog.nized. Vie% 1

Bcky Scouts may Ife regarded as English in origin..; but: there i's-C)
\about the pure Americanism of the Young Nten'i Christian

Associa'tion and Young WomeifsNleistiat Association activities, and
the ptitygiunds movement. Numerous national 'athletic organiza-
tions .

pit-omot Ion . ...

laveor the an( Conn.() o at i el Res grown p. 'Alost
of these iletic órganizations have been concerned with athletics ias,

reen a i r the oldAski. adolescents and adults, not as physic:al edtlea-
.. -

-girls..',Lion for f.:;:rowin'T boys,.aRd On the other hand, the phtyground
movement,,the Boy Scout's, the Girl Scouts, and others, .as-wal as the
in.stitutional organization of jIhysical.traininge. activities in thc, schools,.\
p ysical education of boys and girls during the period of growth.

ave been corrrx-4ned prinuirily,in their physical activities, with the

'Out of these and other movements- concerned with. tip! phys;ral\
activity life of boys and girls is emergirig slowly an understanding of
the true nature and irhpokance of physical education aspart of the
organized program of public education. ,,

Physical educ4Con legiqation.---The first S'ift\te., physical education
law was enacted in Ohio, 1901, largely throsugh Ow init iative of the
Women's, Christian Temperance Union. Twenty-eight now

irec-have physi6.1 educaiion laws. These are orvarying degr
tiveness a few trvd and strong; some so weak as to little
effect. Twetve States have State supervisor's of ph\ -;ical edlica.t ion,.
under the St ate departmots of education. In most .. of the laws
health instruction and training are specified as part of t he prograin
of physical education. (In Utah the designation is health e(Luca-
tion.)" Seventçen of these laws have been enacted since R)17.i'll

Expenditures fr physical cflucat;on.---There are no statistics that
are even approximately accurate of the expenditures for physical edu-
cation throughout the Nation. An attempt was made in 1 921 by
the Bureau of Education to secure data frotn t lie State departI'llentse
of education relative to the expenditures in the several States for
" teachers and supervisors of . litt..\:fical etluent ion. including school
health supervisors and nui'vs,." for the year 1920 ; also. esti'mates'for
the "year 1922 and far i ultimate' expcinditures 1,0 'insure -adequate,
and effective progrtim of physical education." Replies were received
from_ States. Of these, 10 stated that the State Ale(%) had no sta-
ii-si,ics of actual expenditures and no data upon Abich to bAs6 esti-.
mates of future expenditures. Thirty-two ,5ta1es, with ari hggregatepfrilation of 69,6.11 ,172, gave information of mime or less value. 'Of
those 32 States, 10, representing an aggregate population eof 23,9 14,08 4,.............. ,

.14 For summary of State _Awes see "Receilt State Legislation for Physical Education,'" Bul IN. of.

Aduc-, 1922, No. 1. .
6

1$ tor promotion of legislation by ths National Phpical Eduoation Service, seelp. 21:` .
or
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EDUCATIONAL HVGIENE. 171
returned replies showing- that the expenditures reported for -1920were based upon o records an( 1.heir estimates for future expendi-tures 'were based upon plans at least partly formed. These I O State$represent a little more than one-fifth of our total population: theyare widely distributed geeIrrraphically: they vary ..;reatly in optionliecharacter, in educat iona 1 tradition, and in present. educational status.With two or three except ioiN, they are the States in which State-wide.supervision has in:tdv the most rogress and in which the largest.expenditure$ are now made for physical educatiOn. V"Howing is atabular summary of the returns from these 10 States, arrosigedaemrding to bject of expenditure and amount of expenditure, pres-ent year est mate for immediate future and estimate f6r ultimatefuture needs.

Erpenditart.s for super is ¡wt.
vim.w-

Teacher
of ; 3114

state administration

Total

object. lir20

-

1922

$31 i , ;715 $690. K
10(xE, 937 sr, 1%0,, 9(Y)

1.1., 700 r" 1%0 sNu

Ultimate

31,0%,1,
II, 9,04.70o

271, (N)

L -is 3". 392 U, 0.0.160 ,1,1, 311, ti:io
am..- /Ow

If these figures could be taken as representative of act nalrexpelidi-tures t hroughout the country in 1(00 then 111(1 (1N1W14:(irt tires of t hecountry as a whole...would be about S20,000,000. .10 Sates,however, re not 'luny 1'epresentativ1, :LS they art% the leaders inorganization and expenditures. Total expenditures f6r the cuuntryprobablydo-not exceed $12,000,00 at the outside.
The estimates for needed future expeitditur4rtre probal)ly as a(xu-.ratti as any such prophecy is likely to be. On tli( basis of theseestimates for the 10 State's, the expenditure§., for the entrre country1922 should be about $40,000000, trnd a little more than.00,000 ultimafely. Such an estimate for 1922 was fallacious.That lount of money;could not have been spent -ngtonomi'cially andeffective y. Lack of competent peronnel alone would have pre-vented it.

The estimate of ultimate economical and O'ective 'expenditure of$60,000,0004s conservative, on the basis of present population. Onthat basis the cQuntry is not spending more than one-tifth uf whatshoufd be spent for this essential eductitional service.Physiol edycation in the cities, (1, eillu4rated in Detroit.--Mitny ofour CitiesliavQ developed impressive progivms of physical °educationduring the past decade. It would be invidious to mention Detroit.

but for the fact that the Detroit ghoul system is , one of (the out-standing laboatories of educational experimentation. The depart-,meat of physical education in Detroit in 1920 cliangecr i Liam*, to
a
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the dopqrtmont of iiealth education. It is administered as a i%

of the department of instNction, teacher training, and educ:LtLon:t1
research.

The program is characteriNd by boldness of conception, definite
educational purpos:i, unusually adequate facilities, and the experi-

, mental attitude on the part both Of those immediately in charge-and
administrativealso of the directors. e'rhe aim of the coordinated

department activities is to "give the child increased physical ability,
to insure normal growth, to avoid iceidents, to decrease jilt to
overcome defects, and to m:ike possible an abund:uiv of elierv and
vitality." - Achievement of those aims is soul.:Iit- by " ne(iti4inting
each child, Ilirowrh experiences, reading, and observatiolf, Nvit h the
basic elem.entsof ht-dth and instilling in him an inner urg.e to do
those things necessary to a healthful life."

`Ali of the department activities aim to educate the child n4')t only
to care for his personal health but also to give him the
physical and social, needed ror cooperation in t he solution of 4.01ifinu.

nity and national he-lath problems.. The líctivities employed are
grouved as follows: (1 ) Plays, (games, daneill!r, !ry11111t1t.11*., L ud swim-
ming: (2) conip..%titivo at lifeties; (3) health insIrnetion; (-I) Boy
Scouting.

Proviion is made in the sci4 schedule in nil trrades 'from lowest
to highest for from 30 to GO ininute a (lay tiorndinir on a(re of
pupils and type of school .Of :14.tive exercis under trailied teachers.
The character of the exercise like,wise depeluk up.on the 1.2:0, pirysic;t1
ability, and noynal interests of the eiiildren.:. Sex differentiations 61
Interest and*thility are observed. SpiTial provision is Made for Hid.
dren with defects more marked than with the average
ofiddren are ;discovered through the medicallexaminatio: conduted
by the city health deparintent, through 'observations mado lily

reguhtr teachers, and the nviTt detailed- observ4ions of the triiined
tieachem of individual gymnastics. Six typesW defectives are given
spechiLassistabnce through instruction Ntn4 .advice. Those with poor
postureto lay a better foundatitm for future health; 'with infantile
paralysis sequelwto prevent. increase of deformity; with post urai
sCotio8ist0 direct attention to proper orthopediC itreatment; with-
cardiac weaknessto s.trongthsu the heart by caiefully guper.vised
work and play during early stAtes ordisorder and to aid ill resisting
further.progress of disease; with weak and fallen arches---to pr(q)re
for iuture efficiendy.

.Competitive athletics, for both boys, and extends from tile
sixth grade ti;rdkigh college. The dominant Aim is to provide an
outlet for the natural surplus energy' of children: and to dirpo,..st-ba
energy constructive
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A te,,ntv.tive course or study in health has been prepared and is
!wing tried out in a hulked Humber of SHIM)k. The COUFSe is organ-
ized around six leading ideas: Normal gro.th, physical IICSSI
safety, defects, energ3r, and vitality. Each of these lending ideas or
motives is presented. -in its relation to and dependence upon nine
contributing factors: Fowl, rest, air, exercise, cleanliness, clothing,
Posture, leisure time, state of mind.

The Detroit public school system is the tiNt tho United States
employ .a,.field scout exectkive. Ile is rt member of tile -henith

education department and administratively rc.puilsihkb 16 that
depart molt , but is under direct supervisionii the Del roil scout execu-
tive. After 15 'months of operation, 2S 'Ilt t root): hAving about
Wif scouts and 150 volunteer male adurt leaders are super-
vised by the field scout executive. All general contacts bet \\ Cop the
Detroit schools and the 17000 Detroit Scouts are handled through
this tqlice.

Closely related to the department Of health education is the wprk
ill " safety edLication," which seeks to educate children in the princi-
ples and practii..e of accident prevent ioti."

qiy4,4a1 4ducat;o4 awl physical fitness.The immediate rvsults of
most,eaucational procedures can be tested ;Ifni measured. \-ith some"
degree pf.precisiuy. .s true of physical oducathiu both i1 its
physical activity aspect and in its health training :N)0(.1. The per-
manent effects of education are not easi in the body
politic of adutt society. We should 111.y to know wholly!' our faith
t fia t Iphysical education does produce results in ilicrrasM physical
fitness is justified. Doubtless it depends upon what and how much
is administered..

Comparisons are traditionally odious. A.t least t Ivy are hazardobs.
This is espodally true of stattstical comparisons rehit
efficiency: Tlw following is no.exceptiou to the hile. In view of the
fact, however, that systemati physical education has been universal

o in the Swedish schools for many years, it may be worth while to,r .venture one or two comparisons with ebndit ions in our own cotintry,
even though more complete knowledge of the facts should show titese
comparisons to be iilaccurtite or even groundless.

(1) examiition of 35,000 young men of military ago (21
years') in PUS in Sweden resulted in the rejection of only 1-1 per cent.
Our initial draft examintitions tesulted in the complete reitection of
abbot 16 per cent of those drafted. The partial rejection'amounted& more than 'twite as many. It would he well worth kiiowing
whether thi§ apparent difference is a real difference in physical fitness
or merely a difference hi standards and ipethdds of procedure! 11

, slit. ljisi, anothet citr4choul systeus that is atroustisaiety education.
9134S°..- 4.
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the diffetences are real, are they due to physical education or to other
causes '4

(2) In 191S. the physical examination of all hi0-sc1ìool, pupils of
Sweden ( a-ges 9 to IS) (rave, the rollowing results i-1--rit/.-rttrd to body
development: Vèry good. 76.7 per cent: good, 19.9 rffr cent; poor,
3.4 per cent." There are no statistics in the United States that are
satisfactorily comparable with t S\ edish'statis-tics. but t he results
of the examinations of Harvard freshmen wi.th respect to " bodily
mechanie6" oiler material for a possible comparison.. Probably
bodily development an d bodily mechanics do not mean exactly the
same thing, but they are closely allied. The Harvard reports18 show
that ' only 20 per cent of t he freshmen at entrance use their bodies well,
while 35 per cent use their bodies very badly." This would seem to
indicAte that the Harvard freshmen are distinctly inferior to the
Swedish high-school pupils with respect to ability to use their bodiqs.
Physical t raining is universal and compulsory in the Swedish secoAdary
schools (gymnasia 9 to 1S years of age) ; it is by mo means universal
and compulsory in t he secondary schools from which I 1 arvard freshmen
are drawn. If "bodily development" and " bodily mechanics do
mean entirely different things. Ikon% k at least a probability that,
there is a causal relation between t he physical training and the supe-
rior bodily development of -the, Swedish youth. This probability is
strengtheped bv the fact, that with respect to 9rganic soundness (i.e.,
freedom from disease or disability likely to be permanent) the Fiar-
varçJr1shnwn 'are superior.

figures aro, respectively: Harvard students 95 per cent' satis-
. factory and 5 par cent unsatishtctory; Swedis1ì4ligh-school boys 89.2

per cene satisfactory and 10.s Per cent uilsatisfactoTy. yt is unlikely
that the Harvard standards are inferior to those governing t he Swedish
xatninations. On the ot hor.hiqnd it is highly probable thatHarvard

freshmen, as a class, have had giod medical care from birth. Appar-
ently the Harviird students are better organically, even though they
are inferior meaanically. Whirlt are the. fitter, i.e., Ns*Thich Will live
longer and bear up more buoyantly "under the slings and arrows Ot
outrageous fortune 3"

ne two obvious and certain conclusion; are that " bodily sound-
. ness" and "bodily development" are equally,necessary objectives

of physical education, and that the possession of the one is not a
guaranty of the possession of the other.

I/Bee hearing before the Committee on &lotion, House of Representatives, 66th Cong., 3d sea.,jn
H. R. 11M2, Part 2, Feb. A, 1921, p. 123 ff.

le Similar figures ase reported by tbe Hen ard deportment of hygiene for a numter of years.
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VOLUNTARY ORG ANIZATIONS.

a

a'

Different types of voluntary 6rganizations inn wnee educationn1
hygiene in different and various ways. -A rigorously accurate classi-
fication of such organizations is not possible, as some of them function
in more than one way. The following classification%, however, shows
approximately the character of the organizations and the way in
whi.H1 they are related to and influence educational hygiene':

(1) Organizations the membership of which consists in whohx.or in
pail of childrbn and adolescents and which includes in the general
program of activities a more or less specific pmgram of health activ-
ities, su.ch as Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp-fire Girls, Younr Men's
Christian Association and Young Women's Christian Association, and
Junior Red Cross.

(2) Organizations to promote programs of health, instruction and
training in the schools and other organizations that control children,
such as the Child Health Organization or America," the Modern
Health Crusade of the Notional Tubercuh)sis Association, trhe Play-
(rround and Recreation Association.

(3) Professional organizations which directly or indirectly influence
the standafds and practkbes in the 'field of educational hv!riene, such
as the American Public Health Association, National Organization
of Public Health "Nursing, American Physical I I ei It h Association,
.kmerican Medical Association."'

(4) Organizations little promotion and study of special fields iii
hygiene, such as the Am.ericati Social Hygiene AssociAtion 3' National
Committee for Afental Hygiene, National Commit tee for Prevention
of Blindness.

(5) Operating organizations which carry 011%41N-its( ipiions, demon-
strations, etc.. either with their own funds or 1t Jj)J)1i(d by other
organizations. such as the Elizabeth NicCormick Fund,
National Chikl Health Counoil.

(6) Foundations which generally' ifre nonoperative but supply funds
for-research, demonstration. and promotion throwrh tither existing
organizations, such as the Rockefeller, Commonwealth. Nfilhank.

(7) Organizations devoted in whok or in part to promotion of child
welfare through creation of public ()pillion, promotion of Jegishition,
kfid-otilitr me.ajis, e. g., National Child Labvr Committee, National
Congress of MotheN and 'Parent Tveher Associations, Women's
Cbristian Temperance Union, National Physical Educatiofi Service.

Tile list of illustrations cited is not exhaustie, oven of the organ-
izations national in.scopé. _Sectional and local organizations are not

Now combineil with th* Anwilkahlidlilgjene Nswialion ;index tile name of Atheriesn Child
Associai ion.

wr q Espectelly through the )oint committee of Americnn Medical AAtnelatiou sad National Education
Association on Health Probierfis in Education.

Bee section on education and social hygieno, p, sa.
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mentioned. The number of t is large, and many are very
Furtliermoi:e, classiiicat ion I fl I 1i t. be ex tA%nded to include

a variety of other kinds of organizations, some of which exert much
influence, e. g., insurance companies, mitimercial Organizations, labor
unions.

Summaries of the recent activities of '1 voluntary organizations in
the general field of educational hygiene and theit' contributions
thereto follow. This list does not necessarily include all the organi-
zations that have made important contributions. Selection has been
determined in large measure by definiteness and concreteness of the
activities and contributions. It is probable that, a good many
other organizations have contributed very eirectively though less
obvio4s1v.

Buy Scouts.--The enrollment of Boy Scouts in 1922 wti,.s 421,865.
The educational -prolram includes instructicr4,and practice in both
preventive and curative measures, personal and public health and
first aid.' Beyond the indirect, iniluence of the scout's oath to keep

physically strontr., meiitally awake, an'd morally straitrht,"
and the eleventh law to keep " clean in body and thoutria, stand for
clean speecb, .glean sport, (lea!t habit:4. and travel with a clew I crowd,
scoutin beaN a direct influence* on edlleational hygiene thrwv.r.ii its
requirement.: for promotion to secu'al class first scouts and
the tiward of merit ¡lodges.

Of the -IS merit blidtres offered, 16 are for physical and health
achievements, such as atlileiiCS. Cantpiw.t., cyclim, first aid. ho.rse-.

manship. pathtiuding, personal health. p11ysica.1 deyolopment, public
health, stalking, and- swimming. These rquire a (lady practice of
hygienic habits. (taro of teeth; proper diet,.use of bath. know lvd!rp
of the effect of alcohol and tohacoo on Ow growing boy, value of
medical examination, and heAlthful gamos.

. The merit badge for public health requires knowledge of (1), the
chief causes and modes of transmission of such diseases as tubercu-
losis, typhoid, and malaria; (2) the disegse-spreading house fly ; (3)
proper disposal of garbage; (4) how cities should protects milk, water,
and meat supply; (5) trio sAnitary care of a camp, and tht, candidate
must, prod ueo s:Itisfactory evidence of having given activo coopei'ation
to health authoritim to prdvout diseases. Boy Scouts are active
leaders in the mutual spring clean-up put on by public schdols Of
Chicago and otiotr cities.

First it14, both elementary tutd advahced, is required of scouts
passing both sAltd-chiss and iirste:clais tests. Elemqntary first, Aid
ipclu,des treatment of injuries, fainting, shock, fractures, bruises,
sprain, burns,' scald4, carrying in jived, and Ap lisp öf b4ndages.
Advanced Grit aid covies metliods Of Panic preiattion; what to do iu
Cit8t3. Of tire, ibe, electric, ard gas#0eidt*its; what to.do ilia dog

*
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and snake bites: treatrpont of dislocations. pokonin(*, fainting. apo-
ptexv. sunstroke, heat exhaustion, and freezing; treatment of sunburn
ivy poioning, bites', stiner. nos,bble toothache, grit cin eye,

%cramp.. chills: and demonstration of artificial respiration.
Wv must also consider the health value of nfe out of doors for-

421.m1.1 Tiff Scouts. In the Staki of Nex Jersey 15.winutos a week
credit under the phvical training law.is f2;iven for outside act ivit
among which is mmtioned smuting.. Nox t-ork State in its physical
training law also reconizes scouting among its important- outside
activities."'

The Am?rican Red Crem.c.The Amer..can Red Cross is not cona-/
rolled directly with educational hygiene Co¡bsch(s)ol health work.
Indirectly however, it makes continuous and imiiortant contributions.

The Mansfieht, Ohio, child health dimonstration of the National
Child Health Council is financed by th:l. "Red Cross. (See- Child
I Ira It h ,Coun(' .)

The retrular nctivities of th6 Red Cross that bear on school bealth
work Hr.(' as follows:

(1) Much of the work of the 1.140" public health nurses maintained
by tip Alporican RiNd ( r-oss thr%)tr:ho.¡It 1112, United States deals with
hell I h rducat ion. In mAny coin nun ities I he only healt h work .cartied
on in the schook is done by the R.41 Cross !lust's.

(2) Women and girls (numborin 93.443) haire heel trained ifl Red
-Cross clasvs in !mint hygiene and care of Out. sick. A majority of
tLese class.'s havo boon carried on in hirh schook and normal schools.

(3) Centificates in first aid (5'in). have been awardod to persons
wkoa have been trained by t.6, American Red Cross. Many of th'ese-
are high and normal school stud tilts.

(4) Classes in nutrition (4.Q36) have been held. with an enrollme,nt
of 102,116., tho majority ilecònnect ion Nv i t h 'schools.

(5) Iletilth lectures. health exhibits, classits. and chilies haire lwen
conducted in the 377 health centers in which the Amer.ran ited CrEttis
luts bei.bn interested. School children have benefited in all raes. -1A7-

, In addition to, the activities mentioned's above, the Jul'or Red
Cross is inten:sted in good heaTthlin the schools and cooperates witik
official and volunfal3r figeneies to bring this about."

The Child Health Organization ofAnteried began life in I91S as the
"Child Health Organization" under the 4huspices of tho Nationaal

% Child Labor Committee. .. The bud grew so rapidly that it moll broke4
off from the parent stem. It was incorporated under its present name44

in Jalitiary, 1921. In the past two years it has lutule large *gains in
`"treight" and " weigh " due in large mature to thejoustantly., -

118re p. 13 for Integration of Uoy Scouts In tho bealth'eduosti.on program of pots.* public schools.
*The (Iguresin this and strcecling partlraphs are !be 1921-22.Virof the work of the Junior Rl CrossniNestAlishing I children hospitar la coopotation with tbe

.6abséseboots orepOratio, Wub., omb Proa at ma. 84 anima pooh, 10..
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increasing -interest in health education throughout the country."
The aCtivities and interests are.. varied, as shown by the foliowitg

(1) Jt has demonstrated the value of dramatic methods in teaching
health' throutrh the success of its dramatic characters. During 1921.
"Cho-Cho." the ';Tolly Jester," and Happy (rave 965 perform-
ances to over half a million children. "The Health Fairy." has
given demonstrat On performances and held conferences with' teachers
throughout, several States. jler experiences in Caliiornia are 'typical.
There sho viited 56 cities under direll ion of the State board of health,
gave 66 demonstrations, 1 çeonferences, and met over 72,000 persons.

Two new dramatic rhqracters have been created. One known as
"Joy demonstrates to teacherA how health plays may be put on
as ciassro;an games. with- only three rehersa Is; and " Happy has
developed the r6le of "Professor" Happy, in which character he
delivers -a Jeeture hiHI-school SI mien t s.

As a result of increased interest in health education in (alifornia, a
,stafT representative Of t he Child I lealth Orraniza t ion ismow employed
in California. and finances come jointly from the State and the San
Francisco Tuberculosis Association..

(2) The new publications Of the Child Health Orranization for
1921-22 include Nly I hleak Book " for high-school `girls;
(Health) Calendar"; " The Nutrition ( lass "; four healt h plmys dram'-
atizing stories from "Cho-Cho" and the " Health Fairy"; Miss Jen-
kins's Sketch Book," a. painting book for children; "Many Roads to
Health," a facsi.mile reproduction of a class health book; "The A'alue
of Weighing School Children," and others. Riming 1922 an ;trrani:e-

O ment was made one of the rill* publishing com¡otnies by which
some of its books for children are now distributed by 'that company,
and two new books have been published:' " Every Child's Book and
" Food and Health and Growth." Within the same period it has
prepared, in cooperation with the Bureau of Education for publication
by the bureau. three pamphlets: "Your opportunity in the schools,"
"Suwiestions for, a program for health training for elementary
schools," and "

4

e

(3) At the invit'aLinn of the president of the Child Health Organi-
zation a group of experts met in conference in 1921 to ccinsider a
revisiono-of the standards of weight and height of children. From
the etnference a -national committee Arco forrnedmof representatives
from various organizhtions. The committee will soon issue a report
on its findings.

'(4) The Child Health Organization conducts an increasingly large
corröspondence with educators and health workers in all pails of the

Ila No;eraber, 19n, the Child Health Organisation and the American Mid veils Association
vs* umnodlato I single " Amnion Child Health Association."
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world. From Tanwirv, 1921. t }Iron (ill .z 1922. 2R.7S5 leteers
were received, 4'2,99:2 letters Nvero sent, and 3,023 conferences were
held with visitors at the office.

(5) An international exchange of health posters made by school
children ha: heen established.

ifolionk Health Ed drat ;on ('I)nfrrenee. --This conference, held under
the joint auspices of the Bure;:u of Education and the Child Health
Organization of America at Lake Mohonk, June 26 -July 1, 1922,
browAt together about 100 per-4.ms ho had each solm:thing to
rout rihute to the solution of the many problems involved in " I lea 1th
,Educat ion and the Vreparation of Tvaehers."2b The membership
of the conference included pediatricians, nutrition speciali.sts, school
health supervisors, hygienists, physicAl education sp,bcialists, public
helth, and school nurses. superintendents of schools, college and
norm:II-S(111()( )l teachers, puhhc-school teachers, representatives of vol-
untary health oT7:mizat ions, and others. The work of the conference
wns carried on through general sesions for discussion and special
commit t t act ivities. both of which \yore concerned with the following
topics:

Sp
Subject !natter in health education: place of hotilth education ii

the curriculum; incentivi%s and !nut ives in health education; the
promotion of health habits suIcesses and failures: and the prep-
aration of teachers for health educat

The results of the conference discussio14, and deliberations ere
'precipitated in a brief statement. of rec(gqilmendatic . s follows:

1. RECOMMENDATIONS RFC; ARDINTO CONTENT AND METHOD,

I (I), Kindergarten through fourth grad,: That here. primary emphasis should be
laid upon habit forwation, in a hPa1t1Ifij1 (-11001 eaironmont. Health principles
should ho einphmized in relation to actual situations and in the projeét work in
these grades.

(2) itt the fifth and 8ixth gradts the haeis should be more broadly biological and
* ehortld convey a concept ion of the functions of the body as a N.1io1e, although the

content of the course should still be correlatz.el with health habits and practices.
Tn the junior and Rt-iinr high schoqls. while continuing the effort to fix the habits

and broadeg the knowledgr indicated for previous grades, problems arising from
group activities offered in the school, home, and comtiunity should be stressed. In
these grades the dominant idea should .be se.rvite.

3. .RECÖMBIENDATION8 REGARDING HEALTH EDUCATION FOR TRACHEAS IN TRAINING.

(1) IrealM education in a training school should include three lactors: (a) A student
health rrvice: (b) henithfifl surrounditws; (c) content course or courses.

(2) 'Student henIth serriic.The Sttuientycalth Service should include: (a) A
complete hearth examinatioh and such subsequent examinations as may be necee-
nary. (b) Health advice and supervision of students throughout the. course. (e)
The 'correction of remediable health dtgects. (d) Tho maintenance of It healthful
regimen of living. " Healthful living" shall be understood to include proper hours

plebs report publisbed by the Child Health Organizition, ion.
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of play, romance, and coni petiticin Ajmulate int(!res in a tudy that
()then% ise is likely to be prosaic und mon(44)nous.

The results are not entirety easy to summarize or evaluirtc. Nu-
meric:ilk- it is certain that, tnilliolis of children of all L;Tades and in
all pans of the country have " enlisted its cr-usa41ers." In 1 7 States
the crusade program has bcen adopted, or strongly recommended.
by the State education depqrtments as all 111I0(rrtii pall, of dielletiitil
instruction in the State sch(lols. 'rink Ohio State ctiurse tudy in
hygiene, published 1(_1''l I..)y4 the State department, has the crusade
for its foundation. A numi4r of other State depart !news a-nd a larger
number of city depart meats of education have (Ira vn from
the crusade in thtiir manuals for teachers.

The 1 92 23 edition of ehsade includes graded sets of
chores for the third, fourth, and sixth grades. .lind,ako a nutri-
tion edition designed for use'. by linden\ Okla, Tins exem-
plifies the purpose of the directors Of the crusade' to modify and
develop the program in accuntance with redities.

'Ile tendency 'of scildoi depart inwits, statfb and city, to adapt the
cusade material and methods to broad pro.rtanis of health telbehing,
to :-;elect and 'incorporate appropriate parts Of, the crusade program,
Is tc.stimony Po tilt! it. :dity and probable permanence of this invasion
of the schools by an extramural friend und co\yorher.

Natiormi Physical Edurotion rvice."Fhis organization was estab-
hslieki in i 9is as a special service of the Playground and Recreation

wiation 'of 1mericti for purpose of promoting physical Anent ion
ie4eislation,,State and National. At the time it \kw-4 established t here
vere 11 States having physical education laws. SincP that date 17
others have enacted physiezil education legislaiion S in 1 9 I 9, 4 in
1920, 5 in 192 1. In all of fhese States the Nat ioaal Physical Edu-
cation Seirvice has given substantial :rid 'in bringing the legislation
allout, by furnishing drafts of bilk and inform:1.64in necessary for
perfecting bills in process of mutt ment and also material for publimity
and by personal service of field representativ.es. In these States and
Other States the Physical Education Service has also done a large
amount of preliminary publicity and organizAtion work preparatory

'to the legislative campaigns. In 1.92 1 legislative canIpaigns were
conducted in 8 States where the bills failed of enact men f: The ground
was broken and cultivated to such an extent, however, tilt t success
is confidently expected in the next biennial session (1 923). r'

In .addition t() aiding in the promotion of new legislation, the
Physical Educatión Service has remlered effective amistance in sev-
eral States in defending existing.legislation against economy threats
in the legislatws.

10.4iMilltIMIN....4

II '1 he compulsion of these laws has been a stimulus to thousands of educators to do klop better constent and methods of LAstrurtiop in this fluid.
41.
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Another impòrtant and growing funct ion. of tho PhLysical Education
Service in States whei'Y legislation 'has been enacted is that of stimu-
lating the educational authorities t o detvelop and strengthen t he physi-
cal education pro'grains authorized under t he laws. ti was recogliized
ivhen the establishment of the Phvical Education Service Was under-
going incubation that. the enactinent, of a law was only the first\ step
in securing an effective state-wide operating proZgnun pf physical
education, and it was foreseen, therefore, that this stimulative func-ton Would become pro!rressively more imp'wtant. Coincidently Nvith
this setvice is the equally iniportant anti more necessary service of
'building up popular appreciation itnd support. To i hat end the Serv-
ice works throut,rh many other organizations; furnishing them with
information and snxestions for effirctive activity.

The Physical Education Service has carried on a continuous, per-
sistent, and ctImulative CaMpaign for Federal legislation since the
original Fess-Capper hill proposing Federal 1eadZ.Ts11ip and encourage-
ment to States was introduced in 1920. Extensive hkrings were
held before the Senate Committee On Education and Labor in Nfay,
1920, and before the House Committee on Educ'ation, iii February,
1921. Indorsement of the of FecloraLencouragement to physical
educatio.bn was given by. both tkie presidential ckuldidaty,..in thq
campaign of 1920 and express ind()Nom:rat was givvn in tWZepub-
bean platform. In 1921, tiik ress-Capper bill (II. R. 22 and
S. 416), revised to overcome a number of reasonable objections, was
reintroduced. In the administration ph*. for rporganization of
Government departments provision is made. for (mh-Trod recognition
and support of physical educatiim in the propose reorganization of
the Bureau of Educi14,ion.

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS PROMOTINOTIEALTH.

The American Public IJ.ifh 1ocia1ion has ti standing committee
on school health progsapi. The latest report of this committee (621)
set forth the ,fundam.eptal requirements of a modern school health
program,4;tuuputg-utem as follows:

L Health Prokctiour(u) Sanitation of tho school plant; (b) examination.
(1) physical, ychorOgical: (c) coinniurihablo diseas, control.

g...-Correct Defects.(a) Special classes; (b) clinivs; (c) follow up.
Health I' rnotion (a) I 1ygie0 arrantot wont of the daily program; (0 phys-

°, ical açtivities; health instruction and motivation for teactior, pupils, and parents..
This report seeks to fix a standard terminology and tubspecity the°

activities that logically can be carried on-jn a school health program! n
Committee on Health Problentg Eduation.---This committee was

established in 1911 as a joint committee of theCouncil of Education
aya :Way. a a yam. . a.- y -
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and the American Medical. Association. In 1921. after 10 years of
activity, it was form.ally estab1ish0 as a.permanent committee

9f %the National Education Association. Throughout these years
there has been effective cooperation with the Bureau of Education,
especially in the matter of publication and distribution of reports in
the earlit3r part of the period. The 'loaner studies produced by this
commit tee have been r-tviewed in former Bienhial Surveys: " Rural
Schiazlhotises and Grounds"; "Minimum Health Reqftrements of
Rural Schools"; " Health Essentials foi: Rtural 41lool Children'
" Health Chart Report"; and Health Chart Series." The recent

, activities of the (1,o'mmit five may b.e summarized as follows:
I. Studies completed And published:
(14 A parlphlet entitled "The Teacher's Part in Social Hygiene"

has been prepared in coo,peration with the American Social Hygiene
Ass6ciation and published by that association (1921).

(2) " Health Improvement in Rural Schools" completes the
introduc.tory
.

plan of the Commit:tee for promoting a complete health
proqam in rural schools (1922).

(3) " Health Service in City Schools of the United States" is a
careful summary of the equally careful questionary reports from 3-40
city school systems on current organization, methods of work, and
actomplkhment s 111 s(lìool health ..9rk (1922).

(1) " Daylight in the Schoolroo.m" is a report on sAool lighting
published by School Life (May 19214 and in ta number of scientific
and educational periodicals. Unfortunately it has nut been issued
as a separate pamphlet.

II. Studies in progress or projected:
(1) Report on "Neptilation of School Buildings." The report will

represent the up-to-date and practical findings.
(2) Projected:
(a) Mental Hygique for Normal Children; What Every Teacher

Should Kpow About it,.
4

(b) Making-Athletiu Gaines Safe and Ilealthful for School (iNildren.
(c) Standards of Health Noilus and Defects uf School Children.
(d) Health and Efficiency fur Teachem.
(e) Essentials in the Hygiene of Instruction and School ganage-

ment.
JAI. The committee undertook in April, 1922, as a major project,

the preparation of a program of health education for public-school
teachtrs and teacher-training institutions. The purpose is to "study,
inierpret, and coordinate the materials .and meth6ds in ,health
education io that the schools of the cpuntry may be provided with
an educationally sound program of health teaching and training."
Subcommitt. have been appointed to grade the,.health-teaching
material for detarten. .erlementary schools, high schools, and
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4; normal itwhooLs: and to serve as " technical groups to juthre..and
organize- material from the standpoint of teachers, physicians,
educational psychologists, dentists, nutrition- experts, teachers of
physical education, biologists, and public health speciiiiists." It is
planned to issue a preliminary report by the end Of I 923 " to provide
the best available guidance to the schools Of the country relative to
health teaching in the immediate future."

IV. State committees on health !)1 ' l)%UJS in education. The
American Medical Assoc1 a4ion in 1920, thcough its house of delcgatel,
" voted to urge upon each of the State medical societies 'tliat
committee Of five physicians be appointed to Cooperate with a
situ committe.e of the State Teachers' Assoc 'at iofl us a joint S'tate
committee on health problems in education." This act w as
indorsed by the National Education Association in 1 921 and each
State teachers' association was urged to appoint such a committee.
Forty-four. St ate medical societies have acted and have oppointed
their committees. No information' is available at this time rehttive
to the action of State teachers' .tissociatinhs. The committee On
health/ problems in education etirging the State associations to act.
The " National Committee" "can promse material and secure data
of groat value, and can recommend measures 4tat would secure
better health conditions in the schools of the country," but the
adoption and effective Operation of such measures must depend
Arpon orgvized tttte and local action.

American Physical Education- Associotion.---The Anlerican Physical
Education "Review, published by Ake assoejalion, gives annually
Over -100 pasges olt material which isepresents-th(rbest 'articles printed
on physical education during the, current year. It includes,

prtictical hints to temichers, news notes, and abstracts from
current in1gazi Il( article's'. Matsu abstracts are largely from medical°
iterature'. During the liast two years the association has prepared ,

(through its committees or-in copperation with other organizations)
am! published: (1) Uniform Medical and Physical EN amination
Blank for College Students (alsO used by secondary° schools); (2)
ptlysical efficiency'tests foi. elementary schools, 'city and rural; for
secondary schools, boys and girls; Itnd fti. Young Men's ,Christian
Association, -Young Women's Ch.risiian associatiùn, crubs, and
industrial organizations; (3) a ve-year stu've3v of college physieal
education; (4) a classifidation for a physical trainihg Nary with
complete inde:.(, based upon a study of the beAst libraries of physical
education in the country. It is a complete revision 6f material that
has gone through four reviions during the past 30 years.

Society Qf college d'ireetarls of physical e4ucation.--the most notable
activities and achie'vements.'of the sociéty of physical directors itlp
olleges' (twins. the past two' yeaies have been ,aiong the line of
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EDUcATIONAL HYGIENE. i

clarifi cation of the nims and scope of physical education Ad of the
rein I it)n of physical education to general education. .

TW PTO!' 11s hn ye been ISSUed /LS folloWs:
(1) A rjlporron the "Aims and Scope of Physical Education." by

a speci:11 committee of the society. (Published in the American
Physical Education Review, June, 1920. .k slightly revised report!
as adopted at the annual meeting in December, 1920, was published
in Scilool Life, Februalw, 1921.)

(2) In cooperation vith the United States Bureau of FAucat ion,
i;o'nunittee- (4 the society in 1920 Ilia& a quinquennial sun 1) ( I he
physical edwoation in c4)Ineges. (Published by the American Physical
Eduibation Association.)

A tHerican School Hygiene ARRnriatiodn.,----Thy ashria t ion was estab-
lished in 1907: Up to the time of the.war it held 'annual in)-egt,ing;;,
published an annual volume of proceedings, and setved as a clearing
house for the workers in the various fields of school hygiene. .It
organ ized *and conducted the fourth international congress on school
hygiene, Buffalo, 19131 r1111i war interrupted its, activities, and ,no
meet ing waslield in thiN years 1917 and 191$. Nieetings were resfuned
in 1920. The proceedings for the years. 1920 'and 1921 have been.
published. The association has also published, in cooperation with
the American Red Cross, a pamphlet entitled "'No School
Dealt Whtit Mothers Should Do About° It." This pamphlet alms
to give mothers awl teachers a practical knowledge of 'Ow. diseases
and body defects that sC:irool children in a large measure fife sii4Yct1o

toto; a knowledge of 'what loovk for as evidence of the existence or
approach of these evils how to prevent their occurrence; procelure
in securing thilir cure or.Ctorrect ion.

lnerica1l StwientRt alth Association .This association was organ-
ized in 1919. Its membership is. composeti ofpnen and wonaen
engaged in student health work in Colleges and univeisities. Annunie
twit ings are held. preliminary study,by questionnaire has been
made of existing Oonditions of studka health service in colleges and
univ.ersities. A beginning has been

t (
of an employment bureau

for men interested in this line of work. The secretdy is Warren_ E.
Forsythe, director universdy health service, University of Michige.

NUTRISION IN EDUCATION.
11,

Nutrition work has penetrated the .schools with'astonishing rajDid-.
ity during the past four or five years. Nutrition classes for malnour-
ished children have spread like influenza, and instruction in nutkition
114 takeR almost, the first place in the school health program. Two
'State departments of education, New York .and Penfis:tana, employ

. nutrition supervisors. the recent development of the Vower knowel-

edge of nutrition" and the consequent leaping dei1 for instruoebI
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tional work in nutrition by social welfare and educat ional organizations
have demonstrated the nedessity both for work of this kind and for
preparation of the workers.

Nutrition. dinieg for d'elicate chibirrn.---This national organizalion
was established in 1919 with the following chief obj4Ttives: Deter-
mining methods for identifying malnourished Children.; organizing
phygical grftwth and social examinations and a nutrition program by
means of which the causes of malnutrition can be found and removed ;

training physicians, nurses, teachers, and other experienced persons
in the technique of administering this nutrition program. Nutrition
institutes on this basis havb been held in Boston, Chicago, Rochester,
New Haven, Hartford, anchester, Grail Rapids, Battle Creek,
Lincoln, Denver, Atlanta, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Ilonolvlu, and
other cities. Work in health education has been done in connection
with public schools in these and other cities. The program has
proPed to be applicable in rural, parochial, and private schools.
Satisfactory results have come from the organization of this preven-
tive medical work as a community program in cooperation with
tuberculosis associations and various types of child-helping societies.
An interesting feature is tho work carried on during the last three
summers in connection with boctor Grenferf undertakings in Lab-
rador.

The New York Nutrition Council was organized in 1920 with the
primary purpose of providing a clearing house for the multiplicity of
organizations in Ne\'' Yórk City that in one way or another are con-
cerned Nrith -h`utrition work. Approxim.ately MO organizations are
represented in the council. The council, through committees, has
prepared and issued a number of important repqrts, including.
"Record forms," "Training standards," "Correlation of nutrition
activities," " Nutrition bibliography," and " Height and weight as
an index of nutrition." These studies and reports have developed
p'rimarily out of recognized needs in the' New York 6e1d, but they
will be equally useful elsewhere.

ORGINIZATIONS IN SPECIAL FIELDS IN HYGIENE.

National Cornrnittee for Mental flygiene.The division of education
of the National Committee for Mental Hygiene has recently directed
much atteention to the probleins of . mental hygiene of childhood.
ts surveys have reached into the schools. Dtiring the last two years

en State surveys have been conducted, and a few cities and coun-
ti have been studied in addition. In the recent surv-eys special
atte on has been given to school children. They are studied with
reference to mental diagnosis, school retardation, behavior history,
environment, personality make-up,eto. The survey that was coin-
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EDUCATIONAL HYGIENE. 1 g7

pleted in Cincinnei, May, 1922, included over 4,000 public-school
children. A similar study has just been completed in Louisville, Ky.

In the Cincinnati survey
Conducted in order to find.out what proportion of the school children are mentallyhandicapped, mentally maladjusted, rind hence likely to furnish (is with the zristfor future juvenile and adult courts, jails, delinquent institutipns, dependent insti-tutions, and the likea study was msde of over 4,000 school children. Two per centof these public-school children were classified as fek.Ible-nainded, 2 per cent as rases;of borderline mental defect, 3.5 per cent wervti iatznosed as nervous and psychopathicchildien, 4.8 per cent as sqnnrinal, 0.1 per cent were sufferinff from epilepsy, and0.7 per cent from endocrine disorders. Approximately 6 per cent showed conductdisorders.
Whatever we spend to-day in adequately studying, treating, and trainin .Y. thesechildren will be returned a hundredfold to-morrow in prevention of crime, insanity,and dependency."

A survey of the teaching of mental hygiene in normal schools wasrecently conducted by the questionnaire method under the auspicesof -the National Commit tee for Mental Hygiene. The result of this ikstudy was published in- the January, 1921, issue of Mentfil Hygiene.The survey showed that, although few normal schools. are givingdefinite instruction in Mental hygiene, many are interested in doing so..Another repent development in 'tile organization of the National
Committee foVental Hygiene has ben t he. 6stab1ishment of a divi-
siori on the prevention of delinquency. This division plans to fur-
nish demoristrsation psycLiatric clinics to a limited number of juvenile
courts in this cou-ntry. °One is already established in St. Louis. it

. is cooperating with the public schools and other agencies dealing with
children. Another phase of the work of this division is the conduct-ing of demonstration clinics in communities over an exteRcied periodof time. -Such a clinic is now in operation in Red Bank. N. J., serving
Monmouth Countz. This cliniç is making special sues of schools
and schobi children, including mental and physical examination, per-sonality studies, etc,, with recòmmendations for treatment. Thisclinic cboperates Nvilth other health and social agencies in that com-munity.

National Committee for the Prevention of Blindness.The work ofthe National Committee for the Prevention of Blindness includesresearch, promotion of legislation, and educational activities. Itcarries an intensive studies ink the causes of blindness and deteri-oration of sight add metholls of prevention. It prepares bills dealing
with prevntion of blindAess and sight conservation and aids in legis-lative campaigns. Its educatjonal activities include preparation oflitetature and graphic material, cooperation with educational institu-1dons,. and other appropriate measures. In a large sense all iti activi4

kiwi el the Mental Hygiene Survey of Cincizunti, May, iv, p. ii
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ties are eauca!vmai. for they all converge upon menqures for
cow:el-vinz vision and the trainin7 of the visually handicapped.

1)nrin7 the past two years the committee's moro important contri-
butions have been a-s follows: Three films have been produced under
the title " Sa vino. the Eve of Youth," and a larre number of slides have
been added to the loan collection. It has held several conservatione.
of-vision weeks. has exhibited at a number of health expositions, and
has (riven 410 lectures in 15 States. The committee conducted a
sptHal educational campai(rn in Porto. Rieo at the regrest of and in
cooperation with the Children's Bureau, and it cooOrrated with other
oranizationz; in underwrit int.): and arrawr1n7 'for n course in Columbia
University summoi. school for trainin,Y teachers of si,rht-consorvat ion
classes. Model le(rislation rovering all phases of preventing blindness
has 1?een drawn up ¡Tv ihe committee. A cours'e has been outlined
for normal schools to prepare teachers to conserve the sig-ht of their
pupils. It has distributed- 311,867 pamphlets and bulletins and
23,406 sets of posters.

The EycNight Con vervation Council was organized in 1920. Its
chief Ac.tivity in the first year was cooperation with the Federal Engi-

e neerin'T Societies in their study of waste in industry. The report', or
the !loom. Committee on the Elimination of Waste in Industry
included a sect ian on eye conservation in indust ry, ombsequently pub-
lished by the council as "Eyesight Conservation Bulletin 1."

The council has also published a number of foldprs: also n Vision-
t estin7 Chart for Schools, with special lit erat ure for the whool-teacher.
Many fhousand copies of the vision chart and folders hnve been sent
to Ruperintendents and teachers thropg6ut the country. All super-
intendents of education are on the mailing list. of the orpnizat ion.

14.7 izahdh lIcCorm ick Memorial 'Pr/M.The activities of theEliza-
beth McCormick Memorial Fund have been concentrated on the
health of children. Within the past two years the fund has continued
to promote open-air and open-window rooms for frail children, ns well
Rs for well children; in the latter connection making special studies
of the ventilation of schoolhouses in an effort. to secure natural ven-
tilation.

Thg organization has been especially interested in undernourished
children, and in this connection ,has promoted the establishment of
scales in schools, weighing and measuring of sibildren, the establish-
Tent of milk service in gchoots, and adequaie lunches. -As iMensive
work it has carried on nutrition classeg for undernourished children.
In one high school.nutrit ion c ses were maintained for the freshmen,
physiiilogy.cre!dit being given

r
or this. One physiology period during

the week wits given in charge of the nutrition.,*-orker from the fund.
In Connection With the nutrition cjasses, each child is givAm a come

plete medical exalnination.. Intensive study is made of cases thit fail

020-1922.
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to gain. The fund has cooperated with two school systems, of about
6,000 pupils each, Oak Park and Joliet, Ill. The work in each ofthese places has been under a special health teacher in the employ ofthe fund. The plan in each has been to develop a program of health
education which could later be taken over by the existing forceswithin the school itself, one important phase of which has been thetraininr of the teachers already in the schools in subject matter,
methods, and devices. Statistics on weight, height, rate of growth,
physical condition, and anthropometric measurements have been
gathered.

Six institutes for the training of nutrition workers have been con-
ducted by the fund at its htadquarters, the last two institutes being
held in 1920 and 1921.

ORGANThATIONS AFFECTING PUBLIC OPINION AND LEGISLATION.

National Child Health Coupril."This is a council of national organ-
izat iorN, founded in March, 1920, as a coordinating agency for child
health aétivities. There are six constituent organizations: Ameri-
can Child Hygiene Association, American Red Cross, Child Health
Organization of Amorica, National Child Labor Committee, National
Organization for Public Health Nurses, and National Tuberculosis
Associaj ion .

The chief activities of the council up to the present time may be
summarized as follows:

(1) It serves as a clearing house for the plans and policies o'f its
constituent organizations and ir increasing mehsure as a clearing
house for information generally in the field of child health.

(2) It has created advisory committees, three of which have pre-
paredimportant reports, as follows: (a) Report on Desirable 'Health
Provisions in State Laws, published by numerous periòclicals; (b)
Report on Health for School Children, published by the Bureau of
Educatiori: (c) Report on Nutrition, published by the United States
Public Health Service.'

(3) Organization and general supervision of a demonstration in
methods of solving child health problems of children, for which an
appropriation of $200,000 was made by the Red Cross.

s "THE MANSFIELD DEMONSTRATION."

In August, 1921, 'Mansfield and Richland Counties, Ohio, weft)
selected for the demonstration, as fairly representative of the average
of American life with respect to economic conditions, community
responsibility, and existing institutions necessary for cooperation.,

The National Child Health Council was liquidator; Ln Mareh, 1923. Most of its functions were taken
over by the American Mild Health Association.
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It was believed that the results achieved in such a community would
be applicable in the majority of American communities. Under
direction of Dr. Walter II. Brown, work was actively begun in
October, 1021. A special report from Docter Brown in' September,
1922, gives the following. summary of what is planned for the"' school
health " part of the demonstration:

I. "'learnt Educatior...This will include all the curricular activities in the school.
The director of health education has been officially appointed by the city and the
county boards of edtwation as surrvisor of health education in fht schools. Thit
will give us au official entr(e into the schools. With this as a basis. we are thinking
in the following terms:

(a) Ikalth institutes: We have just conducted a four-day institute for illustrating
methods and content af health teaching. In addition, small institutes will be held
dining the year.,

(b) Extensi)n courses; The State normal schools have agreed to (-rive credits for
an extension course which will be established at Mansfield.

((.) fforts are being made to have included in thv normal schools such courses as
the National Child Health Council and its advisory committees shall wfirk out.

II. Mall,: AS:uperrision..This will include a working alit of the usual medical
inspection of the schools to SUit local c6ndi1ion8.

(0.) Medical service: It has been possibk to sccure the active Cooperation, .of the
local physicians, under supervision of the director of the demonstation, tu carry out
tire program of medical inspection.

(b) Dental service: The same conditions are arranged for dental service.
(0 School nursing: It is planned to try out the school nursintz as a part of the

generalized nursing program. At present we are furnishing nie-sin;.; service in
Mansfield to.eyery school every day. We are just working out a plan that is less
intensive for the rural area.

Burma. of Educational Experinifnt$.This is a "group of men and
women of varied p.rofessional backgrounds" oi-ganized for the
furthering of the " cooperative study Of normal children in a normal
environment." Its department of socialfmental, and physical
experiments is concerned Nvith the experimental .study of children's
growth anil the relation of growth to social, mental, and physical
needs. In 19 -1920 the bureau conducted an elaborate "nutrition
class experi ent iil Public School 64, N(i.w York. A very complete

y
report of this e*periment has been published under tile title of " Health
Education and the Nutrition Class." The report includes an accurate
description of the educational theory and procedure, studies of height
and weight and mental measurements, and analysis of the health
examinations. The significance of this piece of detailed experimenta-
tion is well summarized by Professor Bonser, of Teachers' College:

The unity of life which has been brought out by the experiments must be
appreciated by any program which can hope to accomplit much. It may be a

disai7pointment, yet at the same time it is a helpful fad, that to raise a child's
weight from subnormal to normal involves Max* the entiie life situation of the child,

% . the school, the health *orkers, and parents, and even the community.
;
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Through its department of information the bureau oirers its servicesfreely to those desiring information on current experiments.
National Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teacher Assoc ivtionInc.The National Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teacher

Associations has branches in 41 States, the Territory of flax% aii,*andthe Territory of Alaska. During the past two y.ears local organizationsall Over the United State have presented programs in connectionwith the various phases of_ hpalth and physical education. TheBurmu of Education's Health Education Leaflet No. 5, Child HealthPrograms for Parent-Teacher Ass(riations and Women' Clubs, hasbeen widely used. In many States special progravis on health havebeen prepart?d and distributed to the locals. Health plays have alsobeen given. As this organization believes that it is beto;r to have astrong mind in a strong body, it does all that it can to bring to theparents and teachers everywhere the necessity.or teaching righthealth habits.
The national organization, through the Women's National

Legislative Council, has cooperated consistently in the interest ofFederal legislation looking to the physical education of school children.
National Child Labor Conowitty National Child LaborCommittee, which is " incorporated to promote the interests ofchildren," has contrilluted consistently during the past decade andinure- toThe.progress of educational hygiene. Its effective insistenceupon physical standards for working papers in State legislationgoverning child labor has borne fruit in a number of Stat4s. Itsother major coiltribution has been made through its survey of Child

welfare, state and local. In the past two years it has cofiducted asurvey in Tennessee for the Tennessee& Child Welfare Commission,which included a thorough study of health conditions. It has alsoconducted two local surveys as follows:
(1) It participated in the survey of child health in Erie County,N. Y., made under the direction of the National Child Health Councilin the fall of .1921. (Mothey and Supplement for May, 1922.)(2) A study was maAle of health conditions of 1,200 working childrenin various occupations in Newark, N. J., and Vending continuati'on

school three hours per wetk, in cooperation wqh two Newark physi-cians and the school authorities. Particular attention was given todefective vision and teeth. The preliminary report was published inthe American Child, for November, 1921.

FOUNDATIONS AND FUNDS.

Most of the great foundations contribute in ono way or another tethe development of educational hygiene. For the most part their
contributions haire been through grants of funds to operating organi .zations devoted to special fields or projects in- the gen6ral field of
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educational hygiene. The two examples presented are selected
because of their large benefactions Within very recent *years.

Milbank Memorial Fund.This fund is not an operating agency.
It works through recognized organizations, either. in response to
requests for support or by discriminate selection of the organizations
best qualified to carry out the aims and purposès of the fund. Its
chief aim, broadly stated, may be regarded as the promotion of
Wealth and physical fitness through education. For a number of years
it has stipported in whole or in part the child health activities and
the general health and research work carried on by 15 such- organi-
zations. Indirectly it has made a large contribution both scientifi-
cally and practically to the cause of educational hygiene.

Commonwealth Fund.--In the third annual report *of the,Common-
wealth Fund (January, 1922) it is stated that " its efforts in the main
have been directed increasingly toward accomplishing reultsoin the
three fields in which its interests mainly lieeducation, child welfare,
and healih." Thorough study of these fields of oppoitunity has been
carried on with the definite purpose formulating well-matuied pro-
grams of cóntinuing activity in these three fields.

Coincidently "certain limited grants have been made,149 misct4-
laneous and comparatively unrelated projects." These include allot-
ments to a considerable number of organizations concerned directly
with the problems of educational hygiene.

A compre.hensive program to aid child health was prepared and
announced in June, 1922. This progrqm provides the funds and out.-

lines the,procedure for three comprehensist "Child health demon-
strations" to be carried on in three tyWcal cities, geographically
distributed, of . different size but aggregating 100,000 to 120,000

b population. Under general supervision and direction of an admin-
istrating committee created by the Commonwealth Fund, the program
is to be carried out jointly by the American CHIld Hygiene Associa-
tion and the Child Health Organization of America; the former in
charge of the program as it is related to the preschool age, the latter
with the school age." Support of the program is guaranteed for a
period of fi.ve years, at an estimated annual cost of $232,750.

The presupposition is that a complete program of child hygiene,
including prenatal and maternity care, infanteare, preschool care, and
adequate care and instruclOn through the school years will demon-
strate results of such valuor that hundreds of other communitios will

.blencouraged to adopt similar programs.3'
. Prophecy g of dubious value, but the cost is likely to be prohibi-

five of an.y,' extensive adoption òf similar programs, no matter how
successful th -pecial demoristrations may be. On the othef hand,

kS two organizations were anabliamated on Jan. 1, 1923, as the America's) Child Health
. tarp, N. Dak., was mined ss the seat of the first demonstration.
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it is likely thát, out of these councils of perfection may be precipitatedcertain "minimum essentials" that -will be widely adopted.

EDUCATION AND SOCIAL HYGIENE.

A number of voluntary orgvizations have made contributions tcpthe study of sex as an educational prolZm and to the developmentof sound prinèiples and rational procedures in sex education. Chief
among these is the American Social Hygiene Association. Othersare the Women's Foundation for Helalth 1and the Bureau of Social
Hygiene.

American Social Hygiene Assoriation.In its educational phasesthe work of this organization has been directed toward the exten-sion and improvement of methods_ for education in respect tosex. 'Ile work has been guided constantly by the Oesuppysitionthat sex education should be chiefly concerned with attitude," andonly in small 'degree with actual liflormation.
The major activities of the associatIon for the years 1920-1922 4may be summarized under seven heads:
(1) Production and distribution of literature and study and graphicmaterial. This includes the publication of three books and seven. pamphlets on . special topics, and collaborat ion with the Bureau of Edu-cation in publication of a fourth book, the organization and conduct

of a two-year correspondence course for social hygiene leaders.
enrolling 12(1; the Rroduction of four new social hygiene films, andnumerous Mies, posters, and charts. Closely allied is the work of the
association library, which has .kaned books widely and has guidedmany public libraries in the selection of hooks On sex education.

(2) Cooperation with educational institutions. Four lecturers haveaddressed more than 100,000 high-school, college, And normal-schoolstudents each year. Of significance in this connection is the inc'eeas-
ing request for a series of talks rather than a single talk: a realiza-tion that to psent sex as a normal factor requirps more than asporadie lecture. Study groups in social 'hygiene have been formedin the higher institutions; more faculties are includjng aspects of sexas a regular part of their courses; close cooperation with the Inter-

. fraternity arid Panhelleriic conferences has resulted in well-definedsocial hygiene programs for them. Different phasils''of sex educationhave been presented in section meetings of the National Education
Association conirentidon.

(3) Cooperation with communities. In a dozen cities there havebeen inaukurated cormmunay.progrilms in social hygiene,not only to the family. ofg'the threat of prostituti6n.and thevenereal diseasps but also to ttain parents to effective method in sexeducation for their children.
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(4) Cooperation with ministers. At the request qf the home board
of the Methodist Episcopal Church:a series of lectures was given
before eight summer sessions for town and country pastors, emphasiz-
ing practical methods of' procedure. This has been supplemensted by
a pamphlet on the minister's part in sex edu6ation and by talks at
ministerial conferences.

(5) Negro work. This includes lectures to over 6,000 college and
summer school students, cooperation with ministers and with the
Federal Council of Churches, community surveys in conjunction with
the United States Pill) lic Health Service and United States Inter-
departmental Social Hy giene Board, and definite inclusion of social
hygiene as parteof a general nogro health program gppported, among
others. by the negro insurance companies.

(6) Research. Arrangements have been made with the National
Research Council for systematic study of the psychology of sex and
the assembling of 'trustworthy data thereon.

(7) Cooperation with foreign lands. The ass9ciation has given
considerable aid to movements for the extension of social hygiene
teaching to foreign countries, notably in China, Japan, and the
nations of Soutk

Three Government agencies have also made contributions in this
field. 1

,
c ton.These14°P Pala SerriceBureau of Eduk. two Federal

bureaus' have carried on the following cooperative activities in the
biennium 1920-1922:

(1) Conferences. .Eighteen State and regional cofiferences held
with a total attendance of 4,511; and 29 intraschool (high school)
conferences with a total attendancp. of 1,202 teachers.

(2) Investigations.. Six special studies have been completed, as
follows: Status of sex education inphigh schools; status of sex educa-
tion in colleges and-normal schools; ptatus of sex education in sum-
mer schools, 1921 and 1922; methods tised by high-school teachers
in teaching reproduction and sex hygiene; opinion of college presi-
dents on prevailing attittudes and prntices of college students in sex
matters; comsments of 200 high-school principals on the New York
City biology teachers (Peabody) report on -tx education.'

(3) ,Publications and forts:
(a) High Schools and Sex Educati 922.
(b) Tha Status of Sex Education in llig 101 : u of Education, Bulletin,

1921/No. 62; Public Health Service, V. 1). Bulle 9.

(c) Suggested Outline of Summet School Cou for Teachers.
(d) Stimmary of Comments of High School Principals on Peabodyfiteport.
(e) The College Students and Venereal Diseases at CollegePesidents Say.

Public Health, Reports, August 4, 1922, and %. Hygiene BUIIOtJi, September.

Americli.
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*In additidn to tkese reports several articles, bsed on the investi-
gations notod above, have been prepared and puhlishe,d in the School
Review, Senool and Society, Physical Education Review, School
Science and Mathemathics, 'Journal of -Educaation, Educational
Review, and other periodicals.

Interdcptivtitental Social Hygiene Board.This board was created
by act of Congress in 191S. -It concluded its activities at the end of
fiscS1 year 1622. Within those years Congress appropriated to theboard SSOO 00, to be,
paid to suck universities, colleges, or other suiiable institutions or organizations asin the jtvii,rtnent of the Interdepartmental Social Hygiene Board are qualified for
scientific tpsearch for the purpose of discovering and developiug in accordance, with
the rules and rPtrulations prescribed by the Interdepartmental Social Hygiene

cBoard more fxifective educational measures in the prevention of venereal disease,and for the purpose of sociological and psychological research related thereto.
In fulfillment of this obligation the board devoted the funds at its

disposal to two purposes.
(1 ) Establishment or enlargement of departments of hygiene in

mirmal schools, colleges. and universities for the purpose of "influ-
encing the etlucation of young men and young women of to-day toinstruct the intelligent parent, the highly trained teacher, and the
iniluentiaLcili:/sn of to-morrow."

(2) Stimulatiiiii- --and support of psychological and sociological
research that promised subsailtial results toward " better educational
measures in the prevention of venereal disease."

it, Nvits recognized tliatexact demonstration in these fields of
research, involving as they do complex and subtle prtblems of human
motive and fiction, is exceedingly difficult, and that weight of evi-
dence illowing reasonable probability is in most cases the result to beexpec ted.

The folio*ing summary shows the nature and distribution of these
researches:

Johns Hopkins University Psychological Laboratory: Investigation of the informs:-tional and educational effect upon the public of certain *motion-picture films (1919).American Social Hygiene Association: (1) Preparation a series of six .motion-picture films (I 9191; (2) study and preparation of new sociarffygiene literature (1919).Mamachusetta States Psychiatrielnstitution: Investigation on the family of thesyphi i tic (1920).
Johns liopkiils University Medical School: Developing a laboratoiy manual andilluatt ative material to be used. in connection with part 2 of the outline and syllabuson hygiene issued by the board (191t0).
American social Hygiene Association:t%(1) For completion of motion-picture Wain@authorized under previous appropriatiln (1,920) ; (2)%preparation of three newmotion-picture films (1920) ; (.3) formation of a competent committee to investigate,evaluate, and report on informational and educational .values of social hygienelit4lature (1920)4
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University of Oregon: Special eduttional demonstration in cooporation with the
Oregon Social Hygiene Association and selected school systems within the State of

x, Oregon (1921).
Stanford University: (1) An investigation in moral development with special

reference tc the problems of social hygiene (1921); (2) an investigation of educa-
tional means and measures in social hygiene (1921).

A injrican 'Social Hygiene Association: Forcontinuing and extending the stimula-
tion of educational research and demonstration activities in.normal schools. colleges,
and universities (1921).

Forty normal schools, colleges, and universities wore aided to
develop their departments of hygiene so as to in(çlude in the

.
departmental bprogram regular curricular provision for the classroom presentation of
tbe ientific facts of hygime in conformity with established educational methods;
periodic confidential individual health examinations of all students, with proper
safeguarding personal advice and subsequent follow-up conferences, anti the organi-
zation and supervision of physical training, recreations and athletics. for all students.
In addition there was supplied experienced counsel and advice for pssistance in the
organization of these programs under the independent 44ziticational control of the
institutions concerned.

In this group of 40 institutions were included 4 -schools for ale
colored people, 14 normal schools and teachers' colleges, and 22
colleges and universities. During the year 1922 at- least 54,000
young men and young women in these institutions came under the
influence of these departments.

Reports from the responsible administrative officers of these insti-
tutipns indicate that progress has been_ made in giving sex social
hygiene its right setting as a normal part of a complete educational
program; in recoOition of the importance of a well-organizea and
competently conducted department of hygiene 'as an adjunct to effi-

cient administration; and in appreciation of the' rôle of hygien4, in
the gerieral life of the institution:. and that in mostIr them the
gains made through this Federal aid will be pe;mapent in thm)
instittaion§.
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CHA leITER VII.
EDUCATIONAL- EXTENSIQN.

BY ARLES U. ALPii
Director of Extension, Unirerlity of Virginia.

President, National Cnio.frsity Extenxion AR800iati4.ìn..

CoNTE \\ 11111--- Deli ion--.! i ins--Stn tola rd.Home St IIII,% EItvlicHli lib.ve;Ing--Ext:-Iision courses for class instruction---COrIV11011111bil(V 1'0111:74.41Y4 A(181lIt ibeilication-- Ex t ellion activities of twri(illtu ra I anfi mechanical collego4 Ex ten4ion. w4A kof the n(Irwal selhouls----OutstoudIng devolopuieuts hi uuiversity exteumou.
19'..!:: 1Cadio educationPaAage Iihrdry servIte.

FOREWORD.

This report -is not, a comiate survey of educational extension in
the -.United Statesfar fronet it. The limitations of tirne, space,
and cost necessarily set by the Commissioner of Education forestall

. a complete detailed statistical. review of the w,ork of the past
biennium.
"A. full account in detail would require visits to every Common-

wealth, a ve'ry large expenditure of time and money, and a report
of several volumes. Consequently, no attempt has btrn math)
include all institutions, to summarize all statistics, 'or to describe
fully every ?orm of extension activity of eve.ry organization. At,
best, a mere bird's-ee view can ge given, but with sufficient clear-
ness and completeness, it is hoped, to warrant the conclusion:

1. That the demand for popular edueation to include " all the
people" is rapidly growing and, will soon:tuanift;st itself in sth.te-
wide pvograins, for all'citizens of811 occupations and all agesmen,
WOMilni and childrenWho can not secure formal instruction within
our schools and colleges as now organized.

2. That notwithstanding the remarkable increase hl enrollment in
our secondary schools and colleges, extension teaching has been the
outstanding feature of educational effort in this.country. in the past

'two yia?rs,aand in growth has far surpassed any oÇb.r pl ase of edu-
catioiml. development.

3. This growth is not ephemeral but substa Higher stalld-
.

aids are being set and maintained, and those eu aged in the ohjer.1types of instruction are more readily° and molt illy recognizing,.
appreciating, and crediting the work,which ing done. To
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quote Professor Moulton, of the University of Chicago, University
extension has a distinct place in the history of education. .14 is the
gradual evolution of the full concepabn of what a university is."

DEFINITION.

Educational extension for the purposTkof this report isfany effort
made by any educational institution or. -organization for the purpose
of carrying its instruction, no matter of what characa;r. to groups of
people. or individuals who can not avail themselves of §uch instruc-
tion in the regular prescribed method of such institution as resident
students. It is concerned chiefly with adults, being in fact the chief
instruipent for developing adult education.

University extension is the organized and systematic effort to
bring some of the advantages for culture awl instiruction within the
university to people who are not enro11M As resident sttidents, and
thus to make the campu:7-of.the university as wide as the State
itself. It renders the retiources of the university's "faculty..fibr.aries,
laboratories, and shops av'ailable to the largest possible number of
individuals and communities, by carrying them out into the State
and applying them in creative helpfulness. A university should not
Only discover truth: hut disseminate truth: and university exten-
sion, therefore, is an attempt to bring the university to those who
can not go to it. ..

This is esr<ially true of a- State university supported as it is by
the taxes of all the peoVe: it is under moral and business obligation
to render service to veil citizen an0 to the State. It fulfills this
obliation in a measure by educating in residence y6ung men and
women and sending them back into their home communities with a

broader outlook, a more intelligent comprehension of the problems
of life, expert. knowledge or acquired skill through professional
trainings and especially the inspiration, ambition. anal abilin- for
unselfish service as citizens of the Commonwealth.

But there exists in every community a considerable class of persons
who have capacity, leisure, and ambition and who have claim upon
the State for educatidnalsopportnnities other than the formal in-

.

struction givett within the walls of institutiones.
Through different forms of extension service the universi6' can

and does -open the door of eduvational hope to thousands of such
citizens who can not atteml school. Its constant aim is to make the
university the center oi every movement which concerns tire inter-
ests of the State:and to give every man a chance to get the highest.
educationpossible at the smallest practicable costto bring the
university and the home in cioset touch, to carry the .university to

41110
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every city, town, and country community, and into every school and
every home, reaching out a helpful han.d to every citizen. ,

University extension enOles any one, young or old, in occupation
to broaden his knowledge, to extend his vision. to fit himself for new
duties, to keep up with improvements and discoveries, and to keepin toudl with the best thought of-the times. It has passjd the ex-
perimental stage and is now a recognized department in practically
.every State iilstitutSn and in many colleges under' private control.it is one phase of the general tendency to democratize edugation.

Through extension work the resources of thtl university -1)ecome
more available to the citizens of the State. In a very true and broad
sense it makes the institution fulfill its true function of a pHblic
service corporation responding to the call for aid, whether from the
pubhc elementary schools, or the secondary schools for the improve-
ment of public health, or for civic betterment or for the betterment of
vconomic or industrial conditions.

The university has two important functions To give instructionto resident students in the cultural, professional, and vocational
branches of higher education; and to promote research and investi-gation in the important fields of human interegNtnd experience.An extension division has three functions: To carry as far as pos-
sible to extramural students the advantage foi- culture and instruc-tion offered in residence: to disseminate the valuable knowledge
obtained from research and investigation; and, filially, in additionto these two correlative functions, to serve as a cooperative bureau
or clearing house through whi0 many educational and .

service resources of the 1111i versity may he made available for (ITN-.

live public use.

AIMS.

Univer§ity extension in some form has been carried on since the
iliauguration of Chat*qua University in 1SS5. The University of
Wisconsin, the pioneer State institution in this field, took up thework in 1892. The International Correspondence School, a large
gommercial school, mils organized within a year of that time. It
was not until 1906, however, that 'Wisconsin organized its university
extension division on its.present baSIS as an eKtrainural college with
a dean and separate facult.y.

, Between 1906 and 1913, inclusive, b'S Fnstitut ions Organized uni-
versity extension, and within those (bites 21 ofher institutions reor-
ganized. Since 1913, in the hist decade, the work haerlieveloped so
extensively that practically every institution of learninguniver-
sity,..college, normal school, technical schooli4 prdessional school,
whether Private or pubficnow'engages in some form of extension
activity.

_ _ _
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gr

Why? Because extension service is the practical applibition of
the principle underlying all tax-supported educational institutions,
from the elementary school to the State university.

Justification for the maintenance of schools, colleges, and univer-
tities from public moneys is contained in the general welfare clause
of our National and State Const it ut ions.

The Only justificat ion for the expenditure i)f public funds derived
from taxation by the State for universal education is the* fact now
recognized by all Commonwealths that eHilcation produces better
citizens xnd that a 'properly .tr,ainvd citizen is generally an asset
and an illiterate or untrained citizen a liabilitS- in a community.
Thomas Jefferson declared Ny i t h fervor that " no Other foundation
can be devised for the preservation of freedom and liappiness -than
the diffusion of knowledge among the people. If a people expects
to be ignorant and Eve in a state of civilization, it. expects what
never was and never will be. Preach a crusade against ignorance! v

On this principle the United States has entered Upon the most
gigantic educational task undt%rtaken by any nation: namely. to pro-
vide at public expense educational opportunity for "all the children
of all the people" from the kindergarten and elementary school
through the university.

The program of universal education upon whkh the United
States has entered, referred to ahoye, contemplates only the educa-
tion of our youth, on the assumption that the gchools provide a su6-
cient amount of education of the Proper character to satisfy the
requirements of good citizenship. This has proven not to be the
case. very large Proportion of pupils of the elementary school
drop out at the end of the fifth year with only the bare elements.of
an education` and a fair use of the tools of know1Mge, and increasing
numbers are eliminated ion each grade after the fifth up through the
high school.

Although the growth in enrollmeilt in the secondory schbofs is
one of the outstanding features of educatioyal development in the past
decade, still only about 6 per cent of high-schrl pupils graduate,
and only about 2 per cent go to college. This condition has brought
about. a low average of training supplied by the schools, and it is

charged that we are training a sixth-grade citizenship in tho United
States.

This is not sufficient for the demands of citizenship, and so means
must he provided for the training of those who for one reason or
another are not able to secure the benefit. of the whole program of
formal education provided by the pliblic gchools.

Frank P. Graves, commissioner of education, New York, says
there are two things that must be done: (1) Stop the frood of illit-

*.
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eracy and inferior ilitelligence from Europe and admit only the
foreigners who can strengthen Aiherican stock and ideals; (2) findsome way to- stop the wholesale withdrawals from school of 30per cent 9f young people before they are 14, and 60 per cent before
they have conlpleted the eighth grade.

The slogan, " Educate all the children of 201 the people" is rapidly'Ring broadened to " Inucate ail the people "boys, girls, men, and
women of all -ages and conditions and occupations. 'Fhis is what
educational extension is rapidly undertaking to do. Although,millions are being reached, it has 'only fairly begun its supremetask. To fit every man and woman for his or her job, therebymaking a better economic and social asset for the State, is the goalaimed at.

Since the franchise has been made universal it has become, as
never before, ." a race between .education and annihilation." A. rec-ognition of this fact is contained in the many organizations, includ-ing the "Citizenship Council" r(cently created by PiTsident

. rHading's Executive order för citizenship education and training.VI

STANDARDS.

4A`SOCIATION.
THE NATIONAL UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

a

411.

The first meeting tf the national university extension conference- Was held at the University of Wisconsin in 1915. At t his meetingthe National University Extension Association w:*is formed with 22.members. A colistitution and by-laws were ad.opted April 13, 1916,in which the purpose of the association is stated to be:
The establishment of nn official and authorized organization through whichcolleges and universities and individuals engaged in educational extension workmay confer for their mutual advantage and for tlie devekvnent and promotionof the best ideas, methods, and standards. for the interpretation and dissemi-hattion Of the accimulated knowledge of the race to all who desire to share its-benefits.

Consistent with its purpose, the membership in the asskiation islimited to colleges and universities of known and recbgnized stand-ing whose stile aim is educational service. Institutions conducted forfinancial gain or profit are not etigible for membership.
The members of the association in 19%22 were the following insti-tutions: University of Alabama, University of Arizona, Universityof Arkansas, tniversity of California, University of Chicago, Uni-versity of Colorado, Columbia University, University of Florida,.Harvard University, Indiana University, State University of Iowa,Iowa State College, University-of Kansas, University of Kentucky,

Massachusetts Department of 'Education, University of Michigan,
University o Minnesota,f\ Mississippi Agrialltural and Mechanical
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College, University of Missouri, University of Nebraska, Urliversity
of the State of New, York, University of North Carolina, University
of North Dakota, University of Oklahoma, University of Oregon,

' Univeusity of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania State College, University
of Smith Carolina, University of South Dakota, University of Ten-
nessee, University of Vxas, University of Utah, University of Vir-
ginia,, Washington University, State College of Washington, Uni-
versity of West Virginia, University of Wisconsin.

This association has done valuable work in attaining the aims set
fbrth in its constitution, by fostering a closer relationship and better
acquaintance between member institutions, by adopting more uni-
form practiCes and methods, and by setting up proper ideals and
standards for the many institutions of various ranks which in the
past few years have organized extension work. It has been instru-
mental in creating a niore sympathetic attitude toward extension
work on the part of regular members of the faculties of institutions,
because of a better acquaintance with it.

Ntmenclature.One important recommendation of the association
on nomenclature was adopted in 1920, as follows:

That University Extension Division should be the general name of the ad-
ministratike organization in charge of extramural work ; department, the name
of the first subdivision ; bureau, the name of the second subdivision; director
or dean, the title of the presiding officer; acting director, assistant director,
acting dean, or assistant dean, the titles of other officers; executive secretary,
the title of the head of a bureau.

Since then most institutions-have changed their announcements to
conform to this recommendation.

The following recommendations with reference to thie standardiza-
tion of university extension credit course's, with the unde;standing

. that both direct class instruction and courses by correspondence were
included, were adopted in 1920:

1. Character and Content of Courses.The content of an extension-credit
course shall be practipilly equivalent to that of a similar course offered In
residence. If, In any case, an extension-credit course is npt given in residen4,
such course shall be approved by the head of the department directly con-
cerned and such other authorit4es as 'the rules of the institution provide for,
and also such course shall appdar in the proper place iu the general announce-
ment, having au appropriate title and number.

2. Condition of Admission.Stwients shall be admitted to extensiOn-credit
courses provided they satisfy the. proper official that they can pursue the
course with profit, and providing they pay the regulation fee.

8, Time Allotted for Extension Close Work.Iu the case of direct class in-
struction, extension-credit courses shall Involve practically the-same number
of hours of class instruction as are devoted to similar classes In residence,
m0 in the case of correspondençe instruction the extension course shall be
the equivalent la scope to that -a the corresponding course offered on the
campus.

aj
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4. ExaminationN.-----No student should be given credit in any extension-credit

course unless he satisfies the instructor of his mastery of the course Ny Meansof a thorough examination or other suitable test.
5. Extension Inxtructors.All instructors of extension-credit courses shall

be members of the rogular university faculty. or shall be appointed as non-resident members of the faculty. their names to appear in the regular facultylist
G. Creditx.Sztudents who pursue an extension course. and who meet all the

requirements laid down with reference to Attendance, class work, and exami-nations, shall be given the same credit as that given for a similar course
conducted in resklence.

7. 1?ecordx.-111 recording extension-credit courses, note shall be made thatsuch credits were earned through extension work, either by correspondenceinstruction or by direct class instruction.

COOPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES,

While most of the extension work is directed by State universities,
much of it is act nail): done in cooperation with other intitutions and
agepcies. For example, the extension work of the University of
Michigan is carried on through 12 bureaus. Through the medium
of these bureaus it cooperates with the various colleges and schoolsof the university, such as the general library, the medical school; the
school of engineering, etc., and with such other agencies as the State
medical saciety. the State dental society, the State board of health,
and the Detroit College of Medicine and Surgery. This is a com-
paratively new feature of the work and is finding an unusual response
from the people.

In Virginia, the University of Virginia and the College of William
and Mary, in order to prevent duplication and overlapping, cooperate
by confiling their extension teaching classes to certain portions of.the State and by offering courses jointly in Richmond, under one
bureau.head, with a joint announcement of courses.

In Florida the extension division has charge of the work of all theState institutions.
The work may be aided materially. by cooperation with such or-

sanizationg as the American Institute of Ninking, Credit Men's As-
sociation, chambers of commerc", union labor, public schools, FederalBoard of Vocational Education, the American Legion, Y. M. C. A.,Y. W. C. A., industrial concerns, etc.

In South Carolina the home demonsttation work under the Smith-
Lever Act is officially connected with Winthrop College, and is
conducted in cooperation with Clemson College and the Federal
Department of Agriculture.

%J DANfiER OF DUPLICATION.
I.

Them is danger of duplication ç effort if all tlie educatiottl inei-
tutions in each State attempt a full program of extensioni and to

.
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prevent this there should be cooperation of all in a general program,
each assuming the task for which it is best fitted.

Correspondence conrses, extension teaching courses in the same
city, package libraries. and other forms of service 7,liould not be
duplicated.

TATE DF.P.11{TMENT or PUBLIC IN TICUCNON.

At Present most of the extension work in the United `At ales is
done through universities. colleges. normal schools, and other organ-
ized educational institutions. In some States that maintain no
unive-rsity this work is done through the State department of e(hi-
cation, and indications point to the organization of extension work
in the departments of public instruction in many other States,
although they may support universities and colleges.

Typical of the wor_k of State departments education is that done
in Massachusett, a description of which follows:

SURVEY ()F sT UNIVERsrry ExTENIoN IN 31.1sACIIU1:71*.

The NIassachusetts Division of University Extension was estab-
lished by law in 19 15, and it began to function witke: enrollment .

of students in 'January, 1916.
As Massachusetts has no State university, the division W:N organ-

ized in the State department of education. Though- this arrange-
ment as to control is unique in the 1titory of university extension,
it has certain advantages. Because independent of a purely aca-
demic control, university. extension in Massachusett:-; can be more
elastic in its offering and methods of administrat ion and illit rlict ion,
more free in its choice of supervisory officersind inst moors other
than members of academic facultiesin short, it can by more readily
responsive to the needs of the public.

The division is commi ted to short-unit courses. Its. courses vary
'from 5 to 20 assignment- in length, the number of assignments in a

(bouse depending not upon an artificial standard as to length, but
upon' the amount of time and space needed for the vital teaching
.of the subject. It has been found easy to irittlioduce the short-unit
course for two reasons: First, because the division has no traditions
nor prejudices as to the amount of ft-sni»ject that-shouhl be included
in an extension course; second. because adul. students in Massachu-
setts ordinarily choose courses for the work's sake anll .not for the
sake of degrees, academic credit, and the like.

The division offers nearly 210 different courses in English, for-
eign langurages, mathematics, education, government, economics,
commercial subjects, history, science, electrical, mechanical, and
structural engineering, (framing, teitiles, homemaking, and civil-

--
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service preparation. These courses are offered by both the. corte-
spondence and the class method of instruct*. No formal prerequi-
!-ites are required before enrollment in èourses, except a. reasonable
indication that t.he prospective student, cah profit by theinstruction.

Classes lire organized to meet anywhere, at any hour. The only
condition imposed is that a sufficient number of persons enroll to
assure an average attendance of at least 20. iic1i classeq meet once
per week.

'Massachusetts extension classes do not duplicate the work of the
evening schools. In the first place, they meet the needs of a graup in
the community who would not care to commit themselves to the long
courses, the frequent class meetings, the predetermined hours and
places of meeting of such schools. Probably, if there were no ex-
tension classes, this group of adults would not undertake study at all.
It is fairly certain that they would not attend evening schools as
these schools are at present organized.

The significant" feature in Massachusetts correspondence instruc-
tion is the emphasis placed on t he student himself rather than on the
subject he studies. most important element in an enrollment. is
the human being it represents. Correspondence instructors are
selected not so much because äf the number of their degrees and the
books they have written, nor even beçause of their profoundness of
learning, but because of the definite usable quality of their scholar-
ship and their capacity to establish a friendly helpful relation with
their st udents.

The breadth of this program has resulted in making every man
and woman in the State a prospective university-extension student.
The Siate is offering something for everybody, and consequently the
university-extension idea has penetrated into every part of the.social
structure in Massachusetts. The clerk, the mechanic, the housewife,
the business man, the policeman and the fireman, the teacher, the
engineerfrom the unlettered immigrant. on the one extreme to the
college graduate on the otherall are represented in the division's
records.

Numerically, enrollment has advanced in almost geometric progres-
sion. At, the end of the first year the division had only a few more
than 3,000 students; to-aay the total is well above 100,000, and it is
significant of growth that more than a third of tharnumiler rep-
resents enrollments for the past year alone.

But numbers by themselves are re,s- irivortant than the geograph-
ical distribdion of studenis and classes. It would have been com-
paratively simple to secure heavy enrollment by concehtrating effort
in a do or fewer large cities and towns, neglecting meanwhile
the more te ciwners of the State. This, however, has not been
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done. Each year active effort is directed toward filling in the gaps,
toward carrying instruction into towns wher'e univèrsity extension
has not before been well represented. In consequence, there is hardly
a town in the. State where classes have n'ot been held, and the post
offices are few which do not handle the mail of university extension
correspondence students.

DEPARTMENT OF' PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,. OF PENNSYLVANIA.

The Department of Public Instruction of Pennsylvania has pre-
pared a very definite plan of educational extension, bút on account
of lack of f unds has not itrn able to carry it out.

The relations between thé Department. of Public In4ruction of
Pennsylvania and the institutions of higher learning-45 colleges
and universities accredited by the College and University C6uncil
of Pennsylvania, and 13 State normal schoolsare in the following
fields of proposed service: Extensipn work; adult education, public
schöbl relations, survey service, lecture service, study clubs, and
research work.

It defines extension work as " an organized effort to give to the
adult population and others out of school some of the advantages
enjoyed by those who attended campus classes," and adopts as a
slogan you can not go to a college or university, the. college
or university will come to you." ,

The program of activitiN has been arranged with the following
general propositions in mind:

That education is a continuing p.rocess, beginning at the cradle
and ending at the grave. Every day there :dded recognition of
this fact, as People of all ages are increasin themselves
with every form of educational endeavor.

That there are various formal educational agencies providing
education during special periods: The kindergartens and pripary
sliools cover the period of early childhood; the elementary schools
fake care of growing boys and girls; the high schools promote the
training of youth; while thir colleges and universities minister to
young men and women. Supplementing the work of extension ,edu-
catión now offered by certain institutions of higher learning, there
is a miscellaneous group of agencies offering educational opportuni-
ties to the out-of-school population. .The department of public
instruction will give assistance in this field in order that the work
may be enlarged and become increasingly moye effective.

That there is a wide field of educational ,endeavör yet untouched,
:and the department of public instruction offers its assistance in de-
veloping the potential possibilities, of all of the institutions of
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higher learning in order that they may bring definite and signifi-
cant educational opportunities to the masses of the people in their
immediate vicinities.

This plan has the Ardial indorsement of the Fresidents 6f practi-
cally all of the colleges in the Commonwealth., number of insti-
tutions are already doing some ofthe work, but the field is very
large, and \\lien one considers the number of college students in pro-
portion to the whole population arid the limited number of college
students who are now taking extension work under college profes-
sors, it is readily seen that academic influeno:s are directly touching
but a small fraction of the population.

Although the 45 accredited institutions of higher learning in 1920
enrolled 44,109 students and the 13 normal schools tipproximately
5,000 students, this total enrollment of 49,109, if all had come from
Pennsylvania, would be only about 1 to 200 of th total population
o he State 8,720,19. It is the puti)ose of this extension work to
be of service to the masses who have not bad the a6antakes cif
college tra ining.

The department, will ask the next, session of the legislature to
make an appropriation for this cooperative scheme for distribution
among the several institutions to carry on such work as they may
inaugurate and may be mutually agreed upon.

THE UNIVERSITY OF TILE STATE OF NEW YORK.

The University (If the State of New York, through its division o.f
vocational and extension education, conducts evening classes in ele-
mentary educationerand also evening extension schools and classes of
secondary grade. It does not undertake any extension work of
higher grade. This phase of the work is carried on ;vholly by the
colleges, universities, and normal schools.

HOME STUDY.

In his annukil report for 1922 Dr. James C. Egbert, the director
of university extension of Columbia University, says:

Home study is the youngest of the various branches of univvrsity extension,
and each year is gathering the experience which is so essential. Columbia
University desires to offer opportunities for homé Eitudy, but insists upon a plan
consistent with the traditions of the university. It is certainly incumbent upon
us not to abandon those who can not attend class exercises and whose only
hope is in hoine study. Many are turning to institutions which are organized

ton a purely business basis and which make fabulous sums of money because
of the eagerness of American youth for higher education. Institutions whose'
fit* plurpose is education and not mercenary gain should meet the eager desires
of these young people with programs sytahle for such students itnd with iirlecis'
determined by the cost and not by the profit to be obtained. Experience has
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shown tluit in general the
.-desire

fl ooes 'lot exist n thP part of those suidents
for cultural subjects. fl'heywant thalowhich can be made immediately useful.

trro encourage a 1 It I demand from ;in educational point 44 vipw. we are
building up a background of cultural studies and, parallel with thk. courses
of immediate practical value. Without exception the ctmmercial correvoffilence
schools halve been organized to meet only the latter need, the utilitarian tit:mand.

Even i.ducatIonal institutions of suintling Ihat ore offering corre,pondence
(bout-it's filcus their efforts toward the goal of receiving credit for an :watlfbmic
degree. In other words, there appears to lie very little tit' home study work
whicil has for its 440(.41 simply ndding to general knowledge. The purpose of
such study seems generally to be thil immediate capitalization of vhat learned,
either in the form of financial revenue 4 ir academic cretlits. I wt.:Tees in
Coluinbia stand for academic residence and actual chiss instracti;m. Hence
it would be inappropriate and inconsistent to suggest credit for (li":rees for
tirse ctturse tf home study. Nevertheless, it would he.well ftir tN to cimsi i hit*

whother t he ctInpletion of a series nf courses in home study and the passing-
'of examinations tnight not bt-, recognized by a certificate issued vith acallemic
authority.

EXTENSION TEACHING.

The term "Extension teaching" is an importation. What it
nifies niay Pe attributed to English Origin, although the mi)vemen1 .

which led to Offering univerity opportimitie; to the multitule.. IS

simply one phase of the general tendency to democratize education.
Oxford and Cambridge became aware tliat they were .-erving

small and select body of students and were, therefore. useful 'only
to an insignificant part ofthe COMMUnity and had, as a con-qvience,
little influeuce on the national life.

In its e.arly history, extension teaching assumed the char:toter of
a lyceum, so that instruction was given 16 courses of lectures, not
too profound, often illustrated, intending to entertain as well as to
inform, and it was this form Of extension teaching which passed
across the sea.

In this early form it naturally failed of academic recognition
and met with universal skepticism amongst regular inemhers' of
university faculties. Its development, has followed twu 4lIt inet
linescourses by correspondence and dub. organization of clw-ses for
regular instruction in centers away from the university. These
forms are I 1O\V i lmost universally recogn.ized tor credit in acadomic
Circles.

The prejudice on the part of those who feared the ascenikbiley
of thewnacademic in education is rapidly disappearing. Extension
teaching has brought higher education within the reach of a broader
constituepcy and has widened the view of those engaged in academic,
work. Certain theoties originally regarded with abhorrence by
many have finally been accepted by a timorous and hesitating uni-
verity and collegiate public. The walls. of the university are no

os
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longer regarded as a necessary environment for serious courses and
serious-minded students. At present there are in this country
probably more than 300,000 students pursuing extra-mural courses
of one sort or another.

EXTENSION COURSES FOR CLASS INSTRUCTION.

Der/tilt/mi.An extension course is a svstemati:c and organized
unit of work in a given subject, requiring a prescribed amount of
study and recitation, but. conducted by the extension organization.
Extension courses for class instruction are courses of instruction
corresponding closely with those regularly given in the university
or other institution by regular members of the faculty, and are
under the administration. supervision, and control of the institu-
tion for the benefit of persons unable to attend the regular courses
of instruction and to take work in residence. Each course represents
a definite amount of cf udy corresponding to an equivalent amount
of work done in residence at the institution, and when completed
satisfactorily by persons meeting the entrance requirements of the
institution receives the same degrbe of credit as if taken in residence.

In,tolctor.;(.Ali instructors Of such extension courses for credit
are metubers of the reguhu. fa.culty, or are appointed as nonresident
members of the faculty, their ntmils appearing on tht regular fac-
ulty list.

Cr. (0.The course of a class meeting one night a week for two
hours during the semester of 16 weeks receives two semester hours,
'or one session-hour, of credit.

One-half of the two-hour period is gerierally used for lecture and
the remainder for class discussion and conference.

They may be divided into two classes, (a) noncredit courses and
Olt credit course§. Noncredit courses include elementary subjects
and advtinced courses to meet the needs of those who wish to study
some special phase of w.ork for its immediate practical value and
of others who desire to corainue work for its purely cultural value,
stich as literature, language, sociology.

ProfesRional eourse8.There is an increasing demand on the part
of professional men for advanced or postgraduate.instruction in their
respective professions relating to recent discoveries or developments
in medi(:ine, sanitation, and health. This is sjwcially true of physi-
cians. and postgraduate medical extension courses are now offered
by a number of universities, including Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa;
North Carolina.

li:erterif .--There were in 1921, according to a report of W. D.
Henderson, 48 institutions, including normal schools, colleges', and
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universities, conducting extension teaching classes, with an enroll?.
ment of about 92,000 students. Forty-four institutions exchisive of
normal schools and agricultural and mechanical colleges, indicated
for this report (1922) that they were offering such courses, with
increasing attendance everywhere.

Extension courses as offered by noncommercial schools are con-
ducted by three pes of institutions: namely, (a) normal schools,
(b) colleges, and c) universities.

The number of students doing extension credit work in the uni-
1versifies of this country in 1921 by direct classroom instruction was,,

accordino Mr. Henderson'sto report, 27,680, and this phase of exten-t-,

Sion work seems to be increasing more rapidly than any other. For
the Purposes of this report the following enrollment was reported
for 1922 :

University exteniion enrollment, 192').

University of Arkansas
University of Southern Cali-

'University of California__
Columbia UnivierRity
Yale University__
University of
Indiana University._________
State Normal School of IAnlisi-

MIMI. MI..

1 I a 4nis N41. ms4 emile .4.4 .4k4-a q mob m. dam . Imomo.

564

2, 400
19, 735
13, 717

490
3, 000
4, 8(0

University of Minnesota 7, 81)2
University of Michigan__ 700

Syracuse Universit'y
University Of Rochester__ _ _

1,117
University of Oregon__
Pennsylvania State College__ _

Temple University_ ________
University of Virginia_________
College of William and NI:try__ 900

r,r.)
11 Ps /4 P

ype and range of subjeets.The rapid expansion of this work
has been favored from the first by the type and range of,subjects
in which courses are offered. For the demand for education of this
kind is concerned not with particular, closely defined groul?s, but
with the whole adult population. To be sure, 'Hi some quarters the

s

demand is more pressing as the lack of essential education is greater,
but everywhere, among men' and women of every class and Occupa-
tion, there is evident the desire *for further opportunities to study.
The bulletins describing the courses offered by the largest corre-
spondence and university extension inxtitutions contain upward of
150 courses, incbiding such section headings among the industrial
courses as mathematics, drawing, steam engineering, electricity,
structural engineering, textysnatural science, commerce and man-
agement, history and government, and business economics. Within
each group are comprised, so far as posible, courses- ranging from
the most elementary to thosp otcollege grade.

Distribution.The problem of making these courses widely avail-
able to classes is One of reaChing fairly comaact, well-centralized
groups, and the ¡liethod of approadi is accordingly direct. Agenii
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of the university or schools c(ansult with industrial executives, the
represent at ives of business and social organizations, and school super-
intendents, and through them discover for what subjects each corn-
niunity has a' genuine need. Instructors are then appointed, accord-.

ing to the nature of the courses from college or from commercial
and industrial specialists, and it is significant of the whole unifer-
sity-extension schejne that an instructor's formal connvetiolis and
affiliations count less towarfl his appointment than his ability to give
N i t :11, effective instruction. 46

lilace of nicefinfA:Csnally study rooms and lecture halls. in
local school buildings, provided by'the court,esy of the school depart-
ments, serve as class meeting pfaces; and in some instances as many.
as half a dozen university-extension classes i n zt building onite,...1
a single 'evening. When a class is of specia interest to) the eni-

.

ployees of a certain industrial plant, it is frequently arranged to
. meet in the plant itself. Public-library halls and clubrooms are also

ii!qtd on oc.casion, but always with the understanding that. every uni-,
x.ersity-extension class, whether held in a public or a private buihi(
ing, is °poi to an:: resident of the State. The chief consideration in
the choice of the meeting place is thisthat it enables the inst MI-
t iQn to reach the people wheisetiv!y ar .

Cc rtificateN.As a tangible evidencf of achievement,. each student
\\11() succesfuliy finishes a coltrse either. by lass or by mail is
awartkd -by many institutions a ckbrtificate giving the name and
grade_ of the course and the n umbe'r of lessons completed-. On cer-
tificates for all college-grade courss, the work done is usually stated
;list) in terms of equivalent .Reinester hours.

oine of the institutions reporting extension-,chtss instructimi
ere : University of Alabama, University of Ark,ansas. Univprsity

o?t; Southern California, niversity of California, 'University nf
Colorado, Columbia University. Yale 'University, Upiversity of
Florida, University of Chicago, the. College` of Wiliiam and Mary,
University of Indiana, Iowa State University, State Normal School
Os Louisiana, Howard College, Tufts Collegit, MassachAtts Insti-
tute of Technology, Ioston College, Boston' University, Wellesley

.

College, Simmons College, University of ..11innesota, University of
Michigan, Winthrop College, North Carolina College *for Women,
North Carolina State College., University oi North Carolina., Uni-
versity of New :Mexico, Rutgers College, State Depart mebt of Edu-
cation. of Maisachusetts, Ehnira College, University of Iltichester,
Syracuse University,.Uniiversity of the State of New York, riuntei
College, UnivIlersq . of North Dakota.. lfunici¡mil Unii'ersity a
Akron, Ohio, University of Ortskop, Penngylvanim State College,
Temple University, University of Pennsylvania, George I.'eabody
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College for Teachers. Univerety of South Dakota, University of
Wisconsin. .Iniversitv of Virginia.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES.

AdrrInfru/C.q.In correspondence study the institution projects
itself into every part of the State and many of them into every part
of the Nation, and is*thus enabled to ser.ve its citizens regardless cf
their geographical location.

.Correspondence courses. while not affonling the uswil opportunity,
for student-to-student contact in a social group, or personal contact
with instructor, are no less large in their appeal than extension
teaching classét. There is always a skepticism about the value of
correspondence courses. which is usually removed after the first ex-
periment. Student and instructor by actual trial quickly come to
recognize that. correspondence study has its own peculiar advant-
ages: it is available at any place and any 'time to any person: each
paper the student submits gets the individual and undivided atten:
lion ef an in*uctor: " bluffing" is out of the question, the student.
must prepare himself on every part of the lesson. He may set his
own pace, unhurried by more brilliant student and unhampered by
sluggards.

Personality can be sensed even at a great distance, and the suc-
cessful instructor in correspondence study never fails to arouse a
personal interest in his student. Those skepiical of or hostile to cor-
respondence study hold the opinion that distance between the student
and teacher is fatal to the teaching Process, that thoroughgoing in-
struction can not be given by mail, and that besides the lack a per-
sonal contact thereare the insuperable difficulties of lack of library
material and laboratory essentials. They also argue that an in-
sistent demand for popularizing knowledge would be sufficiently in-
fluential to lower the standards of instruction.

But the lilarning process is a cociperative one. The student s task
must be erpreted to him, the nature of the work expiained, the
difficulties po ted out, and certain assistance given, and always
truidance, but in turn the student must do the work. Such a co-t, .

operation is Possible by correspondence, especially since those who
elect to study by correspondence manifest a higher degree of Pur-
pose lInd much greater maturity than those who enter colleges' or
universities.

19?1, according to statistics collected by W. D. Hen-
derson, director of the division of extension service, University of
Michigan, correspondeve courses were offered bsy educational insti-,

tutions in 39 of the States of the Union. In these .$tates 75 non-
commercial institutions were offering correspondence courses. Of

44
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this number, 63 institutions were supported by public funds: the
remaining 12 were supported by private endowment. Out of 44 insti-
tut ions, not including normal schools and agricultural and mechani-
cal colleges reporting information for this report,. 27 are offering
instructipn by correspondence.

The number of students doing extension credit work by__ corre-
spondence in the universities of this coutry was in 1921 in round
numbers, 15,150. Enrollment for 1922, including credit zwid non-
credit courses, was reported by a few of tlw institutions as follows:
University of Arkansv__________ 52.q University of Minnesota__ 1, 200
Vniversity of 4, 3S7 University 4)f Oregon _______ 1 . 136
chicago University 6.65s Pennsylvania State College_ 4.s42
cdumiiia University it;9 t;eorge Peabody College ______ 646
University of Kentucky . 904) University of South Dakota__ 443
University of Indiana 1,200 University of Wisconsin (fs)r
State Normal (1f Louisiana__ 300 the biennium) 29,359

Correspondence work is conqucted by noncommercial institutions,
according to Mr. Kleits report in 1920, in 39 States and the District
of Columbia. In A/of these States except one work is conducted
by State-siipported iiistitut ions. Of 73 liAed, 61 are supported by
public funds: 12 are privately endowed.

Charorter of cotirRes.-----Coruespondence courses in industrial sub.-
jects have been an important part of adult education for more than
30 years, and many of the wurses ve received wide publicity.
During this 30-year period one well-known correspondence school
has enrolled nearly 3,000.000 students, mostly in industrial subject:
and this same school dutIng the last year sent out more than 1.090,000
lesson assignments.

Bysides the privately organized correspondence schools nearly.
every State now has a correspondence school systen supported by
taxation. These State-supp/rted iii i t utihns are usually or.franized
as a aepartment or division of the State university, where there is
one. In States like MassAbliu,etts and New York, however, where
there are no State universities, the correspondence, instruction is
organized in the State department of education.

Method of conduetiny.All correspondence instruction is con-
ducted through the mails. By this method the student is sent a
supply of specially prepared texts. At the end of each text 41 series
of questions is asked which the student is fequested to answer, aNr
having carefully studied the subject matter of the text. These an-
swers are sen't to the correspondence schgol for correction. :When
these have been carefully corrected and graded.by instructòrs, the
percentage given is marked on thworrected paper and returned
to the student so that he may see just wheie he has mide ftsoris.
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For whom hiti fl(I((1.1iÌlr( j scarcely a man or woman to whom
the benefits of correspondoomke study may not vply, but it is espe-
cially helpful

1. To those who must work for their i ving but wish to advance
thentselve in their Own lines whihb they work.

2. To the man too old or unable to go to school who yet. needs
more knowledge in his own profession Or who seeks to change his
vocat ion.

3. To the student who is preparing for colletre or university.
4. To the teacher who finds new demands !mule upon her bv the

4.

advance in education.
To the young man (7r woman who wishes to prepare for a

ness career.
G. To the man who desires some interest outside of himself.
T. To housekeepers and homemakers who wish to keep up with

the titiies.
8. To the practical men in business, the professions, and vocations:

to those in public servicein fact to all who are eager for knowl-
edge or advancement and are reaching out for mental stimulus and
desire to keep abrea4 of the times.

By whom prepared.The courses are prepared and given by the
members of the university or college faculty, and each course rep-
resents a definite amount of work corresponding to an equivalence of
work done in residence at the college or uni4rsity or in the. stand-
ardized schools.

Unipervity unit.Units of instruction have been established in the
various grades of schools. The unit term time for a study in the
university is the half school year, called a semester. A full-time
study for a.semester at the university has live daily one-Iour reci-
tation or lecture periods. One credit toward graduatiog is involved
in one recitation or lecture hour a week.

School wilt.In the high school and the elementary school the
unit of instruction is measured by the school year. In the high
school, for example, the unit means the equivalent of five recit4-
tions a week for one year in one branch of study.

Correvondence-ntudy ?at it .These est a l 1 i shed st a nda rds a re fol-
lowed in correspondence-study courses, aiul wherever Practicable a
five-hour study at the university fol.' one semester, or a five-recita-
tion study in the high school, is divided into 40 assignments. The
former, whea taken for university credit, involves fivo credit*
toward graduation; there are eight assignmelits for each credit.
The latter represedip the equivalent of a' unit study of prepaI4tory
grade.

L.
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Time rcquired.---The required wprk of a unit or 40-assignment
course may be done by the average student in 40 weeks on a mini-
mum leisure for study of one hour a day, six days in the week.
It is, however. the tudent's privilege to pursue his studies as rapidly
as he is able, consistent with good work.

.

The less'on.In some courses the assignment may call for but. a
single lesson report, but in other courses the assignment may be
divided into two or more lessons. In all cases the assignment rep-
rese ,s an average week's work and not an evening's work, as at
Soho .

Examiliations: Examinations are optional with the student. but
are required whpre credits or certificates are sought. These exami-
nations must be taken at the university or under conditions
approved by the university.

For a more detailed and complete report on correspondence study
in universities and c6lIeges, see Bulletin, 1920, No. 10. United States
Bureau of Education, by Arthur J. Klein.

PACKAGE LIBRARY SERVICE.

Package library service supplies collections of material, all on the
same subject, consisting of articles clipped from current periodicals
and *of pamphlets, addresses, and printed reports of educational
institutions, State and National organizations, State and Federal
bureaus and from any other sources.

Following is a descriptioll from the linnouncement of the extension.division of Indiana University :

" Package library," a term that was olive obscure and misleading, has in the
past few years become one of th,e corner stone expressions of university exten-
sion work. This system for the distribution of authentic information is dis-
tinctly the product of the extension movement and is based oa.a real need for
educational service of this character.

It is a service of information on subjects of a character chiefly social,
economic, and political, although it is rapidly developing into the fields of
literature, art, and science. It is a service which assists people in writing
articles, preparing debates, teaching classes, planning programs.

The Dainties of distribution is through a package, just such a package as one
receives from any inall-order house. It contains all assortment, of material,
all of which bears directly or indirectly on the Zbject for which it is asked.
It consists of good articles from the best magazitws, bulletins issued by authori-
tative commissions. pamphlets, publications of State and Federal Governments,
etc.

This package saves the difficulty of borrowing and the expense of buying.
It gives in a single wkage material which would require hours of time to
Mote and to obtain.

It is easy to 1tow this systettr milds up a collection of material which is
at once authenticlaxih-to date, and compact in form. The periodicals to which
the extension diviiiion sùhserlbes are filled with discussions of, the latest events
of interest and Importance, with criticisms and reviews, with Action and

AO'
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poetry. These articles are filed with discrimination in the package libraries
to which they belong. An individual package deals usually vitui several pluises

w of its subject. It will contain, perhaps, a good general summary of a situation.
4 tiTguments by partisan writers, a retrospect, a forecast, a statistical article, a

detailed analysis. Although it is often very difficult to obtain suitable material
on all plm6es of a subject, the service aims at breadth of view and fairness of
treatment. It does not foster the dissemination of propaganda, but the furnish-
ing of information And the stimulation of interest.

The University of Indiana circulated 300 package libraries per
month, and the University of Te'xas has a large circulation of package
libraries. In October,1922, 911 packages were sent out by the Uni-
versity of Texas. The service now averages about 35 a day, each
package being made up of magazines, bulletins, pamphlets. and books
on subjects of lively interest to women's clubs. debating societies,
parent and teacher organizations, and other similar groups. Some
favorite subjects are restriction of immigration. the Ku Klux Klan.
commission form of government, cancellation of war debts of the
Allies, and the soldiers' bonus.

The University of Wisconsin lent 17,114 package libraries in 1920
1924 ar increase of 53 per cent over 1914-1916.

ADULT EDUCATION.

Until recently it was commonly thought that if a 'State should
educate its youth the problem of education was solved. But it has
been found impossible to keep all of the youth in sch(p)ol long- enough
to receive a sufficient :Aunt of education for efficient citizenship:
and, in addition, on account of rapid progress awl development in
human affairs, education must be a lifelong .process. eci)-
nomic, political, and scientific conditions are constantly changing:
hence the ùmvement for adult education has arisen and is -very
rapidly developing.

And so it has come about that as a result of this newer movement
in education, " to teach menthat is, actults---is now a genuine
function of the modern university or other educational institution,
and ip our times through organized effort it becomes a challenge to
letiders of men."

The institutions of learning are now practically committed to the
policy of teaching alnits not in residence at the institution and the
probtem is now reduced to the forms for performing this service and
its proper st andarckizat ion. The movement has attained very signifi-
cant proportions and has seemingly unlimited promise before it .for
the immediate future.

Adult education in England has taken shape largely under the
influence of the Workers' Educational Association, founded in 1903.
Instruction is carried on chiefly through the so-called university
tutorial classes, which, are organized in all parts of Great Britain.

Social,
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Each class is conducted as a three-year course in some fundamental
subject. A student joining such a couise pledges himself to remain
in the same class and under the same instructor for three years. At
a given meeting the instructor deliv'ers a brief lecture, which is
followed by a discussion. Next comes criticism of papers submitted
by the class, eadi member being required to present a carefully
written paper every three weeks. The topics for these papers axe
selected or assigned with much care,- The instructor also gives a(l-
vice to the class concerning reading Iirt supplementary studies that
they should carry on in order to get the fullest benefit from the
work.

The university tutorial classes cover a wide range of subjects,
such as psychology, economks, political science, social history, social
philosophy, .industrial history, ethics, logic, music theory, biology,
astronomy. other sciences, mathematics, English, French, German,
Greek literat u re, comparative. religions.

When it is planned to -give a course in a town or city the organizers
of the-work often have several lectures on the subject of the course
delivered beforehand in the community. The ground is in this way
cultivated so that whejn the course is actually offered there is a cer-
ta:.n ';nterest, in the subject that nmy be helpful in bringing together
the requisite number of people to carry on tha work. A class is lim-
ited to 32 persons. The total number of classes for the winter of
1921-22 was 320, with an enrollment of 7,750, the men numbering
4,729 and the women 2,091. P

At Cambridge University the adult education board is made up of
so.me of the most eminent. men in the Milky. The i;resent chair-
man is Prof. J. J. Thompson, one of the foremost physicists in the
world. There is a similar board at each of the other English uni-
versities.

Another type of adult educatimml work carried on in England is
known as " university extension." This is not a broadly inclusive
teimh as with us, but is applied to a particular type of educational
work carried on extramurally by universities for adults. It is de-
signed mainly for business men and women and for teachers. Like
the Workers' Educational Association work it does not carry credit
toward a degree and is usually nonvocational.

University extension courses of the typical sort in England are
held from fall to spring. In a course the instructor lecturespnce a
week to a general audieno. After the lecture he meets for an hour
the students who are formally registered in the work. During that
hour a discussion takes place. He asks questions of the students,
and they may question him. He lays out reading for -students to
do. Students hand in their weekly papers and receive those they
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submit ted the week before. A student pursuing succesfully thit:e
of these annual courses in one general field receives a diploma."

University extension courses are given in many centers and are
taken by many People. The work is not so intensive .as in tlw urn-
vetsit y tutorial classes. The total number of classes for the winter
uf 19.21-22 Avas 00, with an enrolhnent of nearly 20,000.

Wilt of this movement in England, founded by Dr. Albert Mans-
bridge. \vim LA year visited America, grew

O THE WORLD Ass:0(1.1'110N 1.1)1: .11)U17 EDUCATIoN

founded by hint in 1918. The Object. as stated in. its official an-
Douncement, is to assist the de.velopnient of adult education in all
parts of the world, mainly by.:

The promotion of cooperation fund mutual relationships het WNIPII a I u lt edtwa-
f movements and Institutions throughout the world.

The develoimaint 41i: a fully equipped bureau of information.
The conduct of investigations of the nature. thuor. it141 posibiiititbs of n.lult

(-batty:4 I

Thfb production ;Ind circulation of literature.
The (organization of international :Ind other conferences.

The purpose of the World Association for Adult Education is to
dispel the melancholy belief that grown nien and wonlep have noth-
ing left to learn and to diffuse throughout all countries and in even'
section of society the sense of wonder and curiosity and the *gift of
Mutiwi sympathy and companionship which add so much to the
mean i ng of life.

It pursues this purpose of seeking to establish contact ween all
those, whoever and wherever they be, who hold fast to the belief
that the true purpose of education, for young and old, is the wider-
standing anti enjo)yment of life, and that the uneducated man is not
he who can ,not read or write or count or spell but he who walks
unseeing and unbearing, uncolnpanioned and unhappy. through the
busy st reets -and glorious open spaces of life's infinite pilgrimage.

The instant response given to-the proposAl to establish a World
Association for Adult Education is indicative of the intense desire
of People everywhere for the development and organization of adult.
educat ion on lines which are broad and free and which are open to
men and women of any nationality and of any religious belief or
political party.

It is becoming more and more widely recognized that the power
generated as the direct. regult of men and women seeking simply, in,
their own way, to develop their natural interest, understandipg, and
knowkdge is essential to the healthy, life of any community.

lt
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At the moment the civilized world is insistent in its demand for
instructed citizenship in order that it may preserve, develop, and
reform its essential institutions.

The World AssociatIon for Adult Education has lwen founded in
Order to combine in the pursuit of a great ideal all those who are
specially interested in adult education as a means to citizenship and
world fellowship.

Many institutions in America. as the result of Doctor Mans-
bridr.e's visit here, have joined this association.

WoRKERs. EDUCATIONAL BUI:EAU AMERICA.

From the Workers Educational Association of England and the
World's Association for Adult Education, and partially on account
of the general moyement in this country in educational extension,
was organized the Workers' Educational Bureau of America, organ-
ized in New York City April 23. 1921, the second conference of
which was held at the New School for Social Research in New York
City April °2- and 23, 19.22.

The following, taken from the report of the secretary of the Work-
ers' Educational *Bureau. 1922, gives some idea of the growth of
this movement :

One year ago a nation-wide questionnaire seht out to the different workers'
duvational enterprises revealed the significant fact that four years before

there Nvere but four workers' educational groups in two industrial centers of
the United States, with ttn enroilmens of a few hundreds. In four years the
movement has grown to 4.26 workers' colleges and schools, in 22 cities of this
country. Since that questionnaire has been tabulated and recw.ded the Work-
ers' Educational Bureau has come into tieing to relate these various experi-
hicus in different parts of the country-, to gather and to stimulate the devel-
opment of liPW eilterprises.

Some of the enterprises that were in existence a year ago have become
inactive (luring the past year, due to a !mintier of different reasons. .-Others
hav (borne into being to swell the total number. It is difficult at times to
classify the enterprises as either trade-union Clineges, workers' universities, or
study classes, as tiley (b) have 1.;cal differences; but including all mull experi-
ments, whether they be regarded as individual workers' study classes or col-
leges with of control. the increase in the number of these
experiments has been, on a conservative estimate, twofold, or 100 per cent.
The total number ran as high at one time as 61 workers' educational experi-
ments of various sorts and kinds.' Of this total, the bureau has assisted in
ureating eight trade-union colleges during the past year.

Theise c011eges are as follows:
Passaic TradeUnion College.
Denver Labor College.
Spokane Workers' College.
Milwaukee Workers' College.
Pacific Workers' University (Sacramento, rant).
San Francisco Labor College.
SiTaeuse Labor College.
Portland Labor College.
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EXTENSION ACTIVITIES OF AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL

COLLEGES.

All of the agricultural and mechanical colleges aided by Govern-
ment funds conduct agricultural extension service, consisting of home
and farm demonstration work, boys and girls* club work, agricul-
ture and home economics work, and many other special forms. This
is usually a cooperative effort of the college of agriculture, the United
States Department of Agriculture. the State department of agricul-
ture. the State board of educatiqn and the county government.

The work ivaries somewhat in each State in accordance with the
agricultural needs of the State, but is of similar character. À brief
description of the work of one institution is giveh as typical of the
work of them all :

EXTENSION WORK OF TILE COLLECE OF AGRICULTURE OF TILE UNIVERSITY

OF TEN N ESSEE.

The improved condition of Tennessee agriculture is reflected in the
attitude of county courts toward the support of cownty farm demon-
stration agents aria county home demonstration agents. July 1, 1921,
the county force of the division of extension included 37 county
agents, 3 assistant county agents, 27 home demonstration agents, 1
assistant home demonstration agent, and 9 negro agents. ln December,
1922, Our county force numbered 44 .county agents, 7 assistant county
agents, 27 home demonstration agents, 1 assistant home demonstra-
tion agent, and 10 negro agentsa net gain of 19 county workers over
the lowest number employed at any one time of the period mentioned.

The outstanding features of extension work during this period
have been the marked interest in the cooperative marketing of farm
products, with the standardization of farm crops and the organiza-
tion of farmers as a necessary part of this project, a greatly in-
creased tetritory devoted to tobacco production, the steady incxease
of the dairy industry, and improveynent in community county, ind
district fairs.

The year has witnessed a gradual improvement in all phases of
tire liv-stock industry, sheep luisbandry showing strongest.

The county agents, men and women, constitute the chief field force
, of the division of extension. Their work is outlined in projects

prepared by specialists in the several lines of agriculture and home
interests, who aid them, as may be necessary -in their work. Each.

agent makes a plan of wórk for the year, and in this the agents
seek the advice of leading farmets and farm organizations. The
county plan is flexible enough to admit of emergency work, should

%Iv
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any unusual condition demand attention. Weekly reports of agents'
activities are made through supervisipg district agents to extension
headqua Hers.

The following are examples from the many lines of work of the'
,pdivision of extension for the year ending December 31, 1922:

Over 100 of the 176 weekly newspapers of the State, and 8 of the
13 daily Papers, printed over 20,000 columns of agricultural matter
furnisbed them by the division of (*tension. In many cases special
agricultural ditions were printed, in which illustrations and much
reading matter were supplied. Twelve new bulletins,totaling 108000
copies, were issued, and reprint§' of 11 publications were made.

Approximat6ly 15,000 acres of a better variety of cotton was
grown, and t !mginning was made in standardizing the cotton of a
community, selecting a variet,' suited to it. The irarieties chosen are
Express and Cleveland Big Boll, with lint front 1-ild to lA inches.
Cooperative cotton selling pools were held in four counties with
sat isfactory results to the farmers.

There were 1,200 acres of Burley tobacco grown in Knox and adja-
cent counties, with yidd and quality above the average in the Bur-
ley district. This is a new cash crop to these counties and is an
outstanding piece of work.

A remarkable Use More Milk" campaign was conducted in Da-
vidson County May 1 to 6 under the direction of Aliss Hall, of the
dairy division of the United States Department of Agriculture and
the division of exten,sion., with the cooperation' of an educational
medical and civic organization and the milk producers and distrib-
utors of the county': A poster contest in which 1,000 posters were
selected from the work of 10,000 contestants was a feature. Five
10-minute speeches were made in every schoolroom in the county.
Over 25,000 children were taught the value of milk in the diet.

Cooperative wool-selling demonstrations were made in 18 coun-
ties, in which 147,525 pounds of wool were sold with a saving of'
$14,348.75 to the consignors, who were taught proper tying of the
fleece and grading. In 14 counties '2'2,196 lambs were sold coopera-
tively with a saving of $19,457.75.

There 'were 160 boys And girls in 5 counties that fed 198 baby
beeves. Nine carlotids of these animals were exhibited at the Nash'
ville Fat Stock Show December 12--11, the Montgomery County
Club winning first prize. These exhibits and the boys and girls
attending them were a leading feature of the show.

Two thousand acres of strawberries were planted in three coun-
ties as a commercial crop which had not previously grovtii the fruit
or shipment, and 'associations for marketing were formed.

01348°-24 -15
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Two hundred and fifty pure-bred rams.were placed in middle Teri-
nessee counties, and a distinct advance has been made in sheep hus-
bandry in that section. Twelve hundred head of Heresford calves
were sold to Tennessee feeders in one sale at Nashville in November.
There have been 149 puw-bred beef bulls placed with'farmers dur-
ing the year.

Three cooperative creameries have been established, makiiig 15 in
all, with 5,030 farmer patrons. In addition there are 14 privately
owned creameries. The total output will be 12.000,000 pounds of
butter for the yeai*, as against 300,000 potThas in 1914. Thirteen
cheese factories proquced 237418 pounds of cheese, an increase of
83.6 per cent over 1921.

Terracing demonstrations have been popular throughout the
State and are an important feature of maintaining and improviftg
the soil.

,/ EXTENSION WORK OF THE NORMAL SCHOOLS.

Statistics for this report were not secured from the normal schools.
Most of them, however, especially in the West-, conduci some form
of extension, the most general being correspondence courses, class
i nst Met ion, lectures, and institutes. The following is a deseript ion
of the extension work of the State Normal College, Natchitoches. La.:

The divisioupt extension,. Louisiana State Normal (1011(bge*, been (Isiah-
for the sole purpose of aiding teachers, scl oo "officials, and communities

fostering educational pr(;jeets
The extension activities are administered through the following departments

of the division of extension: Correspondence study, extension classes, educa-
tional measurements, lectures and institutt4, visual 'instruction, public school
service, home reading (bourses (in collaboration with the Bureau of 16itleat ion,
Department of the Interior), activities, appointment of teachers.

Data of corremplm`denec study and extension elaNse.4.-0nly professional suh-
jects are offered, thus limiting the service almost wholly to teachers.
'Number of students (leachers) enrolled in correspondence study, Septem-

ber, Per22
Number of students (teachers) trolled In extension classes, September,

1922 129

Sex of students: Women, t wo-thi rds ; men, one-third;
Average academic standing of students in extension classes is the equivalent

of a two-year normal-school diploma, or the sophomore class in the college.
All students In correspondence study havejnet the entrance' requirements of

the college and are therefore doing work of strict collegiate grade.
Data of visual inAtruction.Visual aids (slides and films) are lent to

churches, schools, and community centers free and on rental basis.
The department wastvestabiished in 1920. Since that time the following per-

centages of increase have been noted: Films owned, 150 per cent; showings
.made, 300 ptr ceilt ; people served,. 125 per cent. A

Home reading cour8e.----People served, current year, 57.
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OUTSTANDING DEVELOPMENTS IN UNIVERSITY EXTENSION,
1920-1922.

" Undoubtedly the most striking educational development of model% times
is shown not Ivy what is being done within schools and universities but by
what is demanded gby adult persons in all Walks of life."---George A. ISmith8on"--

The Spokesman." December. 1922. issue.

.Vorth Otroilmit.University extension in the Southern States has
reached Outstanding prominence...in the last two years. Probably
the greatest accomplishments in adult education in these States
have been in North Carolina, where the State university has pur-
sued for a number of years a far-sighted policy of " bring the
university to the Ikople." This progressive (;ducational policy has
resulted in consiqerable popular interest throughwt the State and
in great financial gains to the university in increased State appro:
priations. Suc.cessful activities of the University of North Caro-
lina are slmrl extension courses in cities and towns of the State,
welfare work, package libraries, arid visual ancLaorrespondence in-
struction.

lu North Carolina the most important progress was the énlarge-
mont of the teaching program-101 students were given formal in-
struction in 1921-22y, as compared with 111 of the previous*year,
either through correspondence courses or extension classes out in
the State. This number included 200 doctors, who took the post-
graduate extension course in general medicine during the summer in

centers of the State. .

A distinct. feature of the work is the Community Drama, under
which condnunity pageants are written and enacted.

Florida.More recent developments in a typical Southern State
may be noted in Florida, w1iereimmediately41owing the World
Wara comprehensive system of correspondence,,class, and visual
instruction was established for both the University of Florida and
the-Horida State College for Women. 0

MissisRippi.--ITniversity extension id Mississippi, conducted by the
Agricultural and Afeclmnical College; has also made important prog-
ress after starting frimi a very small _beginning.

Tcnnessee.During the last year the University of Tennessee.h
appointed a director of general extension work. Previously t
extension activities of that institution were almost entirely industrial.

I npfidtmt rial 81Ibject8.Instruction in industrial subjec has been an
important part of the university extension activities offhe following
institutions: 'University of Wisconsin, Pennsylvania State Conege,
University of California, Massachusetts 'State Department of Edu-
cation, Iowa State College, Uniyersity of Colorado. University. of
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Tennessee,' Purdue Univorsi6', and New Hampshire State Board of
Educat ion.

Recent extension tool The following institutions of nation*
reputation have recently u ablished -extvpsion work: Lehigh Urii-
versity,,South Bethlehem, Pa.; University of the State of New York,
Albany, N. Y.; and Adelbert College fWestern He'serve University),
Clevehind, Ohio.

PennRylvania.---There has been a unique development in univerfiity
extension in Pennsylvania. Following the withdrawal of the Uni-
versity Qf Pittsburgh frtosamillis kiwi of activity, the State department
of education has secured an appropriat ion for teacher training work,
which is used.for the financial ;upport of university extension couples
intended mainly for teachers. The instruction is practically free to
teachers and is given by members of the faeulties of 'colleges and
universities it.) Pennsylvania, whQ are paid from State funds for this
educat ional frvice.

rirginia.The University of Virginia and the College of William
and Alary inaugurated extension teaching olassres in 1920. The en-
rollment this year, 1922, is more than 1,54 In Richmond the work
is done cooperatively.

o

Correspondence courses at Columbia.Another recent development
in university extension work in the Easterif ,States luts been the
organization of correspondence instruction by. Columbia University.
This type of instruction includes only courses of coilixe grade. Co-
lumbia University, however, allows no gedit toward a degree for
correspondence courses, but there is provision for gtarkting credits
on extension courses taken in classes.

Credit at Columbia.Director Egbert announces that Columbia*
University has made provision for granting- the degree of bachelor
of science to " mature " undergraduate students who have been at the
university' for one full academic year or its equivalent and have
°completed courses in residence aggregating not less than 30 semester
hours. To be recommended for this degree the student must have
completed a total of 124 semester hours, 94 of wkich nmy have been
taken in university extension classes. Thus students in university
extension can now, under certain restrictions, receive a degree at
Columbia University.

Indiana University.--Indiana Univaysity, through its school of
nursing and its extension division, is continuing the health educa-
tion campaign carried on in various parts of the State the past tAN'o

yeirs. This year the scope of the woi:k is broadened, the activities
are more .varied, and the entire undertaking is called a " Nursing
service." The primary Purpose of the undertaking is to interest the
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State. in the work of the public health nurse and her felation to the
:-011tition of colionunitr health Problems

The field work is done by two grzquate registered nurses, especially
qualified for ttis type of undertaking. These nurses work in close
touch with the director of the Indiana Universiky School of Nursing.
Arrangements for .the work of the nurses in communities are made
Iff the Indiana University Extension Division, and all requests for
their services should be sent to the Extension Division? Indiana Uni-
vevsity, Bloomington, Ind. I

Michiyan.-7The UniversTty of fichigan regards the stato-wide
health program in cooperation with the S.tate medical society, the
State dental society, and the State board, of health as the most novel
and important feature of its extension work during the biennium.

Standapdipng col/N.-L.A. H. Yoder, director of extension of the
University of North Dakota, says:

I.

It geeti) to me that the. inot important events in the past two years in our
field are.:

) The effort made by the members of the National Unitersity Extension
A ss4 Wia I ¡MI toward tandardizing credits obtained by correspondence, and

(2) lfhp organization (If the Worm Association for Adult Education.
Most of our American extension divisions (10 not sufficiently emphasize the

i nil bi )I'I :1 IL(( of adult education. In the future the extension division will either
inake adult education its chief aim ot the universitios will organ1116 st4icial
divisi(Pli (I». the purpose, I want *to see the type of wort nOW done carried
with I he vork which we hope to do in the way of adult ed.ucation. The ques-
tion of "slaying educaled" looms large.to my vision, and it is In this field
that I think our greatest success will cozies

* WORKERS' EDUCATION..

Rob-ert T. Hill; in the New York Times, says:
Uncertainty in the minds of mally.as to thexlirettion that the worker's clam-

(ion movement In America will take Is such that recent developments at
Syracuse, N. Y., are peculiarly,suggestive. According to competeAt observers,
the strength and vitality of workers' education chiefly ¡lepend upon the desire
awl active'participation- of working people hi such effort. It is largely group
:colon exiended into tl)e field of voluntary 'adult education. Others believe
that through extension service, colleges and universities can provide adequate
educationalfacilities for everyone, including werkérs, and that such educational
effort should be strictly under university or college initiation, direction, and
control and conducted similarly to other extension service. The truth, In fact,
appears to lie between, or In a suitable combination, of both. A type of 01-
operative effort such as that at Syracuse seems reasonable and hopeful.

Representatives pf the State Department of Education and the Workers'
Education Bureau of New York were privileged to actions liaison officers, so to
sPeak, between representatives of the Central. Trades and Labor Assemblye
'and faculty members of Syra University... Thé director of university
extension teaching at SyPacuse as alley...instrumental in irranging thew
conferences. Committees were appeinted from the respective faculty and
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labor groups which met to discuss possible cooperation. This itieeting went a
long way in breaking down antagonisms and feelings of aloofness iHstNeen
university and so-called wt,rkinlg people.

Upon request of the labor committee tentative courses of study were pre-
pared by faculty representatives, of which one in economics was adopted for
the season. Responsibility for organization of a class. including the payment
of Instructor's fee, was assumed by the labor organization. Those enrolled
were registered as students in the extension division of the university.
Weekly sessions were held at the Labor Temple. Interest and attendance
were maintained throughout the course, which continued during the spring
term last year. At the conclusion Of the season it was decided to continue
similar effort this year, with the addition of such other courses as might be
feasible. A movement of this cooperative type Once started has indefinite
possibilities.

wii.hThis effort has much in common similar devehyments in England 15
4 or 20 years ago, when the Workers' Education Association was in its infancy.

Somewhat similar cooperative effort was undertaken hy 0.:foni Univerlif
and working people who desir, ducational, opportunities. Albert lanshridge.
one of the founders of tli Dig ish movement., when in the United State List
spring, pronounced the Syracuse scheme one 1 the most hoi wend and :qigniti-
cant educational developments in this field which he had encountered in
America.

The following paragraph is taken from the annual report of
Director Egbert, of C*umbia University

As indicated in the report of last year, universitN nsion is giving specialIlk
study to the best method of making the university useful to the Lihor unions.
We ,are meeting the needs of the individual worker, of Whom thore ore many
among ,the thousands who attend our courses; nevertheless, it is our desire to
solve this problem of furnishing the education which labor unionk feel that they
teed for their members. It is a pity that they do not have greater contiden(..e
in universities such as Columbia. I can only report iirogress in this important
field of erideavor.

Widespread comment has been aroused by this interest on the part of Colum-
bia in the educational welfare of the labor unions. We now propose a con-
ference of tase representing the unions with the administrative board of
university extension in the hope that some step may be taken in bringing the
uniVersity find the unions hi closer contact for the aceomplishment of the pur-
pose for which the eitension courses exist.

RADIO EDUCATION.

The radio and education,Among the many possibilities opened
to the w6r1d by the development. of radiophony, the educatIonal op-
portunitieg which are offered to the public ty means of the. radio are
most important and far-rsachirtg. Not only the possibility of re-
ceiving instruction from the .4nest teachers in the country, but the
cultinal opportunities made available by the perfection of radio

I, means much to thousands of people who have installed outfits.
Universities have recpgnized the great good tio be. gained by send-

ing instruction over the ether wavep, and are usinebtle radio as a
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medium for extension courses. Ope.ratic and symphony concerts, tho
day's news, market. and weather reports, all the things which go to
make life rich in experience can now be dispensed through the air to
Al who will listen.

This is a big advantage to everyone, but it is particularly valuable
to those people who live in remote districts, in villages, and rural
communities. The radio now brings info their homes the news and
entertainment, instruction and culture, from; which they have been
cut. off by distance.

The University of Michigan has organized a complete radio exten-
sion course of subjects of universal intereS. Michigan Agricultural
College will broadcast a series of lectures by agricultural authorities
on subjects of vital interest and great practical value' to farmers.
The possibility of gaining a wealth.of practical information from
men of national reput at ion by merely " listening in is of great. value
to the millions who have never had the opportunity to rieceive such
information before.

In November, 1922, in the United States 57 colleges and universi-
ties were reported as having telephone broadcasting stations,
amongst. them the University of Colorado, University of Arizona,
University of California, Tulane University, University of Mis-
souri, Purdue University, University of Vermont, University of
Texa§, Cornell University, University of South Dakota,40hio State
University, Universit y of Nebraska, University of Wisconsin, State
University of Iowa, University .of Cincinnati, West Virginia Uni-
versity. Iowa State College, and the University of Illinois.

Government radio sehool talliss.To reach the general public, as
well as school workers, with educational information, and to spread
it promptly, cheaply, and widely, the United States Bureau of Ed11-.

cation sends out messages t wive a week from NA A, thr naval ail:-
craft station at Radio, near Arlington, Va., on a wave length of 700
meters.

The Commissioner of Education believes:
That the public can be reached moie quickly and directly by radio than in

any other way. e

Radio has the advantnge of Intimate contact between speaker and audience,
and since the bureau's messages will be sent on a regular schedule, they will
have the continuity necessary for informing the public on educational matters.
Since public educati9 can not progress any faster than the Mate of public
opinion about education, the commissioner believes that the inauguration .of
tht radio is an important steOn advance.

Other Government bureaus broadcast educational information.
Plan to broadcwit college courses.Foreseeing millions of listen-

.

ers, the bulk *hem 61 wiles age, the National Radio Chamber
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of Commerce is developing a plan to' establish radio-extension
courses in American colleges and universities. In radio, education
has found a new and powerful ally.

Sixty educational institutions are broadcaAting educational and
musical programs, 47 of them being colleges and universities. The
combined area nominally covered by these instibitions has been
estimated to be seven or eight times the total area of the United
States.

There are in the United State. between a 'million and a million
and a half radio receivers, representing between three and four mil-
lion radio listeners located within vomfo-rtable range of the ,smaker's
voice of 1 of 600 broadcastin!Y stations. These listenem are, for the
most part, of school and college age. Their numi4er is rapidly in-
creasing and will undoubtedly, within a few years, total many mil-
lions. . 6
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CHAPTER VIII.
UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOLS.

By JAMES C. LGBERT.

C.' )rigi n of the summer schoolClAssitimtion of summer sehoolsRegistrationLength of
sessLonFinanci.il conduct and 1 ei.:-.11,trics of professors and selection of SianAdministration
and st udiesRecreat ional work . pprcci at ion of summer schools.

4*.

Durim the past. 25 years a very significant- change has taken
place in the attitude of those in control of educational institutions
toward the so-called summer seasonspecifically the months of Jul
and Augustas deserving a place in the academic. year or calend

Formerly the extreme heat so common in many parts of the co
as regarded as sufficient interference with study to justify the

suspension Of the activities familiar to other periods of the year.
Beyond this there certainly existed a prevaknt and widespread
opinion that both pupils and teachers needed the relaxation which
an interruption of academic duties furnished, and that this period
silo* cover the two months of the warm season. In all probability
this custom arose from the fact that the summer morals werethe
husv time for the countryside and a ir)(;riod when young people were
needed on the farm. 'Fhe winier could readily be given over to
educational work.

ORIGIN OF THE SUMMER SCHOOL.

The recognition of the summer season for educational purposes
may be traced to the organization of summer schools not directly
connected with collegiate institutions. The summer schools at
Chautauqua and at Mart h:is Vineyard, although combining recrea-
tional with educational exercises, wok largely instrpmental in pro-
ducing a change in opinion as to the usefulness and feasibility of the
sumer for educational activity. Gradually the fact of the loss of
valuable time due to an extended vacation period became clear to
the eager student who was finding the years of collegiate study too
numerous in view of the necessity of beginning One's chosen career
at an earlier period. In like manner students, especially teachers
busily engaged during the winter on remunerative einployment,
came to regard the summer season ast4 the time for study, of whicil
'they were deprived at other seasons of the/ear. Undoubtedly the
rapid extension of the interest in summer instruction was strengthened
also, particularly in the West, the action of the University of Chicago
in adopting what may be terMed " the perennial system," whereby the
institution maintained educational exercises thtoughout the entire
calendar year. This is the story of the origin of the summer school.
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It is interesting to note that the universities were the first to see
the importance of the use of the summer season as indicated by the
experience of what we may term the "recreational summer school."
Harvard University was probably the pioneer, for the 'courses
offered by Dean Shaler were the first collegiate instruction assigned
to the summer season. Other universities, notably Columbia
University, soon after established .summer courses, and, excTeding

krvard in the liberality of recognition of such courses as giving
credit for the degrees, early made their summer instruction an integral
part of the work of the year.

The idea, therefore, has had an ever-increasing acceptance in the
universities of the country. It has spread more slowly, however, to
other educational institutions, such as normal schools andr,other
institutions under public control: Nevertheless, there is a general
acceptance of the idea, and the custom may now be said to be preva-
lent, especially in the more important institutions of learning'.
This is not true, however, of the secondary and elementary schools,
as the practice varies widely in different communities. It is most
unusual tó find the graded schools following a winter program in
the summer. One important ieason for this is the eagerness of
teachers to enter the university summer schools from which they
would be excluded if their own graded schools were open as usual
during this season. IPP

\The severity of summer weather does not permit school exercises
which are familiar to the other seasons. In consequence, wherever
elementary schools are open the program is very brief and the 1

character less serious than is the custom at other times of the year.
The modified program is appropriate for these summer public schools.-

CLASSIFICATION OF SUMMER SCHOOLS.

When we attempt to classify summer schools we find great diffi-
culty. Nevertheless, we may follow the usual classification of
university and cqllegiate institutions, normal schools, schools inde-
pendent of established educational institutions, and finally tke
secondary and elementary schools which furnish education at public,'
expense. Of these I havé already referred to the graded and second-
ary schools. The so-callcd "in4ependent schools" frequently offer
summer sessions but only when there is a special demand and when
this demand will Amish means for the maintenapce of the school or
for profit. Many preparatory schools are open in the summer so as
to meet the needs of students who hope to .pass entrance examina-4'
tions in the fall. Normal schools in some States supported at,
public expense are open in summer, especially where the teachers
need further professional instruction and are unable to atteud the
universities or to find i them the courses which they need.

. ..
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We shall confine ourselves in this paper to a consideration of the
educational activity in the summer of the universities and colleges.

Although the theory of summer instruction as appropriate and
advantageous for universities and colleges is so widely accepted,
nevertheless. the practice has not become universal. Some of our
best-known colleges do not open their doors to the summer student.
Among these we may mention Yale, Princeton, Vassar, Brown, and
inny others. They close their doors after commencement, ncot, to
open them until the fall term begins. This is the old-time view of
the period when colle'ges are to be active. It is true that Yale tried
the experiment for three years and then resolved to abandon the
undertaking.

It is intereAing to note, however, that a number of the most con-
servative colleges are establishing in the summer courses of lectures
and forms of instruction which are not, familiar to the winter student.
Williams College conducted in the summer of 1921 a series of con-
ferences on government in which a number of distinguished scholars
and publicists timk part. This experiment will be repeated in the
.iinuner of 1922. The conferences in general -were open to the public
olthough the round tftbles for more intimate discussions were re-
stricted to regi ;te1'e4 members. It is understood that the expense
does not fall upon the college but is met by the generosity of a pri-
vate individual. Amherst College has been interested in the summer
in the Amherst School for Workers. This is an endeavor to bring
the industrial worker into close contact with the college. Bryn
Mawr in like manner is conductii;g in the summer classes for work-
ing women clearly with the same intention which is responsible for
the courses at Amherst. Thus,these institutions are turning to the
use of the sununer sevbn although as yet there is apparently no
thought of giving regtAar courses similar to those of the academic
year.

The reasons for hesitation on the part of many colleges in con-
tinuing the¡r academic year into the summer are not very difficult
to discover. There exists a natural anxiety as to the possibility of
meeting the expense of such an experiment for the trustees of these
institutions do not look with ,equanimity upon increasing the finan-
cial burdens of the academic year 13. Josses incurred during the
summer. This is a perfectly reasonable ground for hesitation as
the tuition fees obtained in the smaller colleges would with difficulty,
if at all, be made to cover the(overhead eXpense and the cost of
instnietion. The larger universitIes can draw to their halls an unu-
sual numbiT of students and by the means of numbers care for the
.ex.pense of slimmer instruction although in many cases the oven-
head charges must be met frotu the general university income.
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Again. there are many colleges located in sections where the weather is
especially severe and debilitating. Wo must acknowledge that students
will avoid those places where the heat becomes well-nigh unendura-
ble and therefore interferes with their routine of study and Mend-
ance on lectures. Students do not shun in the winter country towns
which are frequently overwhelmed by the snows and rigors of the
season but will avoid the same localities which are made uncom-
fortable by the heat of summer.

This general impression that the debilitat ing character of the weather
lkrould interfere with the amount of study the student could undertake
not only prevented the rapid development of summer schools but pro-
duced unwillingness on the part of the university ttu thorities to recog-
nizo this period y. udy as worthy of academic credit. As the number
of summer schob creased, this opinion changed, and universities of
standing accept s obtained in summer terms both of their ON% n

and of ihstitutions in which they have confidence, in the same manner
as during the academic year. We can appreciate best the posit ion
which summer schools have secured in university work when 1 not is

the. readiness with which credit is granted, especially for t master's
degree and at times for the degree of doctor of philosophy.

REGISTRATION.

The registration in these summer schools has been steadily increasing
and in some instances luis reached remarkable proportions. Thus, in
1921, Columbia reported 11,809; Chicago, 6,452; California, with its
southern branch, 7,877 ; and Wisconsin , 4 ,535. These nretliehirgest..and
are followed by Michigan wit h 2,794. We shod Id eNpect to find Colum-
Ilia and California on this list as being the largest universities in the
country.

In the summer of 1917, because of the war, tire summer schools
uniformly experienced a large diminution in numbers. This will be
seen in the table given below. In certain special instances the num-
bers were maintained or increased by the acceptance and enrollment
-of students who were preparing for service in the Army or Navy.
This interruption in the growth of numbers was regarded by some
witli solicitude. Nevertheless, in the summer after the close of, the
war there was an immeditIte return to pre-war conditions and tho
yearly record showed increases as before.

Li November, 1917, the administrative officers of summer schools
meeting at the UniveNity of Michigan established an informal
organization entitled, The Assoch.ttion of Summer Session Directors."
The invitition had been extended to all universities offering graduate
courses in the summer. At this first, meeting the following institu-
tions were invited: Boston University, University of California,
Univemity of Colorado, Columbia University, University of Chicago,
Cornell University, Dartmouth College, I farvard University, Indiana
University, University of Illinois, Johns Hopkins University, Iowa State

.
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UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOLS. 233

College, University of Kansas, I Tniversity of Minnesota, University of
Missouri, t ty of Montana, University of Nebraska, New York
University, Nort hwestern UniveNity, Ohio State University, Uni-
versity

.

of Oklahoma, Tniversit y of Pennslvlyania, Syracuse Uni-
versit v, UniveNity of Washington, and the University of Wisconsin.

Thlis, including t he Uni veNity of Midtigan, 26 institutions were asked
to !tart icipat e in t he organizkiit ion meeting. Only 14 responded by send-
ing representatives,' viz: Boston University, Columbia University,
Indiana UniveNity, I farvard t ni versity, New York tTniversity, North-
west ern Uni State Jill veNity, Syracuse Uni versity, Univer-
si t of Chicago, I y of Illinois, University of Kansas, University
of Michigan, 17lliversii y of Mi4souri, and the University of Minnesota.

Ths list is gi si) n t indicate I he number of institutions holding
slimmer schools in the year 1917 lind those which were particularly
interested in unified action.

The following table indicates the enrollmenrfor the years 191 -1922
of tho univeNities L1ìtI colleges maintaining summer schools:

Summer session affrmlanre Onlais without dul1ira1es).1

I nst itut ion.

Boston

ilorado. .

Columbia
(*omen.

...

;eorgo NV;vhington.
Ilmv;ird
Illinois..
Indiana
Iowa.
jotivu Stat . ... ..
otitis Hopkins..

Kansas ,
M ichigan . .

Minnesota
Missouri .

Nebraska
New York_
Northwestern
Ohio .
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

yraeuse
Texas.
Toronto
Virginia
Washl

1 916 1917

.pry
4,7)01
1, 613

771
6, 1 14

191 s 1919

D

2111

3, 975
1(11

x13
N, 023

9-9
4
3, s27

674
60'22

3S3
4,?1S
4,956
1,61s
9, 539

1 , 631 1,139 1. 146 2. 171
I C16 2:10 30S CANS

. 1 (111 771 1, 245 i,r23
1, 117 s%.3. 74s 1,3i4
1,1;11 963 1 , 0s1 1, 222

1)76 412 1, (M2 1, 290
1,02s 725 614 800

596 326 422
"16 73s 761 712

1, 79a 1, 419 1,301 1,961
1, (W17 983 1, 245 1, 467

. ...... 1, 320 :156 763
665 656 820 867

1,053 972 618 1 350
4( 6 429 513 881

1, 11 901 911 1 340
K54 1, 133 1, 170 1 r4 5
11') 604 4s9 712

1, 045 h53 None, 935
366 343 357 493

1,477 1, 369 1, 592 1 MOO
354 17 50 35
3s9 1,320 918 1,474

3, 141 2,334 2,0K3 3 212

j 1920 1921 1922

ars 673
5,438 7 877
5,409
1, 741
9, 7S0
2,007
1,
I , 709
1, 3s1
1 , 452
1,420

sas
442
932

2, 225
2,025

885
..
1, 7'30
1, 159
1, 404
1 , Ms

571
1 , 281

010
1, 955

85
1 8M
1, 50s
3, 578

6 452
2 308

11 m09
2 557
1 342
2 024
1 976
1 648
1 747
1 305

949
1, 306
2, 794
2,687
1,134
1,582
2,005
1, 422
1, 543
1, 660

892
1,758

715
2, 5f18

140
2,429
1, 929
4, 535

964
8,098
6,470
3,138

12,567
2,148
1, 223
2, 380
2,165
1,N5.4
2,083
1,4R7

7S5
1,660
2, FM
3,174
1,262
2,400
1, 813
1, 581
1,870
2,130

832
1,977

775
2,960

194
2,664
1,960
4, rem

I Furnished by the Association of Sutitnwr Semsion lirvctorf

LENGTH OF SESSION.

Regarding these institutions as representing,the summer schools of
the country, we may say at once that the impotiant oastanding fact of
the summer session of to-day is its accepted regularity as a part of uni-
versity work. In fact, these schools have become integral parts of the
extended academic year of university and collegiate education in the
country. They.form an wIded term. Thus there is an approach to
the plan of academic year which brings it close to the calendar year.
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Notwithstanding these facts, there are manv inherent differences
in the form, organization, and conduct of these schools which vary
among thqmselves more widely than ttie parent institutions of which
they form a part.

The first difference is that of length of period of the session or term.
In this variation in the length of the session we can see pictured the
different theorie.s as to the character of the summer instruction.
There are three types: First, the short intensive course with dail
instruction and restricted programs; second, a similar plan, but com-
bined with an attempt at approximation to the calendar of the
academic year; and finally, a session arranged as a complete term,
equivalent to those of the winter season 11,9 opposed to that, of the
slimmer.

In a list of 18 universities, 9 have a (3-week session, 3 have S, 1 has
,9, 1 has 11, and 1 has 8¡ weeks for the geiwral session and 11 for
education and law. Another has 10 weeks for law, S for' general
courses, and 6 for medical courses. Two have two sections f the
summer. Of these, 1 has 6 weeks in the first section and 5 in the
second; the other has 6 weeks in each section respectivtbly.

tINANCIAL CONDUCT AND FEES.

The financial conduct of sùmmer schools is a matter of peculiiar
interest to the boards of trustees and regents who are responsible for
the management of the fwids and who are always anxious in the face
of possible deficits.

In a group of 22 universities and colleges, 9 have summer schools
'-which are self-supporting, while 13 are not. Of the former only 2 are
State universities, while of the latter 2 are private inst it utiotis. In
other words, private institutions must hesitate to establish summer
schools which add to their financial difficulties. State universities,
on the other hand, regard the matter in a totally different light, for

z tures are called upon to supply funds for thp summer as for
other parts of the academiC year. In the latter case, although a fee is
usually charged, it is purposely kept at a low figure, as there is no
endeavor to make the school self-supporting. On the other hand,
endowed institutions, must arrange their summer expense and obtain
suitable income so as to accomplish this result cir there must be
reliance on the general budget. Practice varies in the matter of
overhead charges of the summei. Some universities charge this
expense as a whole against the general budget of the univerkity
others prorate the expense and endeavor to meet this amount from the
income of the fees of this season. One university, endeavoring to
reach an equitable .adjustment, compar'es the;expenses of overhead
of the six weéks of the summer school with those of the following six
weeks.when no classes are held. The difference is charged (against the
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UNIVERSITY SUM.MER SCHQOIS. 235

summer account. The largest institutions nat urally show the largest
amounts ifi the budgets assigned to the summer term, although the
size of the institution is not alwars a determining factor. Taking the
figures of 1919 we note that of 17 universities the budgets run from
$9,500 to $132,000. Nine finishea the season with a deliciet running
from $600 to S26,000. The remairicler show a balance from $1,000 to
$7s,000. In preparing a budget careful consideration is given to the
income side of the account 'which depolds two the system of tuition
fees and to the method of compénsat ion for instruction. There is no
normal uniform system in the assigping of tuition feeS. Here, again,
the custom seem to follow the line of division betwo n the State and
private institutions. Of 4;3 lliversities, 16 have flat fees which axe
small in State universities, 011 to S'25, but much larger in endowed
institutions, $40 to $00. Only G set, their fees on the basis of the unit,
which varies from $5 to $10 and in one instance is $16. One uni
charges $3 for a single course. Eight follow the custom and adopt
the amounts of the academic year. The-4% are, however, on the unit
basis. In some instances kt definite university or overhead fee is
charged. The whole tendency is toward an increased fee, following in
this respect the action of universities in the past few years in raising
their fees for the winter terms. In fact the summer fees are based on
the same principle a.s -controls during the academic year.

We may illustrate the variation in fees by referring to -bertain insti-
tutions which have important summer schools. Thus e'olumbia
charges $8 per point with a university fee of $6. Corm... has a
flat fee of $40. Harvard has a hat fee of $25. Syracuse charge§ 35
per point. On the other hand, the University of California has a
flat fee of $25; the University of Illinois, $12; the University of Kan-
sas, $146 for State residents, $15 for nonresidents; the University' of
Michigan the flat 'fee of $30, with special courses costing from $30 to
to $75. The University of Wisconsin has a rate of $3 per week as a
flat fee.

SALARIES OF PROFESSORS AND.SELECTION OF STAFF.

The question of salaries is very important in the conduct of these
schools in the summer. Even at this time, when the value of summer
work is generally recognized, it would be exceedingly difficult to
obtain from trustees the permission to continue and maintain them if
the salaries *ere increased in such a manner as to cause a serious
deficit. In the early. history of this movement the salaries were not
in proptirtion to thos, offered in the regular academic courses. They
were in comparison 'quite small, but the amount of service required
was likewise kept, in proportion less than the normal. There is much
variety in the different universities to the system and schedule of
salarkp. A favorite method is to determine the summer salary
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according to the grade or rank of the instructor. Another method is
to offer a percentage of the salary of the year. The result. is the same
as a rule, for the grade thus ultimately determines the salary. A cer-
tain amount of freedom is claimed by those who control summer
sessions in the assignment of colopenation, particularly for those
members of the staff called fro!ti oilier institutions. It is customary
to regulate the sabtrie; of tho-:e from other colleges on, the system of
rank held bV the instructor in his home institution, but this is not
uniformly observed. In studyin.r this question of salaries; illustra-
tions will again be helpful. Columbia a-:40Is one-sixth of the annual
salary. Hence a profesor receive: $1,0( )0; an as:sociate professor,
$750; an assist ant profe..nr, firitio: an instructor. $335: and an assist-
ant, 8165. Frarvard sets tt.i(14 one-twelfIll of the anmial salary for
one (bourse, one-seventh for two courses, Indiana gives 17 per cent of
the annual salary; the University of kaw-As, On(-sixth, with a maxi-
mum of $rmi): the University of Michigan, determining from rank,
gives $850 to $O00 to those of t be rank of professor. t;ii75, to associate
professors,. $550 to assistant professors, and S125 to. instructors
Syracuse gives. 14 per cent of t he annual salary, with $360 a:-; a maxi-
MUM for profesors. Wisconsin gives 15 per (bent of the annual salary,
with $600 as the maximum foP the professorial positions. California
varies the amounts according to rank and institution from which ate
instructors come. The salary of a professor may range front $700 to
$400: that of an associate professor from $600 to $330 tha't of an
assistant professor from 3400 to $300. An instructor receives $250
and an assistant, $200. In general, the salaries of the universities in
their summer schools range from a maximum of $1,000 to a minimum
of $400 for professors, fiom $750 to $300 for associate proCessors, from
$500 to $250 for assistant professors, from $400 to $180 for instructors,
and from $250 to $100 for assistants. We may say in general that
the endeavor is to atiproximate the salary rate of the year, although
in some instances where a deficit must, be avoided tile amounts are
less in proportion.

The question of the selection of tiïe staff for summer session instruc-
tion is a different problem from that enco.untered in determining the
permanent. personnel of the university concerned. Universities uni-
.formly diaw their force of instructors for the summer from their own
staffs, and when this is impossible they search for the best available
material to fill the vacancies. In some institutions an endeavor was
at first made to include summer instruction as part pf the yearly
duties of the. incumbent.. This theory has never been generally
accepted. Of course, tre ,perennial universities have an entirely
different system whereby vacations are based on a plan of alterna-
tion. This g the well-known Chicago University plan. The fadt
that institutions do licit regard summer instruction as part of the
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academic service for which the atpmal salary is paid gives officers of
instruction the opportunity to accept invitations for summer service
elsewhere.

Other universities select, One-half or one-third of the force from
nutside, as they regard the summer as an unusually favorable time
when \visiting profvAnr; may become Part of the staff. The
\-ersity of California follow a custom which is HOW well known and
calls instructors from optside its own walls. These is much to be
said in favor of this custom. Persistent. and continuous service in
one institution has objections which are genepaily recognized, and
the arrangement made, by some institutions for the exchange of pro-
fessors is intended to Obviate (he diffict,Ities which are inherent in
an uninterrupted term of service. The summer courses offer MI
extraordinary Opportunity for this cliange which is so desirable. The
mutual acquaintance of scholars and teachers has been increased by
this interchange in summer service. Again; some institutions use
this time for testing those whom they are considering us possible per-
manent ATessions to their staff.

ADMINISTRATION AND STUDIES.

In the matter of administration, the origin of the summer term
and its eady isolation and identity as a school or sepamte depart,-
ment have determined the form which this has assumed. The admin-
istrative head is a dean or director, who is given definite control under
the president. In a ntrrnber of instances the director has the assist-
ance of a committee or administrative board of which he is a member
or chairman. T1iv. director or denn is given in some instances ex-
traordinary power 'tinder the president and is re.cognized as a most
important administrator, being a monber officio of the highest
university bodies. Ins functions are to arrange through the depart-
ments all details as to instructing' force, to prepare the budget, and
plan of study and to select the courses offered. He is responsible for
all publicatiòns and announcements, and for the distribution of the
same. He presents the annual budget of the summer term to the
trustees or regents, and is in every Nray the supreme administrative
head of this part osf the university work. The administration of the
slimmer school is, therefore, very simple ands does not, call for any
faculty action --the only approach to this being the committee or
administrative board, which is a species of cabinet for the summer
executive.

Finally, the range of studies and of courses in summer scháois is a
subject of peculiar interest arid weielt. Primarily. there' is evidently
no intdition to go below the freshman year in the general courses in
the liberal arts and sciences. Nevertheless, many universities offer
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courses in such subjects /LS English, mathematic's, Latin, and certain
modern languages -German, French, and Spanishwhich are pre-
liminary to the freshman year anil may even be classed as beginners'
cours'es. These are not intendwi AS a suli§titute for secondary school,
work, but are used by mature students and those who desire to,com-
plete an imperfect, preparatory.career. There is a distinct endeavor
to prevent the summer schools in universities fro.m becoming normal
schools, although a large proportion of the student body consists of
teachers of every grade and department. The summer is regarded
as the time w,hen teachers may come in contact with the subject
matter in the college curriculum, and also with the more advanced
treatment o.f subjects which belong to their own profession. it, is for
this reason that much attention is given to c.ourse4 for graduate
students, although it is frequently held that a summer session 6f 6

''weeks does not give opportunity forZindividual iavestigation and
research work. Notwithstanding this qinion, laboratory courses
restricted in number and intensive in character can be distinctly
valuable in the way of research. The continued and growing.interest
in graduate work in the universities in the summer and the general
recognition which it is now receiving are cle'ar evidence of its value.
In general, summer courses of instruction are devoted principally to
the) liberal arts and sciences and to eduiation. Commercial courses
have an important place, and in a few institutions engineering and
architecture are'offered. GrAluate courses are given in many of the
larger summewhools at times set aside in separate departments or
given in general with liberal arts courses.

Students in the summer very often seek this time for transfer to
institutions different from those to which they owe first allegiarice.
Hence the geographical distribution is an interesting study. In
certain large city univeNities, such as Chicago, Columbia, and Pent\--
sylvania, the student body comes from all the States of the Unioi\
andIrom many foreign countries., State universities, however, as a\
rule serye the constituency of the State to which theytbelong. The
exceptions among the State universities are California, Micliigan, and
Wisconsin, which have students from many other States atkd from
foreign countries.

The principle of extension classes given at a distance from the
parent university does not enter into summer instruction. Never-
theless, epgineering camps and biological stations are often estab-
lished at appropriate places. In some instances these are placed
under .the administration of the summer school. In other cases
where they are not under such supervision they form special depait-
punts under general university control.
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RECREATIONAL WORK.

6..3

With rite desire to make summtplithst ruction popular and to induce
st udents in a pMcctly reasonable way Lo use this t ime of year for
study, officers in charge of summer schools have felt that it was
appropriate to give entertainments, concerts, and plays for which
the season is particularly adapted. These exercises not only give
suitable rela'xation hut prevent the interference by other ontside
influences which particularly in a great city serve to distract the
attention of thosp 'skim are unfamiliar with their surroundings and
the _allurements associated therewith. In an endeavor to check any
unfortunate tendency from the giving of these plays and entertain-
ments, those in charge have insisted upon the intellectual character
of these exercises. Bence lectures of a more popular type, recitals,
and concerts have been employed for this purpose. Excursions
which fire announced in many summer school circulars *are likewie
(Ille to the Opportunity which the summer seasori offers for such
attractive variation in the usual program. In thiseagon, particu-
larly in the larger cities, opportunity is afforded to study economic
and social problems through excursions and visits to factories,
thropic inVution44, and places of historic interest. These being of
an educational character have beeh regarded as of considerable value-
both aS intellectual exercises and recreational activitiçs. Naturally,
no interference with class exercises is allowed, but these excursion
are treated as supplementary to the ordinary courses of instruction.
The same restraint is observed in regard to purely social events, which
seem particularly desired by students of the sununer season. In all
these entertainments, excursions, and social events we see the sub-
stitute for the extra curricular activity which has so large a part in
'the academic year. Of course, athletic contegti andoexercises are
quite uncorAmon in the summer. The advantage of this is so fully
appreciated that other extra curricular activity will not be allowed
to interrupt the studious 7tabits of the udents C;f the summer term.

APPRECIATION OF SUMMER SCHOOLS.

Summer schools and summer sessions form, therefore, a distinct
part of university organization in this country. Wo can see in their
origin, which we may regard as a mark of progress in the d6velopment
of university education, the working of the forces which have tended
to shorten the period hitherto devoted to cultural studies and also
as a concomitant idea the employing of the entire year by higher
institutions of learning. These same forces are reslonsiblç for the
peculiar system of yearly activity on an alternate term basis, as at
Chicago, and for the combined courses which, as at Columbia, enable
a student to count as one of his collegiate years the first year devoted
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to nrofessional study. A very clever substitute. for the summer term
of a length similar to that of the winter season WZIS round in the short
term of six or eight weeks and tlr. limited and intensive prograni
which .gives the student, daily contact with the instructo and daily
recitation and lectuire hours. This short, Chtensive summer term is
responsible foie the theory which many now hold thht our collegiate
study would be much more thorough will the results more satisfactory
were the intensive restricted plan used in the normal college year.
At all events the deleterious effects whieh are ati ributed to the atelective system, which enables a student to form 11eterogene6us
oombinations, would be avoided by the system now employed in the
schools which have short, teriii's With intensive restricted programs.

As has been shown above, summer sjudy is largely confined to the
Courses which form part of the liberal 'arts and sciences as 'given in *-

.the usual collegiate career. Profesional sch()IIL. in Many univeNities
have not as yet afford. opportunity for study in the -,ununer. The
prresional schools of education :lite an exception.- ney have the
largest ninnber of students, exceeding in many instance.; the enroll-
ment in the arts and sciencs. Law schools are offering eou%rseA which
count for their degrees, and in some instil utiotH schools of medicine
aild dentistry are following the example of the schools of raw. Short
courses for practitioners in medicine and dentistry are found in sonic?
instances in the early simmer/and even.in the usual summer term,
although sdrious difficulties are encountered in the conduct of medical
schools in warm weather, particularly in, the dissecting rooms of the
department of anatomy.

Notwithstanding the hesitation which is shown by some professional
schools and accepting tbe objections which are presented by the col-
leges fargely influenced by tradition, the development of- summr
educational work has been such as to indicate that it is not improbable
that colleges in general will feel the necessity of adoptipg sortie form
of summer term. The idlentss of valuable educational plants and
equipment and theinee'd of itilaking shorter the traditional collegiate
career are influences which will certainly press in the direction of the
summer term. It is probable that this will not duplicate the terms
of the wiater season in arrangement and claslification of studies.
The institution itelf, howevee, will Trot be completely abandoned by

;instructors and students as at present, hut will serve a useful purpose
throughout the year in the way of accomplishing the ob¡ert for which
it ekists. The summer school belongs to the nlodern days and its
organization and existénce have brought many suggestions and pro-
gressivé ideas into the conduct of university and collegiate education.°
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ENGINEERING EDUCATION AFTER THE WAR.
By ARTHUR M. GREENL, JR.

Ibp

The period covered by this paper followed the demobilization of
that experiment in e-ducation under war conditions known as the
Students' Army Training Corps. vi

During the early part of I U 1 7 many engineering students with-
drew from the school of engineering to enter different branches of
the Army and Navy of ihe United States, and others at this time,
and even ydurilig the previous ,vears Inuit the outbreak of the World
War in 1. 1.1, wit hdre'w to enter the service of our allies oig to become
Bed E'ross%drivers-vr workers'. These withdrawalg, followed by with-
drawals due to the apNication Of the Selective Service .Dri4t, Law,
made it clear that 'steps must be taken to provide the Nation with
men trained in enghleering -to fill the numerous places created by the
war in the service of the Cnited States and in the industries.

For the purpose of consen ing the' engineers. ;11 .raining, the
Engineer.Corps of the United States Army made provision to enlist
engineering students- of the proper age in a Reserve Officers' Cobs
and to assign them hack fo their colleges iko %omplete their enginetbring
work. 'Ills did not prove entirely satisfactory, and its inadequacy
\\.as soon. manifest. To care for all branches of the service,4 andto
train men as Officers, the colkges aud universities of the country
were organized. to receive and train members of the Students' AnYiy
Training Corps.

STUDENTS' ARMY TRAINING CORPS.

During the sumnwr' of 1 9 1S it became eviiient that, with the
application of the selective draft:law, steps would have to be taken
to preserve the educational institutions of the country and to supply.
the country 'Ntith tntined men. After a number Of ceerences
between educators and Govenument officers, the War Department
organized a Committee on Education and Special Training, con-
sisting of Col. Robert I. Rees, General Staff Corps; Col. John H.
Wigmore, Provost Marshal General's Office; Lieut. Col. Grenville
Clark, Adjutant 06nerars Office; and Maj. Wm. R. Orfon, War.
Plans Division, with Ralph Barton Perry as executive secretary.
In addition to this committee, an advisory board representing the
educational interest, Was- formed, composed of President James R.

, An411 Samuel P. Capen James W. Dietz, Hugh Ii_̀rayne, Charles, it.
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f Mann, Raymond H. Pearson,. and Herman Schneider. About the
endi`of July, 1918, after plans were prepared for the use of the col-
leges, the Secretary of War appointed President R. C. Maclaurin,
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Director Of College
Training. The country was divided into 12 districts for this purpose,
with a subdirector in each district. Practically all of the colleges
of the' United States entered iVo contracts with the Government to
give instruction to men who \\*eye to be members of the Students'
Army Training Corps. The various institutions made contracts
for the subsistence, housing, and education of members Of this corps,
together with contracts for expenses connected with the construc-
tion of temporary buildings or mAli:ng alterations in existing build-
ings belonging to the colleges, for the purpose of fitting them to the
needs 'of the Goyernment.

The Students' Army Tritining Corps was raised under authority
of the act of Cowress approved _May 1S, 1917, commonly known
as the Selective Service Act.. authorizing.the Prc*ident to increase
temporarily the Military Establishment of the United States as
amended by the act of August 31, 1918, and under General Order
No. 79 of the War Department dated August24, 191S, which was
as follows:

Under the authority conferred by sections 1, 2, S, and 9 of the act of Congress nut hor-
izing tile President to inerea44e temporarily the Military Estahlishtnent of the United
States, approved May 1S, 1917, the President directs t hat for the period of the existing
emergency there shall be maintained by voluntary induction and draft a Student44'
Army Training Corps. Units of this corps will be authorized by the Secretary of War
at educational institutions that meet the requirements laid down in special regulations.

The object pf establishing the Students' Army Training Corps
was to utilize effectively the plant, equipment, and organization off.
the colleges for selecting and training officer candidates and technical
experts for service in the existing emergency. For Purposes of

military organization the members of the corps formed single units,
abut for purposes of instructio4 the unit consisted of One or more
sections, according to the type of educational training given.

The collegiate section (known as t3ect1on A) wa:: authorized iu any
civil educational institution 'which required for admission to its
regular curricula gradugion from a standard four-year secondary
school or an equivalent, and provided a general or professional
curriculum covering at least two years Of not less than 32 weeks
each and had a student attendance sufficient to maintain a collegiate
section of a strength of at least 100 men. Collegiate sections. of the
Students' Army Training Corps were organized in colleges of arts
and sciences, technology, engineering, mines, agriculture and forestry,
busines§.administraticm, industry a.nd commerce, pharmacy, veter-
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'inary medicine, education, law, medicine, dentistry and in graduate
schools, normal schools, junior colleges, and technical institutes.

'The vocational section (known as section B) was authorized in
institutions having adequate equipment.

A registrant of the Students' Army Training Corps became an
enlisted man in the Army of the United !!4tates, or, on the establish-
ment of naval units, in the Navy of the United States. this induc-
tion was voluntary, under the selective service regulations. Upon
induction members of the Students' Army Training Corps were

on active duty status, and the Committee On. Education and
Special Training entered into contracts with educational instil u-
tions for the quartering, subsistence, and instruction of such men.
It was also understood that from time to time members of the corps
might in assigned to training camps, training schools, depot brigades,
or to do special technical work at collegiate institutions. It was
also planned to give consideration to the preference of the registrants
to the branch of service which they would ultimately enter.

he administration of the corps was carried on by the War Depart-
ment, through its Committee on Education and Special Training of
the Training and Instruction Branch, War Plans Division, General
Staff, assisted by the Advlsory Educational Board, together with
educational directom district educational directors, and special
advisers. The War Department provided an officer of the Army at
each college to serve as commanding officer, and the commanOing
officer and other Officers assignéd to duty with different units were
directed to observe- the general usages of the varioiis institutions
affecting the duties and obligations of the membem of the faculty
or other academic inAructors. They were nQt permitted to under-
take any inseructional or administrative duties 'in the institution
other than those connectegrith the military work of the corps. 'The
military officeN were assigned to the duty of enforcing military
discipline, but no authority was given them to direct or interfere
with purely Nrucational matters.

'The original plan of training consisted of 11 hours of militaery
studies, induding drill, theoretical and military instruction, and
physical training, and 42 hours per week for allied subjects. These
42 hours included lectures, recitations, laboratory instruction, and
necessary preparation therefor. After two terms of work the
arrangement provided for 6 hours of military training and- 47 hours of
study of the allied subjects. It will he seen later that b,luggested
courses for technical schools were Aubmitted by the committee from
which the actual courses given at an institution we're planned and
submitted for approval to the regional director.

The Committee on Education and Special Training issued from
time to time circulars regarding the treatment of the various sub-
jects in p,ecordance with the aims of the War Department.
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FIFTH TERM.

Elements of electrical engineering and
current machinery

Electrical engineering laboratory
Heat enginelring
Materials of engineering
Shopwork
Military training

Hours
per week.

direct-

Total

SIXTH TERM.

Variable and alternating currents
Electrical engineering laboratory
Heat engineering
Mechanical engineering laboratory
Structures of machine design
Military training

Total

FIRST TERM.

Inorganic chemistry
Mathematie- ....... ..........
War issues and English composition
Militar training

Total

SECOND TFRM.

15

9

9

12
12
9

fi

SEVENTH TERM. Hours
per week.

.11tATnating current machinery 1.
Electrical engineering laboratory
Hydraulics 9
Electrical transmision (power anti telephone) 15
Military training

Total .

EIGHTH TERM.

Alternating current !machinery s
Electric& engineering laboratory fi
Power statious (steam and hydraulic) 13
Motor applications. lightin anti sturive bat-

teries, .............. ... ..... ...... .... 16
Business law and accounting . -1

Military training 6

Total In

CHEMICAL EN(UNEERING.

Hours
per week.

21
12
9

11

53

Inorganic chemistry anti (pi:0RM ve analysiq..
Mathemat ies
War issues anti English eoiniiosit ion ..
Military training. .

Total

THIRD TERM.

Qualitative analysis
Quantitative analysiu.
Mathematics
Physies
General engineerinr drawing .....
Military training.

Total

FOURTH TERM.

21
12
9

53

Quantitative analysis 14
Elements of organic chemistry 6
Physics 12
TheoretiCal and applied nitwit:110(N .. 7
General engineering drawing 8
Miritary training. 6

Total t . 53

FIFTH TERM. Hours
per wevk

Quantitit ire analysis.
Ph sival chemistry .. 17
Theo and appliet ...... 1")
Military training

t
Total

SIXTH TERM.

Physical chemistry. . 17
organic chemistry I s
Elements of electrical engineering 12
Military training

Total

SEVENTH TERM.

Organic pjlemistry iii
Chemical technolop. ..... . ,-,

Proximate technical analysis
Elements of thermodyn:unics and !limit env'.

neering 1:.
Military training * i.

Total

F.IGHTH TERM.

Chemical technolory
Cheipical wirfare
Engineering materiak 12
Mechanical engineering labinutory lo
Military training

r.

'21

Total t.).1

To show how closely the schedule suggested by the committee on
Education and Special Training was carlied out in one insthince, the
schedules given below were submitted by the liensselaer Polytechnic
Institute and approved by tho regional director, President Charles
Alexandei Richmond:of Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.

The numbers given after courses represent clock Imurs in the foh
lowing order: Recitation, preparation, lecture, laboratory, followed
total number of hours.
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War issues for this class were to be given in the fifth and sixth tehns.
The work to be done was considered as of the fifth term for men who

. had been at the institute for two years, or four terms, and who were

taking the fifth term at this time.

CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Physics
Me.chanies 5-10-0-0

avs 1-2-1-41
Topogra-phica 1 drawing 0-4-0- I
Mineralogy and geology 2-4-2-0
Railroad (;ngineering 3-6-0-0
Military t raining

Total

MECII1NIcAL ENGINEELIN4;.

Thermodynamics
Boilers 2-1-0-1
Electrical engineering 3-6-10-0
Ntwhanics 5-10-0-0
Niectianival laboratory
Military training

Total

I I our
per weck.

II)

ELECTRICAL NGINEER:. HouN
per week.

Elements of Orel rical engineering and direct
current rp-10-1)-0 .

Eleet rical engineering h I 'oratory N ,

Thermodynamics 3-ti-0-4). 9
Mechanics 5-1 0-0-0. 1 5

filit ary t raining

Tot al

IIEMli 11. ENGINf.ER:.

,
Mec11anie'4 5- I 0-4-0
H(1111(.10 engineering 3- t I 0.-O 10

rv, organic 3-641- in 19
Electrical engineering laboratory o 3
Military training si

Total

The work done by men who had been at the institute for three and
sone-half years, since the first term of the senior year had been given
during the spring and summer of I U 1 8 and wc%re therefore taking the
eighth term at the institute. was arranged to complete the regular
institute course during the term which endwi January 9, 1919, at
which time a proposed commencem'ent would take place. The work
during the summer included the subjects of t he regular course to such

an extent that the number of hours per week required for students
on the Students' Army Training Corps basis ran from 27 ; to 471

hours per week. This included study periods. The courses given were

the theoretical subjects of the senim. year of the institute curriculum.
The committee schedules were issued in many cases after the regular

time of opening for the technical institutions, and from the middle of
September to the 1st of October students were being inducted into
the corps.

On October 1, 191s, the I "nited States Army training detachments
whielr were established at educa t inst it lit ions by the Committee
on Education and Special Training were merged with .the Students'
Army Training Corps, as tifiv date was set for the formal mobiliza-

tion of this corps. At this Mne, at more than 400 colleges and uni-
versities throughout the United States, over 150,000 young men
became members of the Army or Na'vy of the United States.

On September 17, 191S, orders were issued to the mobilization
officers at various recruiting stations permitting students subject to
draft to enroll as members of the naval section of the Students' Army
Training Corps at institutions at which naval units were established.

--At various institutions throtighout.the country a limited number of
men witre illowed to enter the na.val units.

Atilt _
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ENGINEERING EDUCATION AFTER THE WAR. 251

Following the signing of the armistice, orders were issued to
demobilize the Students' Army Training Corps, and this began about,
the first of December, demobilization being completed about
December 21.

This experiment covered a period of 12 weeks and completed the
first *term of the Students' Army Vraining Corps. _It was necesory
for each school to keep records of the scholastic work of the students
on the percentage °basis of 100. The' committee requested monthly
records of grades to be sent to them for the purpose of furnishing
necessary information regarding various members of the corps. The
military records were kept by the peNonnel officer. The work of each
term of 12 weeks i-as to have been followed by a furlough of one week,
and from the records made by members of the corps their continuation
was to have been determined.

The work of the Students' Army Training Corps was in general
far from satisfactory to the college administrators, htrgqiy because
the relations between the military commanders and the educational
authorities were not fully adjusted. The demand for men to be used
for military duty and for kitchen police prevented many students
from properly pursuing their studies, and in many cases' the time
taken for drill and guard duty prevented students from obtaining
Proper educational training. The period covered by this experience,
however, was the period of an entirely new experiment, and the unfore-

, seen difficulties had not been overcome' by the time the experiment
was concluded. It, was the belief of many that, had the Students'
Army TI:aining Corps been continued for a. longer period, these
difficulties could have been rectified and the training made successful.

From a study of ,the courses listed abové, it will be evident that
with proper administration the four courses in engineering wo-tild have
given training sufficient to produce able engineers, considering that
this training was planned for intensive study duriwg a critical period
of the life of. the Nation. a/

LATER .DEVELOPMENTS IN ENGINEERING ITIE.1.7CATION.

The period covered by the years 1919 and 1920 is marked by few
changes in the curricula of the engineering schools; some of these
changes have been in progress for five or six 'years, some have been
brought about by new demands, and some hys new laws. Very few

- schools report, changes due to war experfences or to Me Mann report,
mentioned in the Biennial Survey of Educittion, 1916-1918, U. S.
Bureau cif Education; Vol. I, page 100.

Nhe war experiences of the schools of engineering are so recent, and
in Many cases were so unsatisfactory, that it is difficult to obtain any
constructive sugge*ons from, thése experiences. Of thiS' replies
received from those m charge of engineering schools, only one states

t
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252 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF 1920-1922.

that the war experience gave suggestive matter. This,ouggestion was
the value of sppervised study. The author of this reply believes that
great value can be derived and should be accomplished by supervised
study. To the writer of this report the plan of supervi:ied study was

welcomed as a method of increasing the study time of the students,
but when this was instituted it was found that with those unaccus-
tomed to study in large rooms with a number of persons present the
method produced poor results. The psychological qifect of restricted
'activity and uniform study time of definite duration WaS bad. rrhe
results of this method were not g'ood, and there was much complaint
from the students.

The 'methods used for the Students' Army Trajning Corps were
revolutionary in that old values *ere absolutely abandonded for the
time being, and many thought that the engineering curricula might,

be changed at the conclusion of the war. This did not Occur, for the
unhappy experiences of the Students' Army Training Corps days mhde
all anxious to return to pte-war conditions. This experience was

unfortunate in that it was of such sliort duration tirat there was

nothing in the three months of operation to correct the evils whidi had
developed,, and, as said before, many believe that, had the Students'
Army Training Corps been continued for a year with w!u$ incent ives_

for work, a different result could have been expected.
The experiment did prove the vajue of an inventive `for work, an

impelling motive, and in this post-war period courses for orientation
orthò young engineer have been introduced, and " motivation" is
a ne,w term, which indicates the influence of such courses on the work
of the engineering student. 'Mew war experience has also shown to
many that courses of study may be changea 'without great difficulty,
and it may be with advantage.

The various replies that have been received regarding the effect

of the Maim report have indicated in most cases thttt the report has
had little influence. A few have used the reports as a basis for
changes in the curriculum, and others have made changes which are
recommended in the report, but the consideration of these antedated
the report, and were due to the developments of educational methods
or the demands of the tinKs. Many of these changes have been

advocated and discussed at the meetings of the Soci4y for the
Promotion of Engineering Eduication. In many institutiong the
report has received careful study by faculty and officers.

To help the Ntttion at the critical period of the war, many institu-
tkins (rraduated tit classes in engineerina at an early day by utilizing
Saturdays for class work, and in this Way men were graduated in
.February and May, 1918, in place of Junp,

In Some instittitions; before the establishwnt of or plans for. the
Students' Army Training Corps were made,, instructio4._ wail given
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ENGINEERING EDUCATION AFTER THE WAR. 253

during the summer qf 1918, and thus they were enabled to graduate
the class of 1,919 in December, NO. The armistice of. November, 1918,
made any further speeding up óf work unnecessary; and after the
graduation in December, 1 9 1 8, or January,, 1919, and the demobiliza-
tion of the Students' Army Training orps, work was resumed on

nornml schediules. The changes brought aboot by the Stu-
dents' 4,1'mv Training Corps work of the first term made the studies
in 'January of such a nat ure tyhat t he regular schedule could bto resumed
at the beginning of the second 'term in February, Pm).

The period IN s-kr20 marks a new era of enrollment
in the engineering schools. The enrolhuent of September, 1918, in
the Students' Army Training Corps, wits large. This was due to
many causes. In the first place the Government agreed to send
eligible voting men to college and to pay their expoLses, including
tuition, board, room rent, and clothing, tts well as to give them
the pay of regular soldiers. Besides this, the Selective Draft Lliw
made it impossible for One of draft age to get an education in any
other manner, and niall V men wanted to save their country in this
way. Et is possible, too, that some who were eligible took advantage

the Students' Army Training Corps to avoid act ib-e fighting service.
On the demobilization of the Students' Army Trainitig Corps a

number of men left, hut after the demobilization of the Army many
other men returned for the second term in the spring of 19 19, so that
the second term enrollment amounted to 75 per cent of the enrollment
of the first term,

In the fall of 1 the enrollment Of most engineering schools WaS
even larger ihan tiCal during the Students' Army Training Corps
period, and this large enrollment WaS continued or exceeded in the
fall of 1920, and that of 1920 by tle still larger enrollment Of 1921.

The large enrollments- dining these years have been due to the
return of many who had internlpted their studies early in the war
to unite with arms of our own service or those of our allies;. to the
return of those who were draft ed ;*to the fact that the war interrupted
the education of many who would have entered the engineering schools
during the period of the 'war, and finally to the fact that ..many
students or parents had been placed in such a financial condition,
because of the high wages pttid to artisans, that certain young 'men
were able to pay the cost of higher eductiiion. In addition, the
value of college education was demonstrated by the success of the
college trained men duriAg the war in the service apd the industries.

The showing.-made by men\ trained in engimering during this
critical period indicated to many the,value of such education, and
it is believed that this large enrolirrifent will be maintained unless
business depression continues for a long time. The demand for
men trained in engineering for executive positions in the industries
also indicates that this enrollment 411F
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There are several tenedencies of this period N% .11.N indic4ted bv
a study of the college catalogues and of the replies to inquiries. These
tendencies, although more evident at this time, have been graually
developing, and in some eases they have been evident for years.

There is some indication that more special'cOurses are desired,
such lts compressed-air engineering, indutrial engineering. heating
and .ventilating eng:ineering: but there is a :4rong current. of feeling
tha,t, Av:e should dovelop men fundamentally and ,broadly and le-av.e

4

the' specialties to 1)(e% Acquired aft('r gradtiation. Thus at the State
Cniversity(A Iowa the ci)uNe of the first 'three years in engineering

common .to all engineers, and only )4-0-thirds of the work of thee
arms branches of- engineering in the senior year is different, Others

report two years. in common, and many report One year in common. e

There is a tendency to introduce engineering courses of a general
nature in the freshman year for. the purpose of orientat i(;n, art hough
this has been the avowed practice of many for years. \. number
of institutions have introduce(1 thvse courses, and in some eases the
conrsp takes the form of a.seribs of lectur6s by heads of the vaRious
enuineering departments given to all students, while in Others specialv.
C011N('A are giAlen in each of the departmifnts of engineering. These
instituttions feel,Ilte necessity of givirig the student, A motive for work
by aroilsing ipierest ins the .activities of the engineer. the studs-
of whfril niust of 4ecessity come after the .pr'eparatory,. years in
funda.mental

lit many engineoing schools the subjets of cif izenship, economics,
sociology, bookkeeping, sh4p management, business administratin,
finance:- and law are being added to the cunic.ultim by the exclusion
of certaln eriginkring subjects. The engineer is now playing more
of a parCin administration and the maliagement of plants. For this
reason these course are. required. 1111-3 courses omitted .are those
of .at specia0 nature, which ma.N: therefore be properly -,taken up by
the' graduate in connection with his technical work. Tbe sciences
dealing with the,fundamentals of human relatiohiships are as hues-
sary as the funOamentals of engineering kn the world ir. which the
tengineer must work ti)-day.

In addition to adding these subjetti-in..11 greater, or iesser degree,'
some institutions have offered (*MINOS in admiriistrattiva engineering,
as at Sheffieid Scientific School of Yale University; in administrative
science, as.at the Iiniversity of Kansas; and in, an adrniniqrtitiire

. opt:kin, differing in Um last two years from a technic41 Option, as at
.Union Collegobjn civil engifieering; and others have ofTereA courses
in 'conuneri'at mechanical engineering,.1.oi. commeriial electrical
engineering, as at the Staie, College of Wsvjaiton.

I The courses i,t1 industrial t.engineerint..6stablished tat :ertain engi-
neering schools are being continued, while at Columbi and at the-
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University of New Hampshire industrial engineering has just been
established. At some insfitutions special intensive sununer courses
ill the industries are given to engineers who are engaged in industrial
engineering.

Certain Frhoqls of eng1il-.eering. suck, as that of the Unitersity of
Pennsvtv, ania, are giving special spring c Dou'Aes in highway engineering

tribin gradiiate. engineeN in road build* and ,economics. The
greae wave. of servicwhy the engineer is entering our schools in-their
&sire to render service to tile graduale needing further training
after entering% practice.

The, su(beo.:s obtained front co%rtain 'pn)1.ilern coursei during the
4.

peri(0,.InteniVe Army training L,n'ot the belief of soInt educators
even before the war, ha..e united tp rOMIVt1011. Of courses
ill e1Iginee1'1nt4- bv which the, teaching is dome thraiugh problems.
At Lafayette College freAlmen during their first term are given.

connectingproblems matfrematics and engineering.. At other insti-
I tit ioits this kind of work is'.applied 1(4 the subject. )f the later years,
;lad as a, result of live years. of investigation the rineering school
of Tufts College has made a-departure from tho itAttak curricula of
en.Lrineering schoots, the aim of which is:

.
previout%to, To present a stir\ pempective of .a chosen tiejd of engineering

a &tailed study of fundiimentals. I 2) To cool.< I inate theory and practice by xsing. ,projects of a d ¡SI ¡WI i vel: enzineering (hara(ter in vol \ big itwory. 0) To reduce Ile
numbe'rtf subjects Studied it (mw,limv. while intensifying ilk work.in these-subjectA.
f ) To rate the stmut, by observation Qn his character as m'ell as'b'y ihe quihiy and i

quantity of the prescribed task'. % , t
,

To accomplish these ends, there is given in the freshman year tW
so-called main introductory course in connectioni\vith mathematics..
English, and drawing. The mill course consists in ftte- study of.fpur
projects for the civil .engineeN and four projo;ctrin co.n-nnlon. f(ir the
mech:Anical en,rineers and electrical engineers.

During the fiNt year of this new method the projects for' t1:166.civil
engineers were:

.
4

First. The study of a Wooden garage.
Sec'ohd. The stu'd.y of a steel garage.
Third. The study pf a small highway be ridge.
flovfirth. The layout and survey of in 'underground tünnel.

projecV for the 'mechanical and electrical engineers were:

!First. The Meatiurement of power *developed atphielivereil by a steam eingine: ,

Second. 'ilih(3 dismalltling, 'restwetubling, and operatio'n, of various t.63 of auto-.
. mohiler. .

Third. p ORtriblition of potimtial itiong lightinmveireliits.
'Fo.urth. ThOiindy of ihe 'operation CA batteries.

, . 4, ,..
.1 A. -

171Wititrojee.t8 USe three 14boral.ory, periods And thrtir. reeitatioti
priods-a v4ok for the whole fAbsItnian year,

01

And io,this time 14borat4y -.

. ...work,
i

&awing, gurveying,.graishfcs, hindVocilts, 4ketchipgfalemOittify
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mechanics, kinematics, .steam engineering, and electrical instruments
were used as needed, and where possible the work was coordinated
with textbook assignments.

This introductory course increased the inter(st -,1o)w11 by the
student and made him more observant. It reacted on the student. in
helpinglim in the English Nvork of the fi1biumin year in giving him
material on which he could write.

In ihe upper class the endeavor is to cut down the number of
required subjects to live. This was done by combinin(rrvrtaip rein
courses into one course. The ()Udine of t COUrSs.% for each term in
each year is givet.i below:

rii:T VE kl:. Hour,. :1111:10 1.1-.11: ii(1,1T
per tk ck. 10.1 .., i el..

Main int rwilici (Ty mill- se . . . 1..! 1)1 Lin rill Iii 11 (....ir .1.-. IN
Mat hemat lc,. 9 piihod Intl hator. .. ..
( ;raphil-: 7 l').- is . .,
English I. 1.1t;cm 1. h

Total

P.:1f 11 11.

Depart courses 12 1-:milivvrinz ermiltrini. :iiiI IIII,Int, . ,k
_

l;
Two supplemental entirses.... 11 Depart nictit al egiirsys ..iiic 1 civet 0
Mathrmatics and rnechanios.. h
Electives $ 1' io:11

Tot.il

In the application of the problem method some institutions .feel
that, t4eir lack of success has been due to the lack of inat unit V Of the
students. There can be little doubt that the problem method may
excite interest and aid in the htter theoretical study, but it Allay also
he said that previous theoretical study will lead to ,rreater facility in
the solution of proLlems.

In languages there is a tendency to extend the work Englkii and
reduce or eliminate foreign languages. Training in public speaking
and debate are required by some. The lack in English is felt for the
same reason that we feel the lack.of training in the subjects dealing
with human relations. .ks the engineer has to deal with men to a
greater degree, he must know how to tninsmit his thoughts in words
as well as- by drawings.

There is a slight indication that more physical exercise is to be
demanded in our schools. This probably is an indirect result of m

experience, when it was found that, so many of our men were not,
physically fitted for effective service.

During the last 5.or 1 0 yeaN there has been a teMency to divide
the year so as to form quarterly periods, using the summer quarter
for the removal of cbnditions and for the graduate or undergradukte
work of public school teachers. This meant that the regular courses
were given in three 4uarters. The reports from some institutions
indicate that a return will be made to the customary two-semester
plan, although at the ,¡.9uthern Cillifornia Institute of Tehnology
the twoaseikester work fias been changed to three terms.
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The design couNe. which are an important part of some curricula,
have been dropped from the curriculum of the University of Okla-..
homa.

Op e of the recent changes in engineering education has been the
extension of the school of engineering at Princeton Univ'ersity in 1921
to include undergraduate couNes in civil engineering, electrical en-
gineering, mechanical engineering, chemical engineering. and mining
engineerng, as well a graduat e year for the first.four of these courses.
, The plan has been under_consideration for a number of yeam and
the desire has been to utilize the facilities of the university for the
general education of engineeN with broad vision and to give the
necessary technical work to prepare the graduate for the profession.
The aim has been to limit the technical work to the fundamentals
of engineering, covering sufficient preparation to make the graduate
of the four-year course able to enter engineering as an assistant,
leaving to a graduat year the many special couNes now included in
the four-year engineering courses.

prelilninary schedule of studies for ilicse couNes shows the
following average figures:

Per cent.
Sience 23
NIal lictnat icq

11
Entrlish and foreign fminage 15
Soci()Icogy. (.(.411oniirs, history , and ()loci is
Etwi [leering 33

Twat loo

The graduate year leading to an engineering degree is to consist of
engineering, economics, and Nearcli. The f(mr-year course will lead
to a bachelor's degree.

The cooperative system of engineering eduestion used for a number
of years at various lust it tit ions has been int roduced int.() the electrical
engineering department of t I tassachuset t Inst itu te of Technology.
In this newest, cooperative plan of study the aim has been to give all
practical training in one manufacturing institution, the General
Electric Co., at Lynn, Mass.

The first two years Of the course are similar to the first twd yeats,of
t regular four-y6ar t!OUNV, and t lien during the summer of the secon4
year the etitire cooperative class is sent to the General Electri Co.,
at Lynn, Mass., to begin their raclical training. At the end of this
summer period of I 3 weeks the c ass is divided into halves, and one
half continues at the works for 13 weeks while the other half retutns
to the institute for i 1 weeks of instruction sto'he followed ky a 2
weeks' vacation to complete the 13 weeks' period. The halves now
change places, one section returning to the institute for its 1 i weeks of
instruction'and 2 weeks of vacátion and the other going to the shops
for irweeks of practical work. This is continued until the exiiira-
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tion of t wo and one-half years, the student having had work in the
factory for IS Inonths and 5 terms of 1 1 weeks actual instruction la
the inst itute. The N1iii)1e class SpendS the last peril)(1 .1.t thy
institute. Interpreting t 11.1-; into standard college -ears of abrnit 33
weeks, the udent has completed lour (1)Ilege years ALL the institute
and one and one-half 4L0 Ilal vcaN ilL practical Work and some theory
at tile shop. At the end thiscperiod tile successful student receives
the degree of B. S. as of the previ(mz-: year and the degree *()f M. S.

The work in the shop is so arrant*ed that t he st fluent works 4S horns
Oer week in shop or ()trice, 4 hours in lectures or recitat ions. and hours
in study and preparation. Of the 1 hours riìiì t 1( )fl(( I i hour is
devoted to a lecture by one of the shop superintendents and 3 hows
are given to recitations in electricit English. This requires
hours per week and gives the sonlent three week-day evenings. Sat-
urday afternoon, and all of Sunday as free time, and permits IÍ t () do
all-require(I work bV 9.:() ()II the other three eveninirs.

The period of I i weeks o the institute is such that the institute
courses can be given without ¿WV disarrangement ur other tt,+

periOds correspond with institute terms. The theoretic studies
inehlde advanced S. and ill la1 year are included research
and creative design at the institute and ex peFience in the research
laboratories and flì the engineerin(r and manufacturing offices at he
factory.,

The shopwork is under the direction of 1()I14(hf1 I ILl i \- 1 f t 1i coop-
erating company and the institute. and the recitatiow; in theoretical
Nvork during the shop p(briod are held by members or the institute
faculty

The principal differences between this cooperative course and those
reviouAy given are stated by Prof. W. II. Timbie as follows:
Root. Length of -periods for shop and college. This has been
ught advisable to permit the student to become familiar with men,

me iods, materials, and spirit of the department in which the period
is sp nt, although in some cases the st wient may be placed in several
depar merits during one period.. The length of. period Oso reduces
the nu lber Of changes to 12.

Secon . The reco(rnitioli the (bo4) erat °Mot et MI MI1 V that for three
years the student is in its plant for the purpose.of being educated and
trained as a high-grade electrical engineer. There is no atteMpt, to
make st labor of value to the company per se, but the work is so
arranged that the student may letirn manufacturing methods and the
best relations of labor, machinery, and materials for proper production.
Shifts are made as soon as knowledge or the detail of a department is
attained by a student.

Third. A continuity of studies of theoreti.cal and humanistic
subjects. Mil work is carried on at the inlitute and at Lynn.
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Fourth. Required collateral reading. This is done at the Thomp.-
sim Club, at Which the students lie together while at Lynn. Here
hooks from the institute library and Lynn Public Library are found.
The books permit reading outside the prescribed courses.

Fifth. Intense spirit of loyalty inculcated in members of this
ourse to one another. to the institute, and to the cooperating company.

Sixth. The continuation of the work for three vears. one mm-
p.any. Of course the magnitude of the plant of the Ge.' .ral Electric

1
Co.. at-Lynn, makes this cooperative ouNe of great value in that the
student will be brought in conTact with most manufacturing and
business methods in C1)1111(46(111 with t he 1)11)(Ii1(11011 of elect rh al appa-
rat us. frhe practical t raining deemed necessary can be obtained with
onc company.

Seventh. The unusual ;unount of theoretical work, so that the
master's degree oan he given at the end of five years.

c

''filis cooperative work, as that conducted by Cincinnati. Pitts-
burgh, Akron, and Massachuset ts, is applied to a very limited degr(te
in other institution.;. Thu; Yale requires a limited amount Of sum-
mer work ,-- and electrical engineers at Rensselaer may substitute eight
eeks of work in an approved plant for the second shop period of four
eeks at the institute. Johns I Iopkins requires six months of indus-

trial work. , At Antioch College summer work as well as term work
in t he industries is encouraged for the purpose of self-support a. well
as to train the student in practical details of the' profession for which
he is preparin. The University of Alaine is planning to require work
in industrial plants during two summers. 0

One other t moi remains t( ) be ment ioned. In a number of institu-
tions, civics, c izenship, or United States history has been added to
the engineerin curriculum. The. war probably demonstrated the
lloryisability of such training; and, moreover, there is oL desire ill oli
educativnal institutions to prepare men to take an interest and an
2ivt ive pall, in civic affairs as well as to lit them for specific, work.

The Smith-Hughqs ...ket,- approved by the President February 22,
1917, appropriates funds amounting in 1 92r) to a yearly sum of
$6,000,000 for the purpose of cooperating with the States in providing
instruction in agricultural, trade, kome economics, and industrial
subjects, and in preparing teachers Of vocational branches of study on
condition that the States appropriate equal sunN. The art, divides
one half of the fund among the States in proportion to) the ratio of
their rural inhabitants to the total rural inhabitants of tile United
St ates for t he salaries of agricultural teachers, supervisors, or directors,
and the other half in proportion to the ratio of their urinin inhabitants
to thosetof the United States for the salaries of te4chers, supervisors,
and directors of trade, .home economics, and industrial. subjects.
Another appropriation amounAing to $1,000,000 Annually is divided
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in proportion to the total population of the States for the purpose
of preparing teachers.

In carrying Out this Itet a number of the State schools of enrineering
are offering courses of vocational training% Some of these cour,e. 'are
given in the engineering schools: Others are given in the department
of home economics, agriculture, or education. The work lilts been
so recent that. many institutions have not arr1111,red these course
completely. The following quotations will give some idea of the
present condition of the courses in engineeriti,r ot7a n ized t meet t he

requirements of the Smit ughes Act :

\VEST VOPmItitk t-NivEusrry. mi)lo;vrnw.. W. v 11.
4

Undergraduate curriculum ill industrial edileaf ion tbi (Ire'l of harhi o of

sdence.----The object of this course is to prepare young men and women lo) teal h 41(11-

tional subjects and to supervise
tion of the Smith-Hughes Act.
have not been definitely fixed.
graduation, which MANI include
ough knowledge of one or more f i hours in mechanical Ilr,mitw. and Ill ¡Him,:

vocational industrial education.

vocational work in connection with t hc
This is a new course. and the exact roiliiirenyint

total (f 12s semester hours will be required 1.4,r

11) hours in EngliA, I() hours in mat hematic..i

lAIVEltsITV WiSruNSIN. 1111)4()\ . \VN

Smith-ilurgiesscourses for those who desio to fetich trades mid ;111111.1r), m4 du related sub-

jects as prescribed by Mate nnil l't di 1'4 Ian s. The department of Manual ails will fill-
minister courses in accordance with Slate and National pn ript ion ill the Iniillim: .4

teachers of trade and industry. At different times in I he past the' thepartment kts
been instrumental in organizing special groups of mechanics in wder it :ik.4ist thei liy

means of short courses, tZ) prepare for teaching in Wisconsin cm it innat ion schools or

other vocational or t rade schools. "Under the new organir.w ion the department will,
if potisible, orginize similar classes to be given instruction ill accordance with the
provisions of 1 he Smith-Hughes law and those for the Wisconsin Slate Board of Vota
tional Education.

For several years the University of Wisconsin, I hrot ii.r.)I 1 .1 1., a(renev 4 f the depart merit
of manual arts aoing for and with the extension division of the university. has con-
ducted evening courses of study in Milwaukee, Wis., for tradesmen preparing to teach
industrial subjects. The department is prepared to continue this work, lo nuxlify ii

it*Orm to Smith- I lughes requirements, and to assist in I he org.inizat ion and conduct
ilar instructional work in other Witronsin centers. I n doing this it will not seek

to set up an independent Organization, but will endeavor to cooperate in n wa
possible with local agencies, the Wisconsin State Board of Vocational Education, and
thp. Federal Board of Vocational Education.

A registrant for (-mimes given under the heading of "VOcational courses for teachers
of trade and industry shall be adlifilled :1:4 a special stilt lent . Upon t he compiet ion
of any unit of work or prescribed special course, lie shall receive a certificate specife
ing his accomplishnwnt.

UNIVERSITY OF TEX tS, rolliF.OE ST kTIoN, TEX.

Cour8e in inchistriat education .The course in industrial education has for its
main purpoee the preparation of teachers of related subjects as prescribed for

industrial education under the Smith-Hughes Act. Graduates of this course sofil he
prepared not only to teach related subjects but to teach the regular shopyork op4 .

narily given in the high schools of the State, to teach shopwork under the Smith-liughes
c .
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rum."------Act in schools of cities having a population of less than 25,000, and to direct or super-
vise industrial education in large city school systems. The course requires contactwith a wide range of trades through its shopwork and a liberal education in science,
mathematics, history, English, etc. Thorough preparation in the art of teaching and
supervising is afforded . Th(wide range Of elect Ives pbrmits the student to specialize
ill SOMV trade, or to do more extensive work in a wide field.

The State plans for requirements of teachers of related subjects in classes using
Federal funds undcr the provisions of4he Smith-Hughes Act which specify that theteacher must have had at least. sso hours of experience in at 1ea.40 two trades. This
is It) insure adequate contact with shops operated On a commercial basis. Studentsin this 4 ( in rs. , are expected to get this experience through summer work following
the sophomore year and the junior year. The department of vocational teaching
will assist in arranging for this work.

ENGINEERING EDUCATION AFTER Tin WAR. 261

BSIN ESS ADM I N ISTRATION .

A course in business engineeiing has been offered at the Iowa
State CiMege. In this course subjects of various `muses in the
engineering school have been united with administrative courses for
application to business. The college makes the following statement:

Large corporations, contracting firms, municipalities, and all employers of techni-cally trained college men are showing an increasing tendency to transfer such men ashae made successes in strictly engineering lines into positions of magnitude andmist requiring knowbdge economic relations and business principles. It is truethat t he engineering graduate has t he ambit i'on to own and manage a business.. Manymen with the training secured in our engineering schools, combined with the prin-
ciplys of economics and rules of business which they have had to acquire slowly, are
meet with the greatest success in positions which require the highest t ype of busi-
ness training and qualifications ali(Ta minimum of engineering experience.

From such employers ( )f technically trained men and from engineering graduates
now in business for themselves has arisen a demand that the engineering schoolsoffer studies in the fumlamentarprinciples of businem, supplemented with advanced
work along lines closely allied with engineering industries. The engineering

The
of the country have felt. this demand, and many are meeting it in various ways. Theproblem might be solved most easily by increasing our engineering courses from four
to five years, by requiring certain studies related to business during the last two.,years, and by giving oOportunity for free electives. Under present conditns it
seems desirable that the studies relating to the fundamentals of business beaered
in the regular four-year course.

The intimate relation which must exist between engineering and business is not a
new idea at this college. The engineering courses have been requiring or offering aselectives many studies bearing directly or indirectly on business relations. Thenumber of such studios and the quality of the work offt;reiare Continually being
increased and improved. It is believed that there should re no weakening of the
essentially technical and engineering side of the four-year courses. It is probablethat the marked success with which many men with engineeringfraining are Min&business positions it due to personality and opportunity combined with habits oflogical and in6pendent thinking acquired in large parr while completing an engi-
neering college course and supplemented by later experience.

The subjects of this course include the following:
Architectural enginaring: Elements of conyacting.
Civil engineering: Estimating and cost Imeping, engineering reports, prófessional

practice, railway operation and administration.
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_Economic wiener: Money and banking. public fi nance, American labor. distribution
of wealth, economics for engineers; accounting, business law. rural sociology.

Engineering: Specifications and contracts, history of engineering.
English: Main elements Of composition, exposition. narration anti description,

argumentat ion .

1ix1ory: inilustrial history of the United States: history of labor in Hi( alinited-
States: financial history of the t.nited States: history of foreign, relations of the
United States: merican.Governient. municipal government.

Airici41111m/.iourna/imio: l'peginning technical journalism. feature writing for tech-
rural journals.

Vathetratics: Slat nubtliod of interpreting CXperinmnla I data.
411(0u-1114ml Power plant engineering. industrial engineering, indutAtrial

organi7at ion. scientific management .

iburny (iiimwtecritly: Nlining engineering. mine administration. :Ind mining law.
Plildic sin-irking.. Extempore !-Ippech debating. ad anrPd public spc.okini:

UNIOR C01.1,14,GE.

During the last few years the development Of the junior college
in connection with the high *schools Of ainumber of cities, th9e divi-
sion of the work at the university -into an upper and lower division
anti also to) give engineering in two years to) graduates of -colleges
of arts aryl sciences, has caused some engineering schools to re-
arrange their curricula so that with a little extra work men with
preparation can graduate with two) yeaN of engineering work. The
junior college and its ninny 1.(1vantage4 have been discussed in the
Report of the United States Commissioner of Education for the
year 1 920. The division of university -work into upper and lower
divisions has been practiced for many years at Chicago), it 'being
recognized by others. that the work of the first two years of most
eplqes and sco6ls is a continuation of high-school work, hnd as
such it is distinct from the work of the two latter years. The recog-
nition of this has made possible the acceptance of work done in
postgraduate high-school courses or junior colleges.

R y M .

To give in a brief form the progress of engineering education
during 191S-192 1, it may he state.d that during this perioil there has
Imien manifest a greater Usire to) stress fundamental studies to the
exclusion or removal of certain applied studies, an elimination of
modern language by some and an increase of English, an increase in
the study of economies, history, civics, and business methods, an
inclusion in tile early years of motivating courses, a wider use of
the problem tnetWilki of teaching. a#nd finally a desire to decrease the
number of couNe*-by the grouping together of short courses.
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DATA FROM REPLIES.

The following digest of replies gives the data -fpr the foregoing
report :

spri ( he reorganization program for the college
includes cooperative work in all branches of study. The trustees of Antioch College
have determined to reorganize along tile following

I . ild(.11 pporl by a division of t inn' between college study and remunera-
ti\ e work, I lot college progran.i helm:: arranged accordingly.

2. combination of p;.act ical experience with academic study, preferably in the
calling for which the student is preporing himself.

3. Allowance of credit for actual accomplishment and not for "clock hours" spent
in any given subject . I It is estimated that the average student will require 6 years
to complete a course of study requiring full time for I years.)

1. The college will offer liberal arts courses and a limited number of technical
courses. In the belief that the host results can be secured by a comparatively small
facully of high-grade men and women. the number of regular liberal arefr courses will
be limited to about sO. which is less than half the, number usually offered in small
colleges.

5. Except for students who Lhow markeoi ability in any department, liberal arts
courses will deal.only with the fundamentals of .t.,heir subjects. FOr studelit14 who
do show such abilit y, autonomous courses will be 'Iwo\ ided. That is, for advanced
work, well-considered courses will be offered. with 'library and laboratory facilities,
and with occasional access to the heads of departments or other colnpetent authorities
for ad\ Therenpon the sruckbnt will carry the adanced work in the manner of a
seminar.

6. There must be coordination between different courses, so that the college will be
a synthetic unit and not an aggreation of unrelated departments each bidding for
the stinienW time and interest.

7. .1 limited number of technical courses will be offered. A technical course mutt
include the fundamentals of a liberal arts education, as it is the aim to make citizens
as NNeli as technicians. These purses will aim to develop general competency rather
than highly specialized technique. and to prepare men and women for callings for
which adequate preparation is not now being given in colleges and univertzit ice.. They
will aim to make men directors of industry rather than employees working under
detailed directions.

8. The college will aim to eliminate the traditional cleavage between cultural
standarde and practical standards and to make prIct ical life for it 14 ttL(1t»ntI4 a medium
of expression for site% cultural standards and ideals.

9. Physical litliest4 ir a Primary condition to happiness and success. Students will
be required to care for their physical condition in order to remain in the institution.

10. The anal measure of accomplishment will be the success attained in turning
out students whose Preparation has laid the bake for productive sei.vice and *hose
primary aim is service to their cdmmunities and to their times. No paper program
will accomplish this result, butonly t he spirit with which the college may be imbued.
The chief hope of the t rustees is to secure a faculty and a student body that will make
this result possible.

California Institute of Trehnology, Pasadena, CalifThe institute has changed from
a two-term to a three-term year. Modern language has been eliminated living re-

,

placed English, history, current topics, and geology. A new course, physics and
4/Pengineering, has been introduced.

Carnegie Institute of Technology, . Pittsburgh, important changes. Die-
Cussing return to two semesters from four quarters.
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rase School of Applied Science, PINT Ohio.Thp present day requests for
engineers indicate the importance of students using summers for work in industrial
plants so as to better understand labor and industrial problems. This work is not
required at present, but the requirement is being 4.onsidered. The experience of
the school indicates thai preparatory work is not living done as well as it was before the
war. A tendency to student organization is more manifest than formerly.

College uf the City of New rort, Neu. I'ork, N. Y. The Frhool 'Of technology was

recently organizod. Although contemplated for some time, the war accelerat(:d the
inauguration of this new school. The chemical engineering course is such thAt It. S.
is given at the end 6f four years and Ch.- K. at the end of tile fifth year.

The freshman year contains public speaking. amlytic geometry. calculus, English,
a foreign language, chemistry, descriptke geometry. mechanical drawing. American
Government, citizenship. physical training. and military training.

F'14ophornore year: Prose and poetry, declamation; phys.
quaMtive analysis, geology. evolution of industry, causes and cures of disea...c:,
defense of health. and military 'training.

For junior year: Debate. physical laboratory. organic then&try,philosophy. ma-
chine design, qualitative analysis. ele. .hemistry.

For senior and posrsenior years t h ubjectr4 are technical with the except ion of
courses in de,bate, business organization, and commeTve.

The courses ismechanical engineering. electrical engineering, and civil engineering
arP the same as the above for the first two yearsand differ in t lie technical HU

of the last years. There are small "differences in the first t wo years, but these differ-
ences are due to sequence. In all four courses there is training given ín history,
philosophy, civics, hygiene, and business. be.onomic is includol in certain courses.

The announcement of the school contains the following quotations:
"These technical courses as estalolished cover u periid of live years. During the

first wo years the work required consist. almost entirely of necessary prescrikbed

collegiate science subjects, the bet ter to prepare and (levto.01) t he mind of the young
student for what is to follow. The third and fourth year subjects taken up are to
very great. extbnt strictly in Angineering. but. so arranged that the S t Ildellt it4 upon
.complet ion of*the fourth year 'eligible for the degree of joaclwlor of science.

"Then, after an additional, or flit h*year, -of purely advanced technical egineering
- subjects, he receives the degree of chemical, civil. electrical, or mechanical engineet..

" In each insfance the groura covered by the cqurse has been caterully t,ulkbd and
*ought out by a corps of well-equipped technical and practical instructors, each Ono

thoroughly conversant,with his particular branch. The pulp** i to make the course
fundamental rather than intensixe along any particular line.

"The colhgiate work is largel yrultural in character, in order to secure in the educa-
tion of t he éngineer %much broader range t han if confined ()lily to rhe engineering field'.

"Upon completion of the eutire course te graduates thereby bet ter equipped-to
go into the business fothl and meet the problems of life; he iri better fitted to take
his place as an executive with big financial, operating, and ronstruci.ion interests.

' Owing to the great development in the industrial worktiand t he rapid advancement
of this country 44.4.4nancial and commercial power, theifield of the engineer is much
larger than heretofore. There has always been a deadh bf men fitted to.fill the higher
positions; there is at present and will he for a generation to come ti considerable
demand for trained men in all gradetiaik The're bi hardly a Jine of endeavor which
does not require the advice, coopere, and assistance of t1,1( engineer.

Many of the engineering subjects are given in the evening ;4ession for the benefit of
those who are employed during the- iv. These evening courses are identical with
the day work inffio far as the scope and thoronghntes are "eeneerned. They are meant
to meet the needs ofthose who are engagedAuring the day but'wish p secure a tech-
nical education and better their Oondition."
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Year is compose( l 01 months. Iioliday of one week at rhristmis. one week atEamer, and t wo week.4 at end of summor Deg-rees of C. E.. M. E.. E. E.. and B. S.
in Nianufact uring ProdiWt Engli,h and modern languages begin in the third year:
Modern language are continued for three years and English for two years. Eco-- .
nomlcs given for Ono& year.

A labarml Pollite4.1wfr JhRl inite .Auburn, Ala.- 'ommon freshman year. English .
throe years. with Engii....11 economics for fourth year: no modern language: histofy.
tito yeaN.

4

Uni'versio of A labamil. 1 'Iiircrx; rf, A br.EnviiA. one year: no modern language:
economic, in one year.

l'Hivercito of Ariz.o1m. Tue.con , yfN of Encrlik4h :ono year modern language.
fil Ariw,,sils. rin.. Two vPar- the QaMP Cnr an (1'10'111(1(1%g.

English. Ono year: eroli(Imic,l, ono third year. o

Broolliw his/ duff. Proni bpi .V. 411--Ett21i-11. two year-: modern ha-
Lrnalz,b. Iwo yea hi.inrv. ()lip year: economic,. one-hnif to one anti one-half
1;:ive :-ears required for chemical enrrineers

Brown I. I, I ,e.rsio. Proridi 1; 1.- 4 1110 in engineering. English,
veatN. econfinlie-:. one 'roar: etvzinporintr elect ke.: and approved elect ivey.a.

Uni,erite/ fs/ oil/forma, ri.ch-,/, Cal No English or foreign language requiredil 'preparation is suflicivut. Electives.
OtthoGr /*lit) (il inerira. (lion , 1). English, two years:, modern

law1Ia(21.. philosophy. and cbconomicA, each ono vpar.
VHirersiIi/ (Jr mob ohio "-Tour-year theoretical courses and five-.

year cooptbrative courseP, with alternation 1)etwo4.1) Aop and university every two ,well?. The latter conrw 11:P4 year of I I months The first two years of all coursesabout the same. Ent:1 ish PIA IlTin Modern language required for two years
in enijoepring and 4,ar for others. t 'obi-fain .0iirses require economics,
management, and iiistory.

Clartson Chnol of Teri; iiiilogy, I'egsfla-m, N. V.Three terms to one year. Fiveterms common to all courses. English, olio year: economii s, one year: modern
lantruage. one year.

Unirersitv obi Colorado, Boulder, rolo.--English one and one-third years: no modern
language.

Co/orado Agricultural College, Fort Collins, Colo. English, one year: no modern
14nguage.

Dartmouth College, Hanorir, Y. H.Two-year course in Thar Sc1ol of Civil
Engineering after three years of college \Fork. Suggested prepation: One yeareach in sociology, political science, psychdlogy, civics, and one and one-half years
in English and modern language, and two years in economics.

Des Moines College, iyaiws: Iowa. -English, public speaking, each one year.
Electives from modem laiiguages, Engliskf commercial law, lmokkeeping, business
efficiency, accountipg, 'find social Acienreft. 0

Uniuergity of Florida, Gainesville, 1.11a.--One year in common. English, txfo yeirs;mummies, one-half yei&: law, one-half year: soAology, one-half year.
Urorge Washington Mirentity, Washington, D. C.One yeat in ommon for C. E.4-k

M. E.Z. English one year and modern language one year.
University of Georgia, Ashens,,Gh.--11istory and English, one year: ritodern language,

, 4wo years.
Georgia Schpol of Technology, A tlania, Ga.Otte year commoh to all. English,two and one-half years: modem language, two years; economics, one-balf year.
Harvard tiniversity, Cminfritige, Afwm.--English one year, or may be credited from

preparatory Ivork. Tivd modern languages *brief). May ,be 'offered for gamission.
ANsounting and businem administration oke year. AA elective is allowed in its&of tho first three yairs.
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Howard Uniretty, itrashivton, D. C.English, one year: modern language, two-
thirds year: law and economics, one year.

University of Idaho, Moscow, Ma )1') .One year common: English, two years; modern
language one year for chemical engineers, contracts and specification for other engi-
neers.

University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.--One year English, one yviir modern language,
throe to four terms of nontechnical electives.

Mira Nitrite Collegelmes, Iowa .English, one and t wo-thirds years, no modern
language: one quarter of specifications and contracts, one quarter of history of engi-
neering, One quarter of engineering economies, one quarter of accounting. A course
in business engineering is made up of subjects from the various (bourses at the college
for application in business.

Kansas State Aqrirultural college, Manhattan, Kan..1.--English, two years; economics,
one year; business law, one semester; history, one semester: no modern language.

Lehigh University, Pellilchem, Pa.English, one and one-half years: modern lan-
guage, one or two years; economics. accounting, law, finance, contrails, each one-
half year. 1

Lowd/ Textile School, 11owr113fa4x English, one year; modern language, two
years; economics, one year; business 'administration, one year. .

University of Louisiana, Baton Rouge, La.English, two years. No modern lan-
guage. ,

University of Maryland, College Park, Md.English, three years: modern language,
two years; history, one year; economics and law, one year.

Univer.s-ity of Michigan, AnnA rborifidi .--English, One year; modern language arid
cultural subject, three years: law, one term, options two y(baN.

Michigan College of Mines, IfoYhton, Mich.English, one and one-half years.
Unirersity of Minwsota, 364infapo1isIfinn.--One year common. English, on-e

year; electives in economics, government, finance, law, accounting.
Unirtysity of Missouri, ('olumbia, Mo.One year common. citizenship, one year,

economics, one term: Fnglish, one term; no modern language.
rsity of Montana, Bozeman, Mont .English, t-o years: economics, one year;

s ationi3 and contracts, one-third year. No modern language.Orfice
University of Webraska, Lincoln, .Vehr.--4.The year j'ommon, English, one year;

modern language, one year for civil engineers. A six-ysar vbombined academic-
engineering course is offered. t

Unirersity of Xcrada, Reno, Net . English, one year; four terms of electives. No
language.

Nell Mexico School of Mina, Socorro, N. Ater. Two years in common. English,
two years; modern languaxe, two years.

New Yor University, Neu. York, N. Y.English, two years: modern language,
two years; economics and industrial history, one yeai.. A course is offered in business
and engineering.

North Carolina State College, West Raleigh, N. C.One year in common. English,
'three years, one Year modern language. English, economics, industrial engineering,
or'lziodern language, .one year.

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, K. C.Phglish, one year; modern lan-
guage, two-thirds year; law;-one-third year. .

North Dakota Agricultural College, Fargo, N. Dak.English. one and origthin1
years; history, one-third year;iocial science, ofie-third year.

University oj North Dakota, Unikrity, S. Dak.----One year in common. English,
one and one-half years; modern language, an elective. Ecaomics, one term for
certain courses.

Northeastern College, Roston, Mass.English, one year; no modern language.
Norwich Uniitreity, Yorthfield, VI.-7--Englishb two years; mixlern language,bone.

ye,r; law, one year nomics, one year.
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eu ift fir° College of Agriculture mail if«liaitir Artsfide ilefp. V. jf,
English, one and I \VQ-1 hiril years: ninilf.rn lanf_ruat!e. one year. economies, sociology.
and business law, one year.

w

Ohio Shift rairers;tv. 01;11111ms. 00(1 )6P V ear in Min fil(m. N16111.rn language,
one year: English, one yee.r.

Ohio Northern ['muff-sift', Ada, Ohio .Etrlish. option: languages. opl
Oklahoma Agricultural and iferlittnical rfe, )ne ve.ir iniinon

English, one and one-half years: modf.rn lawniage, one year for I hemiral engineers,
electives equivalent to four vi.ars: ecolionlict4, (ino and ow-italf cars'.

Oregon Agricultural Collige, or(q. oily year ptildir speaking.
one-third viur: ecnnumics, one year.

j'cionswIrmii(i cidhip., sod, odIcqe, - 1n y('a 1' ornin4)II. Einzlisli, i wo
years: modern lantruatr.e. two vears: et( )1Ìomics. Ile year: law. otie half \e:ir: hih)ry,
one-balf year: pulitical scielict, ono-half ear.

Unio (7rSilti (f Per, /Os-01110 ill, 1 'hillidi !ph iv, FAO 1:d 1, I \\ years nio.iern languatre,
ivi) years: law, one vear: economics, one-half year for mechanical f.ligineers and
electrical eligincers.

..rs;tquf. l'ittirgh. Pittsburgh. Pa.Work in four forms of three months each in
40111e en,ruleeruez industry in the Pit tshurgli (1061 1- rcquirott e\ery student
h bit ire izraduatItli ork i ispd. OrPI \ ear Il common I . one and
one-half years: modern latiguae. two years; econoinic. one and ono,half yvar-:
lostophy and psycholog . one year.

Poiyttchiiii. it Si II fi f, i Brool:lyfl, Br-1.1)1.1.10 two years: modern
two years: history. one year; economics. one half to one and one-half yeara.

\ it years required for chemical ellilgilif berY

Princeton Universihr. ton. J. English. t \ ú vear: moiler!) lailiZ113Ve. two
ears, economies, two years. I lus1ne4 :4 nit.thod;4. elt.1.1.1\et 11\o year.
I ' 'ir/'i I iii.rursitg, Lotjayr111.1 JlU1. En0i,.11. ono ;Ind tine hall ur t vti and one-hall

.ars: nuRivrn langua iwu tir three y(bar,-: 414-onotni-- half year. history. one-
half year: law. one-lial

Ruse IhNI;tut;-. 'fern IIiii. 11111.Eugli-11. one and One-half yeam
1114 M tern languago, two years: economics, one-halt year.

/*nil (f Small 'oluinbia. S. EnvIi7-11. one year niotiern language,
one year.

UniversiN Smithern (*alifiirnin. Los Angel' s, V iI,f. --Engli:,.11. one year: law. one-.

half year; electives, three yt,f1D-4.

1\\OUoirersiN 71.11,),..4s. Knoxville. Tenn.I-Two years eotunion.
years: modern language. two years: l4w. one-hall year.

vieultural and Mechanical 04117' ,41.f Rms. Colbge Station, ,Te ypar in
_ common. EngliA, four years; history. one-half ,year: onr-half year.

Talane University v. Lonisiaha, New ()deans. La.Eng111. one or t wo years;
University (tf Utah, Sall Lake ( Irtalr.Two years in co.nunvn. English. otie-thitd

year. sEconolnics, one-third year. but.iinem methods.
Valparaiso University, Valparaiso, Inifl.English. one year.
Voriderbilt jinirergity. Nashville, Tenn.One yAr in common. English, one year.
Villanova College. Pu.Engliii, two yearti; modern language, two years;

law, one-half year.
Virginia Polytechnic Instituk, Blacksburg, three yearri: modern Ian-

"guage, three years; evonoMics, one year.
Stale rollwe of Washington. Pullman, Wash.English, one and *one-half yearti;'.

economies aid law, onp,year. Courses in commercial mechanical engineering and
APV'6" ""
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commercial electrical engineering. giving eronomic4, iii tw.zs ad ni ini:4t rat ion. finances,
Investments, and contracts.

Washington awl Lee ritiversify, Lexington, Va.English. On() year. modern lanntage,
two years.

'Vest Virgin ia rergify. 31Irga town . F. I -11. English. Imo year: hm. one-half
year.

//niversitg of Wisconsin. low (mo-lvalf voar.
Universitg Laramie. )nip voar lu connntiii rwth,.:h. fine year:

e1ective.4 three years.
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CHAPTER X.

MEDICAL EDUCATLON.

By N%. P. COLWELL, M. D.,

Strritilry flf the Om mil nil Medical Eduration and Hospitals of tile ..imeriran Medical
..1s.soriation, Chirago.,

GNP

4

(*()NTE. l'rogre ,s in 21) yearMore qualified students and grwluates. 11. Developments in
1!ibdir;i1 r1iikol.--(1) Limitation of enrollments in medical schonlsDo we need,more medical sch9ors7
; col or medical efhwation(3) Demand (or teit hers in the fundamental sdence.s (1)

ion in molical practice(.1) Revision of the medical curricu1um-0;i Migration of physicians
from rural communitivs to cities. Essential education for al, ho are to treat the sickConfusion in
medical IlceDUTI A few victories of scientific medicineOutlook for an improved medical educatke.

I. PROGRESS IN TWENTY YEARS.

As shown in previous reports, following the close of the. Civil War
.the number of medical schools in the United States rapidly increased
untinin 1906 there N.-ere 162 Rive than in all the rest bf tilt world.
The educational standards, however., were considerably iow.er than
those in otber leading countries; so that the. evident need was for
"fewer but, betfer medical schools." Two of the important objects
to work for in Om campaign for improvement, therefore, were (a)
the general adoption of higher standards for admission, and (b) tto

emerging of medical schools' in cities where two or more existed.
Duying the past, 1S years the number of medical schools has been
reduced by jm4t, one-halffrom 162 to 81 --tabout two-thirds .of the
reduction being due to nTrgers.. The medical schools which became
extinct, with a few exevOtion§, were low-grade institutions.

The number of collegos enforcing hkher entrAnce r(4itiiremenets
.during the 18 years increased from 2 to 74; and flip entrtince require-
ments of medical schools Of the United Staks are now eqiial to those
in medical schools abroad. These changes are graphically sliown in
Chart 1.

The heavy in thlr upper part of the chart shows the total number of medical
colleges existing in each year. .

The shaded portion of the chart shows the number of medical schools in eacli year
which required for admimion one year of college work (light stifling) ati'd two
or more yedrs of con* work (heavy shading).

From the beet available informittion,it appears that, prior to 1900, lees than one-fetirth
ite medical schools required even a -education for admimion. 1p 1907,

abotit 80, or approximVy one-half, and in 1916 ábout 100, or three-fourths f the
medkal schoolo, annouffeed an ontisnee requirement of at least a.high-echool educk
tion. the other colleges a common-school education was all that was necessary to
wure atimiftion.
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established. Paring the 30 years ending in 1900, the number of medWal schools in the
*United State!) was rapidly multiplied, increaming from475 to 160;

B. In 1909 the Journal of. thé American Medical. besoiiation began tollecting and,
;publishitig statistics iu regard to medical schook and medical education; .
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MEDICAL EDUCATION. 275

C. In 1904 a permanent. committee, the Council on Nle(lical Education, was meated
by the American Medical Awociat ion to work for the improvement of medical educa-
tion in the United States;

D. In 1909-10 the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, in con-
junction with iIu Couried on Medical Education, made an investigation of medical
schools, and in the latter year published i1i report

E. In 1914 the requirement of at hwt one year of college work; and-
V. In P1 i of two yeaN of college work was made an essent ial for the (1aa9 A rating

hy the Council on Medical Education.

T. I. Enrollments of medirol students for nine years, showing ruriatión in numbers
ry classy&

1914 1.")

1915-1f; .

1916

191; 1..
1`.414- 19

1919 29.
19'29-21.

Pr21 22
)tr22 231

Estimate.

College session.

-

Fresh-
men.

1 6

..-

3 373
1

4,107
4,2s3
3,104
4,234
4, s25
5,412
5,221

sophO-
mores.

3,919
3,094
3,117
3,521
3,5s7
2, %.37

3, 5
4,219
4,626

Juniors. Seniors. Intern
year. Total.

3,675 3,4'4 I4,1%91

31559 3,727 14,022
2, *466 3,674 13,764
2, s93 2,9.t3 13,630
3,272 2,967 122 13,052
3,464 3,263 290 14, Ots8
2,637 3,416

2,649
3,27s

406 14, g72
3,35.5 505 16,140
3,972 600 17,700

-
A

The constant line drawn through the table underscores the figures which show the lowest ebb in the
enrollment in t he respect ivy classes following the adoption of higher entrance requirement s. A temporary
diminution in the numbers-figures underscored 1), the dotted lines-began with the freshmen in 1f11S-10,
which was due to the enlist ments in the World War. While the figures for 1r2'2-3 are estimated, they are
fairly arc urate. since reports from all hut a few colleges were obtained..

MORE WELL-QUALIFIED STUDENTS AND ITATES. .

The merging of 'medical ,schools resulted also in a decrease in the
number of medical students. The oveNupply of medical schools in
1904 meant also an oveNupply of medicaCstudents. The total num-
ber iVtiS reduced from 28,142 in 1904 to 13,032 -the lowest number--
in 1919, hut since that year the number increased to 14,088 in 1920,
to -14,872 in 1921, And. to 16,140 in 1942. The reduction in the numb
her of students was of those:laving loWer educational qualificatiims,
.while the- nwuber of those in the higher-standard medical schools
increand froT 1,761 in 1904 to 15,477 in 1921.

Although the total number of_ graduaVs decreased from .5,742 in
1904 to 3,192 in 1921, the numhtlr of th6se graduating from the

.Iiigher-grade medical schoolsincreased from 369 in 1904 to 3,112 in
1921. , Them were only 2,529 students graduatesi in 1922, this beiug
the small. class which entered the medical schools in 1918, the war

eyeiir. The numbers silo will graduate in 1923, in 1924, and in 1925
are estirriated at 3,200, 4,100, arid 5,200..

AP'

. The enrollment of students by classes during nine years is shown
in Table The-lowest enrollment resulting from higlaer entrance
standards began with the freshman class entering in 1914, cuiraia
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276 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATIoN, i920-1922.

nating in the If)west number of students in all classy-. in 1 91s-1 9.
A secondary aVV or low enrollment began with the freshman class
entering in the fall of I. 9is the World War year which culminated
in the smallest number of graduates in 1922.

II. DEVELOPMENTS IN MEDICAL SCHOOLS.
16-

The devel()J)ments in.medical schools during the past 20 vear: have
been so extensive w; to be Aniust sensational. The improvements
in it( lm iSSi4 )11 requirements, L4 shn\VII in Chart i have been railehbd
bysimilarly rapid improvements in other resp4.4.ts: Endowments of
medical scllools 1.lave been i nriVOsed ne\\'- and larger buildings have
been erected; moll' and bet'fer equipped laboratories have been
addcd: well selected libraries have hven installed; more all-time and
better t;ained profe)rs have been seeilled: new and lar,zer teaching
hospitals havè been built, Or a larger control of ()tiler hiiTitals has
been secured; and greatly improved niethods of instruction have been
adopt ed.

Ipdeed, these levelopments were nbstlutely essential to enable the
meClical schools to provide instruction in accordance with the present-
day wknowledgI% of medicine. Besides the changes in the character
of the medical schtml and of medical education, the great expansion
of mediciirknowlildge is also making necessary improved methods
in other directions. Several problems have arisen directly or in-
directly from the more complex medival fur-.
nishied ,t0 medical 4:H11180S:6 Some 4)f these are :IS Mil

Medical schuols have found it necessary to Juni t the enr41-
ment of students.

(2) The cost of furnishing a medical education has been tre-
mendotiOly increased.

(3) There is a larger demand for skilled teachers, especially in
the fundamental medical sciences ()r preclinical subjects.

(4) Therejs au ncreasing trend toward specialization and group
!retie() of medOne.

(5) There. is a growing demand for a revisioyf the medical cur-
4riculum by which the laboratory and clinicaTsu jects will be better

correlated.
(6) There has developed a eomplaintsegarding the hick of general

practitioners, especially in the thinly settled or rural districts.
_1. LIMITATION OF ENROLLMENTS IN hutnICAL SCHOOLS.

. A few decades ago the medical course consisix?d mainly of didactic
*lectures; and, no liTitation of- enrollments wiis necessary. As classes
grew larger, the size of lecturg amphitheaters w4s, increased,.in somp
instances providing seats for,.classes of 500 01: more studentii. Even
after laboratory courses were added, these' schools provided eilord,
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MEN( 'AI, EnrcATION. 277

mous laboratories, particularly it) amaimmy and cheniistry, and a
few colleges had laboratories large enough in Naich tootteach at one
time ,everai hundrpd inedivaLdental, and pharmacy students.

Of the modern medico I school, however,- the curriculum has-become
MOre and the students .1.re taught largely in small sections,
especially in dispensarie: hospitals: so that a larger number of
individual teachers is re oired, and administration is moye difficult.
To prevent, confusion a4d .,(trure. the maximum efticimcv, there-
fore, it has become necd-;sarv for medical schools to admit no more
students than their teachers, hthoratory space, and available hospital
and dispensary facilities will permit.

At present. 47 medicall schools t!'( limiting their enrollments to 25
to 1,25 students in ea( lt klass, and report a total capacity for 11,925
students. Nineteen ot litbrs have an 40timattbd capacit for 4,400

ndents, making ,a total capacity in the til; Class A. medical schools.
f4)r 15,025 students. Dllti11,1* the session of 1921-22 thvse colleges
enrolled I 1,11).)5 st mient while 1,515 were in Class 13 and Class C
collegos.

s

TAU! I: pm y of nieflival schools yilder enrollments.

(*rillerf.%..

ClaR.4 r 11 iplical (4114.1Ts:
4- /-.11fevc.;
2-.vear (lakes

ap.ti it y %%oh 4.1fivirlIrk
1-year (.1111egi.s.

vvar (11111.Vi

4.111111:4.

i lass It ettlleges:
(*.omit y reported 3
C.tpatit y esilm.Ite41 :I

'fot 4.1:tsg fi

Total, A :o11 B volleye*. 72

Tula! vi.lrulltitrnt-

Third
yvar. year.

2, 0:10

1, 005
210

3, 431)

120
IOU

44)

TfilFourth for 4

_

2,970

930 900

- -

11, 19.1
330

3, 9,40
4'20

.t, to) j :I, ir2.1

125
IOU

12.1 . 490
100

I
400

2'2.1 225 st)0

A ver-
two
!HI

college.

207
06

274
S4

691

133

_

'1 115 4,09.1 16, stril .231

Sixteen class A medical schools report that, by adding additional
teachers or by enlarging certaiil laboratories, Arrty other minor
modifications, Provision can be made for 1,500 Jive students,
thereby increasing the capacity of the 66 elms A. scaols to 17,425
studentsabout 1,200 more students than were enrolled in all
medical schools in 1922.

Eleven medical schools teach only the subjects contained in the°
first two years of thò medical coarse. two of the:sethe Universia,
ties of Miss*i and' Wisconsinare now prepariig to give the corn.
plete four-year medical course.
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1)(4) WE NEED MORE NI 1)1(' - 1, SCHOOLS?

Well qualified students applying for admission to medical schools
have Pripidly increased in number' in the past thtee years (1920-
1922). This, coupled with the tendency of medical colleges to limit
their enrollments, hag cattied some anxiety lest some well-qualified
students will be unable to secure admission to- acceptable inedical
colleges. To prevent such a condition, some medical schools which
have placed their 'limits al; extremely 16w numbers 25 or in a
class.should enlarge their facilities s'o as to admit larger numbers.
A medical school with a complete corps of instruist ors should be Ale
to handle from 50 to 75 st mien ts in a class. The enrollment of smaller
numbers causes a serious disproportion betwoen'the fees paid by the

t..

thè muchstudent and larger sum expended for his instruction.
Unfortunately, some medical schools are not sufficiently financed to
care for even moderate-sized classes. In a rccent report. On 'medical
education,' Dr. Henry S. Pritchett points out that to solve the
problems of medical education, instead of building up a small number
of richly endowed medical schools, the moderately endowed medical
schools scattered throughout this cotintry should be sufficiently
financed to enable them to provide a modern training in nedicine.
Doctor Pritchett says that an important. constrpction r is `:to
restore medical schools in some,communities where they liave been
abandoned and in other communities to aid weak schools that
sincerely seek their own improyements.ne It is vpry evident. that a
few hundren thousand dollaN distributed among smaller but deserv-
ing medical schools at the present time would be pf greater seryicie
to the public than additional millions given to lone of the few institu-
tions which are already so generously endowed.

2. THE INSREASED COST oF MEDICAL EDUCATION.

The cost of conducting medical schools tins. been tremenllously
increased during du; past 25 years. Buildings have been enlarged
and Ina& 'more miinerotts, making necessary a greater cost, for light-
ing, heating, and janitoi. service. A larger expenditure is necessary
for admit tratia, for records, and for clerical .assistance. The

and mainte ance. A larger expenditure is required also for medical
greater n er of laboratories has increased the cost for equipment*

14earch, for the maintenance of librAry and musewn, and for dis-
pensaries arid hospitals, unless satisfactory use can beonadé of city,
State, or private institutions. The l¡trgest single item, however, is
the expenditure for salaries paid to the essential expert teachers
who devote their entire time to teaching anti research in the labo'ra-
tory departments. Salaries are nQvir 'pitid by several medicál schoob

--
Canialgie risundatioA for the Advancement of Towhing, taxtvath An# Rein. (1921) p. 49.

o
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also for full-fune professors in J.he (lepartments, where hereto-
fore these chairs ere' occupied those' engaged in practice. the
prestige from teuching positions being frequently more valuable than
the salaries. If clinical teachers are generally placed on a salary
basi4, the eNpense for instruct *I( )11**;j11 be still further increased.

Where formerly medical schools could be mnintnined 011 students'
revs ahme, and frequently with a profit. to the owl W1284, Wifil the
extensive developments were titicsary to furnish a training
in modern medicine, th(.% cost, is neartv three times greater than the
sum obtained by students' fees.

IteportA from 69 i ii I iil schools in regard to income and ex-
pendit uryi during 1920-2 i show that the average income was S130,672,
includin.,-r :;i45.135 (26.9 per cent) obtained from student fees, and
$95,.)37 from other tource's.

The average expenditure by each college was S1'23.947, including
s-16.162 (37 per ('ent) for all-time teachers, .S21,131 (17 per (ent)
fpr part-time teachers, $ 1 9,Mis for wages, and $36,974 for mainte-
nance and supplies. The V (Tag(' Viltriv fee obtained from each
student was 1S5, and the average amount. expended for each student

. as St55. In I 916 tile average fee paid by each student. was $1 50,
ilnd the avange e\p,nded for tinch studtint was I i 9. In the five
yenrS, therefore, the average ex pend t ure per st udent. increased rdi per

ftitcent, \vhile the tuition fee in4.reasikA '2-1 per cent.

DEMAND FOR TEACHERS IN THE Ft \ DA M ENTAL

In the cantptign for the improvement of 'medical educatiA,
emphasis IN ta id. ()II the need of expert teachers who would devote
their entire tinie.Io teaching and research in the fundamental mediyal
sciences. There were few graduates in medicine who had prepared
t11ems(-4ves ILS sp('%cialispi in teaching: so that many of4hese places
were filled necessarily by graduates in arts and sciences who had no
medical training. OtheN, however, had secured their d'octorate in
philosophy or other higher degrees and had majoist=4:1 in the medical
sciences which they were teaching. Even with these nonmedical
teachers, however, and as medical schools have continued t41 expand,
the lack of those who are prepared to teach the prechnical branches 4

ims. become more and more serious.
The shortage is due to several causes: (1) Few definite courses of

iWstniction have been laid down whereby recent gracluates in medicine
'or in mats can prepare themselves for teaching positions; (2) the
prAent unsatisfactory arrangement of the medical curriculum does
not give teachers of the medical science the recognition which they
should htvire in the diagnosis, and treatment of the sick; and (3) the I

ml
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salaries are so small that recent graduates in medicine prefer to go
into active practice.

The means of relief are now slowly offing provided. as indicated
by the following act ivities:

(a) survey of graduate education both in the preclinical and
clinical branches of medicine has just been completed, following
which universities will be urged to (1st c(mrsvii of instruction
for those who desire to take up teachipg profesion. When such
courses have been es11:thlishol, students in medicine will isinon 101()w
of them and can register for such courses immediately after gradna-
tion.

(b) A careful study of the medical curriculum is WM' being made
looking to a reorganization Whereby the teaching of the preclinical
and the clinical branches may be brought in closer correlation.

(e) During the past few years particularly. salaries for teachers
in the medical science,s have been considerably increased, and will
doubtless continue to advance ag'pr'oressors in these sciences are given
opp6rtunity to demonst 10' 4he value of their cooperation and
advice in the actual treatment of patients. The salAry prohlem
has been aided indirectly in recent. years hy,st he tendency toward
placing the chairs in the various clinical subjects, medicine, surgery.,
pediatrics, etc., on a full-time basis. To secure such teachers, it has

"zt been necessary to Pay larger salaries than have heretofore been paid
to teachers in the laboratory sciencesteachers who in many in-
stances are doubtless as conscientious, faithful, and expert in their
work as thoge occupying chilled, chairs-. +his ig helping toward a
re,ad.justinent Of the salaries of all teachers.

(d). To aid in, relieviQg the shortage of laboratory teachers, the
Rockefiller Foundatiori in une, 1922, gave $1,000,000 to the

atiAal Research Council to e'stablish fellowships by which students
desiring to enter the teaching profession might secure the essential
work in any high-gra(V university of their choicf. At the present
time, there are 26 such students taking courses in the universities .

in the United States.
The shortage of teachers can be further relieved by the establish-

ing of fellowships by the gradutito schoils of a large number of unif
versities ht&ing medical departme.lits,-sinlilair to what has been done
by the University of Minnesota and 'tlie.UniN;-ersity of Pennsylvania.
While preparing himself for his chosen spetiaity, the fellow is required
to do a certain ainount of teaching and research: Those who show
special ability as teaclwrs can be retained on the teaching staff of
the ,upiversity ot be recommended to positiots in other medical.
achoois .having need of them. On 'satisfactory completion of Ahe
awhile of instruction, the graduate student ingothe Universities of

ego:4g °And Pennsylvania is granted higher. &greet such as the.

.
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master of science Or (b)ctor ()I' philosophy, modified by the name Of
the subject hi which 11(% has 11 liii( )t'01.

Nlost of our leading universities already have the facilities for
such fellowships. They halVe their graduate schools

which should naturally supervise all such courses. They are con-
tinually employing minor atiSiSt fl Il t in the teaching of the various
fumhimental medical sciences, aud these positions could readily be
converted into teaselling fellowships t() those estahlished#
Minnesota. The salary paid at present. to a minor teaching assistant
wi)uld pay the stipend for one or possibly two fellowships. In the
cliuical branches, likewise, .the pr-ofessors are even now taking into

offices hacent graduates to aid them ¿is assistants or as resi-
dents in hospitals to alid them in the cafe, oflheir patient. These
assistants might: easily he included in courses for "fellows" or
" teaching assistants" who would prepare themselves in the special-
ties. Such an arrangement would he to the advantage of the pro-
fessors as well tks of the students. Each prominent physician would
have a constant s(i)urce of supply 44 young physicians who 'would
act as expert clinical clerks, second assistants, and finally ¡list assist-
ants in connection h the care of his patients in the hospital min
in his Office. Many recent graduates are now taking such work, but
not in properly organized courses, and even though the student does
extremely- satisfactory ANork he gets no tecognition Ill the ay of an
a(N-anced degie. llerein lies a field the development of which has
great possibilities for g(dod.

SPECIALIZATION IN MEDICAL PRACTICE.

During the past 40 years more progress has been made in the
field of ine-dieine than in all previous centuriesi ..kside from the field
of anatomy, 111(1(14111 knmvledgeJonnerly consZte(1 largely of theories

4 and daductions based on Observations and clinicat experience in tha_
care of The sick With the wprk of Pasteur, however, ail era of
medical investigation began w.fich, within the next several years,
definitely established the germ prigin of most of the common dis-
eases. rr he °definite knowledge of bactin.ia led in turn to methoqs.of
preventing infection, thereby making possible the marvelous ;levelOp-
ments in The field of slivery. Theory and guesswork gave way to
demonstrable facts in thb cause, cure, and prevention of disease;

O and 'the beaching and practice of medicine were revolutionized. In-
tend of a short two-yea'r course of lectures, the medical school 110W

gi instruction in eight or,more laboratories, as .well as in dispe"n.-
. '..sarie& and hospitals, coverink four 3iears ot eighb or nine wonths each.

The curriculum has become more and more compA as the valuable
methods of diagnosis, treatmeht, and -prevention tf diseases shaves
been, taultiplied.

4
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that a closer correlation Of the two groups of subjects may- be
obtained.

Various steps have been taken to secure such correlation. An
important example'is the establishing 'of clinical-pathological con-
ferences, through which the departments of internal medicine and
pathology are cooperating to establish a better understanding of the
pathological conditions which underlie the various symptoms in
the liviRg patients. Correlation °between pathology and surgery has
b(sTn provided in the course of surgical pathology, And cooperation
between internal medicine and the departments of chemisfry and
physiology is provided in the study, respectively, of metabolism and
in the use of the cardiagt,aph. A close relationship exists in some
medical schools, also, between the departments of internal medicine
and of pharmacology and therapeutics. These measures, however,
are only a beginning, but indicate the value of a more extensive cooper-
ation between laboratories and clinical subjects.

One of the chief difficulties in securing this cooperatjon is that the
laboratory departments are in a separate building from the clinical
depa.rtments, and in some schools the laboratory And clinical depart,-
ments are several miles apart or even in different cities. There are
also some medical schools teaching ()illy the laboratory' subjects, no
facilities being available for th teaching of the clinical subjects.

The needed revision in the medicni curriculum, therefore, means,
first of all, a co4p1ete plant which not Only should include laborat6ry
and e finical subjects but, also should be on the university. campus in
close proximIty'to the peemedical sciences, physics, chemistry, and
biology. This will %be imj)ortant particularly in the needed develop:
ment of graduate medical courses, which should be under the direct
supervision of the graduate school of the

To establish a closer physical contact of the laboratory *ith the
dmical departments, some medical schools are ,already erecting
buildings for laboratory slepartments as wings. or pits of tiieir
hospital buildings; "and at the ptesent time plans for several new
hospitals, notably that of Vanderbilt Univ'ersity at Nashville, include
in the satne buildingVngs for the laboratory departments connecting
immediately with hospital wards. Such an arrangement will help
to solve some of the most acute problems in medical education.
Itereafter, instead of being isolated:in their respective departments,
the professors of the laboratory subjects should be in the hospital arid
will function as members of the hospital staff. Such an arrangement
can not fail to secbre for the dinician a better knowledge of the
laboratory sciences, but aAo the professors of the laboratory branches
will &Main a btroader knçwredge of conditions underlying diseases.
Hereafter the medical student from the beginning will be ino intimate

uiliversity.
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contact with the patients, where the knowledge he obtains of the
laboratory subjects will be correlated with the instruction he is
receiving in regard to the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of
disease. Both normal and abnormal conditions will be better
understood because they are brought into direct, contrast. This
closer relationship in t he teaching of laboratory and. clinical subjects,
therefore, can not help. butprovide in t 11( future for a Im t ter and more
intelligent care of the sick.

6. MIGRATION OF' PHYSICIANS FROM RURAL COMMUNITIES TO CITIEs.

Physicians are following the general trend of population toward
the cities, but in a larger proport ion. Statistics show thitt 47.1 per
cent, of the populathin of the United tat' s now contained in cities
of 5,000 and over, while 63 per cent of all physicians are located in
those cities.

'FABLE Urban-iir rural opuhition rrphy.s.icift/hS.

Population o)f
Num.
ber of
cities.

Wool) and above 12
200,000 t o :100.000 21
50,000 t o :Wool .. 111
10,000 to 30,000 CPCI2

5,000 to 1(1,000 721
Below 5,000 .

Tn1 31
population.

Nilmber
ol rhy-
sictans.a

Rai if)
níTAIN.- l'r.efls cent ago
to pop. PI V*
&it ion. Sirvatl.S.

1

16, 369, 310 1 ..1 1 30, 932 329 t 21. n
ti, 35,3, 6+1 6. 1 12, S4,2 ' 9. 0.

4, 997, 791 4. 7 1 9, 313

:,,I):71:,ti

527 6. 0

9, 973, 46'' 9. 4 : 17. 2.14 12. 0
12, 017, 7M 11. 1 21, ...)04 1 %. 0

56, 1.-0, ,1q :0. 9 ;A. 613 1,0215 37. 0
Total

10:), 7Osik, 771 10401
Total in cities (f :001) :Ind over 17 1

11.1, 60s 7
91 .161

Population tigiire 11,1011 on report (If tht ryt:sus 1ie.n for 1!1:20.
I Figures regardinz the nianiTcs of physicians :Ire from t he American Medical Directory for 1921.

s

The .scarcity of doctors in rural communities is not, due Iso an
inadequate supply OF physieiatN, siace the shortage in rural communi-
ties is more than offset by the oversupply in tho cities. There is no
need, therefore, for special methods to swell the ranks of the medical

lb

this article,profession. As already shown in aj-so, the numbers of
luNlical students, even under the higher entrance requirements, are
so large as t:o make it difficult for medical schools to provide foe them.

The rewsons for the shortage of physicians. in rural communities
. ire outtined at follows:

(a) Many octors1.1 in rural commtini ties graduated when standards
of medical e ucation were low, and More medical schools had under-
gone the tremendous developments which have talio place during the
past 15 or 20 years. Although some of thes'e have kept in touch
with° tho progress in medical knowledge, there are .many who for
financial or other reavias could not get away to seciire a postgraduate
educatiod. '
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(1)) The recent, graduate in medicine with his improved trainingnaturally prefers to live in the city with its better social, educational,

-and living conditions. also
(e) The trend in recent y4%ars for the treatment of patients hos.pitals has been rapid, especially where surgical procedures are

required, an(1
(d) Hospitals are built only in cities, in centers where the popula-tion is sufficiently large to insure their support.

4(r) or the reasons specified, people in rural districts'who are able
)to pay fees go to the near-by cities to doctors who have established

reputations and where they can secure hospital care.
(f) This leaves for the country doctor only emergency cases andpatients who are unable to, or do not, pay reasonably high fees.(g) This situation has become worse as the automobile, country

roads, and other transportation facilities have been improved. ,(0 While there always has been a scarcLt.v of physicians in rural
districts, the situation became more. acute when the war furnished
the opportunity for many physicians to get away from the country
districts's) Then, at the close of the war, they obtained postgraduate
vork and sought naor-'e favorable locations. Meanwhile, investigatiori

of any rural districts from which reqursts for physicians have come
sh
t

Ws that in most of them physicians could not make a livelihpod
wilhout undue sacrifice and difficulty.

lt is suggested that in any community needing a physician, a
number 611 individuals pledge themselves to guarantee an. income of
from $2500 to $3,000 a year, and to iilterest the community in 'a
physician's support. This plan was tried in a community in the
Middle West, where 2.5 citizens are said to have pledged $100 each
$2,500 per yearas a guaranty, the contract covering a period
of five years. A report states that the physician selected hats been
Obtaining an average of $300 per month, that his five-year period is
nearly tip, and that he already has- enough signeN to guarantee his
stay for another five )ears.
. Such a plan has two strong points in its favor: (a) The people
of the community have.a voice in the selection of their physician,and (0 the fact that they have pledged themselvos to his support,

induce them to patronize him so far as is possible, and not go to
physicians in distant cities.

With the establishing of such guaranties, it is believed that a well-
. trained jThysiciau can be obtained.by any community where there

are enough people to,support, one. The majority of physicians are-.
short .of funds at' the time they complete their medical training, and
will be attracted to places where some income, however small, is
guartpteed.. Such opportunities are available mostly in cities. %b
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Reasonable guaranties, therefore, from rural districts will be attrac-
tive to recent graduates and help to bring about a wider distribution
of them.

III. ESSENTIAL EDUCATION FOR ALL WHO ARE TO TREAT TILE SICK.

As already shown in this report. the field of medical knowledge
has been greatly. increased (hiring the past. 50 years, making neces-
sary a more extended and conìpleX medical curriculum, which, in
turn, rcquires laboratories, library, m4seum, and other equipment
such as is possessed by all our recognized mlleges. Essential, also,
are a large hospital and an out-patient department where the stu-
dents are instructed at 'the bltdside in the diagnosis and treatment of
diseases.

Before he can independently assume the right to 'care for sick ur
injured people the physician at the present day, after graduation
from the high school, must secure the following education:

(a) Two or more years' work in a recognized college or university.
(b) Four years of eight or nine months each in an acceptable medical tid on 1

(e) One or more years rpent a.4 a resident physician or intern in an approved
hospital.

lf, instead of entering general practice, he wishes to specialize in
'some narrower line, such as surgery, children's diseases, eye, ear,
nose, and throat, etc., he should also take

((1) Two or three years of review eouree8 and higher apprentice work with some
physician who has already attained proficiency i.n the chosen specialty.

Reference has already been mOe to the expense of conducting a
modern medical school, which amounts to about three times what the
school obtaius in 4fees roni its students. As a cvnsequence the
modern medical school has to have an additional income, either from
State appropriations or private endowment.

CONFUSION IN MEDICAL LICENSURE.

Along with the great improvements in medical schools and the
increases in thetentrunce requirements there has lwenand prop-
erlya corresponding advance in the educational qualifications
required of physicians by gtate medical licensing boards. While
the medical practice laws have been established to safeguard the
public against incompetent or untrained physicians, much confusion
has been caused by the passing of laws which have the effect of nulli-
fying the practice acts, in that others are enabled to secure licenses
to treat the sick without having to possess the educational qualifi-
.cations fixed by the medical practice act.

At the present time, instead of one law and otit Koard ifi each
State to enforce its provisions, there are, in the 48 States, 96 separate7
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and independent boards, sonic States having as many as five or sixdifferent boards, created by as many .independent practice acts out.tilling as many differing standards of educational qualifiations. Onecan readily believe that in such confusion the public interests havebeen largely disregarded.

This confusion is due to a lack of understanding on the part of thepublic and of State legislators as to what constitutes the practice ofmedicine, or possibly better termed, the practice of the healing art.The fixing of minimum essential educational' qualifications forphysicians can not serve as a protection of the public unless thestandard fixed is applied equally to everyone else who is granted a'license to care for sick people as 'a Profession.
Besides the regular, or "orthodox," medicall schools there havealwas been also the unorthodox or sectarian "schools" which later,as the scientific basis of medicine has been es4ablished, have becomeextinct or have dropped their seetarian chtiracter. Some of thi,scliools" referred tosuch as homeopathy, eclectsm, and physio-medicalismhave had little or no serious consegAnces, since theymade no claims of being other than "medical" schools; theiit teachers

Dllysiciang, their educational siandards were the same as for"regular" medical schools, and they were subject to the sam.e orsimilar medical practice laws. The chief differences were of opinionin regarl to the action or character of certain drugs or remedies used.Heretofore, indeed, there has been ample room for such differences ofopinion. PriQr lo the researches of Pasteur, medical knowledgeconsisted largely of a collection of treatises and theories jesed onclinical observations.; and because of the lack of scientific procedtfres,one physician's theoiT was believed to be ae worthy of considerationas another's.
Bill, there are other sectarian "sclioNs" besides those alreadyalluded to whose teacheN, as a rule, are not physicians, nor have theyobtained a medical training: their educational' standards are decidedlyinferior to those of medical schools, and tbey have not been madesubject to medical practice laws.
The experimental research work carried on since 1S70 by Pasteur,Koch, Klebs, Neisser, Kitasato, Flexner, and others hits resulted inindisputable proof that most of the common diseases afflicting man-kind are due to specific bdcteria or germs. Theories and guessworkin the field of medicine, therefore, have been replaced by scientificfacts and proceduresfacts which are the basis of the medical teach-ing in all our university medical schools. It is entirely reasonable atthe present time, therefore, that, in the interest of the public, a mini-mum standard of educational qualifications, recognizing these ad-vances in medical knowledge, should be established for everyone who

.
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is t be authorized to treat the sick. If laws regiflaling the' practice
of the healing art. are at all necessary, then they should (a) insist, on
the minimum educational qualifications which are essential prpperly
to train one in the art of healing and (11 Provide for one hoard of welh
qualified members to enforce, the law in each State. The license
issued in any State shoulrl be a guaranty to the public that its holder
is qualified to assume tgeresponsibiliry for the care Of sick human
beings.

This is an educational problem and can he solved only as ap-
preached from lhat point of view.' The danger from these groups of
practitioners is to the public,through the confusion they are causing
at least temporarily -in educational and public. health laws. Should
not the standards of professional training in Our State universities
apply to all who practice any particular prhfession ? Granting that
there is good in some cases in the methods of treatment advocated
by these "schools," that, good would in' fa way be diminíshed ;if
those who practice them were Tequired to have a reasonable pre-
liminary Mucation and some knowledge, at. least, Of the fundamental
medical sciences. It might not he amiss also, if he should learn of
some of the great victories,of modern medicine in ridding the world
of most of its epidemic disease.

A FEW VICTORIES OF SCIENTIFIC MEDICINE.

((i) The discovery of the germ origin of disease has led to the
practical extinction of many diseases, including sua death-dealing
epidemics as lisiatic cholera, bubonic plague, and diphtheria.

(b) The discovery of the diphtheria bacillus led t o the knowledge
of how to assist naturo in curing the disease through the use Of

diphtheria antitoxin artificially manufactured. This has greatly
reduced the mortalily of the occasional cases of this disease.

(r) Typhoid fever has been conquered by the discovery 'of the
typhoid vaccine. This disease, which raised such havoc among the
armies in preceding wars, was so scarce during thcl' IN'orld War as to
make it an almost negligilP factor among the causes of death.

(d) 'the discovery that the germ ol yellow fever was transmitted
through the bite of a mosquito has led almost to the extermination
of that, di6ease; luis changed localities in the South and in Ceritral
America from pesthples of diseases to places of safe human habitation
mid, incidentally, permitted the completion .of the Panama Canal.

These art bút a few of the y victories which could be described.
And the scientifio basis of m:'1icine is still being,gradually enlarged.
Rec*tly tliere have been two other notew6ithy achievements.

'One is the discovery of insulin, and the method by whicli it can he
extritoied from the pancreas. Careful tests have shown it to, be of
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special value in the treatment or diabetes. The other is the methodof isolating the germ of influenza, which, it is hoped, may lead to amore serviceable knowledge of that disease.

OUTLOOK FOR AN IMPROVED MEDICAL EDUCATION.

That our universities still have fait h in the science of medicine isevidenced by the great wave of reconstruction of medical collegeplants. Ninny improvements have already been made lii this respect.in the past 13 years. Great constructive programs are now bAngcarried out, or have been quite. definitely planned, for the medicalschools of the following universities:
we_

Colorado. Indiana. Rochester.Vale. Iowa. Cincinnati.Emory . Johns Hopkins. Western Reserve.Chicago. Minnesota. ()regnn.Harvard . St. Louis. Vanderbi It .Illinois. Washiwton. Wisconsin.
Northwestern. Nebwka.

When the whole picture is viewed, t he 'developments in the knowl-edge of medicine and the inethock and facilities for medical teachiílgand practice have been no less remarkable --alt hputzh perhaps lesssensational or spect acular t htiiì t he development s (if t h alitthe airplane, the movies, wireless telegraphy, and radiotelephony.
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CHAPTER XI.
AGRICULTURAL, EDUCATION.

By CiEoRGE A. WonKs,

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, 11UAeA, N. V.

(*livrt-vTs..1gricult secondary (.1lool Types (titools and 'classesDevelopment of curricula.,quiervi,.1011-4;rowth of t varher-trai !ling facilit ie,; Itchy ionships between agricultural edu-

,

rAt ion 1lve11cie,:.1trictittural education at meet ings.%

AGRICULTURE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
liata are not availablil \that will give more than a partial idea ofthe extent to which N.vork in agriculture is a part of. the program of

secondary 'education in this country. The 1922 repiwt of the FecteralBoard for Vocat ional Education contains the most complete informa-tion available regarding instructibn in vocational agriculture. Voca-tional agriculture as used in the Federal board's report refers to theinstruct ion that presumably met the st andards set up by State boardsfor vocational educat ion under the provisions of the. Federal vocit-tionai education act. Due to the fact that there ar6 practically noob.jective standards by which the vocational effectiveness of thisinstruction may be measured, there are undoubtedly many schoolsnot included in thNreport of the Federal board in which the in4rudtion
functions quite as effectively in vocational ways as does that of manyschools which are included. In spite of this defect, the dataained in the report give a fairly complete idea of the present mag-nit ude of instruction in vocational agriculture and the rate at whichit has devfloped in recen,t

1918 .
1919
1926
1921
1922

Year. Schools. ,Teachers.

609 995 15,453
8113 % 1,201 19,9331,375 1, 570 31,301

1, 722 2,071 43, 352
2, 175 2,290 60,236

The report prepared by A. C. Mona4n and C. H. Lane, for the 1916report of the United States Commissioner of Education, contains thefollowing summary of the st,41AN of agricultura --teaching, based onas complete information as rho Bureau of Education was able toobtain at that time:1
Number of public high schools reporting teaching agriculture

Established before 1901
Established from 1901 to 19115
Established from IWO to 1910
aNtablished sinee 1910

2 175

19
433

413
1,116

ccen=
I Rep. of Commis. of.Edue., 191d, vol. 1, p. 237.
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Reporting teaching agriculture primari ly
As nformat ional subject 1, 521
As vocational subject 4666

*217

021

Number of persons teaching agriculiure:
Male 2,007
Female
Number of the,.e with any .%pecial training in agriculi urn. !minding Close with full 4-year

agricultural college courses, short-term courses, normal school agricultural courses.Slintmer
courses, et r 1,

Number of students of sctondary grafiytudying agriculture:
Boys 21, 7,3

16,312Girls
Number of schools using school land for instruct ional purpose: 392
Number teaching through home-project method op -

317

Number in which tist rucltion consists wholly of classroom work.... 416
Number it which i nstruct ion consists of classroom work, with 11.0orat ory exercises and observu-

1, 064tiun on neighboring farms

The data from the report of the Federal board and the Commis-
sioner of Education's report are not directly comparable.. In cwAl

of the latter nearly three-fourths of the schools;eporting iwiicate
that their 41st:ruction is conside1Tx1 to be on au " informational rather
than on a "vocational" basis. Of the 566 high schools stating that
their work was 6n a vocationarbasis it is doubtful if a majority of
them would have confornied to the standards that have been set up
by the States under the provisions of tho Federal vocational educa-
lion act. This does not, imply that there were no outcomes of voca-
timid value. InJact, there .has undoubtedly been a large amount
of dissemination .of vocationally useful informal ion as a result of thd
teaching of, agri6ulture as an informational subject. The fact that
these data show that 40 per cent of the students studying agriculture
in 1916 were girls and in 1922 only 13 per cent were girls in1icate4
that students are being reached under the provisions of the Federal
vocational education act that -are more likely to use this iristruction
than was formerly the case. .

Information is not at hapd by which it is possible to determine the
effect of this rather large development in recent, years of vocatiónal
instruction in agriculture .on the more general instruction in this
field. There has probably been some decline in efirollment in thee
phases, although it is possible -that the entrance of aptoximately
60,236 studerkts in vocational agriculture has not broughtl,hdis result.
It may have been offset by an extension of instruction to a larger
number of schools and to the marked increase in high-school enroll:
ment in recent years.

6 at
In recent years there has been a tenden4 to get the instruction

%, in agriculture in the elementary schools on a more definite basis.
This has been accomplished largely by the extension into tbe ele-
mentary schools of the home-project method that has been so

successfully used in teaching vácational agriculture. In some States
there has been developed a closer coordination of the relationships
between this phase of agricultural instruction and boys' and girls'
club sibrk. This progreso has not been generally marked and seems
unlikely to be as lot% as those administratively responsible for boys'

lOr 45 per cent.
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and girls' club work take the point of view given in the.last reportof the States Relations Service. C. B. Smith, chief of the office ofextensi9n work, makes thà follo'wing statement in the 1922 rep6rthearing on this subject:2

That the mos't improved phases of farm and home practices can he demonstratedbi boys and girls is quite generally recognized. In fact, extension workers aré real-izing that many farm and hoMe practices can best be demonstrated through boysand girls, and the latter will, no doubt, play an increasingly importann)art in theprosecntion of the extension program of the future. '
In contrast with this viewpoint of boys' and girls' club work is thatof Dr. L. IL Bailey, which was given ir. the report of the Commis-sioner of Education for 1916:

The fuadamental consideration is that all this ki4d of work is educational. It lénot primarily agricultural work, not undertakon directly to improve. the farming ofa region. The primary consideration is its 6ffect on the child. If we can. not acceptthese propositions, then I should he in favor of giving up the boys' and girls' contests.It. is legitimate to use domestic animals and crops for the primary purpose of im-proving and advertising the agriculture' of a region, but we must not utie childrenthis way. Animals and crops are agricultural productts; children are not agriculturalprod ucts.
LI these posit ioos are granted, we shall agree that this contest work between childrenmust he put more'and more into the,hands of those who are trained in education andwho carry the responsibility before the public for educational effort. I think thatthis kind of work should he a part of the public-school system. I On their own accountschools must take up this and similar work if tfiey are to secure the best results forthemselves and to cover their owu fields. The organjzing of laGoratory work at homeunder the direction of the teacher is one of the moAt important means of tying theschools aad the honws together and making the school., a real part and Darcel of thecommunity.
When this time shall cormi Mt% work with crops. and (fornestic animals and homepractices will be a regular part of tlesiaool day, incorporated inseparably with theprogram of education. We must hope for the time when there shall be no necomsityfor the separate organization of such clubs the school having reached and stimulatedthe situation on every farm ana in every home. It is sotpetimes said that the agri-cultural agents organize the.contest work better than the teachers. Perhaps, but thework is essentially school work, nevertheless, and we should now be Woking for resultsin the longjuture.3

TYPEg.OF SCHISMS AND CLASSES.

Under the'provisions of the Federal vocational education act there
are three principal types of organization through which the instruc-.tion in vocational agricultura has been developed. They are all-day
schools, short course or p4rt-time courses, and evening classes.

All-day schools.This type of instruction constitutes most of the
'work »iat.ip done under the provisions 'of the Feciëralb vocational,
edueatiotiftact. Of 2,17, tgricultural schools repor y Federalst board for 1922. 1,937 were day sghoo'ls,And they nr ed 52,961 of the 7/
60,236 pupils that 'were reported..

& Report of the Director of Stot% Itelatiods Service', 19X2, p. 36.
& Hen. of Commis. of Yaduc.. 1916, pp. 241, 242,
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previou-lv Ntilted, there tre besides the departments of agri-cuiture in the high schools a relatively small number of separate ór..pecial schools of agriculture. Then: has heen prac/icaljv no de-vehpment of thi: type of school in the Past t WO or thrVe -years. Thisno doubt due to the fa(6.1 that attention has been centered chiefly()Ii the development of high-4(.110()l departments. Eventually the-whool mov be better adjuted to the program of secondary

vurativflai wrricult in:truct ion than i generally the case at,preent. Smile of tir State-- having such -:chools are Massachusetts,Wi...con:in, Oklahoma, New York-, and Vermont. The curricula inthem are from two to four year-; in tenoh and the school year six- ormore months. In ovneral, their curricula and course of study areof a wore " practical.' character than those of the high schools,. andthcv reach a gr(wp of student. that are older than those found in'Thilth-school 'departments.
The 1921 report. Of the Federal Board for Vocational Educationcontains the following .4tatement regarding the place of the day.clwol in the Qrogrant of vocational instruction in-agriculture:

'.1(1.ance in the number of day schools and in the quality and standards of the worktviVi.n in them, while irratifyiniz. is not always the hest evidence that a State is meet-in., its vocational agTiciih ura 1 ed ueal iontil needs. It is generagirecwnized that day.o,k hould be generally established only after educational and agricultural surveysILl dchnito (,pp.rt unit ies fi)r agricultural preparatory training on a lull-prii..:rann. anti havc :4hown that this particular kind of vocational agriculturaltrikininJ is superior to other fornis of agricultural training that might be e8tablishedin the conununitv.4
e

lass( N. The part-time or short-con NO Work is designedio meet the needs of ITs who aro engaged in farm work but are notin posit 'um to avail them'selves of the regular high-school program of?ibvoeltionai agriculture. Instruehon of this nature is usually offeredduring the dull sensom, and the courses vary in length from 2 or 3hive week. to IS or 20 w*veks.
*The enrollnwnts in 4e various types of work in agriculture werenot. segregated in tho 'reports of the Federal Board for VocaitionalEducation previous to 1921, so that data are not available for earliirvent's. There was, however, relatively little of the short-course'work previous to that time. The report, for 1922 gives tho followingdata on the part-tim.e work in ogricult ure

1921
14'2 .

Au,

Schools.

Report. of the Fedotai Hoard for Vomt lonal Education, 1S21, pp. 255056.

.

s2
iss

Enroll-
ment.

1:450
5,942

Percentage
part-time
enrollment
1s of all-day
extrollment.

3.3
11.2
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AGRRTLITRAI, EDUCATION. 297
its study that 1 in 7 of the 16 to IS year 11141 group of IK3174 wa-i it) he found in schooland that than half were prepared ta (loci- high school.'

The needs of this group are met differently by the various States.There has been during the past year a marked devehprnent of short-
course instruction in connection with the work of tilt :. existing high-school departments of agriculture. Under this plan the teacherof vocation:II agriculture makes- provision for han(lin,r one or moreg.roups of in)vs 1.4)r periods of varying length in addition to those whoare pursuing til'e regular curriculum in agriculture in the high school.In most cases tilee come to) the high schools, but in some
instanc( re made ff )1' giving the instruction at someother center that is more convenient for the group to meet. The
reports of the Federal Board for Vocational Education indicate thatthe States leading in- the (ivy eh Tin en t of !Mort couNes in connection
with the high school are Arkansas, Florida, New e 1 e v , North.

r Carolinit, NeweYorli, and Ohio.
In Iowa a definite county organization has been established forthe purpose of meeting the need!, of the short-Course i.J.oup. Understhis plan a county organizer Is attached to the office of the county

suFerintendent sclwols. This organizer 4 employed On* a i 2
months basis. After a study of local conditions he determines
On several centers in the county in which it seems desirable 64 Offershort courses. Pil Os are enrolled, and teachers are secured by the
organizer. These tenners are brought toget her by the St ate authori-
ties and given a week's instruction 1)t'(1)iLt1preparator to undertaking their
teaching. Each organizer is responsible for the instruction at one
center, and following the closing- of the short courses he takes
responsibility for following the supervised practical work of the pupils
who. were enrolled in All the centers in the count v. This activity,with the making of plans for short couNes for the ensuing year,
occupies his time during the months \Own instruction is not in
progress. .The t4lort, courses run foi. about 12 weeks.

Minnesota has apparently been fairly successful in reaching this
group of farm boys by. developing courses of 24 weeks in length
in connection with the existing high-school caenters. ,T1w program
of studies is pot limited to agriculture, but inctudesi subjects that are
designed to give the prospecti\'t farmer a broader outlook on life.
The reports show that the pupils reached were, in general. considers-.
bly older than those found in the regular departments of vocational
agriculture. .

The last' year or two has witnessed a general awakening' 43n the
part of those interested in the development of instruction in vocag-

6 O. A. Works in Vocational Education Magazine, September, 1922; pp. 040.
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tional agriculture to the importance of short-murse instruction,
and it may be expected that there will be a relatively large develop-
ment of this work as contrasted. with the work of the all-day school.

Evening classes. --The work in these classes- is usually designed
for adult farmers. Under th e. provisions of the Federal act persons
16 or over may be admitted. The report of the Federal board for
1922 gives the following data regarding this type of instruct

1921
1922. .

\-11.1r. Number of
schools.

50

Enroti-
mew .

11.40-

1, 3:tl
1, U9

The fact that both evening and 11U1't-(( I1 I'St i liSt ruction reaches a
considerable number of adult'farmers raises a problem of relationship
with the extension work that is being done by the land-grant colleges
under the provisions of the Smith-Lever law:

This law was in operation several years prior to the pamage of the Federal vocational
act, and it is very unlikely.that Congress intended to provide for a duplication of
service Aovided for by the former when it, passed the latter. In fact, it is a reasonahle
certainty that it was regarded as a supplementary measure. It will be unfortunate for
both activities if there is a considerable growth in this duplication, thus resulting in
the extension service of the fand-grant-colleges and State boards for vocational educa-
tion° working at cross purposes.

Undoubtedly there are instances in which the State And local authorities interested
in vocational education in agriculture are justified in endeavoring to reach the adult
farmer. Wherever they undertake wk with this group there should be consideration
of the following:

1. Work withAdult farmers should be a secondary consideration as contrasted with
meeting the needs of employed farm boys from 16 to 21 years of age. Throughout the
country this group is much greater in number than is the group to bc found enrolled in
high-school courses in agriculture, and, as a whok, relatively little has beén done
toward meeting its needs for vocational education in agriculture. They are an impor-
tant group to reach, because there can be but little doubt that a large percentage of
them will become farmers and they are at an age when they have the time for coutses
of a fair degree of length and intensity. It is true that they are a difficult group to
reach, largely due to the fact that they are "school sick, " but the fmccess that many
teachers are having shows thitt it is possible to interest them.

2: When work is undertaken with adult farmers, it should be under the administra-
tive direction of the State and local elension 'authorities. The instruction should bo
in accord with the plans of these agencies. It is extremely unfortunate that, in some
instances, State authorities for vocational education are encouraging teachers of agri-
culture to undertake essentially the same or, very similar work with adult farmers
to that which is done by the extension seryice of the land-grant colleges, without any
effort at coordination. In some cases an eiren more serious blunder is made, an when'
a State board for vocational education undertakee the employment of specialists in
technical apiculture to conduct eitension activities with adult farmers. The experi-
ence that State departments of agriculture have bad in conducting educational work
should he ample evidence of the dangers 9f such a policy.6

* O. L Warb VocationgI Education Magazine, November, 19n, pp. 177, 178.
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DEVELOPMENT OF CURRICULA.

There can be but little question regarding the stimulating influenceof the provisions of the Federal vocational education act 4on the
development of instruction in vocational agriculture in secondary
schools. There are, however, many problems to be solved before the
work can be considered on an adequate basis. One of these in which
some progress is being made, but which is still far from solution, is the
curriculum. Reference has been made to its hybrid character. Itsmore adeCluate development will, undoubtedly, be in a large measure
contingent upon the development of curricula in high schools that are
better adapted than those of the present to the needs of the rapidly
growing pupil population of these schools. The work in vocational
agriculture is ratlwr generally to be found in the rural high schools,
which are usually relatively small. The small schools have not made
so much progress as the larger schools in inclusion of other than the
traditional subjects Of instruction in their educational nffering, and
hence are more backward in securing complete addptations of the
curriculum in agriculture.

There still remains much to be done in adjusting the course of study
in agriculture to the agrieultifral demands of the regions in wIticiv the
schools are located and to the needs of diaere.rit groups of students.
As has been stated, the development of the seco,Idary instruction in
vocational °agriculture has been largely in c(innection with the existing
high schools. Since the usual high-school curriculum is foutr years in
length, the course of study in agriculture has been of the same length.
This is.the situation regardless of the fact that, in many instances, the
character of the agriculture of the regions in which the schools afe
located does not demand a course of that duration. In other instances
the students with genuine ivocationaI interests have left largely before
the end of the high-school period.

The courses that a.re offered are still determined largely. by text-
books, preparation of teachers, bulletins, and general outlines that are
prepared for state-wide use. Needs of pupils, demands of farming,
and rural citizenship do not receive adequate consideration. Progress

being made in the study of local farming enterprises and the develop-
ment on the basis of these studies of courses that are more likely to
function in the vocationd career of the students than are the more
formal courses based On texts and general outlines. .

Factors contributing to improvement of courses of study.----The means
that have contributed to this end are:

1. The more adequate development of the home project. This
gropth ha's involved the gradual recognition of the pupil's enteririse
on the home firm as the core of the instruction. There is also a
growing reogmtion'or the importance of so selecting the hoVe pros-
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ects that they shall be representative of important farm enterprises
of the community.

2. The use of the farm survey as a means of instruction.' This
method results in making students aware of the existence of problems
in the farming of a community and the means that are being used by
farmers in meeting them. It furnishes a definite motive for the use
of books and bulletins and is likely to result in more intelligent study
on the part of the pupil.

3. Afore recent than the project and the survey is the job analysis
that has received consideration (luring the past year or two. While
its use will undoubtedly make an important coat ribut ion to the more
effective teaching of vocational agriculture, it still is in the experi-
mental stage.

These means of making more effective the instruction in vrocational
agriculture have received much consideration by the leaders in this
field of education during past two or three years, but they have
not, yet affected in any large way the instructional work of the rank
and file of teachers.

STATE SUPERVISION.
00

One of the most marked developments in the past few years has been
in the growth of State supervWon of the instruction iA4kagriculture.
Previous to the passage of the Federal vocational education act there
were only five States that had provided specially prepared supervisoN,
although there were 39 States giving aid for instruction ¡If. agriculture.
The report for the Federal board for 1922 shows that practically all the
States were then employing a full-time supervisor and the remainder
had the services of part-time supervisors. There were engaged in
the work 42 full-time and 27 part-time supervisors. Most, of these
persons had more or less of special preparation forTheir work. Thus
the tendency has been to develop the supervisory staff on a State
basis. In the majority *of the States the question of the wisdom of
this organization will have to be faced. For most States it seems
desirable for the State board for viocational education to look forward
to the time when it will limit its activities primarily to inspection and
to stimulating the development of relatively local agencies to carry
the supervisory responsibilities.

GROWTH OF TEACHER-TRAINING FACILITIES.
I

Even mo.re marked than the development of the supervisory agen-
cies has been the growth of facilities for the training of teachers of
vocatiotial agriculture. In every State the land-gratit colleges, or
these institutions in cooperation lith State colleges of education,
have been designated by the State ffoards for vocational education as
the agencies tp train teachers of agriculture. The growth during the
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4

five years that have elapsed since the passage of the Federal voca-
tional education act is shown by the following figures from the reportof the Federal Board for Vocational Education for 1922:

1918
1919
1920
1921
1 94z2

¡rear. r.reactOrS
employed
in training:

gtudents
in training.

116
222
293
2s5
253

1,534
1, 334
'2,310
3; 470
4,112

Most of the instructors 'are engaged in offering professional instruc-
tion to prospective teachers, although in some institutions the Federal
funds have been used to develop technical course§ in agriculture that
were especially needed by teachers of vocational agriculture.

'Elie work of the teacher-training departments is not limited to the
instruction of students in residence. In many States provisions have
been made by whicli improvement of teachers in service is conducted.

The strengthening of the instruction in vocational apiculture is
largely dependent, on the development of strong teacher-training
resources. The organization of the more formal phases of this work
was relatively easy as contrasted with the qevelopment of facilities
for providing supervised teaching expqrience for those in training as
teachers. In giving opportunity for such experience to prospective
teachers of agriculture there areeseveral difficult questions that donot have to be met in preparing ty.achers of the academic subjects.
In case of the latter the provision of a training school associatod with
the college or department of education is usually adequate. In the
instance of agriculture it is necessary to have a group of pupils in the
training school that is vocationally inclined toward farming. Many-
of the land-grant colleges are not so located that it is possible to have
such pupils. Even when they are available it is' not in such numbers
that an adequate amount of supervised teaching e 'ence can be
given the prospective teachers. It is highly des' I ble' at in this
period of pre-service training the students sho d ha e the ex-
perience of supervising the hopie projects of th pup and guide
them in conducting farm surveys. se call or a set mg on the
part of the training school that is pron n meeting
this situation different training institutions have wor, out plans
adapted to local conditions. In some i4stances during th: period of
pre-service training the candidateIg' placed in a depa ment of
vocational agriculture as an Assistant or " apprentice" workin under
the guidance of the regular teacher and under the general supervision
of the st of the teacher-training departments. The length of these
periods of se ce vary from a few week; to as mugh as a semester.
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Usually studerits r6ceive collegiate credit for this work. In other
instances the training inst itutions have one or more training depart-
ments of vocational agriculture aissociateCt with thehi. These de-
partments are so located tpat the students in training do not, have
to drop their other collegiate work. They' usually spend a half day
in gaining teaching experience under supervision and the rest of their
time is devoted to the other phases of their colle,re work.

The devices 'vary for different situations, but they all have a
fundamental conception of the importance of providing an oppor-
tunity for supervised teaching experience under conditions that ap-
proximate those that. are, likely to obtain in tbe schools in which the
teachers will later render their service. The difficulty of providing
adequate experience has undoubtedly been a factor in stimulating
the development of the itinerant teacher-training work. It is .an
attempt to remedy the weaknesses of the pre-service training lw IL

program of in-service training. The teacher-training departments
have made marked progress in strengthening both of these phases of
their programs during the past year or I WO. There is, however,
general recognition of the fact t hat title work is not yet on a satis-

..

factory basis.'

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION AGENCIES. '
O

The rapid deveropment Of work in vocational agriculture has raised
some prAlems of relationship between work organized 'under the
provisiOns of the Federal vfational education act and the Smith-
Lever Act. The frequent, recurrence of some of these problems
finally led to the appointment of a joint committee representative
of the following: Association of Land-GV Colkges, National
Society. for Vocational Education, Depart .Ruralmetittf Educalion
of the National Education Association, and the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Agric.ultural Teach*.

The report of this representative committee undoubtedly marks
progress and its report is certain to hu,ve a signjficant influence on
t Flo development of policies throughout the count6-. Portions of the
réport are here quoted for this reason :

Because of the outstanding importigwe to the country at large thai there shall be
developed a well-rounded, thoroughgoing. and harmonious program for the promotion
of the vocations of agriculture and home making -a task inviting the highest abilities
of both the extension and the vocatiAal forcesthere was need to see the field in its
entirety and to propose such adjustment of relatiom within it of the two great agencies
created by law to do the work as would leave no gaps and would assign to the extension
and to the vocational forces the phases of work for which they. respectively, aro best
fitted and which comply with the clear intent of the laws. The hiOest Bonk() in
this great field will siring from a spirit of copartnership, or mütial respect, and from
intimate association on a clearly defined basis, with the Mngie purpose of serving the
complete vocatio.nal needs of the cammunities. When both of the agendee shall have

E.
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been fully developed on a carefully adjusted basis, there will be large place for themboth in every community.

The committees have taken as their starting point. the cooperative extension orSmith-Lever Act of 1'914, and the vocational education or Smith-I lughes Act of 1917. asthese acts are national in scope, have been accepted and approved by the legislatures inat) the States, and they impose certain common ob1iga1ioi19 on tht- chargN1 withtheir respective administration in the States. While ni t heir major aspects the objectsand methods provided for in thes'e acts are clearly distinct and separate, there aNbother aspects in which the functions are leAL; clearly distinguished, making possibleparallelism and overlapping unle-o the respective spheres of activity are determinedby agreement between the officers responsible for the ad minilration (42 the two actswithin the several States, and unlesq such agreement i fa¡thfally observed in a spiritof mutual respect ai.id helpfulness. The problem is further complicated by the greatdiveNity in State laws respecting functions assigned to the land-gnint. colkges, onthe one hand, ani to the State hoards or departments of education on the other hand.These latter complications make it. impossible to draw a general memorandum ofundeNtanding which will fully apply in all the States. In' the majority of Statesthere will need to be special agreements based on existing legislation in the States.The term " extension work shall he und'erstood to include, .-aside from specialduties it.tOgned by State laws in tile several States, cooperative agricultural extensionti I defined and provided for in the Smith-Lever Act of May 8. 191-1, accepted by thegislatures in the several States. The law provides that such extension work "shallconsist of the giving of instruction and practical demonst rat ions in agriculture and homeeconomicsto persons not attending or resident at said colleges in the several corn-munities and imparting to such persons useful and practical information on saidsubjects through field demonstrations, publications, and otherwise, and to encouragethe application of the same."
Methods of types of extension teaching. The extension teaching is, as a rule, con-ducted by means of cooperative pmjects with the county farm bureaus and otherlocal agencies or groups. These projeCts are agreed upon between local members ofthe farmers' organizations and the specialists in the extension service of the collegeof agriculture. They are then carried into effect, usually by the following and othermethods:

(to Cooperative demootrations given in fields and barns and other appropriateplaces.
(b) Lectures and addresses before public meetings, including community meetings,meetings of general groups, aud meetings of special groups.
((') Extension schools, in which instruction in subject matter of immediate practicalinterest is given over a petliod usually from three to five days in length,.and seldomexceeding two weeks, in the localities-where the students reside. 6hort courses orschools held at the agricultural college may be of any length required by the worko

to l)e done.
(d) Exhibits at fairs, expositions, and other local and State-wide meetings, at whichsubject matter is graphiCally presented.
(e) Supplying technical subject matter through bulletins, leaflets, special memo-randa, outlines, and other means.
(f) Junior extension or boys '. and girls' club wórk, which is the giving of instructionin and the dissemination of useful and practical information concerning special prob-lems of immAiate economiè importance to the agriculture and home making of theseveral communities to boys and girls. This work is done by means of definite projects,conducted, as far as possible, at the workers' homes, under the supervision and direc-tion of a competent leader, and by leCtures, demonstrations, bulletins, circulars, cor-respondence, and personal visits. It involves the actual selection of a definite lineea.
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of work bEthe worker. It presupposes that the planning. the keeping of an'accurate
cash and labor record, and, as far asmay be possible, the manual labor will be done
by the project worker and that he will pursue a definite line of reading and study in
relation to the project.

(g) Aid in meeting special problems of individual farmers.
(h) Conferences with county officers and representatives to arrange, organize, ,and

supervise demonstration and other work.
The State-extension service at the college of agriculture is responsible for the organi-

zation tnd administration of all forms of effort defined herein under extension work.
Public-school education in agriculture and home economics aims-to gi ve an apprecia-

tion of the things of agriculture and home making. to develop acquaintance with the
occupations, and to provide training in rile elementary processes and practices requi-
site to wise selection of and efficient work in the voCations cf agriculture and home
making.

Agricultural instruction.Three types of agricultural instruction of less than college
grade may be offered by the public schools: (1) Pre vocational a¡riculture in the grades,
with or without supervised practice; (2) general agriculture in high school, with or
without supervised practice; (3) vocational agriculture.

(1) Prevocational agricultural education is construed to mean the instruction offered
us part of a general education in the grades to pupils, the majority of Whom are less than
14 years of age.

(2) General agricultural instruction for students regularly enrolled in the high school
includes work in any of the phases of agriculture.

(3) Vocational.agricultural education shall mean that education of less than college
grade, which is designed to meet the needs of pupils 14 years of age or over who Life
regularly enrolled-for systematic instruction under the siipervision of tile schools and
who intend to follow agricultural pursuits, and which gives the knowledge and skill
necessary to the control of plant and animal production to the end cf economic profit,
and which furthermore, to articulate with other education so as to promote a de-
sirable type of farm and community living.

By systematic instruction is meant instruction in regular, organized classes-which
nvet at reasonably frequent intervals, at given centers, to pursue a consecutive &Tries
of lessons iDvolving lectures and laboratory work. Systelatic instruction'specifically
'excludes general farmers' meetings, farmers' institutes, and extension schools of two
weeks or less duration.

The organization for this work may inc,lude such provisions as the following, given
in high schools and in special schools or classes:

(a) Four years' course. This course is designed for pupils regularly enrolled in the
school who desire to pursue a four-year high-school course ill agriculture.

(b) One, two, or three years' course. Such courses are designed for persons who
wish to enter school to study agriculture for a periòd shorter than the full high-school
course.

(c) Short- courses. Such courses are designed to meet the needs of persons who
have left school and sho desire to enroll for instruction in speCial phases of agricultural
production during the season when farm work is slack. These courses will normally
extend over a period varying from two weeks to three months and will be offered
either at the school or in a community center tributary to the school.

(d) 1. dames. Such classes may .be organized to meet the needs of persons
engaged in arming who desire systematic instruction in special phases of their work.
IsstrRction will be conducted by means of discussions, lectures, and demonstrations,
arid will usually be given one or more e'venings a week fof a period of severil weeks.

(e) Part-time claws. Siich classes are designed primarily for boys 14 years of age
oc over who are not enrolled in the above clams.
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It is recognized that the functions, obligations, and responsibilities of the partiesto the agreement, as defined by law, may be similar, with the possibility of overlap:ping, as in the fields of (1) the junior project work of the schools and the junior exten-sion (boys' and girls' club) work of the college both in agriculture and home eco-mimics; (2).the part-time and evening home-making courses of the State board forvocational education and the home-etonomics extension work of the college; and(3) the short-unit courses in agriculture and home economics in the public sehoolsand the extension classes conducted by the land-grant colleges. In a spirit of fair-ness to both groups of interests, this report seeks to present a basis for clear differentia-tion of the functions of the respective agencies in these closely related tasks. It isproposed that the work in these related fields shall be made a matter of cooperativeagreement in the several States. Such cooperative agreement should recognize thefollowing facts and principles:
1. It is the function. duty, and responsibility of the public school to provide edu-, cation for all children and to provide such adult education Its is authorized by law.2. Undei the law it is the function and duty of the land-grant college of agricultureto maintain extension service. The theory underlying extension service is that itis, first, to provide supplemental 'education for persons engaged in agriculture andhome making, and, second, to ehable the college and the Federal Department ofAgriculture to bring their advances in knowledge to farmers and their families whocan ma the applications. Furthèrmore, by virtue of its staff of technical specialistsand its rzlonsibility for training vocational teachers, the land-grant college is in aposition to urnish technical information and advice in the fields of agriculture andhome economics to vocational work in the schools.
3. It is clearly recognized and affirmed that the clallege of agriculture is the sourceand authority in the State in technic,A1 subject matter in agriculture and home

evonomire% The principle should be clearly observed that neither thiState nor any
lesser administrative unit charged with the supervision of vocational education shouldemploy any itinerant subject-matter specialists for the purpose of giving technicalinstruction in any phase of agriculture or home economics. In so far as the voca-tional schools may have need for the assistance of technical specialists other than the.regular vocational teaCher or teachers in the local schools, they should look to thecollege of agriculture to supply such specialists. If, by reason of limitation of funds,the college is unable to meet all demands for aid on tichnical ¡natters, the remedy isto be found in strengthening the resources of the college to fully meet the require-ments and not in establishing subject-matter specialists as part of the State vocational

system,.
4. There ge three types of situation to be considered: (a) Where agricultural and

home-economics education is fully developed by the.local schools; (b) where sucheducation has not yet been undertaken by the focal schools; (c) where such educationis in process of development by the b)cal schools.
-(a), Where the school provides a comprehensive program of agricultural and home-

economics education which meets the needs of childrén and adults, through systematicinstruction and supervised practice, the extension forces of the land-grant collegesshall not duplicate such work of the schools, but shall rather cooperate with thè schoolsby providing, on request, subject matter, special lectures, conferences, and other
similar services. This shall not be inierpreted to limit the freedom of the extension
forces to prosecute their extension work through local organizations of farmers.

(b) Where the school does not provide such a program of instruction in agriculture
and home economics, the extension service 9f the college should organize extension
work. In such localities the school should giveits fullest support and cooperationto the extension workera.
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(e) It ii3 recornized t hat in some places schools will Ile in t lift pro.cm of developing .
such educational programs. In thete cases the following princip.lvs. should apply (

Extension workers should pnfine their work with children to those Nv ho m -the school
does not enroll in systematic vocational or preNocational project work, inchiding
supervised home practice. unless requested or authorized by school authorities to 4(
enroll them. The school should orgonize its work with adults to provide systematic
vocational instruction ii3 defined herein. The work should offer its facilities to thy
junior extension worker wherever the school has not in reasorlable operation voca-
tional or prevocational oject work accompanied by supervised home practice.

5. Before undertakin junior extension work in any county the extension division
t

should submit in writing to the county superintendent of schools t lie plans proposed
for junior extension work in that county and should endeavot, to arrange for a baAs '
of- u Iv ierstarto ling awl cooperation. Copies of plans, when agreed upon, should he
tiled with the Statledepartment of educa:tion for consideration before being put into
operation.

6. The State department of education should look to the land-grant college to furnish
techn1 iiiibject matter in agriculture aad home economies in the form of outlines,
leaflets. and bulletins for IT in the public schools. It is understood, however, that
no such material in agriculture and home economics should be abed in the schools
until approved by the Statat depart ment of education.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION AT MEETINGS.

-APsociatibn of land-gran? colleges. The thirty-fifth annual con-
vention of the 'Association of .Land-Grant Colleges was held at New
Orleans, La.,. November 8-10, 192 L. The presidential address of
Dean H. L. Russell, of the college of avi(!uiture, University of Wis-
consin, ?leak with "The agrieultiirtd-,'Oiperiment station in middle
life arid after." The folliiwing tiro el notations from this hddress:

Tho organization of the Anlev46an experiment station, based on the Mach Act, of
1887, came a8 a necessary corollary to the teaching 011ege of the Earlier decades.
Here through experimental inquiry' new knowledge was discowred, new principles
uncovered which wourd guide to better practice.

What Lids system has now brought about, the entire edncational world knows.
The American system of oduication in die applied lines as given in the land-grant
colleges has long he'en the object.of adminttion' and emulation in many other coun-
tries. The fnfluence of the Americav experiment stations has, I believe, been more
marked than similar institutions in _Europe. in the main, because they have been more
definitely articulated with the.people whom they were designed to serve, through the
fact that they wore organized for the most part in direct connection with the agri-
cultural colleges of their rezpective States.

The rounding out, systemof this of agricultural 'eiideavor reached its frnal fruitipn
in the pump of the Smith-Lever Act for the extension to the masses of the knowledge
Bo gained. This triple grouping gives solidity and stability to this education0 system.
A three-legged stool is ti firmer foundotiou than a two-legged support.

Necessity of maintaining proper balance within agricultural colleges.To maintain a
proper.balance between these three Hues of educational activityteaching, research,
and extensionis to keep these forces of the State in propqr relation for continued
wowth. Tkese various activities should be kept abreast of each other and riot tandem.
All of them ard equally important it\I that each contributes to strengthen the other.

Educational balance changing in lcaretrifT* rapi4 exwaion of our colleges in
number of studehts within the past 404tifip has compfetely 'changed the balance
between teachiiig and research. in the ()wince/fag field of the land-grant college
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teaching has always dominated research, but even a decade ago the enoi moue influxof students into the agricultural courses in most institutiems had only begun promi-nently to. manifest itself. The inability of most insiitutions to adjust their staffsquickly to meet this rapid influx led to increasing assignments of teaching beingimpoHed on staff'members who heretofore had had more time for research. A 10 or20 per cent increase in student body at the'opening of t he fall semester had.to be takencare Of. To do this many a piece of valu-a hie research had t,q, be laid aside, owing tothe unexpected demands made by this influx of studentz for which lib adequate pro-vision' had been made. o fregsuenti y has this situation Ile\ eloped in the past decadethat it may almost be sai41 in somel net it ut ions to have become h& litn al. And habitsare bad. One may make a mistake once and it may be exttsed or overlooked, butwhen.1 he same mistake is.repeated it, beenine8 a habit, and habits are often only anexcusO to cloak a crime.

Another pressure that has developed in our colleges with unwonted intensity duringthe past-decade i tile tin expansion of ex tvnsion activities. This work hasbeen tile logical fruition of the developing agricultural educational system. If agricul-tural education is worth anything, it ought to be utilized in the main by those who liveon the soil. An expansion in the function of an educational institution to theet theneeds not only of the student body that ('Onws to its doors but the great farming publicwho have a right to look to the college for the application of its research to actual prac-
tice,frWIL9 in process of rapid development, even before the passage of the Smith-Lever/Act. But the war accentuated tire acceptance of this seMce. Thi) d.rives for foodproduction, whidi Wein possible through the organization of the emergency foodagents, and the relative success attained through this instrumentality; have led topublic support and approval of extension work that is little short of marvelous. )n28 States the nrretaso- in extegsion fund; by (Wet State appropriation had beenapproxaWly a million and a half Tlus in large measure has been due tothe provisioil in the Federal statute requiring the State to meet with additional fundsthiti increatiin. appropriations made by the Feileral Oongre*I.

Extension work is popular because it performs a service that is appreciated. Itssupport is readily forthcoming because t6 taxpayers who pay the cost see that theythemselves are getting some direct benefit from their money.
But with reference to research, there ia no such outside pressure for the rapid andaggreRuiive prosecution of the 'Work of thjsexperiment station. Here and there somefartnerraises a question that bothers him and for which no solution has been found.Ho may put the problem fo his experiment station and urge them to undérta.ko itssolution, this is generally dstill, small voice of individual request compared withthe-general denland which conies from the resident student or the farming community.Who is theist) that has in min4 constantly the netessity of keePing up the èupply ofresearch to vivify and vitalize the characterof the teaching and extensiwk work aswell!
Lack of adequate financial support in the matter of salary increments and theunusual comepetition of a commercial elmracler which Prevailed durinetho boomdays of 1919 and 1920 mad6 it incrmsingly difficult to hold promising young meu inthe field of research. The seed which was sown that year will show in the scientiiiCresults of the next decade. It was almost useless to talk ache graduate of a year ortwo ago And try to enlist him to enter the field of experimental endeavor. WhenCommercial concerns stood ready to offer the .graduate just out of college two*, fourtimes what the salary roll of Any collegó could then warrttnt, apd when living expenseswere at the peak, it was scarcely to be expected that the promising youngfgraduatewould be willing'to take up an academic career where the prospects were no betterthan those which prevailed at that time. With the commércial de$romion now on,conditioni3 are again changing, and it may be expécted that we are aboul to en
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CHAPTER XII.
SECONDARY EDUCATION.

By W. S. DEFFENVA UGH,
Chief of City School Division, Burcau of Education.

CONIT.NTS IntrodurtIon Growth of public high schoo1s.St1pervision-1earhing staff.Vocntional educationHomogeneous groupingSupervised studyPupil self-gov-ernment- Extracurricular activitiesThe small high schoolThe junior highschool.

INTRODUCTION.
irla

In the report of the Commissioner of Education for the year1914 is the statement that so far as the number of secondary schoolsconcerned the great majority tire undoubtedly continuing tradi-tional akivities without consideration of the needs of the pupilsor the results actually obtained. This same assertion can be madeto-day -of many high schools, but not of so many as in 1914, -forllnppily many of the high schools have withirt the past few yearsbroken away from some of the traditional practices to which theCommissioner of Education referred. Afore schools are 14anningprograms of study that consider the 1)reset-4 and future ne0i:-5 of thehigh,school boy and girl and they are -giving more attntion tothe results actually obtained. The small wondary schoiA is grad-ually ceasing to be kmere college preparato.ry school, yet the pro-gram of studies in many of these schools is still based wholly uponthe entrance requirements of certain colleges. The program ofstudies in many school systems, especially city school systems, hasbeen organized so as to include six years of secondary-school work,divided into two administrative units of three years each, the oneunit known as the junior high school and the othér as the seniorhigh school. The reorganization of the schools on this plan is theoutstanding achievement in secondary education within .the pstfew years, although much remains to be done to perfect the. reor-ganization.
Among other movements that have received the attention of sec-ondary-school people are application of educational and mental teststo the secondary-school field; the homogeneous grouping of.pupils;vocationql education; extracurricular activities; the supervision ofinstruction; supervised study; pupil participation in, schoal governament; and the improvement lof the small high school.
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314 BIENNIAL SURVEv 1.)14' EDUCATION, 19420-1n2.

GROWTH OF PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS.

The groN th public high SChOOLS ',CCU phenomenal. hi 19011

only 0.0s per cent of the total population were enrolled in the public
high schools of the culuntrv, while 19'20, .01° 20 years later. 1.76
per cent were enrolled. Ill 1900 only 3.3 per cent Of the children
enrolled in the elementary and high-chool graote were in high
:3/4.cho4)l; while 10.2 per tirc enrolled in high .,(.11001, 190.
data for the year 1922 were available they yould prod)ahly
or 1:1 per cent enrollol in high school. since the high-school enroll-
ment ints increased greatly Within the past two years. Of the
pupils enrolled in secondary schools, both public and private, the
per cent enrolled in public high sehools increased froni SB2.4 per cent
in 191H1 to 91 !KT Cent in i 92(i. pc ¡Tilt ()I* increaso in enrollment
in the public schools should. however. not he misconstrued to
mean that the private high ..chools Ime not grown. The increase
in enrollment in private high schooN tia,4 :Wont 1 pace vit I thk_

ivrease in population. The relative change is not due to an absolute
decrease in the status or the private high schools hut tu the phe-
nomenal growth of the !midi(' high scbool-4.

Even with\ the increase in enrollment in both public a Ad private
high schools, there is still au army of 1.967.0:Ì bov, and girls from
14 to 17 years of age, inclusive, who were not in school. I f. these boys
and girls could he LT1)11.41.14 into school about C.von additional class-
rooms would be necei.i.ary, counting 'M to a class: and about 4,000
additional high 4.11o)ols of 50) pupils each wunlii -be required.

Just why these boys and girls are not in school may he tignetl
to several causes; one is that sonic parents are not economically able
to keep their ehildern in school: another cause that the courses
of study are not adapted to the needs and the intelligence of these
children. Of (bourse not all cliihiren 1 I to 18 years of age will ever
attend high school, but that more could attend is only too evident.
That a larger percentage than formerly are attending. as is shown by
the foregoing figures. is encouragin,r; and as courses of study aro
improved by providing for individual differtInces more fully than
they do at present more girls and boys will remain in high sohool.

SUPERVISION.

That high-school teachers, epeeially those in the smaller high
schools, rieed supervision can not be questioned, since many of them
have begun teaching in high schools without any experience in the
elementary grades and without any professional preparation. Many
do not have the least conception of modern educational methods.
The methods which they tend to pursue are the only methods .with
which they aro familiar, namely, those which are .prevalent among
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In the first place, it can not keep closely enough in toueh with the local
teachers to lw in a position to understand their weaknesses anti strength, the
necesstiry basis for coustructive supervision. In the wconti i II can not
km-low local problems and conVitions peculiar t'o eonnannit ies. In the third place,it is not evonwnicut either of time or money for all supervisors to go Out from ethe State office to all parts of the State. Flintily, granting that the factor of

oglistnnce could be overcome, the burden of efficient suporvision would be 80great us to require nn unwiehlly c..litrni organization.
0

In the smaller citiles of the country, the high-school principal USU-
.

ally 114 an excellent Opportunity for supervision, but as previously
stated he does pot usually make use of the opportunity, as he t-(.)o often
considers it more necessary to look it fter mechanical details. In these
cities the high-school principal ii4s practically all his time free from
teiwhing and has the supervision of from 10 to 30 teachers. If a
principal under_ such conditions fails to supervise instruction, he is
evidently not preinred fot the Tosit ion.

In cities where the high schook are large the high-school principal
too often makes supervision of instruction a. secondary matter. The
school survey report of Philadelphia says. regarding the supervision

3by principals in that city:
Here and there a principal has developed a professional school interest Ili

teaching- Or has i mulated one or more heads of a department to effective
superir,ion. But even the best principals have been t(H) much burdened with
administrative detail. much of Nvhit..11 could well be delegated to others, toexercise the leadership that is necessary.

What is said regarding supervision of high-school instruction in
Philadelphia can. be equally well said regarding such supervision 41
many other cities.

The principal of ti large high school can not ga away from the
fact any more than can th!e principal of a small high school that he
is resiponsible for the character of the instruction in his school, pro-
vided of course that the board of education furnishiis him with as-
sistant Principals to look after adrnipistrative details.

'The Baltimore school survey report says, regarding the work of
the high-school priucipal:

A major part of it principal's trine should he spent In tile Improvement ofinstructioneither direct or indirect. The principal should he constantlyactive in stimulating and directing the teachers to select'and organize subjectmatter better suited to clearly defined pttrposes o.f the school; and he should,after fiequent visits to full-p.eriod recitations, enounige and assist tacherseither individually or through teachers' meetings to grow In service. In-directly, the principal should assist teachers through his cabinet of heads of
deptirtmients. These heads need encouragement, stimulation. and coordinationjuat.as truly as do teachers, in order that they may be most effective. Thereis no one Nyhiti can give them the deffired help except the principal. t.

Supervision by department heads is a fOlure largely unless the
principal keeps the main ptirpose of his office in mind; namely, that
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of supervision. This fact is brought out in the school survey report
of Philadelphia, which says:

The system of supervision through heads of departments has in a large
percentage of cases failed In Philadelphia, chiefly because a majority of prin-
cipals have not demanded, systematically encouraged, and made possible the
recognitiori of professional suervision as tho prime obligation'of a depart-
ment head.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.'

Within the past few years hundreds of high schools have organ-
ized vocational courses in agriculture, tradeand industries, home
economics, or business. Many schools, especiay the larger high
*schools, have organized courses in several or all these subjects.

In 1916 the United States Bureau of Education made a study as
to the nature of the agricultural instru.ction in the high schools of
the country arid fpund that many did not have a distinct purpose iii
their instruction; that 20 per cent of the schools confined their in-
struction to classroom work ; that 50 per cent supplemented the class-
room instruction with laboratory exercises and trips to farms: and
that only 30 per cent combined classroom instruction and laboratory
work with practical farm work. Since 1916 great forwtird steps
have been taken in the teaching of agriculture in 'the secondary

t. schools. The methods of teaching have been greal. improved and
the coures of study better organized, so that vocational education
in agriculture actually functions in the eommunity and receives the
support of fanners.

That vocational agriculture has made great .st rides it is only neces-
sary to call attention to the number of high 'schools teaching agri-
culture in 1918 and in 1922 and to the number of students enrolled
in the subject these two years. In 1918 only 609 schools, nearly all
of which were all-day schools, receied Federal aid for tlie teaching
of agriculture, while 1,937 all-day scbools received aid in 192'2. an
increase of 218 per cent. In addition there were 238 evening And
Part-time schools in 1922, making a total of 2,175 agricultural schools
of all types. In .1918 there were only 15,453 pupils enrolled in voca-
tional classes in agriculture, while at the close of the. year 1922 there
was a total enrollment of 59,276, or an increase of 284 per- cent.

The increase in the enrollment in trade and industrial clase's has
also been great. In 1918 there were enrolled in Federally aided all-
day trade unit. schools 18,596 pupils, and 31,390 pupils in 1922, or
an increase of 68 per cent.

Each year since 1917 has marked an increased interest in home-
making education and in wider development of State programs.
According to the sixth in&al report of the Federal Board for Voca-

*For complete discussion of vocational education tithe sixth annual report of Peden!
Board for Vocational Education, upou'whIch this brief account 10 based.
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tional Education the year ended June 30, 1922, marks in many ways
a more real development in vocational education in home economics
than has been made in any other year. The report continues:

It takes much effort. on the part of State departments of education to get
over to the supefintendents in the cities and small towns the real meaning
of vocational education, and only time can demonstrate to them the valueof this type of training. The reports from the States, in the main, show a sup-
port of the program which is based upon both knowledge of what v4wational
education in home economics can do and a real faith in the sort of educationto Isha.for the and women of the tbountry.

The past year's reports show that every State hip organized some type or
vocational classes home making to meet the needs of the girls and women.
Forty-seven States are. offering courses to approximately 26,000 girls of 14
to 18 years of age whoepare in school.

For many years the city high schools of the coontry and some
small town and rural high schools have had cours(;§. in commercial
educatión. These courses have, however, been confined largely to
stenography, typpwriting, and bookkeeping, and have only in some
instances been what, would be considered vocational.. The Federal
Board for Vocational Education says in its sixth ttnnual report:

The courses were practically always confined to teaching bookkeeping orshorthand with relateg subjects, as if.a knowledge of both or either of thke
subjects constituted the only information needed for success in the world of
business ocolpat ions. The public schools. following the financially remuner-wive practice of the private schools, usually required pupils to take both book-
keeping and shorthand, although in the large cities there was hut little demandfor workers with a knowledge of both !)f these subjects. Further, the short-hand and bookkeeping, in most high schools, were taunt the children in thefirst two years of..the high-801001 course---timt is, children who averaged 14years in age anil 'who therefore had completed two years of high-school workby tile time they were 16---/ithough business men do not employ 16-year-oldboys and girls as e1tlieí bookkeepers or stenographers. The bookkeeping astaught was highly technical and full of obsolete practicand usages and itsvalue was much impaired because no preliminary InstRFtion about businesspractices or usages was included; hence the pupils had no background for the
extremely technical bookkeeping Work requited of them. In the shoilhandclasses the teachers apparently assumed that a' knowledge of sh.orthand andtypewriting per se \VHS sufficient to transform a high-sclwol -sophomore Into
an efficient stenographer, as instruction in the general office duties of a stenog-rapher was sekiom given. Some of the more progressive schools did have
classes in office practice, though usually these were open to the limited fewonly who were about to graduate.

The instruction in commercial subjects was almost never based upon
local practices or adapted to local needs, and, since the teachers practically
never hfrer had 'business experience, it was extremely theoret9.I and fre-
quently misleading. rn addition to these lmniediate vocations
the schools had never develop-ed the related subjects necessary for an intelli-
gent socIal and economic interpretation of the 'technical commercial work.
The academically trained high-school principals usually prescribed for the
commercial pupils a course of study which Included a large amount of coU,ege
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preparatory subjects entirely unrelated to either the life or business needs of
the pupils.

. Realizing the need of developing commercial courses really voca-*
tional in character, 15 cities now have full-time directors of

.commercial education. Sevrai more ure readS- to appoint suc.b direc-
tors, but have not because men with satisfactory training iitnd
experience could not be found. A. few State departments of public
instructio, in ordeir to improve the commercial work in the high
schools under their jurisdiction, have employed State directors of
commercial education.

HOMOGENEOUS GROUPING.

Some high scfroors itre beginning% to gr(m) pupils according to the
ability of the pupils to niake progress. This plan is, however,
confined mostly to the large high schools, and wherever it has been
tried it has usually proved successful.

If pupils of el dogrees of ability are placed in the same section
it is evident that some have too much to do and that otlers, will
find the tasks too easy. The slower children, nagged and thrèat-
ened with failure, become discouraged, while the brighter childrèn,
not having enrgh to (l) to keep them busy, form bad habits of
study and the habit of lazineF. They get the notion that any
task can be a('comi)lihed without work, ihnt their brilliancy will
i_aarry them through. Not only is harm done by placing the slow and
the bright child in the same section, hut,narm is (kme the *average
child by placing him in a seciion wjth the slvw and the bright. Ile
sees the slower pupils gaining Promotion with a mere passing mark.
of 70 or 75, with work only three-fburths perfect, and the brighter
pupils °getting through with little Nv o k . The average child is
therefore tempted to follow the example set I the bright child of
doing little Nyork, And of the slow child of making a mereVassing
mark.

If the pupils werg divided into at least three groupsthe slow,
the normal, and the bright---ach grou0 coul(j proceed at the pace
of its ability. The slow group would cover a minimum amount, the
noEmal group a little greater amount, and the bright group consid-
erably more.' Each group would be .making? practically. the same
grades. The overage and the bright child would have to work just
as hard' as the slow child to rriake a.grade of 90 and to .maintain their
standing in their respective groups. By'placing the slow children
in one group it would be possible for them to make grades from 90
to 100. They would learn to do something well and not to be 'satis-
fied with a 70 per cent aomplishment.

Of course the plie of grouping pupils according to their ability
is ftot practicable iii the very small high school *with an entering class
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of only 20 or 30, but in a high school with an entering class of 75 three 1
groups can be formed. Even in a school of this size the grouping
could.not continue throughout the four years owing-to the fact that
the upper classes would be too smafr to be-divided into three groups,
but in a school graduating 75 pupils.a year the classes could be di-
vided into three groups for at least the required subjects. In the
large sAools more than three groups could be formed tA; 4dvantage.
If there are 125- pupils in the first-year class they can be divided
into five groups of 25 pupils each, thereby making the groups more
nearly homogeneous than they would be if divilled into only three
groups.

This plan of grouping is applicable to- till kinds of gchools, ele-
mentary, junior high, and senio igh, or the regular fou-r-year high
school. It is probably being ed more extensively in the junior
higli school than in the ele ntary or in the senior high school.
Since One of the itims. of the junior high school is to provide for
individual differences, the plan of grouping pupils According to'
their ability is one way, to realize the aim. .

There are many difficultie's to be overcome before tl'e plan ran be
made SiijeesHful. Some teachers oppose it, saying that if all the
slow chifdren are pla Al together there will be no, enthusiasm or in-
centive, that the pride of the children will be hurt, and, that they

tion of the parents to he met who say that the plan is not democratic;
since all children are-" created equal." To the schoolman these objec-
tions may not seem Valid, but jiefore he c4n make a Kuccess of his
plan he will have to meet all these (Nections.-

The principal of We Edi§on Junior High School;nerkeley, Calit.,
who has been experimenting with h.omogepeons grouping of junior
high-school pupils, ti,,yrts regarding the success of the plan: 3

,With this method of classificatioh' the pupils are allowed to iulvanee as
*rapidly as their powers permit; in fact, they classify themselves. They gain

. The old lock-step method Is eliminated. TheY compete with their equals,thus deriving a sense of satisfaction through the knowledge and realization
that they stand on a par with their crassmates. This plan removes almost en-tirely the questions of discipline because when, a pupil ifi kept busy he usually
keeps out of mischief. A. 'richer curriculum is offered to every pupil, with«
the result that he practically works. up to his capacity in every respevt. Thereare scarcely any failuresonly those who lose out on account of absence.

The 'method of classifying pupils according to their ability is- by
no means uniform, as was found by August Dvorak, of the University
of Minnesota, in a study 4 that heade of the Rractice of 86 junior

s Sierra Educational News, vol. 18, December, 1922.
I 4 School Review, vol. 30, No ...fiber, 1922.
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know how tO teach pupils how to study, since it requires the master.%
of a technique entirely different from that of "hvaring lesson."

In some school,- supervised study has been attempted in large
study halls. hut anywal who has ever presided rover a large study
hall knows that the teacher in charge can do little more than keep
order. Supervised study in the sense of teaching children how to
study is imposible in a hall where children from all grades assemble
and where some are studying one subject and some another. The
most succes-ful plan is that of the lengthened peì.iod of 60 or more
minutes divided so as to afford an opportunitV to the teacher of
directing the preparation of the le:--sons he has assigned. but this
plan has failed in some schools because the teachers use the.entire
period for the usual recitation: am! again. in other schools. the
period.allotteft to supervised study has been used U a, time to coach
the slower pupils, the teacher not understanding the difference be-
tween coaching and directed stuay.

Although supervised study in the real sense of the term has not
been introduced by many of the high ..eilools of the country. it is
evident that more and4nore s>11lools will introduce it as the vpals
and teachers fully understAild its purpose and its technique. It
present the junior high school offers the best opportunity in the
secomlarv field for directed study, and -it is here that its value will
best be demonstrated.

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES.

One of the hopeful signs in secondary education is that numerous
activities that assist in developing the intellectual. physical, and
social needs of the pupils are being introduced. These activities are
usually termed extracurricular, but some of them tend to develop
the pupils more than some of the regular curricular activities in that
they fnake the school work more vital. To not a few principals and
teachers this may seem heretical, for CI idea still persists in many
quarters that children go to school to sdiay from books and that the
extracurricular activities are " fads" and " frills." However they-
nifty be considered, they have found their way into the high schools
and will remain there. The only thing to do is to guide and direct
them.

The social activities hare probably received the greatest share of
criticism and condemnatiori. In many instances the social impulses
of the students have been so restricted that extraneous activities,
such as the high-school fraternity, came into existence. The attempt
to dam up the social impulses of high-school pupils has proved as
futile as any atteapt would be to dam up a mighty river, which, it
it can not flow in its natural channel, widliftfind other channels, High-
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school princ:pals are gradually coming to realize the fart that their
pupils must have a certain amou.nt of social life and ar:e attempting
to provide something more wholesome than the commercial dance
hall or the high-school fraternity clubroom.

nother extracurricular activity that has occupied the attention
of high-school principals and teachers is athleticsbut, athletics in
ail schools is here to qay. ikt, first only a few pupils participated;
now a large number are participating from the fact that ail kinds
of gam( have been introduced. It is no longer football alone. but
J)askethall, tennis. track, hockey, etc. 'Most schools have !mule great
trides in the !management, and èontrol of athletic;;. Once anyone

enrolled in high school, no matter how many times he failed in his
class, was permitted to take part in athletic contests: now a pupil
in Order to qualify must, make a certain class standing.

The problem of atidetie activities is being. solved by making the
a part. of the general scheme of physical education which is being
introducel I as a part of the regular curriculum so athletics may not

regarded entirely as an extracurricular but as a curricular
activity.

Besides the social and athletic activities of the high schools there
are orOnizations and clubs of various kinds that play an important
part ih the all-round development of ,t he pupils and that mal0
school work more interesting. Amnar.: the organizations and clubs
that have found some wayintotheir wayin cases. fought their
the high schools are dramatic associations, high-school orchestras,
debating teams, science clubs. radio clubs, French chlbs. -kodak
clubs, etc. While all these are classed as extracurricular. of
thein is helping to vitalize. some subject and to make. it of some use
to the pupil while in school.

The dram atic association and the debating teams are great .assets
to,ttle English department: the science club to the science depart-
ment, the French or Spanish club to tht modern languagr depart-
ment. and so on throughout the list. In fact, every extracurricular
actiuity can in some way be coordinated with some department.
This is well illustrated by the correlation of extracurricular activi-
ties with the department of business education in the high school
of MeriJen, Conni which, as described in the School Review " of
November, 1922, has cooperated with all the organizations of the
schools in the management of their bilsiness matters. Concerts,
plays, athletic contests, dues, subscriptions, and all other affairs in-
viAving business relation are managed accordineto business methods,
and all returns are accurately accounted for. It is evident that
valuable training is thus secured by the participators in these ac-

6 The CorrvlatIon of Extracurricular Activities with the Department of BuMnetts Edu-cation.
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tivities and that real business experience is gained by the students
who are definitely preparing for a business career.

Since many of the extracurricular activities have a real educa-
tional value, the question is often raised as to whether pupils par-
ticipating in them should receive extra credits toward graduation.
Some schools v.e granting such credits. " &bout as satisfactory a
plan as any to be found," says Jesse Davis, principal of the Central
High School of Grand Rapids, Mich., is to make certain allow-

ces of time and material in those subjects which deal most directly
the nature of the 'outside' or 'social' work." By this method

of granting credits the pupils taking part in debates, in editing
the school paper, or in-dramatics are given credit by the English
department, and those pupils who take active part in the French,
science, and other clubs are given credit by their respective deKtrt-
ments. Work done on the athletic field is given credit by the direc-
tor.of physkal education. The prohlem at present is that of working
out the amount of credits to be allowed. As the educational value
of manY of these actiVities are recognized they will be considered not
entirely,extracurricular but as Partly curricular and in some cases
entirely curricular.

HIGH-SCHOOL fRATERNITIES.

Although the high-school fraternity is here discussed under the
heading of extracurricular activities', it should not 'really be con-
sidesed an extracurricular activity but rather as all extraneous one,
since there is no relation whatever between the high-school secret
organization and the curriculum.

So inimical have high-school secret societies become to the demo-
cratic American high school that State legislatures have enacted
laws prohibiting them and school boards in States having no legisla-
tion on the subject have formulated rules to govern the high-school
fraternity. Nineteen States now have laws forbidding such organiza-
tions in high schools. These are California, Colorado, Indiana, Iowa,
Illinois, Kansas, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana,
Nebraska, New Jeresey, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island,,
Vermont, and Washington. In most of these States the district. IA

school boards are charged with the responsibility of keeping secret
societies out of the schools and are granted powers ts3 expel pupils
who persist in maintaining such organizations.

In Iowa and Minnesota the law forbids not only secret societies
but any organization not sanctioned by the school authorities. In
Washington the law will not allow the State board of education to
accredit any private academy where such societies exist.

The Modern High
I.

School, Johnson and others.
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The New York City Board of Education, considerifig high-school
secret societies inimical to the school system of that city, has re-
quested the State commissioner of education to recommend to the
legislature the passing of a law prohibiting such societies and provid-
ing penalties for pupils connected with them. The aim of the New
York school authorities is to suppress any organization which seeks to
organize and perpetuate itself by taking in students upon the basis of
the decision of members of the organization. rather than from
the free choice of pupils otherwise qualified to belong to it.

Iligh-school fraternities in the District of Columbia were so un-
dermining the democratic high-school idea of equal opportunity for
all students that the board of education adopted a rule prohibiting
members of any high-school organization not approved by the faculty
from participating in athletics and other extracurricular activities.

Although many State legislatures have enacted laws prohibiting
high-school fraternities, these organizations still exist in some of
these States. For example. the high-school principals of Oakland,
Calif., call attention to the fact, that when the law prohibiting high-
school fraternities in that State was passed '21 high-school secret so-
cieties in Oakland went itt least into temporary eclipse, but that the
school authorities have been *.made aware through various channels
that organizations of this itharacter exist among the students of the
Oakland high schools as clandestine and illegal groups.

It ais; the belief of the Oakland high-school principals that mem-
bership in sudi an organization, under the present conditions, is
bound to be a serious handicap to the development. of that manhood
which fathers and mothers covet for their children.

The problem of entirely eliminating high-school fraternities is one
difficult of solution. WhiN there may be enough public sentiment in
a State to enact a law prliibiting high-school fraternities, there are
always communities where the sentiment is not strong enough to
eliminate such organizations. Often parents can see no harm in their
children belonging to these secret societies. so the first step. toward
abolishing than is to awaken parents to the fact timt such organiza-
tions tend to make discipline difficult and to undermine that demo:.
cratic spirit which the public school fosters.

The solution lies partly in cooperation between parent and-teacher.
If parents refuse to cooperate, drastic melikures should not be want-
ing to prohibit students from being members of such an undemo-
cratic organi.zation as a high-schopi fraternity. That there is no
place for such an organization in fir American high schools is the
opinion of all school superintendents, high-sehool principals, and
teachers, though many of them belong to college fraternities which 4.
usually have a different motive from that of high-school fraternities.

p.
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Of course, mere legislation' will not eliminate the high-school frii-
ternity. As the superintendent of sohools of Duluth, Minn., says in
his report for 1920:

%

To legislate them out of existence is Impossible. Where they have existed
for years they can not be merely displaced; they lutist he replaePd if they are
to be removed. The fraternity question is only a comparatively minor feature.
The major one is the proper provision for an administration of the social life
of the student body and the social Objectives of secondary educatiim.

The substitution of legitimate activitie.: has done much to help
eradicate the high-school fraternity, especially where the R61100 1

Ixt.d. rules that a member of a high-school secret organization can
not, take part in any school activity, such as athletics, debating.
dramatics, and the like. If such ruling is not made. all these activ-
ities ate usually do. ated by the selfish interesis of the fraternities.
so that they do no as a substitute but simply gi ye the fraternities
greater opportunity secure more honor for their members.

HONOR SOCIETIES.

For some years various local honor societies have existed in some
of the high schools of the country, but only iecent ly has there been
any effort made to organize a national secondary school honor
society. That there is a place for such a society is the opinion of
the many high-school principals who have expressed the conviction
that not only the pupils who excel in athletics but the pupils who
excel in other activities should receive honors.' The first, step taken
to organize a national high-school honor society was at a meeting
of the National Association of Secondary School Principals in Chi-
cago in 1919, when a committee was appointed to formulate rules
and regulations for the organization of an honor society. After
making a careful study of various local honor societies, and after
considering the numerous suggestions of high-school principals in
all parts of the country, the committee presented a constitution which
was adopted at the meeting of secondary-school principals in Atlantic
City in 1921.

Among the ideals of the founders of this society are: (1) To make
a democratic *society which shall recognize those finer qualities a
kindness and unselfishness which should be encouraged in all high-
school students; (2) to make clear that character and moral attitude
is the very highest quality in the development of youth; (3) to
recognize the effective and worth-while individual in the activities
of school and life; and (4) to emphasize good scholarship that it
may always stand out as a basis and foundation for distinction and
achievement.

The followigg are the steps to be taker in each high school for the
selection of candidates and finalV members of the socieV.

si
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1. The students who constitute the upper quartile in scholarship
of the class are first selected as candidates.

2. Out of this quartile each high-sdmol principal shall determine
a method Of selecting the requisite 15 per cent of the class which the
constitution provides for election to nwmbership.

3. In making this selection the qualities of character, initiative,
school leadership, and distinguished service to the school form the
basis.upon which the selection is actually made.

Since the adoption 6f the National High School lionor Society by
the Association of Secondary School Principals more thank50 repre\d-
sentative high schools have elected the requisite number from their
graduating classes as members of this National High School Honor
Society. Only high schools ftrily accye.d.tted by such standardizing
agency as the North Central..kssociation of Colleges and Secondary
Schools may elect students as members of this society.

THE SMALL HIGH SCHOOL.

Of the total numbei. of public high schools in the United States,
a little more than 50 per cent have an enrollment of fewer than 50
pupils. It is evident that these small high schools have their own
particular problem of organization, one of which is the small classes,
Or sections, which predominate. In a survey made of the organi-
zation and administration of the high schools in Connecticut it
was found that over 22 per cent of the classes bad 5 pupils or
fewer, that 50 per cent of the classes average from 1 to 10 pupils,
and that 80 per cent have fewer than 20 pupils. Similar conditions
prevail in New York State, as is shown by th recent school survey.
Ohe hundred and eighty-four rural high schools were selected at
random, and representad schools of each type on the basis of the
number of pupils enrolled. The (lata for these 184 high schools
show that (1) the median class in schools with an enrollment
under 50 has 6.8 pupils; (2) the median class in schools with,an
enrollment between 50 and 99 has 11.6 pupils; and (3) the median
class in schools with over NO pupils has 17.2 pupils. This condi-
tion prevails in the small high schools of every State, but in many
instances the schools could be so organized that there would be
morè pupils in a class. The small .higIvischool, offering several
curriculums or many electives, will necessarily bave very small
classes. Just how far a high school should go in the matter of
offering various curriculums is a question. The Sttite supervisor
of secondary education in Connecticut says, rrding th ffering
of more than one curriculum in the small high school :

We may well question the advisability of offering more than one curriculum
in a school of less than 100 pupils. At present many communities feel that

WI
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they must maintain the tradition that the high school must serve as a
preparatory school for a certain few exclusive colleges. This sentiment is
the cause of most of tho problems facing tile small high school. Such a
school should jirst meet the needs of the majority of the pupils in the com-
munity. A single curriculum can be made to serve this purpose Nvith economy
and efficiency.

Some high-saool principals are solving the problem of extremely
small classes by alternating certain subjects, but unfortunately not
all principals have their schools so organized that certain subjects
may be offered every other year. t is still the practice in somé
small high schools to teach physics and chemistry the same year
when they could be taught every other year just as effectively. The
following plan of alternation, suggested by the departnlent of pub-
lic instruction of Ohio, shows bow it is possible to offer a number
of subjects in a small high school without multiplying the munber
of classes. The following suggested arrangement of the curriculum
is for use-with three teachers:

Offerings for odd years.

FRESHMAN YEAR.

1. English 1, It.
2. General science, R. ,

3. Manual arts (boys), E.
4. Home ecpnomics-sewing and

cooking (girls), E.
5. Algebra, E.
6. Agriculture, E.
t. Latin I, E.

ROVHOMORE YEAR.

8. Eg1h II, R.
2c. Gene science, R.
Sc. Manual arts (boys), E.
4e. Home economiK ,:wing and cook-

ing (girls), E.
5c. Algebra, E.
fic. Agriculture, E.
9. Latin II, E.

10. Ancient and early European history,
E. (to end of seventeenth century).

-711.-

Offerinyx for eren years.

FRESTIMAN YEAR.

1. English 1, R.
2. Occupations, (boys), R.

3c. Home sanitation and hygiene,
(girls), R.

28. Community civics, R.
4. Biology,' E.
5. Latin I, E.
6. Business practice and commercial

arithmetic, E, or bookkeeping, E.

SOPHOMORE YEAR.

7. English II, R.
2c. Occupationg, (boys), R.
3. Home sanitation and hygieno,

(girls), R.
2sc: Community civics, R.* .

Biology,4c. E.
8. Latin H, E.

6c. Business practice and com-
mercial arithmetiC or book-

, keeping, E.
9. Plano geometry, E.

10. Advanced home economics, E.
H. Ancient and early European

históiy, E.

a
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j[cringg for odd yearNContinued.

JUN Wit YEA R.

11. English I R.
12. Anierican history

12s. Problems of Aiperican
racy or ck ,;.4, It.

13. Phy:-ic:4, E.
Advanctql agriculture, E.

15. Advanced manual arts, E.
16. Foreign language I, E.
17. Aavanced algebra E.

17s. Solid geometry, $1, E.

Offerings for even years--Continued.

. ; JUNIOR YEAR.

democ-

SENIOR YEAR.

411

1 lc. English I I, R.
12e. American histtwy, R.

12sr. Pioblems of American democracy
(ff

13c. Physics, E.
14c. Advanced agricukure, E.
15c. Advanced manual arts, E.
17c. Advanced algebra,
17sc. Solid geometry, ¡, E.

18. Foreign language I 1,

12. English IV, R.
1ll3. Modern European history, R.
Oc: Plane geometry, E.%

10c., Advanced home economics, E.
14. Chemistry, E.
13. ForAgn lInguage, E.
16. Commercial subjects, E.
ill. Economics or AmeTican govern-

ment, ¡, E.
17s. Social problems, ¡, E.

L.

SENIOR YEAR.

12c. English IV, R.
13c. Modern European history, R.
14c. Chemistry, E.
16c, Commercial subjects, E.
17c. Economics or American gov-

ernment, E.
178e. Social problems, ¡, E.

18. Foreln language, E.

Front the foregoing it will be noted that exactly the time of three
teachers is called for in both odd and even years, since 18 different
units of subject matter are presented in each. The letter "c" indi-
cates a sOject in which a class is combined withcthe preceding class
which bears the samo number, as 2e with 2, etc. Subjects marked 2
and for instance, are subjects which extend only over a semester
and can both be taught by the same teacher, since one follows the
other.

In foflowing the pupils' progress through high school it is neces-
sary to treat the above schedule as a checkerboard and move diag-
onally. A pupil who enters high school in any odd year such as the
present one, 1923, will take the- freshman subjects inclosed in the
ruled square. Moving diagonally, his sophomore subjects will be
the ones inside the quadrangle; diagonally again, and we find his
junior program within the ruled lines; so likewise is his senior work
within thewuled lines. A freshman who starts his work in any even
year, as 1922, will follow the subjects outlined in the open sections
above. Starting in the upper right-hand section, his course moves
diagonally to the left, then to the right,i!ind finally to the left (diag-
onally iNpach case).

.
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The problem of the program of studies in the small high school is
One of great concern to many State high-school inspectors. Th-ey
realize that the high sehool should not have as its main ohject the
preparation of pupils for college, since only a comparatively few of
those entering high school go to college, and that possibly more boys
and girls would remain in high school if it offered a program of
studies not entirely college preparatory in content.

That preparation for college bars been the chief object in many
small schools is only too evident. Then, too, greater emphasis is
placed upon the older or more traditional subjects, as Latin and
mathematics, rather than upon many of the newer subjects for which
many colleges give credit. These facts were brought out in the study
of the rural high schools of New York by the school survey com-
mittee, which says:

The study of the curriculum coutvut or the rural hit.rh l'huok t It
designed primarily to prepare pupils for collego. It: program 91' studies, in

the main, contains only the older, more traditional. college preparatory subjects
find only In a small degree the newer college preparativy zuhjevts.

What is said of the small high school in New York e.tm without
doubt he said of this type of school in most other State!;.

In same seytions of the more inseiy populated States some of the
lall high schools could well be consolidated. In a certain county,

where the township and borough system of administration obtaim:,
there are four high schools within less than a 3-mile radius, oneis in
a city with a high-school enrollment of 600, another in a township
with a high-school enrollment of about 300, and the other two are
very small three-year high schools in two little towns. These two
should he abandoned and the tuition of the children paid to one or
the other high schools, or the school district should be made such as
to include these smaller towns, one of 'which is adjacent to the city
in question and the other was ove a part of the township in which
the township high school is locatOd.

In many States there are schools with one or two teachers who are
'attempting to do not only elementary sch01 w6rk but also one or
two years of high-school work. One State high-school inspector
points out that in some counties in his State there are many such
schools, find that the sQlution is consolidation', so that the children
may fiave the advantage of a real high school.

In States having the township or district school system the best
plan is to permit the union of two or more townships or districts for
high-school purposes. Several States have had legislation to this
effect, and others have recently 'enactM such legislation. In States
where:the'county unit of school administration obtains there: should
be less difficulty. in the matter of consolidating the schools, so that
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there may be several standard high schools instead of a weak high
school in nearly every neighborhood.

In place of the two Or three.year high scWool in each neighborhood
the junior high school would, in some instances, be much more de-
siraW. as is pointed out in the section on junior high schools of this
report.

THr JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL.

Tile junior high school was for many years a mere conception.
Finally it became a reality in a few school sy4tems, but in some
without very clearly defined aims. Today junior high schools are
numbere(1 by the hundreds. Five hundred and seventy-five cities
having a population of 2,500 and over report such schools. If all
cities having such scluxds had reported, there would without doubt
be several hundred more to add to the list. Just how many there
are in places of less than population is not known, but there
are at least several hundred. Some schools called junior high schools
should nota.be so classed. For instance, one city reporting junior
high schools has such schools only in name. The superintendent in
that 6ty says that unfortunately the name ,` junior high school"
was attached to the departmentalized sevvntli and eighth grades
before the aims of the junior high school were clearly defined.

Even if some schools claiming to be junior high schools can not
be so classified, the development of the junior high school within
the past two or three years has been remarkable. For instançe,
there were in Pennsylvania, in 1922, 52 such schools that could
be classified as real junior high schools, 25 of them being in cities,
13 in small towns or boroughs, and 14 in the rural districts. -During
the year 1922-23, 54 more to be opened, 12 in cities, 21 in small
towns or boroughs, and 21 in the rural districts. From these figures
it is seen that in Pennsylvania in 1922-23 there are 37 junior high
schools in operation in the cities of the State, 34 in the towns, and
35 in the rural communities, or a total of 106, with an approximate
enrollment of 60,000 pupils. Practically all the increase in the
number of junior high schools in Pennsylvania has come about
within the last two or three yours. Other examples of like nature
could be given to show the.,.almost, phenomenal growth of this type
of school.

In some States the development of the junior high school has
been slow owing to the fact that legislation is needed before the
junior high school can become a part of the school system, the school
laws recognizing only eight elementary grades and four high-school
grades. Some States have enacted legislation recognizing the junior
high school, Among these States are Alabama, California, Florida,

91348°-24-42
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Indiana, Michigan, New Hampshire, (Niii, West Virginia, and
Wisconsin.

In some States legislation is not necessary, since the State depart-
ments or the local school boards have power to organize the schools
in such a way as to permit f the establishment of junior high
schools.

'The junior high school is far beyond the expei.iniental stage, in
SO far as the value of such schools is concerned.

e%.
n no case,. so

v

far as the records of this bureau show, ..has any real junior high
school been consjdered a failure. The reports are all in favor of
such schools. Many school superintendents wlio have organized one
or two such schools are planning to organize more, and marry of
those who have not orpnized junior high sch( H 11s are planning tQ
do so, at the earliest iu)-sibie moment. Such sdiools can not lie
organized in a day. New buildings have to be erevtexhor old ones re-
modeled. Instance after instance could Ce cited whe're esuperin.-

, tendents are piannilig a building program to provi(le for junior high
schools.

In brief, the junior high. school is here and it is here to stay.
o one who has given the subject any thought' woulil advocate a re-

turn to the traditional plan of organization. 'That the. junior high
scho )1 is as yet by no means a perfect ;c11(4)1 the most. ardent. advo-
cates admit. There are still mipy problems to solve, but with the
intensive stu.dy that is now :wiled to the junior high school there
can be no questien regarding the solution of these problems.

Many schools of educationrare studying the junior high scfiool
and offering sugesti6ns for its improvement. State departments of
education are also giving !midi thought to the junior high scho4A
organization, and several have prepared suggestive programs of
studies and have made recommendatns regarding it. The Penn-
sylvaa Stalk department of education has organized a junior high
schoor bureau whose scope ,of work is the organization of junior
high schools in communities varying in size from the rargest city
to the small rural organization of three or four teachers; the dassiii-
cation of junior high schools in ail systems is also one of the func-
tions 9f that bureau. The junior high school director gives much
time to the work of acquainting superintendents. kincipals. leach-

° ers, members of boards of education; and the community with the
purposes of the junior high school and .its organization. The
bureau also serves as a clearing house for the experience of junior
high seWols in varimo sections of the State. Without doubt, a
bureail in each Slate department of education would greatly assist
in solving the problems confronting the junior high schocd.
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ORGANIZATION.

The usual junioy high-school organiption includes grades i, 8,
and 9. There are onie, however, which include grades 6, 7, and -8,
awl a few, packs 7, 8, 9, and 10. There aTe also other variations.
In some instances, the junior high school is combined with the senior
high making a six-year organization. This plan of orga.!ii-
zation however. recommended only for the snraikr communities,
rural consolidated sc11o,o1 districts, villages, and the smaller cities.

The Pennsylvania State department of public instruction says,
regarding the organization of the junior high.school:

1. These grades (7, 8, and 9) may be segregated as a distinct school unitwhee practicalese grades be included with the tenth, eleventh, and
twelfth years, forming herehy a six-year secondary school unit. This type tif
organization may be advisable for smaller cities, boroughs, and larger rural
communities because of the economy of administration and reciprocal gains
to both junior and senior units. These guilts arise by reason of the increaAed
total enrollment and the greater flexibility consequent to a lail,rer oitimizatfon.
3. Crades 7-10 may be classified as a junior pigh school, provided the con-
version of an existing second or third class high school into a junior light
school is dependent upon this type of organiz;ition, and provide& also, 1 1 t In
each ase cleallr ¡deuce is presented to the department of the iteces ty of
including the tenth year.

THE PHOGR k OF STUDIES.

The program of studies of the junior high school is in constant
state of revision. At first when the aims of the junior I gh saool
were not. as clearly defined as they are, now there w s but little
attempt to reorganize the program of studies. ''Poss ly a foreign
language and algebra and a few other subjectg w re offered as
electives, but ale required subjects 'were practicall3 t o same in con-
tent as those of the old seventh and eighth grlides. ow the aim is
to make a snrvey of the chief departments of htiman knowledge.
The I'vork of the junior high-school period, then, can well com-
prise courses in English literature, general social science, gen-
vral matheinatics, general science, foreign langusages for those
desiring such, music, art, physical edwation, and the practical

By 1 1

chief fields of knowledge vstablisha tich serve to orient him.
Such a survey, extoisive and popular,. iS : ter adapted to the
adolescent than an intensive and narrow scholar se, for chil-
dren 12 to 15 years of age generally demand change,--var
human interest ratlwr than completeness and logical arritngement.
It, is noAv pretfy well agreed that courses of 'study planned to give a
génerat survey are much better dian the traditional seventh and
eighth grade courses for dui" who g not continue in school after.
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teachers. as a rule, prepued either by training br experience for
junior high-school work, since they use methods of teaching entimly
unsuited to boys and girls 12 to 15 years of age. Their work is a
more specialized one than that of the junior high khool: Even if
they were prepared to teach junior high-school subjects, it would be .
impossible to find a sufficient number, since the regular high school is
itself demanding better qualifie4,1 teachers. The colleges have not yet
begun to graduate many persons who have made a study of the aims
and methods of the junior high. school. Therefore, the miry practi-e
cable thing to do i to select the be4repared teachers in the seventh
and ibighth grades for the junior high school, but even these should
not be takvn over into the new orsanization-until they have metIall
the requirements. If (vial ifiecalteachers can not be found, the feasible
thing for a comnumity to do is to delay the organization of a junior
high school'until such %teachrs can be obtained. One reason why
some school superintendents have been, slow to -introduce the junior
high school is l)CCÍIISC tbey realiz that it wòuld 'be a faifure..vith-
out teachefs who Ipow its aims and methods.

In a st4 made b3 T. W. Gosling, -formerly supervisor of second-
ary educiation of Wisconf; °he arrii-es at the conclusion that the
best plan in seciiring junior high7,schocil teachers is:to *led them
from groups of successful elementary-school teachers, saying:8

. Both theory and experiebee iti?Herrie the dèsirzhIlity of making the first a
pointawats to neivly organized- junior highi sclustis from '..!roups of successf
Oementary-school teachers. These teacbers, especiapy if they are_ serected
from bile seventh and eighth grades, will have the initial adyantage, f veryconswrnme advantage, of timing dealt with pupils who ar(i of junior high-
school age.. They ill know at first hand some of tile problems which they

meet in the new org'anizatign.: Furthermore, elementary teachers as a
group are -more likely than senior high-school teachers to have had trainingin pedagogical methods and in tire history of education. Training of this kin&

, will be ol` inestimable value to the rartmhprs of* junior high-school staff. If
to these qualities of successful expeilence and of pedagogical 'training cán
be added those other qualities which (biome from adeq.uat6 scholastic prepara-tion in college and university, from the youthful spirit. raid from natural cm_
culiipted social vision, we shall ha've alfnost ideal fitness for junior 114-
school work. The%senlor high school, tog, sometimes,has in its- cOrps Qencber
who possesses all the qualities we have mentioned. The best setiror high
schools have many such teachers. When the conditions are right both the
senior high school and the elementary scliool should be cplied upon to asaign

- the inemhers Qf theirs st4ff to places where. they can do the most good. For-
tunately. some school systems, especially in the lar¡.,Pet cities, are able to find
among the teachers already in service a sufficient number with. neCessary
qualifications .to till the new positions In their junior high-school orianization.

In. nutty. small communities, however, and in some large cities where
the standard's of appointment have not brought teachers of high endowmentg
into the .0ementary schools, the problem of talking the first appointments _tto
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.

-junior high school will be more diffi641t.. It Is scarcely worth while to
iindekalie the task of organizing the junior high schvol, with all or its
complA prOlogs, unless the teachers who are to be selected for the work
show some yrornise of grasping the meaning of their new responNibilities anti
tinles they possess some ability to nwilsurr up to t heir new i )blifga t i( Ins. Native
ability. tAspecially if it be easily adaptable to new conditions, sometimes may
be aceeptib4 us, a substittite fQr specific training. Each slip.erintenclent who
plans to establish a junior high school will do well to consifier the availability
foi appointment of the teacher w141 are already doing work in the upper

' grades, especially in the sexenth anall, eighth graaes. Unless lie can find
*promising. even if untniined. material in this grimp, he m(1st likely will do
well io p)stpone the institution of his pfun to n more 'favorable time. I

A plan adopted in several citie%4 iR to provide special courses in
juilior high-school methods for those teachers who wish to qualify
for jurii4 hili-school pw:itions. In Boston a progressive series of
courses' for grades 7, 9, and 9 began in 1917. Since that, time HO
high-school teachei-s and 1,520 elementary anti intermediate teachers
I_laxe availed themselves of the instruction offered in these courses.

tiring the year 1921-22 six improvçtment courses were offered.
Attendance was limited to teachers Qr prospecti'e teachers of grades
7;8, and 9. ,

lñ Washington, D. C., teachers may qualify, for junior high-
school worlc.by attending summer courses given the best in-
structor availaMe under the auspices of the, board of education.

Courses were offered for the first time during the summer of 1922
with a good littendance. It is expected as a limit of these courses
that enough teachers in the school f,ystem of the District of Colum-

.bia will qualify to fill any positions that may beconle vacant in the
'two junior high-schools. It is expected also that more of the seventh
itnd eighth gradeteachers will av,ail themselves of the courses offered

,by t ducation so that, they will be eligible for .appoint-
itent by the.time additional junior high schools may be opened.

Evidently some such plati as that-.iulopted n Boston and the Dis-
tik of Columbia is ,itt, present the only solution of the problem of
seeuring qualified j710,i4 1iigh43cheol teachers.

1 1

juNion num-scHdoi. HOUSING AND EOMPIVENT.

The junior. high-school building should be built around the pro-
grim- of .studies. If it is' wit, the junior high school may prove a
faitire. Indeed, mitpy (sluiois called funior high schocils are not
livinkup po the name from.the fact that they are housed in buildings
tbat.do nOt pe. 'emit, the introduction of a junior high-school program
of studies. Mt old typè of buildink, with a seat for each child that
no other child inty use and with nothing but classrooms for academic
tubjects, doesliotmeet Ole reirirements. There must be, in addition
to rezularmlaoropnis, about an equal umber of special rooms, such
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Detroit may be given as an example of a city that has worked out
a junior high-school building program to meet all the needs of a
modern junior high-school program. The matter of buildings was
not left entirely to the architects to plan. but in planning the details
of the various instructional and noninstructional rooms educational
specifications were furnished by the departments of instruc-,

oftion concerned. These were incorporated into the plans the ar-
chitects and engineers and checked therein by the departments of
instruction, so that the buildings as to their 'instructional features
represent the best ideas of all the departments of instruction in the
city.

. The junior high-school plans of Detroit are so devised that the
buildings can be built as a unit to house 1,20o. 1,500, or -1,0 pupils.
A building to accommodate 1,800 pupils has 26 classrooms, each of
which accommodates 35 pupils. The '26 r(;onis, therefore, accom-
modate one-half the school. The special facility rooms accommo-
date the other half.

It is generally agreed that the junior high school .,110t11(1 be housed
in a building of its own. This plim, howeve'r, is not always the most
practical one, or at least not in the small cities where one building
for both the junior and senior high school or eveh for all the grades
from the kindergarten up is the most practicable. If the total en-
rollmeut for all the grades in a small city is 1,00o, ther(.1 would be
approximately 190 in the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades and 65
in the tenth, eleventh,tbd twelfth grades. It is at once evident
that it would be very unecononiical to have two separate buildings
for each group. In fact, it would be uneconomical to have anore
than One building for all the children, especially if the elementary-
school children are to have the advantages of playrooms and other
special facilities, as they should have. In the small city, enrolling
only a few hundred or even 1,000 children, all of them from the
first grade up could use the special facilities, while with more than
one building it would be 'impossible to provide special rooms in
each building because of the cot.

In practice 37 per cent of 199 cities between 2,500 aud 25,000
population have the junior high school housed in a separate building,
33 per Cent in the senior high-school Jukjkling, and 30 per cent in an
elementary-school building.

.1n the larger cities the plan of having a separate. junior high-
school building is general. In these cities the senior high schools
are large and it would be iimpracticable and unwise to have tha
jimnior high-school pupils in the building with them. 'On the other
hand, there are usually not enough children of junior high-school
age in any of thKeletnentar -school buildings to justify the orgini-
zation of a junior -high 641 in these buildings. Thus it woOd.

. . ,
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appear, as a rule, that the best, plan for the large city is to erect
separate junior high-schoolg6tuildinn, just as Detroit and manY
other large cities are doing.

-.JUN IOR HIGH SCHOOLS FOR 'RURAL COMMUNITIES.

The junior high-school movement is by no means confined to cities.
4A1 ready niany rural and village communities have successfully
organized such schools. There can be no question regarding t1u de-
sirability of organizing junior high schools in rural and village com-
munities, since they will help solve several problems, one of which is
the problem of small one and two year high schdols. The county
superintendent of Allegheny County, Pa., says in regard to this
matter:"

The conversion of such schools (second and third (*hugs high schools) into
first-class junior high schools will not only bring school faOlities up to date inthe districts where these schools linger but wherever established the junior
high schimd will also tend to relieve the crowding of lbeigliboring senior high
schools.

If junior high schools were scattered throngIout a county ihey
could :ict as " feeders " to one or two senior high schools. Severa
State high-school inspectors report. that this is the plan adopted in
their $tates. The State high-school inspector of Georgia makes the
following recommendation regarding the establishment of rural
junior high schools in that State:

There should be located in different parts of the county high schools offering
two and three year high-school ourses embracing the eighth and ninth grades
or the eighth. ninth, and tenth, on the 7-2 or 7-3 plan. Whenever advisable,the junior plan of organization may he adopted and the 4-3 or the G-4 plan may
be used. The latter schools would include the seventh, eighth, and ninthgrades or the seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth. In some eases the sixth grademay be added to these schools. especially the overage pupils of this grade.
Schools of this type should include all the elementary grades supported by
pupils from the immediate territory. These schools wben thus organized should
require the whole time of one teacher of high-schwl subjects or time of one and
a half or two teachers if the work is continued through the tenth grade.

These junior high schools should receive Pupils from a half dozen one or
two teacher schools, transpoitation being furnished in case of pupils living toofar to walk..

The number of these schools should be determined by the high-school popu-lation, by the accessibility of the school, and also by the ability of the com-munity to support and equip. The number of these schools may be increased
as the population and financial' conditions justify.. Pupils upon the completion
of two or threekoar high schools should enter creditably the central seniorhigh school of the county, and tsontinte their studies through the eleventh
grade. These schools may be orikanized on the 7-4 ör the 64-2 plan. The- lower grades of this school should be open to all the pupils -of the ele-

11 School Repott of Alleeny County, 1921-22.
lb%
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mentary grades in the immediate territory and the upper grades to pupils
from all parts of the county. Transportation by means of a truck or else u
small per diem of 10 to 20 cents per day should be furnished by the county
authorities.

The average county is not able to support more than one or two well-
equipped high schools. It is better, therefore, to have one strong, well-equipped
school of this kind receiving its pupils from all parts of the county than a
larger number poorly equipped and attempting the impossible. The county
superintendent, with tho. aid and assistance of the principal of the senior
high school, should supervise all the high schools under his jurisdiction, advis-
ing at times with the State high-school supervisor in reference thereto.
NIeetings should be called from time to time of the high-school teachers )11 the
county in order to bring about proper articulation and correlation of the,
schools of the county. There shouhi be oc(rionally uniform tests prepared
for the schools. There should also be uniform loose-leaf recortis of each pupil
In the high school of the county, these to he deposited at the end of the
with the county superintendent. As far tt.: poNsilde uniform textbooks should
be used in each county. The result of the organization should he, instead of am
independent number of isolated schools in "P:IcriP1mrt4y, n we)l-organized s.steni
of interrelated schools.

The State department of public instruction of Wisconsin makes a.
similar recommendation, saying: 12

The Junior high-school m(ivement ought to be of even greater value to rural
districts than it is to cities. The next development in organization should
reach out into the rural districts and provide junior high-school facilities
those sections where it is not yet advisable tis establish the junior high school.
By a consolidation of schools it would he possible to develop a tine type of
junior high school in the open country. When publie sentiment awakens to
the importara:e of consolidation the rural junior high school will offer an
excellent type of organization. If the consolidation includes a sufficient amount
of territory and of population, the six-year secondary, school will be recom-
mended.

The rural school-survey committee of New York says that the
orgaiiization of secondary education with the junior high school
as the first unit should be of great value to that State; that it is
suited particularly to offer the rural pupil the opportunity of richer
and more varie0 subject matter two years earlier than is at present
possible; that it should bring closer together the elementary school
and the high school and operate to reducs the elimination of rural
pupils before reaching the high school: that it should make high-
school education more available to rural pupils"in many communi-
ties by permitting the organization of .a junior high school where
the community is too small to Maintain a four-year high school; and
that in these smaller communities it would bring together a body of
pupils large enough to make possible a better corpiof teachers.

Educational Progress in Wisconsin. Report of the Mite Department of Public
Instruction of Wisconsin, 1921.
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CHAPTER XIII.
4. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

By \V !Al.\ At T. L.\ WDE.N ,

.1 wNi,iftnt t,, croft tit Hurray I:duct/lion.

CONTENTs.--Incleass41 popular interest --Relation of vocational eduration to generaleducationImportant factors of progiess------Federal Board for Vocational EducationThepart ti 11kb school- Business and industry a stitnib a share of respow:ildlity -Industrialteachers' scholarshipsThe literature of vocational educationPrevocational edueationVocational guidance- of Federal aid legislation assailed Vocational educationin the Army and the Nivy-- Corre-pol,,Vhce schools Nianual arts instruction.

INCREASED POPULAR INTEREST.

During the two-year period there has been a notable increase in
the amount of attention given, to the subject of vocationid education
on the part of flit; general public as v11 as by educators. There
has been much debate among educators over the respective merits
and functions of vocational education and goneral educatioa. Not-
withstanding the reams of paper and almost unlimited time which
have been consumed in this discussion, there still are educational
leaders who appear to regard vocational education and general edu-
cation as two mutually exclusive horns of a dilemma, and to feel
impelled by the exigencies of the situation .to range themselves onli.
one side or the Other Of what they deem to be a controversy over
fundamental policies.

Of even greater signikance, perhaps, is the extent of the interest
taken by the general public. A laige number of articles have ap-
peared in magazines of all classes, including those of literary and
scientific leanings, and even some of highly specialized outlook, as
well as many of the more popular periodicals. Even the daily press
has given unwonted attention to questions formerly regarded as too
teclinical to be of interest to the general reader, and much editorial
adVice has been made available.

One setious defect in 'much of thisNeneral popular discussion of
vocational education is that if has been uninformed and superficial.
It has too frequently been based on undigested fragments of peda-
gogical argumentation rather than on first-hand study ana grasp of
the issues involved. The real estate prónioter may be excused for
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referring to a. junior high school manual arts department as a " trade
school," and to handwork in the elementary grades as " vocational
courses,and for listing them as such among the assets of a com-
munity, but the magazine writer or newspaper editor who essays a
discussion of public education on this basis shows clearly his in-
competence for the task.

MEANING OF THE TERM "VOCATIONAL EDUCATION."

Unfortunately, educators are themselves n part responsible for
the existing confusion, because of the loose way in 'hn'h the term

vocational " has been used. The enactment of the Smith-Hughes
vocational education law of Februar'y 23, 1917, established certain
standards and tended to fix the definitions of certain types of edu-
cational activities, but not even five years of experience under this
legislation have served to bring about general agreement as to the
meaning of essential terms._

There appears to be abundant evidence to show that nu4nual train-
ing or manual arts instruction, far fronbi being rendered tbsolete or
superfluous by the development of vocational education programs,
has become more firmly intrenched as a feature of elementary and
secondary education. During the transition period some boards of
education have changed the designation of their " manual training"
classes to " vocational " classes, and have sought thus to secure to
their pupils the benefits of the new education. Aliplicatioii of the
standards set up by the Smith-Hughes law, however, shows that
certain of the avowed objectives can not be realized under the usual
public-school limitations in regard tò time, equipment, and qualiJi-
cations of teachers. In many places this has led to a restatement of
tile objectives of manual arts instruciion and to readjustment of Ale
time schedule and other conditigns.

While there still exists in many quarters some confusion as to
the balsis of distinction, certain principles are gradually emerg-
ing which should be of substantial assistance to boards di education
and school officials who 'desire to formulate a consistent and prac-
tical program.

The existence of the right type of manual training courses affords to vOca-
tional education courses an auspiclots start and prevents much undersirable
waste of time and effort in the strictly vocational work.'

A representative of the Smith Hughes type of training suggests
a distinction based on function, subsfantially as follows:

The funciton of vocational education is, obvipusly, to train skilled worker4
in a definite occupation. *This should parallel the general education, so that
while the student Is receiving a degree orgeneral education foie. the business

. ¡Hummel, IV, O. The.relation of manual training to vocation& educatiom Indus.
Arta Mag., IX, pp, 371472, September, 1920,
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION. 345
of living with his fellows, he is also acquiring the skills. speeds, and habitsof thought needed for success in the trade or occupation studied.'

Thii functions of manual training are more general in character. It shouldgive some skill In the use of tools, and include such information, experience,and skills as are applicable to home needs, hut -particularly it should aimto give a wide view of the industrial world, to develop social adaptiveness,to point the way to different vocations, and to assist in the intelligent choiceof a life work.'

Difficulties in interpretation have arisen in part because lea(Nies
of the vocational education movement 1.1ave deemed it necessary to
outline their proposals in bold relief, and to emphasize the distinc-
tive features of their program. Vocational educat ion has made head-
way largely because of definite objectives and specific methods. But
there is a stage pf developmmt beyond which it may be well to
t urn from dwelling upon those features which differentiate vocational
education from other education, and to devote some effort to promot-
ing mulerstanding of true relationships.

EDUCATION A UNIFIED PROCESS.

No satisfactory Philosophy of education can be built up except
upoii:a basis which recognizes education as a unified process or ex-
perience. Public education is essentially a formal attempt to supple-
ment the measure&) employed by the home and the individual tA)
Prepare children and youtbk for the duties and experiences of life.
Preparat ion for life to-day necessarily includes preparation for earn-
ing an adequate income through some socially acceptable and useful
service. Earning an income is not all there is to life. -.Preparation
for earning ;In income is not all there is to education, even tfiough at
certain.'. periods it may occupy the exclusie attention of the in-

-V1(ILULI.

The time may come when we shall know enough to set up a unified
educational program which, so far as public responsibility goes, will
take the child at 6 or 7 years of age and graduate him at maturity.
fully equipped as to sound health, general and special. knowledge,
s(k*ial graces, personal ideals, and wage-earning capacity, and ready
to live a full4and complete life. In the meantime, practic.al con-
siderations as well as lack of knowledge require us to do the best Ns+
can with conditions as they are.

aIt is idloggio criticize vocational education as. being narrowly
specialized in outlook, materialistic, and neglectful of the finer things
of life. Such criticism is base4 on Misapprehension, as will appear
from examination of any authoritative statem6nt of objectives, bilt
it should'he recognized that conditions would justify a materialistic
program.

*Ibid. (parupluteed).
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MEETING DEMONSTRABLE NEEDS.

Nothing could be more materialistic than the economic basis for
the demand for more and better educational facilit ies.3

The congressional commission of 1914 had found a condition of vocational
unpreparedness for maintaining our agricultural, industrial, aud commercial
prosperity. * * * If we were to compete with other nations in the world's
markets, and even in our home market which is open to the products of foreign

. labor, our labor must be made v4wationally efficient. and skilled as the labor
of other nations.

Lack of interest in this phase of national security and welfare may
be offered as an explanation by those who are engrossed with other
problems considered of equal or greater import ance, but such persons
are not justified in cksing their minds. to the representations of those
who are determined that ;oniething shall be done about it. Practical
measures must Le devised to meet prtecticaliceeds.

Again, many criticsof vocational education fail to comprehend
the sinificant fact that the vocational education program to-day
concerned chiefly With efforts to remedy deficie'ncies in the educa-
tion of young persons who have secured all that, they can of what,
the public school has to offer. The great problem in vocational edu-
cation and for the immediate future is tstie training of those
who have already gone to work.4 Nothing can be more " neglectful
of the finer things of life" than \the heartless way in which society
has acquiesced in the wholesale termination of school advantages
and the absorption of millions of immature youth in competitivo
business and -industry without adequate preparation or sympathetic
supervision.

It is true that these young people need ,suggest ions concerning
the use of their leisure t une, civic duties, ahd social responsibilities,
personal growth, and development, and the conservation of their
physical health. But the contribution of the public-school system,
and especially of the advocates of college and university culture,
toward tkse ends for youth who have been obliged to leave school,
has in the past been practically negligible.

In addition, these young people need specific help in understand-
ing and adjusting themselves tPthe demands of wage-earning em-
plovment. According to th'e 1920 census there are 1,060,858 chil-
dren 10 to 15 years of age gainfully emfiloyed in the United States.
The vocational education movoment, recognizing all of these classes
of needs, with varying emphasis as circumstances dictate, seeks to
do something in a constructive way with an inclusive and well-

I Federal Board for Vocational Education, !Ifni Ann. Rep., 1921, pp. 18-19. Wash-
ington, D. C., Govitnment Printing Office.

4 Pros: C.' A at the Minuespolis convention. Man. Tr. Mag., XXII, 9, p 281,
Mar., 1921.
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rounded program. Differences of Opinion as to.means and methods
arp inevitable, but it would appear that criticism of this program on
the ground that it is objectionably utilitarian does not $ome with
good grace frotn those who countenance the current neglect of
potential human resources and offer no acceptable alternative.

PUBLICLY SUIT( )1{11:1) voc.vrioN.11. Eut-c.yrit 0; NOT . NEW PROPOSAL.

Public schools, supported out of public funds derived from taxa-
tion, have been accepted in principle in this country for many
years. The several States have enact e41 compulsory attendance legis-
lation. Beyond the age limits of compulsory school attendance pro-
vision is made, at public- expense, of educational facilities in high
school, normal school, college, and university, carrying the in-
dividual student as far as he chooses to go, and as long as he is
financially able to continue his studies.

These inst itutions serve very definitely to prepare Atli and
women for successful careers in their chosen occupations. The list
of occupations for which such specific preparation is available
at public expense is an extensive one, and includes the law, mvdicine,
surgery, dent istry, pharmacy, nursing, teaching, architecture, and
many subdivisions of engineering, commerce, and agriculture, as

eH as the many branches of service in the Army and the Navy.
There has been no noticeable. protest against these provisionsCnor
is there any evidence to show that those who are responsible for
the present outry against 'vocational education are consistently
demand ing t curt a i»nent.

Above the age of compulsory attendance, however, the great
majority of our boys and girls and youth are not in schooll and,
as Air. Cooley points out, education for these
bits never been felt to be a public resiumsibillty isxvept in a qubting, hesitating
way, and to an absurdly Insidequate degreo. Thp conviction tlfrt systematic,
comprehensive, adequate educational tilling of this field at,;puhile expense
would pay economically, civicalty, and socially, * secilis never to have
been arrived at!'

It is not necessary to base.on identical grounds the arguments for
publicly supported instruction designed to prefiare for the occupa-
tions of schooNeacher, civil engineer, printer, nurse, or what not.
The inte6rests of society are not precisely the sarn'in all occupations.
It is conceivabk that society may, at some time, consciously and
definitely draw distinctions and subsidize the preparation for certain
classes of 6ccupations N.vhile withholding such aid in other cases.
Until such time all 'ho are interested in vocational education may

&Cooley, R. L. Problems 4* the contInatIon school. Indus. Arts. Mag., IX, 5, pp,
.17.5-180, May, 1920.
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well be encouraged at the substantial progress which is taking place
in various phases of the movement.

IpPORTANT FACTORS OF PROGRESS.

The Sixth Annual Report of the Federal Board for Vocational
Education includes a review of the five years of activity under.the
Smith Hughes law of February 23. 1917, and is the most important
Official source of information concerning recent progresswin vocational
education.° From this report the following items airy taken.

FEDEltA I, ROAM) FOR ACAT I ON AI. EDucATION.

The example found in the Federal board membership of pro-
viding reprsentation of agricultural, manufacturing, and labor in-
terests has been. followed in many of the States, and is receiving
increasing recognition year by yeast-. Public education in every
phase has become in recent years " more vital and important pre-
cisely in proportion as these ptactical interests have been brought
into the account."

The numbòr of State directors and supervisors for vocational edu-
cation employed under control of State boards has increased from
139 in 1918 to 226 in 1922. The number of schools of all types un-
cltr approved St,ate plans has inCreased from 1,741 in 1918 to 4,945
in 192.2, und the total enrollment in these schools during the same
period has increased from 164,186 to 475,828. See Figure 1.

Ii N A NCIA SUPPORT OF VoCATION A L EDUCATION TAMELY A -rATI., A ND 1.0C .1 I.
t MATER.

The report shows the proportions of the funds for vocational edu-
cation which come from Federal, State, and local sources, respec-
tively. A. summary of the figitres by years is given in Table 1.7
TABLE 1.Expoulitures of Federal, State, and local money under Shiilli-11 ughcs

Act, by year,64.

EX I EN I ,ITUlt FOR ALL TYPES OF VOCATION.% L SCI LOOLS, NOT INCLUDINGTEACH ER-TRAINING INSTITUTIONS.

Year. Total
amount.

Grand total $36,531, 522

From Federal
money.

Amount.

$8, 764,689

ger
cent.

24.0

From Stale
Inonc y .

PerAmount.

From loeal
money.

Amount.

$10,725,318 29. 4 1171041,514

1922 L12, TM, 294
1921 140,507,197
1920 ; 6, g88, 501
1919 3,970,607
1918 2,610,921

i

2,854,048
2,391,088
1,745, 299
1,135,823

638, 430

22. 7
22.
25.3
28.
24. 5

3,594, 285
3, 122,828
2,008, 305
1,166, 405

833, 493

Per..
cent.

46.6

2,4.1S 6,105,962 48.6
29:7 4,993, 280 47. 5
20; 2 3,134, 897 43. 5 '
29. 4 1,66R, 378 42. 0
31.9 1,138,997 43. 6

Sixth agnual report to Cotigiesit, Federal Board for Vocational Zducation, 1922, pp.I 4 405. Goverhment Printing Office, WaRbington, D. C.
p. 18, Table 2.
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3)t) BIEN NIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922,

Exisi:mpirrt-REs ott TEA4 Elt-TIZA I NI NG INSTITUTIONS.

Grams total

1922
1921.
19'20
191')

........ -

$;;I:;07.:i72

L0110:123
91 if 13

203
421, I4
1s1, 951

111,94) $911, 3tP%

4.1. 2 919, 11. 5 29-,, 11;2
45. s 951,1.71 1.7.. 1 19-!9s7
14. 1 ; foll,q79 2 179
43.2 4110, 221 11) s 1.56,762
15. 2 ' NI 16s 11. 42,706

;

Exclusive of funds devoted to teacher training, the proportion
of the aggregate expenditures under the Sniith-liughes law which
comes from Federal 'Homy has been decreasin.o. since 1919, until in
19:22 it was 22.7 per cent. The Proportion which comes from local
nion(t, on the other hand, has been gradually increasing, until ill
1.92.1It °was nearly omi-itralf of the t4)tal, per cjnt. Of the
grand total of $36.:41 1,;").2.2 expended durin!r the live:year period,
more than three-fourths. 76 per cent. have been expended out of
State and local funds.

The task of preparina teachers
responsibility to the same degree as

and supervisors Is not a local
i the nolintenancii of vocational

schools an classes, :Intl hence the report preents a sepavate
hou Of funds devoted to this end. In this division approxiswItek
one-eiglith of the agrregate amount hAs (1)1mi/1um local money, .1:)

per cent from Fetlero 1 funds, and the remainder from St.itte funds.

I IN;4STENT f ; I:I )N I I It Emit" ED.

The MpOrt 11`C()1111i1en(k that more a1ocittai(.1. provn !wide for
promoting home-making education in the public schools, and that
the Federal board be !riven funds with which to subsidize inst rite-
tion in.coninterci:.d-education subjects.

ne of the outs'landing felonry!: of the program 14)1' the training
of teachers is the facl t h:tt pray! everytate has made arrange-
ments to include practice teaching as part of i h training.

Steady growth is reported in di lines of work under the direction
of the Federal board, but the most outstandin.g float tire of the de-
velopment in the past live years has been the growth 4,1. the general
continuation school." The three major purposes of this type, (If
school are stated to be (1) better preparat ion for dut ies as individwl I
members of society: (2) training for citiz(bnship, adjusted to indi-
vidual experience and requirements: (3) vocational guidance of the
best type, and as much occupational training as circumstances permit.

Foremanship.training is reCognized as " one of the best promo-
tiobal devices for advancillg the whole program of industrial edu-
catioh," because iaft the position of influence and respwlsibility
occupied by the foreman in evely place at employment..
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

INDUSTRIAL ElJt( ATION FoR GIRLS AND WoMEN.

351

The report gives special attention to Pi0lproblems f t Fade and indus-
trial education' for girls and women.

One WI qnan (art of every five in the United States is a wage earner. More
than one lvuthi.r. 41ut of every six engaged in mechanical zind manufacturing
pursuits il! a woman, the number of surh women heinz approximately 2.000.00i.

The wesent tendency in women's empjonnitni 'is away from
tradit.. wal trades tow,ard manufacturing industries." Becauso of

.

the large numbers of girl:A and women employed there is an increas-
ing development of supervisory positions open to qualified women.

..

The purpose a indust rial educai ion for girls and women is three-
fold: (1) o prepare the gill lo enter the field of Wage earning:

..!) to enable the girl already employed to improve ier st at us : ( 3 )
to insure progression Or advancement Of the individuaL

The report liFts ;'); occupations, in 9 different classifications, for
WhiCi I special vocational courses of instruction Nvere.open to women
and girls in 1920. lI

CONI'ERF NCES.

_the ("x1)(11.441(1(1 of the Federal board conferences have been
'found a Vvry important means of promoting the work of vocational
education in the States.

They provide (pportunity tti pres(nt new problems.
and durtribg the first five years of the .11(11111nistration

1) exchange experiences,
of the vocational educ:I-

tion act have seryed as training sehi)91s where the philosophy of vocational
education and tht: policies in regIrrd to theladministration of the ocational
education act could he brought to the attention of State adininistrators and
tenchers.

I M PoRTANT CHANGES IN THE WORK OF THE FEDER 1I. BOARD.

Lac of space prevent s adequate treat ment of t wo import ant phases
of the 'work of the Federal Board for Vocational Education: Re-
habilit at ion of disabled soldiers, sailors, and marines and vocational
l'ehahilit at ion of the civilian disabled

the terms of the Sweet Act, approved August 9, 19 i all
activities of the Federal board having to do withithe rehabilitation
of disabled soldiers, sailors, and marines, were transferred io the

.newly created Veterans Bureau. The original act providing forThis
serice was Approved ;June 27, 1918. Full-accounts of the work are
to be found in the Annual Reports of the Federal board for 1920,
.1921, and 1922.

The Smitii-Sears AiA, approved June 2, 1920, provuied " for pro-
motion of vocational rehabilitation of persons:disabled in industry
or otherwise and their return to civil employment," and vested the
administration of the act in the Federal Board fo Vocational Edu-
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352 BIEN NIAL SI'RVEV EDCCATION, 1920--1!r.:2.

cation. No reliable data are available eoncernin(r the number of
men and6Avolnen who are vocationally unlit or disabled. "'Evidence

however, conchrsive that this body of vocationally unlit is large
and that cost of maintenance is a tremendoms social cost." Even
more siglti fluanl " is Ow fact that the cost is avoidable. * * * As
a general prvosition, it may be laid down thaS it costs more to bup-
port a disability than to ure it."

THE rwr-Toti, sunool..

In vie of the facts that, :ts reported by the Federal Board for
\vocational Education. -1:1) States are limy maintaining,
schools of variiws types for the benefit of young persons who have
left public school to go to work. and that '21 States hae enacted
State-wide mandatory 01 permissive part-time laws, it seems
advisable to give further attention these ;:ch(mls,

ECTIVEs LI1 E SCHOOL.

The part-time school is developing rapidly and significantly
agency of service to gainfully employed youth (luring that yOgoti
included between the age after which compu6ory attendance at the
full-time day school is no longer required anti the !Age t1 vhich the
youth may profitably enter certain cIases of oc.cupat ions having the
qualities of permanency, opprt unity for future growth and per-
sonal development, and financial regards adequate the nwintenance
of American standards of family life. For many youth this period
includes the years between the ages of Ft and and the school
machinery set up by the luws in t he several States applies to varying
portions of this period.

lt, would seem that the part-time school should enlist the sym-
pathetic interest, and is entitled to th'e earnest 4111)1)nrt, of every
true believer in education, and, above :d1 others, of the public-school
man, for at least two compelling reasons:

(1) The part-time school deals almost exclusively with boys and
girls who have left the regular public School permanently, with their
schooling admittedly incomplete and inadequate. ':kny agency
which can take up this task at the point where the public school has
laid it down and carry on even a little. further must he regarded as
an ally and a reinforcement. There can be no competition between
the two unless the regular public school permits the part-time school
to become more interesting, more effective, and more genuinely
serviceable.

(2) Far from being open to the criticism of narrowness of aim or
restriction of outlook, the iirogram of the part-time school is even
broader than that of the public day 'school, certainly broader than
that of the traditional school. The part-time school aims not only

gam
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(5) One type of difficulty, inherent, in the development of a new
encerprise. has had to do with legislation. _Here, as elsewhere, expe-
rience shows that conditions in the several States vary to such a
degree that it is not satisfactory to borrow legislation without exercis-
ing the greatest care. And, again, it has not. been easy to amend
a raw in the light of practical experience. "A part-time law which
ca'il not be enforced is a failure."

(6) Another serious difficulty, as pointed out by Deli, , Myers,
is that in some States other laws affecting part-time school pupils
have norbeen adjusted to the part..1 ime educational laws TIT rem-
cdy suggested is to harmonize the requirements and definitely coordi-
nate the administration of the compulsory school-of tendance law, the
part-time school law, the child-labor law, and the juvenile-delin-

. quency law. Progress appears to lie in the direction of recognizing
by law the Period from 6 to 1 8 years of age as the period of educa-
tiou, andc especially as a period of some degree of public responsi-
bility for all children and youth, and the establishment of methods
of child accounting which will include periodic reports frow " every
(hild whether at home, in an institution, in public or private school,
or in employment»

(7) An analysis of reports from 50 or more principals or directors
of continuation schools in various parts of the country showed that
the most p1e4i11g Problems in the field of administration of part-
time education' may be classified as follows: 1

; Number of
times men-Pm

. 0 nulled.
28

Securing compett teachers __ 21

Providing adpquate and suitable rooms
tiGaining the cooper: ion of parents and employers_ __ a. Mr 0 ..-. .. am. 20..

. 14
Getting the pupils t) cooperate fully__ __ _ _ 11
Illaintaining regular attemlance_______ __ _ 10
Financing 'hie, new work__ A.. WO 1/1. 4= =0 AMP . e M

W Mw . IMO .0. . ... ...

1

10
Arranging satisfactory programs__ __ _ _ 8

6

Finding suitable lbject matter__ 'V

Providing suitable equipment

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY ASSUME A SHARE OF RESPONSIBILITY.

One noteworthy indication of progress is found in the fact that,
while educators are realizing more and More cletirly that vocational
education is much tog big a task for the school alone, business *and
industry are awakening to a.sense of their share of responsibility.
Employers who give the matter serious consideration perceive that
the preparation of properly qualified workers includes certain items

is Myers, O. E. How rap we save parttime education? Voca. Edue. Hag.; I, 3, pp._220-231, Nov.t 1022.
"MacDonald, D. J. Outstanding adminIstratIve problems In part-time eduticaon:Indus, Arts Mag., X, 9, pp. 323-348, Sept,.1921.
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that can onlsy be secured economically and effectively by the worker
on the job," as well as certain other for Whidl the schools

may legitimately be hold ritspwisible.
Afore and more, busil)ess and industry are making this. .distinct

and preparing to take appropriate action. Charles IL Allen has
stated that never before in the history of industrial eilicati4,11 has
there been such active seeking after information concerning means
for improvement of plans for training in industry. Fi
reasons one very effective means is through couperaiivo (11.1)rt, and
pioneer work is being dAne by a number of influential trade and in-
dustrial organization.

The extent of -the movement in this direction is suggested by
Doctor Prosser, who found at. least 2 national zv,so4ciati()w. (f em-
ployers soling up organized syst of training .for engdoyees. som(
of them with endowments ranging from :7;1.),ItH)0.0(4) to $l0,00() ohl.i..
A partial 1 i1 of such associations, gathered from various sources, in-
cludes the following:

united Typothet:e nt. America.
National Pulp and Paper Associatioil.
National Association of Granite Manufacturers.
National Aociation of Plunthers.
National Aszociittion of Cleaners iiiiI Dyer*
National Metal Trado:
Sat ionn I Founders(' Association.
American Hotel Association.
National Persontnal Association, continuing an(1 (4)110)111in :: nthe etivities

of the National Sock:61y for Corporation Training and N iti411;11
Industrial Relations Association.

sr

A striking illustration of the progress which has been mmic in
this direction is given by Doctor Myers, %silo reports that in 191--- 16
an investigation of every industrial establishment in greater New
York City, which employed 20 or more children under 1 6 years of
age, showed that mt one employer Iviis willing to cooperate with the
board (+cation in a part-lime school arrangement, and that " the¡irk
genera tide mis that a company coal& not afford to releaso young
workers from employment four hours per week for educational pur-
poses even though the cost of instril('tion was 1.)orne by the city." "
By contntst was cited the comphbtion in Akron, Ohio, in 192,0 of
an educational. and recreational building costing $3,000,000, paid for
entirely by the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., and housing among
.other features an Industrial University, enrolling upward of 5,000
eiii0oyees as students, nuiny of whom attend classes on full pay on
company tune.
...miNpIÌIÌ.411111..Iiw........mllp.M11=.1ImriarmmmONIT+NlligllrMl.lmINNamlomo.d11Mftnr.r.

Is Editorial, Voca. Educ. Mag., I, 1, p. Sept., 1922.
14 Myers, George E. now induxtry is meeting the problem of industrial education.

Proc. Western Arts Assoc., Detroit conventtim. May, 1920.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION. '357
Leaders in vocational education should assnme responsibility forpromoting a better understanding of their work. Doctor Prosserhas emphasized the need for wagin7 a continuous campaign to edus-cate the general public concerning the objetbtives of vocational educa-tiim, ansd the means deeziled essential for the securing of these ends,and has expressed the opinion that " the greatest weakness of thework in some localities is the failure of the vocational educator torell)gnize that his prog-ram nett this leadership !mire than it doesthe meticulous administration of details."".

ND1 STEL1L TEACHERS. SCII()L4RS111P4z.

To ilia in assuring a supply of qualified teachers for vocationalschools, two States have established systems of scholai.ships forpr( NAHA; ve temliers in training. The following paragraphs areprepared froin roport. --nhinitted by State officials:
In Wisconsin subswt ion 3 of section 2033 of the statutes providesfor an annual appropriati.on of $20,000 for scholarships to beawarded bv the tate board of vocational education. With a part ofthis fund the board each year grants lo Grade .k scholarships of $50per month each, for 11 period of nine months Students who receivethese scholarships are required to attend Stout Institute, and sincethp cour-es prescribed are two-year courses it is the practiCe of theboard to retww the scholarships for a seem: war. The scholar-

:Ito granted only to men who have had at least three yearsof successful trade experience, and Nvho have expressed a willingnessto become teacl)ers in the vocational schools of Wisconsin if granted
scholarship.

The Now York Legislature in 1920 passed the it.niustrial tenAers*scholarship act providing $.10.0(X) annually for the training,* ofin4ift-trial. trade. and te(bhnic:II teachers. In I .)20 this snm was re-duced to $25,000 annually. This is niq a mrasure for the im-rftm-ement of teachers in service. rmt aims to improve the teaebillpersonnel in day and evening vocational schools and, part-timeschools by drawing into the service a neW group of specially
qualified persons. Twenty-five scholarships of $1.000 each areawarded annually to applicants who are require4 to pursue special
courses.at the State Normal School at Buffalo. Ale satisfactorycompletion of a course secures for the individual a life license toteach his trade if-1 the vocational schools of the State.

The act is aOministered. by the division of f'pcat ional and exten-sion education Of the State Departnient of Education, which deter-1111111111m.-.

17 Prosser, t% A. The outlook for industrial education.- yoca. Educ. Mag., I, 1, pp. 3.16,,Sept., 1022,
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mines each year, On the basis of the needs in the field, the kinds of
occupations from which men shall be selected for the scholarships,
establishes the qualifications, rates the applicants, and outlines the
training courses to be pursued. In the examination and rating of
applicants the division is assisted by a special committee, consist-
in'g of three representatives eaell of the State Federation of Labor,.
associated industries, and the State Department of Education.

THE LITERATURE OF vocATIoNAL EDUCATION.

In NJ way, Perhaps, is recent progress in vocational education
more strikingly apparent than in the development of the literature
of the subject. Ien addition to a truly remarkable wawa of treatiseS,
manuals, and textbooks from the usual publishing concerns, the fol-

.

lowing special sources are noted:
Agencies of the Federal Government, including especially the

Federal Board for Vocational Education, and to a lesser extent the
Departments of Comnierce, Agricaure, Labok and Interior, have
published a large number of bulletins and reports on various phases
of vocational educatibn.

In addition tp the foregoing, the War Department prepared and
issued shortly after the close of the war a unique series of hand-
books relating to training for occupations in tho

Stale boards for vocational education in most of the 48 States
have had occasion to begin the publication of series of bulletins
i.elating to the new types of activities under their supervision.

Numerous educational institutions, particularly those engaged in
the preparation of administrators and teachers of vocational educa-

. tibn, ailit including uniVersities, normal schools, and other institu-
tions, have published reports of studies, investigations, and Proposals
in great number and variety.

The more important correspondence schools have contributed ex-

tensively to the literature of vocational education. and at least one

of the largest 6f these institutions isikow making its text material
firailable to the public.

PER IODI C.% 1.s.

In addition to an increasing¡ipmber of special articles in most of
the educational journals of general circulation, the vocational educa-
tion interests are now served by the following:

Vocational Edileation Magazine, established in September, 1922,
\by the 'National Society. for Vocational "'Attention Use the official or-
gan of that society, in iisponse _tó what was held to he " *an urgent.
need ,for a journal de4ted _exclusively to the interests of special

I edupation for yocations other than the professions." This is a

Xnny.

1
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monthly magazine (10 numbers annually) maintaining the followingspecial departments each with its staff of editors: Agricultfiral edu-cation, commercial education, home-making education; 'industrial
education, part-time and continuation education, traiting in. indus-
ry, editorial, book reviews, and news notes.
Indwarial Edoration Magazine,established in September, 1921,to succeed and continue the I:Wahl/al Training Magazine. This is amonthly magazine, maintainiiig a number of special depart.nients,including plans and equipments, mechanical drawing, electricalwork, auto mechanics, printing and bookbinding, farm mechanics,metal working, art crafts, woodworking editorial, special articles.bidustria/ Arts 411arfir2-Sne, established in 'January, 1912. This isa monthly magazine devoted to indiustrial arts education, manualtraining, art instruction, domestic science, and rel:ited subjects, andspecial articles on various phases of vovational education,,
Meniion should also be made 6f the Vomtionai Sm. ?na.ry, pub-lished monti4 for a time by the Federk1 Board for VocationalEducation, 'Washington, -D. C., as a ifiediuin of communication be-

t ween the hoard :rtid its agents in the field, State educational authori-ies, aml the public generally. The first nuiliber appeared in May,1918, and publication was disont hilted in Jvly, 1 9.2!, for lack offunds.
rsonne/ 4.1dmiviNtration, published monthly as the official organof the National Peronnel Asociation. succeeding .('OrporationTraining and Pctsonnel. The association has recently changed its*name to American Management .Association, and this will in turnlead to a change in the name of the journal.

sVah.olull vorailomil Gohlunre .ARNociat;on Bulletin, publishedmonthly as tho official organ of flat, National Vocational Guidance
kssociation, to provide " a means for the interchange of ideas andnews, an opportunity for presenting the activities of the nationaland local a§sociat ions, and to place before,all workers formal state-ments upon theory...and practice " of vocational guidance.

One notable aseect of recent prwress is to be found in the ad-justments thlit are being !mule in the work .of the regular public
dair school as a result of the influence of the i-ocational movement,

.,1knd, conversely, the gradual broadening of the outlook of the vo-
cational education prograjn to include muck more than simply
" specific preparation" for the technical processes' of a skilled trade.

is perfectly clear that the movement has gone far enough to constitutea vital reform in the schools. * * If anyone Is in doubt * * Co. lethim consider how far the commercial ,school has gone In recent years Ire-modeling Its geography, In Introducing mechanical scienot iii its eh/menialstages, in applying arithmetic to industrial problems, and -In substituting
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411r*

informing industrial reading for the stories witich used to constitute the read-
ing material of the schools of 20 years,ago. There is a new spirit in elementary
education; it Is the spirit 4 )1' attention to practical needs."

PREVOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

The term " prevocational education " continues to be a stumbling
block to some educators, although the service which it represents is
becoming avaHable to a constantly increasing number of chihirea.
Two practically synonymous terms are also at t a ining a cert ain vogu'e :

" Vocational finding courses and x-ocati(mal try-out courses."
In a number of cities the work has developed to considerable pro-

portions as a part of or closely associated with a general 'plan of
vocative and educational guidance. Professor Brewer lists 17
occupa tons for men and 11 for women, " all of which are within the
range of the try-out plan" in the junior high school, and points out
that " recent expeilenee in ainumbe f junior high schook has shownif
that in the seventh atid eighth gra«ls six weeks' courses in each of
several practicalkarts

at"9
can be given w ith satisfaction to the inst ructor

and the children.
4111"

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE.

. In a summary of recent progress in vocational guidance Professor
Kitson calls attention to the "(astonishing ramifications" of the
movement : 20

Public schools are adopting it as it part qf their regular program. Colleges.
universities, and (.!clinical schools are installing departments of vocational
guidance or iiersonnel. Particarar attention is being paid to the vocational
guidance of college womekl. * * * MisIness is expressing an interest in voca-
tional guidance through its national organizations. * * * There Is %SI) a
large group of misvellaneous orgacizations. * * An increasing number of
governmental agencies ate adopting the methods%of i*ocational guidance. * * *

Psychologists and physiologists are doing r6search work in *Ids related to
vocational guidance. Finally, labor organizations * * recognize many
points of interest and importance in vocsitional .gnidttnce.

The anntuil convntion of the National Voctitiontil nidance
As8ociation, DetfoitorMich., December 1 and 2, 1922, afforded
evidence Of notable progress, according to the secrettAr of the Isso-
ciation, who states: " Never rias a series of papers presented more
definite evidence _of a real grappling .with the Oroblems * *.
Apparen4 we have entered upon the task o? definite accomplish-

"Judd, e H. Fundamental educational reps. El. Bch. 'Reacher, Jan., 1923.
a Brewe , J. M. The nerd for try-out imINR.es In the junior high schoot Indua.,Arts.

Wag., XI pp. 83-88, Mar., 1922,
001Citaon, II %D. Progress and coordination in vocatioual guidance. Nat. Voce. Guld-.

vice Assoc. Bull., I, 8, pp. 123-124, Mar., 1023.
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ment and careful anid.vsis."" According to the same authority, all
file papers of the convention 6ould be grouped under fo9r heads:
(1) Analysis of sqme problem OT phase of vocational guience
work: (2) detinite Proposals of workable plans for new step; (3)
reports of research; (4) reports of actual accomplishments.

'The United States Li urea u of Education conducted two confer-
ences dealing, with important phases of vocationid guidance, with
the following subjects of discussion: h Public school supervision Of
employed boys and girls," Milwaukee, Wis., January i i, 1922 :
" Studies :Wont ccu pal ions in the public schools," Do rojt , 'Mich.,
November 99, 192.2.

Sign i ficanfdetails concerning progress in N'ocat iona 1 may
be noted in a recent summary of reports from 130 high schools, in
32 States.' The average enrollment in These schools WaS 1,002. Of
the 130 schools, 97 offer some special vocational courses; 54 ssc.11ools
have available reports of surveys Qf local occupatioital opportuDi-
ties; 4 report prevocational courses or vocational guidance in grad4
7 and S; 81. schools make 'an organized effort to discover vocatiopal
aptitudes through work. in English; 54 schools require or urge
teachers to act in the capacity of vocational counsellors; 34 schools
otter courses in vocational civics or " occupations"; 31 schgols use
a in thg study Of occupations; 68 schools require written reports .

on local inAustries or other assigned vocational topics; 75 organize
class excursions to local induktries and commercial establishments;
51 'schools employ a director or special teacher res1)onsibl6 for
vocational guidance; in Eibl, schools this work is handled by the
prihcipal, and in. 26 suhools by the deans of boys and girls: 86

L. sclis'ools have employment or placement bureaus, and 43 function
ihrough cZmtral bureaus, usually under the directjon cit.the board
of education schaols report. employment supervision and follow-
up work; 36 schools make some use of mental teAs Ann a4.I in
determining vocational aptitudes,. ideal is every teachei a
vocational (:ounsellor."

Vocationni guidance of the greatest benefit to the individual Is fist guidance
given thrtougii n series of colktrolled pract4i011 experienlis,Thn, selected jobs,
drawn fitom wide htif4e. of occupational activities."

VALPITY OF FEDERAL' AID LEGISLATION ASSAILED.

An eveAt .of gre4 potential significance tp the vocational educa-
tional movement occurred in the filing of a suit in the October, 192'2,

is-...-.....................
" Brewert6 J. M. Impressions of the c,o.usayeiiiion. Nat. Voca. Guidance Bull., I, 7,

p. 103: Feb., 10223.
bleDougáll H. R. Vocationai guidanco in high °Kchool. Indus. Arts, Msg., XI,

pp,'133-1:15,
23 Rodgers, R. H. Organization

,
and teaching of industrial .ibJeot In Part time ort

continuation schools. Indus. Arts Mai., XI, 4, pp. 125-137, Apr., 1922..
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* term of the Supreme Court of the United States, by the attorney
general of the Star .9f Alas$ealch'usetts, to test the consitutionality if

le Sheppard-Tr tipproved November 23, 1921, entitled
"\Nn act for the promotion of the welfare and hygiene of maternity
and bKfancv." The principles Of Federal aid embodied in this act
are similmr to those of the Smith-Hughes Vocational Education Act,
so that the'decision i.t) this case_will have a direct Waring on opera-
tions " Tied on under the latter.

is of the\complaint ij that the burden of paying for the
expel itures incurra,t(nder le, slat ion of this character " falls very
unequally upon the seral States," that the act is " a usurpation of
a poiver not grant ed, to Congress by the Const it ut ioh, and an iii
tempted exlaise ofthe power of local self-govermne'nt rgserved to
the States by the tenth Amendment," and that. the proposed cooper:i-.
"tion in effect sets up an age,ncy that is neither the Federal Govern-
ment nor the State governiiient hut " an alien form of government
not provided for nor reognized by the Const itution, but inconsistent
with and contrary to its provisions." ,

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN Tilt ARMY.

No accpunt of recent progress in vocational educat wild be
complete witholit some reference to the educational pr estab-
fished in the War Department and the Navy Depart me One of
the striking developments of the war period was the utilization by"
the Army and the Naly of the lessons learned in Civilian voclitimil
education. experience, ami the selection and adaptation of 'various
phases of educational service to the emeigency requirements na-
tional defense: The rapid readji!stments and retrenchmjnts follow-
ing the close olt the war necessarily brought m'any of these activities
To a close, but ninth that is of significance to students of the subject
vemainsion a permanent basis.

The first impArtant step in the Army was the formulation of a
sygtem of personnel specifications which defined the persomil char-
twteristics, skill, and knowledge required in each type of service.
From the educational pbint. of view. these specificntions served the
Purpose of defining the objectives of training and determining the
courses of instruction needed.

Later, a beginning was made in the development of a series of
objective tests, consisting of (1) aptitude. tests designed to indi
eate whèther the- inilividual possesses a gpeclific kind of Ability, and
(2) tests of proficiency, intended to reveal reiative -degrees of pro-,.
ficiency in vecific abilities. This is one of the importapt tasks' in-
tdrrupted by withdrawd of funds, 'malt had proceeded *far enough
to. be Suggestive of great possibilities.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION. 3(15

Tr:t'raining :1114 education Of officers, trainin,o- and. education
morale and recreation.

of 1);(( t1 1)1.(,\(int more than a Ir(1-` 114fta1sth1ttl t) the
.:1( pt:1 ii011!-- id ( ,ii ;(1111 i ( toIrses inpn wt)iiked

Hit l'Iliit'(1 1.,t1(1, Maine Coop pjr1niti for
.

t ion in a w-!,ie raP.go (11b Uhithet S li I ì der H i i 10' I 111 ill pitt 1 1c1

*

direction. ark. ()!)t.n to) ¡ill ()I' the st.rvice.

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS.

Rece1lt inter 111(r th'V4,'1()11'11 hi I \VI! tif (,01.T.1)()1141-
en(',,, :(.11()f)1 !Hay I cittid cyidtTo.0 of a ,rI'()\\ .111:r :111prtTi3CHP',1

t I hI4 P(14 I i ()f vocationai ('duorit ion allot :H
if the t I w t i t is t() public ( ti1(1nt.:(on ratfodci 11\ pH\ a . c J i :rencies

tich .are more free o note ro.Hp.m.d tr 111.\\*
\\.1

1:1111c p1.4,1).)rtion f t i rvi rrildcrcd I +v the I.( 1014
,o1S i in the held (0. vt-ocalit)1111 edtwat ion. their (.\141..0.114.0 shoilitt

I i() schools wforkin(' )11 Si III I I ar prodolenH.
ifin n v eNses students

11kV en
1 dietit 11) t14 >r1til)01141C11(.41 etMr"

$ teawng t.to (occupations (or positions for. which tlousv (114 not have
ecessa v (11111¡ fjca t ions. :is, fr t I1t1 Indent who asp

to 1* all electrical engineer hut who is lacking- in the tastp for and
higher mathematics. To deal with the special problems.11 I

(Jf til,lent ho Iwconle dicour:i!red because Of unsatisfactory prog-
the American SC1104)1. Chicago. established early 1.921..,

" voc3t on:d Lg.-Hid:m(6e service," and Adopted 3 &finite policy of
(Indpav( "'graduate hirger proportion of flip students Cp

)11t,41 therrhy the effectiveness our service."
After careful study a (111rA in!r or 1 12 ques-

tu)ns and mental tests was evolved for..the piltoso of securing from
the student the information deemed essential as t basis for. helpful
advice. This is accompabied by a 270-pap% hook setting forth a
gpuivraI discussion of the questions. Alter the plan luis wen fufly
worked 'nut it is expectej that the Ilse of this vocational guidance
service wilt iv made compulsory on the part (of every prospective
:tu(lent and that it will fun(*.tion ":K an entrance examinntion to
the various (tours:es ttul as a means of preventing misfits as far as it
is humanly gpo:.;sible." Later it is p `sed4t1 (offer this vocational
guidance service tf-i the general piii)14%

In order to render enharred service to Mueation and industry.
-the international Colespondencv Schools in 1920 launched a' pro-
grain of ilVereits to the public at J4rge. It was rWognized first thae,if
the movement must Iv -dtatitierize4.-by an. unselfish 'service to the.

haying im thought of immediate return. Secondly, it wits'
'apparent. that pin increasing ikmand for--educatioh wciuld bend& all-.104804-444 -6
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kinds of schools, public and private, t he Internoional Correspond-
ence Schools included. That the facts bear out" this premise is now
seen.

'ro accomplish these ends the schools4st ablisiwd the industrial
service division, " Trained Alen," a montinv magazine and tile lec-
ture bureau. The industrial service division has fcr its primary
object the developing of per: tr( ivo business relations with.olgitn-
¡zed eaueation and industry. Prejudice against instruction bv ()the
Correspondence method ha's given way ta con hdelwe in the applic:_o-
tion of thL method to) the solfflion of Piany vo-Cat ional t1n&tt ion:i
problems. _Urea( 1 v more t 11 1.3()( ) manu fact L'irers ha ut i I zed the
edlwational facilities hiS InSt it lino )1i ill the loll I t r
own trainiNg propzrams. \ :try in Hi Ztt r4

to 100,000 employees. The applicatiun o.f this cooperative ar'r;ingti-
,

Diem varies accor(I infr t() i ht. conditifflis frnin weekly interview:, hy
International G.)rreTon(tenrr S1ho9,1s held Iliull w it h students ii no i

prospective .i.uolents to the entire. training program 0 1' apprentices
and ()filch's. litIontill\ reports to employers .11(__ovi1ig illy 1)1.4)g1e-H (d.

. every student-employee
Gib

have brought ihout a ;',7 per ccnt increase in
the studying dune.

. .

Tht industrial service division i called. upon to !flake 'Special in-
4

vest igations and reports relative i 0 the educational problems Con-
front ing usiness and educat ional leaders.

" Trained "Alen," a monthly nmgazine for execlo ives, is (ale (4 the
'IlgelleitaS omit ti) Sctre i nd list ry and education as a chbaring house 4)f
in (doormat on point ing out the part that education 1)1:i.v in the soiu-
lion of organization problenis. It cunt air% messages from Lilt st:ind-
ing political, proifessional, mid business hi: ders.

'Flab 'lecture bureau \vas Organized in Decembttr. 1 920, as a cow ribu-
tion of. the lilternatioi'lal Correspondence Schools to a thinking
public. interested in building citizenship of the highest type. Dui.-
ing 19:21 and 1922 the manager of the burt:au delivered 720 addresses
in -730 days before o%.(:ry type of Organization. The International
'Correspondence S:chools conicierod that whilt has been acccmplished
in setting up friendly relations with industrial conceiv, educational
institutions, Public...service vrporations, labor organizat ions, Phany--
bers_of commerce, manufacturers associations, rte., is (ally :I li index
to what in,ity be expeded through future development..

Arrangements hive been made with 38 State divisions of voca-
tional rehabilitation for the retraining otversvns who are eligible to
receive the benefi4 :of the rehabilitation *act. Several hundred disiq
Abled persons, most.orihem, in placeinent training, are. studying him
terWional Correspondence Schools courses. ed. 4
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VOCATIONAL EM'cATION. 367

MANUAL ARTS INSTRUCTION.
14 . .

As seliggestAbig in a Previous paragraph, no account of recent, de-
velopments i if AiWkational education would be complete without not ing
the extent t I ) which the movement is being influenced by the general
educarion:d point of view. and to vh.rch it. in turn, it-z profoundly
affecting 01 1 Phases of the work of the public schools. The effects
III:ty he disreilwd nmst deafly perhaps in tht modifications which
are taking place in the manual arts iiistrtuctioil offered in elementary
and secondary schu(ds. particularly in the seventh,' eighth, and
ninth years, although significant readjustments are vparent else-
where.

Of chief importance is a growing emphasis upon the necessity
for mantaining proper standards of technic in all lines of school
shop dr ing and laboratory work. Leaders in the nEinual arts
field have .ontended for this for years, but it is 11() \v Fccoi V i n Lt.
more general recognition. The ultimate bases for standar(k t+f
technic are to be sought in the requirements of practical life. .ko-
cording to this viti\\ f.o. example, the acceptability of the weld in a
link of chnin i not deterniined by comparison with the best average
performance of ninth-grade boys, but by comparison with an RC-
cepted commercial product.

2..tnecessary corollary demands t he exercise of judgment in selecting
projects for the school shop the accomplishment of which, on -the
basis of commercial standards, lies within the Ca paC it ieS (di the
students and other practical limitations.

The application of commercial and industrial standards to school
shopwork has raised a nunik4 hf vital questions relating to equip-
ment, qualifications of teachers, the time Oentent, and the like, the
,olutions Of Nvhich have not been firth. died out . The &thy has
been due in part to inertia and to the usual difficulties involved in
fqllowing a line of logic:11 reasoning to new conclusions. Much
progress has been made, however, in t fill attempt to use tools, pro-
cesses, and materids.in the school shop in acco*nce with 1-11:it is

.regaglded as the bell commerciftl practice.
As ati illustration" of the direction in which this point of view!

leads, a city superintendent of schools may be quoted who calls alt7
tention to the fact that undoubtedly some school shop projects
" Are so valuable educationally that commercial efficiency may be
forgotten," and adds.:

No ligh-school commercial department would succeed if It approved graddates
it unable to ttike dictation at a reasonable degree ot speed or write accurate let-

ters on the machines Here the school standard an4 the coninwrclai standard-
are approximately iikirafent. To he satisfied with less than this In the induq-
trial department is to toe sight of time ialues. * *
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The muitt:i I training flepartment *If thP schonk ilf Ntolitchiir, N. J., has
sought con.istently , 4 I (lc\ elop projects pre:enting. a strong appeal ti)

iTitert vIieh iiId. at the s:inle time, i priduct pos.sesNllig
_ f dndeommerlial valtint n _Qs; t it :It

InattArial were all included. * 4 *

Nece.4ari!y many pr(lject,: are titiderlokl.:i -in the t

Inat di) 111)1 Stilt\V tiirlifp,4,1:1;
a commercial bask. nolt,o

X efittr-2o
vyhtli t j411 tintioriAtiti (di

;I/14i rtI'1.0111(11 (.11).401y. hijj

%j)bs (6111 ti)t hi" IOU 4)L 1 1

¡WHO!' (T(railiz:11 of in:Itiluti v,.()1.k in the elementary
schools, the Cali fotuttH St:ito indw-lrial :Ind -voca-
tional educatiom (-( i i th.lit.wn It) t lilt (1.014141W inV4 )1 Vca Ill tile
attempt, to re:tlize Ai I Iit4 golier;i! tic% el()j )litellt V11110-s,

of tile educati()1 tztI (h.sired liv
t1(111:4rial ,n(rIresh,...as tho t)ftj

manual II:NH.11114r itit ruct ion in the seventh and eighth irrades----
to (iev(h1) a larger mental Lfrasp of the industrial Itrenp:tsi,kin-: thc eom-
mmtity, to provide opplbt.tiulity tnr the pupil to try hand at s.ome If the
simpler frperation 4)1. cr:tft. ohtl to iii'veifip clintr4d
skili may tolt in n 7:

ft.

rro ileemnpriii thQ.I.:Iiins, co)niiiii:-:-,iner ft)nyder propnes that the
instruction itich41(4: i, I JIonle 4 w(ul )30 it)Us of an imlustrial char-
artpr------reir,, i r ni6 1'111'11411N'; z.-creen making, fitting, hanging; wOr1ow
repairin!r, ,Itoor Dipaj'ring: :...,:lith. ,,f adiiistnu.n1s, ,c,1111 !Hi !Mr l'ep:(.11':

0f pitillibing li:ktIlres. httMillg all(1 h+rhtill,r -,tenis, and eleorical
apparatus; sewing machines and other houtill(dd equipment : (In
St 1141Y, of inachine that linduce :Ind devchp power, light, and heat
disw11Ild1n4r, :t.,-ontidillir, :Hui OptIrlt il1V, od. :IS great variety as may he
pract ic(ido 4) f machines and appliances found in the vicinity.

For the carrying- oto of such a prwrrani. illativ school labonitoric;
of the traditiolud type would nevd to be transformed gvadually, by
adding items of equil 'ment. from time to time, aml shop teachers
in wally cases woilld n(ed.to sig)pipment. their training a1141 -x-b1)eri-fi

ence by evening schoti or summer Work along new lines. he de-
velopment in these directions which has already taken plaqe in the
public si:hools of mnny progrpssive cities is fully as striking and as
significant as any other phase of,the Vocational education movetnerit:

ÇÇ ...............
701111110, D. C. Comunerelai efficiency in manual truining. Imitm. Arts Mau... IX. 4,

pp. 151-10 Apr., 1920.
_

It/Snyder FA, R.. Manual. training In efrimentstry sc4i9olp of California. Induct. Arta
Mag., IX. .1, 'pp. 30-31, Jan., 11f20.
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HOME EcoNOMICs EDFCATION.

By III:NRIPT7A W. CALA-TN.

'CoNTENTs.Introdurtion i:i4ietiot.1n favor or home econornicA- Horne economics and
soda] RcrvicoII(true et'Imlillieg in high .41-hoo1 s Fioctive ,44.1nr,Lter roursus in home
econotnic:+Food courses% 41(1111iiP4 I'lltirNete-- School lisaltii rtorkUome economiCS
roonm---Unit kitchons-lincric.aso iî t.cti.tit, (if ti.acherg--- economiesin higher
educational -(14:11d caw in htini( im-onomits 4 'I 01 !.S('` Re!..pn reh in borne
IvonomieR civjortment Home cconornies: glit(1;tates in re_w%arch
dietiti:ins---- Howe econorneics wilnyn MOTU:MACS hi
banks Home t-onoulivs and State institutions-- 1an1-4rant Collvge Association
The ItTrili-raitniT Schoid Profes.siulial course: for teachers at John Hopkins
r71ivorsity-1Tontp Cronornit-.4-4 in the Department of .grivultureTrodermi Board
for Vocational 11neationThirean of Editention activitienIforne economies iu
foreign coutitrio:4L-liomv economics aptsociatioluk

INTRODUCTION.

'

OW

Home economics education includes not only that instruction In
¡household arts Find science which is given in elementary and sec-
()tidlarV SChOk e(111egVs. and iit)rni:d schools:but it
ako include:. that which is taught 'through correspondence and WA-
sion courses.

HOME ECONOWS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

In elementary schools home economics departments have been
ffect the general demand for school-expensQ retrenchment.
In the Pacific orthweAd and in a 4w places in NewEnglarid the

very .exifence of the department has beenllmwriled. In Cali fnrnia,
and in the South, Southwest, and Central States, these conditions
did not arise, but. need for retrenchment in homj--economics -apenses
was evident,led.

Strict economy has refillired the sale of foods4hiborat9ry 'prod-
ucts, thus necessitating the preparation of foods in salable quantities
and of standard qualities; and this, in turn, has made possible the
use of large quantities of material, so that cooking minute quantities
heretofore dictated by economy has given ,way to the use of quantities
eon] -lark:Le to the amounts used in an average family. The fa
that the prepare4 materials had to conform to the market damn
resultedrin the use of sinipler and less expensive modes of prepeara
tion and extreme care in the quality of the respiting ppducts.
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370 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

In Seattle, Wash., the home economics department, with the exceition of teachers' salaries, has been made self-supportiAg. by the saleof cooked products in teachers and pupils' lunch rooms and to sOlo()1
patrons.

Los Angeles, Calif., reports ;is follows:
By running our higher grade work on this basis selling the prodilobtin the lunch room). we have helm able during this last year to cut our runningxpenses in half and. in ninny cases, to pay for the entire cost of-the supplieused in the cooking classes.

Everett, Wash., reports:
The foods (lasses- work on the quantity" basis plan or "family size recipes.There are enough members on the faculty alone will) would he delighted to pur-chase any preparations which under a ruling of the board must be gold for eost,but we ftffif the girls themselves eager to buy at eost and this is the hest con-

pc4iting link you can find between the school and the home. You might say it isa fine vciy to advertise in the home. However, we do not aim to commercialize
education. Init we do aim to correlate the two in guch a way that the girl istaught the practical along with the theoretical.

'This year four crates of peaches were put up for one bode, giving each girlan opportunity to can 1 quart. Besides this, each girl brought from lionie aquart jar. her sugar, arid enough fruit to till Pt. The classegs have had splendidexperienr in canning, along* with making conserves. jellies, jams, etc.
When it comes corn-bread time, or scalloped food lessons or pie days. there

are enough families living within a few blocks of the school who plan oft thehot dish airiving justin. time fir lunch. Cake', are baked full size, co4bkiesopythe dozen, etc.. but a befolv planning above lessons customers 'fire secured.The course is never nnged io cook for individuals, but the regular outline
is followed and the food digposed of whervver possible.

The money which is received of course k not great. because the food Is soldat actual eost. but is turned in to the school clerk. providing hills run over those
of previous years when we cooked under the gmall-size recipe.. If our bills do
not exceed that amount. the money is then being used to furnish orerat her (Now-

-plete furnishing the school department.
Though it hasilot been difficult to solve the problem of marketing

class products in the smaller places because of the close arquaintYP'
anceship of teacher and schpol patrons, it remained for New York
Ity to show that it is possible in certain communities within' a great

city to sell foods cooked in home-economic classes.
Wherever the school patrons are accustomed to buy from deli-

catessen stores; they can easily be led to purchase the pro Nets of the
cooking classes.

REACTION IN FAVOR OF HOME ECOA I MICS.

Proposals to eliminate home economics, musis art, industrial arts,
and agricilture, and to return to purely wade e instruction, osten-,
àiiiy betApe cheaper, has led to a reaction and a marked stimula-
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HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION. 87 I

f

n of local interest in home ej.onomics and an increased fivor
a i ong school patront This was particularly true in Washington.

he higher values of elementary educatjon in home economics are
not nioro tangible than are those in English, geography, or mathe-
matics.

It is regrettable, though true, that home economics education is
often judged by material and tangible results only. Numbers of
garments quantities of foods served are but indicators of
the progress made. As indicators, they are of value since it may be
assumed that parallel with the making of garments and cooking of
fOW nwtion has been given in the. artistic, economic, hygienic,
and sociological aspects pf the topics considered. As indicators such
statistics as follow are of interest..

There is a econdary value not to he overlooked----the labor of the
children ha enhanced the values o'f the materials used, and, in the
aggregate, this increased wealth isf no inconsiderable amount.

The following records some of the activities of the Cleveland,
Ohio, home-economic. pupils in the fall of 1921:

Fruits outed quitrts .,

egetables r:fnnet (1()_ _ _ 474k

Total
ele rnes find cfln.:er\ es

am. wall% rI *MO MID 61003
;zhistses....... 3, 761

Lunch room Fruits and %. t nbles, 9s4¡ quarts; etc.,
214 glasses. Sold (4) teachersFruits an( tables,-1'44° 34)8i quarts; Jellies etc.,
407 glasses. 'Home Vrnits and vevetrthles. 2,310 quarts; jellies, etc. 656
glasses. Vs.ed in- school Fruits and vegetabies, 26 4.241 quarts; jellies, etc., 101
glasses.

4

SEATTLE 1'U1IL1(' SCHOOLS.

AOME ECONOM ICS DEPARTMENT.

(Items from report of 1920-21.)

1. Elementary ;ewing, sixth and seKenth grades (1 lesson per week) : Holders,
961; towels, 1,133; tags. 2,277; aprons, 1,300; patches, 3,43; darning, 1,447;
needlecases, 1,352; Wash cloths, 1,378; miscellaneous., 93s.
. High school and industrial: Aprons, 1,625; underwear, 4,704; dresses,

4.070: blouses, smocks, and iniddles, 1,174; suits (skirts and jacket), 110;
coats, 182; hats, 1,146; miscellaneous articles, 2,503.

3, Canning and preserving; Number of tiuurts done at school, 7.992; number
of quart, done at home, 27,727..

4. Comprity projectx: Stage curtains for schools, 4; costumes and prop-
erties for school ploys, 401 number of .school functions, banquets, etc., for
which Mod was preparOd and served, US; number or schools In which foods_
diesels cooperee With schocOluncht 16istaumbor 4-s.chtiols In-Vbich foods
claws have entire charge et hock 2; in W laiette sets (Si articles each),
garments fdt ;harlot 276; towels ter isiiinaSum and lip& rovinsi,
athletic blankets and letters, ,200; miscellaneous artlelsi fOT: sebOlt.
,dreses garments, 158; articles for sale, 1

_
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HOME ECONOMIC EDCCATR

bet. of coffifdelta ;Tring, and .111 addition :MO yards
Iliateriza will he made *nit° garnwnts during the folkwing term.
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During 1):1A vear girls the IVashintigton Irvin , Julia Rich-
', !WM. a 11( I /VA I lei HI I .1"11 Sr11001S NVW York City, made 2.600 arti-

Thecics of clothing- t h. children of unempf()yed ex*irvice men.
work was ilone 117)4 ier the direction of the NPW. York ("aunty chapter
of the 1;441 Cross.

In ( '-Iii1"(1t) ;111 :1".S1'-1 111f I() tins dirctrfir Illdt4 lip(111 ntl
tor rooms in the schools and 111)1110--eC011011liCS direct

feeding.
n Wasliin,rion. D. C., active (.0o1)e1'ation existed bet worn the

Ir.o Association :Ind the hoine-econotnivs department, s() th:lt the
borne-econmAies supervisor- not only administered the preparation
and service of foods to tuberctd:u children but also had prepared
jellies! fruit.. juices, etc., for use in hospitals.

HOME ECONOMICS IN HIGH SCHOOLS.

Home economics in the senior high school and upper three grades
of the 4-year high school is, very an elective subject..

About t girl out of each 12 girls in tbese upper high-school years
will bp found in home-monomics dames in the schoohl of eastern

This relatively sulall per cent of girls carrying home mo-
ils is due to several factors affecting the choice of high-schoo41

es,
more than half of all girls in these high se

commercial courses, which courses usually -ider knit sop
tie's for. elbeilon of work outside that .Seoond, gir
choosing .0e goiyie currietilunk-are usually void

eiroll
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BrENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

Many the larger eastern colleges And still retain the
old a.o(1 con,ervativo t;Indards ,,f entrance ilbquirtmwnts wilkh
necessitate the selection of such high-school courses as will fulfill
these requirements. Thinl, the home ecmionlic offered
in high schools is too ( ften. in the nature of a complete curriculum
which must be elected in toto or omitted altogether.

notable illustration of what can be accomplislie(I where the
first of these conditions dominates, but where home-economics courses
have been arranged with especial reference to thetneeds of couuner-
cial students, have, been sympathetically taught, and have been
heartily commended by the high-school principal, is that of home
economicsin the girls commercial high school of a city in Massachu-
setts where more than GO per cent of the 1,200 'commercial students
are enrolled in home-ecolin 'Is classes.

The conditions in the acific Northwest ate somewhat different
from those existing in eastern schools. greater proportion of the
girls in high schools select one or MOLT lines Of work in home eco-

enomies. In this section the demand for office clerks is relatively
less with a consequent smaller per cent of girls enrolliiig in com-

mercial course; the univemities and colleges are more liberal as tc

entrance requirments; And the iilelinati6n among high-school gills
to marry young and take up actual housekileping *ties is ntore
marked.

ELECTIVE SEMESTER COURSES IN HOME ECONOMICS:

The tendency to offer qtaigh-school 'elective courses in home eco-

nomics in place of a prescribed curriculum and to so organize these
courses that a full curriculum may be weure(l when all are taken in
sequence is increit ng. There is a further tendency to so administer
each semester co lie as to make it independent of prerequisite
courses.

. Ninny of the high
touse1ioW1Irts dep
seem to ,inerease, be
trebled% All of the
students who wish

A careful study
the purpose or age
responsibility o;
In 049UnIted has been taken up by a committee of household arts
teacherirt ime purpose in view to see wherein courses in the high
schools could be st ngtbend so as to prepare the girls for the actual problems
they have to mVet In. life.

As a result vbf .the studies it has been recommended that courses in the
management of the including the actual cost of maintaining the home

,-end the repponaibili te training 14 the rearing of child,
dreno

hools of Chicago have doubled the enrollment in the
ment. Tlie number of Students specializitik does not
the number taking the general courses has doubled or
ghlsch.ols have not as yet made it pogf4lb1e for the
work to take it.
been made of the homes of young married people for

wherein the high schools foil to till in the girls for their
ng the home. ,The cause for the Increase of divorces
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HOME EffrNOMICS EDUCATION. 375

It has thatalso been suggested trlre studentA come directly in contact with
small childen. In Chicago the Winchell Continuation School has a eoiire
with a day nursery as its laboratory. From O to 12 children are taken rare of,
clothed, fed, Lind trained in good habits. Several hundred girls in the school
are making a definite stilly of these children and the methods of handling
them. At the same time they are taking (lase instruction in the problems
that come before childbirth, in the care of the ¡pother, and in the care of the
infant. We find tglois a very popular course, and it is such a course as this that
is !wing* recommended for all high schools.

FOODS COURSES.

The type of high-school instruction in foods has been sharply
modified. In all the more advanced systems cooking processes re-
ceive less stress than *formerly and nutrition find dietetics are given
greater emphagis. At the beginning of the food courses the high-
school girl is weighed and measured, and thereafter she studies her
civn diet with the motive of securiiig and maintaining a high degree

physical health. Later in the course each pupil becomes resgpon7
sible for the nutritional condition of some younger child.

An especially interesting piece of work was done during 1921-22
in the schools of Oakland, Calif. In these near-by day nurseries
were alAo¡yted by tbe pupils of the school and certain responsibilities
assumed. Foods classes became sponsers for the noon meals and in
successive groups ),vent to the day nursery and prepared and served
the food. At regülar intervals these 'same classes brought all the
children to the school and there provided a lunch for them, thus
makiNg child feeding a practical problem.

CLOTHING COURSES.

Clothing courses have undergone similar modifications. Greater
stress is being placed upon the economics ortlothing and less upon
the technique of garment making. Budgeting personal and house-
hold incomes is emphasized in all high-scitool courses.

In all types of home-economies instruction, there is evidenced
a courageous abandonment of the older formal types of teaching
mill the adoption of socialized class instruction; an adjgotment to
actual economic and social conditions and the maintenance of
standards of simplicity and economy.

SCHOOL HEALTH WORK.

liorne-economics departments hive been extremely active in assist-
ing in school-health activities. Not infrequently the home-economics
director is mom adequately prepared to advise upon questioils of
nturition than is any other member of the regular school ;gat
She and h
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HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION, 377

Those who approve first-floor rooms for home economics basn their
arguments upon the ease of access of these ronnih; for. the reception
of supplies and disposal (if refuse: pnd. if they also think it best
to place the cafeteria on this flof)r, ease ,tr:i i ifere.nce of cooked
foods from the one to the other wont ionod.

Since night classes are often conducted in hi)fl ie-economit./.: rooms,
the readiness with which these may be reached is nnotleter arglum nt
for first-floor location.

The top floor presents bettor conditions of s:Init :tt ion odors from
cooking do not Tre:td throw.t-li the huiltlin!r: dust of street l 11 v:trd
doeks not so readily find entrance; air .irculatioo is apt- to be, freer;
and sometiiiies light conditions are better. Since often the home-
economics periods are tonger than the usual class. periods, fie loca-
tion of home, economics on_the top floor somewhat lessens the total
day's stair climbing. Either the first or the top floor will prove
satisfactory if properly eqttipped.

The accepted plans for the arranOment of ma-king equipment are
undergoing marked modifications. The traditional hollow-square
placement the individual hot plate, and the one or t WO sinks for
common II by ail students have given Nva to arrangements which
provide for group Nork.

The accepted plan provide's for one cabinet gas stover On regions
where gas is used) ; and one small sink and table space, approxi-
mately 5 by. 4 feet, for each group of four girls.

There is no unanimity of opinion concerning the s4(-call.41uti2t
kitchen arrangement, which provides for partitioning. the foods
room into span divisions o bout. 90 square feet of floor space,
together with such placeme o equipmeht for four studenN as to
resemble a fiimily kitchen.

The new schools of Baltimore, Md., have group rrangements as
above ekplained, but do not have unit tiitchens.

The new schools in New York City allot two rooms for foods and
housekeeping instruction. in one of these rooms there are three
unit kitchens, affording practice space for 12 pupils, and a long
cooking table with individual hot plates, accommodating 12 pupils.
In the second room there are the conveniences of a small modern
flat.

In Berkeley,,Calif.,' glost attractive unit kitchens have been ard.
ranged in all newielvt4W7 school buildings. The wall; are light,
the partitions abou4,0er high, the equipment relativeii inexpensive,
and both teachersandpupi1sßn4working in these rooms most
,agre.eable.

In Chicago a nùni!)er of different new arrangements of pigyip
the new f
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The consensus of opinion seems to indicate that an apartment in
a school building is Nvith difficulty used effectively, and unless souwd the present cost of buildings makes such space allotment un-
justifiable.

A sati4actory solution of the problem of establishing homo
eecinolnics in an already overcrowded school has been by tile use of
41 neightwhood dwelling or two portable buildings.

UNIT KITCHENS.
In Berkeley there are unit kitchens in five elementary buildings and onejunior high whoa'.
The kitchens are 8 feet wide and 10 feet long and the partitions 4 to 5 feethigh. The sinks and ranges are played hack to buck on the partitions, Nvhilethe work table is placed at the front of the kitchen, so thh4 tile work is carriedon unde the supervision of the teacili'r almost as easil as under the old planof parallel tables or the hollow square.
Teachers who instruct a part of each week In the buildings having the oldtype of kitehen and in buildings haying the kitchenettes are enthusirtstic intheir prefereve for the unit kitchens. The students also respond better to

the %%fok wilier the more natural surroundings.
Eleven kitchens were newly equipped as (-enters in Baltimore, and is newcenters for clogsing classes were established. -

Seen junhor high sviiiols were supplied with practice apartments.

INCREASE IN EXTNT OF TEACHING.

Baltimore night school enrollment developed follows: Ip 1900,
6.1 in l.PIl . 4ss: in 1922, 1.984.

The increased size of the home 'eeonomics statT in Baltimore was
as follows: In 1919-20, 71 in .19'20-'21, 7`T ; in 1921-22. 101 in
1922-23, 109." . "

During this period a full-time supervisor of home economies was
appointed in Baltimore for the first time.

Baltimore's development was a result of the educational survey
fouducted under the direction of Doctor Strayer, of Columbia Uni-
versify.

Home 'economics has not been newly introfhleed in mat« -newsdools during this biennium. The reasons for this partial cessa-

.

tion of increased extetpion of home econqmics teaching have been
various: In every section of the country rigid economy in school
affairs has beefi necessary and no new lines have been introduced;
there has -been a shortage of home-economies teachers and only the
better-paying positions have been filled; ¡lime economics is nowexistnt in almost all sChools having adequate financial resóurces.

HOME ECONOMICS IN HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.
Home economics in universities tnd colleges has undergone

changes as to types of work given rather than as to number', fof
students served.
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HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION. 379
One regrettable condition has persisted; that is4 the frequentchanges of home-ecvnomics women in places of responsibility. Noless than 26 changes have occurred in the past two years in thepersonnel of- the heads of departments of home economics in thelarger colleges and universities, and there has beeri a ;')0 per centchange of the entire staff of college home-economics teachers duringthe same period. The changes in State supervisory positions arequite as frequent as those in college.

These conditions can not fail to retard the advancement of home-econom ics educat ion.

CHILD CARE IN HOME-ECONOMICS COURSES.
One of the most. admirable modifications of home-economicscourses is that of increased time and attention devoted to trainingyoung- women in child care and welfare: One or two children areachTted into each of a mimber of practice houses iilaintained inconnection with a home-economics department. The ColoradoAgricultural College, North Dakota State University, Oregon Agri-cultural College, Oklahoina Agricultural College, and the. Univer-sity of Arizona have progressed so far in actual child care thatthis work is no longer in an experimental stage. In Oregon therehave been more wh(*ire* natural guaraians wished to placethem in the' collte-practice home than could he taken cm of. Theparents have %always paid 'the expenses of the children.,In Colorado the 1orphan of a tubercular mother was aCioptedinto the home and has afforsted a most valuable illustration, of the'7-i:sults that may be seciired for a child in 'subnormal physical con-dition and wth a poor inheritance when kindly an'd intelligentcare secured.

RESEARCH 1EN HOME-ECONOMICS DEPARTMEMS.
Research in home&economics departwents has increased greatly.The following condenild summary of researc'h work done in home-economics departments was contributed by Doctor Denton, assistantchief of the office of home economics of the Department of Agri-

.

culture:
The effect of cooking on vitamines has been studied in home-economies depart,ments at Columbia, Chicago, Wismnein, Minnesota, Missouri, nnd CaliforniaUniversities. The problems of peached flour hive received attention inFlorida State College. Effect of altitude upon sugar cookery WIN studied atWyoming Agrlibuittiral Co1legu4 other studies in fondant and candy makinghave lii made at Comnbia Univ(;rvity and Peabody Normal Collége. Thecoolstng qualities of Colorado potatoes have received attention at Fort Ccillins.Home-economics women In the universities of Chicago, Minnesota, Maine, Cali-fornia. Indiana, the Agricultural College. of Utah, and the State College ofWashiniton have cooperated in an effort to determine the effectpf temperature,
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HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION. 381
HOSPITAL DIETITIANS.

Home-economics teaching has been officially recognized by thePublic Health service of the Treasury Department, and is one ofthe requirements made by those taking civil-service examinationsfor positions as dietitians in the hospitals under that department.A two-year ihome-economics course, with six months' service aspupil dietitian, is considered the minimum training dOsirable for adietitian and a four years' course in home economics is advised.Only within recent years have home-economics trained womenheen recognized by physicians as persons having a contribution tomake to medical education.
The College of Medicine of the \University of Iowa is the firstinstitution of its kind to appoint it koman to the chair of nutrition.

HOME-ECONOMICS WOMEN IN COMMERCIAL POSITIONS.
So frequently are women trained i home economics induced toaccept wmmercial positions that it. is *ith difficulty that the higherpdsitions in college home economic§ are filled. Says John Willy.,addressing the Illinois Hoyle Economics Association, October, 1921:Two years ago I discovered in the largest hotel in the world (the Pennsyl-vania-Statler of New York) a dietitian who compiled the menus for 800 em-ployees, the management believing that, if employees were rationally fed andthe menus prepared by a trained person, there wouhl be more content andless waste. The experiment was so satisfactory that dietitians are now In allof the tive lintels of th Stotler chain. in other hotels that have followed suit,In department stores, in hospitals, and in some of the large industrial cateringplants. It was proved in the Pennsylvania Hotel that the employees werebenefited: they were made more efficient by the wholesome meals prescribedby the dietitian. Not only that, but the hotel saved thousands of dollars ayear in the economy that prevented waste.

Many- hotels now employ specially trained dietitians in all of thekitchens and in the management of their tea rooms. Owners ofrestaurants, and cafeterias seek home-economics women to manageihe food problems.
It is a significant fact that such organizations us the New YorkWholesale Grocers Association and the National Wholesale Dry-goods Association should invite home economists to address them.Canning associations7 bakers, and manufacturers of household sup-plies gncikutensils are asking the aid of home economists in inter-, preting the wants ancl needs .of horfie-making women.

HOME ECONOMISTS IN BANK.
Home-service divisions in banks, .in charge j home-economicswomen, havé increased. 'While the Society for Savings was the firstinstitution to recognize this possible service to be rendered by trainedga480-24 25
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382 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

home-economics women, six banks in Boston now have such em-
ployees, and in many cities there are one or more positions of like
nature.

HOME ECONOMICS AND STATE INSTITUTIONS.

An unusually vhluable piece of work was done by the home-
ecoimmics ,department of the University of Kansas, wherein the
department conducted at intensive study of the nutritional conch-
ticin of the inmates of a State eleemosynary institution and presented
recommendations as to changes in diet, kitchen management, and
food purchaseg. .

Acceptance of the recommendations resulted in a marked im-
provement in the nutritional conditions of the inmates of the institu-
tion.

This type of service might with benefit be assumed by the home-
economics departments of many State univerities and land-grant
colleges.

The trend of thought in. regard, to undergraCluate mrses for
home-economics women is illustrated by the following quotation,
given in an address before a home-economics association by Miss
Bertha Terrill, of the University of Vermont :

I believe strongly, moreover, In the dwarfing which must result from crystal-
lizing interest in study upon a given suhject or group of subjects too early.
An undergraduate student shbuld be an octopus, reaching out hungrily in
every possible direction with the eagerness, which gives zest, of not knowing
in which direction the richest food supply is coining. This much conceded, I
am wholly ready to give piacQ with all my heart to a rensontkble amount of
such applied material as courses in home economics present, believing that if
properly presented, they quickly produce interest in, and desire for, the more ab-
stract material. But I can not believe that undergraduate work In home economics
should ever be allowed to he so specialized that. later, teachers of foods have
no proper conception of clothing, or vice versa, and I believe that our depart-
ments to-day are weakened by the presence of some thus wrongly limited.

This reaction agtlist the excessively specialized courses of instruc-
tion is now marked. It has bepome evident that one reason for the
dearth of home-economics women, prepared for the larger executive
'educational positions, is that too many have been narrowed in thei'r
educational viewpoints by a too early overspecialization in some one
phase of home economics.

LAND-GRANT COLLEGE ASSOCIATIQN. .

During this biennium home economics received additional recogni-
tion from the Land-Grant College Association in that it was made
ope, of the three coordinate divisions of atitt association, ranking
equally with agriculture and .epgineering.
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".

THE MERRILL-PALMER SCHOOL.
The Merri1.1-Palmer .`.ft;ehool, of Detroit, promoted various experi-ments in honle-economics education through cooperation with exist-ing organizations.
During the year 1920-21 especial emphasis was placed 'upon 'in-struction for continuation classes. ()wing to the fact that a con-tinuation.class is subject to constant change, due to new girls enter-ing employment. and becoming subject to the law requiring schoolattendance in continuation classes, and other girls passing from theschool because of reaching the legal age, it as proved that mostsuccessful teaching in home economics consisted of a series of inde-pendent lessons. For these lessons such topics were ch6sen as thepurchase and care of hosiery; the comparative cost and wearingqualities Of different types of m1derwear; and the hygienic andartistic caro and arrangement of the hair.

Because of available funds it was possible toSurchase and ex-.hibit to the girls many types of stockings. garments,. etc., that they'might make comparative studies and thereafter be able to makeintelligent purchases.
The major experiment of .1,921-22 Ln the INIerrill-Palmer Schoolwas in the conduct. of a nursery school. The chihiren were from agood clas of homes and some tuition was paid. The chiren werenot admiit144- when under 20 months of age nor above kindergartenage. Thorough physical and psychotogical exananations were madeby competent physicians and trained psychologists.The chjldren were brought in the mornibg and returned to theirhomes in the evening. Parents were given expert advice in regardto the psychological as well as physioThgical care of the children.Six senior students from the Michigan Agricultural College, weredetailed from the college to the Merrill-Prilmer School for specialcourses in child care and training, for which they received collegecredits.

This work exactly.conforms to the will of the donor of the foun-dation supporting the'iwhool. It differs from the so-called nurseryschools of England in that it is designed actually to train the chil-dren in the formation of behavior habits Nihile trainipg youngwomen in the problems of motherhood.
There is a rather widespread interest in the grauping of childrenbelow .kindergarten age for instruction and care, bnt at present. many of these experiments do not assure skilled oversight by psy-chologists as well as by physicians, nurses, and teachers.
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PROFESSIONAL COURSES FOR TEACHERS AT JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY.

. The professional needs Of the home-economics teachers were out-
lined to Doctor Buchner, director of extension courses, Johns 1101)-
kins University. As a reitult, two courses in home economics were
given for home-economics te.achers in Johns Hopkins University in
the summer of 1921. These courses were limited to method's of
teaching home economics. They -were continued in the summer
session of 1922; mid One course in textiles and clothing, in tiddition
to the methods courses., was given. During the school yeat 192'2-23
there will also be all extension course for home-economics teachers
in Johns -Hopkins University. Sixty per cent of the teachers' in the
home-economics departnlent in the Baltimore public schools have
attended these courses.

HOME ECONOMICS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 'a

Knowled¡N relating to home economics is promoted by the Office
of Home Ecohomics, the Extension Service, and the Dairy Division
of the Department of Agriculture. In the first, through the pub44

a fished results of research, conducted in the Office of Home Eco-
nomics; in the second, through the activities of National, State, and
county home demonstration agents; and in the third,.through better-
milk campaigns and by assistance given to schools establishing milk
lunches for school children.

The following' report of home-economics work in the Department
of Agriculture appeared in the Journal bi tIome Economics in May,
1922:

The cooperative extension work in agriculture and home economics, formerly
conducted through two e\tension offices, one for 15 Southern States and the
othver for 33 Northern and Western *States, is now under the iirection of one
Office. For the coming year the county agent activities, bolne-demonstration
work, and club work with farm boys and Oils vil1 be,,part of a unified
program.

Depressed economic ciftlitions in the Southern States led the 851 white
county agents alid the 1 54 negro agents to give an unusual amount of time to
marketing problems and assisttng in the organization of 2,031 cooperative
associations for buying land sking. These agents reported 230,819 field demon-
strations, Aith crops by adillt farmers and boys on 2,274,534 acres. The home-
demonstration workers, employed in 567 counties, reported that, due to the
work of 240,000 club girls and women, over 14,000,000 pounds of meat products
were cured, 228,500 cans of meat re conserved, and 14,500,000 quarts of
vegetables and fruits were canned, sides a large quantity of jelly and .other
preserv:- and dried and brined products. Poultry and eggs, valued at
$2,500, , wt;re produced, find over 3,00 family cows were platted on farms:

In the Northern and Western States home-demonstration projects were con-.
ducted in 17,399 communities, and over 1,330,000 people were reached. The
iota.' enrollment In boys' and girls' club work was 216,470. The agricultural
colleges offered 730 scholmhips and Onducted short couKses for 3,383 boys
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HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION. 385
and girls. Significant of the way in vhich club work stimulates a desire formore instruction is the fact that over 1,s(K) former club members were enrolledduring 1920 in the four-year course; in agriculture or home economics atvarious agricultural-. colleges.

The Office of Home Econymics has increased its experimental work on foodvalue and selection, meal planning, food. requirements of children, cookingand canning processes, and relative efficiency of nifferent fuels in foodpreparation. Soul( tU(iie4 were also made on the selection, repair, and careof clothing and household equipment.
The exiperiment staihms in, Alaska and the insular pi;essions have con-tinned the work for diNersitleation of agniculture in their respective terri-tories.

FEDERAL BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
In addition to the general administration of the Federal aidgranted to vocational home-economics education in the several States,the Federal .Board carried out a noteworthy study in home-eco-nomics education for negro girls and women in the Southern State.The'results of this study will appear as, a Federal Board for Voca-tional Education bulletin. It will contain the findings of theinvestigator of the present status of home-economics education, astatement of desirable courses and conditions foe teaching this sub-ject, and recommendations for the future administration of homeeconomics for c'wlored girls' and women in Federal-aided educationalinstitutions.

The investigations were in charge of Miss Carrie A. Lyford, ofHampton instit ute.

BUREAU OF EDLATION ACTIVITIES.
During the two fiscal years, 1920-21 and 1921-22, the Pureau ofEducation published five circulars on home-economics education, asfollows: Home,liconomics Circuilar No. 9, thmior high-scliool coursesin home economics; Home Economics Circular No. 10, Preentstatus of home-economics education; Home Economies Circular No.11, Equipment and rooms for home-economics depantmelits; -HomeEconomics Circular No. 12, State certification of home-economicsteachers; Home -Economics Circular No..13, Home economics forrural schools.
Bureau of Education Atilletin, 1922, No. 5 waFi Prepared duringthis perioa, but left the press July 1,.1922 and the fret; supply of12,500 copies was exhaustdd by September, 1922.
A series of cdnferences of 'supervisors and.teaChears of home eco--nomics wqs condtfcted. These conferences were held in the follow,ing cities: New York City; Chigttgo, III.; Kansas Cityt M9e; Denver,Colo.; Salt Lake City and Logaii, Utah Spokane, Wash.; Portland,Oreg.; Sap Francisco and Los Angeles, Calif.
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386 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922,

Representative home-economics women from 33 States partici-
pated in these conferences, and the conclusions reached by them
have been embodied in a home-ecofiomics publication Nliich be
known as Home Economics Circular No. 14.

Home economics was represented in the educational surveys con-
ducted by the Bureau of Education in Wilmington, Del.: Wheeling.
W. Ara:: Elizabeth City, N. C.; and the State University of Arkansas.

Visi.ts to hom-e-ei.onomics departments were made in .9 State uni-
versities, 9 agricultural colleges, 5 State mlleges for wotm!n, 20
normal schools, and 28 of the larger city systems.

HOME ECONOMICS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

In the women's colleffe at Ahmedabad, India, home economics is
taught in the vernacular, and, of necessity, must be modified to meet
the conditions existing among a vegetarian people.

In Constantinople, home-economics education was advanced by
Mrs. Alice P. Norton, in the College of Constantinople. .

8. In China, Afisses Gunther and Balderston, of Tendiers Co11egv,
Colurpbia University, New York City, lectured at Canton Christian
College, and investigated educational conditions in China.

Arrangements were completed for the Methodist Missionary Uni-
versity in Peking to have one permanent teacher of home economics,
and, in addition, have the services of Miss Atto CcLain as adviser
for two years.

M. le Chanoine Dupin, almoner of the higher normal course in
home-economics instructiim, at Paris, in discussing the t.hen
posed international meeting of home economists, states:

In France one does not conceive of home-economics eduodion as a pimple
Initiation into the things of practical life, ltut 319 a preparation of the woman
for her triple rOle of wife, of imother, amyl of mistress of the house. .

Under tpe education act Of 1918 (England), local educational aiithoritiess are
-required to make provision for " instruction in cookery, housewifery, dairy
work, handicraft, gardening, and all such snbje(ts a's the board declares to be
subjects of practical instruction." 1

e There' wére 5,840 centers maintained ill 1919-20 for giving in-
struction of the above types.

The Ministry of Public Instruction (of Austka) has introduced tte teaching
of home economics in the last class of all primary schools. In 35 half days of
cookery the klrls of 14 years learn the most Important methods uf conserva-
tion and buying few the house, and ihe use of milk, eggs, fat,' flour, meat, rice,
potatoes, iwurnqs, and green vegetables. They are taught the composition of
foods, thinutritive value, the price, apd, quality. In a iworhour period each
week the girls become familiar with materials such as clothing 'and 'fu Ishings,
US well as with' the principles of sanitation, physiology, and child..hygi .e. The
teaching of home economies must give 'more than ihe knowledgè of t e opera-
tion of the túuse; it must show young peob-ple tilt wokery, sewing, and the. .
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HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION. 387
whole technique of daily life are necessary steps In expressing the highestso'clal Instincts: It has'the same Importance, whether the.old familiar householdis to ren.laiii or the Common household, of whiclj socia6lists dream, Is to come.That training mustkilrepure the girls to use the results of modern progress intile home to save human energy and time and to permit them to attain othercultural ends.

These views caused the reform of the higher girls' schools also. Beside; thegymnasium, whilbheis the 4fide for girls and boys, th(tref arose a new type ofhighsr school Mr girls, the Frauenschule. The type is new, although the namehas been previously in Germany. But in Germany Frauenschule ig acourse of only practical instruction which girls enter after the lyceum. The;Apstrian Frauenschule receives phpils in the fourteenth year and they remaint ill the eighteenth. Required subjects are the same ones taught in other schoolsof the same grade, hilt the method of teaching is different. Teaching in cookery,sewing, and nursing is in connection with natural science, mathematics,lundall other required subjects, not in addition to them. The ,girls instructed inthe Franenschnie will Ile pioneers the housekeeping of the future. Spiritand simi will dominate all technical jinowledge when %Milan conceives the im-portance of her social mission, which is to strengthen and improve society bychoosing wisely materials necessary for its upbuilding. Thus Inanimate thing4
Ny ill be made to react to the development Of humanity.

HOME-ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION.

A vigorous campaign for the organization of State.home-econoinicsassociations was staged by the Americlin IT ne-Economics -Ass'ocia-tion, with the consequent result that strong e-economics associa-tions are now maintainecì in almost all of the 48 States and theDistrict of Columbia. These associations bold annual meetings and
frequently, appear as part of the Stale teachers' association.Foilr meetillgs of the American Home-Economics Association werehell in the ktnnium. These were at Colorado Springs, Colo.; At-lantic City, N. J.; Chicago; Ill.; and Swampscott, Mass.

These meetings were divided into sections in orderuthat topies ofespeciql int(:rest to home-economics teachers, dietitians, roods-
% research *orkers, and institutional managers might be presented.The International Institute of Home Economics held a meeting inParis in April, 1922.. This association 'is scheduled to meet pnce infive years, but Owing to the war the regular meting was defayed.The next meeting will be called in either three or four years in aPlace to.be decided 1atvr.

Those in attendance represented most of the European countriesand were mostly officials connected with the edùcational offices Qf thevarious countries.
The United States had no official representative, but the American

Home-Economics Association was represented and this representa-tive was seated with the delegates from 9.ther countries.
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CHAPTER XV.

KINDERGARTEN EDUCATION.

J. JULIA WADE A murr.
Sproialist in Kindergarten Education, lifircau Eduraties.

CONTF.NTS.-- Inervage in kindergartens K indergarten legislation -.Kindergarten trainingschools The nursery schoolProbhins relit tIng to school entrance and retarda-tionRecommendations in Fmrveys In regard to the kindyrgarten The kindergartenit. the Pan-Pacific Educational l'onferenv.
il11116

INCRE:ASE .IN KINDERGARTENS.

There has been a m8te0al increase inJ he numher of kindergartensand in the number of 'kinderpirten childrn enrolled in the publicssthools diming the ayear 1919-20 in spite of .after-war conaitions.During the N.var there was HO increase in kindergartens throughoutthe United States: Since the war, increased school budgets, due tobuilding programs and new salary schedules, have- tended to makeschool boards conservative about opening kindergattens,"yet the lateststatistics show an increase of 37,811 children in kindergartens,' andthis increase is distributed Over 31 States. California leads with anincreased enrollment of 7,296 children; Ne.w Jersey is second, with.1,313; Minnesota and AlichigaD,tie, with 3,97.8; Iowa is fourth, with3,,631; and Massachusetts fttrfi, with 2,227. There has been an in-crease of '9,246 childreq enrolled in 25-3- new kindergartens in 189towns under 2,500 pi;pulation in bk2a,Fitates. Of these States, Cali-fornia leads with an- increase of 56 kindergartens and New Jerseyis seconcl with 45. It is significant that fliee States that are leadingin the establishnlent of kindergartens rank, respectively, 2 and 4 inthe Kyres 4.cale., Michigan reports 35 new kindergartens, Nebraskarepints 32, Minnesota ;26, and Kansas, 14. This steady 0owth ofkindergartens in small towns indicates th.at the kindeigarten is beingaccepted as the right of ev6ry child in city and country instead ofmerely being regarded as a weliare agency jor children living underabnormal conditions in large cities.
Thieexttnsion of kindergartens is dile in no small measure to theearnest efforts of women's organizations. The Congress of Mothers,',the General Federation of Women's Clubs, and kc Leaktie of WomenVoters till have tliw exte.nsion of kindsrgartens al one phase of theireducation program. In 24 States Slate kinderg rten associatimis-i,have been formed which are successfully uniting alf the efforts in, the
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State for the extension of kindergartens. The Wisconsin State Asso-
ciition employs the full time of an experienced kindergarten teacher
whO serves as a field worker and who is no only helpihgato extend
kindergartens but also to improve the quality of kindergarten wo'rk.

KINDERGARTEN LEGISLATION.

The Wisconsin State Association, coopertitirifixwith other organiza-
tions in the State, has been successful in passing a mandatory on
petition law which reads as follows:

The school board or board of education of any school district, however
organized, union free high school districts excepted, shall upon petition of the
parents or guardians of 25 or more children more than 4 and not more than 6
years of age establish and maintain a kindergarten 'In charge of a legally
qualified kinkfrgarten teacher for the instruction of said children. In case
such district maintains two or more school bulldings'the parents or guardians
heretofore mentioned shall reshle not more than 1 mile from the buildity; in
which it is proposed to/establish the kindergarten. INlieR n kindergarten shall
have been established as hereinbefott- provided, it shall constitute a part 'of
the common public schools of the district, a.nd the taxes for nmintenatwe of such
kindergarten shall be levied and eallected in the same manner as other taes
are levied and collected for the support of the common schools. When a kinder-
garten shall have been established, it shall not he discontinued unless the
enrolnnent for the preceding year shall have been less than 15.

New kindergarten legishilibn has also been enacted in Connecticut,
Pennsylvnnia, Kansas, and Oregon. The Kansas law makes the
establishinent of kindergartens. mandatory upon potition in cities of
the first class with1.4u1ations over 18,500. The Pennsy4vania law
permits the establishment of kindergartens " upon the petition of
parents or guardians of at least 25 children between the ages of 4
and 6 years, residing within the district and within 1 mile of anv
elementary school building situate in such district." Local boarcis
of education are authoriza to "levy an annual tax for the establish-
mentsand maintenance of kindergartens, not to exceed 2 mills on the
dollar of the assessed valuation_of taxable property in the district.
Such taxes, when levied, shall be kept in a separate fund and shall
kv used only for the purpose for which they were levied." In each
of the four States that have enacted kindergarten legislation a sec-.
tion of the law deals with the certification of kindergarten teachers.
In Kansas, Pennsylvania, aild Oregon all kindergarten teachers must
have completed a two years' course of kindergarten training in an
accredited kindergarten training school. Stich legislation in regard
to the certification of kindergarten teichers is an important factor
in the standardization of kindei*arfen work.

KINDERGARTEN TRAINING SCHOOLS.

The increased number of teacheqraining institutions that give
kindergarten instruction is evidence of the increasing recognition

4 of tht kindergarten as a necessary part of public education,. Th
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KINDERGARTEN EDUCATION. 391
institutions now giving such instruction number 158. Of these., 83are State normal schools or colleges hnd universitie; 23 are' cityinstitutions, and 52 are private. Those supported by Stale fundsinclude the southern brana of the University of California ; theState colleges for women in Florida, Mississippi, South Carolina,and Texas; the University of Nebraska ; Ohio University; and theUniversity of Utah. The city institutions inckide Hunter College,New York ; tht Munisipal University of Akron, Ohio;

The 53 private institutions rang from small private kindergartentraining schools to colleges and universities of the highest rank.This group includes the following institutions: Atlanta Uiliversity(colored) ; the University of Chicago; Drake University; GoucberCollege; 'Wellesley College; New York University; Omaha Uni--i'ersity and Nebraska Wesleyan University; Columbia University;Oklahoma City College; Temple University George Peabody Col-lege for Teachers; Brigham Young University ; and Baylor College.Another evidence of the incorporation of the kindergarten as aniniegral part of the school is the establishment of kindergarten pri-mary courses in many institutions, in the place of a special kinder-garten course. This tendency to train teachers fordbioth the kinder-garten and early elementary grades is a recognition of the fact thatthe period of 4-8 years In a child's life is puchologically one periodand that all teachers of the children of these ages should have thesame training. In *many institutions this course is Ilow a three-year
course, and some institutions are offering a four-year course leadingto a degree. Because there are many problems relating to the formu-lation of such a course, a commiftee of the International kinder-.
.garten Union has prepared a three-year minimum standardized
cdurse of study for kindergarten primary training schools.

sk.

THE'NURSERY SCHOOL.

Not only is kindèrgitten work being related in an organic wayto the work of the elementary schools through kindergarten-primary,
courses in training schools,.but the objectives of kindergarten educa-tion are being strengthened by a new emphasis upon the pre-
kindergarten Period. Stich laboratory experiments as Watson has
made at Johns Hopkins University, and the dursery school experi-.
ments which are being carried on in England and in'this country, are
stressing the importan`ce of education in these early years. Child-
welfare workers are accustomed to assert that the m9st neglected of
childhood is the preschool p.eriod. By "preschool period" is usually
meant the years from 2 to 6. The kindergarten lies within this
period, 4 to 6 being comm9n1Sr aCcepted as the kindergarten ¡ears.
While the 'kindergarten 'is beconihing more awl .more a part of the
pubhc-schoolvsteni, the fact that such a term as " weschool period "
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School, by Margaret McMillan ; anti Nursery School Education,edited by Grace Owen.
Miss McMillan states that on examination one-third of the nursery

children were iound to have physical defects. In describing thework of the school she says, " Once inside, the child conies under the
influence of the great healersearth, sun, air, sleep, and joy." But
Miss -1c1i1 lan believes that the nursery school has a broader functionthan that of health. She writes, "I assume in the start that the
nursery school will, if successful, change and modify every other
order of school, i-nfluencing it powerfully from below."

In the introduction to Nursery School Education, Akss Grace ()wen
also emphasizes the relation of the nursery school to--
the national effort to raise the physique of the people. * When it IStionidered that the rate of mortality during these years is higher than that
of any period except the first year, it is obvious that continued negUrct by theState would be fatal to the whole national effort to raise the physique of thepeople. The nurgtbry school, open to all children over the age of 2, will bridgp
this gap. By Aneans of it, regular supervision, the prompt treatment of ail-ment and disease, the necessary attention 'to right food, clothing, personalbabits, and health surroundings ar0 all made possible.

lilt Miss Owen regards the work of the nursery as educati.onal.
She says:

It may also serve the wider cause of (lineation. Tt is not hampered by thetraditions of a past generation. It is free to work out(its own salvation. Ithas a new opportunity. If those who are responsible preserve simplicity ofspirit and au open mind, it may make an important cofitribution to our knowl-edge of education, because it will be a testing ground of th6 fundamental V4 I u-cational doctrines of 'to-day. MoreOver, by its insistence on cooperation with
the home, its interests in neighborhood activities, and its constant fu.nction ofputting the indivhlual family in touch with the various agencies for childwelfare, it will tend to strengthen the movement towara bringing all education
into closer touch with real life.

Some interesting experinwnts are being carried on in this country,
ana,Miss Owen has contributed to the work in two institutionsthe
Merrill-Palmer School of Detroit and Teachers College, Columbia
University.

For many years day nurseries have been- conducted in congested
portions of large cities, where the children of working parents were
cared for during the day. These nurseries bave been largely con-

. cerned.with the physical care of young chadren and can in no sense
be called nursery schools. There are algo a number of private insti:
tutions where children of preschool age attend school for a segsion
varying fr6m two to three years in length. While many of ihese
schools are .cohducting experiments.pn a scientific basis, such as the
preschool laboratory of the University of Iowa, they can not.: bé
classed as nursery schools because bf the length of the session. The
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few hours of the morning do not give enough opportunity for the
practice and study. of all the habits related to food, sleep. exerci§e,
etc. The program for a nufsery school must include 'the following:
(1) An all-day.schedule;, (2) a plant, equipment, and r6gime based
upon scientific knowledge; (3) an adequately trained teacher; (4)
mental and physical tests of all children (5) supervision and records
of mental arid physical development.

The 11ferri11-Pa1mer School, Detroit, Mich., the Bur'eau of Educa-
tional Experiments, New York, and Teachers College, New York,
are conducting experiments that have the qualifications listed above
for a nursery school.

Each one of these experiments is working out particular problems.
Mrs. Woolley, assistant director of the Merrill-Palmer School, has
this to say of the objectives of the school :

The general plan is the establishment of a nursery school for children be-
tween 2 and 5 years of age, 'mid the use öf the school as a training center for
young women students. Our little experiment, with only 30 chibiren, Is of slighl
importance unless it dewonstrates that the extension of the edui.ational s; s-
tem downward to two years, upward to include all young women in the care and
wanagument of small children, and outward to furnish assistance to mothers
in their inmatediate concrete problems, s both desirableMn(1 practicable.

Miss Elizabeth Cleveland, director of- gi rls' act i vities. i )etroit, says :
It looks forward to women better trained in the duties Of motherhood. It

may beyossible that, cooperative neighborhood nursery schools will grow up in
which the mothers themselves will be the teachers, relieving. each other of
many of the tasks that could be done for a group as well as for one i r t wo,
and leaving more time for the close edininunion between mothei.s and chihlren.
which is theirs by divine right.

A graduate of.Miss Grace Owen's school, Manchester, England. is
the teacher of this nursery school.

The Bureau of Educational Experiments, New York, states the
objectives of their nursery school experiment as follows:

We.did not set about our task of caring for children frcm 15 months to 3
years of age because of *the economic situation Jf working .or profesNion21
mothersthough this situation is distinctly a part of our problem. Our answers
are not in terms of petal or Oconomic need. Our first answer is in termg of
educational need: \We feel that the educational factors in the environment for
babies iieed study and planning as much as ang perhaps more than those in the
envpironment of older children. Our second answer is in terms of research: We
feel the need of fuller scientitk data concerning children's growthgrowth of
every sort that is measurable or observable.

All -the physical side is thoroughly Incorporated into thse nursery procedure
and thoroughly recorded. But this is not: the field where experimenting is
taking place. We' are not experimenting in diets nor in the amount of

-tlothing nor in the countless physical details to wbich we attend. We are
etperimenting in the equipment and situations which lead to muscular-Coor-
dination; to experimentation, to purposeful activities, to emotional stability.
We are %Ong for instance, the amount And kind af climbing a 2-year-old
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RINDERCARTEN EDUCATION. 395
ran do, the degree and kind of response he makes to various sense stimuli,the amount and kind of contact with other childreu and with adults that hecau bear without strain, and the kind of use he makes of his body and of allhis surroundings.

Miss Grace Owen was brought over from England by the depart-
ment Qf lower primary education, Teachers' College, to give a course
in nursery school education at the Teachers' College summer school
session of 1922. One of Miss Owen's 'graduates has been con-
ducting a " toddlers' class" in the Manhattanville day nursery since
May, 1922, and this class is used for demonstration purposes for the
students of Teachers' College.

PROBLEMS RELATING TO SCHOOL ENTRANCE AND
RETARDATION.

One of the problems of the elementary school is the reduction in
the number of failures. The largest number of failure's is in the
first grade. In the average city approximately one-fourth of the
children in the first grade have to repeat theirfirst year of school
work. The school has failed to provide conditions that will meet
the needs of children in the beginning of school life because it has
neglected to take into consideration the preschool life of the child.
An effort to make a better adjustment to school conditions has been
made by a vumber of agencies in New York City. This experiment
is described in a pamphlet entitled " Examination of Preschool Age
Children " and is issued by the health service of the Néw York
County Chapter, American Red Cross. The purpose of this experi-
ment is given in the words of Dr. Ira S. Wile, chairman of the com-
mittee on education df the Civic Club of New York:

If schools are to become thq real centers for the activities relating to the
conservation of childhood it is potent that the time of entrance into the school
system should present the strategic itriod for effective accompliishmeuts.

* The physical and mental examinations of every school child at
the time of his registration are essentials for a completely humanized system
of education.

Eight schools in congested districts in New York were selected
fyr the exiieriment. The work was done in the nionth of June
with tile children who were to enter school in September for the first
time. 'A card was sent home to the parents of these children and
contained this statement in relation to the information given : "Have
your child examined at once Dò not delay ! Start him right. The
best time to take care of a child's health is before he...enters school."

Dr. Jacob M. Sobel, of the Bureau of Child Hygiene, makes tho
following statement:

Approximately SO pet çent of, the children canvassed, either thròugh written
communication or persohal approach, were brought to tile schools. Of this
number, 75 per cent were accompanied, by their parents," and 25 peeteent by

* *
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older school children. Of the 1,061 children examined33.3 per cent werefound t;ormal and 66.7 per cent with physical defects; of the latter, 25.2 percent were children who had defective teeth as the only defect found. The ma-jority of the children examined were in the age grouping of 5 and 6 years.The study corroborates former. experiences, as regards the need of intensivework among children of the preschool age, for the correction of remediablephysical defects, particularly defects of tonsils, nasal breathing, and nutrition.It also emphasizes the fact that the public. as a whole, has not yet realizedthe importance and significance of the ill effects of physical defects at thisage, and the importance of their remedy from the statuipoint of health andschooling. During the summer months, in so far as vmditions permitted, thenurses of the Bureau of Child Hygiene made necessary home visits and en-
deavored, st) far as possible, to secure the removal of all defects found, and toextend into the homes such educational methods as Nvere warranted by the
findings. It was also agreed that the American lied Cross provide full-timedental hygiene serviee for the preschool age children examined in both theEast Harlem and Henry Street districts. The work began during the firstweek of the medical examinations in June.

In regard to the mental testing the following statements are
significant :

The work of examining 1.000 preschool age children who would enter thekindergarten or lA grade in September was undertaken by members of theNew York State Association of Consulting Psychologists in the trionth of June,
1921. These children were to attend eight different public schools. The pur-pose of the psychological examination was to place in the hands of Vimpl prin-cipals data which could be used in the silentific classification of these children.The significance of this experiment in extensive individual mental scaling isobvious to those cognizant or the possibilities of the psychological examinationof children. While the use of intelligence scales does net determine the com%plete mental status of a child, it serves as an excellent basis of initial grada-tion. The completeness of the exposition of this phase of the experimentplaces it in the category of constructive research in educational psychology.

The result of the mental testing is as follows:
The range is from less than 3 years jo over 7 years. The median age lie3in the range from 5 years to 5 years 3 months. The median age for the kinder-garten children is found in the range of 4 years G months to 4 years 9 months.For the children entering first grade the median is in the 5 years 3 monthsto the 5 years 6 months range. While none of the children examined had achronological age of less than 4 years, a large proportion of them were unableto make as high a score as the average 4-year-old child. There were 101 whofell below the 4-year level ; they ranged in mental age from 2 year;i 6 months to3 years 11 months. Practically 25 per cent »of the childretrlivere below thestandard of ability usually supposed necessary for attendance at kindergarten.On the other hand, many of the children were exceptionally capable. Twenty-four of them had a mental age of O years or more.' -TM) of them °were at least7 years old mentally. The range of mental ages of -the fir it-grade children isthe same as that of the kindergartners. Some of them are less than I yearsold mentally. Others are above 7 years. Approximately 30 per cent arebeltiw the 5-year level. There are 157, or about 28 per cent, who grade above6; of these, 15, or fiearly 3 per cent of the totaX have a mental age of more than'7 years. It It 1mpos4ible to express in figures the greatest failure of our
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40"present method of organizing classes. The habits of failure which are de-veloped when we try over and over to get a child to that which he has not theability to accomplish may be. important factors in later economic inadequacy.It is also impossible to estimate the economic loss in the case of a retardedbright cbild.
There is, however, a fairly direct measure of loss due to the present. systemin the numbe, of times we réquire children to repeat work over which they haveonce gone. Let us take the enrollment of our school district as an example.The enrollment numbered last year 13,466, and each of the eight grades had itsrepresentative. But eight years in school did not mean that a child had ad-%anced to the eighth grade. In fact, more than one-third of the pupils badbeen in school a longer time than was supposed necessary to reach their presentg:rade standing. ApproXimately 5,000 children had been compelled to repeat atleast one term's work.

397

4Let us disregard those whit) failed only once, twice, or three times, and con-sider only those who had failed four or more times. We have the followingnumbers of them: Four hundred and ninety had failetl four times; 266, fivetimes; 162, six times; 67, seven times; and SO, eight or more times.The cost of giving Instruction to a child for a term has been computed. Weknow how many dollars are required for every child for each term which hespends in Our school. Let us say that in round numbers it is $50 per year or$25 per term. Then- each repetition of a term's work by a pupil means anadditional expenditure of this amount. The expenditures for the repetitionsof the children who are now enrolled in the district 'would amount to $125.000.We must remember that we have not included those children who have failedonly once, twice, or three times. Since this is the result of one district, we canreadily realize that the annual financial loss from failures and repetitionsmust be enormous.
But the loss of confidence, the sense of failure, and the hopelessness of thesechildren are more important. Such conditions are-not measurable in dollarsand centi; but do not become less important because of that fact. It is obviousthat the children can not be at fault. Our school procedure must he. 11 pal-pably fails to meet the needs of nearly one-half of the children. To help thesituation by I wganizing classes on the basis of the ability of the children isa great step in advance. We recognize a child's capacity and then provide theenvironment Most suited to his development.
Some of the advocates of grading according to intelligence have insisted thatwe allow the bright children to make more rapid progress through the grades.If a child can do all the work of the present eight grades in four years heshould be allowed to do so. In this Contention the underlying assumption isthat the present curriculum is emtnently satisfactory and nccessary for thechild's future welfare. Therefore, it is said, the sooner a child gets the routinetraining offered in the gralies, the better will hel)e equipped for further study.But there is a possibility that a revision of the curriculum would ne worthconsideration. We know that all children can not be expected to do the requireilwork in s, or een in 10 or 12 years. Are we then to keep the Aildren whoan not do that work in 12 years at the same scheme of thing*, am we proyidefor those who can do everythiug required in 4 years? Is it not.pos'sible thata different kind of work would be better for these childrcZn? And is- it notPossible that even for the brightest children..a modification of the schedulemight be worth while? Jt seems to us thaTIVe tAight answer in the affirmative.The children need a rkher, nior diverse course of study if they are capableof doing the required work in less than the schedule time. If they have notthe ability to carry on the regular assignments, they need a modification ofthem; they 1 an adaptation of their aptitudes, potentialities, and possiblefunctions In t ter years ot their lives.
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This notable experiment in New York City suggests Miss MeMil-
Ian's prophecy of the effect of the nursery school on traditional
education:

It will prove that this welter of disease and misery in which we live, and
which makes the doctor's service loom bigger than the teacher's. can be swept
away. It Will make the heavy walls, the terrible gates, the hard playground,
the sunless classroom look monstrous, as they are. will gR.e teachers a
chance. The arrival of thousands of beautiful and strong children will break
down the gates. Through the awful and grim corridors the light of joy as well
as youth will pass.

On the problem of -schbol. entrance, Doctor Gesell, of Yale Uni-
versity, says :

The problems of preschool hygiene and of school entrance are Inseparable
awl both in turn inseparable from the kindergarten.. The whole mutter of
school entrance is, in the last analysis, one of hygiene. It should be condi-
tioned primarily by standards of health and development and should be regu-
lated by a policy of medical oversight and educational observation.

,

Instead
of unceremoniously and haphazardly admitting three millions of children and
failing one-fourth of our first graders at the end of the school year. we shouhl
gradually reorganize the kindergarten and the primary school in such a way
that the school beginner will be under systematic, purposeful observation.
This means a gradual relaxation of our present zeal to teach him and the sub-
stitution of a much more wholesome solicitude, namely, one to safeguard his
health and to understand his psychology. In the first grade all gives way to
a hasty eagerness to instruct him to read and write. Even in the kindergarten
we are in danwr of forgetting Iiioebel's suggestion: " Wouldst thou lead the
child?... . . OINerve him and he will show you what to do." Such a policy
of intelligetit-observation of the children is not Incompatible with the program
of tli progressive kindergarten of taday. It simply gives to these programs
a double trend, one which is educative and another .. which is interpretnative.
Such a policy will inevitably lead to a hygienic rationalization. of school en-
trance. The kindergarten will become the recruiting station and the develop-
ment battalion of our vast school army.

Not only is the kindergarten becoming recognized as an important
factor in the control of school entrance, but two recent studies show
that the kindergarten tends to reduce retardation in the grades.
In nine of the public schools in Louisville, Ky.. a study has been
made *-:t1 'the effect of kindergarten training in the primary and
upper grades. R. J. Bell, principal of the F. T. Salisbury School,

O

*makes this report:
The records compiled represent 3,064 nonkindergarten children and 1,497

a kindergarten-trained children from nine of the Louisville, Ky., public schools,
all of which are listed below, showing by schools a percentage comparison of .

the points under consideration. The percentage of failure among kindergarten
pupils is in all schools very much lower than-among nonkindergarten
It is also &own in the table that the per cpnt of retardation in all of the schools
is much lower among the kindergarten group than it is in the nonkindergarteu
giOup, while the reverse condition prevails with regard to acéeleration. In
consideration of initiative and responsiveness the results obtained in each case
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HINDERGART+ EDUCATION.

are favorable to the kindergarten group, except in the cases of School No. 2,
where the kindergarten children are 1.1 per cent lower in responsiveness than
the nonkindergarten children. It seems clearly demonstrated in the foregoing
that kindergarten training seems to reduce failure, retardation, and with-
drawal and at the same time to increase the possibilities of promotion, accelera-
tion, Initiative, and responsiveness. The effects of kindergarten training as
shown by the investigation above prove conclusively tl.at he broader the ex-
perience gotten early in life the, more certain is the child to remain interested
and active in his school work and the more capable he will be in the inaugurf1-
tion of problems of his own. He is less liable to fail of promotion and is more
likely to remain one of a group of accelerated or normal children. He will re-
spond more readily to situations confronting the class and indivithial child and
will manifest greater initiative to the creation of situations or the elucidation
of conditions.

RECOMMENDATIONS IN SURVEYS IN REGARD TO THE
KINDERGARTEN.

In a survey of the New Bedford schools, Dr. Silulding, of Yale
University, has published a study of the influence of kindergarten
training on advancement through the grades. He states that 49.4
per cent of the pupils reaching the sixth grade within strictly nor-
maI age had entered school in the kindergarten. Of the childrep
lvho were retarded one year or more, only 17.6 per cent had started
in the kindergarten. Dr. Spaulding says:

Comparatively late entrance unquestionably handicaps New Bedford children
from the very start; a study of the figures indicates that this handicap aver-
ages approximately a year. And the handicap continues throughout the
school life of the children, with all its serious effects on the extent of their

.edtwntion and their continuance in school into the higher ,grades and the
high school.

Dr. Spauldirig not only considers the 'kindergarten a means of
redmcing retardation but also stresses the importance of kindergarten
training for foreign children. He says:

Assuming that all .children whose native tongue is'English speak the lan-
guage well on entering itchool, over 00 per cent of the New Bedford children
begin their school careers with serious language handicaps, Ruch as the
children of communities largely English speaking do not suffer. The kinder-
garten Is the best place to begin the removal of these language handicaps.
Probably more cari be ac.complished in this during a kindergarten year than
iu any subsequent year. This initial achievement gives the child of f2reign
parentage something like a fair start.

Dr. Spaulding recommends that the kindergarten age be lowered
to 41. years or 4 years, and that systematic efforts be made to enroll
all children in kindergartens as a preparation for entering the first
grade.

In a survey of the schools of Augusta, Me., Dr. Alexander Inglis,
of Harvard University, commends the provision made by.the school
official? for kindergarten education, but suggesN that it would be
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a great advantage if all children who enter thhirst grade are givenkindergailen trainiñg. In a recent study of retardation in theschools of Washington, I). C., it is recommended that kindergartensbe established for all children of 5 years of age as one means ofsolving the problem. In Minneapolis children are required tohave at least one quarter in the kindergarten before entering tIifirst grade. ,Jn exceptional cases this rule may Ile modified by theassistant superintendent in charge of primary grades two recom-mendatlon of the principal of the school.
The following recommendations ere made by Dr. Thomas Alex-vander, of George Peabody Teachers' College, Nashville, Tenn., ina survey of the schools of Shreveport, La.:
Kindergartens should be gradually established as an integral part of theShreveport system. upon vote f the board of education. Teachers who havehad kindergarten-primary tritining should ahme be employed. The kinder-often an first grade shouhl be closely arliculated. The transition film.'kindergarten to first grade should be natural and easy --made so by modifi-cation of the subject matter and methods of the primary gtades so as toconform 'more in fundamental principles to some modern theory of educationa course based upon instincts, interests, and experience of childhood. Thereshould be fewer children per teacher in the kindergarten,
Dr. La Rue, ,head of the department of education of the EastStroudsburg State Normal School, in a survey of the schools ofionesdale, Pa., also emphasizes the broader Wining of the kinder-garten teacher. Ile says:

The teacher employed should he one who knows ma only the essentials ofkindergarten. pr-actke hut of primal.). grade work as well. She and the first-grade teacher should regardthems(4es as mutual caretakers of the childrenwho nre undertaking the tirst two years of school work and, classify them fie-.cordifFly. -Under prer,ent conditions every 6-year-old v,ho enters must beginthe reading exercises imuie(liately. This is unfortunaTe, for some 6-year-ohis-are not ready to read. For some time longer they need the kind of educationthat comes through systemattved play and handwork. Promotkin from kinder-garten to first grade should be deterinined chiefly by these two ages, physio-logical age as revealed by the condition and action of the various bodily sys-tems and mental age as revealed by responses to standardized exercises.
Under the caption " Wby have a kindergarten? " br. La Rue writes'.a,follows;
So far as the development of the pupil is concerned, the kindergarten isprobably cornjucted more socially, Lenny, naturally, Lind skillfully thanany other part of the °school system frfwi first grade through the university.lt makes play equals .of tikose whom caste would keiT apart ; but the educa-tional environment makes them equals on a high level, not at all 114 the low-level equals of the street. Further, its protective and fostering value are largeand varied 1.protects the pupil's health and practices him in the habits ofhealth ; it prMets his language from Warping, contaminating Influences, andmakes correct hinguage common instead of uncommon; bestof all, perhaps, itprotects his emotions from the regressive tendency toward anger, self-feeling,susPiclon, isolation, sullenness, and nervousness, and rosters wiod nature, open-mindedness, sociability, selfconfidence, cheerfulness, and the habit of beinghappy.
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In 1920 a survey was made of the whools ill Baltimore, Md. One
of the recommendations was the extension Of kindergartens. Since
the survey 25 kindergartens have been opened and the hoard of edu-
cation has derided upon opening 10 new kindergartens every year.
In surveys made in Wihningeon, Del., Wheeling, W. Va., and Sparta,
Wis., recommendations were made to make the kindergarten an inte-.gral part (Are public-school s....;tein.

THE KINDERGARTEN AT THE PAN-PACIFIC EDUCATIONAL
CONFERENCE.

Because of the contrilmtion that the kindergarten has made in the
solving of the race question in the schools of 'Hawaii it was given an
important place on the program of the Pan-Pacific Educational Con-
ference held in Honolulu, August, 1921. The only official woman
delegate from the United:States represented kindergarten education.
One session was given entirely to the elementary school and there
wer three speakers on the subject of kindergarten education. These
speal rs represented the InternationaLKimlergarten Union, the Free
Kinde garten Association of Hawaii, and the Bureau of Education,
In eight different addresses, given Ly delegates of other nfttions and
bv delegates from the United States, thekindergarten was recognized
as an integral part of schoo'. iducatim.
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CHAPTER XVT.
THE SOCIAL' STUDIES IX CIVIC ERUCATION.

By EDGAR DAWSON.
:0*Drportmcnt of lliRtory 'and Political Reirnee, IluntrVolleueVrir York, N. Y.

.

CONTENTs.IntroductionThe Pennsylvania program Conittnation emu...Los-4'10es andthe teaching of gpvernment History in the schoolsThe civic virtuesThe out-'
look for the social studies.

e INTRODUCTION.

Twenty-five years vo " history and civics " was the term generally
applie(1 to the efforts of the schools to explain man eiti society. The
amount of civics in ihe cond)infition is indicated by the fact jhat
ale committee of seven of the American Historical AssociatiO,
reporting in 1898 ot the study of history .in the schools, recom-
mended' that civil goverwnent be taught. only in hv course. in
American history in grade 12, the last year of the high school.

During the quarterlçentury Ance *tit date there has been a grow-
ing; tendency to set ;up ,sepairte courses in the various subjects
Which have been .dev'eloped in the universities. The advocates of
these subjects have felt it to be their duty to urge thai the disci-
plines for which they stood be given' recognition in the curricula
at, least of the high schools if not further down in the system.
time went on separate courses were offered in civics, economics, sod-
ology, and various combinations of these subjects. .

A. a reaction agairist this tendency, not only in tilt; fierd no4r.
under consideration but in others as well, the educairtr§ who has+
been responsible for the organization of the curriculutii have movea
in the direction of grouping the work of the high school, undesi
some such captions as the following: English, foreign languagi,
mathematics, science, practical ails, and social studies. The tenta
" social studies" has çome into use during the past.decNte to aes4-
nate the contributions made to..school teaching by the fields of hist*,
government, economics, sociology, and geography.

In an effort to express the unifying prinAple of the group called
" so'cial studies," a commission of scholars represen g 144 of the
special subjects involved have just issued the followifig temenf :

The, organization of the social studies in the schools should e mined
by the puipose for which those studies are Introduced. Their purposp is to
enable our youths to realize what it means to live In soclety,, to Hppreelate
how people have lived and do li've together, and to understand the conditl4iis
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essenthil to'living together weft to the sod that our youth may develop such
abilities, inclination and Meals, as miff qualify them to take tui intelligent
and effective part in an evolving society.

It is not practicable, with the statistical information now at hand,
to give a definite and detailed account of the present condition of the
social studies in the schools. It is possible, however, to point out
the main currents of opinion and to illustrate_ the directions in which
these currents are running.

Toward the end of the nineteenth 'century three conunittges of the
American Historical Associationthe committees of seven, of five,
and of eightmade careful studies of the then educational situa-
fion and recommended courses of study covering both elementary
and secondary graSs. These reports still exert considerable influ-
ence in a large majority of the schools of the country. Most of the
textbooks in history have been written and the college- entrance
examinations in history and civics have been set with a view to the
courses recommended by them.

Later came the movement- for the junior high school, which prom-
ised to change the character of the work that should be done in grade
9. ith this movement came the community civics idea, and the
growing demand that more civics, ec.onomicg, geography, and soci-
ology be offered. To meet these. new conditions, the Commission on
the Reorganization of Secondary Education of the National Educa-
tion Association appointed a committee on social studies in secondary
education. This committee, reporting in 1916 through Bulletin 28
of the Bureau of Education, offered a course of study for grades 7
to 12, inclusive. The report does not offer as definitely finished
courses as did the committees of the American Historical Association ;

its authors chose rather 'to suggest and illustrate the principles on
which new courses should be built up. The report was, in fact, a
preliminary one published to secure dikussion.

These two sets of recommendations are,competing now, in friendly
rivalry, for recognition by curriculum makers and textbook writers.
It may be that. a movement is gradually developing from the peparate
courses in history to a compc*ite courie in the social studies somewhat.
in line with the recommendations of the report of the committee on
social studies. Two events have recently occurred which will illus-
trate the situation concretely. One is the publication of a 12-year
course in the social studies for the State of Pennsylvania. The other
is a set of recommendations made to the College Entrance Examina-
tion Board on the examinations to be set in history and civics. The
description of the first is taken from the December, 1922, issue of
.The HistoriCal Outlook. It was prepared by Dr. J. Lynn Barnard,
of the State department of public instruction, and an activf member
of the committee on social studies in secondary education.

vb.
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SOCIAL STUDIES IN CIVIC EDUCATION. 406

THE PENNSYLVANIA PROGRAM,.

L gOME FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES.

This 12-year program has as its aim the training of the pupils in practicalgood citizenship, rather than the mere accumulation of facts for possiblefuture use. It would define citizenship ais participation In community life; andby community is meant any group, be it large or small, be if sucial, industrial,religious, fraternal, educational, or political.
It recognizes the fact that citizenship is a life process, a life experience. andthat all are citizens. It believes that traiffing in citizenship, in cooperativegroup life, must be like the training in English, inuous and cumulativethrtughout the 12 years of school life. From this standpoint the history andsocial science of the high school are not simply specialized studies, to be takenonly as electives; they are a vital part of the making 'of intelligent, qualifiedcitizensthe only justification of the tax-supported public-school system.
This program insists that history and sOcial science are of coordinate rankand importance; the one giving us a perspective as to how mankind has slowlyand painfully learned to lead the group life; the otber giving us a sort of cross-lection view of how man is now leading the group life, through the various

organizations and activities that together constitute present-day civilization.
Further, there is distinct recognition of the various psychological stages

through which our young, tizens are passing, with corresponding adaptation
of both content and metho

And finally, the impossibility of securing satisfactory results through the
usual reciting-to-the-teacher method is accepted as beyond question. While
the teaching process must be variedothe main dependence for success must be
placed on the problem-project method, and on the constant breaking up of the
'class into smaller groups for the preparation of assigned work. The uncom-.
promising nailed-to-the-floor desks muit give way to comfortable chairs properly
equipped for student use, supplemented in junior and senior high school by
sniall tables around which the small groups can gather. In short, the class-
room for social studies must liTecome a laboratory, with book-laboratory equip-
ment and resources. This iihange is fundamental and not a mere device as
some would have us believe. It is an integral part of the school's training
in cooperative democracy.

11. A TW FLIT -1- EAR PROOR A M.

The schedule propo.led for the State course is as follows: is

A. Elementary school.
1. History.

(a) Grades 1-3.
Part T. Anniversary days.
Part II: Indians, Esquimftux, cliff dwellers, early man.e

Tree dwellers, cave dwellers, sea people, pastoral people.
(b) Grades 4 and 5Stories of American history.
(c) Grade 6European background.

2. Civics:
(a) 'Grades 1-6----Civic virtues (morals and manners).
(b) drades 8-ql Community cooperation.
(a) Grade 6Vocational coopeiatiou.
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B. Junior high school.
. History:

(a) Grade 7.2Un1ted States history.
2. Sodal science:

(a) Grade 8 Community civics.
(b) Grade Economic civics.

C. Senior high school.
History:

(a) Grade 10European history.
(b) Grade.11American history.

2. Social science: .

(a) Grade 12 Problems of democracy.
Ifistory.In the history of the first two grades the emphasis is placed on

the Indian, both because he lends himself so easily to expression work and
because he forms a sort of iialf-Awy approach to early man, taken up in the
third grade.

The third and fourth grades are planned to contrast primitive man
under primitive conditions with civilized man under primitive conditions.
In the one the progress is slt!w and painful, as man learns to lead the group
life. In the.other the progress is rapid and comparatively pleasureful. The
difference spells civilizationcommunity cooperation the group life. Grade
5 is a continuation .of grade 4.

Grade (1 has three purposes: To fills In the break between grades 3 and 4; to
orient the young citizen; to form a background for the work Of grade 7.

American history is covered three times, but in different fashion each time:
Grades 4 and 5, in story form; grade 7, consecutive, but dealing only with
the simpler aspects of our country's.. history ; grade 11, topkal-chronological,
dealing with the maturer phases and problems of American history.

European history is covered twice: In the sixth grade, sin story form; in
the 10th grade, as a world survey, with steadily increasing emphasis as recent
times are approached.

Throughout all the history study of the junior and senior high school con-
stant use is made, first, of the " approach" to each topic, which ties the
topic to the live interest of the pupil; 43econd, of comparisons and interrela-
tionships; third, of committee work in the solving of the various problems
presented, care being taken to touch only the high spots.

Truncand historywhether the part reserved for Itudy Is the se-called
"ancient" or the so-called " modern" historyis not a part of the P.ennsyl-
vania program of citizenship training. To be eftective, the story of human
prOgressia how man has learned to cooperate with his tellowmanmust
begin where the story itself begins and end where it ends. With the problem
method and committee reports, this becomes feasible; with the formal recita-
tion and the inclusion of petty detail it.is next to impossible:

The "civic virtues" of the elementary civics are so planned as to aid in the
formation of right social habits during the impressionable early years. The
value of habit as a constraining influence with young citizens and with older
ones is carefully kept in mind.

The "community-cooperation" of the intermediate grades is intended to
show the service rendered by ihe people !tround as; how dependent we are on
that service; how interdependent we all are, -due to our highly specialized
vocational life; how this int4rdependence Is ma4e possible only through coop-
eratlon ; and finally,' how Aperative good citizenship necessitates the ex-
emplification by each citizen of the Civic virtues already greased.

I
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"Community civics" discloses to the young adolescent how the elements ofcivic welfare are secured through community organization; that is, throughorganized community cooperation. Having reached the orranization (the"gang spirit") stage the pupils are ready to become interested not only inactivity, but also in the organization back of the activity. However, care istaken to follow the order of interest of the pupil; namely, from activity toorganization and then to legal powers. The end of civic instruction being civicactivity, the young citizens of the class are helped to dtscover how they them-selves may cooperate in some organized fashion, for example: Health Crusad-ers; Safety Patrol; Junior Civic League; Junior Red Cross.
The vkcational-economic civics of the ninth year has a twofold aim. Thevocational civics discusses the nature of occupations, the qualities and train-,

n.ing for advancement, the social service to be rendered, and the busi-ness ethics involved. The economic civics Is a sort of elementary economies,or business civits, with a more general discussion of how wealth is produced,consumed, and exchanged.
Where time Is to be found for European history in the second half of theninth year, either of these semester courses may be taken without -file other.The course in problems of democracy is based on the proposition that youngpeople face problems not sciences, bq that they must go to the social sciencesfor explanations and wssible solutions of these problems. It is also based onthe notion that there ure certain fundamental concepts (described in the sylla-bus) with which every intelligent adult citizen must be acquainted, and thatthese concepts should be taught not directly as topics in themselves, but indi-rectly along with the problems under discussion.'
This culminating study in the social science program is primarily intendedto train our upper high-school students in how to investigate, to reason, tocompare, to judge. It is expected to train in power and initiative. As a by-product, it lays a foundation in the social sciences both for those who go tocollege and for those whose academic education ends with the high school.The stand is taken that the public secondary. schoolthe " people's collegehas no right, from a social standpoint, to send young men and women out intothe world lacking specific training in the problems of American democracythe problems whose solution will soon be in their hands. Longer to side-stepthis all-important function of the high school is to " reap the whirlwind."

REPORT TO THE COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD.
In November, 1922, the College Entrance Examination Board re-

ceived a report from a commission which the board had directed toprepare a revisicm of ¡he definition of history and civics requirements.This report recommends that but four examination papers be set bythe board in- the social studies, as follows: History AAncient
history; History BEuropean history; Histery CEnglish history ;
History DAmerican history (with or without civil government).

Instead of ¿laving three separate papers in American history and civil govern-ment, the commission recommends a single paper provided with a group of
questions,from which the candidates who are offering civil government would
chgose in place of from dlitt of the history groups on the paper.

The commission was ünanIrnou4tj1nion that the separate examination
paper in civil goverAsept, giving one-lialf a point of credit for college entrance,
should be omitted lt was not alone the ilia that a very few students prompt
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this subject for entrance that led the commission to its decision, but also the
conviction that it was not wise to encourage the study of civics in the high
schools apart from the history instruction. Setting a separate paper in civics,
the commission felt, would tend to the slighting of American history, and
perhaps to the encouragement of an undue emphasis on tile- formal side of
government. " Civics" has come to mean two very different things of late:
On the one hand, it is considered as the study of the structure and operation
of the government, local, State, or National; and, on the other hand, It Is
made an exercise in the duties and responsibilities of citizenship. It is the
former of these definitions which the examination papers in civics recognize,
whereas our textbooks (generally for grades far lower than the fourth year
of high school) are increasingly emphasizing the " " aspect of civics.
The time may come when qualified instructors and adequate textbooks shall
furnish high-school students with a course in civics worthy to be made the
subject of examination for entrance into college. But until there is more
progress made toward that end than at present it seems unwise to set a
separate paper in civics.

While this report of the commission on college entrance require-
ments has been severely attacked by those who call it reactionary,
this mùch at least can be said in its defense. 'Under the still very
strong influence of the reports of the committee of seven and the
committee of five of the American Historical Association, to which
the report harks back (more closely to the former which was made -
in 1898) , a great majority of the schools organized mainly to prepare
for college give the courses for which the commission propeoses ex-
aminations; and -a large number of public high. schools, even in the
Middle West and West, still work under this program. It is true
that the college board carries some burden of responsibility because
of the influence it can wield, but its officers would probably say that
its duty is to examine in the work offered rather than to determine
what work shall be done.

There are no satisfactory statistics available for the whole country
in all of the social studies, but svlile Mr. H. H. Moore's investiga-
tion through two questionnaires, two years apart, shows a rapid
increase in the amount of economics, sociology, and the newer type
of civics taught, it is pretty clear that the course called American
history and civics (but containing very little civics) is still the mast
populaecourse. A good second run§ ancient history, with mediaeval
and modern Europe a j)oor third, and English history far in the rear.

THE SECOND COMMITTEE OF EIGHT.

It may be useful to present here for comparison with the Penn-
sylvania program another 12-year course of study. This course is
important for two reasons. First, it runs so nearly parallel with
the recommendations of the committee on social studies of the Na-

111Pr tional Education Association that joint meetings of the bodies mak-
ing the two reports found °little to differ about;. and second, it was

.
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prepared by a committee of the American Histprical Association and
shows the progress in that body under the influence of changing
conditions. The summary of the committee's recommendations,
given below, was contributed by its chairman to the June, 1919, num-
ber of The Historical Outlook. It seems more useful to offer this
definite outline than to summarize the report of the committee on
social studies, for the !vas& that, since the report is a body of tenta-
tive and alternative suggestions, a brief abstract is almost certain to
misrepresent the intentions of its ItIlers. The summary of the
recommendations of the second coninWee of eight follows:

THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL-GRADES 1-6.

This course begins in the community and ends in the community and draws
at every stage upon the pupil's experience in 'the community. It embraces two
units or cycles.

CYCLE I. THE MAKING OF THE COMMUNITY.

Grade 2. The making of- the community. Frotn a simple study of changes
now visibly in progress the pupil is léd back to the days of Indian occupation.
He learns what Indians are like, how they lived, and some of the stories which
they told about themselves; how the white men came, how they lived in pioneer
days, and some of the grElat changes since. The story at no point leaves the
commtlnity.

CYCLE II. THE MAKING OF THE UNITED STATES.
V

A few facts of primary significance In the development of the United States
are selected and so arranged as to form a simple but connected stori. At the
end provision is made for a study of how we are governed today. This work
Is designed to begin in the third grade and to cOntinue through the sixth grade,
as follows:

41110P

Grade 8.How Europeans found our C9ni1nent and what they did with it.
Some fundamental problems of discovery, exploration, and settlement are here
illustrated.

Grade 4.How Englishmen became Americans, 1007-1783.
Grade 5. -The United States, 1783-1877.
Grade 6.The United States since 1877 (half year). How we are governed

today (half year).
For schools that may wish to begin history later than the second grade a

rearrangement of this cycle is recommended. The special syllabus for these
grades, which is to accompany the final report, will develop the methodology
of the subject. Detailed provision will also be made for adequate civic and
moral instruction in each grade.

CYCLE IlL THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL ( GRADES 7-9 )AMERICAN HISTORY
IN ITS WORLD SETTING.

This will constitute a third wait, or cycle, designed to form a logical and
psychological development of the work given in the elementary grades. A
few facts of primary significance in the development of human civilization are'
selected and so arranged as to form a simple but connected story. Our own
country is here treated as a part of the world whole, but with ipecial empha

a,
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sis upon our own contributions and problems. This work is designed for
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades, and is divided as follows:

Grade 7.The world before 1607, and the beginnints of American history,
Including the building of the Spanish Empire in the New World, the basis of
the present group of Latin-American Republics.

Grade 8.The world, since 1607, viewed in relation to the evolution and
expanding world influence of the United States. Treatment is to take account
of civic problems, but to emphasize especialV the economic and social features
of our his-tory'up to recent times.

Grade 9.Community and national activities. This course combines recent
economic and social history with commercial geography and civics

For those pupils of the ninth grade who expect to complete the senior high
school, th. committee recommends as an alternative to the above, a courso in
the progress of civilization from earliest times to about 1650.

CYCLE IV. SENIOR HIGH SCII0OL (GRADES 10-12) THE MODERN WORLD.

This fourth unit or cycle for pupils who are about to function as active
citizens on a rather high plane of political and social intelligence, will con-
sist of the following year courses:

Grade /0.--Progress toward world democracy, 1650 to the present. This
win 'be a study mainly of European history, hut with some attention also to
the rest of the non-American world.

The emphasis will he upon political movements and political reorgayzations.
But the explanations of these will be sought in economic changes, in inventions,
discoveries, and social regroupings, as well as in the leadership of great
personages and theinfluence of critical or constructive ideas.

Grade 1111The above course will form the background for a study in the
same spirit of United States history during the national period, with emphasis
on a list of topics to be selected for special treatment, and with critical com-
parisons with institutions and with tendencies in other countries.

Grade 12.Soc1al, economic, and political principles and problems.

COMBINATION COURSES.

One of the noteworthy tendencies in the evolution of the social
studies is that which leads to breaking down the traditional lines
of specialization, so far as the schools are concerned, and the set-
ting up of courses which offer combinations of elements taken from
several subject&

The committee on social studies, in its report of 1916, recom-
mended for the work of grade 7 a combination of history, geography,
and civics, as one of the alternative possibilities; and it urged through-
out its report the necessity for looking upon the three years of each
cyclejunior and senior high-sch6o1 Cycles----as one cumulative course
of study.

The course in problems of democracy, which this committee recom-
mended as the capstone of its curriculum, carries the subtitle " Eco-
nomic, Social, Political." The basic principle of it is that the teacher
will take up one public problem after another and discuss it in the

;
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light of the best available scientific knowledge. ra wing from the fieldsof history, economics, sociology, political science, and geography.In justification of its proposal that such a c6mbination course be
^set up, the committee argues as follows (p. 53 of the report) :

A Justifiable opinion prevails that the principles of economics are of suchfundamental importance that they shouhl find a more definite place in high-school instruction than is customary. Courses in economics are accordinglyappearing in high-school curriculums with increasing frequency. To a some-what less degree. and with (wen less unanimity as to nature of content, theclaims of sociology are being pressed. A practical difficulty is presented bythe resulting complexity of the course of study. The advocates of none of thesocial sciences are willing to yield wholly to the others, nor is It justifiable fromthe standpoint of the pupil's social education to limit his instruction to onefield of social science to the exclusion of others. The most serious difficulty,however. Is that none of the social sciences, as developed and organized by thespecialists, is adapted to the requrrements of secondary education. and all at-tempts to adapt them **to such requirements have been obstructed by tradition,as in the case of history.

The practice of combining subjects was not new with this com-mittee, however. The committeruf seven recommended that. historyand civil government, be taught iogether in grade 12; the committeeof eight recommended that civics be combined with history in grades
5 to 8, the proportion of civics gradually increasing; and fhe com-mittee of five recommended that the history courses in grades 9 to 12give adequate attention to economic, social, and political conditions.It is manifest that a trained teacher can not give adequate attention
to economic conditions, for example, without shedding on them thelight, of such knowledge of sound economic science as he has at his
command and thus teaching some economics. It is only fair to say,
however, that these committees would have denied that it is wise totry to teach economics in the schools; they would have said that
these recommendations bear on the selection of facts to be taught.
But they at least spoke for such teaching of economics in the schoolsas seemed to them at that time to be possible, and the teaching of itwith history and.government.

Nearly all recommendations made in the. past decade to guidethe maker of socifl stUdies curricula provide for the combination
course for grade 12 at least. While the axe of the specialist naturally
appears to be ground when the detailed content of the combination
course comes up for consideration, the political scientists, sociolo-
gists, historians, geographers, and economists have all directly or
indirectly, througli4.their committees, accepted the principle of a
combination of subjects in grade 12 if not lower down in the schools.Even in the lower division of the college, the tendency toward
combination courses in, the social studies has been felt. The bulletinof the American Association of University Professors for October,

1
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1922, offers a list of 14 leading institutions of higher learning such
as Amherst, Columbia, Dartmouth, Leland Stanford, Missouri, and
Williams, where courses are offered in which the lines of 'specializa-
tion have been broken down'. In speaking of a college course not
dissimilar in purpose from the problems of democracy réferred to
above, the report says:

The endeavor to give the student a stimulating and intelligent interest in
the main human problems of the present day is of very great importance
* * it And we believe that IL course in which this is dominant should be
given at the earliest practicable point in the undergraduate curriculum.

Many thoui,rht fill educators are concerned !estate useful movem"ent

to break down the too rigid separation of subjects run to the ex-
treme of ignoring the scientific content which fite university study
of the subjects can contribute to the school curriculum. They. claim
that, the courses in current events illuerate this danger; for, they
claim, a useful device which might be proprly used to awaken the
attention of the pupil is permitted to constitute the body of in-
struction. Only, the future can show whether our educational sys-
tem is strong enough to introduce a moderate reform without going

radical and superficial extremes. We have no facts yet which
show what the results will be.

CIVICS AND THE TEACHING OF GOVERNMENT.

One of the dangers inherent in the present movement toward com-
bination courses is the omission from them of some important ele-
ment. This danger is one of the reasons why specialists oppose the
progress of this movement so persistently. At least since the day of
the committee of five, those who would like to see some Attention
given to the teaching of government have insisted that civics be kept
separaie from history. They say that they take this position because
civics always turned out to be ,mere constitutional history or less
when the two subjects were combined.

In some cases the pendulum has swung from the memorizing of
paragraphs in the Federal Constitution to what a distinguished
sociologist has called " the forensic exchange of ignorant opinion "

about such matters as divorce or the trusts. Teachers who frankly
say that they have never studied goverptneni and have no wish to
teach it are assigned classes in commimity civics or problems of
democracy and are told to train their pupils in the principles of good'
citizenship. Placed in so impossible a position, what could be more
natural than for them to go back to memoriiing constitutional &-
tails, if their pupils are to be examined in these; or to the " social-
ized " discussion of newspaper headlines if they are not to be

examined by any extramural authority I
it
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Lest this lamentation seem pessimistic beyond the facts, let au-thority speak for itself. The State department of public instructionrecently caused a survey to be made of tN1 schools of one of ourlargest citiesa city where civics has been given exceptional atten-t ion. The report on the survey says: " The weakest single spot in thesocial studies is the failure to deal with political organization andproblems. The organization of the city and State is almost whollyneglected." This is no indictment of the particular teacheit in-volvéd ; it is an indictment of our educational system, for conditionsare worse iv most other quarters in this regard than in the city whichwas surveyed.

When the commission of theiCollege Entrance Examination Board,referred to above, undertakes to say that. " the study of civil gov-. ernment should include analysis of the Constitution of the UnitedStatesthe i;()wers, organAtion, and functions of the Federal GOV-ernment, the relations between the States and the Federal Govern-ment, and the general nature and extent of the powers reservedto the States "it becomes responsible for the omission of importantitems from the list it offers. It says that " -hie attention should hepaid to the policy of the United States in foreign affairs, tariff,banking, civil service, trusts, conservation of natural resòurces, capi-tal and labor, immigration, and other present-day problems."But for' the fact that the report specifies " policy of the UnitedStates" One might suppose that, " other present-day problems"cover such items of political orgaftization as municipal ho-me rule,the short ballot, the ,consolidation of State administrative organs,city nianager charters, and the like. These problems of govern-ment are far simPler and more teachable than such economic con-cepts as capital, labor, tariffs, and trusts; scholarly opinion on themis united and definite; even political parties differ on them so lit-tle that two New York statesmenone an ex-governor and theother a governorof different political, parties, stumped the Statetogether to awaken interest in them; yet, they are omitted from ourteaching, as anyone can learn who will examine a beginning collegeclass in government.

HISTORY IN THE SCHOOLS.

The conservative educator is concerned lest effective teaching ofhistory be weakened through the present 'tendency toward combina-tion courses and emphasis on emotional dycussion of current social
problems, not to say the philosophy of the nevispaper headline. Hpcalls attention to the extreOst who would substitute for the studyof man's development. a random readipg in the backgrAnd of such

-;mc.fr-tiiifiatters as are mentioned in the daily paper;
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Ignoring the extremist whio would drive real history Out of the
schools, attention may properly be diredod here to one issue which.

. is dividing practical educators into pretty dçfinite camps. This
issue may be expressed as follows: Is it worth while to attempt to
cover the outlines of li.. tory in a. one-year course.? Expressed differ-
ently: Since it. is like y dot the averilge pupil can be' required to
take only one year of non-American history in the high school, is he
likely to derive more benéfit from studying the history of one period
than from an effort to see man's progress from the beginning.?
Some historians will say that this latter stateent. begs the question
at once, for they believe that it is impossible for the high-school
*pupil to be brought iu One year to see man's progress from the be-
ginning. In support of this position they recall to memory the dis-
carded and discredited courses Previously offered in general history.

The following facts seem to bear on the problem: Grade 12 seem
to be destined to the study of political, economic, and social problems
or some of these in gome combination or arrangemeni. The junior
high schobl seems to be on its way to adoption, leaving only, three
years in the senior high school. It is fairly certain that, one year in
any social-study program will be given .mainly to American history.
Grade 10 is left to serve as an introduction in the following arrange-

ment : Grade 10Non-American history; grade 11American
history chiefly; grade 12Problems of democracy. The junior
high-school course in social §tudies seems likely to grow up around
a similar outlinegrade 1 presenting a problem similar to that/ ---
presented by grade 10. ,

H. G. Wells has given considerable stimulus to the demand
that 3;oung people be exposed to the optimistic philosophy which may
be derived from a study of what the evolutionist claims is- man's
upward progress from the brute. The new Pennsylvania program
recognizes no " truncated history." Its authors would probably say
that the two years of history in the senior Ngh school must constitilte
one cumulative course, and that it must begin with the beginning of
what we know about man in the world and end with an accoimt of
the present conditions of man. Nhey*would not recognize high-school
courses, junior or senior, in " modern," " medieval " or " ancient "
history. .

The sociologists seem pretty well united against truncated history,
insisting that the work of grade 10 be comprehensive. The second
committee of eight of the American Historical Association accepts
most of the foregoing argument for a two-year course in history for
either high school; for the junior high school it provides that grades
7 and 8 shall cover the *hole story of man, including American
history, dividing the w9rk assigned to the two grades at the year

h4 .
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1607; but in the senior high school 't, proposes that the work ofgrade 10 begin with 1650.

Most of the statements for and against the possibility or desir-ability of certain types of history courses are dogmatic. When theydo not proceed, from mere subjective impressions they are based onthe most. casual observation of teaching in different schools whereconditions are so likely to be different that no scientifically trainedperson would claim for a moment that. proof one way or the otherresults. What is sorely needed ig-some controlled tests of what canbe done with each type of course in circumstapces that tire kept con-stant enough for definite jud-gment. If this can not be undertaken,it would seem wiser for us to give less rein to .our dogmatism. Itmay be that one kind of history course is as good as another if itis taught by a well-trained and enthusiastic teacher; Ind it may wellbe that no history course is worth the pupil's time unless it is sotaught.
THE CIVIC VIRTUES.

While the secondary schools are being organiarto give currencyto the scientific principles on which a desirable social order maybe developed, attention is also being given to a still more funda-mental condition prtcedent to real democratic life.
The twelve-year proram for the Pennsylvania schools providesthat the children in each of the six elementary grades shall be trainedin such civic virtues as obedience, truthfulness, fair play, reverence,self-control, thrift, and an appreciation of the spirit of cooperation.Other cities, as widely distributed as Los Angeles, Cincinnati, andNew York, have programs in which Attention is given to the ethicaland moral foundation on which all efforts at democratic life muststand. The most convenient statement of the present status of thiseffort is probably to be found in Bulletin 18, 1,), pf the UnitedStates Bureau' of Education, by Hannah M. 1Iarri of the Hyannis;Mass., State Normal School. The title of the bulletin is " Le§sonsin Civics for the Six Elementary Grades- of City Schools."The leaders in the motrement for training in the civic virtuesin the first six grades of school life organize their teaching aroundthe idea of cooperation and the Golden Rule. With this basicspirit of fair dealing goes the effort to create a respect not only foreconomic effectiveness and thrift in handling one's own property,but for handling that of the community as well. Through such.teachinethe way is paved for progress toward organizOtin. It isfutile to organize unless the elements united are desirable elements.41f the individuals lack the ideals which make for a better life,anarchy or despotism may be better than democracy.
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As the pupils 'develop, othey effoks aré being mule to mold their
character and to strengthen moral principles by grounding them
in reason and practice.

The community, vocational, or economic civics of the jAnior high*
school grades has in some eases left a false impression on the minds
offrscholarly observers. It may be that the terminology is too pre-
tentious for what is actually done by some of the best ieachers. 1.11

this period of rapidly developing vigor and independence, the
are encouraged to reach out into the work of the world around them
for practical things. -Even as early as grades 5 and 6, fluty are in-

. troduced to the public Officials who aid in the cooperatie enterprise
called the connpunitythe postman, the ashman, the street cleaner,
the traffic and other service Policemen. They are kition,mad(1 con-
scious of the fact that the grocer, the milkman, and the iceman are
friendly fellow workers to whom certain parts of our common service
have fallen. The better type of teacher makes every effort to create
a constructiv0 vision of useful cooperation, leaving for the future to
reveal that scattered members of the social Qrder betray it now :ma
then. The mind of the child will not bv, made receptive,to high ideals
unless it is shown that the majority of the older people are living
by these ideals. With still further maturity, the orpnized services
of the city and the State, such as the water supply, are used_as illus-
trations.

As early as.seems best to the administration of the school, another
method of training in the virtues of democracy- and in a compre-
hension of its difficulties is introduced. i(dn the principle that one
may learn by doing, what is mistakenly called self-government. in
the school is introduced. The more thought ful are using the ex-
pression pupil participati.on in school management. The pupils
in the high-school grades are stimulated to look upon the interests
of the schgol as their interests.

. They are molded into citizens of a small commonwealth, but the
fact is not lost sight of that they are too young to assume control.
This wholesome idea of limiting authority because of the slight
experience of file pupils exerts widespreading and beneficent in-
fluences on the minds of tlm griming children. Pupil participation
in school administration is often misunderstood by the casual
observer, who supposes that, it ielieves the teacher or principal of
some work or responsibility. As a matter of fact, it greatly increases
the problems of control just as democracy tests the chttracter of
rulers more than despotism 4oes.

Much of this training in civic virtues is closely related to the
social studies; but for much more of it the whole administration of
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the school must take the responsibility. One tendency which- mayendanger effective teaching in the field now under consideration isto saddle the., whole moral 1'espon4i1ity of the school upon theshoulders of one- department just as the mistake has been made ofsaddling the whole responsibility for correct use of Epglish uponthe shoulders of the teachers of English. Civic viftues and correctEitglish must be the concern of every teacher in the school if thesehaic desiderata are to be Obtained.

THE OUTLOOK FOR THE SOCIAL STUDIES.
It may be that the report of a committee of the National Associa-tion of Secondary School Principals, published in 1920, presented thepresent situation a little too darkly when it said:

At present, socoial topics have no proper claim to time. They are pushedaside and we are told that they will be taken care of by other subjects. What\VP are trying to bring abotit is a recognition of social studies tis the majòrthread of 'Ntudies, Others finding relation to them as possiblv. In order tomake immediate action possible W Eb recommend that sc..ial studlies other thanhistory he given the time of one-half unit a year in each of the years fromitheseventh ;mul( to the twelfth. As most educational organizers would makeequal provision for history, this would mean a unit Of social studies for eachyear of the high schools 'unior and senior.
In similar vein, a c mmission, ing under the authority of theAssociation of Collegiate Schools of Business has published a reportin which is found the folloswing hope: .

The question s11ouls1 not be " how to put .the social studies into our curricu-lum:: but " how to organize our curriculum around social objectives." Thecommission believes that tile social studies should be the btickbone pr twoild-ary edtwation, with Nvehich all other studies and school activities shouhl beclosely articulajtetl according to their contribution to the social objectives ofeducation.

011(6 reason why the social st'udies have not heretofore beon moreeillectively championed is the fact that the champions have been sodivided among themselves. This handicap has been somewhat re-move,d by the organization in 1921 of the National Council,for theSocial Stitches, which is federal in its nattire, uniting, first, the his-torians, polit kcal scientists, kTonomists, sociologis6, and geographers;second, the sChool administrators and students of methods in thesocial studie*s: and, third, the teachers. °As yet the main purposebeing served by this organization is togive body to.the idea ofunity in this field. The journal of the organization is The His-lorical Outlook, formerly The History Teachere Magazine, witha subscription list of over 5,000 and a dozen rears of successful serv-ice behind it. The National Council is gradually drawing togetherfr
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418 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920--1922.

the elements which contribute to effective teaching of the social
studies, giviilg currency through The Historical Out kook and
othor avenues to constructive information bearing on coumes of study
and methods of teaching, and stimulating the organization of local
groups and State associations where cooperative attack can be made
on the common problems. All of this is done with the main purpose
in view of coordinating useful and forward-looking efforts wherever
they are to be found.
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CHAPTER XViI.
ART EDUCATION: THE PRESENT SITUATION.

By ROYAL BAILEY FARNUM.

Principal of the Ma,tsachus(its Normal .4 rt School and Stair Dirtflor of .4 rt

dIP

*
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CONTENTS.The background (to 1933)The situation in 1920Basis for this reportAnalysis of questionnaireThe New York State planThe Massachusetts airnsVe Pennsylvania programDetroit
and Los Angeles objectivesMO-school art One-year courN on art appreciationCompetitions
and exhibitions Pageants and the project met hod Shortage of teachersConclusions.

THE BACKGROUND (TO 1920).

Higher conceptions and forms of civilization are necessarily of slow
growth. The bare necessities *of human existence, food, shelter, and
clothing, are first in the requirements of the race. Once supplied,
with provision for coptinued renewal as each condition of life makes
its demands, man quickly turns to those other activities or pursuits
which cater to his intellectual, spiritual, and esthetic interests. So
we find the prehistoric drawings, carvings, and objects of modeling
and sculpture, and later the songs, dances, and modes of Worship,
quite as essential to the growth of nations as the primal needs of foljd,
clothing, and shelter.

The expression 611 these intellectual, spiritual, and esthetic emo-
tions may be greatly influenced by the individual or group activities
required to produce the food, clothing, and shelter, and as the people
may be agricultural, seafaring, or mandacturing, so are their various
expressions modified. Thus trade, commerce, mining, war, etc.,
affect the intellectual thought of a race and its esthetic reactions.

Our own country has been experiencing this interesting history of
the world's progress. Our forefathers were concerned at first pri-
marily with what they should eat, where they should sleep, and how
they should be clothed. In a renaarkitbly short time, when compared
with the world's history, we have arrived at that advanced stage
where these other interests now demand their prop& place.

Unquestionably the World War opened our eyes and awakened our
minds to these new demands. While we found much in ourselves to
condemn, we discovered that as a Nation we are th-e moral leaders of
the world and the wealthiest:People on earth. As a niloral Nátion

p. there is the stimulus for great spiritual growth; as a people surpass-
ingly rich and thus Kovide those first needs, gretit intellectual
and esthetic reactink must développ
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o BIENNIAL SURMY OF EDUCATION, 19W-1922.

Moreover, the war accentuated the fact that our arts of peace, in
the pursuit of the necessities of life, cover practically all the human
activities of the world, twidenced by the fact that we were 'able to
produce all that we needed during the war. So, btcause we, as a
Nation, prior to 1917 had not consciously arrived atittliat period for
esthetic expansion which follows the satisfaction of the early needs
and because of our manifold activities, no real American art had
appeared.

Finally, the war demonstrated a most practical value for art, which
had not, been previously recognized.. It was found %that group sing-
ing, both in camp and at home, had a most stimulating effect; camou-
flage and the scientific application of color came to hold a most,
important place in war activities; posters filled the coffers of the war
treasury: and drawing and design generally received la universal
recognition and respeCt withheld up to this period.

Now, art education hat held a place in general education for some
time, but lately with diminishing effect. It was failing to prove its
value, its policies were unstable, and it was being superseded in the
minds of educators by thV newer special phases'of education, (Ruch as
agriculture, shop work, commercial work, and home economics. An
unawakened pdblic, a near-sighted industrial and business world,
arid classically and theoreticart rained educators failed to maintain
the support which art educatiod needed, failing rather to see the
connection and béaring art has in their various fields and conse-
quently l'efusing their activé approval.

In many directions art had made strides, and art edueation likewise,
but up to the year 1920 no one will contend that we were eiTher
Nation of artistic people or of patrons of art.

As was stated in the opening sentence, higher conceptions and
forms of civilization are nec(;,ssarily of slow growth. So it has been
with thd awakening of the esthetic impulses of the American people.
Thè struggle for life itself in a virgin lami, tip experiment of a democ-
racy, And the Present mixture of thousandrof new Americans tended
to retard 'such progress until the shock of a world conflagration
stint] the slumbering interests. A striking example of this _new
interest is furnished by the 1919 industrial art survey, conducted
by the National Society for Vocational Education and supported
by the General Education Bdard.1

With the exception of those brilliant glints in the art field, where
far-sighted men and women have maintained a lead, the situation
was almost static, but with everything staged for a rapidly developing
and dynamic future.

I See Art in Industry, by C Richards, Macmillan Ca

.
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THE SITUATION IN 1920.

The year 1920 marked a period of greatly increased recognition
of the great value of art, especially in the industilal world. The
nervous tension of the war had let down, and reconstruction in every
direction was well under way. Thy lessons of the war were being
learned and an attempt was being made to put them. into practice.
More advertising, more color, more daring design, more war nyimo-
rial, and many more activities we're demanding art.

, In turn the art teacher and supervisor, always alert to the outside
demand, were reconstructing their ideas and plahning for richer
courses. Closer connection with world production, trade, and
commerce, and the art necessary for their development were being.
studied. The socalled, new " project met hod" in education,
old friend of the art teacher, was loudly announcing itself and I
its very nature wm demanding closer contact with art and handwork.
Dramlitics and pageantry were asserting themselves with their cry
for color and costume. Thus the ti:ituation WM bright and the
opportunity never better for carrying forward this phase of esthetics
in education.

BASIS FOR THIS REPORT.

The study for this report is based upon the writer's own contacts
in the educational and industrial world and upon returns to a que-
tionnaire which was sent to leading art educators, directors, super-
visors, and teachers throughout the country.

A generous response was received from a goodly number of tra.chers,
who showed keen interest in desiring to know the results of the
questions and the findings of the report.

ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE.

The accompanying table gives a comprehensive survey of the
general trend in art education from 1920-lo 1922. While t1)e number
of Teturns might have El'een multiplied many times, these results
indicatt fairly accurately the situation. It ivill be noted that the
North, the East, the South, the West, and the Middle West are
represented, and that a few of the well-known professional schools
are included,

fe
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It is evident from the foregoing table that very generally e'mphasis

has been placed .upon the industrial phase of art, probably with com-

mercial or advertising art receiving most of the attention. The
rapid development of the poster and with it all forms of printed desiM,
all of which received an unprecedented impetus during the war,
has left its impress on our school art.

This industrial application is borne out in the charwter of work

outlined by the graded art textbooks of the country, usually planned
aneedited by experienced art educators.

Nut furthèr returns from the qiiestionnaires, with answers to

question 4, throw more light on the situation. In New York State,
for example, the outstanding features given special mph:Isis during
the last two years among other things, "Art education realized
through the subjec industrial arts in grades one to six combining
drawing and manual raining motivated by a study of the industries."
In Maryland, an object always in mindin establishing our courses
in the high schoois throiughout the State" -is that all instruction
should. be in close harmony with the industrial interest of the various
communities reached." From Santa -Barbara, Calif., comes, "The
manufakurers themselves are seeking the schools and helping most
generously." Frank Alvah Parsons sums it up thus: 'The growth

- in the point of view of how to apply it (art) in the home, in clothes,

and in advertising surroundings has been enormous. This, in my

judgment, is the unavoidable trend of things in the next two years."
And yet, nearly all the art leaders, in their personal beliefs and

local teaching, stress the cultural or appteciation phase according to

their questionnaire returns. Mr. Parsons adds, "This with a surely

awakened esthetic sense in America makes this our only logical
course." The following are exampres of this thought:

State Director Kirby, of Pennsylvania.." We have placed the emphasis during the
past two years upon an extension of the art work in every section of the State; hope

soon that there will be no district in the State, no matter how small, where the children

do not have the opportunity to express themselves along art lines and within a

reasonably attractive schoolroom.
"I might say that we are still missionaries desiring to extend opportunities State-

wide, rither than advertise a few high spots of unusual excellence. While we pla.e
cultural values above all others, at the same time we take advantage of every oppor-

tunity to conned up with the conservation of health, forestry, and property generally,
and puticipate in fire prevention and all 9ther worthy campaigns, in order to impress

the unbelievers with certain values in the art educational work that the man on the

street can understand."
Professor Dow, of Teachers College, Columbia University, New York City.--"

say that the outstanding feature of our work has been toward appreciation of art on

the part of the general public, and especially to engage the interest of the business
world."

Alon Bemont, Of Maryland Institute,dBaltimori, ild."Wp have held two objects
always in mina in establishing our courses in the high school); throughout the State.

I.

"
"
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First, that each student be given a sound basis of appreciation through the study
of abstract forms of art, simultaneously with his training in representation."

IhnnUton Santa Barbara, ralif.--"The taste and general culture in this
country is growing in the smallest of communities, as I have observed in the East
and all of the West Coast States. I believe the art renaissance will be in this country
of ours."

Frederick Whitney, of Salem, MAS8.-" Cutting fancy basketsánd ornate flower pots
and vases and painting unheard of flowers and fruits and birds of the most grotesque
forms aud colors hardly seems to me art of good design. What has beeome of efficiency
and discriminating taste? It seems, however, that the pendulum ha8 reached its
limit awns swinging back toward a more sane, practical, and beautiful type of art
instructio n .

" More recently as I have stated, the jazz atmosphere entered our work, and the
art magazines presented to the teachers of the community the most shocking illus.-
trations.of 'the correct tigngs to teach out children. '

"The aim of our school has beeq the emphasis on art from the standpoint of taste
and general culture, which naturally includes drawing and design from the standpoint
of accurate observation and truthful expression and utility.

" The statement is frequently made by educators that the young people of to-day
are as tine, refined, womanly etc., as they ever were in the past; but if externals mani-
fest what the mind dictatetrthere is sad need of the refining and cultivating in-
fluence of ait study from the standpoint of general and high ideals. "

The'odore M. Dillaway, of Boston, Mass."We have been "mphasizing the grounding
in fundamentals the first eight years of education and art appreciation in the ninth
year. Work of the general high schools aim also for appreciation rather than technique.
In the special high schools the art work is related to the activities of each school. "

Alfred E. Burke, of Cambridge, Mass.The ultimate aim of all our work is to de-
velop in the minds of these young people an appreciation of beauty anywhere and
everywhérewhether it be in nature, historic art, the printed book, costume, or a
manufactured article; they all exert a potent influence on the happiness of the indi-
vidual. True art education would assist society in interpreting the world attaining
happiness."

Mttrie L. Woodson, of Denver, Colo." The structure of art, rather than a hap-
hazard stumbling upon good effects. This includes color and arrangement as applied
to many of the affairs of life. I try especially to teach that art principles can be
learned and applied by all normal human beings, an idea that seems difficult to put

Alice V. G uysi, of Detroit, M ich." Outstanding features in Detroit: Art appreciation,
project method applied to art instruction, close cooperation with Detroit Institute of
Arts.

Florence II. Fitch, of Indianapolis, Ind."We aim to emphasize propottion and ex-
pression in the primary grades; correct form and principles of design in intermediate
grades; and artistic expreasion based on the knowledge of laws in the upper grades.
Through all such work we hope to develop an appreciati,ez which will have an intelli-

,
gent basis. "

May Gearhart, of LO8 Angeles, Calif." Emphasis on training for citizenship which
necessitates courses in art appreciation for all students.

" A clear understanding on the part of teachers and advanced students in regard to
the ultimate outcome desired in connection with every artlroblem offered*

" A working knowledge of color theory.
"Continued emphasis on self-expression and development of initiative."
Bess Foster, of Minneapolis, Minn." I am heartily in sympathy with any move

molt that will tend more and more to make our people demand that what they wear,

Wolf, of

over '."
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what they place in their homes, and whatever comes into their daily lives shall be
beautiful as well as useful. Back of it all we must teach certain principles of color and
design aa we teach the multiplication tables."

Ida Barrow, of New Orleans, La.'' Latterly, I believe there is more emphasis being
placed upon gentral culture and the training of taste. "

C. Edward Newall, ofSpringfield, Mass." Emphasis on art from the standpoint of
taste and general culture is much in demand for a better understanding of principles
and applications by people in general."

J. Winthrop Andrews, of Yonkers, N. 171 "To get good art teaching versus dicta-
tion of subject matter or lack of direction. To get standards possible and of sufficient
quality and quantity for each grade.

"To get pupils and teachers to see that we are studying art for 'life's sake' and not
for 'fun,' as an 'extra,' or to just 'get it done.'

"To more and more relate and apply the problems to the school, home, and city
needs of the child. The adoption of the 'project method in all other school subjects
has helped in this very much.

"To make thinkers in art expression and appreciation.
"I feel sure that all supervisors of art have taste and culture constantly in their

minds even though they may express it in any of the above subjects. "

It would appear from the foregoing that while there has been a
strong tendency everywhere to relate art and industry in education,
at the same time the need for discriminating taste and appreciation
is strongly felt. Some returns go a step further and state that with
the tendency toward the world of industry and the consequent need
for general appreciation, it is equally imperative that keen observa-
tion and truthful exprelssion be stressed if the first results are to be
obtained.

In summing up the results of the questionnaire it would seem (a)
that national tendencies have.a direct influem;,e on art education, for
there has been apparent and invigorated industry with its wide-
spread advertising; (b) that art applications require afTreciation
and taste in designers and consumers, therefore they are necessary
objectives in art education; and (c) that to train in taste and appre-
ciation, and to make intelligent and- successful correlations with
industzt,, costume, or the home there is need for sound drawing and
design eipression.

The past* two years Inte unquestionably witnessed a stabilizing of
policy and aim. The seasons, holidays, and world of form no longer
become the basis for the art-course study. aw There seems to be a
generally recognized attempt ,to relate all courses to the coMmon
manifestations and applications of art expression wherever that may
be found and with it the exposure, at. least, of children to real condi-
tions of modem civilization and connimnity life.

THE NEW YORK STATE PLAN.

New York State has perhaps gone to one extreme in the past two
years, at least in vso far as art in the elementary irades is concerned.
The industrial point .of view is dominant even to the exclusiop of the

.
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older claim that drawing and 'art might exist in part for their own
sakes and not always for their applications. While other objectives
than industrial are recognized, the present effort is to not only
industrialize art but to establish a new school study combining with
art all other handwork subjects.

The report of tie coinmittee on ait,education, following an educa-
tional congress in New York State, asprinted in the official publica-
tion, 1920, clearly defines thi's point of view. )

There is extensive body of industrial' information which is already being organ-
ized, evaluated, and crystallized into the new school stud y. Our geogillphies. reading
books, anti drawing books are taking co.gnizance of this point of view.

Instruction in the industries will creaks in children a sufficient interest in, and
knowledge of, things industrial tten141ke their ability to appreciate and enjoy the
works of artist, mechanic, and manufacturer,. This will be brought about (1) by
invest igat ing't he conditions under which products are made; (2) by making drawings
to Must rate forms. farts, and operat ions. th clarifying concepts; (3) by manipulating
the materials from which articles are made, thus creating a new product; and (4) by
making decorative designs to enhance the beauty of objects. There is no reason why
such materials as clay, Portland cement, wood, tex fibers, glass, and metals should
not eat:he-perform a prominent part in school courses.

Pit cormw.To develop a course of stutly it will be necessary first to select an ind.us-
trial subject matter; second, to provide practice in color. representation:and desitn
based upon the surject Matter; and third. to provide construction or the manipulation
of materials based upon the smbject matter. The course should be made out grade by
grade, month by month.

prineiplcs.We advise caution in confining art education within too limited
bounds. There must be considerable art expremion in paths other than those indus.
trial ones which appear just now to be mort important. We must not forget picture
&July; the artistic arrangement of written work; the care of school property and of
the school premises in particular; 11w conduct of systematized recreation; entertain-
ments and other social funct ions involving oft entimes music and (lancing. Literature,
too, comes:::: for her share in art expression. Try as we may to provide a subject in
the elementary school course which will entirely take care of art instruction, we shall
not succeed. Art will not be 8n confined. We believe that upon the acceptance of
the nine principles listed below will depend in a large measure the success of art
teaching in the first six grades.

1. There must be established a new school study combining the former subjécts of
drawing, manual training. cooking. sewing, and construction work still found on Many
elementary school programs. (Drawing, cooking. sewing, and shopwork are appro-
priate subjects for grades above the sixth, but the combined subject will make for
efficiency in the elementary school.)

2. The study will be the same for all children, regardless of face, sex, social standing,
or future occupation.

3: Its aim will be the development of social intelligence and appreciation through
understanding the things of the environment, which have resulted from man's trans-
formation of the raw materials about him into finished.products to meet the need for
faad, clothinl, shelter, records, utensils, tools, machines, light, heat, and power.

4.,The topics around.which the course is to be organized are: How the race feeds
itself; how the race clothes itself; how the race houses itself; how the race puts itself
on record; how the race provides utensils; how tip race provides tools and machines,
and how Sly race produces lig4t, heat, and powei.
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5. The primary object of the course will not be the cultivation of technical still,
although some degree of efficiency will result from a proper graduation of the work
and from careful teaching.

6. The handwork will be for illustrative purposes, giving iniiigbt through partici-

pation.
7. Subject matter will includel he story of the growth of the race in the use of the

raw materials of industry, from primitive to modern industrial methods; the simpler
principles involved in tool processes; and the influence of the industries on the life
of the people, with constant connection with related literature, history, geography,

arithmetic, and nature study.
8. If the school program is properly adjusted such a course will greatly vitalize the

other subjects of the curriculum, in many cases saving much time t hrough correlation.

9. The course will be cultural, having an intimate relation with the life experience
of the race as shown in its art expression in pottery, textiles, basketry, metal and
woodworking, and as reflected in its painting and sculpture.

An objection to the New York Oan from the point of view of the
supervisor lies in the fact that the scheme is so broad and 1111 inclu-

sive that either he must become a director of all practical or manual
arts, with his art interest sharing a less pleasing interest in shop work,
cooking, sewing, etc., or the whole problem becomes one for the
associate superintendent. Great difficulty would be expvrieneed by

the supervisor in undirected States in getting the supedntendents
to revise the complete program onliis sole advice, especially if it. were

given the title of art. However, in so far as drawing, design, and
construction are concerned, the New York plan offers a wealth of new

and rich material, pulsating with the life of our age. As a basic Plan

for general education, including art, it. offers exceptional possibiliiie.
Further objectives in this plan follow:

OBJECTIVES OF ART AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION (1922 1923).

By LEON L. WINSLOW, ALBANY, N. Y.

Health, worthy home membership, citizenship, worthy use of leisure, and ethical
character are objectives common to art And industrial arts ati to all other types of
general education. Some of the important objectives, more or less peculiar ti) art and

industrial arts education, are outlined below.
I. _Objectives in grades 1 to 6f:

1. The development of
(a) Appreciation of art and of industry.
(b) Industrial intelligent", through understanding of the things of the

environment which have resulted from man's transformation of tho
raw materials about him into finished products to meet the need for
food, clothing, shelter, records, utensils, tools, and machines, light,
heat, and power.

(e) Taste, through the making of choices of materials and produets of art
and industry witii reference to éstablished ideals.

2. Vitalization and motivatiett of the curriculum, through correlation and by
employing the project method of instruction.
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Objectives in grades 7 to 9:
1. The development of

(a) 40 preciat ion of art 'and of industry.
-

in I,(b) Industrial intelligence (as indicated lb).
(c). Taste (as indicated ih I, lc).
(d) Skill, through training in drawing and construction.

2. Vocational guidance, through the investigation and study of industrial and
art occupations.

3. Educational guidance, through investigating, training, and admission require-
ments, courses of instruction in the vocational schools and classes, and
in the teacher-training institutions.

4. Social efficiency through the project method of instrwtion.
The capacity to work harmoniously with others.

III. Objectives in grades 9 to 12:
Elective courses (general).

The development of
(a) Appreciation (as-indicated in I, la).
(b) Taste (as indicated in T, 10.
(c) Skill (as inditated in II, 1(1).

Special courses (vocational).
Tile development of

(a) Skill through training in the doing of practical jobs with reference
to commercial standards.

(h) A ppreciation (as indicated in I, la)
NOTE: For further study of the New York plan see Art and Tndustrial Arts, a hand-

book for elementary teachers, prepared by Leon L. Winslow. Bulletin No. 740,
August 15, 1921, Albany, N. Y., State Department of Education.

THE MASSACHUSETTS AIMS.

In contrast to the Newt-York plan, Massachusetts defines its aims
as follows:

In art, education tliere are two chief objectives which should be understood by the
teacher. The first is appreciation. .By this is meant conscioug interest, awakened
emotion, and sensitiveness to esthetic experience which may result from the study
of line, form, color, and arrangement.

The second objective is beauty in expression. By this is meant the intelligent
application of those principles deduced from a study of the first objective.

To appreciate one must understand how and why beauty exists. Expression
consists in using that knowledge to the best advantage in daily living, in school and
Out, both day and night.

If the first objective is attained certain considerations are essential.
There must be a very definite study of the appearancee of form, not so much from the

pictorial point of view as from the pOint of view of purpose, proportion, attitude or
construction, and of relationship 19 form within itself or in juxtaposition to other
forms. Facts of foreshortening and conrrgence may be involved.

So may be developed conscious interest and sensitiveness to form. Through a
multitude of concrete experiences the child should 1,Ìe led to observe., and through
simple drawing analyze his observations.

There should be further close study of space division and space relations in line,
value and color, to be noted everywherein one:s environment. We usually fall this
design. It involves the principles of repetition, progression, and balance.

We find illustrations all about us and beauty exists only as the principles are con-
sciously and thoroughly carried out. And because we do find examples innumerable
and universal we must recognize the clear fact of their importance.

91348°-24---28
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Finally, under this first object ive, appreciation. time Iiùu1d be developed a "mind
enriched with the imagery of the great art of the weild," pictures, sculpture, and
architecture. Recognition of a few examples )f each, analyzed in exactly the same
way, will complete the- first part of the program.

To attain the second objective, immediate and constant application of all that is
learned under the first aim is tequired. -

In the art program handwork pro1)lems,preject44, drawing anq design are the obvious
outlets for expression. It is immaterial what they ar-e so kng as they satisfy the
principles studied. If this is done they will not b.e too impractical nor difficult;
they will be related to the grade and sex: they will involve mediums and materials
adapted to the child and within the means of the eituation. What .ihey are, then,
becomes again an application (-4 these annul principles.

In addition to this', art education in Massachusetts should sift Out the talented for
further education in the Mamachusetts Normal Art School for the purpose of training
art teadters and sui)ervit.4ors for the State and to prepare the State's designers,
and craftsmen, so emential to the life of her industries.

Here the aims Are less involved than in New York State and are
based solely on the question of art in education.

THE PENNSYLVANIA PROGRAM.

Pennsylvania likew* presents a plan which is confined tp the
question of art education :done. The following is an extract from 4

the annual report:of the State director, Mr. Kii.by, for 1922:

The State progam for art education has attracted widespread attention because of
I.;11rp08ef11l aims. It has been mid that art has 144en brought from the clouds to

earth, in the spirit of service, with the following aims:
First. To bring intò fire lives of all tl# boys and girls in the Commonwealth every-

where, a knowledge of beauty, joy of expressing it, the development of skills, and
to discover special atudes and talents.

Second. To direct those with special inclinations and gifts* into various fields where
designers, decorators, (tnd Professional artists generally are required.

Third. To train spTeialists in art educatiop to meet the great demands in our elil-
mentark, secondary, and normal schools for teachers and supervisors of art.

Fourth. To coolkrate with every educational and other agency in the State in
furthering by nrans of pupils' drawings and industrial hrts the general school studies,
and by poster Making advertise health education, the conservation of forests, fire
and acAdent prevention, etc.

Fifth. To provide more attrartive school buildings and grounds, api for a recog-
nition and regard for- tile liner things in the home, the school, the shop, pird in life
generally.

DETROIT AND LOS ANGELES OBJECTIVES.

The-; following extracts from Miss- Guysi, of Detroit, and Miss
Gearhart, of Los Angeles, are presented to illustrate further the
tendency to relate art to-the childraffe and environment.

Miss Guysi, in her annual report for 1922, says :

The world was created beautiful. Beauty is a necessity for decent existence.
The absence of beauty makes the city slum and the squalid home to the injury of the
individual.

The real work of the art supervisor in the public schools is to provide experiences
to the children which shall lead them to the appreciation of beauty in nature and art,
thus enriching their lives and making them better citizens.
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We believe this can best be done through teaching the fundara1 principle ofdrawing and dteign. The instruction is centered around the 11 e interests of thechildren as, first, personal; second, home and school; third, commercial; fourth,industrial; fifth, civic.

Miss Gearhart, in specific objectives, says:
1. Ability to recognize and enjoy the works of grwt artists and craftsmen.2. Ability to select good wall pictures for school, home, office, and clubrooms; tochoose suitable frames; and to hang pictures Properly.
3. Ability to choose good pottery and tableware in regard to form, color, texture,and use.
4. Ability to arrange floiVers in bowl or vase.
5. Ability to arrange- fruits and vegetables for table decorations.
6. Ability to use a c6lor theory with a correct vocabulary.
7. Ability to recognizeund enjoy fine color in textiles, pictures, and nature forms.8. Ability to build or select harmonious color combinations for costumes, homefurnighings, and gardens.
9. Ability to letter, using simple capitals.
10. Ability' to recognize the relation between lettering and design cfr illustrationin book covers. programs, announcements, posters, advertisements, and printed

Pages-
11. Ability to choose or make good seasonal greeting cards, menu cards, and placecards.
12. Ability to arrange rugs and furniture in an orderly manner.
13. Ability tgarrange articles on shelves, mantels, drossers, and tables in order.14. Ability to loose suitable wall covering and floor covering in regard to color,:design, and use.
15. Ability to discriminate between abstract design and pictorial representation

(:4and to decide the proper place of éach.
16. Ability to recognize the relation of design to structural lines in dre-ss, archi-tectural details, gardens, and home furnishings..
17. Habit of visiting museums and art galleries.
18. Ability to visualize when one reads.
19. Ability to understand and use the following art principles: Repetition, sub-ordination, space division, balance, order, variety, and suitability when consideringpictures, buildings, furniture, costumes, designs, gardens, or natural. sinery.20. Ability to this() choices on art principles when buying or designing rather thanto be guided by passing modes introduced for commercial purposes, and to recognizefine line, form, and color in inexpensive materials a welt as in expensive wares.21. Ability to influence the retailer's stock by demanding art in industrial products.22. Desire to add to the beauty of the home by eliminating objects not beautifulor useful.
23. Civic pride which dèmauds fine buildings, fine street lamps and fountains andtraffic signs, beautiful city streets and parks, aud the elimination of billboards whichdetract from civic beauty.
2-1. Ability in graphic representation to convey information to builders, interiordecorators, designers, and advertisers.
25, Ability to enjoy the art elements of dark and light, line, form, and color innatural scenery, in pictures, and in the industrial product. _

HIGH-SCHOOL ART.
4,

The foregoing has dealt chiefly with art instruction in thp lower
grades.' In the high school the problem has more varied aspects.
The rapid growth of 'the junior highoschool, with its prevocational
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types of trairiing, has added to the supervisor's tasks. The report
of the New York State Educational Congress on Art in. Secondary
Schools indicates both need and trend during the past two years.

Vie junior hifh school: Above the sixth grade, an entirely different problem con-
fronts us. The adolescent stage is approaching and the boy or girl begins to think
and act in terins of more advanCed, even adult, activity.

Now is the time to ascertain the pupil's capacities for certain kinds' of work, his
interests, and to discover if possible what his natutag abilities may be. It is the
period when we can "try out" the individual in various fields of life work. His
inclination may be largely mental orlargely manual. It may4be professional or trade,
commercial or industrial. Art teaching should seek to develop latent powers. At
the same time the general knowledge of what constitutes a fine thing, good taste,
beauty, should be instilled into the receptive mind of the pupil.

At present we find pupils entering high EiChool with widely varying degrees of art
knowledge. We believe, therefore, that every first-year high-school class should be
required to pursue a general course,in art training or art appreciation, a course permit-
ting of the interpretation of beauty in innumerable ways. It should include a study
of nature as applied to art, historic works of art, and modern manufactured forms. It
should permit of enough practiceeto demonstrate, the possibilities and limitations of
art expression in a variety of mediums. Finally, it should bring before the pupils
many direct applications which may be carried out in the common experiences of
daily life.

Following this general course, which should seek to discover the talen.ted, there
should be offered special courses whose technical content is focused upon definite types
of commerciAl, industrial, decorative, and graphic art.

We realize that the average high school is not equipped to offer successfully even one
course in art instruction. When from two to Ove different classes have to use the same
room, it is obviously impossible to equip or maintain alit room as an art studio.
flat table for stenciling, drawing tables, a bench, space for illustrative material, a sink,
shadow boxes, etc., are not possible in the room required for general recitation purposes.

The senior high school. I n the senior high school more definite steps should be taken
toward specialization. trp to thia time art education has sought to bring to Pie Eaten,-
tion of the pupil various esthetic expeannces, with definite reasons for sliections,
choices; or arrangements. Whatever taste has been developed was probably dependent
upon ono of two things, or perhaps bothfirst, convictions resulting from experience;
and, second, statements of fact presented by the teacher aud accepted by the pupil
as final. This more general .knowledge must now be directed toward somewhat pro-
longed and specialized types of artistic production.

Economic necessity for properly trained' art and craft ;airorker will sooner or later
force more adequate equipme4 into the average high school.

In general, high-sdhool art courses are elective, and oftentimes the
courses are determined by the Firishes of the greatest number of
cants for drawing. Suçh courses may dó tone of two things:

(a) They may find réally talented students and send them on to
proféssional training, ior=--

'(b) They may offer additional opportunities for the development
of good taste and intelligent appreciation. In any case, the courses
are much m9re specialized than in the grades.

In Now York.City the following art courses are offered in the high

4.

schools fr

Academic course. In-all Academic divisions of the high school@ pupils are required
to.study drawing for two years, two periocts a week. Thel,firet year is devoted lo thr
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ART EDUCATION : THE PRESENT SITUATION. 433
subject of applied design. Derottions in color are made for application to a variety
of materials, and in a large number of classes, particularly in girls' schools, designs are
worked out imam materials ttiemselvesN.

In the second high-school ydar the required work consists of representative drawing
done in 'Outline from familiar objects. The plates made in the latter half of the year
are submitted in.exarnination for regents cradit.

Commfrrial course.In tlfe three-year commercial course offered-in various high
schools, drawing is" a required.subjectionk in the first year, two periods a week.
Pupils are required to stetclY lettering and later make a variety of signs, advertising
cards, etc., as a practical application of the alphabets learned.

Fourth-year dative rourses.--Special forms of work are offered as a one-year coursein the fourth high school year on a basis of fi.i7e periods a week, witil t.4e additional
periods of home work. Six different subjects may be pursued in this fashion byhigh schools which organized classes for this purpose. The subjects are: A pptied
design, technical 'drawing, commercial design, interior decoration, Itisto_ry of art, anA..
mechanical drawing. At present, Its noied in this report, 14 high schools present this
fourth-year-elective work in one fortmor another.

'Three-year (*dive course. I three-year elective course may be off(Ilred by any
high school which desirep to.organize chimes for this purpose. The work is presented
on a basis of five periods a week; with five periods of home study throughout thwihree
years. This presents art ao a so-called "major"--subject. In the first year repre-
sentative drawing is fiudield from a large variety of nature forms -and in different
media: Pencil, pen and iitk, tempera, etc,. In the secondear the study of coloris pursued, and later, the principles of design. A number of very careftily executed
plates are required. In the third year the work is differentiated to.meerthe needs of-the high schooParid may be offered as applied design, interior decoration, etc. Atpresent, as noted in this report, 12 schools .have organized elective courses of thin!!
description.
Industrial-art rourse.This course is organized only In the Washington hying HighSchool. lt offers to girl students an intensive come of training for professiotial work.cot6e is three years long. Six periods a week of.drawing are offered in tilt first

high-school year, and 20 periods in each of the second and third years. The first-year
work and the first half.of the second-year work is in representative drawing done froma large variety of models in different media. In 'the second half of the second year,
the principles of color and design are studied; and in the third year, the pupils may %

elect to study commercial design, costume illustration, or fextile design. The elected
hubject is pursued under very careful supervision for the entire year, and the students
who desire to do so may further'elect six months' postgraduatv work in the school.
The object of this course is to furnish practical designer's for the trade, and the place-ment bureau has been successful in securing pgsitions for practically every graduate
who wished. employment. These professional courses are under constant scriltiny by
representatives of thd trade, and every effort is made to prepare the studentsito meet
the conditipna required in ti.ç art industries.

MeebahkaUlfavAng course.In addition to ffie above courses, an elective course, two'
periodi3 a ;week, of-inechanical drawing, may be offer&I in the second and third high-
school years. At present, only two high schoolcdfer this course, oth'er schools pre-,
.ferring to present it a's a five a week subject.

Referraw4i.:rae..0estion1ìaire Dr. James P. Haney,' director, of art
in high writes:

. -
There are two features of our work at present to vehich I call special attention: (1)

The development of the three-year elective courses. You will note in tile report I
Deceased.
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serit you two years ago these had already been introduced into a number of schools.
They are now in full working order in the several schools, and we are turning out
gradu4testvith three years of this so-called '6major art work." Many of these gradu-
ates have gone well prepared to industrial art schools. The technical standards of
the work, as you may surmise, are kept very high.

The second element I would note is the new art appreciation course. This was
introduced for the first time in September, 1922, on a one period a week basis as an
elective. It is the intention eventually.to make this a required course of two periods
atweek in the third high-school year. Eirwlschools are now carrying the work for-
wird. In one of these, the Commercial 110 School of Brooklyn, all classes of the
third year are required to take the work.

The scheme of this course follows:

. ONE-YEAR. COURSIi OF ART APPRECIATION.

*nerd purpomThe general purpose of this ( ./urse is to present in simple form the
principles of art and the application of these principles in such manner that the
learners shag becoin'e increasingly sensitive to the esthetic elements of their sur-
roundings. The pupil is to be ta;ught that art is a practical and necessary thing and
that no .one can escape from displaying taste, or the lack of it.. The pupils should
learn that the pri.nciples of art are uniersally applicable in the round of exist-
efice, and that what we call "art appreciation" is only a Lrief way of describing the

. application of these principles to all forms of industrial and fine arta.
The course.This co.urNe is to be given in tentative forin in the school year, from

Septembpr to June, one period a week. All pupils who can elect the work may be
invited fo participate, that an experimental class may be organized. The eventual
purpose of the course will lye to offer the work as a required subject in the third high-
school year.

Tentative oloni:ation.For the present file work will consist of weekly talks on
"art with abundant illustrative material offered in the form of pictures,
photographs, lantern slidesand blackboard sketches.

Nokbooka required.Notebook work will be required, the students either taking
notes from dicta.tion or being given notes in hectograph or other form, which they can
copY into their notebooks. If desired, the notes may be directly bound into the
notebo6ks and illustrated by copies of the drawings made on the blackboard by the
teachOr and by clippings cut from newspapers and magazines, with graphic comments
written under them by the pupils.

Recitation reptirtd.The pupils should be required to recite upon their notes, either
in the form of a brief recitation weekly or every second or third week, m may he found
most desirable.

Diri4tion of work .The first term's work wit! be confined to the explanation of the
prikciples of design and color and the application of these principles to dress, interior
decoration, industrial, and commercial art. The second term's work will deal With
the application of principles to paintings, scitipture, and architecture.

Museum, risits.Museum visits are strongly urged, and pupils should be required
to make notes of the museum work seen and incorporáte these memoranda in iheir
notebooks.

Similar progress in art instruction is being made_in other city high
schools, special emphasis usually finding expression in commercial
and costume-design courses. Where costume-design work may be
combined with sewing in the home-economics department, as in the
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ART EDUCATION : THE PRESENT SITUATION. 435
Dickenson High School, Jersey City, N. J., very strong and practical
courses result. Such correlations are rare, though many attempts
have been made.

COMPETITIONS AND EXHIBITIONS.

Competitions have undoubtedly done much to stimulate practicalart work in the schools. Unlortunately, however, most of it consistsof posters and offers only a limitod field. Health posters and posterson forestry, pure food, safety first, education week, tuberculosis, andinnumerable other activities have provided most of the work.
Here and there, however, may be found other phases of school com-petitions similar to those made possible by the Municipal League ofNew 'York, the Art Alliance, and the School Art League.
Too often competitions have been held in order to get a variety ofideas at little expense, and small money awards have acted as hin-drarices rather than helps in fostering the true artist spirit. In fact,money prizes are rather to be deplored unless they may serve asscholarships in promoting a student's art career: Medals, books, orsimilar prizes are more desirable than money.
There has been a growing demand for and use of exhibitions ofmaterials and examples of relaed art work, especially in the high

scho(51s. Where museums are established in the town or city, markedadvances have been made in their use by the school children, undertile direction of the supervisor. Permanent and transient exhibitshave done much to stimulate art in the high schools in particular.
PAGEANTS AND THE PROJECT METHOD.

The last two yettrs have seen a much Wider use of pageantry in thepublic schools, and in colisequence increased activity in art. Theyhave ranged from classroom diilfinatization to elaborately staged per-
formances, with stage settings, properties, and costumes oftendesigned and execgted by the children.

.The now widely accepted use of the project method of teaching hastendea to promote art education, for art in all its phases touches some
feature of practically all other subjects. Drawing, color, design', and
handwork are all involved and are deemed most essential for suc-
cessful project-method plans.

General methods.There has been little change, generally, in the
usual plah and method of teaching art. The grade teacher is qsually
expected to teach the draAring as she would any other subject." The
supervisor may or may not give a demonstration lesson us the need
arises. But here and there may be found pronounced departuresfrom the usual procedure in both teaching and supervision. In
Cleveland very definite arrangements have been made for museum
trips, with demands made upon the children for drawings and sketches
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of what they Raw or studied. In Boston the Museum of Fine Arts
ha; print ed large charts of black and white reproductions of numerous
examples of their collections and covering a wide variety of subjects,
which are chpped, mounted, and studied by the school children.
The use of museiim collections and museum seivice is decidedly on
the increase.

Memory and imaginative drawings have been eMphasizea in some
&Aces. A growing sense of the value of letting the child think for
himself, as he would naturally, and to 'express hinself similarly has
developed in some places. The result has shown drawings of power
and delight, hut technically weak. Where this method obtains, the
question of technic is frankly left to the high scho9I and professional
art school. There still prevails, however, the unconscious tendency
with the average teacher and art-trained supervisor to bring adult
methods into the child's life and to evaluate his efforts in terms of
ptofessional art. Where attempts have been seriously made to stimu-
late the child's imagination and to promote his own initiative in his
expmssions, the point of view of the artist critic has naturally changed
to one of psychological investig.ation. There is promise of rich
returns in the future along these lines.

Many teachers have continued the methods of " practical applica-
tions" in the use of varied materials and objects which the children
color aud decorate with crayons, oil colors, dyes, and colored fabrics
and threads, and thus ornament for use what would otherwise be
waste material. In suphrt of this there has been a growing tendency
for teachers to "load up " on problems of this type in summer classes
throughout the country. To meet the needs of this work publishers
and commercial houses have placed upon the market much new and
valuable material for classroom use.

In many places there has been an increased effort to make more
use of blackboard or demonstration drawing on the part of the teacher
and even with the children, always a valuable help in teac

Probably Boston stands 'out as the one place of all others in the
country where there is being made a quiet, serious effort to develop
a well-rounded, scientific course of study based upon a plan 9xtending
over a period of experimental years. It is expressed clearly by Miss
Cleaves, who writes:

In the Boston schools we have stopped teaching house furnishing, costume design,
and craft work in the creative exercises, but are using all these fields as objects of appre-
ciation and analysis. We divide the drawing into three types of work, as follows:

*(a) Study of visual elements, geometric, _and ineasured tones, to form a basis of
shape and color knowledge and practicea scientific foundation adapted to the ages
of the children.

(b) Study, practire, and appreciation of order as a basis of structure and beau t7 h.
niturè .and art. We are attempting to use more science as a foundation for art Flue
aces than ever before, thus. mapg art more teachable and understandable than
herettifont.
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(e) Study and draw facts of structure and appearance as a means of clearer thinkiiig

and Seeing. Imaginative drawing is used throughout the course as a beginning and
end of each series of lemons in represeirtiation, to "motivate" the study of peNpective,
structure, color, etc., as the case may demand.

We have stressed creative design, during the last two years. in order to establish a
foundation for later work. We intend now to bring up the "object drawing" tA) a levelcorresponding to our achievements in (1.sign

SHORTAGE OF TEACHERS.

The slmrtage of teachers during the war still prevails, even though
salaries have failed to drop and in many cases have increased. Inthe last two years vacancies have appeared alm9st .continually
without diminish. There is urgent need for more young men to
enter the teaching field, as well as women. The lise oUa graduating
student from an eastern art school, in 1922, may be cited, who entered
his position even before his school had closed onea salary of $2,000.

CONCLUSIONS.

IUnquestionably the Nation is awakening to a realization of the
great importance of art in civilization and there is no doubt of in-
creased :HA, activity in education. The writer recently endeavored to
obtain a bad example of vase form in some of the 5-cent and 10-cent
stores of Boston. Unable to find any, he wrote to the companies
asking if it were possible that the 5-cent ond 10-cent store public were
displaying more taste and greater discrimination in .their purchasing.
The replies received show that " the trend is toward the more artistic
shapes and simpler designs, with subdued and less ornate styles of
decoration. The gaudy and highly ornamented glassware is called
for only by the foreign class."

The public schools, with their art education,-have had a share in
bringing about higher standards of taste, but other agencies have also
been at work. There is an upward trend, and the past two years
have witnessed the same tendency in the schools. The outlook Was
never better and the importance of art in education can not be over-
estimated. In recognition of this fact, the following resolution was
presented to, and passed by, the American Federation of Ak,
May 19, 1922:

Whereas art is to-day conceded to be an important element in education, con-
tributing generously to the West appreciation and highest expremiou of the ideals of
human life; and

Whereas instruction in art as a general educational subject is to-day being effectively
carried on in many of the high schools of the United States: Therefore be it

Resolved, That it Wale sense of this Thirteenth Annual Convention of the Americali
Federation of Arta that attention should be called to the present significance of art and
to the importance of art instiuction in thezchools; and further be it

Resolved, That a popy pf these resolutions be Bent to the National Commissioner
of hducation and to the ceinmiesioners of education in °tilt seVeral. States, with the
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request that they he referred to the proper authorities and that the subject of art be
accorded the recognition for college entrance that it deserves as a major subject in
the high-school course of study.

But in ohr enthusiasm of the moment the art educalor must not
fail to give ear to what are seemingly some of the earlier and worn-
out, aims of this subject. It is well to listen to the thought of the
greatest educator of our day, Dr. Charles W. Eliot, who writes as
follows, on Changes Needed in American Secondary Education, in
Occasional Papers, No. 2, General Educatiofi Board, New York
City:

Drawing and music,, like other fine-art studies, were regarded by the Puritan set-
tlers of New England and by all their social anreligious kindred as superfluities,
which, if not positively evil, were still of wasteiii1 or harmful tendency, and were,
therefore, to be kept out of every course of education. By many teachers and educa-
tional administrators music and drawing are still regarded as fads or trivial accom-
plishments not worthy to rank as substantial educational material, whereas they
are important features in the outfit of every humanIxiii+giftwho means to be cultivated,
efficient, and rationally happy. In consequence, many native Antericans have
grown up without musical faculty and without any power to draw or sketch; and
so without the high capacity for enjoyment, and for giving joy which even a moderate
acquaintance with these arts imparts. This is a disaster which has much diminished
the happiness of the native American stock. It is high time that the American
schoolurban or rural, mechanical, commercial, or classical, public, private, or
endowe'dset earnestly to work to repair this great loss and damage.

Although considerable improvements have been recently made in the programs
of American secondary schools, especially within the past 10 years or since vocational
training has been much discussed, multitudes of Americans continue to regard the

sense-training subjects as fads and superfluities. They say the public elementary
schools should teach thoroughly reading, writing, spelling, and arithmetic, and let
natbral science, drawing, music, domestic arts and crafts, and manual training severely
alone. Let the secondary schools teach thoroughly English, Latin, American history,
and mathematics, with a dash of economics and civics, and cease to encumber their
programs with birrs of the new sciences and the new sociology. This doctrine is
dangerously conservative; for it would restrict the rising generations to memory
studies, and give them no real acquaintance with the sciences and arts which within
a hundred years have revolutionized all tho industries of the white race, modified
profoutidly all the political and ethical conceptions of the freedom-loving peoples,
and added wonderfully to the productive ,capacity of Europe and America.

In elementary schools the last two years have seen a tendency
toward a closer correlation with the schoo1,4pme, and industry, and
a general feeling that hvre art is a general, not a special, subject.

In the high schools greater specialization has been apparent, with
increasing emphasis on -commercial and industrial art, costume
design, and art in the home.

With proper recognition of the value of good drawing, correct
design, and sound construction in all art 'applications, the futtire of
art education is assured. Then the presence of the art teacher in
the educational system' will leave its imprint of beauty oft the child,
in the school, at home, and in the commukity.
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CHAPTER XVIII.
06.

RECENT ADVANCES IN INSTRUCTION IN MUSIC.

CONTENTS.. Part IIn the public schools: Recent acceleration; movements as re-vealed in associations of supervisors and teachers of music ; high schools and colleges;State departments of public instruction ; instruction in instrumental music; music appre-ciation ; vocal technic ; extent of instruction under special teachers or supervisors ofmusic. Part il---General: Music organisations; preparation of music teachers; numberof music schools.

PART THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

By WILL EARHART.

RECENT ACCELERATION.

Never has the education of all of our p'eople been seen to be a
matter of such vital importance as in the light thrown upon it by
the problems growing out of the World War and out of the recon-
structive processes seen to be necessary since the struggle closed.

The place of music, like the place of all other subjects, came to be
better understood during the period of the war and in the year%
following. During the war its efficacy in developing unanimity of
feeling among masses of people, soldiers and civilians alike, who
needed in an hour (if crisis to feel their social solidarity and brother-
hood, became manifest. After the war it became evident that sym-
pathetic and exalted feeling was as impoftant to the world as accu-
rate thinking; that the mind could construct the highway of progress
but that the heart alone could tell of the goal to which that highway
must lead if the souls of men were to be satisfied. Music is one of
the factors that can help to give the soul such vision of its destiny.

'Whether music received from the general stimulation more im-
petus than other subjects can not be t4lcutated. A gradual accession
of energy in its study and practice has, however, been observable in
these last few years, and th6 last biennium has resulted in some
advances that are important as achievements and more irivortant as
forming the bases upon which future progress will rest. To define
and analyze these is the aim of this report.
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MOVEMENTS AS REVEALED IN ASSOCIATIONS OF SUPERVISORS AND TEACHERS

OF MUSIC.

Associations of supervisors and teachers of music have been, for
a number of years past, large, active, and in sufficiently close touch
with the field of practical endeavor to make them the foci in which
all important movements and discussions converge and can be

studied. In addition, they have themselves originated much that is
of very great value.

In particular, as related to public-school music, the Music Super-
visors National Conference has been very effective. Organized in
1907 by a small group of supervisors, it had attained a membership
in 1920 of 1,417, in 1921 of 1,450, and in 1922 of 1,860. Its "annual
meetings are attended by mori3 than 1,000 supervisors and by educa-
tors of national reputation; its. books of proceedings cover every
aspect of public instruction in music and all allied endeavors. Its
meetings have proven to be strongly stimulating to the cause of
music in the territory in which they are. held. In response to a
demand for such stimulus in the South, the conference metlin 1921

in St. Joseph, Mo., and in 19'22 in Nashville, Tenn. The Music
Supervisors Journal, published by the conference, gives additional
aid to the cause. It is published five times a year, and is mailed to

. .
12,000 supe r ism's.

Progress in public instruction in music must be largely credited
to this conference. Perhaps the best evidence of its power is the or-
ganizatkm of sectional conferences. These are due at once to
recognition of the value of collective study and effort, as exemplified
by the National Conferencé, and the impossibility of attendance upon.
its meeting's on the part of thousands of supervisors who are always
remete from the place of meeting of the National Conference, wher6-0

ever that may be.
An eastern conference, which held its fifth annual meeting in

1922, was-amordingly organized: and th&meeting of the National
Conference in Nashville in 1922 led directly to tile organization of a
southern conference, as stipervisors from the South saw the Na-

Itionai Conference about to depart from them to meet in 1923 in
some possibly far distant city. The organization of a western con-

ference is stropgly desired and is4probably but a mattvr of a year
or two. These various conferences will probably be closely affiliated,
as none wish to see lost the strength that conies from sympathetic,
nation-wide cooperation.

The Educational Council of the Mu8ic Supervisors Nationol on-

ference.In 1918 the National Conference organized and elected
the members of an educational counal. This 1?ody at nce ad-

dressed itself to the investigation of a number of important sub-
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jects, and in 1921 the completed results Cif three of its studies ap-
peared. They constitute a valuable contribution to the cause ofpane instruction in music.

8tandard course of 8tudy in ,musk for elementary schools.
Organization and interchange of opinion- among teachers naturally
led toward agreement upon essential features of a course of study
in music and a desire to attempt a formulation of these in the inter-
ests of further unification, In 1921 the educational council,stafter
long and difficult effort, presented for the consideration of the con-
ference tin outline for a standard course in music for graded schools,
and after very brief debate it, was unanimously indorsed by the
conference. The outline describes in a general way, for each year
of the elementary school years represented by the " eight-four plan,
the aims, invt6rial, procedure, and attainments thought to be ap-
propriate. It is necessarily broad enot`igh to permit much individual
interpretation, especially as to procedure (or method), but is still
sufficiently specific to make it of untold value as.a guide to the young
or in:KKperienced supervisor, and iDsuperintendents who have form-
erly had only the opinion of their own supervisor to guide them. It
dopbtless is imperfect and not wholly satisfactory to any one super-
visor because of the very flexibility which made it acceptable to
sdpervisors collectively; but notwithstanding its necessarily general
character it was hailed by the conference as a most notable step
toward stronger teachingt

A 8tandard course for training of supervisors of mmic.But the
same i'eport of the council included a bröad outline for 'another
course which is of hardly less importance. Coums for training
supgvisors of music have long been inadequate in their numbo* and
frequently weak in their content.- Normal schools had provided
courses for the grade teacher in music (and these were often
pathetically weak) and knietimes offered courses for training super-
visor& But the normal-school time was usually altogether too brief
for the accomplishment of the task, and entrance requirements that
would have strengthened their hands were not. prescribed. A few
schools of education in universities offered four-year courses of4

satisfactory content ; but many of these courses, where offered at all,
stressed academic and general education courses so stisongly that
they left insufficient time for the acquisition of strictly musical
knowledgititnd necéssary musical -skill. On the other hand, many
music conservatories offered Couises of varying degrees of merit;
hut these, while usually strong in °features of general musical knowl-
edge and skill, were wofully 'weak in eduCational content and in,A,
specific training in the theory and' practice of public-school musti
teaching. Obviously a. middle course that would reqpire at once
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adequate musicianship and proper general education and profes-
sional training was needed. Such a course, as well balanced as it
seemed j)orbsible to make it, was outlined and reported by the edu-
cational council to the conference for its action in connection with
the standard course in music for graded schools. Like did latter,
it was received with keen interest, and after brief discussion was
unanimously adopted by the conferènce. Results have even now
begun to be felt. Several colleges and universities have already
adopted it and a larger number have modified their courses into more
strict conformity with its provisions. A definite step has thus been
taken toward standardizing courses for training supervisors of
music, and it is safe to say that in time every such course projected
will feel the tonic effect of the conference action.

MUSIC INSTRUCTION IN HIGH SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.

The educational council participated in a third investigation
which bore fruit in 1921. Instiuction in music iii our public high
schools was, until the twentieth century was well begun, almost
negligible. In the years following, a great advance was made.
Courses in harmony and in appreciation of music, and instruction
in not only orçhestral and band ensemble but, in.some cases, in the
technic of band and orchestra instruilients, were added in aston-
ishing numbers to the chorus practice that had earlier constituted
the sole musical endeavor in most high4schools.. The practice of
giving high-school credit for " outside " study (i. e., the study of
specialized musical technic under teachers outside the school) also
grew to relatively great proportions.

An inquiry into the extent of the study of .n.iusic in high schools,
accordingly, became a matter' of interest in itself and closely allied
with such interest was the question of the practice of colleges in
accépting high-school credits in music as entrance credits, and in
giving credit for the study of music during the college term.

Much ad the high-school music, of the past s;as worthy of small
credit in either high school or college; but it was believed that more
advanced study of music in hit schools, such as was becoming
common, was entirely worthy of credit. Yet students in high-school
music classes were often prospective college students and needed
their full quota of college entrance crédits; and these, unless music
*ere included, they could not. gain unless they sacrificed their study
of music at a time when, as a skill, it required assiduous application.

Under the direction of the National Educition Association and the
Music Teachers' National Assocition a joint committee undertook
a study of music instruction in high schools and colleges. Two mein-,
bers of this committee were members of the educational council of
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the Music Supervisors' National Conference. The council, therefore,further accredited the committee and gave it aid. The report of the
coinmittee was published .by the Bureau of Education as Bulletin,
1921, No. 9. More than any other evidence this report gives con-clusive proof of the growing strength and prestige Of music as an
educational subject. Also its publication and distribution will leadto serious consideration by officials of yolleges and high schools oftheir practice with relatián to music as'compared with that of otherinstitutions of their type. The result will certainly be to stimulatefurther the serious study of music and the publication must accord-ingly be reckoned as a significant step taken in the last biennium.The educational council formulated a plan for giving high-schoolcredit for the study of' music wider " outside " teachers. Thegrowth of this practice would have been still greater had it not beenfor the suspicion with which it was regarded, first, because of thedangers inherent in its administration, and, secondly, becaur organ-ized effort and authoritative pronouncement had not yet been given toit in sufficient measure. In 1922 the educational council submitted
to the conference a plan for supervising, regulating, and accreditingsuch study. The plan was adopted unanimously by the conference.It has since been made official for the State of Pennsylvania, so itscareer of usefulness has already begun.

MUSIC IN STATE DEPARTMENT§ OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

Three State dopartments of public instruction are now employing
a State director of music. In each of these three the position wasfirst established in 1919 or later. In Pennsylvania a complete re-organization and extension of the Staba department of public in-struction has been made, and the new and strengthened departmenthas not only engaged a State director of music. but has ably assistedhim in making far-reaching improvements in the gtatps of musicand the teaching of it in the State.

FoHowing is a brief list of accomplishments thatdhave alreadybeen made since the director of music assumed office/
1. Music is considered a majoi subject, with adequate time Allotment.2. The State assumes the same responsibility for the:training and certifica-tion of. its teachers of music as it does for its teachers of English ormathematics. 4
3. Definite musical. attainment is required for every elementary-schooltcher's certificate:.
4. Adequate traihing in music Is now offered in normal schools. Music isrequired of di normal-scho-ol students, and attractive salaries have made itpossible to secure strong teachers.
5. A syllabus for mimic in elementary schools and in high schools is Liam/ In'-'print.. (The syllabus Or *.mentary schoors is the oue adopted by the MusicSupervisors' National Coif
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6. A plan for giving high-school credit for ttt study of specialized m6i6l
technic under teachers outside the school has been submitted and authorized
for the State.

7. A Pennsylvania State. Music Week was proclaimed and was widely ob-
served in 1922 and will he observed again in 1923.

The adoption of fixed and proper standards of attainment in
Pennsylvania for the grade teacher in music and the supervisor of
music is an attainment. of prime iinportance.- Music will not hold
the. place it deserves in our schools, or deserve the place it should
hold, until school authorities everywhere take measuKes to safeguard
its teaching such as they take for °other subjects. The program in
Pennsylvania in this and &her respects is so comprehensive that it
deserves fo be cited as above.

The first State supervisor of *music In Ohio was appointed
October 1, 1922. Though the appointment was so recent, the benefits
that may alwas's be expected to f(illow from having a specialist. it)
charge of instruction in music in a State have already begun to
appear. . They are thus reported, in summary :

1. A musk section convened for the first time at the State educational
meeting (luring the holklays, 1922, an important part of this being an all-
State-high-school orchestra, composed of 130 pupils from about 35 different
towns and cities. This orchestra played a program after a one-hour rehearsal.

* 2. Music has been placed in the schools in a large number of rural com-
munitie§ which never had it on their curriculum before. A movement is
started to place music in every school in the State.

3. A Stpte-wide music memory contest has been started, with lists of music
for rural grades, high schools, and adults. This latter list will make it possible
to inch* normal schools and colleges.

4. Standardized courses in music are lormulated for both elementary and
high schools. Credit is allowed for applied music, and four credits in music
are allowed for high-school graduation as against one previously.

5. A standard course for State normal schools and county normal schools Is
the making.
6. All elementary teachers are to be equipped within' a certain period of

time to teach music ip their schools.

The State Department of Education of Maryland has had a State
'supervisor of music since 1919. The report of the State supervisor
of music for 1921 closes with a summary which is here quoted:

The following Is a brief statement of the directions In wbIch efforts were
made during the past year to ertend and improve the teaching of mute in the
schools of the State:

1. Plans were made, and to some extent carried out, for a more thorough
training of teachers in the subject(a) In the normal schools; (b) in the
summer schools; Win Ae special school of music; (d) at teachers' meetings;
(e) thrinigh observation work in the subject çonducted during the school year
by the State supervisor and special teachers.

2: A tentative, standard course was formulated, certain features of which
are to -be gtressed each.year until teachers are made familiar with the entire
course.
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3. Through conimunity singing and addresses on the 'subject, at club and com-munity meettiags, school patrons weiv led to feel the value.of the subject bothin and out of the schools.
4. Full-time, thoroughly trained teachers in the subject have been placed inone of the normal schools and in counties where the conditions have made itseem practicable to do so.
5. A policy, looking forward to the training eventually of all -elementaryteachers in school music, was planned.
6, Through the organization and training of orchestras and glee clubs, andthrough plans to give musical instfuction in practically every high school, apolicy has been established looking toward the time when these schools them-selves will furnish the music for all graduation programs, for holiday and anni-

.f
versary events, and for many con).lnUufty fuuctkins. In a number of the schoolssuch service was rendered during the past year.

7. Those schools which from time to time give musical entertainments wereadvised as to the best type of music for such functions in scliools of differentcharacter. Children's concerts, simple musical festivals, and pageants areforms which both in the preparation and in the rendering seem to proVe áfmost. value.

The State Department of Education of Ney York first establishedthe position of State director of music in 1918. The departmentareports:
We have had :k state supervisor or director of music in this department forseveral years. At the present moment, however, the pos:tion is vacant becauseof a recent resignation.
It would be quite imposidble within brief compass to outline the resuitfulwork that has 'been accomplished through the work of the State supervisor ofmusic. There has been increased Interest in work In husk, not sQ much inthe larger comTunities Nyhere this work is already definitely organized, butmore particularly in the smaller communities w.here the need for adequateinstruction in music and music appreciatiotx. is quite as vital. It is hoped thatthe position will be filled at an early date.
The State of Texas, while It present without a State supervisorof music, has made significant steps toward aiding instruct* inmusic in its public schools': In 1919 a supervisor of music was ap-pointed as a member bf the division of rung schools, in order thatthe State department of education might have the services *of a spe-cialist in music. This State gupervisor of music formed a committeewhich formulated, courses in music for 'elementary and high schools.The report of the committee on high-sqhool "inutaiic is issued sepa-rately by the State department of education as Bulletin 119, June 15,, 1920. It is complete and progressive, and upholds high standards.In a " Manual and Course of Study, Elementary Grades, PublicSchools of Texas, 1922-23 (Bul. 152, SW., 1922, Dept. of Education,State of Texas) " the committee advanc4 a similarly thoughtful andcomprehensive outline ior elementary ,schools. These documents cannot be fully analyzed here, but it shoilla be said that they must In-questionably Ilave proven very helpful and stimulating. The State91348°-24-29 #p
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supervisor of music resigned, and no other person qualified for the
music work has been found who was willing to take the position of
rural-aid supervisor. Happlly the work that was accomplished
lives on.

INSTRUCTION IN INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC.

Before 1905 school orchestras and bands, as a feature of school
music generally, were few in nurOer and modest in instrumentation
and capability. There has been continual development since that
time, but. the movement has gained so greatly in impetus in late years
that the progress of earlier years is almost. overshadowed. The last
two years have seen orchestral and band ensemble take place as a
regula'rsand integral feature of school music, upon which !iupervisors
expend quite as much systematic effort, proportionately to the mini-
bers of pupils involved, as they expend on the vocal features of their
work. The course for training supervisors indorsed by the music
supervisors conference in 1921 expressly provides training in the
technic of orchestral instruments and in orchestration, 8 hours out
of 120 required for graduation being prescribed for such study. No
junior or sénior high school of any pretensions with respect to its
music program is now without its orchestra ; .and many elementary
schools maintain or encouracre the oraanization of small ensembletf3

groups which practice faithfully orchestral Or concerted music of
good musical quality with results thiit are at least comparable. as to
musical quality, with the results attained in vocal practice. Many
thousands of dollars, in ever-increasing amount, are expended annu-
ally in the purchase of orchestra4 and band instruments, which be-
come school property and are loaned, under suitable safeguards, to
pupils who will prosecute the study of them and use them in ensem-
ble practice.

The orchestras meanwhile have increased gmttly in size. in instru-
mentation, and in proficieficy. Many are of symphonic proportions
and are playing well music of symphonic character. French horns,
oboes; and bassoons, once unknown to the bigh-school orchestra, and
even more rare instruments, are now frequently found. Bands, while
not so numerous as orchestras and not. capable of playing, bytreason
of their instrumentation, as high a grade of music as orchestra4, have
experienced a proportionate development.

But. instruction in instrumental music in public schools has not
stopped with die training of ensemble groups. Class instruction in
violin, which hadits beginniag in England, soon found place in this

, country. For manyvyears it was restricted to a few largé cities.
Slowly at first, but in the past few years with extraordinary 'rapid-
ity, it has been adopted in other cities gild ViprirIfs lateit ad-
varice has been one of recognized integration into a ,regular system
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of school music practice. A large literature oil the subject, con;
sisting of graded material to be used in instruction, handbooks for
teachers, discussions of methods, results and administrative prob-
lems, has begun to make its appearance and already lias assumedfair proportion§. Meanwhile the practice has spread so rapidlythat it has outrun statistical inquiry and record. Towns of 10,000
to 20,000 population frequently have one or two hundred schoolpupils rreiving class instruction in violin. One large city reports
3.100 pdpils receiving such instruction. In the aggregate there lutist
be many thousands of such pupils in the United States: but the
exact number must remain conjectural for some time, because thegrowth continues to outstrip the facilities for gathering information.

l'ost of this instruction is given during school hours in some
schoolroom that. can be released for a time for the purpose;
otherwise the schoolr.00ms are utilized after school hotirs. Some-times the instruction is at public expense, the instructors being reg-ularly employed by the local board of education. In other casesthe pupils. pay a small fee per lessonffom 10 to 2' ts usually
and the, board of education provides only the roo nd buildingfacilities and the instruction books. The pupils in a mosr all cases
providth their violins and instrumental equipment.

Other orchestral instruments, such as basses, cellos, flutes, clariftnets, cornots, trombones, timpani, etc., while studied by fewer pupilson accouut of their cost or ttieir limitations as solo instruments. espe-cially in relation tc the home, have
.

not been neglected. Much class
instruction in col:net is given, arid in some cities there are classes innil the instruments mentioned and in all the remaining instrumentsof the orchestra and band. Textbooks which present graded coursesfor use in class instruction in cornet\ trombone., etc., have lately ap-peared in print, and thus give evidence of a denland. But whereclass instruction is lacking on account, of smaller numbers applying,there is Jill much instruction in these less-favored instruments, givenat .school expense or under school auspices to individuals or smallgroups of t wo or more members. A teacher or supervisor of instru-mental music who also has charge of much ensemble work may givesuch instruction. The school, howtever, usually owlis these other
instruments and, reversing its priictice with respeet to the violin,
pTovides the ipstrument. But if .no instrumental teacher who is
frsmiliar with the particular instrument is *regularly employe& by
the school, the cost of instruction is likely to be placed upon the pupil,
undei such advantageous arrangements as the school is able to makefir him.

In addition to orchestral and band instruments the piano* ha
become a *subject for class instruction in a large number of schwilis,
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and many thousands of pupils are members of public-school piano
classes. Carefully devised musical textbooks for their use are already
published and widely used, and the present extent of instruction is
so great that it has led to that discussion and interchange of .opinion
that is nec'essary to further development. Instruction is frequently
at public-schogl expense, since regularly emp1oy0 teachers of music
are likely to have more knowledge of piano thari of any one orches-
tral instrument. Statistics have not kept. pace with the growth of
the work, hOwever, and no figures can be quoted as to administrative
plans or the number of pupils now enrolled. It is safe to say, how-
ever, that this instruction has now passed the experimental stage
and is lately coming to be recognized as a valid feature of public
instruction in music.

The value of instruction in instrumental music in general can not
be overestimated. To master the technic of an instrument unques-
tionably enlists more powers of the individual than are required for
singing. In the case of piano, the music has many tones. These
first give an individual experience in harmony that_ is lacking
vocal practice. A matter of greater importance is that piano
requires independence of hands and fingers, many different rhyttuns
and musical patterns being woven together into a -musical structure
of much more than monophonic simplicity. The powers used are
also different from those used in singing; and since the piano pu-
pils also sing, their piano practice represents a very rich additional
development. This same fact holds true in the case of the study .of
any orchestral instrument. But most important is the fact that in-
strumental music introduces the pupil to " pure " or " absolute "
music, while all his other music in school leads him to regard music
as " song story "description, narration, or picture of some event
or situation of worldly importance. It is futile to expect intelli-
gent audiences for our symphony and chamber music concerts, futile
to expect intelligence \with respect to most of the music of Bach,
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and many later composers, if the sole
musical instruction of our people has consisted of the singing of
unison and part songs of elementary-school or even high-school
range.. They must IA brought to a comprehension of music as
beauty of tone, beauty of tonal design, tonal architecture of idealis-
tic nature that is reniote above the clash of worldly feeling, before
they understand music as the musician understands it. And there
is no agency in our public schools that tends to bring this about so
promptly and surely as the. study by the pupils of musical iastru-
ments alone and in ensemble. .

It is notable, too, that this attention to instrumental music repre-
sents an advance from the general to the specific, from vaguely cul-
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tural to definitely technical instruction. The cultural values are by
no means lost. They are rather greatly enhanced. But placed
under them, to give them greater firmness of base and permanent
strength, is a definite technical accomplishment which has wrought
itself into the pupil's physical, mental, and artistic nature by dint
of happy but earnest application.

449

MUSI C APPRECIATION.

Mechanical instruments for' reproducing music, aided by an ad-
vancing musical culture in the nation as a whole, have led to the
inauguration of systematic instruction in appreciation of music in
large numbers of schools and some attempts of the kind in the ma-
jority of schools. One form which this effort has taken is that of
music memory contests. Hundreds of schools have by this plan
made thousands of children acquainted with a large range of piecesof the world's best music. The Bureau for the Advanèement of
Music, aided by the General Federation of Women's Clubs (music
department) and the National Federation of Music Clubs, has done
much work in assisting schools to organize these contests. Entirely
apart from them, however, there is an increasing amount of regular
instruction along lines of musical appreciation in elementary schdols.It must be confessed that owing to the very nature of the subjct,this work is not as clear as to aims and as well defined as to its
essential processes as almost any other phase of public-school music.
To teach children to know and love good music (and this impliesthat they pre also brought to recognize and have a distaste for
vulgar, taw(hvy, flimsy music) is much more difficult a problem than
to teach them a technic or ski11;4or it requires a molding of the
child's deepest and most essential affective state,__ Often, it may be,
true appreciation results not from the teaching that is dolie but
in spite of it, as a consequence of the musical experience itself, which
works its way serrnely, notwit)istanding the interrupting voice of
the teacher. Certain it is that an unfailingly good and pure musical
experience would be the surest foundation for later appreciation.
Equally certain is it that appreciation is something to be caught-;,
not taught, and that the feeling of thf teacher, as in the, case of
moral teaching, is most powerful in arousing similar feeling on thè
pa.rt of the pupil. But it is difficult to translate the impartation
of states of feeling into definite schtefroom processes; and teachers
are consequéntly driven to making (and to evoking from the pupils)
observations, comments, analyses, that mray be e. positiyely inter-

.' ruptive and tangential in 41aracter, wad which may spoil the elusie
and unanalyzable mood that the music itsel might create. The very
voice of the teacher, as well as what he says, must be attuned um.
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pathetically to the music if a contribution and not an interruption
is made by his remarks. But whether full efficiency is attained yet
or not, it is certain that in this latest phase of public-school music
we have something of untold value and illimitable possibilities. Thee.),
thought and effort now devoted to it can be relied upon to bring
the necessary refinements in a few short years.

MUSIC IN HUM FICILOoLs.

NIention has herein been made of the fact that systematic instruc-
(tion in ,music of high-school grade is of late introduction in high
schools. The progregs so lately begun has never halted. The ad-
dition to chorus practice of instruction in orchestral ensemble, the
technic. of orchestral instrument, ourses in harmony and courses
in musical appreciation have already been noted. The instruction
in harmony, it should be further stared, is not rudimentary but *-1

, frequently as serious, thorough, and efficient, as that done. in a good.-
, conservatory of music. A two-year course, on a five-hour per week
basis. fully credited, and including thorough ear trhining and original
I;omposition, is not at all uncommon. Class songs, musical compo-
*tions for school entertainments, even entire cantatas, the music corn-

wsed by the harmony students and the text, costumes, staging, seen-
("Ivy, worked out. by the English, art, and physical training depart-
m ts, have been produced in the last two years On more than One oc-
cas cm. The musical appreciation, similarly, is often on a five-hour
basi and consists not only of provision of a rich musjcal experience,

, but lso, because the age of the p.upils now makes it possible, of a
thorovgh examination of the characteristics that give good music its

'fknene strèngth, and beauty or, by their absence, make.music flimsy
and in: e Much illuminating study of musical history, biography,
and fori i ilopecessarily included.

VOCAL TECHNIC.

The pro ess of definite technical instruction on musical instru-
ments has be n to react upon vocal practice in high schools and to
a lesser exte s in elementary schools. Supervisors of music are
beginning t ee that, although instrumental instruction in the
schools is recent, it has soon attained a position in the minds of

parents, and other teachem, and has produced educational
results in the learner that in some ways have surpassed the effects
produced by the long years of study through the medium of voice
alòne. The conclusion to which this leads is that indefinite cultural
instructibon (definite only in point of sight singing) is inferior to
definite instruction that includes the same cultural values and the
same technic of sight reading, but that adds a Julie of means of
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expression besides. Why should pupils not have specific vocal train-
it* to sing in chorus, just as they have specific instrumental training
to play in orchestra, is the question. Moved to the conclusion that
such-vocal training is equally practicable and desirable (or more so,
since a much greater number of p'emons sing), high schools have
begun to give class instruction in voice, and more of definite vocal
technic is taught in elementary schools. In high schools

often
e effect

i. magical. Pupilsboys especiallywho have ta little
intereset in chorus practice because it seemed to consist of earning

..4
One piece ia)f music after another, become keenly interested when a

v)

I
' technical accomplishment is sought. And the cultural value becomes

",) greater ; for when the impil seeks greater beauty of tone and a voice
ii control that Nvill give hiu an adequate medium for the expression

-of musical effects he is at once on the road toward true musical
effects. Of course, vocal technic, like any technic, might become
acado-mie: hut in public schools there is little danger that application
of technic to the production of the best music possible will ever be
neglected. The next wave of progress in our public-school musiç is
likely to be ti, vast increase in instruction in voice production and
management, applied in beautiful singing. .

EXTENT OF I NSTRUCTION UNDER SPECIAL TEACHERS OR SUPERVISORS OF
MUSIC.

41

The improverhents which have been described are of the nature
of intensificatior and refinement in instruction. The World War
had one effect of .a less gratifying nature. During its prowess and
after its conc1usis0 the financing of our public schools became a,

difficult proble4 Money for adequate maintenknce of public
schools was oftenfnot available, and in many places retrenchment
was ma+. Special teachers of music were frequently reliquished
under this financial stress. Usually the study of music was con-
tinued, ad the measure was usually regarded as a temporavy one.
Nevertheless, the relinquishment of special teachers of music has
undeniably resulted in a relative loss of forward movement, even if
intensification of study has prevented any absolute loss, or has even
more than ccunterbalmiced the loss ot special teachers. Further,
musiciansactual and prospective, and including private teachers,
performers, and public-school music teachersfound that there was
a great demand for other types of service and other kinds of voca-
tional work; and these other activities either seemed at the time
to satisfy a more urgent social need or to pay a much higher rate
of compensaiionor both. There was consequently some decrease
in the number of perOns engaged professionally in music and a cor-
responding increase in the number engaged in other lines .of work. .

The extent of this change ill the last biennium can not be ascertained;
îlj
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but the following statistics from the United States census for 1910and for 1920 tell the story and it is safe to say that the greater partof the shift in proportions occurred after 1915 and not before.

TABLE I.-Number of pf /*Song enpagrd in various projesgion8.
[Compiled from Occupational Statistics, United States Censub, report for 1920.1

Professions.

School-teachers
Truined nurses
Physicians and surgeons
Technical engineers
Musicians and teachers of music
Clergymen
Lawyers

In 1910.

Total. Male. Female Total.

In 1920.

Male. Female.

595. 306 11 8, 442 476, R64 752. nS5 I 16, S48 635, 207K2. 327 5, h19 76, 508 14912s I 5, 464 143, tiC)4151, 132 142, 117 9, 015 1 44.977 137, 758. 7. 21988, 755 hh, 744 11 134i, 121 136,080 41139. 310 54 $.12 84, 47b 1 30, 26") 57, 587 72, 678118.018 117.333 Gx5 127. 270 125, 4g3 1. 787114.704 114. 146 5.-0) 122. .1P.i . 120, 7s1 1, 738

The next table relates solely to teachers or supervisors of music in
public schools. The figures are compiled from the best. statist ics
available. and may be relied upon as substantially correct. The. -
figures, it will be observed, are for 1919 and 1922.

TABLE II. Percentage of town'? of 1,000 population or orer haring special
mURic eachers.

Percent-
age

havingStates. special
t eachers
in 191U.

Alabama 24. 7
Arizona

.

Arkansas 24 3
California 4s 3
Colorado 55. 0
Connecticut 44 3
Delaware 7.
District of polumbia 100 0
Florida 40 0
Georgia
Idaho 41. 0

45. 5Indiana 62.9
Iowa 73. 4
Kansas
Kentucky ... 31.
Louisiana 30 1
Maine 29 1
Maryland 25.6
Massachusetts 69 7
Michigan. 66 3
Minnesota 42 6
Mississippi 43. 1
Missouri 31. 3
Montana 65. 3

Percent-
age

having
special

teachers
in 1922.

s 3 ii

64 2
9

59 6
46 6
44
14. 2

100 0
43. 3
2.5. 0
12. 1
52. k

77 4
35. 2
30. 7
26 7
13 7
17 0
75. 3
61. 2
41 7
3S A
32. 9
53. 5

States.

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolin a. .
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oreoini
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
south Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee"
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
NVest Virginia
Wisconsin

yomiug

Percent-
age

having
special

t eachers
in 1919.

Percent -
age

having
special
teachers
in 1922.

6 52.

21.
47. 9
63. 4
42. s
15. 7
45 7
24. 4
19. 1
as. 6
46. 2
20. 3
5ex 7
42. S
.72. 1

73. 3

". 3
62. 1
71. 4
El..). 0

. 9
17.
64. 2
49. 4
20. 5
47. 9
60. 2
42. tit
14. 4
45. 7
22. 6
19. 1
40. 9
35. 8
21. 2r. 8
50. 7
49.6
tO. 0

The details of this table may appear discouraging. It must be
remembired, howev.er, that failure to c:mploy a special teacher of
music, on account .of financial stringency, does not imply, by any
means, abandonment of instruction in music in such schools. Often
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the greatest effort is made to continue adequate instruction despitethe necessity, reluctantly recognized, of economizing by temporarily
Pe leasing the special teacher of music. In Pennsylvania, for in-
stance, there is unquestionably more widespread instruction in musicin public sdiools now than ih 1919: but it is obviously carried on byregular grade teachers and not by an increased number of special
teachers. Further, refinement and invigoration of study have far
out weighed the results of the loss orspecial teachersthough it is tobe deeply regretted that extension, as well as intensification, couldnot have taken place. The total, too, is less discouraging than manyof the separate entries; for taking the United States as a whole we findthat, in 1919. 46.4 per cent of all towns and cities of 1,000 population
or over reported having speCial teachers or supervisors of music;
and in 1922 the number had decrea,sed only to 45.7 per cent. There
is an actual gain during the period' in the number of townts employ-
ing supervisors of music; and the relative decrease, as shown in the
percentage, is only seven-tenths of 1 per cent. Besides, we must re-
-member that there has been the most severe retrenchment in all forms
of expense for public schools. Building has been greatly restricted.
School after school has announced publicly through the newspapers
that unless some extraordinary means of securing revOlues could be
found the schools would be forced to dose. In the light of this
general retrenchment, and in view of the general conditions that have
been described with respect to public instruction in music, the small
relative decrease in the number of special instructors may be re-
garded as negligible.
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PART II. GENERAL.

By CHÁRI.E8 N. B6YD.

In the fields of music schools and private music teaching there is
no solidarity of organization or uniformity of method comparable
to that obtaining in the related activities of public-school music.
But two organizations aim at national scope. The first is the Music
Teachers' Nationdl Association, organized in 1876; which held its
forty-fourth annual meeting in New York December 27-29, 1922.
The membership varies between 400 and 500 and represents nearly
all the States of the Union. The fact that this membership is only
one-third of 1 per cent of the total number of music teachers re-.
ported by the census of 1920 is proof of the Anditions mentioned
above as characteristic of the individual teachers. The object of
the Music Teachers' National Association is the advancement of
musical knowledge and education in the United States, and this
object is promoted by the annual meetings and the printed Proceed-
ings containing the numerous papers read on educational topics at
the meetings. These books have had a wide circulation and are
found in many public libraries. During the past two years this
association has continued its work along accustomed lines, with stand-
ing committees for the departments of American music. organ and
choral musis, community.rnusic, history of music and libraries,' pub-
lic-school Music, standardization, affiliation, and music in the college.

The other organizatkn of national scope is of still more limited
*membership, as its title implies, the Association of Presidents of
State Music Teachers' Associations, Membership is limited to these
officers in the National and State music teachers. associations.
Organized in 1916, the specific objectirkare the establishment of a
uniform standard for examinations for music teachers (before an
examining board) , and the promotion of music as a. major suhject
in all educational institution% including high schools. This
organization has so far exerted a stronger influence in the Western
and Southwestern States than in the eastern portion of the country.
It has granted certificates to teachers passed by the examining
boards, and has outlined four-year high-school courses in applied

This committee prepared the rOort on the music smious of public libráries through-
out the 'United States, published* Bureau of Education Bulletin No. 33, 1921.
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RECENT ADVANCES IN INSTRUCTION MUSIC. 455
music (voice, violin, piano) , as published in the Music Teachers'Nationil Association Proceedings for 1921, pages 121-432.

As may have been inferred from the preceding, there; are alsoState associations and other regional groups of mdsic feachers.The course of such organizations is at best precarious, for tworeasonsfirst, the indifference of the avkiage independent musicteacher; and, secondly, the difficulty in finding officers who can orwill make the necessary sacrifices to promote movements of any
size or importance. In .1919 the following State associations werelisted : Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi,Missouri, New York, Nebraska, North Carolina, North Dakota,Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Texas, Vermont, Washington, and Wis-consin. In 1920 Idaho and Virginia were added, but apparently
1921 saw no new organizat?ons of this kind. Their activitie§ havebeen last pronounced in the Western and. Southwestern *States,which apPear to have been the leaders in demand for some sortof -standardization in music teaching and recognition Qf well-qualified teachers.

PREPARATION OF MUSIC TEACHERS.

The past two 3 ears have been marked by decided agitation in thematters of the music teacher's preparation, authority, and his actualwork. As yet no such regulationt obtain as are found in ihe profes-sions of medicine, dentistry, and law.* Any person is legally free to
ahnounce himself or herself a private teacher of vocal or instrumental
music, regardless of ID-reparation or fitness, and in' consequence thecountry is overrun with self-styled teachers whose work ranges fromwhat might be termed mildly incompetent to examples 'which shouldbe styled criminal. Even an approach to desirable legal regulationof music teaching has yet to be found in this country, but the leadersin the music-teaching profession throughout the United States areamong the leaders in the agitation for better conditicins, and it is
reasonable to believé that progress is.being made in the right direc-
t ion. The high standard of preparation required for supervisors ofmusic in the public schools is having a decided influence on tehe pub-
liu-school pupils who study music privately with outside teachers,and this in turn is reflected. by th_e private teacher. The result ofvarious influences is a growing interest in-real musical education, as
compared with the purely technical training hitherto atRided bypany really competent teachers: The study of musical theory 043
becoming general, musical history is getting some of the recognitionit has long deserved, and in occasional instances privide teachers areinstituting classes in musical appreciation.
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To meet this gr:;ing reeling of the neqd for systematic Araining
in topics such as these and to provide a general music education
along with specific technical instruction, three large and compre-
hensive coutses for piano students have been placed on the market
by as many publishers in recent years. These have had a large
sale, despite marked differences of attitude toward such courses on
the part of teachers. .Many excellent musicians hold that music as
an art can not he taught to best advantage by any system which
implies its general adaptability to each and every pupil. Others
feel that the disadvantages involved are offset by the value of having
a definite course befdre both the pupil and the frequently .inex-
perienced teacher. Too often both teacher and pupil have such a
limited vie of music that the scope of even an average musical
education'7omes as a revelation, and its disclosure by an ordered
course is most desirable. If such courses magy be promoted Itithout
regrettable commercial entanglement.they mar accomplish many
desirable results.

Definite figures for the number of persons engaged in music
teaching in the 1: Rued States can not be obtained. The ci:Insus re
ports group under one heading both musiciafis and teachers of music;
asnd even a guess at an appropriate separation would be futile. The
total under the census of 1910 was 139,310 (male 54,832, female
84,478): in 1920, 130,265 (male 57,587, female 72,678). Without
doubt these figures include all thfose whose occupation is chiefly
music, but it is possible that a great number of persons otherwise
engaged and reported are more or less inkrolved with music teaching.
It is .bardly possible to expect definite statements on this ppint until
some form of registratign is a State requirementlor every music

rteacher.
A. list of music schools and apartments conviled in 1921 by one

of the musical papers includes 833 such institutions in Vie United
States. Of these, 403 are music departments of ccolleges,
or other educational organizations, and 40 am connected with State
normal schools:-:i90 are apparently conservatories or institutions in
which music teaching-- is.the chief object. -The percentage of increase
Or 'decrease in the total Amber of schools during the past'bienniuni
is so small as to be negligible; fact, it might altpgether be ac-
counted for by the colnparative inaccuracy of lists mAde at intervals
of tw45 years. Applefit13- but two music schools/in the covntry
have had unusual incentives for imniediate development during the
'mist two years. One school is assiste y an endowment of several
millidn delars, which has made po ible every material facility foe
an ideal sclwol. The other school has had much smallrr financial
endowm'ent, but by virtue of community interest and -eupport it .has
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grown with more th-an ordinary strides. A mimber of music schools,
East and West, can report imposing new buildings during the past
two years, sometimes acquired by gift or endowment, but more
frequently made neCessary by increased attendance or the need for
bet ter facilities.

Two music schools which have had phenomenal growth in recentmonths are the Eastman School of Music, connected with the Uni-t
versity of Rochester. N. Y., and the Cleveland Institute of Music,of Cleveland, Ohio. For the foupdati.on of the former 1\fr. (4eorgiEastman in ITS enabled the University of Rochester to acquire the
Institute of 'Musical Art of that city; the next year he corrtributed
$3,500,000 for a site, building, and endowment, and lias.since ttddedlargey to this contribution to cover the cost of building and equip-ment. The Eastman School of Music, which is under the directionof Alf Klingenberg, has grown from a student registration of 506in September, 1921, to 1.622 ori March L 1923. The Ci9v6landInstitute of Music. which is not- affiliated with Any other insiitutin,*-
has grown from an attendance of 130 in June, 1921, tt; 350 in June,
19:22. The theory department has now 156 students. Ernest Bloc.his the musical director.

N U MBER OF M USIC SCHOOLS .e

*No kivailabler list for the past biennium gives complete and de-tailed information concerning the number of teachers or pupils in
muaic schools and departmeAs during this period, but a t om-
parison of the music -schciol sections in Sargent's American Private
Schools for the years 1019120 andd 1921-22 yields sane interesting
fignres, which are- probably a safe btisis for computation. Forty-three music schools have provided information in each, of these
annl'ials, from 14ton to San FrancisCo. and from,Petroit to %.t-
lanta. The ihsrautioils are chiefly musical, only a-sma14percentage
being college or university music dekartmentso Of the 43, only two
report a decreas6 in faculty or sfudNkts, and the total decrease is
18' for teachers and 164 -for students. On the other hana, 41
s-chools teport a total iiorease of 14*7 teacIA and. 10,55 pupils
over the figures of 1,277 teachers and 24,558 pupil's in 1919-20: In
the han4book for 1919-20 were listed 57 music schools, with 1.507
tetichers a,pd 28,02 pupils. In the 1921-2r2 handbook 85 schools are
representO, with 2,615 teachers and 46,709 pupils. Despite the
fact that tNese lisA include ply the schobls advertising in the
book, and that in,occasional instances tile numbei.orneither teach-.

ers n9r sttidents is given; the figures 4nay be taken as reprtbsentative
of general ¡conditions. The schools are in. every part of the United
States, arid of .every size, from the smallest tp the largest.
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4 The list of 833 nuisic schools mentioned as the mogt complete Oflate date necessarily jaludes a wide variety of concerns advertising
"Pmusic schools.", in the:chse of the private teacher, there is noleg'a hindrance if one teacher, or two or three teachers, decide toadverlise as a musiè school, conservatory, or even college or univer-

sity of m'Ùsjc. The unfortunate result is that a considerable numberof institution haN:e the loosest sort of organizatiom and the mostfeeble curricultun imaginable. On- the Other hand, there are at leasta scor scboois in the country of notable size and highartistic uhs. One scivoi- advertises an enrollment of 4,000 pupils,
lind seve'ral have aboVe 2:;000. In many schools, both large and small,the courses.are well planned 'and comprehensive, and the results may
ivell be comps& withiliose of any 'other educational institutions.An encotiraging feature in the 'recent progress of music educ.;it ion
is the increasing favor with which ntuie, credits are regarded, eitherfor entrance or in course, by tile colleges and universities. A sum-
mary published in 1922 by the Art. Publication Society of St. Louis
states that, while in 1918 slightly more th..an qne-half of 229 colleges
and universities,replying to a questionnaire trkwed music credits, in
1922 the same inhuiries developed the fact that tiV institutions allow
entrance tredits in music; 264 allow such credits \toward tiiis B. A.
degree, mid if293 allow credits either for entrance or colleg

The question oi a national conservatory of music -sti rives
attention in certain Zwarters, and one or more bills in ists be Itlf are
usually before Congress. A national institute of mu.sic, pro.oerly
administered and free froni both musical entanglements *and political
bias, would be welcom'ed by many leading musicians of the country
as -affording an ideal opportunity for the development of Ameri-
can musicians with marked talent. But as yet, the rank' and file of
music teachers hAVe failed to show any particular concer'n over the
matter, apd will probably renfain apathetic until some distinctly
faiorable ór unfavárable action forces them initio some activity.

Noteworthy progress is bein'g made in the United States in the
1, provision of excellent teaching material. Every field is covered by

the composition of vooal and instrumentai music, and by editing or
comOing educational Worics equal or superior ttt.ie be$t.importa-
tions of earlier days. Each year skis iniportant additions t9 the
repertoire of these works, and the great Anwrica'n mimic publish-
ing firms bring them out in profusion. In the dep.artment of musical
theory numerous treatises by -American musicians show thOr ad- w
varice. in conformity to modern educational' iirinciples, ail(' these
works are generally supplanting the translations of foreign and
ancient methods formerly regarded as indispensable. At least ofie

listory of music by an American, author has Ilecome a standard
Ill ° .
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RECENT ADVANCES IN INSTRUCTION IN MUSIC. 459
not only in this but also in other Enesh-ipeaking countries. In
the departments of acoustics, musical appreciation, biography, and
technical treatisgs ion the voice or specifiC instruments, American
writers have made-recent and vatuable contributions.

The conclusion, then, is that in the past two years decided prog-
ress has been made it .the large departments represented by the
private teacher or the music school. There is a healthy discontent
with certain unsatisfactory conditions, and fair progress toward
their remedy. There is evidently a marked inc_Tease in the number
of persons studying mu**, the material provided for the students..
is of improved quality, and teachers are awakening to their respon-
sibilities.
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CHAPTER XIX.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL

, JOURNALISM.
BY W. CARSON RYAN, JR.

Profesear of Education, Swarthmore Cullege.

Recent developments in educational journalism have had to do
chiefly with the efforts of professional journals to maintain the.
publication of scientific and technical material in the face of a high-
cost emergency that h&s not yet wholly passed away; with the
creation of ntw State and national issociation journals or the re-
establishment of older ones On a better business and professional
basis as a conspicuous part of the recent no tearthy growth in teacher-
organization; ana with the strengthening of educational publicity
in th.e.columns of the daily newspaper and in other media of general
rather than pedagogical appzal.

The technical educational journal has been having 4. very difficult
time and Ints hardly more than held its own. Educational journah
ism in the-daily newspaper, on the other hand, has maintained its4lf
effectively and has improved in vality; while the new life that has
come into the State educational journals in the past, two yeaN, to

notilipg of the Journal of the National Education Association,
indicates` a rapidly growing professional sense on the part of Amer-
ican teachers that pould sooner or later result in a morQ secúre po.si-
tion for such of the educational journals as are of genuinely national
scope and interest and can prove their value.

An accurate and acceptable list of educational jourpals is made
difficult by the lack of a standard definition. There are 144 period-
icals reporting to the United States Bureau of Education as the result
of a recent inquiry,' and the merest glance thKough the list: shows
how varied the Oblications are. Efforts have beent made to elimienate die mere mews sheets or sChool and college papers usilAy found
on " educational " Lists, but there is still a sufficient variety to be
puzzling.

Perhaps ,the most strikina feature of this list of educational jour-nals is the scarcity of periodicals of reqily national scope, and _the
limited circulation of 'those that there are. Of the 144 journals
listed, probably not Orer 10, can rightfiilly claim to be imdependerrt-e and national in the sew that they try tó deal with educational
problems.in a national way free of associational connectiohs.3 In the..

tkiformation collected by the Bureau pf Education in October, 1920; revised breorresponpnoe duringa

'1921 and 1922; and,ehecked by submission of the complete list to 411 those whose name* appeared on it inNovembir, 1922. The statistics as given here and in the accompanying table have been revised to Jan. 1,1913, so ar as inkrmation was available.
s See, for example, Ayetis American Newspaper Annual and Directory"( N .W. Ayer & Son, Philaielphia).s Etclusive, of course, of journals like Normal Instructor and Primary Plans (reported circulation,

155,000), which aim chiefly to present =tali material and schoolroom devices for teachers.
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462 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

case of at least four,of these, circulation figures are Not available
even in the form of 'publishers' estimates. Only 2 of the journals
meet the first test of honest journalism by reporting audit bureau
or detailed figures. The aggregate circulation of all 10, if we accept
publishers' claims for 6 .of them and make the most li.1),eral possible
estimates for ihe others, is considerably less than 40,000.

The one in this grobp of journals reporting the highest figlite (10,855)
is intended for a special nonprofessional clientelemembers of boards
of educationso that the typical'educational jdurnal of the sort our
libraries and professional educational workers must chiefly depend
upon is an affair of around 3,000 circulation. It is hardly surprising,in the circumstances, that the mortality among school journals is
high; barely one-fourth of the journals now publishing antedate the
twentieth century, while in the two years under review 10 educa-
tional periodicals have pasied out of existence and 17 new ones have
been established.

The plight in which the scieintific educational journals find them-
selves is still substantially that described by Dr. B. R. Buckingham
in a communication to the Commissioner of EducatiQn at the outset
of the present inquiry:

The type of material in which the editors of journals of educational research are
particularly interested has been seemingly more profoundly affected than have other
types of material. I refer to articlos reporting the results and application of investi-
gation. These articles not infrequently involve considerable tabular and tzraphic
display. On acoount of the unusual expense incident to this kind of printing, the
output of research material has been restricted. I happen to know that the result
of this has been the suppressiop of many valuable articles.

It is our own opinion that educational journalism of the better sort will not assume
the impo r.; and influence whkh it should until each pubLication is sufficiently
endowed ake care of all financial difficulties, or until readers of educational ma-
terial alseficiently nuxerous to support educational journAlism as a commercial
venture. t

The situation is somewhat better with the larger group (-1t periodi-
cals that deal nationally with some special field than it is wi.th the
genet-al publications just referred to. There are 38 of the special' type
tanging in circulation from a few hundred to 17,000. This group in-
clude a number of the most significant journals, such as theEkmentary
gchopl Journal and the School Review, published by the University
of Chicago; the American Physical Education Review; the Journal
of Rural Education; the Journal of Educational Psychology ftlie In-
dustrial 4rts Magazine, and Industrial Education Magazine; Reli-
giolis Education; and the recently established Vocational Education
Magazine and the Educational Screen.

STATE EDUCATIONAIi JOURNALS.
It is in the State and associatiosal group of periodicals that real

circulation is apparent. The 'growth. the*Journal of thic National
Education Association, which in less than two years has attained a
.circulation of 130,000, is paralleled by many of the State journals,
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I la DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL JOURNALISM. 463

some of them organs of the State teachers' associations, a few others
jealously retaining their independence. The aggregate circulation of
this group C)f 48 periodicals is 234,800, which is much closer to what
might normally he expected than is the circulation oftthe supposedly
national journals of educational thought and opinion. In at least one
State (Pennsylvania) the close relation between the State school
journal and the State association membership has carNed the circula-
tion to well over 48,000. It will be said, of course, that in the case of
many of the State journals there is a padding qf the subscription lists
through the fact that all members are automatically subscribers; a
part of the anhual dues being set aside for subscription to the official
journal. These are, however, bona fide subscriptions to an extent
not usually the case with membership subscriptions, since one of the
chief inducements generally held out for membership in the State
educational association is that it carries with it the State journal.
Furthermore, it is evident from an examination of the form as well
as the content Of tijlese newer State journals tit& full-time, responsible
editorship has taken the place of the voluntary and usually ine,fficient
service of other days, so that the readers are probably a part of the
journal in a way in which they seldom were before the change.

These Stat-e journals frequently include in their clientele more
than the organized teachers of the State. Thus the Arkansas Edu-
cational Association announces a new publication, to he known as
the Journal of Arkafisas (Education, which represents a combinationof the Arkansas Teach,-, recently acquired,' the quarterly journal
hitherto issued bv the ksi.sociation, and the monthly Educational
News Bulletin of the State Department of Public instruction. The
new journal. the announcement states, "will not be strictly a method

. or professional magazine, but a newspaper deyoted to education in
Arkansas:: It will be the organ, not only of 'die Arkansas Educa-
tional Association, but of the kiorward Education Movement as well,
and will carry official announcements from the State Department of
Public Instruction. Of special intirlst is a department of school
directors, edited by a newspaper publtsher who happens to be at the
same-time a member of one of the county boards of edtication.

The general purposes of the association journals are well expressed
in the following editorial announcement of one of the' newest and
best of them, the Washington Educatioilal Journal:4

44 1. 'rolnellide in our perspective all the educational fowli of the State, both institu-.
tionally and departmentally.

2. To spread information concerningeducational progress and problems.
3. To cultivat.e professional spirit and sense of professional solidarity throughoutthe State.
4. To stimulate individual and cooperative effort to raise educational standards,and promote educational erpciençy.

gCbted with approval by President S. E. DIVAS, of the date Normal College, Dillon, Mont; in a sit4 aiticant article Mite Intec4fountain &Water.
4
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5. To advise the Wa8hington Educational Association member:11L4) .4 the plansand activities of their 'officiary. .

Co. To gather from the membership their opiniions and i.onvictif.ns on matters 4)feducational poli.cy.
7. To supply materi:il for the use of tmchers in educating the public f(lr the better-ment (of their schools.
8. To enlarge the individual acquaintance and to extend the peNdifial contact oftfachers in the State.
9. To acquaint teachers with educaiional progress in other States and in the Nationat large.
10. To offer an incentive to original and constructive eiPutriloilitin too pridessilinalknowledge and insight.

Naturally the rapid growth of these State association journals has
not been accomplished without difficulties. Here and there differ-
ences of o.pinion have developed as to how far the State journal
should be officially connectA with the teachers association on theone hand and the State superintendent's office on the other. There
have been times when the privately owned educational journal of the
State looked somewhat askance at the entrance4f4 .the as:ociation
into the journalistic field. As .the editor of one of the ilidependent
State journals in the Middle West %%Tote to the Bureau of Education:

There seems of late in certain sections of the country to be a tendency toward theState tpachers' associations owning and publishing their own organs. As these ('fficialorgans are, as it seems, ita() business enterprises, seeking general as \veil a-= educationaladvertising, they will of course affect both the businew as well as the service of thoseedicationul periodicals which must depend entirely upon private enterprie.
This- editor makes it clear, however, that Its far as his journal is

concerned the effect will simply be to cause him to " enlarge thfl
general scope of service" of the magazine, to take in other groups
interested in education besides the teachers themselves.

There have also been signs, in the two years jtist passed, of
jealousy on the part of the State journals, both associational and
private, of the enormous growth and 1,rosperit); the 'Journal of the
National Education Association. Sentiment as expressed in recent
ineetings öf the Educational Press Association and elsewhere, how-
ever, has been wholly favorable to both the State and National asso--
ciatión periodical development, the feeling apparently being that
there is ample room for all the different types, alid that on the adxer-
lising side in particular none of the journals has begun to exhaust
the possibilities. This sentiment haskundotibtedly been helped along.
byi the attitu(Neof the National Education Association, which has
taken care to skow its interest in the work of the newly created full-
time secretaries, leading in movements for cooperation on the part:
1 all the journals in,professional and business matters alike and in
eneral aiding materially in puttingaglitate educational journalismn a sound basis. 111111 journal itself summed up the situation re-4,ently on its editorial page as follows:
There are the following well-defined fields in educational jo : m which may:i. be expected to grow in importance: (1) The local eflu'cationsi n per: published
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either by the board of education or by. a local education association and servi4 as a
mirror of the educational enthusiasms arid standards of the community; (2) the
State educati(ma1 journal, published either by private enterprise or by tim State
asstriation and reflecting the news, special interests, programs and enthusiasms of
the educational leaders of the State: (3) journals of general appeal and national in
sope which reflort the initiative and creatAtit energy of independent *educational
leaders; (4) journals dealing with special phases of the science of education; (r))
klurnals appeJlit,g to groups working in pèia1'1ie1 r ljlels (If the educational
tier\

There i ough educational thought in America to fill all such jf.urnals
now exist, to improve them still further, and even io establish other14. There is
enough potential educational advertising to suppon much larger en terpries in edura-
ti4 Ina! j4)urnalL4m than have yet been undertaken. I.et any jf)urnal set for it!self a
wel1-I1Phne4I tield ;if needed usefulne4s, maintain high/4nd consistent editorial Fstand-

cn 1)eing printed attractively, and make a virile campaign for advertising
and Flicut.s.-- is almost certain. The National Education Association, with it,4 broad/
interest i1 the improvement of education, regards it as tits duty to encourage the
devekpnic:.t every worthy educational journal.'

NEWSPAPERS AND EDUCATION.
Of no importance in educational jounialism than the develop-

ment of thc association joiirnals, in the past two or three years, is
the increased -.attention to education in periodicals inteRded for the
*general publicnotably the daily newspaperand the corresponding
interTst on the part of the schools in carrying their mestige through
all the a vAilable agencies -of the hour, from the daily press to motion
pictures and radio.

The most obs¡ous, though not the most important, measure of
newspaper interest in education is the daily or weekly school page
or department. Som9 20 of the 200 or more chief daily- newspapeN
in the niifed States maintain a school or education page under the
direction of an educational editor" or other staff employee specially
equipped for his task.° The list includes such newspapers as the
Boston Transcript,. the New York Globe, the ,New York Mail, the
New York Evening Post,7 the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, the Christian
Science Mgni t or, the Jewish Morning JOurnal (New York); tht. Spokane.
Daily Chronicle, the Baltimore Sun, the 40;idence ,Journal, jJie
Seattle TOnes, the Portland Jotumal, the Buffalo News, the New Orleans
Times-Picayune, the Louisville Times, the Louisville Post, the'Wash-
ington Times, the Los Angeles Examiner, and the Cleveland Presp

The tradition of anonymity that still persists in most newspaper
offices makes it difficult to givie adequate credit to the men and
women who have pioneired in this field. It is impossible not to
mention. however, Henry T. Claus, gchool and college editor of the
Boston Transcript, to whom every newspaper writer on educatio4, .

is heavily indebted; Tristram W. Mëtcalfe, of the New York. Globe,
gicreator of tilt daily school page of the metropolitati type; Jacob
thicowito, editoiof the school pagé of the New York Mail and Frorence
M401, of the Seattle Times. f d

6 Journal of the ation, Z1 196, May, 1922. Discontinued July, 1922.
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t is not detracting from the work of any of these to say thatthe Present tendency in newspaper treatment of education is appar-ently away from the sclwoi page. There has always been considerable4difference of ppinion among newspAper people and others interestedin educa+ipnal journaiisin of the daily-press type as to the merits of
the speciál page or department. Many newspapers have given upthe department idea,, not only for education but for most other
subjects. In the case of education the argument is that the sepatatepage or department means that the readers will mainly he' th6se
already intereisied in education,° whereas the chief valile of newspapertreatment oeducation is that the scboois may thereby be betterknown to lahe masses of the public. incere believers in educationand in the value of educatioiml material in the press assert that
education should be handlell strictly on its merits, in competitionwith other news and features-. Thus the New York Times does nothave a school page, though it has on its staff one of the most dis-tinguished _men in educational journahism---:-Dr. John H. . Finley,former commissioner of education of New York Stateand probablycarries more material about education than any other publication.Siniilarly the Newark Evening News, while it has no separate pagefor education, gives the most discriminating editorial treatment toeducation and has for years been represented at educational con-ventions and elsewhere in school work by one of the best equippedof the newspaper writers on educAtion.

There is possibly more argument for the separate schdol Fivewhere the eductition page is a weekly feature, along with otherweekly features, yet even here the decision seems to be,that on thewhole education is 'better off if not given a speci0 place, but "1isedaccording to the news value of the day," as Eric Sa4ille. of thePhiladelphia Public Ledger, puts. it. What is appari:ntly mostobjected to is the too obvious education label. Just tis educa-tional" motion pictures are likely to be those that hae no entertain-ment value, so there is a feeling that to label a-thing eduçat ion " inthe daily newspaper makes it_ lose in attractiveness. As Avery C.Marks, jr., says:
The experience of newspaper editom is, I believe, to the general effect that thEgLnewspaper-reading public does not object to being "educated" or instructed, butit thoroughly objects to being informed of the fact that it is being instructed.' Theaverage reader will swallow a large educational pill if there is sufficient chocolatecoating of human interest on it.

Some "of the newipapers that do not have education pages' ordepartments, -bat express sspécial interest in education ,material, atethe Johnstown (Pe.) Tribune, the Milwaukee Journal, the HoustonChronicle, die Syracuse Herald, the Los Angeles Herald, the Atlanta
. rThis is particularly trio where, u In the ease of the two NEW York papers, the school news appears onlyIntl* bone edktloal,which has a very lintitethale and is purchased chiefly by the 'special school clientele.
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Georgian, and the Rochester Times-Union. The latter paper re-
,marks:

Although we have no ediwation department or page, we are glad to use anything
of interest on the subject and will do all we can to promote educational work and
stimulate interest.

The attitude of a modern newspaper toward education material is
well described in the following statement by Henry T. Claus, of the
Boston Transcript, covering the experience of his paper since the
creation of a school and college department more than a quarter of a
century ago:

The Transcript's school and college department was inaugurated in 1895, but its
grpatest development, which includes the organization of a staff of correspondents
in schools and colleges in all parts of the country, the building up of a reference
library, and a close study of American and foreign educational journals and American
school and college newspapers and maghzines, Iffas come within the past 15 years.
To-day the Transcript aims to describe fully and appraise accurately the large educa-
tional developments of the day, to record the important affairs af all universities,
colleges, and.schools, and to chronicle the daily happenings at those institutions in
which Transcript readers are primarily interested.

In carrying out this purpose the Transcript devotes anywhere from three to five
columns a day to educational news, utilizes the services of the Associated Press and
its own correspondents and special writers, and the publicity copy sent out by the
Federal Bureau of Education and educational institutions and orginizations.il great deal of this so-called publicity copy is helpfill; particularly valuabfe has been
that designed to awaken the public to an appreciation of the fact that the small
salaries paid public-school teachers constituted a national menace. That the cam-
paign for higher salaries was successful was due in no small measure to the forceful
argumeuts and striking facts contained in the press r:_lwerial spread broadcast by the
Federal bureau and by organizations of teachers.antthers ac lv intereste.d in
education.

On the other hand, some of the copy is, so far as the n.anscript is concerned, of
little use. It has not the popular appéal which the newspaper strives to find in every
pr?spective news item. It interests only one class of rejtders; as such it belongs not
in a nelkspaper, but in a publication which is primarily designed for that particular
dam of reader. But it is only fair to state that the amount of uonusable copy whichpmes into newepaper offices is growing proportionately smaller with each passing
year. k knowledge of what newspapers want and do not want is aiwarently hecom-

. ing mpre general. In particular has theyfficiency of college publicity been increased,
alata circumstance due partly to the fact rattly inkitutions through their schools

of journalism haire made a study of the newspaper and 'partly to the fact that ex-
perikced newspaper men are gradually Astipplanting members of the faculty as college
press agents.

There is evidence to-day of 'a growing willingness on tie part of private and public
school authorities to cooperate with the newspaliers. It i& much easier than it used
to he Yor a newspaper man to get facts from colleges and schools, aqd educatfonal

--authorities generally appear to have reactO the conclusion that there is nothhig to
be gained byNwithholding a story in which a considerable portiori of the public has a
vital concern.

EDUCATiOVAL INFORMATION SERVICE.
It is c1ear7not only from this stateinent of Mr. Claus, but from the

eviderice everywhere at hand in .the daily press, that with the in.-
creased attention to educational mays has gdne an increased effórt
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on the part of school's and educational institutions everywhere tomake the material they have avaihtble 430 the public. Educationalpublicity. or better, "educational information service," has de-veloped notably in the past. year or two, and what was once regardedas a more or less dangerous and unholy enterprisethat of inter-preting' educational institutions to the world outsidehas becomea reasonably respectablvalling in which there are still hazards butby which reputations may be won and service may unvestionably
be rendered. There are few Stale departments of education thatdo not have their own press bulletins or special places in the Stnteschool jeournak: nearly all colleges are supplied with someone wimebusiness it is to furnish material about the intitution to the press."though the material vtrt es treualindously value and sincerity:and even the educational foundations ,have had come to the pointof providing* carefully p-repared press sta#ments of their moreformal st udies and' reports.

More important than the extent of tte publicity wavo is thechange of emphasis that appears to have come. The word "public:ity" is more and more being avoided, noe for shame, but because*of a recbgnition that educational institutions are not interested in"publicitF " so much as in providing the channels of "information."whereby the outside public may It;rn through agents of its ownChoosing just what the truth is. It is significant that in the betteruniversity information bureaus no press letter is alloired to go outwherein,the institution is boosted" or .where praise of the institu-tion is sought. The better publication bureaus " issue" comparaetively but, ha've a'wide open door for allrepresentatives offile press especiallywhb wish to find out. 44 Press-agenting " is thelast thing the more responsible information person on a modetncollege staff a;s after. What Frederic Mlen has been doing forHarvard Univesity in the past three years is typical of what maybe expected when universities have their relations with the outsideworld on a better basis as far as the press is cowerned. Therewas nothing speclacuivaii or hhastful abiout the material issued bythe Hprvard publications office undo. Allen; it was nearly alwaysiraeresting, dignified, and important, with tint resulththat even themost hardened city editor, earefully steeling himself against publicitymaterial in general, would find himself using it -for the simple reasonthat it was good as newsthe kind of thing he would expect hisown staff to run down if time and energy-allowed.
Not all elluefitional institutions can at present reach the Harvard_standard as set by`Mri Allen, but some of them aré doing it. Oneof the very best of the public-school information offices is thatintained by the

-
Public

-
schools Cleveland, Ohio, where Clyde R.4

is Itr. Cravens's study (see below) shows that hoof the institutions then repborting had "publicitypersons.' '
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Miller is director of the division of publications, and where' the samehigh sense of duty to the schools, the press, and the public prevails as atHarvard. The division publishes a city school paper, Sc1ìo(1' Topics,which is one of the best of its kirid, but this paper is intended pri-marily for the teachers of the system. In its ielations with the pressof the city the division seeks, to give every newspaper representative
in Cleveland the best possil)le opportunity for finding out all he
wishes to about the schooh. Recently, for example. the division .made arrangements so that it particularly well-equipped newspapermanMr. Fred 'Charles, oP the Plain Dealerwas enabled to gothrough the schools of the ciiy, sitting each day in a classroom withother pupils just as he did when a boy, to write for the readers ofhis paper a day-by-day firstlhand account of going to school in allthe grades. The ideals of th0 Cleveland division of publications areset forih.*as follows by Mr. Miner:

The division of publications is attempting to create in the system an atmosphereof frankness. of absolute openness, in clealing with the public and particu!af.ly withthe press. There showld be TIQ secrets in the operation and conduct of the schools.Everything in the schools should be open for public inspection. The schools andtheir officials and employees should not resent just criticiim, and even unjtpt criticismaffords no good reason for a policy of secrecy. Some of.the newspapors of the cityhave been of grev service in interpreting the scIttols to the public. Occasionalgarbled. halfttrue, or intentionally mischievous newspaper stories, while causing justindignation or regret on the part of school employees or officials, offer no sound basisfor losing the door in the face of newspaper representatives.
The division of publications is trying to train officials, principals, and teachers inintcllight cooporation with the press. To a limited extent the office of/the divisionin. the school headquarters building is itself a tylearing house of news. But in itsfi Contact withotike newspapers it scrupulously avoids any action or attitude that mightsuggest "pres es-agentin ot censorship. It simply endeavors to Inalitl it as easyand 'OnV(Inient 1M possible for the papers to get the news aböut t he echools.

Ithas-been mentioned thm.t, the Cleveland division of publications
publishes a journal called School Topics-r 'The journal was begun in
1920. It is attractively printed, well illustrated, and especially.

interesting in content, and,.method of presentation. While distrib-uted primarily to teachers, it has an influe,nce much beyond theteacher group in Cleveland. Some of the cities that have startedschool magazines are ('olumbus and 4ron (Ohio), Harrisburg kPa.),
Detroit, Denver, Buffalo, Baltimore, Pittsbtirgh, Duluth, Oakland(Calif.), and Pueblo. They may all be regarded as atic ofthe widespread movement to make educational material more avail:-_ able than hitherto, and th'ey have had a considerable parelalreadyin enabling the newspapers to get by easy stages back to tlw informa-
tion they need if They are to interpret the schools to the community.

Other examples of the same effort are to he found in such publi-
*cations as School Life, issued by the United States Bureau of Eduiocation(the shorber bulletins, leaks, and bisoadsides of -the bureauand other Government a6ncies; and the more or less popular huh
letins issued by the National Education Association, particularly
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r

since the establishment in the association of.the divIsion of researchin 19'.".
STUDIES OF PUBLICITY.

One indention oT the growing importance of educational publicity
or information service as a type of educational journalism is that ithag been the subject of sEkcial inv'estigation during the period umjer
review. Besides a number of periodical articles on die subject, therehave been at least two important longer studies, one of Nvhich wasconsidered sufficiently comprelleilsive, to be 'accepted as H (ketor'sthesis at Teachers College, Colùmbia University. The two studies
referred to are: " Educational publicity," by John W. Cravens, sec-retary and registrar of Indiana University," and " Newspaper pub-.

Reynolds,licity for the public schools," by Dr. Rollo G. of TeachersCoilege.
N1r. Cravens's study, which was blIsed on returns from morethan 300 leading colleges and universities of thb United States,"di cussed the arguments for and against college and univer.sity pub-licity; emphasized the need for more systematic publicity methods,and especially the responsible character of the work td be done.In Doctor e.ynolds'sli study 'the motive was to investigate statis-ti cally the Ilse of the d;tily newspaper as a "means of ,informthetoublic about the public schools." The investigation covethereading, analyzing, and classifying of 1,800 newspaper in 25 different'Stales, and the various seCtions of the report deal, respectively, with:The amount and character of school news foled in tile daily news-paper; school news from the editor's viewpoint; school news fromthe superintendent's viewpoint; school news from, .tho newspaperreader's viewpoint; and a program for school information service inthe daily newspaper. The report is valuable aliktk for the newspaperseeking ideas for education material and for school olcials desirousof finding what current practice is itT typical American cities in the

I handling of school news. An unusual feature is the series of full.-
page reproductions of actual newspaper "layouts" for educationalmaterial. Sonw of thp mere significant conclusions are as follows:

Theloatilitsic oórsysTern is itn important source of news found in the dailipress. illIn general, the paper staff believes in tnesenting constructive and informa-tional news in re
. o the public school. The proportion of school news, sensa-

. .
i .

, 'hich is found in the daily newspaper, is extremely small.
. .

: School systems are coloperatin to some extent with newspaprs in the collection: t. ,of
9

school news. . ,
e

.4 6
.4. . v.

.i A large amount of school news is being collected by newspapers indepehdently ofthe school organization.
School pages and school coluons are not common types of school news..School news should not in general be p1ac(k1 in departntenta. It sh9uld take"the run of the paper" and compete with other news for position..4. -

a .
.,n Indiana University Bulletin, xr.: Ng. 0, lime 6, 1922.
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In general. school-people have not learnod Vle technique of newspaper writing.
They do not recognize the eleunnts whi6 'make for neNirs interest. Their writing
stylu.is not suited to the newspaper.. They.do not know how to prepare copy prop-
erly. They do not colleot news systematically nor deliver it promptly.

The person responsible for preparing school news for the daily newspaper should
adopt a fri.rodly, cooperative, working basis with the newspaper organization.

Newspapor editors in general are withoutityiestion interested in school news.
They are :iympatlietic toward public-school systems. They are willing to meet ale
34 11'x4 ()ph! more than half way in putting before the piiblic infeanation relative
to 1I,i publ schools.

Most school sv-tems have effectei no organization for educational publicity.
Few sy-qcms in their annual 1)i1dt,zet8 provide for school publicity, and On the

'whole little money is spent fort his purpose.

Name.

Ahhama School Journal.
Alaska §ehool
A mericAn Education .

merican Educational
Digest.

American Federation of
Teachers' I.
Mouth ly

A merionn i 'en man . . .

American PhysicalEdu-
cation Review.

A nierican School
American Shool Board

American Schoolmaster..
Arizona Tmcher

Boston Teachers News
Letter.

Bulletin of the American
Association of Univer-
sit y Professors.

Bulletin of the Depart-
ment. of Elementary ,

School Principals. ti
Bulletin of High Points

in the Work of the
High Schools of New
York City.

Bulletin of the High
School Teachers' Asso-
ciation.

Bulletin of the IlIitíis
Association of English
Teaehers.

Business Educator.. ....
Catholic Educational

Review,
Catholic Kchool interasts.

'Catholic School Journal..
Chicago Schools Journal..
Child Welfare Magazine..

Christian Education .

Christian Education
Magazine.

Christian Shodent

A list of educational pertodicals.

Place of publica- . Frequenee of
t ¡Oh. issue.

Birmingham, Ala. Monthly 1
Juneau, Alaska... .... 7

Albany, N. Y tio
Lincoln, Nebr. do 1

Chicago, Ill I Semimonthly..

New York, N. Y. I Monthly
Springfield, MAss .....do.. ......

e

Milwaukee, Wis do
dodo .

Ypsilanti, Mich do I
dt)Phoenix, kriz

Boston, Mass do 1

Cambridge, .....do

Wtshittgton, 1 C

New York, N. Y

Washington, D.C..

Urbanite, :.

Columbus, Ohio
Washington, I) C

Oak Park, Ill
Milwaukee, Wis
Chicag
Phpad hia, Pa

New York, N. Y
Nashville, Tenn...

New York, N Y

do

do.i..

Yearly 3

Monthly 4

do
do

do.. .....
dot
do

do
Bitnonthly...

Year Circula-estab- t ion.

1 ss2
191$
is97
1923

192:

18g4
1896

1915

1908
1914

1912

1914

eoo
500I,

6,500

17,000
2,800

Editor.

G. Dowling.
L. D. Henderson.
C. W. Blessing.
Frank E. Weld and

J. W. Searson.
Charles B. Stillman

and F. O. Steeker

A. N. Palmer.
J. II. McCurdy.

1..51)11 C. (; Pearse.
10, s5.5 W. O. Bruce.

1,100
1,000

1,400

4,500 4

1922 3,000

1920 3,500

1906

1907

1R96
1911

1922
1901 i

1917
1906

1916

Quarterly I 1900 1

Excellt July and August.
I Except June, July, and August.

300

2,000

T. W. H. Irion.
C. Louise Boehringer,

Yinna, Ariz.
Anne Alfreda Mellish.

H. W. Tyler.

W. T. Longshore.

Lawrence A. Wilkins.

Sibyl Raker.

H. G. Paul.

9,200 Arthur O. Skeeles.
P. J. McCormick and

O. Johnson.
L. F. Happel.

10,000 Mary J. Desmond.
William B. Owen.

5,000 Mrs. Frederic Schoff,
Mrs. Elizabeth Har-
ris, and Mrs. J. P.
Mumford.

Robert L. Kelly.
Board of education

Methodist Episcopal
Church smith.

28,000 Abram W. Harris.
s Also monthly informal issues.
4 October to may.
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Name.

Church School

Classical Journal

Classical Weekly

A list of educational prriodirals( 'ontintted.

Colorado School Journal .

Community Center_ ...
Connecticut Schools_ ..
Detroit Educational
Detroit Educational

Bulletin, R esearct
Ntu..bers.

Detroit Journal lf Edu-
cation.

Educuticn
Edit' ioual A Amin

tration and Luperv i-
siou.

Education Exchange....
Educational Issues....
Educational Record
Educational Review__
Educational Screen
Educator-Journal

ElewentaryiSchool Jour-
nal. .0

English Journal
general Science Quar-

terly.
Hawaii Educationatne-

view.

*High School JOurnal.....
High School Quarterly..
Historical Outlook
Home and Schocri.:
Home and School Guest
Idaho Rural Tea4hers

Monitor.
Idaho Teacher

Illinois Teacher
Indiistrial Arts Maga-

zine.
Industrial Education

Magazine.
Inter-Mountain Educa-

tor.
Journal of Education....
Journal of Educational

Method.

Journal of Educational
Psychology.

Journal of Educational
Research.

Journal of Geography....

Journal of Home Econo-
nilo.

Except July and August.'
cEicept June, July, and August.

OctOber to bi

Place of publica-
tion.

New York, N. Y.

Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.

New York City,
1737 Sedgwick
Ave.

Denver, Colo.*...
New York, N. Y..

.Hartford, Conn .. .

Detroit, Mich_

Boston, Mass
Baltimore, Md....

Birmingham, 'Ma.
Columbus, Ohio

Washington, D C
Garden Qity, N. Y.
Chicago7I1i
Indianapolis, lud

Chicago, Ill.

do
Salem, Mass

Honolulu, Hawaii.

Chapel Hill, N.C..
Athens, Oa
Philadelphia, l'a
Washington, D. C
Stroudsberg, Pa
Lewiston, Idaho

Boise, Idaho

Bloomington,. Ill
Milwaukee, Wis... r.....ilo

Frequency Of
issue.

Monthly

do °

Weekly, Oct.
1 to May 3!.

Monthly I

Bimonthly....
Monthly ......

do I

2 to 4 numbers ,

annually.

Monthly I

do...

o
..... do

Quarterly
Monthly I.....

.do
do

do.I

Year
estab-
lished.

1919

1905

1907

911,(85

1917
1920

1 9 1 5

1920

1920
1891
1922
1856

1899

do 1912
Quarterly 1916

Monthly . . 1911

...do 4

Qtiarterly
lionthly'

do
Quarterly
Monthly

do

.(lo I

Peoria, Ill .(lo

Missoula, Mont.... ..do

Boston, M:iss Weekly
Yonkers, N. V.... Monthly

A

Baltimore, Md.... .....do.6
Bloomington,

.10

Ill..
Chicago, Ill., 2249 do!

Calumet Ave.

.Baltimore, Md.... .....do....

1912
1909
1909
1910
1914

.191s

1910
1014

Is%

1905

14/6
'1921

1910

1920

1897

1909

Ofreubt- Editor.

15,000 Henry H. Meyers, Sid-
ney A. Weston, and
E. B. Chappell.

F. .1, Miller and A. T.
Walker.

1, ci00 Ch3r1es Knapp.

6,700 H. B. Smith.,
LeRoy E. BoWman.

13,000 A. B. Meredith And
, Helena F. Miller.
"¡Arthur B. 1,40elarnan.

C. c.

F. TI . Palmer..... Wilkun Chandler Bag-
! Werrett Wallace

(flarters, Lotus
Coffman, AlexarvicT
Inglis, David Snod-
den, and George
Drayton Strayer.

2,001) Everett Smith.J. J. Pettijohn, Ohio
State University.

1, C. R. Mann.3,oit F. P. Graves.
4,(0) Nekon Greene..
4,000 L. N. Hines and M. la.

Helm.
5,312 I University of Chicago

dvrirtment or edu-
cation.

6,000 W. Wilbur Hatfield.
700 . B. N

900 Department of educa-
LIon Territorial Nor-
mal School.

N. W. Walker.
loseph S. Stewart.
Albert E. McKinley.
WArren E. Howell.
Frank Koehler.
Lewiston Normal

(.11001.
4. E. Fowler, Lewis-

ton, Idaho.
Robort ('. Moore.. .1. Lake an(I s. .1.

Viltzhn.
C. A. Bennett and W.

T. Bawden.
Morton .1. Elrod.

A. F.. Wimhip:
James F. Hosic,

Teachers' Collere,
New Yorlreity.

J. Carletou Boa.

B. R. Buckingham.

George J. Miller, State
Teachers' College,
Mankato, Minn.

Mrs. Alice P. Nortoo.

4 "ISsued in 3 tions: Berea edition for M. E. denomination; edition for Congregationalists;Standard edition for M. E. South."
Exsept July) August; and September.
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Nantes.

DEVELOPM

Journal of Rural.Eduea-
Lion.

Journal of the National
Education Association.

Journal of the New York
State Teacher.;' Asso-
ciation.

Ts IN EDUCATIONAL JOURNALISM. 4 73

A list qf educational periodicalsContinued.

Place of publica-
tion.

Junior Red Cros ews.
Kansas Teacher and

Western School .lour-
nal.

Kentucky High School
Quarterly.

Los Angeles School J ou r-
nal.

Journal of Arkansas Ed-
ucation.

Mathematics Teacher....

Middlo-West School Re-
view.

Midland Schools
Missouri School Journal ..
M oderator-Topies.. . . .

Modern Language Jour-
nal.

NaLure Study Review ...
Nebraska Educational

Journal.
Nevada Educational

13111ktin.
New' Mexico School Re-

view.
Newark chool Bulletin .

Normal 'Inst ructor- Pri-
mary Plans.

North Carolina Educa-
tion.

Ohio Educational
Monthly.

Ohio History Teachers
Journal.

Ohio Teacher.
Oklahoma School Her-

ald.
4 Oklahoma Teafgher

New York, N. Y..

Washington, D.C.

Rochester, N. Y...

Frequence of
issue.

Monthly

Washington. 1).C. .... do
; Topeka, Kaus.....

Pedagogical Seminary ...
Pennsylvania School

Journal.
Philippine Education....
Physical Training
Pittsburgh School Bul-

letin.
[flay ground
Forto Rko School Re-

view.
Primary Education
Progressive Teacher
Quarterly Journal o

Speech Education.
Religious Education
School and Community..
School and
School and Home 'Edw.

cation.
School and Society

.0
School Century

Lexington, Ky..

Los Angeles, Cali

Little Rock, Ark

Lancaster, Pa

Omaha, Nebr.....

De,S MoineS, Iowa
Jefferzoori City, Mo
Lansing, Mich
Philadelphia, Pa

Ithaca, N.

Iducoln,'Nebr

Carson City, Nev

Albuquerque, N.
Mex.

Newark, N. J
bausville,N. Y

o

Raleigh, N. C.....

Columbus, Ohio...

Columbus, Ohio
(-Ohio t ate
University

Columbus, Ohio.
Tulsa, Okla ... t...
Oklahoma City,

kla.
Worcester, M
Harrisburg, Pa..-..

Manila, P. I . ..
New York, N. Y
Pittsburgh, Pa

Cooperstown, 14 Y
San Juan, P. R..

Boston, Mass
MorrLston, Ten*
Menasha, W is

Chicago
Columbia, Mo

OaAtlanta,
Bloomington, 111

(larrison, N. Y1, .

Oak Park, M..
Exeept July and Auguit.
Except June,July, August.

. a a

*Quarterly

Weekly

Monthly

Quarterly

Monthly I

do 1
...do..

Weekly
Mont y 4

.....do
do 3

do.)....

.....do.1

.....do.1

.....do.I

.....do
Quarterly

Monthly

do 2

Quarterly
Montilla

do.1 ..
do ,
do it

do ...
...do

do l
do

Quarterly

Bimonthly..
Monthly 1..

do
dal

Year
estab-
lished.

1921

1921

.1914

1919
1914

1915

1917

1923

1907

18K5
1883
1880
1915

1905

1922

1919

1891

1906

1852

1913

1919

1852

1904
1901
4906

1907
1912

1892
1803
1915

1903
1915
1908

: :

Weekly. . 1915

Monthly 1906

p.

Circula-
tion.

130,000

10,000

125,000
13,500

850

4.800

6,500

1,700

16,789
3,000
5,000
2,950

2,000

11,000

1,300

155,000

3,032

225

j, 000

15,000

. .
48,500

8,000
700

2,800

5,000
3,200

17,500

3,700
18,000

. 2,150
1,821

.....

......
4.0eteber tO Maitiwbs

Edijor.

Fannie W. Dunn.

Joy Elmer Morgan.

Herbert S. Weet,
George B. Bristoe,
Alfred C. Thompson
and Richard A Ar
Searing.

Austin Cunningham.
F. L. Pine.

J. P. C. Noe.

Earl E. Hitchcock,.

E. B. Tucker.

J. R. Clark, Lincoln
School, New York
City.

R. W. Eaton.

Charles F. Pve.
Albert S. Lehr.
John M. Munson.
J. 11. W. Crawford.

Mrs. Anna Botsford
Comstock.

Everett M. Homan.

W. J. Hunting.

John Win.e.

W. J. Beecher, Mrs.
Elizabeith P. Bemis,
Helen M. Owen, and
Mary E. Owen.

W. F. Marshall and
E. C. Brooks.

J. L. Clifton.

Edgar H. McNeall,

O. T. Corson.
E. G. Aston.

.M. R. Floyd.

O. Stanley Hall.
James Herbert Kelley.

Verne E. M
Martin I.

I Annabelle I*

H. S. Braucher.
Carey Hickle.

Educational Pub. Co.
Sam Y. Adcock.
J. M. O'Neill.

sap

Henry F. COpe.
Thomas J. Walker.
Wilber Colvin. -

George M. Brown,

J. McKeon Cattell,
Carson Ryanljr., and
Raymond Walters.
porge boat.

-4 Except July, t, and 8elitt.anbe4r.
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Name.

A list of edu,catimial periodicalsContinued.

I

I Place of publica- Frequent e of ostZ_tion. issue.

School Hygiene Review . Worcester, Mass._
School Index eiliCumati, Ohio

School Life

School Magazine
School Music
tt-1:oo1 News
Sohool News and Prae-

tical Educator
School Review

Schocl Topic

School Slcience and Math-
ematics.

School Worhl
Schools and People
Sierra Edurat ional News.

South Carolina Educa-
tion.

Soul h Dakota Educator.
southern School Journal.
Southern

Simday School Journal..
TeaChers College Record.

Teachers' Journal
Tewher's Monographs., .
Teaching

Texas Outlook
Texas School
Training School Bulletin

a ,
Ungraded

Utah Educational Re-
view.

Virginia Journal of Edu-
tion.

Virginia Teacher
Visual Educatiou
Vocat ional Ed u cat ion

Magazine.
V oeat ionist

e Volta Review

Washington Education
Journal.

West Virginia Sohool
Journal and Educator.

Western Journal of Edu-
cation.

Wisconsin Journal of
6 Education.
Wyoming Educational

, Washington, D. U.

Buffalo, N
Keokuk,
Newark, N I

Taylorville, Ill

University of Chi-
cago,

Board of educa- I Biweekly
tion, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Moat Merris, 111 . Monthly 3

Quarterly
Weekly dirt-

ing school
year.

Monthly 1

1917
1913

191s.

Bimonthly.... 1900
Mont lily 1910

do 1 1W7

)

Farmiugton, Me
Minneapolis, M
San Francisco,

Calif.
Columbia, S (

Mitchell, S. Dak . .
Lexington, Ky.
Hampton Insti-

tute, Virginia.

Cincinnati, Ohio
New York Cit v,

525 West ()fie
Inindred a n d
t went jet h Street.

New llaven,Conu
New York; N. Y
Kansas State Nor-

mal School, Em-
poria; Kans.

Fort W orth, Tex
Tckx

Vineland, N. J

New York City,
500 Pafk Ave-
flue.

Salt Lake ('ity,
Utah

Richmond, Va

narriton burg, Va
Chicago, Ill.
Philadelphia, Pa..
Oswego, N Y
Washii0.onL 1)

c., The Volta
Bureau.

SeaRle, Wash

Charleston, W. Va.

San Francisco,
a Calif.
Madison, Wis.....

Cheyenne, Wyo
410

4do )
do 7
do
do 4

do 1
do
do

do
5 times

1919.

1901

1ssl
1919
1904

circula-
tion.

250

8 V, 478

1, s00*

Edition.

LawreriPe A. A verill.
Harry L. Senger.

James C. Boykin and
Sarah L. Diwan.

Pie. Hayden.
Samuel B. Howe.
H. K. Parker.

3,730 Department of educa-
tion, inftersity of
Chicago.

C NI Alec.7,100

3,500

1,5(10
2, 000

17,5(X)

1919 4504

1SW
1490 2,5(X)
1S72 5,700

1%8
a ytar. 19(03

!Oarterly r.94
Monthly

i 614

do I 1917
do I 13

19M

do

.....do 1

do

do
do )

.....do 1

Quarterly

do

do . ..
.....do

do. . . ...

I Except July and August.
I Exoept Jun_ je July and August.
4 Octoba to kitty.

191.5

1907

1907

1920
1920

1911
1900

1921

11%71

1895

1K56

1919

130,000
5,000

5, 000

o

17, 000
15,600
1, 000

5,000 i

6,000

I

4,000

3,000

4,000

Chas. A. z,mith.

11. L. CI otiwin.
F, r. MacDougall.
Arthur Chamber-

law!
Pat Wardlaw.

F. L. Tliinom.
0. S. Deming.
James E. Gregg, Jane

E. Davi3,
Anthon Avery.y and
W. T. 14. Williams.

11%:..tv II. Meyer.
James E. Russell.

Edward .1. McDonnell.
Sidney M. Fuerst.
L. IL.Ilangen.

R. T.
H. T. Mnsselman.
E. R. Johnstone, Helen

F. 11111, S. D. Pot-
titF, alid Mrs. Alice
Nash.

E1ilakb1 h E. Farrell.

Hazel B. Stevens.

J. A. C. Chandler and
W. C. Blakey.

James C. Johnston.
L. M. Belfield.
David Snedden.

J. C. Park.
Josephine B. Timber-

lake.

Arthur L. Mart.

Geo. W. Je4ins, jr.

Harr Wagner.

Willard N. Parker.

State department of
education.

Except June and August.
March, 1923,

. V do

Workman .....

Journal

Bu4letln.

..
, I

Y
Iowa....

.

Ilf.

-

.

Dallas,

.

do

I

. .

7111

1492

R.

. .

. .

7

OOOOO .

........
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CRAPTER XX.

THE AMERICAN TEACHER.

By HOMER H. SELILLEY,

President of Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, ioim.

Observations on the flreparation, the Training, the Authorization. the Status,
and the Pros-pects of the American Teacher in the American School.

Foreword.There luts been so much written for publication in
reports on the problems of education in the United .'states that it
seems to be a work of supererogation for any educator to undertake
-to contribute anythipg new or important to the general knowledge
possessed. This presentation, of necessity, on account of its limita-
tions. is confined to observations and conclusions that are more or
less opinions obtained by experience and study rather than frtm
extensive investigation (ir a complete survey. There is so much
diversity. there has been%so much evolution. there is such constant
legislation, there has been so nnich modification of standards fi.om
decade totiecade, and even from year to7ear, that the reports that

have appeared have become more or less ancient history before they
have bilen'aistributed to the public.

The Amerirow (qykteni..In the United States thè- public system of
education belongs to the States individually. the National Govern-,

ment reserving to itself sympathetic'cooperation and generous good
will. The function of the State is a dominating chdracteristie. as
legislation is formulated and passed without any regard for reci-
procity or cooperation of adjoining States, andiience policies are
established anZi systems developed with an independence that. could
only be equaled .by absolutely soparate nations. At the same time
thd States eater upon the district organizations authorizedthe
county, the township, the town, the city. and even less territory
the right to organize, finance. manage, and direct the work of edu-
cation, subject only to general laws governing the system vs a w1Ale.
In the community is located the opportunity for initiative, the
spirit of interest, the developing of enthusiasm, and .the ultimate
control of evérything that decides the basis of all influences that the

mericanteacher wilds for public betterment and national welfare.
The State 8ervicee---In the outcome Of the administration of public

*schools each State determines the minimum standard of the gush&
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476 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922,

cations of the teachers who can make contracts for service and can be
paid from the public treasury for the work assigned. In addition
it provides certain general kinds of supervision such as represent
State authority and county authority, while it collects and publishes
reports, examines and certificates teachers, decides the minimum sal-
aries that are allowed to be pa id to ranks of teachers according to
certificates obtained. and to experience had ; and where subsidies are
granted for special purposes like the support of schools in mining
districts, of work irt training teachers, in encouragement of the con-
solidation of rural schools, etc., the State assumes more than general
authority by maintaining inspectors that decide whether the stand-
ards rek,uired are met and whether the subsidies-- granted can be
continued. All these contribute to the welfare. the status, and the
success of the American teacher.

The whoa district.While the State standards that are set up as
the minimum may be accepted by the several independent school dis-
tricts, yet, as- a mlitter of fact, they do noCprove to be the system
of determination, as each lo&t1 community and organized school dis-
trict has the authoriy to decide what additional standards shall be
required beyond the minimum. This local power in reality decides
ale course of study, the character and scholarshiP of the teachers
that will be employed, the duties and requirements that are expected,
the data that are regarded as essential in the contrac6, and the
regulations that exist in the conducting of the 'schools. In this way
there are as many classes of standards as there are school .districts,
and as a consequence these local standards are tht true bases on
which the American school depends, and hence the State legal stand-
ards are more formal than effective, and while necessary in educa-
tional administration, they are not yet regarded as authoritative in
deciding the employment of teachers, the construction of school-
houses, or the administration of the work being conducted for the
better education of the people.

The certification of teachers.- -Nhere the State system undertakes
the licensing of teachers according to the standards authorized by
law, there are two methods commonly adopted, known as (1) the
examining system, and (2) the accrediting system. The examining
system permits a variety of grades of licenses. the lowest being the
minimum legal requirements as to scholarship and training.. Th%
number of teachers thus licensed is frequently the majority of the
teachers authorized by a State, and since teachers with these qualifica-
tions are obtainable at the least possible salaries. the less ambitious

r school districts employ them, and the rest of this class are out of
employment and can go to school in preparation for taking an exami-,
nation for a bei!tor scholastic grade. The examining *system has the
effect of furniiihing a large sppply of teachers that have the least
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preparation that admission to the examination requires and has the
additional effect of spreading abroad the impression that Much
attendance upon a school or college for the pre"paration for teaching
is unnecessary and uneconomical. The accrediting system consists
of a plan that recognizes graduation from soffit) accepted training
school as superior to the examining system, and to encourage such
preparation, only tne higher grade of teachers' certificates are con-
ferred ag honor indorsements for such commendable preparation.
While the accrediting sy§tem has much reciprocìty between the sev-
eral States, it is based more upon the recognition of the educational
institution from which the candidate graduates .than it is on the
recognition given the State from which the teacher is licensed,
because the standards of institutioris .of 4highér learning are much
more reliable in grade of qualification attained than are the systems
of certification of the several States.

The preparation of teacher8..All the observations made thus far
are p'reliminary to the discussions that are to follow because these
fundamental conditions .have much to do with the decision of young
Then and women to enter college for the purpose of being prepared
for the public service as teachers. There must be consideration givet
by them to the economic situation as to the' support of teachers in
service, to the status that is promised as to employment, to the
capability to transfer from State to State without needless difficulty,
tó the restrictions anti limitations that are imposed by society and.
by administration upon the occupation, and to the opportunities for
promotion in authority and in income that are granted Mr distin-
guished efficiency and for notable success. Henoe the student body
that is enrolled in teachers' courses in educational institutions is
regulated by the law of supply and demanq and by the equivalency
of status that *teaching gives in comparison with 'other occupations
and professions that are found in the environment of these students.
The ambition and the attitude of these students as to the importance
and greatness of the service and as to the willingness to make fai
bettbr preparation than any of the standards in forces require, have
compelled the higher institutions of learning that welcomb their
patronage to place graduation on a higher standard than iSdecided by
legislators or administrative dictators in order-to guarantee to those
graduates all -the indorsemea and the opportunities that the best
civilization demands, thus operiing for the educator a province that
is-equivalent if wit superior. to other professions.

The status bf t1u occupation.Publieibsehool teaching has-- always
been and must continue ta be uncertain as a permanent btu:lino*.
There can ,be no .permanent tenure and there ought not lb be ,anr
lifeAmployment where there is a necessity jora continued adjustniea
4.-:deinandd anrof service& This doet not give deihribit'llitiii
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tion, so far as the teacher is concerned, as annual elections are always
occurring, and there is constant liability to be discharged, without
hearing or explanation. This causes a disposition to seek a better
salary and better security, as well as better prominence and au-

. thority, by being canclidates for positions in another location. In
fact, a common way to get promotion or to get mofe rapid recog-
nition in the vocation is by leaving one community and becoming
an employee of angther community. In this struggle for p.restige
arid primnotion -the less qualified teachers are subject to being
released without opportunity to go elsewhere, and their places are
given to young teacher% who have better preparation for the work
to be done. The recruiting of the profession of teaching is a waste-
ful system, as many persons under preparation mqt depend upon
obtaining sertice by the process of elimination of those now in the

_ employment of the public. The incoming prepared substitutes must
be always a menace to the permanence of the service för all at work
in the schools who have not enjoyed equal opportunify, as this plan
of preparation of the young and the 'promising to drivel the less
successful from the, business in order to have places for those better
qualified is the Americin policy.

Classification of institutiong.There can be no satisfactory -discus-
.sion of all the types of institutions that claim to prepare teachers,
because they are so rermirkably variable, but still there is a sort of
classification that can be devised that will help make this discussion
comprehensible if not complete, and thus permit a brief study of
these many classes-under mpre generic conditions. Every student a
these problems can make this kind of a classification for himself and
tan improve on this in many ways, but the limitation as to space and
time compels this segregation to be ver;y general and broad, hoping
that suoli a treatment will enable those interested to .recognize the
necessity of this organization of the widertakings existing in the
several States. The class'itication here accepted is as follows:

.

1. Secondary institutions such as normal-training high schools,

be done (1 thitt is preferred is almost all, a not entirely, sebopd-

Ateacher-tra ng classes, county trAining schools, etc., where the work
to
ary in grade and brief -in training, the reason given for such work
being temporary and emergent until something better can be done.

2. City institutions of many kinds that have been very fully
studied by Frank A. Manny for the Bureau of Education in Bulle-
tin No. 47, 1914. This is so full and coknplete that no attempt is
gfren, in this discussion to make more than very generatobservations
on these classes of schools. They are vario '. named as city train-
ing sighools, normal collòges, normal. schools .7' diers opilegest, etq.,
each dity using the titleIt .prefeis, and. changing Ihe san'te. at. sny time

:the partioultir .syste* der,i4es 48 Aesimble.,-% On (Kowa. ot their,
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being under no general law or required general standards, they are
individual to such an extent as to limit their services to their par--

,Ocular cities.
3. State individual institutions such as are known as State normal

schools, State nornml colleges, State normal universities, State teach-
ers colleges, and colleges of education. Some of them have the word

indtstrial" in their titles and some other occupational titles that
indicate the wish of the legislative founders to determine that cer-
tain new types of education were intended to be emphasizedoin these
inst itutions.

4. Educational departments in State colleges of agriculture and
mechanic arts, where the original purpose has been to give major
attention to agriculture, home economics, and related industries, and
the teaching service along the major service of these State organized
institutions.

5. State universities in whIch are organized colleges of edtication,
teachers' colleges, departments of educatiokin the liberal arts col-
lege, and graduate colleges or graduate schAs, as the several insti-
tutions have seen fit to develop their instruction in technical and
scholastic courses, art, music home economics, etc., to meet the public
deinand and also the dem4and of their students who are in prepara-
tion for teaching in high schools.

6. Independent colleges and universities not under the management
ofthe States that are large contributors in most of the States to the
prepaFation of teachers tinder similarly organized administration as
exists in higher institutions of learning undér State management and
control.

The secondary schools.---In recent years several of the States have
organized, under the supervision of the department of public in-
struction, training classes .of 160-school pupils in the junior and
senior years, in which elementary psychology, felimentary school
management, methods of instruction, elementary agriculture, and-
elementary home 'economics are stressed as a special course of in-
struction and development for would-be teachers of rural schools.
The work done is largely elementary in instruction and observation
rather than that' of actual training by any system of practice teach-
ing. The State in each case in which this plan has been adopted
assumes that the gradtiates from these courses will add much to the
improvement of the supply of elementary teachers and hence subsi-
dirges the work by a small appropriation which places these high-
school departments, after acceptance, under the supervision of s.
State inspector, wbo gives his attention to the quality of the high-
school teachers employed, to the-thoroughness o/ the instructicin- ob,
tained, and to the examining a said studeiits fo determine their
Mae* to be. dementarlf tescheo, bp«ienceùows that theretweeps
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secured is far beyond the financial expenditures made' by Me Statko,
and that the stock of elementary .teachers with' a modicum of prepa-
ration is thereby much increased.

In the next place, some States have organized a county normal-
school system, the expenditures being provided by the State and by
the county combirled. The purpose of this plan is the same as that
in the high schools. Mat of preparing a good ntimber of elementary
teachers at the time they are taking their secondary education. In
some instances a county high school is also jointly conducted for the
benefit of such pupils of similar grade who do not intend to become
teachers. Where consolidation of rural schdols occurs and where
high-school advantages are provided in this combined rural district,
the county normal school will not continue to exist,' and a similar
plan to that used in city and village high schools has been adopted.
What has been said about public high-school teacher trpining can be
said in a measure of private high-school instruction o-f teacers, as
all of them are below the gtandard that is accepted as Permanent and
satisfactory, as the pupils in most instances are not of sufficient age
or deiTelopment to acquire the kind of education or gain the kind'of
training that is the best in standard for the preparation absolutely
needed. All these attempts invade the years when the studie§
assigned should be of a different kind than the teaching business can
give, and for that reason they must be regarded as emergent and
temporary rather than suitable and commendable.

State indiividuol ingtitutions.From the founding of the first State
normal ichool at Lexington, Mass., in 1839, by James G. Carter, of
Boston, Mass., to the present, the several States have organized and
maintained State schools for the sole purpose of preparing young
men and women for the difficult work of teaching. This Massachu-
setts conception of teacher training was that of short-time, intensive
training, and little advancement in scholastic education. Other
States and cities followed Massachusetts, RS follows: New York, 1844;
Philadelphia, 1848; Connecticut, 1850; Michigan, 1852; Rhode
Island, 1852 ;'/New Jersey, 1855; Illinois, 1857 ; Pennsylvania, 1859;
Minnesota, 4860. Then followed Kansas, Maine, Wisconsin, ren-
nessee, Iowa, Indiaria, until to-day (1922) there are representatives
of the norinal-school idea in every State in the Union. There are

ny differences in the standards and- ideals of the several States,
.but there seem to be certain geographical and historical differences
that permit the groipin f these schools during most of theii earlier
development into (1) w England norma1.schoo1s, (2) the southern

#14ormal schools, (3) the Middle States-nornial schools, (4) the north-
ern Kssissippi Valley normal schools, (5) the Paciffc States normal

s

*hook Each of theie sections has shown much unity in its attempts
4o.40 :a Oats* mirk s tertftin way oh pertain.stiadard, and each:
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of them has had résults that are definite rand suited to the laws and
the customs and the standards of its respective State. It is evident
that coilstant and consistent progress has been ma.de in three-quarters
of a century in every State,thereby keeping 'mice with the advance-

. ment, that has came to the public-school systems, as well as to- that
appearing in higher education. What these schools have become and
what they are able to do has depended all the time upon the state
of public opinion regarding the necessary qualifications of the teach-
ers in elementary and secondary schools. Being very close to the
masses and dependent for sup'port upon appropriations made by the
State legislatures, their expansion of service and their efficiency as
educational institutions have beeln a pitrt-of the intellectual history
of every Commonwealth.

The State teacher8' college.This kind of an institution for the
preparation of teachers began in 1890,- when the New York Staté
Normal School at Albany was reorganiZed under the title "New
York State College lot Teachers." In 1897 the Michigan Stite Nor-
mal School became a degree-granting institution, under thé title
"Michigan State Normal College."' From these beginnings it was
only a question of time until. most of the States of the Union w'ould
follow this metamorphosis ind provide whereby the typical, inde-
pefident State teacher-training institutioD would become a full-
fledged, equipped teachers' college. This development became a mat-
ter of necessity when the standard of te,achers in high schools became
that of graduation from a full college course, and when the teacher
training maintained originally for the State became national tn
scope and character. The best teachers in every State bad become
national in their service rather than limited to State boundaries.
Out of these developing necessities legislation quickly followed, and
the State teachers' college organization as an institution becáme
more numerous by a large niajority, so that the national organiza-
tion of teachers' schools assumed the new title "ttrnerican Itssocfaa.
tion of Teachers Colleges," and their courses of study_ evolved as
rapidly as convenient and permissible. This new province bruught
special recognition, so that these new grades of, institutions brought
remarkable changes in standards and efficiency.

Values in educlition depend very largely upon the immediate,mse-
fulness of the knowledge and the training obtained. Without this
degree of pradical usefulness, the results desired in efficient teacher
training can not be obtained, and the teaohers' college must depend
for its continuing iuccess um its effective' methods of instruction
and its piactkal adaptability -to the civiliiation of the present. Its.
graduates -iinlst be aw.ike to the spirit of Ole times, to the necessity
to meek piergencies withiti delay, an4 to.t4 reliábilit3i essential to
reach 'iccurate cohclusimis. It is for this reason.that the teachers'
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college of State type recognizes the demand of the age, its promoters
study the needs of the present hour, thus keeping it in the front rank
of the marching armies of social and educational progPress. Too long
has general education been &recital of the succesi of the past, and the
assumed fully edueated man-has been a scholar and, a recluse *ithout
relation to the worlds of business and of action.

-The American people are-intensely .interested in keeping the public
schools as a training_service for citizenship. They want their teach-
ers to be leaders in human progress. They desire them to have a
capability that knows what file new tendencies in civilization are and
also to have the qualifications of accomplishment that give prctress
and potency to the education that is given to the children of the
Commonwealth, so that it shall mean conscious discovery and real
intelligence. The day has passed when meager qualifications in the
American teacher are accepted as sufficient, to meet the demand.k
Anything less than a four-year college standard of teacher prepara-
tion for all gi.ades.of instruction is only permitted and accepted as
a temporary eNpedient to meet a very great emergency, but any
student in preparation who accepts a short course as â guarantee to
higb acceptability in the vocation will find himself embarrassed by
being prevented from entering upon the opportunities that will soon
appear in the horizon of his life, iTcause he is not qualified to enter
upon the inheritance that civilization is distributing to worthy and
capnble educators.

Since the Centennial Exposition intlte there has been gradually
an.upward tendency to all American educational institutions, °public
and private. Out pf this movement colleges became universities,
industriql schools havo become technical colleges, grammar schools
have become high schools, and State normarsell'ools have finally be-
come State teachers' colleges. Their reorganization Avak5 slower and
later because their fouhtlation 'was statutory, and their transition a.
legislative process.' This very system of change is a permanent one,
fig it is a &finite upward movement by the State determining this
change.of policy and of standardK, and hence there follow, without
urging, financial support and opportunities that are accepted as
essential and important.

T he State agricultural e United States made provision
for the preparation of teachers in agriculture and mechanic arts by
subsidizing the work wherever organized under congressional acts,
by encouraging the colleges of that order to use their facilities,
granted by the States and_ by the Nation, for the davancernent of the
w9rk Ó teaching in high schools the new arts and sciences developed
14 this new system of scientific education. Much beoefit came to the
training of teachers in the lines of agriculture and Itme economies
by this United States grant; and from this movement &ere catie also
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much cooperation on the part of other colleges and universities not
granted such subsidy, whereby they also gave instruçtion in these
practic* 1ines tlAis multIplying teachers of These industrial subjects
until the demand required by law was reakmably met. At the same
time there was created a anew kind of educator, known by the Mime
of county agent in agriculture, county crub leader, and home-demon-
stration agent in home economies, most of \thorn were well trained
in these. State agricultural colleges for this spivial kind oftwork per-
mitted 94 1:)e given to the people on their farms tind in their homes
by thege educational experts. For the encouragement of this im-
portant educational service the National Government made grants
that were given to the States if they cooperated by making equivalent
financial appropriations. Then the States required the counties
to 'give equivalent support, either by county 'titx or from public or
private funds, all of which combined gave most of the States suffi-
cient mea.ns to employ in evry county experts as a regular staff of
public instructors. This arrawement of the Nation to get coopers-.

tion of the L tates and of the 1oa1 communities has been o the greát-
est efficiency, because at the sarï time the stapqards alification
have been determined by the N tion and enforced by the agrieul-'
tural college's as the designated uthority, selected by the Nation
for such management.. What has wtn said about county manage-
ment and control of the education of the people in these practical

Arts can also be said about the Smith-HuOes high school, in which
+ecial teachers approved by the vocational board of the. State and
of the Nati(;n and special subsidies of the State and the Nation assert
an authority that gives supervision and direction into the hands of
qualified officers. These things and the, board and practical exten-

. .systems of tliese agricultural ,colleges supported by joint State
and naiional funds have made af change in the content and the con-
*queues of public-school educ,ation that can ilardly be appreciated
by thikaverage citizen becatise they ar.e laPgely .beyond the activities
of OW standard public schools and are additional to public-school
management.

The universities aml i;olleges.---In an early day in the history of
Amer.ican education, Brown University organized and conducted
at Providence, B. I., a department of eduiktion whose function was
to give instruction to irollege students wiro planned to enter upon
education as it. businecs. The plan undertook to prepare State su-
pervisory officer's, school superintendents of cities and towns, and adi
ministrative officers of academies and colleges. Before that time, if
any American wanted to sewre definite and expert instruction in the
fundamenfals and philosophies of education, be had to go to Europe
to secure iL In. fact,, John D.' Philbrick, one of the first public,.
schooksuperintefidents of the United States, elected at Boston, Blimp.,
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found it necessary and desirable for him to go to Europe for study
and investigation before attempting Qle new duty of developing a %*
scientific sysfem of comnuntschools that hd deemed was the best for
public welfare in that day. In a similar way Horace Mann and
Henry Barnard found it necessary to depend upon kuropean ideals
and models to.give their great undertakings prestige, arid scifmtific
value. Their lectures, contributions, and publications 'are, full of
informAtion from these sources, tint§ admitting'the primitive Con-
dition of education a hundred years ago in America. ,

The Brown University undertaking of that time finally lapsed
because it did not receive the patronage and the support that had
been expected. The would-be educators of the United States had not
yet %found that such preparation was requirqd. Later the State
University of Iowa established a chair of didactics in 1872 as a divi-
sion of its work in the college departmera, and has continued this
with different degrees of success from that time to the present. A
little later the University of Michigan established a chair of educa-
tion, thus giving emphasis tó the new movement for the preparation
of college students as teac'hers. This plan has been accepted and iq
now attempted by all creditable universities and colleges, public and
private, at the present day.

In most instances these undertakings have been organized to
accommodate. the patrons of the institutions. When the number of
students wt't few, from year to year, the plan adopted consisted of a
chair or professorship of education, the title being generally the
"Department of Education:" When the work assumed larger pro-
portions and the faculty consisted of groups of specialists, in-
structors, and lecturers, the organization was made-in the form of
a college with a Clean, the title being " College of Education," " Teach-
ers' College," or " College for Teachers." The results of this under-
taking, covering a period of 50 .years, have been tiefly tho4.s6 of
educating high-school teachers, superintendents, Aid college in-
structors. t.

as

The grcutuate college.--The final educational enterprise in the
, United States that sought the uplift, the improvement, anj the de-

veloping of teaching as a profession was the graduate )11ege,
grand division of a well-eseablished university or college, for the
puTose of giving more advanced study and training than scientific
and liberal arts colleges underfake to give. The courses that were
provided led to the conferring of the master's and the doctor's de-
grees and have been adopted for the training of experts in research
and in itivestigation, as well as for scholars for the higher types of
teaching. In these graduate schools the candidates for appointments
in college and unive*ty departments are piepared for. superior
capability and for larger accomplishment in the service of public
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education. These institutions have had a marked effectiellipon thetraining and. the preparatio'n of teachers for public elellientary andsecondary schools in all organized collOgiate institytions, beC*rsethey not only train research woricers and scientificAperts; hut alsocollege teachers 'who are specially qualified ir accept wrvice innormal schools and tedchers' colleges. ThO. become professors,heads of departments, directors of divisiy76, expert psyc Mogists,and investigators of educational problemnd of metho.7iíf instruc-tion for public .schools. In additiorVidbey instruct, rAthe methodsof interpretation, of mentality, and" degrees, of velop.ment of stu-,

dents and of pupils, giving aid to teachers their technical in-formation atid making these tember-training institutions more. scien-trfic, more progressive, and more effective 4n dieir.offortg to preparecompetent educators for the coMmon sch Is than could havo other-wise-been possible. .
,In all these ways the various higher institutions of learning, thenumerous colleges and universities, yublic and private, have unitedin making up a national system of preparing teachers by cooperatingin every way that can be invented to forward scholarship, knowledge,and culttire as the necessary bases of a notable, progressive, and com-plete civilization. Such a combination of State and voluntaryagences respect one another, have confidence in each other. andinspire all to have a grand part in a national system `.gf oducationthat 'is in reality one of the best known in the world Aorganizedeffort and accomplishment guaranteeing a safe and sane outcomethat . is certain to perpetuate democlioy as the best plan for gov-ernme*al success.

Preparation of teacharein service.---The final act of attemptingto improve teachers consist4 of organized efforts of extfension in-struction for the immediate help of the teachers in service. This plvi.of _ipplrüction commends itselt wherever it hag been develop ,Il beeau.* 'there Miss been great nee(i foir !pally years for morn o thiskind of instruction than can be done/by the common teachers' insti- itstites, trachers' associations parenVteacher organizations, and gen-.eral or special study clubs. This' Plan is conducted differently bydifferent States----sometimeak 6me one or .mortl State institutions, 6/sometimes hz the State'departnient of public instruction, and some.-times by businoss prganizations develoOng correspondencsi work. Sofar as teachers in service are Icorrerned, the most elective system isdat itwhich tho work done iives Credit up6n the courses of study ofs'ome standard teachers' col WO, its they can then unite extension studyand summo-achool study and there v gra 1' lly etimplete a stantlardcourse and evrtually secure a dipin a that es State recognition ihreasonabletime at moderate expemie The ho Ingof èxtension sum-mer schools in different .paits of the *ate on he same plan as thit
moV.
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used at the campus institution also gives-a large opportunity to help
teachers in service that can only be appreciated as to its value by
being tried. The most effective and importánt extensión service
during term time is the organization of credit classes for teachers
that ire of the same quality and quantity as such 'subjects receive
at the teacher-training institution that'gives continuous study and .

recitation from week to week until -a Wefinite amount bf work has
been mastered. The effect of such -effort is the returning of the
teachers to an activity that produces menta.1 rejuvenition and thereby
produces the superior effect of improving mental capacity and men-
tal equilibrium. Under a wise management, conservative as to stand-
ards and as to satisfactory returns, a limited amount of correspOnd-
ence, work will cooperate helpfully with student teachers who can
not be gathered into- extension creak classes for definite reasons
or who can not profitably take the assigned subjkt that the extension
class organized has selected. All thest kinds of instruCtion require
as nearly as possible Olt- same standards of accomplishment and of
examination that are uiliversall,' required in the "classes condiicted at
the institution by the regular faculty.

For actual help in definite lines of methods and of subject matter
that can be profitably given to public-school teachers, the spending
of several Saturdays a year at the several county seats where all
the teachers are assembled gives notable results, if the subjects se-
lected and treated are known by the county superintendent of schools
to be specifilly needed. This requires as a necessity that the
turers and instructors be experts on the phases of education they
undertake to represent. Another very valuable kind of extension
wbrk is what mayte described as consultative service, a kind of
endeavor where an expert in music, an expert in art, an expert in
reading, or an expert in any other phase of teaching in the grades
visits the schools, inspects the work that is done in every room, gets'
the point of view accepted, and then meets the. teachers Ath the
superintendent and discusses what is being done., in what way it can
be improved, emphasizhig the better way by giving demonstrations
of what is the best approach and- the best accomplishment. Thi's
method, slightly varied, can be used to instruct teachers in the using
of mental tests and measurements, as the teachers of a system can
meet for several consecutive days and be given practical training in
all the More importantlines of investigating mentality and personal
fitness of the pupils for. the work assigned. A thorough study of
such a system of work, followed by a careful invesiigationbof all the
pupils capabilities and efficiencies, as Well as their inequalities and
shortcomings in a practical way, will generally lead to many changes
of methods of instruction,' bo that success will be more certainly
*aim& chimp also is gattiana140:in thetmethod of gtadeiniN
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THE AMERICAN TEACHER. 487
whereby every pupil in every class studies and recites every schoolsubject in the right section in tliv system, and whereby every pupilbecomes happy, interested, and successful because he israble to masterfully the tasks lie is. assigned to do. It is thus that capability isocquired, that. personal efficiency is comprehended, and that safe andsane inttruction is accomplished. The improvement of the army ofteachers in the United Stateg is an undertaking that is worth thelarge inv,estnwnt required, as thereby standards of scholarship, ofpreparation, anGrof efficiencyan be exacted ana accomplished in twodecades of enferprising endeavor.

The year 192 .-It may be appi-opriate `and judicioùs to renderto the year 1922 its fair place in educational progress, as the readermay not be trusted to recall the great things concerning teacherprogress that must be credited to the present by the historians of thefuture. It must not be assumed that such perfection has beenreached in public affairs that there is not an imperative necessity toto seek better things for the immediate future and -for greater consid-erations and accomplishments in the remote future, because the solu-tion of educational problems is a task of generations instead of thetask of the present day.
It%During 1922 there has been unusual reorganization in educationalinstitutions that prepare teachers, the half of which could not betold ; there have been so many evidences of advancement in stand-ards and in prospects for the qualified teacher that the best informedcan hardly realize the progressive development made; there havebeen such large increases in expenditures for the education of teach-ers that it would seem that the great American public had butrecently awakened to the noteworthy 'importance of a qualifiedteaching staff. Take as an example the American State teachers'colleges that havt been definitely transformed from the oM-styleState normal schools to first-class educational institutions of higherlearning by acts (*State general assemblies and with such statutoryunderstandings thit will positively require immediate returns Qf thehighest character. It is not extravagant to say that educational

. history has gone by leaps and bounds that have never been equaled indecades of time.in previous years of effort. The growth in a yearexperienced by departments and colleges of education, associatedwith universities, nôt, *to mentiori the extraordinary increase of stu-
, dents in graduate schools making education their major, shows aresult that no description that is deservingly made can be equal tothe progress that exists. All this has come to America because ofthe extraordinary organizations of teachers in the Nation and in theStates, because of the unrestricted activity of National And Stateofficials who have led in these incomprehensibk enterprises, and bea.cause of the forcefulness of the educatiohal press and of the educa7
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tional authors whose works on teaching published in the United
States are combined evidences of a progress, an enlightenment, and
a spirit that must give an encouragement and a hope that assures
to the American Republic a 'greatness and a distinction that can not
yet be appreciated.

C onclu.sion,For these interpretations of existing conditions in
the United States dependence has been placed upon the voluminous
reports of many organizations, many educational officers of State,
city, and Nation, and many years of personal experience in the
business of one State in the preparation of teachers. -It was the
wr4er's privilegesto pursue a year's study under the direction of one
of thfise early departments of education in a State university in
187243. He has followed with much interest the expansion of the
work of fitting teachers for public shools. He has observed with
concern one of the undesirable developments of the schools and
colleges of education, and even of teachers' colleges, which consists
of their partial separation from contact with the actual public
school, a'and the substitution of the private demonstration or experi-
mental schools managed by these institutions. This developing
situation is likely to lead to a lack of sympathy and to develop a sort
of incompetency and lack of that true knowledge which those who
essay to prepare teachers for public schools should have. No one
can professionally pose as a great publicscbool futhority who does
not believe in the American system of secondai and elementary
education add thus comprehend und appreciate its adaptability and
competency in the educating and the training of an Ameiican
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CHAPTER XXI.

EDUCATIONAL RESFARCII.
By BIRD T. BALDWIN, assisted by MADORAH SMITH.

I. INTRODUCTION.

The past two years have witnessed a substantial growth in the
number of scientific studies in' education from the empirical and
experimental points of view. The scientific method which for the
past decade has been most prominently associated with investiga-
tions in educational psychology is also being applied with increas-
ing success to costs and finance, buildings, grounds and equipment,
organization and.- administration, the curriculum, and surveys in
special fields of education. This biennial review aims to present in
brief form the principal contribiltions in the main fiel& of educa-. ton, excluding "mental lests." An effort has been made to show the
influence of resefirch organizations, research bureaus, foundations,
laboratory schools, and educational periodicals for the_years 1921
and 1922.

Il. CONFERENCES.

Among the most stimulating organizations for fostering the scien-
tific approach to contemporary educational problems and pro-

s cedure may be mentioned the recent tendency for universities and
teacher-training colleges to devote a week to educational confer-
ences. Annual reports for the past two years are now available
from the San Jose Teachers' College, Calif.; Ohio State Educational
Confer.ence at the State University; Annual Schoolmen's Week at
the University of Pennsylvania and the University of Minnesota;
Florida High School Principals' Conference at the University of
Florida Teachers' College.

4 /
- M. NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS.

eh.

A large number of educational organizations, national and local,
are now actively engaged in studying various phases of educational
problems .and policies. Among the organizations that have empha;-
sized 'the research aspects of education may be mentioned'the Ameri:
can Council of Education, Wishington D. C., which studies- the
larger questions of education. licy.
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490 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUOATION, 1920-1922.

The Educational Research Associationtis organized to encourage
the establishment of bureaus of educational research and to promote
the improvement of school efficiency. The membership to this
organization is attested by the qualifications for educational re-
search. The asiociation aims to unify the activities of workers
thropghout the 'country, to correlate the efforts of those who are
originating, organizing, and directing educational investigations
and experiments.

The National Society for the Study of Education has for many
yeafs promoted investigations and discussions on educational ques-
tions. The National Society of College Teachers of Education holds
annual meetings and issues reports and monographs on problems
dealirig with the professional phases of education. The section of
the .American Association for the Advancement of Science has ex-
tensive programs in sciptific experimental education annually.

To the above association should be added the Phi Delta Kappa,
a professional educational fraternity having a membership of 4,500
in 26 of the leading universities of the country. This fraternity
supports "the highest educational ideals and encourages an un-
swerving allegiance to the principles underlying public education."
A! similar society for womenj Pi Lambda Theta, now has 15 active
chapters in this country.

Among the othèr associatkins which issue yearbooks are the Na-
tional Association of Secondary School Principals and the National
Education Association.

IV. FOUNDATIONS.
OS

Durirrg the past two years there has been an increased tendency
for foundations to furnish funds for research work in education.
Some of these foundations have for several years been c6ntributing
directfy or indirectly toward the advancement of education.

The Carnegie Corporation of New York has made substantial
appropriations to the American Colincil on Education for investiga-
tions in the financing of public education in the United States. The
Carnegie Foundition for the Advancement of Teaching has bn-
dowed a división of inquiry. Spbstantial funds have also been given
to the regents of the University of the State of New York and the
Teachers College, Columbia University, for research on the laws
governing education in the St* of New York, the preparation of
teachers, and the study of units of intellect and capacity.

Whe fCarnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching has
organized from time to time the study of various special educational
problems in relation tó the retiring allowances and its effect on the
adVancement of teaching.
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The Commonwealth fund has made a large number of contribu-
tions to NI a riOtis educational research workers in various parts of
the coulAry. The main contributions center around (a) Educational
finance; (b) curriculum studies, with special reference' to teaching
methods, learning processes, and materials of instruction; (e) rè-
organization of the educational system, with special reference to
units of administration; (d) individual differences among puPils.

The general education board 'originally was founded in 1902 for
the promotion of education in the South, but its work is much more
extehsive now. It has contributed to the endowment of colleges,
toward medical institutions, and increase of teachers' salaries; made
studies in finance; and conducted surveys of education and farm
demonstration work.

The &tines fund, for the improvement of negro rural schools,
cooperated during the session ending ;lime 30, 1922, with public-
school superintendents in 273 counties in 13 States; The 275 super-
vising teachers, paid partly by the counties and partly through the
Jeanes fund, visited regularly in these counties 7,850 cotintry schools.

The John F. Slater fund now aids 156 county training schools.
The Rockefeller Foundation contributes to research in medicine

and hygiene and only indirectly to educational research, bpt it does
contribute to medical education, rural. liealth delnonstrations, and
other agencies for public health.

The Laura Spellman Rockefeller Memorial is also contributing
funds for research work in certain phases of educational work. For
many years the Russell Sage Foundation has maintained a division
for educational research.

V. RESEARCH BUREAUS.

A recent tendency' in the scientific movements of education has
become apparent through the establishment of a large number of
educationaVresearch bureaus throughout the United States. These
bureaus are not only chiaring houses for educational literature, intel-
ligence tests, and achievement scales in subject matter and superb
vision., but, also active laboratories for educational experiments and
demonstrations. The movement is developing so rapidly that a com-
plete list is difficult to Secure. The 80 centers listed below will
furnish a tangible index of the present status of this development in
the empirical -approach to the science of education.

1. (ITT )'DUCATIONAL RESEARCH ItUREAU.1

Aberdeen, S. Dak. M. P. Staker, director, bureau of educational measurement&
Akron, Ohio. A. O. .lieck, director, bureau of educational reseriich, public

school&

2 In..the preparation of this Ilk matedal assistance jinx been ren*red by /obitNárton, director of reward' of the 1,10onal Education hviociation..
fi ,
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492 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

Ardmore, Okla. H. Rinsland, director, bureau of research, city schools.
Atlanta, Ca. H. II. Bixier, director of educatIoniii research, board of edu-

cation.
Baltimore, Md. J. L. Stenquist, director of educational research, public

schools.
Beaumont, Tex. Clara Mallory, director. educational research, 1016 Liberty

Street.
Berkeley, Calif. Virgil E. Dickson, director, bureau of research and guidance.
Birmingham, Ala. W. E. Putman, director of research department,

of education, Administration Building, 2030 Park Avenue N.
Boston, Mass. Arthur Ka Ilene, assistant director, bureau of research,

ington Avenue.
Chicago, ill. A. B. Wright, director of statistics and reference.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cleveland, Ohio. C. H. Mann, acting director of reference and research.

board

Hunt-

Cuyahoga ( 'aunt y, Ohio. file assistant superintendent in charge of
educational research.

Denver, Colo. Emma M. Brown, director, bureau of research, public schools;
. George W. Frazier, bureau of educational research, public schools.
Detroit, Mich. P. T. liankin, bureau of educational research.
Duluth, Minn. Ray Lathan), assistant superintendent, department of elemen-

tary education.
Des Moines, Iowa.
Emporia, Kans. D. A. Worcester, director, bureau of educational measure-

ments, Kansas State Normal.
Fresno, Calif. Miss Mary B. Cummings, director of dembgent of research,
Grand Rapids, MiCh. C. D. Dawson, assistant superintendent of schools.
Hibbing, Minn. J. W. Richardson, director, educational research.
Highland Park. Mieh. 11. e. Daley, director, survey department.
fionolulu, Hawaii. Katherine Murdock, director or rese-arch, Ilanshanoll

School.
Indianapolis, Ind. Murray A. Da lman, director of research, reference and

statistics.
Jackson, Mich. Helen Davis, director, educational and mental measurements.
Kansas City, Mo. George Melcher, director, bureau of educational .esearch,

Library Building.
Lewiston, Idaho. C. L Harlan, department of educational measuraments,

Lewiston State Normal.
Little Rock, Ark. Department of educational measurements. G. T. Huckaly,

dupery isor.
'Long Beach, Calif. E. P. Branson, director, bureau of educational research,

city public schools.
Los Angeles, Calif. A. H. Sutherland, director, department of psychology and

educational research.
Louisville, Ky. B. W. Hartley, director, bureau of educational measurements.
Martins Ferry, Ohio. Mrs. Margaret Brainerd, director of educational re-

search.
Minneapolis, Minn. Dr. J. Itruecknr, Bureau of Educational Research.
New York City. Eugene Nifenecker, director of reference, research, and

statist les.
Newark,. N. J. K D. Sexton, assistant superintendent, department of reference

and research. 49
tfew Orleans, La.

D.
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Oakland, Calif. Virgil E. Dickson, director, kureau of research and guidance.Omaha. Nebr. L. O. Smith, assistant superintendent in charge of reward'.Pasadena, Calif. W. H. Hughes, director of research.
Pittsburgh, Pa. J. F..Guy, director of research and measurement, 720 FultonBuilding.
Rochester, N. Y. J. P. O'Hern, assistant superintendent in charge of research.Santa Ana, Calif. Mary B. Henry, director, research and guidance.

. st. Louis!' Mo. F. L. Wiley, direCtor of tests and measurements.st. Paul, Minn. L. L. Everly, director of research.
Seattle, Wash. Fred C. Ayer, director, department of research.Trenton, N. J. J. M. McCaine, bureau of educational research and efficiency.Virginia, Minn. W. A. Justice, director of research.
West Allis, Wis. T. L Torgenson, director, educational research, city schools.Youngstown, Ohio. Henrietta V. Race, director, bureau of educational andmental measurements, board of education.

2. STATE AND UNIVERSITY BUREAUS FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH.

California. Whittier State School. J. Harold Williams, director bureau ofjuvenile research.
California. State Teachers' College, San Jose. Bureau of research and exten-sion. -

California, University of. Bureau of research in education. Virgil Dickson,Berkeley and Oak larid, Calif.
Carnegie Itistitute of Technology. Department of educational research. E. K.Strong, jr., director.
Colorado State Normal School, Gunnkon, Colo. H. T. Manuel, director of edu-ca1 Iona I research.
Columbia University. E. L. Thorndike, director of institute of educationalresearch. a

Idaho. Lewiston State Normal. pureau of educational measurements. C. L.Harlan, director.
Illinois, University of. Bureau of educational research. W. S. Monroe, director.Indiana, University of. Bureau of cooperative research. H. L. Smith, dirivtor.Iowa Child Welftkre Research Station. State University of Iowa. B. T. Bald-win, director.
Kansas State Normal, Emporia. Bureau of educational measurements. D. A.Worcester, director.
Kansas, University of. Bureau of adtdnistrative research. F. J. Kelly; di-rector.
Michigan, University of. Bureau of education, reference, and -research. Di-rector, Clifford Woody.
Minnesota, University o:. State board of education research bureau, St. .Paul,Minn. Fréderick Kuhlmann, director.
Nebraska, University of. Teachers' College, bureau of educational measure-ments. Charles Fordyce, director.
New York, State University. J. Cayce Morrison, specialist inplucational meas-urements.
North Dakota, University of. Bureau o/ educational measurements. F. M.Garver, director..
Ohio State, Univers107. Bureau of educational research. B. R. Buckingham,director.
Oregon, Unlversitj of. Bureau of . educational research. C. A. Gregory,

9134 24--11.§2
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Pennsylvania. State Norinal School, Bloomsburg. Bureau of educational re-
search. J. P. Hering, director.

Pennsylvania. Institute for the Instruction of .the BUM], Overhrook. Depart-
ment of research, Samuel P. Hayes, director.

Pennsylvania, University of. Leroy A. King. Bureau of educational meas-
, urements.
South Dakota. Northern normal and industrial schools, Aberdeen. Bureau

of educational research.
Virginia, University of.
Wisconsin. State Department of Public Instruction, Madison, Wis. Dr. W.

J. Os lull), director of,educational measurements.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SCHOOLS.,

Another approach to research in education is through the labora-
tory and experimental schools affiliated with colleges and universi-
ties. These are becoming an integral part of the best pellools of
education and represent. the logical outcome of the earlier demon-
stration and practice schools which are also of significant value in
developing a science of education.

College and university laboratory schools are now organized at
Bryn Mawr, University of California; University of Chicago, Co-
lumbia University, Drake University, George Peabody College for
Teachers, University of Illinois, Indiana University, State Univer-
sity of Iowa; Louisiana State College, Miami University, Univerity
of Minnesota, University of Missouri, University of Nebraska, New
York State College for Teachers, University of Oklahoma, Univer-
sity of Oregon, Univeility of Pittsburgh, Smith College, University
of Wisconsin, Univeisity of Wyoming, and Winthrop College.

Among the experimental schools that are 'aiding in advancing
education in the empirical field are the sitialkd'schools for progres-
sive education, such as the Francis W. Paker Sghool, in Chicago;
the Bureau of Educational Measurements, hi New, York; the Child
Education Foundation and Children's University, School, in New
York; the Fairhope -Organic School, in Alabamd; the:Park Satool,
in Baltimore; the Shady Hill School, in Massach:usittts; the Play
School, in Berkeley, Calif.; and approximately 40 others with a
similar point of view.

A longer list of progressive public schools in various sections of
the country could easily be cited whose experimentation is exten-
sively carried out in all phases of school administration and in-
struction.

VII. PERIODICALS DEALING WITH EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH.,

No factor has contributed more to the dissetination of the peien-
tific point of view in education than the splendid cooperation of
journals in this and allied fields. A large number of these ulna--
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zines and monographs provide for the publication of experimentaland statistical studies, with ample facilities for the inclusion ofcharts, tables, and diagrams. The principal periodicals contribut-ing directly to the research phases of education are:
American School Board Journal. Monthly. The Bruce rubl!shlng Co., 354-364Milwaukee Street, Milwaukee Wi,64. Edited by William G. Bruce.
Educational Adtki4i8iratio; and Supervision, including Teacher Trainittg.Monthly. Warwick & York, Baltimore. Md. Edited .hy W. C. Bagley,W. W. Charters, I.. D. Coffman, A. Inglis, D. Sinethien, G. D. Strayer.Educational Review% Monthly. Doubleday, Page & Cu., Ctiirden City, N. Y.Edited hy Frank P. Graves.
Eelementary %School Journal. Monthly, September to :Tune. University of Chi-cago Press, 5822 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Edited by the faculty of thechool of Education of the University of Chicago.
journal of Applied !Psychology. Quarterly. Indiana University Press, Bloom-Ington, Ind. Edited by James P. Porter and William F. Book.,Journal of Educational Psychology. Monthly, except ihinè, July, and August.Baltimore, Warwick & York. Managing editor, Harold O. Rugg.Journal of Educational Rescarch. Monthly, except .1 uly.and,Augu8t. Officialorgan of the Educational Research Association. Public School PublishingCo., Bloomington, Ill. Edited by B. It. Buckingham.Journal of Experimental Psychology. Bimonthly. Princeton, N. J., Psycho-logical Review Co. Edited by .Tohn B. Watson.
Metal ifygiene. Quarterly. Published by the National Committee for MentalHygiene, 27 Columbia Street, Albany, N. Y. Edited by Prankwood F.

Pedagogical Seminar. *Quarterly. Worcester, Mass. Anted by G. StanleyHall.
Psychological Bulletin. Monthly. Princeton, N. .T., Psychological ReviewEdited by Siiepherd I. Franz.
Psychological Index. Annual. Princeton, N. J., Psychological Review Ca.Edited by IllalliRon Bentley.
Research Bulletin (if the National Education Assooiation. Published in Jan-nary, March, May, September, and November by the research division ofthe N. E. A., 1201 Sixteenth Street NW., Washington, D. C.
Science. Weekly. The Science Press, 11 Liberty Street, Utica, N. Y. Editedby J. McKeen Cattell.
qcitool and society. Wéekly. The Science Press, 11 Liberty Street, Utica,N. Y. Edited by J. MeKeen Oaten.
School Review. Monthly, ercept July and August. University of Chicago'Press, 5822 Ellis Avenue, Chicago,. Ill. Edited by (the faculty of the Schoolof Education, University of Chicago.
School Science and Mathematics. Monthly. gast Seventy-second Place, Chi-cago, Ill. Edited by Charies H. Smith.
Teachers College Record. EVery two months, except July. Bureau of Publi-cations, Teachers College, Columbia University, .New York City, Edited.

/ by J. E. Russell.

Among the most significant monograph kiries may be mentioned'the following:
Archives of Psychology, from Columbia tUniversity, frequently--deals with the psychology of the lOrning process.,
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Educational monographs, issued by the Society of College- Teach-
ers of Education, present studies for discussioik at annual meetings
of the society.

Educational Psychology monographs, published by Warwick &
York, Baltimore, report extensive studies in the field of educational
psychology in book form.
Agournal of Educational Research monographs,, printed by the

Public-Schobl Publishing Co., of Bloomington; Ill., include longer
studis of the same typo 'appearing in the journal.

The National Society for the Study-of Education Yearbooks, also
printed by the Public-School Publishing Co., are discussed at the
annual meetings of the society. Many of the yearbooks are the
result of cOoperative work by committees of ibe.society.

Psychological monographs, issued by the Psychological Review
Co., Princeton, N. J., appear as séparate studies of particular psycho-
education al problems.

Supplementary education monographs, edited by the faculty of
the 'School of Education of the University of Chicago, present, a
body of scientific and practical material on reading, arithmetic,
penmans:hip, algebra, home economics; kindergarten-primary' 1 educa-
tion, the curriculum, the student 'population of American secondary
schools, and the administrativé organization of elementary schools
and high schools.

Teachers College Ointributions. to Education are published by

the board CA publications of Teacheri College, Columbia University,

and present serial studies in the hikory and philosophy of edification,
educational psychology, kindergarten,"*Allementary and secondary

education, educational administration, and related fields.

United States Department of Interior Bulletins are issued by the

Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C., and include surveys, re-
,

ports, and the results of inveitigationg.
In addition to the abate, education monographs are also issued

from time to time by the Universities of California, Harvard, Illi-
nois, Indiana, Iowa, Johns Hopkins, Ohio, and Pennsylvania.

VIII. COSTS AND FINANCES.2
6

Studies iii public-school finance have been made for the Státes of

Colorado, Iowa, Minnesota, and Wyoming by SwIft (15), Russell

(1* Swift and del Plains (16), and Slade (13),. Holy (6) and

Lindsay (8) (9) have contributed to the Iowa. survey. Other sur-

veys. in press are: For. California, by Ctibberley ; New York, 'by
trayer; and IllinQis, by Morrison. Swift has made á comparative'

study of State policies in piiblic-school finance. The Nittional Corn-
.

umbers in *metalline Int the text refer to Items In the bibliography, pp. -15.247.
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mitten of the Chamber of Commerce, Cooperation with the Public
Schoolg* (10), has published a report on its inquiry Number III,
relating to boards of education and the receipts and expenditures of
urban public schools. Fvsier (4) has studied the data for 169 cities
in Order to determine the factors of efficiency, arid concludes that
the city Niith an Mected boar E and will financial independence has a
better chance for an efficient school system.

Carter and Thiesen (3) report on this advisability of publicity
campaigns for school support. Burgess (2) has published a book
on the Trends of School Cost, and the Natiohal Education As-
sociation (11) has published a bulletin of Facts on the cost of public
education, dealing with the inCreasing cost, salaries, and profes-
sional status of teachers..

Johnson (7) has studied the teacher's load and cost of eftch item
thfough a questionnaire.

In university and college finance there is a Bureau of Education
(5) bulletin on the expenses cf women college students; a study by
Stevens (14) on cost per studeni hour of different subjects and
departments in the University of Washington. But the most ex-
tensive study in college and univemity finance is. by Arnett (1) and
.includes a study of receipts, disbursements, endowments, plant, ac-
counting, reports, and organization.

Swift (17) has written a monograph presenting the most signi-
ficant conclusions in an extensive study of school finance in a number
of States continued over a period of several years.

IX. BUILDINGS, GROUNDS, AND EQUIPMENT.

Bulletins dealing with buildings and grounds and allied topics,
published by the Bureau of Education, are on high-school buildings%

dP and pgrounds '(2), school grounds and play (4) , the housing and
equipment of kindergartens (1), public-school dormitories (9) , and
teachers' homes (12). There is also a of the functions and
administration of schotl janitors (6) .

Textbook 8e1eetion.----Two books have been published dealing with
the selectioh of textbooks. One of these by Maxwell (10) gives score
cards; a general one to use in judging all texts and specific cards for
different subjects, but few of the objective criteria have been scien-
tifically determined. The other study is by Franzen and Xmight (5)
and consis4 of two partsjudging high-school texts in literature
by the criterion of interest, and geographies by the crittrion of corn*
prehension by means of reading tests constructed from the text ot
five series. Horn (8) suggests that book companies develop silent
reading manuals, the outstanding characteristics of which should \be

,
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these: (1) They shoulebe rich in factual and infhrmational ditta;
(2) the content 'of the selections should be worth while; (3) most
of the selections should be of sufficient length ; (4) some selections(
should conta in data given in great detail (5) some se_kciions should
be pieceded by guiding problems; (() each selection should be
followed by appropriate comprehension teAts and tests to, measure
organizing abilky; (7) the hook should contain an excellent index
and table of contents; (8) the, mechanical make-up of tile .book
should-be. good.

Lilfrarix8.On. libraries, we have a t!omparison of public library
ficilitiles of' different States by Miller (11) ; of university libraries
in 1915 and 1921 by Reeder (13) ; a study of high-schimi library
book selection from the viewpoint of a science teacher by. Glenn (7) ;

and a study of .standardization of libniry work 'and equipment jor
history by a committee of the Mississippi Valley Historical Asso-
ciation (3).

X. SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AND ENROLLMENT.

Ensign (6) has made a study of the developnwnt of legislat ion for
compulsory education in rplat ion to child labor. Another study, in
The kmerican Child (9), deals with the effect on child labor in
agriculture of compulsory attendance laws. Bonner (1) (2) (3)
has studied the effectiveness of the compulsory attendance laws of
each State.

Walters (10) (11) (12) has given annual reports of enrollment
, statistics in several colleges and universities. There are also Bureau
of Education bulletins on the subject. Koos (7) .(8) has studied
the residential distribution of college students from the point of view
of desirable locations for junior ,colleges. Byrne (4) has studied
high-school erirollnients and determined the ratio to population in
43 large cities. West and Koos (13) haVe tried to estimate the size
of freshman classes in 1940 front high-school enrollment. 'Counts
(5} has studied the parental occupation of high-school pupils in
four cities in relation to progress through school, curriculum
_elected, and plans for after grvluation.

Town (9a) has lnade an analytic study of a group of b and
yéar old childrep in (Vier to determine what kind of children

iowa homes are sending to the Iowa schools. Each child-was
iiyen, a physical, authrop6metric, spee.ch, and menta,1 extuniAation.
_One important conclusion reached is that` the basis of physical
defgcts 'and chigacter defects is already fixed when the child first
èlltiVis 'PAWL
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XI. RETARDATION AND ELIMINATION.î.

Most of the studies in this line are in connection with intelligen e
tests. There are a number of studie`g on the value of intelligenc
tests in prognosis and the relation between failures and mrntal
tests* which do not fall within- the -scope of thikbulletin. Kelly
and Loomis (5) have made i'study of the extent of retardation in
one-room rural schoog in Kansas and compared it. with the...retar-
dation in town schools and found it gi:eiitiO!Ò awinn (4) has found
bthat chahaing from school to so)lool affects tilt child's progress.
McCormick 7), in a study df high-schooFfailures in La Crosse- ,

found iniportarit factors to be the attRude and study-habits of the
pupil; cooperation between studepti,p,areht, and teacher; person-
ality: professional preparation and attitude of teacher, also intelli-
gene of Pupils.

Smith ( 10), in a study of high-school fai1ur6s, found the per.;
centage of failure, increased from year to yetir, wns greatest in/the
modern language curricula and in English and mathematics(the
tendeN4 to fail varied directly as age, of pupil on entrance and
inversely with the amount of home study. A study by Roger's (9)

_ of-retardation of both grades and jfigh school in lialtimore showed
irregular attendance and late entRnce or. early learning to be The
causes in 2G1 per cent of *cats; physical defects or ,illness in 9 per
cent ; indifference in 24 per Cent and low ability in 42¡ per cent.
Forty-two per.cent of the failures were in English and 41 per cent
in mathematics. Buckipgham (1) reports a successful experiment
in promoting failing popils on probation.

The chief cause iof eliinination of pupils in Phoenixville, Pa., was
found by Doughtmi (2) to be desire or necessity to Otoilk.. Eaton

AO studied the scholarship of pupils leaving school and found an
tiA:erage of 2.04 failur0 per pupil for the group leqving as against
0.8zfor the entire scholl. Learning (6) found from a study of 908
children ajklyin for working certificates that most of them left
because of dissatisfaction with, school and were ncit prom the suc-
cessful group in school.

Nifenedler (80) has made a study of rélatrdation In Netv York
City and pleads for greater flexibility in grad,ing, in course of study,
in methods of advancing pupils, and* for a more " puiposive
program."

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION.

The junior high-school morment is the outstanding feature in
7 school organization, particularly in the Middle West and West, and

many studies have Ingle as' to its extent'. Among these are
rtTort:44 by J. H. nd J. C. Clement (15) (0), Philips (61) 1 Pratt
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(66), and Smith (74), ask the status of organization and adminis-
tration of junior high schools in large cities. Rodgers (72) has
studied particularly the curricula and programs of 101 schools.
Lyman (50) (51) (52) and Gould (33) have described the organi-
zation, curricula, buildings, methods, and activities of certain typical
junior high schools. Spain, Moehlman, and Harrington (77) have
prepared a bulletin &Ming with similar topics in great detail on
the Detroit intermediate schools. Koos (46), through a canvass of
educational literature and 66 securing of ratings by 124 judges, has
arriyed at a ranking of the relative importance of the peculiar func-
tions of junior high schools.

One stay compares the effectiveness of the junior high school
with that of the old 8-4 plan. This is by Briggs (9) in Los Angeles
to determine to what extent junior high school pupils persist in
school and to what extent secondary education electives are eco-
nomically offered in the " intermediate." school. He found a higher
per cent of high-school graduates had come from " intermediate "
than from " elementary " schools and that ihe " intermediate-school "
graduates bring on an average 10.2 credits to high schools, are more
stimulated to earn credit in summer, school, and that 82 per cent of
them continue the electives begun in intermediate school. Briggs
(9). has also made a study on extra-curricular activities in junior
high schools and published a text on the junior high school (10).

Another type of school of increasing importance is -the junior
coller. Besides a study of distribution of enrollment, L. V. Koos
(4t) has made a comparative study of the curricula of 58 public
and.private junior colleges. .

The rural a:1pol is another type of organization, being studied.
F. H. Koos (44) has compared it with larger organizations as
to cost, expenditures, education, salary, and tenure of teachers.
Brown (11) has made an ifitensive study of the school in a Michigan
village from the point of viewof showing the inequality of educa-
tional opportunity.

Chapman and Eby (14) and Frost (30) have made comparative
studies by educational measurements of the achievement of chil-
dren in country and city schools. The evidence in both studies is
strongly in favor of the larger school systems;

Rape& (67) has published a text on the coriiolidated rural school,
most of the material of which is based on reports, investigations
and observatimis of* aCtual conditions, and deals with the topics of
bistóry, administration, organization, curriculum, methods, ana rural
Ate needs.

,The platopn school, individual systen.i, and Dalton plan are three
pypeo 01f árgá,nigaion !)eipg tried gut. . Spin (70 and. 13.ankes
.discisibt the lo:rm(iir iyile as being. drelOPed 'in Detròit *and Akionz
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Washburne (87) describes the individual system as carried on inWinnetka and gives the result of a questionnaire sent the teachers,all of whom approved the system as a whole and reported chil-dren saved from failure by the method. De*ey (19) and Park-hurst (60) both have described the Dalton plan in operation.The extent of provision and type of work provided for mentaldefectives has been studied by Anderson (1).. Voorhees (85) hasinve4igated the growth in knowledge of academic subjects andmade a follow-up study of pupils in a prevocational room for thebackward. Poole (63) (64) and Richards (71) report on diagnosticteaching of a few cases of backward and difficult children. Wallin(86) has made a study of the achievement of subnormal children;and Reamer (70) of the deaf in educational tests.

The provision made for exceptional children in the schoolg hasbeen studied by Gesell (31) . J. L. Horn (38) has studied fhe rea-sons for leaving school of an eighth grade class in Oakland andurges that funds should be available to support highly endowedchildren of poor parents so that they may continue in school. Stu°dieshave also been Triad by Omans (58) , Freeman (29) , Hughes (39),and Dvorak (23).
The Nineteenth Yearbook of the National Socidy for the Studyof Education (35) is given up to classrooin problems in the educa-tion of gifted children. Mt. and Mrs. -Omans (59) describe an bx-periment in a special class for gifted children at Ypsilanti.
The value of a grouping 'of children by abilities and consequentchanges in school procedure is reported on by Cox (17), Henderson(34) , King (43) , Ma4ny (53) , Spain (76) , Rapp (68) , Kuntz (47),Odell (57), Carback, (13), Hines (36), Cole (16), Berry (4), Glass(32), Stetson (79), Branson (6), Wilkerson (26), Dickson (22),Dawson (20), (21), Fordyce (27); Terinan (81), Pintner and Mar-shall (62), Callihan (12), Stocktqn, Davis, and Cronin (80) , Kent(42), Lowell (49), Neff (25), Breed and Breslich (7), and Thiesen(82).
The relation 'of size of class to school efficiency ,has been studiedby the Illinois Bureau of Educational Research (84). Very little

diffórence was found between the work of large and small classesin either elementary or high school. Monroe (56) also found verylittle relation betyieen sectioning a class and the effectiveness of inastructionvPorter (65) reports on the effects of segregaticin by sexon scholarship in ti Detroit high school. He fouiid the boys' marks.showed 8 pqr cent improvement apd the girls were lowered 18 percent when separated. These marks sholired closer correlation withintelligence test than 'did their marks before seluration.
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Time distribution in Louisiana schools (24) has been studied by
the Callender laboratory of Newcomb College in order to obtain a
basis for a study of the-most effective time distribution:

Stark (7..8) has developed principles %of school management
through the study of concrete school situations. In his text he pre-
sents 241 practical problems with an account of the process of their
solution in which ttiachers, principles, superintendents, and parents
take part.

Jackson (41) and Satchell (73) have made studies of the extent
of pupil government or participation in school administration in
high schools. Thornton (83) has studied the extent of the women's
forum, or its substitutes with types of work and details of organi-
zatiori in normal schdbls, colleges, and universities.

The present system of marking has been much criticized. Franzen
(28) suggests the use of the accomplishment quotient in school
marks. Hopkins (37) has studied the marks given by the college
entrance examination board of Harvard from 1902 to 1920, and
found the distribution diverged widely from the normal curve. He
criticizes the methods used by examiners. Beatley (3) htTA compared
the standing of students in secondary school and entrance examin-
tions with later marks and finds a combination of comprehensive
examinations and secondary-school record the most effective.

Cunningham (18) has studied the sex element in college grades
from both men and women instructors. Westfall (88) has found
correlations between grades in different subjects in simultaneous and
consecutive courses and those with one, two, and three semesters
intervening. He found the correlations decreased as time between
taking courses increased. Rathbun (69) describes a system used in
the University of Washington for weighting grades so as to equalize
the difficulty of securing high grades in different departments.

In elementary schools there are several systems of marking being
worked out. One of these being tried is the accompliNment quotient.
Marot (54) describes an elaborate system of school records which
will provide information for marking changes, concrete illustrations,
and show achievement and progress made. Kyle (48) describes a
marking system which resulted in a close approach to the Armal
curve: Beverly (5) discusses the use of the Trabue scale by children
in rating their own work. Hughes (40) , 1920, describibs a combina-
tion system of supervised study, varying scope of work, and weighted
credit.

'two studies of types of examinations are reportedone by the
staff of instructors in contemporary civilization in Columbia, with
the assistance ot Thorndike (89).; the other by Monroe (56). Both
conclude 'that the " new " examinations with questions pérmitting

.
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only one correct answer is preferable, though Monroe calls attentionto certain limitations.

XIII. TEACHING AND SUPERVISORY STAFF.

The most frequent type of study in this field is that of surveys ofthe preparation or status of teachers. Such investigations as tostatus have been made of all teacbers in 359 cities by the NationalCommittee for Chamber of Comnierce (60), of junior high schoolteachers in 99 schools (58), (57), and of Texas high-school teachers( 2) ;*of the preparation of high-school teachers in the accreditedviols of the North Central Association (15), and another in Ore-gon (59) and Pennsylvania (50) ; of rural school toachers in Penn-sylvania (35) ; and of all teachers in Missouri (39). Other surveysdeal with the status of the visiting teacher (49) and the causes forwhich children are referred to her and methods employed. Burgess(9) (10) has studied the rate of progress in teacher preparationby comparison in 14 States of 1910 and 1920 statistics; Minick (43),the amount of practical work and practice teaching done by high-school teachers in Pennsylvania and New Jersey; Benson (4) , 10,000teacher-training graduates. The study indicates the relative lengthof the tenure of trained and untraine4d teachers, types of curriculain demand, distribution -of trained teachers among different typesorschools, and occupations of graduates who did not teach.The most extensive study of the curricula used in teacher trairi-ing is that Published by the Carnegie Foundation (39) dealing withthe educational and administrative aspects of the preparation ofteachers in State normal schools. It includes also topics on the ori-gin and growth of normal schools in the United States, particularlyin Missouri ; the government and organization of normal schools;the curricula and personnel of Mi'ssouri normal schies, their opera-tion, administration, and product.. Foster (23) has studied thestatus of Smith-Hughes practice teaching by means of a question-naire. Coffman (12) has made a study of teacher-training depart-ments in Minnesctta high schools. Willjams (64) (65) bas made a.similar study of demonstration teacking and'observation in 295 in-stitutions.r Burnham (11) has made a survey of the teadting ofmental hygiene, and a survey of the status of esiucationai sociolpgyhas been made by Lantis (38) . Gray (27) , Schultk: (55), and Doug':las (21) have till studied the distilibation of time or assignment 9fstudenCtenchers, and Brueckner (8) describes an 'experiment in,their #training by, means of field work. Ross (52) reports o4 the-.status of county tattlers' institt Pennsylvania.Anderson (2j by ineau5i que.4tionnaire 1!at .arrivea at Olivebalic courses ucation desribOs., One hp çalis.Ot07,..; : . , 1 ; '4 . .
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a.

ductory and informational, one theoretical and general, and the third
a course in schoolroom procedur.

Franzen (24) has made a comparison between general and special
methods courses in teaching high-school subjects by means of
analyses of outlines, notebooks on syllabi, and descriptions of both
types of courses. He has listed the topics t reated in order of frequency
in different types of courses, and as a result of the. study suggests
standards for the two types of courses.

The Bureau of Education has published bulletins by Koos (37) on
standards in graduate woDk In education, by Cook (13) on the laws
and regulations on the certification of teachers in different States, by
Gleim (26) on the visiting teacher, one by Dawson (17) on the prep-
aration of teachers of the social studies and another by Cook (14) on
the provisions for, and methods and results of, the supervision of
rural schools in different States.

Charles Russell (54) presents a thesis on the improvement of the
city elementary-school teacher while in service. It includes a survey
of the historical background, a study of school reports to determilie
what are the present agencies in use for teacher improvement, the
fundamentals of improvement, and an outline of the steps through
which a teacher must pass in becoming the mature master.

Waples (63) gives a table of the relative value of college educa-
tion courses obtained by gathering the opinion of fligh-school prin-
cipals. Lowery (40) reports a study of the attitude of college
students toward teaching.

Greenan (28) has studied the distribution of time of East Orange
high-school teachers for teaching, clerical, advisory, and disciplinary
work.

Douglas (21) has made a study of the market for prospective high-
school teachers. A similar study would be of value to colleges of
education.

Morton (46) reports a study in grading examinations from which
he concludes that this method of licensing teachers is too inaccu'rate.

Studies as to the characteristics desirable for a teacher are re-
ported by Osburn (48) and Smith (56) , who deal especially with

°industrial teachers; and by Hanly (29) and Dolch (20) , who
take it up from the.child's viewpoint. The outstanding &mtribution
in this field is Knight's °(36). He had 153 teachers rated by the
mutual ratings of supervisors and pupils and against these ratings
correlated objective facts. Correlations with age, txperience, and
quality of hand writing were too low for prognostic purposes, but
ability to pass a professional test, normal-school scholarship, and in
the- case of the high-school teacher, intelligence seemed significant.

C. 0. Davis (16) , by means of a questicmnaire, has arrived at the
. foikiing duties of a high-s400l principal:
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-1. To formulate a vision and a policy for the school * * * and tocommunicate this vision to his entire staff.
2. To lead in the formulation of ways and means for realizing their visionand policy.
3. To supervise instruction, inspire °teachers and pupils, coordinate anciarticulate efforts.
4. To serve as the school's agent before the public.5. To share confidences with his teaChers and pupils; * * * delegate tothem * * * responsibilities; * * and unify the work of the entireschool.

Hudelson (31) has studied the tual distribution of time betweendifferent duties by principals in West Virginia. He concludes thatthey need clerical assistance. McClure (41) reports a study of re-quisites for appointment and duties of principals in 17 to 20 largecities. He found much discrepancy betwee,n theory and practices' toomuch time given clerical work, too little time to superrision.
Morrison (44) has made a study of supervision from the teacher'sviewpoint, from which he concludes that the principal could helpmost by suggestions, inspiration, cooperation, help in discipline, andthediscussion of problems of instruction in teachers' meetings; theassistant superintendent by demonstration teaching, organizingteqcbers' meetings, giving teachers self-confidence; the supervisorin suggestions, outlines, and personal conferences; the departmentheads in helping to prepare outlines and ressons, grouping childrenby ability, and in improving technique of teaching.

Gist and King (25) made a study of the principal only from thesame viewpoint. The most mentionect ways in which he could helpwere in the care of the exceptional child, with the course of study,as a professional leader, in prompt delivery of supplies and equip-ment, and by a well-defined system of management.
Morrison (45) has made a study Qf the legal status of the city-school superintendent, using as sources statutes, historical writings,general principles of government, and judgments of leaders ineducation. The first of these sources is his main reliance. .Someconditions revealed are the predominance of small boards, a four-year term of office, and the disappearing ward repregentation inschool boards. The powers in which the superintendent is mostnearly independent are enforcement of attendance, granting ofworking papers, .making of formal reports, and supervision of in-st ruction.

Almack (1) has studied the duties and training of city imperin-tendents by means of a questionnaire and a study of published.rulesand of texts. He found the appointmeht of school officers andteachers, supervision, teachers' meetings, making reports, enforcingrules, attending board meetings, and the study bf other school Fpstems among the more frecitiently mentioned duties.
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S. IV. Johnson (33) reports a study by questionnaire of the re-
lations between superintendents and school boards in lowa, taking
up such topics as causes of failure, factors in success, difficult prob-
lems for board and for superintendents, the manner of selecting
thi board, and closing with recommendations as a result of the
study.

Struble (61) has studied school-board persomwl, classifying board
members as to vocations, age, sex, experience, number of their chil-
dren, and miscellaneous factors, and rating board members as to
their influence, valuableness, progressiveness, and leadership. .

There have been several studies on salaries made, but not so many
as in 1920. Some of these .are by the Massachusetts Departmelit of
Education (42) of conditions in that State; Eaves (22) on old-age
support of women teachers, also in Massachusetts; and the National.
Education Association (47) on salaries in cities of 100,000 popu-
lation and over. Bonner (6) made two studies, one of high-chool
teachers' salaries, the other (5) dealing particularly with oppor-
tunities for advance and concluding that the salaries of Aperienced
teachers especially should be increased. Arnett (31, ill 1921, -made
a study of salaries of college. teachers. Deffenbaugh (18) has a
study of the salaries of administrative officers and their assistants
in large cities. Hertzog (30) discusses State maintenance of teach-
ers in training as a solution of teacher shortage.

The value of use of intelligence and standardized tests in super-
vision is shown in studies by Brooks (7) , with rural schools, Dick-
son and Norton (19), Ruch (53), Kallom (34) , Rogers and Baker
(51), and Johnson (32). The last t wo studies consider especially
their value in evaluating different methods of instruction.

XIV. METHODS OF LEARNING AND TEACHING.

In the field of general methods the project iilethod and socialized
recitation continue in the foreground. Library Leaflet, No. 17, Feb-
ruary, 1923, of the Bureau of Educatión (26) gives a list of ref-
erences on the project method in education which is quite complete.
Parker (16) has written a series of articles on the thinking process,
showing the importance of problem solving, presenting illustrative
school lessons and rules for stimulating thinking, and a biographical
study of how eminent men think.

Taylor (23) has compared 30 lessons taught by the socialized
method isOth, 'lose that were teacher-diricted and found the social-
izecl classes gave better results.
Ns A comparison of the traditional method and a freer method tried in
iist grade ill reported by McCall, Chassell, and Hollingworth (.14).
The free group in, first grade made lese,progrese in 804* tests and
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mare in three ; in second grade less progiws in four and more in one,but the differences were very slight.

Richardson (W) discusses what he calls the campaign method,defining a campaign as characterized by a recognized need, definitetime limits, organized effort to stimulate and sustain interest, with itssuccess resting upon others than its organizers. He reports thmecampaigns in the four fundamental processeA which resulted iñmarked improvement.
Linke (13) describes an experiment in teaching in response tochildren's questions. A. comparison of the lecture method with thequestion and answer method, tried in 11 high schools, is reportedby A ldermin (1). He found that. the former method was slightlybetter in grades 10 to 12 and the latter better in grades 7 to 9. Pupilsof superior ability did better by the leoture method, those in thefourth quartile by the other method. Two studies of presentingmatter to college students by Holton (8)' and Horne .(9) both favoredthe discussion method.

Hunter (10) compared the textbook, lecture, and developmentalmethod and found they ranked, for immediate retention, develop-mental first, lecture second, textbook third; for delard Mention, lec-ture first, developmental second, and textbook third; for power,developmental first, textbook second, asnd lecture third. He also com-pared oral developmental with laboratory. manual and found the firstmethod superior. In an experimenCcomparing visual and oral in-struction he fotina the oral method preferable.Weber (27) has studied the effectiveness of visual aids in seventhgrade instruction. He foupd showing films method superior to anoral presentation when the subject matter was largely descriptive,hut. in another experiment, where four methods of presentation wereusedfilms, film-lecture, oral, and printed descriptionsthe filmmethod did not, secure such superiority. Measured by ability to giveinformation -verbally, the first methods gave approximately thesame results, tut fileasured by the ability to draw, the visual methodwas distinctly wperior.
Monr9e (15) has made a study of the types of learning requiredin different school subjects and their relative difficulty. He foundthe most frequent types are:

Type I, comprehénsiOn of material read plus memorization, so, thAt it canbe reproduced; Type IV, obtaining information for the purpose of solvingproblems or answering questions; Type XI, drawing valid conclusions from.given data or statements; Type IX, a clear comprehension of the essentialconditions of a problem which is to be sOlved.
The types varied for diffrent, subjects. The most difficult typesfrom the stan4p9int of the pupil ;are Types XI440 I Oove TypéXI is also tho-mb* (WI* with reference to jpotruebion., .
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Robinson and Heron (20 studkd the effect of variations in
length on memorizing by the use of nonsense syllables, and found,
with increasing length of material, a negative acceleration in the
memory curves. Laird, Remmers, and Peterson (12) found that
organization and classification of material is ail aid to memorizing
and that.. it is probably more beneficial, the more meaningful the
material.

The value of interest in learning is shown in studies by Bridges.
and DoIlinger (4) , who found a correlation of, +0.22 to +0.28 be-
tween subject's rank in interest and the grade the student received.
Thorndike (24) obtained a correlation of +0.46 between,the rank
which a college student gives a subject4or interest and the Inark
he receives in that subject in comparison to the marks he receives
in other subjects. Freeland (6) , in a year's study of the daily learn-
ing of six children, found int&sest to be one of the significant fac-
tors, others being physical condition, mental alertness, and tenacity.
Waples (25) has reviewed the problem of interest in education in
a five-chipter stuçly which takes up a classification of the literature
of the subject, cl. cussion of the value, the d'evelopment, the social
modification, and social expression of interest

Book and Norvell (3) studied the effect of interest in improvement
on 124 college students in four simple kinds of learning and found
that interest in improvement served as a directive force, and con-
eluded' that " interest in improvement and belief in its possibility aid
mental adaptation and the formation of new and better methods of
work" (pp, 354). Arps (2) , in a comparison of work done with
or without knowledge of results, arrived at a similar conclusion.
Work without knowledge of results was reported as very deadening.

Peaks (17) has studied the periodic variations in efficiency, sum-
marizing important studies of the influence of heat, weather,
humidity, and time of day or year on efficiency. Some of his con-
clusions are that there are three periods of physical and mental
growth in the school year, one of depression in January to March,
and two favorable, September to December and March to June.

Sullivan (22) studied the effect of mood upon performance and
found it insignificant. Garrett (7) concluded from experiments
upon judgment that each indivAual has an optimum rate for ac-
curacy.

General texts on learning have been published by Kirkpatrick
(11), who deals particularly with the ilace of imagination in edtica-
tiofi; Stratton (21), whose purpose wis to determine the relative im-
portance of special mental facilities and the transfer of training;
Edwards (5) , whose téxt includes ratty usetil suggestions with rifi;

gait to methods of study; and le (18), who reports miny trot-

perimenta lit his book, The Psycho gy df tAiiiiitng..

i
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XV. METHODS OF STUDY.

Webb (8) , 1920, reported on the habits of study of college students.Re found superibr students use 'good methods more than do poorstudents, but the majority of good methods are not used by 'themajority of students. They use better methods for examination.Study habits are merely picked up and students should be taughthow to study. In another similar study by Webb (9) , a comparisonof the methods used by students of four different teachers was madein" an attempt to prove that the habits of study should be consideredin measuting effective teaching.
Garth (3) reports a similar study in which he found only 4per cent of students were situdying in "true problematic fashioh."The median method of study used was about half way up on thescale for measuring methods of study whose preparation he de-scribes.
Elizabeth Thomdyke (7) reports .on environment- as a factor ina pupil's study life. The data were obtained from 1,600 high-schoolpupils. Seven per cent preferred to study at home, the rest at school.The place in which they would be least interrupted was usually pre-ferred. Other reasons for preferring to study at home were morecontinuity, and chance. to study aloud; for preferring to study atschool was the fact that. everyone else was studying, and that therewas an opportunity to get help.
Clayton (2) made a closely allied study in attitude toward schoolwork and found girls and older pupils spent more time than boys,and younger pupils'and the girls were more contented than 'the b4s.Germane (4) bas studied the value of outlining and summarizingcompared with rereading with both college and grade student. Hefound the rereading group excelled those summarizing, but whenthe summary was stimulated and directed by specific problems, itgave the better result, and this superiority was even greater whenwriting was eliminated, especially in the grades. Yoakum (11),who studied the effect of a single reading, found that only a smallproportion of material read was retained and that repeated testingwas an efficient method of securing retention.

SttiOies in memorizing still continue.. Woody (10) found oralreadink superior to iilent reading in the memorization of poems forthe majority of indivIduals studied. Robinson (5) found that therelative merits of distributed and concentrated study of numerical.material depends upon the total amount studied, the units intowhich it wavdivided, the stage at which efficiency was tseted, andwhether the criterion was accuracy or time of trecall.. Achilles (i)has made an intensive study of rectal aild recognition and fifidslow but positive correlatiop between the processes tind low correlti
91848*--24-----33
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tions for recall or recognition of different. materials. Both processes
increase with age, and Ntomen and girls are slightly superior to men
and boys. °Skaggs (6). using nonsense syllables and poetry for
material, found the interspersed-method of reading reOtation better
than methods of grouping.

XVI. THE CURRICULUM.

Studies in the curriculum in general are not strictly of a research
character, but there are several new publications that approach this
field experimentally.

1

An outstanding study is Bobbitt's (1), which, by the method of
examination did analysis, arrives at a statement of the specific aims
of instruction. Bonser (2) , Meriam (4), and Wells (7) have pub-
lished ,texts on the elementary curriculum as organized abottt activi-
ties which are b4sed on experimentation. Part I of the Twe.ntieth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Stpuly of Education (6)
contains a collection of 295 projects, classified by grades, which have
been tried out in different schools. Th'e Course cif Study. Mono-
graphs of the Berkeley ppblic schools (81 are also the results of
committe-e reports and classroom test. Charters' and Moore's bcids
on the curriculum have just appeared.

Mott and Devricks (5), by means of a questionnaire,addressed to
874 high-school graduates, have rated each subject of the high-
school curriculum as to its volue for economic use, enjoyment, cit izen-
ship, home making, and good will. On the basis of these ratings
they advocate a redistribution of time among the different subjects.

Kehr (3) has mad6 a comparative study of the colleges curricula
for men and women, from which she concludes that for both sexes
there is need for vocational guidance.

The Lincoln School, in New York, is making a thoroughly scientific
study of the curriculum. Similar studies are being made in the
Universities of Iowa and Chicag6.

1. READING.

The subject of reading has predominateci in the formulation of
curricula studies. Part II of the Twentieth Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education was devoted to the subject of
silent reading. To this study Thiesen (53) contributed a summary
of the evidence of previous investigations as to the factors affecting
results in primary reading, the most important of which he finds is
probably intelligence. Other factors showing some correlation are
interest, supaivisithi, quality of teaching. amount of reading, ¡ye

_ movement:4 vocalization, attendance, comprehension of material, na-
tionality, 4nguage used at home, and presentation of ;voids in

A



EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH. 511
context. Factors studied but on which the evidence was still incon-clusive were kindergarten training, time, and- phonetics.Further studies in some of these factors have been made. Webb(59) reports oorrelations between Army Alpha scores and readingrate of -120.49 and with comprehension of +0.68; between Thurstoneintelligence scores and reading rate of +0.58 and with compre-hension of +0.64. Hunt (31) finds correlations between Otis in-telligence and rate of reading of +0.38 and with comprehension of+0.48. Hunt has also- foint in a study of fourth :and seventhgrade children that extensive readers obtain higher scores in bothreading rate and comprehension than do nonreaderi J. L. Green(23) also found a correlation between achievement in reading andamount done. *Three exPeriments have been described in whichspecial attention was paid to reducing vocalizanon.O'Brien (41) carried out a controlled experiment in which differ-ent types of training in rapid silent reading were tried, one of whichdiffered only in special attention being-given to decreasing vocaliza-tion or inner articulation. This type of traipig resulted in markedsuperiority in amount of improvement made. Photographic recordsof eye movements showed this improvement was accompanied by areduction in the number of fixation pauses and regressive rhoyements.but by little change in the length of pauses.The other t wo experiments by Waldman (57) in fourth gride, andby C. W. Stone (51) with college- students involved severgl otherfactors,. so that the decrease jn vocalization is not the only causein their success in improving the reading atility of their students.Buswell, by the method of xhotographing eye hasarrived àt important conclusions reported in three different mono-graphs.. In the first of these three (10) he has found by synchro-nizing the photographic records of eye movements with dietaphonerecords of the voice that good readers dills, frinn poor readers inthe length of eye-voice span, in the number and duration of fixatioilpauses, and in the relative length of gye-voice span in different partsof the sentence.
In collagoration with Judd (34) he has made a scientific analysisof the various ty s -,s of silent reading, comparing eye movements inskimming, careful reading, and study ; and in the reading of simpleprose, poetry, geography, history, and algebra texts, Latin andFrench. Most of the records showed that effort results in a narrow-ingf the spah of recognition, lengthening of the tion; and re-gressive movements, 41thottgh some pupils seemed linable to changethe level of attention. Latin pvils dirtnot really read but puzzledout meanings. French pupils did much better.In another study, Buswell (9) traces the development iof the.reading habit from *the nuturity. He found midi de.
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velopment to proceed by the reduction of the ninnber and length of
fixation pauses, and of regressive mOvements. Reduction in tbe num-
ber of pauses reaches a plateau in fourth grade. In the 1enr.W1 of
pauses the plateau is not reached until sixth, but growth in (teMease
of regressive moNTménts continues into college. Development- is \

quite different in type after the first four years. Correlations between
these three types of data and Gray's oral and Monroe's silent reading.
tests are set forth in graphs. A comparison is made of different
methods of reading, which shows that more than one method may
succeed in develOping mature reading habits, but different methods
show quite different curves: He also shows by an analysis of in-
dividual cases how far children may deviate. from the usual route
and destribes the remedial exercises used in those-cases where the
pupils had apparently deviated too far from the usual route to in-
dicate probable attainment of efficiency. Breitweiser (6), in a mono-
graph on training in rapid reading, reports an unpublished thesis
by Fafshetion, of Colorado College, in which he demonstrates the
possibility and value of pacing the eye movenwnts in training for
rapid reading.

Wilson (61) hius studied the effect.of different types of material on
reading ability and found that reading ability varied greatly ac-
cording to .the type of material read. -

Burgess (7), n a brief study, shows the advantage. of group-
ing according to ability; Hawley (26) , the effect of clear objectives;
and James (32), the value of usiug the regults of measurements in
improving reading ability. La Rue136) reports a small exiieriment.
in the use of the shorthand alphabet irt teaching pupils to read and
.urges its adaptation to printing as 'a substitute for our English
alphabet.

The value of rapid silent reading on ability to recall is demon-
strated in experiments by Gilliland (19), Harvey (2.5), and O'Brien
(0).

Special devices tried out with success and reported ire the use
of flash cards by Watkins (58) ; use of Practice tests involving cut-
outs, pasting in picture frame. picture dictionary, and story sheetsj° by Nila B. Smith 47) ; and sets of reading cards, calling for action
or language res nses and used by the childrep as a game, by
Hoover (28). A special technique followed in the University of Chi-
cago laboratory schools, resulting from experimental study, is de-
scribed by Shepherd (45).

The psychology of reading, with special references to disabilky,
has also been studied 'by several investigators. Gates (18) inclates
spelling in hip study in which he has attempted to devise a techniqu
for diagnosis, to discover the factors in acquiring ability in reaa.!
ing and spellin, té ascertain the causes tor disability in these linit,
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tritiCATION RESEARCH. 513
and to try out remedial measures.\ The defects found associatedwith disability were those of mental \Oility, vision, articulation, eyemuscular control, eye movemerfis, eye-N=t!ice span, training, emotionalstability, and also disinclination. He found no evidence for wordblindness.

William S. Gray (21) reports the diagnosis and ieinedial treatmentof 27 pupikbackward in reading. For each case he gives a generaldescriptio; preliminary diagnosis by means of intelligence andreading tests; detailed diagnosis by individpal vocabulary test. andirlalysis of .types. of difficulties; and study of eye movements anddescription of remedial instruction and its results.
C. T. -Gray (20), in his monograph on deficiencies in reading,analyzes reading ability, and gives a compilation of tests and methodsof observation to be used for diagnosis . which includes tests forvocqintioin, eye movemenTs, and breathing as well as the -more usualreading t6sts. He *presents a critical account of reinedial work car-ried on by variousieachers and invesi igat ors.. and cummarizes lqadingpublications on reading. Fernald and Keller (Yrto report six ex-treme .cases of nonreaders and describe the method used in treatingthem, calling particular attention to the need for study of kinaes-thetic factors in the development of word recognition.
Other studies dealing with tlisability itt reading are ty Andersonand,Merton (1), Freeman (16), and Poole (44).Tesen (54) has surveyed the provisions existing for individualdifferences in realling and makT suggestions as to which are of thegreatest metit.
So much progréss has been made in research in reading methodsthat courses and texts in teaching reading, based on scientific study,are 4eginning to dppear. Among such may be, listed court:To out-lin4 by Parker (43) and -McFarland (39) and on' methods byLeon4rd (37) , Wm. A. Smith (48), Stone (50), Simpson (46),Wilq (60) , Lloyd arid Oray (38). Ballou (2) offers an outline of anormal course in beginning reading, the result of 103 questionnairesand ()Pinions of 75 teachers.
Germane and Germane (17) have written a text on silent readingin which the topics of sifent or oral reading, speed, comprehension,organization, retention, questionable, methods, remedial work, meas-uring, and material are discussed and the finding of the leading inves-tigations in these various lines iported. Methods and materialsuitable for each grade are outlined and lists of books and -materialsare given in the appendices.
Studies in content of reading courses have been approached in twomain ways: One through a study of children's Uiterests, the otiier byanalyses of texts.
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A study of the interests of children 2 to 7 years old and of the
phrtising they themselves use in telling stories hils resulted in the
Here and Now Story Book, by Mitchell (40) . Dunn (12) Ivas
studied the interests of children in grades one to three, and finds the
reading materials best liked contains the factors of plot, narration,
conversation, morality; for boys those factors also of surprise and
interest in animals; for girls also the factors of child interest and
familiar experience. She found their rating of material very dif-
ferent from that' of adults. Jordan (33) investigated the interests
of children from 9 to 18 years old. He found marked sex differences,
which were greatest at 12 and 13 years old. The boys preferred
in fiction, stories of war, scouting, school and sports. and adventure:
in nonfiction, "what-and-how-to-do" books, and history and biogra-

. phy in exciting kory form. The girls preferred fiction portraying
home and school witkother types such as fairy stories, and love,
while tales with histinal background were preferred by less than
10 per cent. Thèy showed little interest in nonfiction. Jordan lists
'favorite authors and magazines for both boys and girls. Chamber-
lain (11) prepares a study on the difference in reactions to English
classics where boys and girls recite separately. Eaton (13) has
studied reading iiiierests in high school. ough he, too. discovered.
the greatest interest in fiction and sto he founa over half the
boys reading voluntarily essays and travel, biography, and science;
40 per cent reading higtory, 38 per cent poetry, and 26 per cent re-
ligious books; over half the girls read poetry and biography, 42
per cent religious books, 34 per cent essays and travel, 26 per cent
history, and only 9 per cent science. He lists favorite magazines
and authors -for both sexes.

Uhl has two studies, one (56) on junior high-school interests in
informgttional reading selections which showed the pupils to be much
interested in selections on inventions, transportation, manufacturing,

.and Rost of living; the other (55), based on reactions of 529 pupils,,
and a questionnaire sent 2,253 teachers resulted in the selection
and grading of a number of selections Qf reading material.' Deft
sirable qualities included actions and character, adventure, humor,
easy content and diction, familiarity, and portrayal of the supernal
turavi, kindness, and loyalty. Green (23) found better readers less
interested iu fairy tales than poor 'ethers.

King (35), in an investigation embracing about 4,800 children;
has .obtaine4 a list of fatorite poems for elementary school children

"which she presents, classified in order of frequency of choice, accord-
ing to type of poem, and in a suggested course of study. « She also
lists the reasons given by the_children for.their choice.

Hosiac's (29) ihvestigationtriiiiting was carried along four'
lines: Opinions of authorities'as to sin:we-and methods of teaching
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH. 515
literature; analysis of "study *helps" in four sets of readers; evi-
dence as to common practice of teachers in teaching literature; and
experimental teaching. This was to determine the relative valueof different methods and devices. He concludes. that informal
methods and no insistence on details at the expense of the whole areto be preferred.

Burgess (8) has published a monograph on the measurement ofsilent reading in which she has made a uSeful exposition of the lawsof a scientific procedure in the construction of reading tests; con-tributed an analysis Of reading as a function; and set up a sampleof experimental and statistical study.
Several analyses of texts to determlne vocabulary or content have

been made. Holmes (27) has analyzed a primer 'and two readersfor phonic facts; Erick and Selke (14), the vocabularies of beginning
books in 12 reading methods; and Vacker (42) , a number of firstreaders. Ail find most books contain words of veiy limited fre-quency, and a limited number of words are common to the different
books.

Woody (62) and R. E. Stone (b2) have studied the content of sec-ond readers; Starch (49) and Hosiac (30) , that of readers for allgrades in order to determine the amount of duplication or over-,lapping between different sets of, readers, so that readers supple-mentary to each other may be selected more surely snd in order to
determine the type of material included.

In mechanics of reading books, Blackhurst has made two studies;
one (4) on the size of type' as related to readability in the first four
grades, from which he concluded that 24-point type was best in
grades one and two, and 18-point in grades three and four; the other(5) is a study of books used in grades one to six in different decades.In the later study he found size of type, leingth of line, and leading
all had increased in every grade since 1890, the decade of greatest
change being that of 1890 to 1900.

Bamberger (3) presents the results of a study on the effect of the
physical make-up 'of a book .4pon children's sélection. The facfors
of choice found are color of cover, nature of title, wide margins, and
number and type of illustrations. .

Surveys of reading ability have been made on Iowa children by
Greene (22) , and in Idaho by Harlan and Madsen (24).

Mg 2. 'HANDWRITING.

Freeman is still the jeading iiivestigatorOn the field of handwrit-ing. He has published serially in the -Elementary School Jougnal
(2) a cou handwriting for grades two to six, based on a pre-
liminary cou used experilentaily in a public school iitKa
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City, Kans. He has also made a study (1) on the handwriting
movement by means of an analysis of the movements of good and
poor writers through motion-picture study. The amount of arm
movement was measured by an instrunient, giving a tracing of it
and comparing the degree of correspoitdence of the tracing with
the original writing. He found good writers showed a boóser grasp
of the pen, held the arm more nearly perpenaicular to the writing
and the forefinger lower than the thtimb-with wrist tilted not more
than 45 degrees, but he found no evidence that the good writers
used arm movement. more than the poor writtrs. Of the 243 chil-
dren studied, almost none had complete arm movement, although it
had been taught them. In regard to speed he found that the good
writer adots the speed to the stroke, the speed being greater at the
middle than at the beginning or end of the stroke, but there is no
sharp contrast in speed. Using exercises based on these results,
training dales were taught and showed greater progress than in
two schools used as controls.

West (5) has studied the relation of rhythm to the handwriting
mpvement ant found imposed rhyihm an aid ()MY in early years:
for a writer with habituated speed and rhythm would be slowed and
the 'quality of his writing lowered by any beat slow enough to be
consciously followed!

Shaw (3) reports an experiment, in supervision of handwriting
carried on in. Detroit from which it was concluded that supervision
does pay and tliat it is most effective when special attention is given
to those in need of assistance.%

Walker (4) dekribes what he calls the "unit. plitn of penmanship
practice" developed in St. Louis in which pupils irrespectve of class
standing were divided into three groups of good, mediocre, and
poor for writing lessons, and were promoted from one group to
another individually. Hepttfound that the plan reduced failures,
lessened time necessary, and '§iirlified supervision.

3. MATHEMATICS.

Thorndike has been the leading contributor to research in this field.
He has published several separate studies (24) and two books: One
(21) on the new method in arithmetic which is based upon principles
discovered by the psychology of learning, experimental education,
and the observation of sucessful school practice; the other (23) on
the psychology of arithmetic. In this book he discussM the func-
tiori of bonds1 control of the response connections, means of obtain-
ing and measuring improvement in their function, desirable degree
of i of bonds at different stages 9f learning, the original

s
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tendencies on which the school may base its -connection forming,application of laws of learning, and inheritance of special abilities.In Algebra, Thorndike (20) has studied tbe abilities involved inalgebraic computation, problem solving and intelligence, which hefinds correlate highly ; and the permanence of school learning (22)which he finds to be greater than the idea prevalent to-day. Woody(32) has corroborated the result in his study. Thorndike, in col-laboration with Woodyard (25) has also studied the uses of algebraand geometry by means of an inventory of high-school textbooksand of articles in the Encyclopedia Britahnica. They concludethat the parts of elementary algebra most used are the statisticalgraph and formulae and that mathematics is of importance theunderstanding of subjects of general interest.

Woody (31) ha's investigated the types of arithmetic n ed incertain types of salesmanship by means of an analysis of 4,661 .billsof sale. Symonds (18) states 13 uses of mathematics found in society.He estimates the number of persons making such usage and sug-gests dividing the course of study into three parts in order to providefor different uses. G. M. Wilson (28) reviews previous studies andplesents a study of problems actually solved by mature people asone method of determining the ,curricula in aritlimetic.. 'Rosen-berger (12) urges the inclusion of the elementary calculus in thehigh-school course, basing hisplea on a study of the status and pres-ent trend of mathmetics in secondary schools in the United Statesand abroad, a historical survey of the growth of the ealculus, anda comparison of textbooks. The Bureau of Education (9) publishesa bulletin on the course in mathematics in secondary education.J. H. Smith (15), by measuring the time required for recall, hasdetermined the relative difficulty of arithmetical combinations foreach of the four fundamental operations. Osburn (3), through astudy of errors in arithmetical fendamentals made by Wisconsinchildren, concludes that the comparison of numbers above the 5'sis more difficult than that of those belov, and addition of numberswhose sum exceeds 10 is more difficult than that of those whose bUMis less than 10. Zero combinations, division of numbers by them-selves, carrying, and particularly borrowing are difficult.
Spaulding (17) has analyzed six third-grade arithmetics in orderto determine the exact nature of the work offered and how far thetextbooks studied make an appeal to the needs and interests ofthe pupils. He gives tables showing thé number and per cent ofproblems and examples in each text, aild tl'e distributions ackordinito operation required, subject matter, occupations, and measurementsinvolved.
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Knight (6) analyzed 45 columns in addition drill exercises. Ho
concludes that in construction of drill exercises the frequency with
which different numbers appear in the columns is a poor index of
the distribution of practice, and that the frequency- of the unseen
numbers should be considered as well as that of the seen numbers.

Marsh (8) has compared the school gtanding in second and third-
year high school of pupils taking mathematics in first year with those
who did not, the groups studfed biting almost exactly equal in first
year. He found that those studying mathematics in their freshman
year were decidedly superior in the work of the next two years in
high school.

Buckingham (2) presents correlations between mathematical
ability and intelligence that do not seem to show as close relation
as previous studies.

Kolstad (7) found a definite relation between the school grade fin-
ished and one's ability in later adult life to solve arithmetic -prob-.
lems. He found the average American literate adult to hhve. an
ability equal to about that of seventh-grade school children.

Schorling (14) gives a description of experimental cour:jes in
mathematics tried out in 15 schools, which he .considers not so much
scientific experiments as ',purposeful innovation."

Two studies on the relation of visual imagery to geometric ability
are reported. Wood and Bell (29) found swe correlation, but a\ lower one than that of immediate recall, verbal expression, and ab-
sence of motor manifestation with ability in geometry. Washburn,
Hatt, and Holt (26) found good correlations between geometnic
ability and speed in control of visual imagery test and a slight. cor-
relation with accuracy in control of visual imagery.

Hoover (4) describes an extensive experiment in utilizing the play
instinct in arithmetic drill by means of sets of cards involving the
fundamental operations which were used as *a gaine for children.
The section using this method gained 17.8 per cent in accuracy as
against 14.1 per cent for those not using it.

Kelly (5) has compared three types of drill in grades fOur to
eight in Lawrence, Kans. The drill was carried On for 20 dayliquid
the rEsults showed greater gains and better adaptation of drift to the
individual child by both the Curtis and. Studdbaker material than
by 'ordinary schoolroom p l&lure.

Estaline Wilson (27) and Newcomb (10) have described successful
experimehts in teaching methods of problem solving in arithmetic.

Beatty (1),.in a study of 175 San Francisco pupils in grades %four
to six, concludes that the Austrian method does not show real supe:
riority over the borrowing method of substraction, for, although
all the pupils had been taüght by the former'. method, 121 used
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARtli. 519
another. The medium accuracy of those using the 'Austrian methodwas but 2.4 per cent higher than that of those using the borrow-ing, and their median rate was 8.2 as against the median rate of9.2 of those who worked by the borrowing method.Reese (11) has reported on the working out of the individualsystem at Winnetka in the case of arithmetic.

Terry (19) has investigated the reading problem in arithmeticthrough an examination of the methods used by tiClults.by meansof introspective reports, time and quantity records, and photographicrecords of eye Movements. He found a special technique in readingnumerals of one to seven digits which consists in locating the be-ginning and end of the numerals, developing habits of many briefeye pauses, and definitely grouping digits in pairs or by threes. Inproblems there is a partial reading .of the numerals, a rereadingeither for further information or inspection before copying, and asecond rereading during computation for such details as are re-quired. .

Schmidt '(13) has studied 34 cases of extreme retardation inarithmetic, all of whom were normal in general ability. Nonewere deficient in number sense. In 15 cases the trouble app6aredtobe due to ill health and in 14 to lack of interest. 111 health duringthird grade appeared to be particularly disturbing.Wood (30) concludes from a study of a failure class of 34 inalgebra that there is a relation between failure in algebra and alow grade of intelligence and that such classes are a waste of public*school funds.
H. J. Smith (16) has made a survey of the mathematics coursesand requirements in industrial and vocational secondary schools.

id:. SPELLING AND VOCABULARY.

In spelling and vocabularies we again find that research hasreached the point when texts based on the results of-research havebegun to appear. Such texts are Horn and Ashbaugh's study (7),based on 11 investigations of correspondence (1) and graded as todifficulty (2) by actual study; the Test and Study Spellers byStarch and Mirick (20) , whose vocabularies are selected on thebasis of well-known spelling investigations; Jones (8), juniorhigh-school writing vocabularies, based on 75,000 themes of 2,050pupils: Thorndike's (21) w k-book, which is an alphabetical listof the 10,000 most widely ;LI words determined by a count of4,656,000 words from 41 different sources, among which are correi-spondence, children's books, frhool texts, and other books coveringa wide range of interest to be used as a check on what words achild should know, not its a speller ; Kimble's (10) vocational rocab
sigweitt'
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tilaries for stenographers and court reporters: and Pryor and
Pittman's (18) guide to the teaching of spelling, in which the
methods and devices recommended are based on the principles forma-
lated by scientific researches.

Further studies as to content have been made by Clarke (5), who,
from a comparison of newspaper vocabularies, Ayres list, and the
Everyday Speller, concludes that. the present lists are inadequate
because insufficient regard has been shown to geographical and social
factors; by Capps (4) and Lester (11), who have worked on a high-
school spelling course by collecting misspelling; and Briggs and
Kelley (3)i who have supplemented the Ayres list by securing the
second and third thousand words most frequently used in corre-
spondence. ..

Woody (
by ,comi arise

Lest (13),

Nair

has evaluated the subject matter in several spellers
with the scientifically derived lists.
in comparing lists of words commonly misspelled,

calls attention tb the discrepancies which may be due to differences
ifi opinion as to what constitutes a misspelling. He has also made
a study (12) of misspellings in college entrance examinations to
determine how much simplified spelling really would simplify, and
finds that only two rules would obviate a high percentage of mis-
spellings. He suggests that these two rules and these alone be
proposed for adoption. The board of education in Newark, N. .1.,
(16) has published a very complete study of a spelling survey, giving
their results by grades, schools, nationalities, and intelligence ratings
with the Ayres and Newark standards.

Hawley and Gallup (6) report a study on the list versus the sentence
ineehod of teaching spelling and found no advantage in the latter.
Morton (15) in five Ohio cities studied the sentence versus column
tests and found the slight increase in correlation does not justify the
extra expenditure of time and energy required for timed-sentence
tests. Peters and McClure (17), from a study in written versus oral
spelling in both study and recitation, conclude that the written
method is preferable for the majority of pupilsabout two-thirds

*doing better by the written, and one-third doing better bythe oral
method. They urge that future experimenters with method display
their results in such a form as to indicate whether the method proves
superior on the average, is somewhat better for all, or only better for
some of the group while it is worse for the minority. If the best
method-proves tp differ for different pupils it may be necessary " to
segregate our pupils according to the forms which they learn best in
addition to, or perhaps instead of, our present segregation on the
basis of general intelligende." "Wolfe and Breed (23) report a study
of syllabAcation in teaeling spelling, in which they found it prp-

,
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duced slightly better results, especially with younger children.Weseein (22) reports ie improvement of the spelling ability ofuniversity underclass n by having them list their own misspellingsas marked by their structor of study.

Martin 14 describes an individualized method of teachin 11-ing, which was tried in grades four and five, in which a review andtrial lesson of the week's work was given each Monday to determinev which words each child needed to study and a weekly test on Fridays--to check results. Richardson (19) gives an account of a "spellingcampaign." in which the experimental groups eliminated 53 per centof misspellings as against 10 per cent eliminated by the controlgroups.
Two exphiments in word study are reported: One by Henmon (6a)to determine the outcome of a word-study course which appears tobe of value; the other by Kellogg (9), an experiment to increase vo-cabulary by giving upper class high-school students two or three ,new words eacl) day, which was also successful.

5. ENGLISH.

In English, the most elaborate study is that by Hudelson (5), re-ported in Part I of the Twenty-Second Yearbook of the NationalSociety for the Study of Education. It deals with the aims andmethods of teaching compbsition. Some of his conclusions as toaims and methods are: " That equal or -nearly equal time is beingspent in composition and literature; that rhetorical principles re-ceive most emphasis; most use is made of and best results obtainedfrom biweekly themes; errors and weaknesses are seldom correctedby the teacher except in matters of taste, and in questions demandingnice judgment or involving unfamiliar principles; and that Englishteachers recognize practically no fundamental functioning relationbetween oral and written composition." The aims set forth in theUnited States Bureau ofteducation Bulfetin No.t, 1917, are gener-idly accepted and followed. Points considered by teachers as themost serious defects are lack of clearness, incomplete sentences, struc-tural weaknesses, punctuation and capitalization errors. Misspellingsare frequently undetected, and vo ditiaction is made between spell-ing differences. Hudelson also presents new wales for measuriligabilities in composition.
Wohlforth (12) and Mahoney- (13) have published a Joliet; ofEnglish texts containing drill lessons based upon scientific findingsas to language errors and spelling weaknesses. Brown (2) has pub-lished an interesting compilation-of 28 lessons on the technique ofcompositions chosen from the writings of sqccessful authors. Mc-Gregor (9) has published a text on supervised study in English which,

.
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contains many sample lessons reported from the practices of the
English department of the Washington Junior High School at
Rochester, N. Y. Many assignments are worked out on the basis of
mininZtun, average, and makimum difficulty. Project teaching and
socialized recitation were used.

Heckert (3) reports an experiment in supervised study in English
in the ninth giade which resulted in greater improvement on the
part of the supervised group over that made by the nonsupervised
group. Jordan (8) reports an experiment in 10 New Hampshire and

. Vermont high schools in which it was found that the comprehension
by students of ordinary reading matter was low, but developed
throughout high school, and that errors in composition decreased
from year to year until the senior year when the number increased
again, perhaps due to the greater stress laid upon literature in that
year.

Correlations of language abilities have been calculated by Jamison
(6), Van Wagenen and Kelly (10). Jamison found an apparent
positive correlation between the abilities required for language and
written composition. Van Wagenen and Kelly found low correla-
tions between various language abilities and college marks and a cor-
relation of +0.5g between ftle abilities in reading and composition.

Studies as to content of English courses have been reported by *Hill
(4),. Johnson (7), and Wilson (11). Hill's report is a description
of a course in community life English tried out in the University of
Chicago laboratory school. Johnson's. aim was to establish ckar ob-
jectives in letter writing. He analyzed 150 " good " letters from the
correspondence files of well-known women, several modern collec-
tions of literary letters, and 1,000 letters from women of approxi-
mately college men standing. The " good " letters were charac-
terized by co , informality, humor, optimism, judgment, few
canters of organization, and correct form. The sfudent business let-

A`ftlers showed errors more frequently than the social letters. The latter
were characterized by optimism, crudeiless, " newsiness," lack of or-
ganization, too much focusing on self, and inferior humor. Wilson
makes a comparison of five siudies of language errors of children.
He concluded that the list common to fferent localities.is very small,

and did not find much difference by grades n6r in oral and written
lists. Verb errors made up 50 per cent of all and the errors were
specific and could not be corrected by rules.

Bamesberger (1) has studied the standard requiremènts for menio-
rizing literary material by means of a comparison of 50 city
ichool courses of study. Her results are given in lists of poems ac-
cording to frequency and by grades, -a iireferred list for study in
which Atherton's list was also considered, lists of memory gems,
Biblical material, and *prose selections.
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6. SPEECH.

Merry (2) , in his report eof the research committee of the National
Association of Teachers of Speech, gives an excellent survey of thenature of research in speech 'education.

Some ()Jodie published studies in this field include: A survey ofspeech training in high schools of the United States, with recom-mendations for its i4rovenienrby plVilijams (5) ; a study by Wool-best (6) on the-effects of ale various modes of public reading; andthree studies on corrective speech by Anderson, Starr, and Stinch-field. ni*

Woolbert's study lsd Vile conclusion that extreme change in allfour attributespitch, time, quality, and intensityappeared to thebetter rate, regulation of pitch changes appearing to be especially
significant.

Stinclifield (4) reports a very high: incidence of speech defects.In a study of 113 elementary school pupils, 93 had functional dis-Iurbances of speech, and 45some of these the samehad organic
g-peech defects. She gives a detailed classification and anälysis ofdefective speech conditions, and causes of speech disorders. Shealso reports two type cases in which the speech was improved, anddescribes the matkrials used in the corréctive methods.

Anderson (1) reports an experimental analysis of the causes o:stuttering carried on by a series of tests used with " normals," ex-stutterers and stutterers. The results showed characteristic dif-ferences in hand coordination 'and memory span for movements.Stutterers had fewer partially inhibited response& Ex-stuttererswere unusually irregular in complex reaction time. Rapidity andregularity of tapping and disturbance in type of hand coordinationseemed to be associated with improvement in stuttering.
Starr (3) , by means of about 1,300 salivary analyses and psycho-liwical diagnosis judgments, found that 73.7 per cent of stammererswere subbreathers with a salivary .P.H considerably below normal;15.4 per cent were distinctly psycopathic with a saliviry .P.Habove normal; and the others were hyperexcitable or combinationsof the other types. Speech could be improved by treatment directed

to improving these causes.-

7. FOOTON. LANGUAGES.

hpathe field of foreign languages almost all the research has beenin Latin, most of the research in this field being motivated by ki'd"4desire to prove its worth.
Two brief studies have been m..le in the general field of foreignlahguages, Franzen (15), in 1921, made a survey of the enrollment
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and courses offered in foreign-languages in Iowa's secondary schools.
He found Latin enrolling five times the number studying other lan-
guages, with French second, Spanish third, and Norse enrolling a
few. Cook (4) has ranked as to relative importance the Romance
languages, English, and Russian, according to the criteria of the
number of people using each language, territorial possessions of
countries ushig it, official recognition by government, and its dynamic
quality and importance as a vehicle of thought.

Morrison (9) and Webb (14) have made studies of methods that
bear on learning a foreign language. Morrison's study was a com-
parison of scores on prepared lessons in Latin or French transla-
tion and sight reading. Eleven, out of 67 students studied, made as
good or *better scores at sight as in prepared work. From his
study he concludes that transfer from lesson learning to capacity is

?very uncertain and occurs in a small percentage. Webb reports a
comparison 'of two methods of studyrecall or .study, in learning
paired associates. He found 65 to 76 per cent of his subjects re-
tained more and 16 to 24 per cent less by.the recall method. Writing
down the paired associates helped 57 per cent anti- hindered 38 per
cent. a

in Latin many of the tilt udies have centered around the investiga-
tions being carried on by the American Classical liague (3) (7),
with the suppor, of the General Education Board, in order to deter-
mine to what extent the objectives commonly claimed for Latin
are attained"' and what content and methods are most favorable.

Newcomb (19) reports one phase of this investigation, namely, a
comparison of the Latin and non-Latin gitoups in high school. In
a study of 3,000 pupils in 85 schools, 65 per cent of the Latin group
exceeded the non-Latin in intelligence, 57 per cent in reading ability.
68 pe'r cent in knowledge of grammar, and 71 per cent in word
knowledge. He found conditions varied widely in different schools
and that the Latin pupils were a very heterogeneous group, but were
the superior, on the whole, though not so much as has been supposed.

Brown (1), in a study of 29 Wisconsin schools, shows that very
little progress in knowledge of Latin is made in the upper years and
very little knowledge is gained in any year. Schools placing the
chief emphasis upon formal grammar in the first year and later
shifting to rapid translation gave the best results. Odell (11)
studied 1,000 errors in Latin prose coinposn. He found that one-
third of all errors are caused by lack of mechanical memory, one-
fourth by lack of reasiming power, and nearly one-half to carelessness:
Errors in comprised one-third, in conjugation one-fourth,

4. in order 12 per cent, and in analysis 9.5 per cent,.
&veil studies of Latin in relation to English vocabulary are re-

polio(); one of which also attempts to show the value of Latin in
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH. 525
English composition and grammar. For this last study, Otis (13\paired 42 Latin pupils with 42 commercial pupils on the basis oi'intelligence and school grades. The Latin pupils showed slightsuperiority in composition and nuirkeil superiority in defining words.This increased power in English vocabulary on the part of studentsof Latin is found by all investigators reporting. Orleans (12), bythe meth4d of judgments, determined the possibility of tra'nsfervalue of 2,000 words in the Thorndike word list.

Gil land (6) found a steady increase in the ability to define wordswith the number of years of study of Latili on the part of 115 col-lege freshmen.
Carr (2), from the study of the reports of 7 high-schoolD freshmenclasses, concludes that during the school year the Latin pupilsgatn more than the non-Latin pupils in vocabulary; he thiilks such-transfer of training.to the field of English vocabulary dependslargely upon definite instruction and training in the technique ofderive ion.
IVA (15) reports a controlled experiment in the teaching ofEnglish derivatives from Latin, which was started in February,1922, to be carried on for at least three semesters. Four groupsare to be studied, two each of Latin and non-Latin classes. In oneof each section definite training in etymology will be given.Grinstead .(8) found that a year's course in Latin is of value whenemphasis is especially laid on etymology.

8. VOCATIONAL SUBJECTS,

Most of the studies in industrial arts, manual training, and homeeconomics are in form "of surveys (3, 9, 15, 20) . The Bureau ofEducation (5) publishes a bullet;ri in reorganization of home eco-nomics in secondary schools. The most complete of the surveys inhome economics is by Rugg (22) , in collaboration with the depart-ments of home economics at the Uni.fiersity of Chicago and IowaAgricultural College. It includes a study of existing courses, ananalysis of texts, a study of literature on the subject to determinedefinite aims and objectives, and preliminary tests in the subject.'At the Teachers College, Columbia University, there is a class ininvestigation in cookery. A.ccounts of two of their experiments inpressure °cookery (19) and the making of ice cream (18) have beg'published.
Newman (21) describes.an experiment in a course in metal workingpresented by problematic question-lesson sheets,
Foulkes and Diamond (9) have made a study on the adaptation ofcourses in manual training to community needs and interests. Theystudied the uses the boys made of their trainIng outside of school
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and found the fifth and sixth grade boys made mostly a icles for
home and kitchen and toys, and furniture became increas. gly popu-
lar from fifth t9 eighth grade.

Fuller (10) suggests a course in manual art . on home re-
pair' and gives a classified list (according to frequency) of jobs found
and lists of the tool proCesses, necessary to perform the jobs.

Two studies, one by Chafters and Green (4) , and one by Dyer
(6), have been made on home-project work in agriculture. Dyer's is
a study of prevailing practices in the North Central and Northeast-
ern States. The other is a detailed study of the factors in efficiency
of the boys' and girls' clubs. Some of these factors are a formal
organization, frequent meetings, making reports and exhibits, mem-
berships of 7 to 15, and, perhaps, a comparatively narrow ige range
of members. vs"

Two bulletins on training for retail selling have been published.
One (7) is based on a study of the ;motional history of 5,000 juvenile
workers in ,poston's retail stores, made by the director of the Worn*
Educational and Industrial Union, while the other is a. description
the retail selling course in Pittsburgh high school (17), carried on as
an experiment by the Carnegie Institute of Technology's Research
Bureau, for retail training with tke cooperation of the public schools
and merchants.

Three studies on this present status of engineering courses are
reported, one by Ayers (1), and two in Government bulletins (11,
14). ilk

Hoke (13) presents a study in the improvement of speed and*
accuracy. in 'typewriting by means of deternlining the relative fre-
quency of the different characters on the keyboard and 'of errors.
Correlations were found between infrequency of use and frequency
of error. The relative abilities of each finger were studieq. The
author concludes that greater speed and accuracy would resu4 from
a rearrangement of the keyboard on principles underlying thejowli
method and a redistribution of finger loads. 1"

Barton (2) has studied the relative value of using small or large
uniis in learning to typewrite. His results are somewhat in favor. of

NAfirthe larger unit.
Two books in a more general field of vocational education are:

Hill's Introduction to Vocational Education (12), which' treats Qf
such subjects as education for the mechanical trades and industrielf,
applications of psychology to instruction and adjustments of the
individual and society; and Lyon's Education for ihisiness (16);
which presents a study of business operations and processes and ap-'1,

plioations of science to ouch.
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9. SCIENCE.

527

General scitInce seems to have the place of first interest in science,doubtless due' to its comparatively recent entrance into the course ofstudy. o6t of the science studies, trioreover, have taken the formof surveys as to the status of the subjects (3, 4, 8, 9, 15).
As to content. of the courses, Webb (16) has., made a study to de-terminv the adaptation of general scien grades six to eight, andhas also analyzed quantitatively the text commonly used in generalscience. Stevenson (1.4) presents a li,st of minimum essentials inplace geography bastd on the ranking of various items (e. g.,capes, mountains, and lakes) by 55 experts. 13ranom. (2) has madea study of what the business world demands of geography by meansof a questionnaire. Some of his conclusions are that the subject is ofimportance, but too many high-school graduates and even collegestudents have but a poor knoFledge of the subject. More emphasisshould be placed on the study of South America,Asiii, and Oceania.A course in commercial and industrial geography in the eighthgrado is desirable and less attention should be pail) to minor prob-lems.

BartALess (1) draws conclusions as to facts that pupils shouldknow in geography froni extensivevtesting cairied on in Boston.Finley (6) approaches the matter of còntent in general sciencethrough a two-part study of children's interests in science material,studying 1,716 children in grades i to 8. The first was an attemptto discover the true nature of the interest of children in animals.The method used was to present a salamancter to the class who, afterthree minutes of silent observation, wrote down or whispered to theteacher the questions they would like to have answered about theanimal. The questions asked were classified as to type of interestshown, and the differences from grade to gradeyere noted. Identifi-
.

cation, environment, and food caused' considerable interest; the lifehistorY, habits, and structure were other interests, the last twostrongest in grade 4; and in grade 2 the teleological interest wasstrong. In the second part of the study, the investigator tried to,find (Ad which interested children more, plants, animals, or physicalphenomena, by presenting the black skimmer, life-plant,land pendu-lum to the classes in an 8 or 10 minute talk followed up the next dayby having the pupils write on their choice of the three. In 22classes the bird was the most popular, in two the plant, and thependulum in one.
Powers (13) reports a comparison of the aehiestement of highschpol and' university students in chemistry, in which it was foundf that the dikerenee between stqdents who have taken chemistry inuniversity freshman el -4- .andsrthose who have taken it in the
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better high schools is small and both do better than those from small
id high schools. He gives in detail the types.of tasks in which elach

group excelled.
Finley and Caldwell (7Yhave made an attempt to determinehe

types of information in biotogy which the public' is now receiving.
They studieed4 articles bearing on the subject and classified the
references. The articles found belong to eight main topics: Health,
animals, plants, food, organizitions pf producers, evolution, nature .

and fictitious. Only one-kurteentirof the articles are on the last
four topics. The authors conclucte that "since these types oflitio-
logical knowledge are given to the public in such large quant itiès and
over the whole countryirthe course in school biology should consider
them as part of the foundation upon which to %proceed in construct-
ing-a course of study." .

On methods in teaching science, we have four studies. Bry-
son (5) found diagrammatic drawing increased, the retention and
recall of infofitation in college and high-school classes. Phillips
(12) concluded that laboratory eiperiments were no advantage over
demonstration in taching a law of physics but were of value in
" familiarizing pupils with apparatus and method of procedure":
and that notebook recording was of value in making information
more definite. Kiebler and Woody (10) also found the demonsfra-
tion method secured a4 good results as the laboratory method, ex-
cept in especially dif5cult experiments, and had the advantage of
saving time. Meister \II) reports an attempt to measure the edu-
catronal value of play with scientific toys which he found to. be of
decidedvalue.

s

10. MUSIC AND DRAWING.

Very little has been done in the field of fine arts. In music.
the outstanding contribution is Seashore's (8) surveys of the musical
talent of children in Des Moines public sclhools, using tests for
sense of pie, time, 'Intensity, consonance, and tonal memory with,
comparisons with teachers ratings in brightness, singing, rythm.
and amount of musical training the children had received. He has
estOtished norms for the fifth and eighth grades, standardized
methods, -apparatis, and technique, and presented principles for
the discovery and conserving of musigal talent. His study is the be-
ginning of the development of a science of vocational and avoca-
tional guidance in the field of music./ Two brief studies of disabilities in music are reported, one by
Kern (6) on themorrective treatment of a group of monotones, thex
other by Gaw (8), a study of 24 normal-school pupils who were.'
unsucoissful in the study of music..

.
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Feleky (1) has published a text on The Musician's Mind, inwhich she summarizes the replies to a questionnaire of 100 musicians

and cpmppsers as to type of imagery, methods of learning and .teach-ing, and effects of various factors on performance.
Frampton (2) conducted a questionnaire to determine what coursesin music are offered by college extension departments and the U. S.Bureau of. Education hastipublished a bulletin on flip music depart-menfs of libraries (10), and another on the present status of musicinstruction in colleges and high schools.
Hutson (4) and Scott (7) Fe fort surveys in a Minneapolis andh Massachusetts high school on the musical training and desiresof high-school seniors, from which they conclude that there is it'comparatively universal desire for music- expressed in .differentways and tastes, but that the students are handicapped in acquiringa musical education by its expense, lack of time, and argue for theeducative value of musk.. Scott proposes a program for music inhigh schools. .

_Taylor (9t hks published a teAt on the Psychology of Singing,dealing with moiern methods of instruction, vocal sciebee and prac-t ical voice culture. .

In drawing even less has been done. Whitfont (11) gives asynopsif for planning courses in the different grades, based on datasheets submitted to 50 experienced teachers and supervisors di artwho were asked to check the value of five art element 'find of 'dif-ferent types of art. commonly taught in the public schools.
ei Jones (5) has made an attempt to discover the naturé powers pe-culiar to children who have art ability through tests given to seventhand eighth guide children, and a questionnaire sent to over 200 artists.The conclusion appears to be that art ability and aesthetic appreiia-t ion are closely linked, and that ihe tests of visual memory. and 'per-ception of perspective showed high correlations with drawing ability.

1 1. KINDERGARTEN..Loeb (1) describes a little experiment in a public-school kinder-altrten to determine what materials and games children4ill choosevoluntarily and what products result from their own planning.The Bureau of Education issues a bulletin .(2) on a kindergar-
ten-first-grade curriculum that is a composite product of 26 leadersin that field.

12. SOCIAL STUDIES.

Social studies in the curriculum are undergoing a decided changein form and content. Thus we find ti: number of surveys (9, 10, 44,
1.7, 18, 21, 22) as to their present status, some induding all and others

.
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only one of them, and covering all years from intermediate through
college.

Experimental courses in high school are reported by Minor (13) on
Current Events and Problems; by Shideler (19) on Modern Social
Problems. Three experimtints in the application of civic education
or civic training are described: One by Coe (6), tried at Grafton.
the results of which were checked by association tests and a control
group; by Cheney (5)-ho describes the Lawrence plan for educa-
tion in citizenship; and an experiment tried in the San Francisco
Normal School (3), in which the special feature was a discussion
by the children of social situations presented to theni.

Tyron (23) has analyzed five texts in world history as a basis for
a one-year course in world history. Dodd ( 11) has listed the his-

. torical references in the poems required for entrance to the Univer-
sitypf Illinois as an aid to coordination between history and English
curricula.

Studies in method in teaching history are reported by 'Rugg (16)
on supervised study ; by Beatty (21) on ale- use of pageantry and
ritual; by Wilgus (25) on the laboratory method; and by Hatch
(12) on the project method.

Voelker (24) has studied the function of ideals and attitudes in
social education. Using the ideal of trustworthiness as the ob-
jective and devising tests of trustworthiness, for measures,
he studied the effed of training by methods similar to those irsed in
the training of Boy Scouts. Be had two experimental and two con-
trol groups. The experimental groups gained 13.5 per cent. and 9.9
per cent; the control groups failed to improve.

But the best collection of. studies in this field is to be found in the
Twenty-second Yearbook of the National Society for the *tiudy of

'-Education (15). Chapter I in this book covers the situation and the,
need. Harold Rugg, in his- chapter on " Do the Social Studies
Prepare Pupils Adequately for Life Activities? " answers no and in-
dicts the present schèmp. On the inadequate materials and insuffi-
cient provision for pupil activite Judd argues for the junior
high school as the favarablg, point for the'*roduction of the soci4
studies. Marshall presents the propoial foy the social-study curric-
ulum of the commission di the Ass.oclation'9f *Collegiate Schools of
'Business (7, 8) , which isiet forth on tiw basis of the consideration
that the organization +A social studies shóuld be in terms of the pur-
pose for their introduction 'with. considera.tion for vocational needs
and in terms of the psychology of learning. Earle Rugg in chap-
ter 4 discusses how the social studies curricula came to be whit they
are. Chapter 2 describes eight types of reorganized courses in
social science being tried out in different schools, elementary, high
.and college. Chapter 8 tells hovit the new curricula are being con-

.
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structed. Washburne, in chapter 12, describes the Winnetka social-
science investigation. By the examination of about 15 issues of eachof 18 periodicals of yarious types 81,434 allusions to historical or
geographical facts were found; which were then classified and ranked
according to periodical year frequency. Horn reviews different
methods of research that have been used in scientific determinationof the curriculum of history. Harold Rugg reports in investigation
by means of the analysis qf representative books in the gocial science
field from which a course is drawn up based on the statements of
contemporary problems and issues found in these books. Harap illus-totes a method of curriculum revision which requires the coop-eration of expert psychologits, administrators of education, and
sociologists by means of first ascertaining present economic habits,
comparing these witfi scientific standards of good living and social
axioms of universal acceptance. Chapter 4 by Frank McMurray is
a critical appraisal of the proposed reorganizations. The appendix
contains a bibliography and a statistical representation of facts as
current courses.

Alderman (1) has contributed to the contot of civics course's a
study of the various causes of litigation on the docket and the peti-
tions filed in the district court of Johnson County, Iowa, in orderto ascertain what an Iowa layman should know about courts and
laws.

Alma& (2) has listed measures submitted to voters through
initiative and referendum in order to determine what civic problems
should be studied.

Snedde(e(20> discusses the problem of methods for finding the .4
objectives of civic 'education. He lawn's the method of "type-group" 1analysis. As exaniples, Professor Snedden gives 11 representative
type-group studies ma* by his seminar. These not. only illustrate
the method but are themselves suggestive through their content.

1 3. MORAL EDUCATION.

The Character Education Institute award of a $20,000 prize for
the best plan for moral education was won by the Iowa Plan (1),
which points out ways of securing moral results from the regular
studies and school organizations by the use of problems and projects.
The book includes rating scales and bibliographies.

Shepherd (83), who has made a study to determine the importanceof different factors on the religious ideas and beliefs of children,
concludes: (a) Education has been a very imeptirtant faCtor; (b)
social environment has %been an influence; (e) childrin's confidence
in others, has been a very impottant factor; (d) authority has been
concerned.; (e) thought has been concerned; (f) the confidawe

. .
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shown has been like that of primitive man in gaining his religious
ideas; (g) the writer believes that these conclusions apply in greater
or less extent to the religious ideas and beliefs of children of other
ages than 8 to 13 years.

Everyday Manners, a book published by the faculty of the South
Philadelphia high schools (2) for girls, is a result of a special study
by a committee of students and teachers and disicusses manners in
the home, school, in public places, in business, and gives suggestions
as to methods.

XVII. HEALTH.

The importance froiii the standpoint of education of the correction
of physical defects and improvement orbealth is shown in studies
by Mallory (14), who studied the relation of physical defects to
school progress. He found a direct 'relation between low scores and
physical defects. Ranked as to degree of handicap the defects are:
(a) Nasal obstruction, (b) defective teeth, (c) defective hearing,
(d) defective tonsils, and (e) defective eyes. Sandwich (22) com-
pared the number of physical (Meets of children making high
scores in intelligence tests with those making low scores. Rogers (20)
studied the effect of adenoids and diseased tonsils. Six months after
operation little improvenient'was shown, but after 12 months the

e test group had gained double what the control group did in weight,
slightly more in height and also in speed of tapping, but no di f-
ference in grip* Q., or Healy test. Mason (15) describes a method
tried at Lincoln 'School for reducing absences by keeping record of
the number and causes of absence and requiring pupils to report to
the school physician after absence from any cause. The result is
that absences have fallen from 14.9 to 9.3 per cent. Todd (23),
whose study was of high-school boys, suggests a curriculum and
program providing time for corrective wink in physical education.

Standards of growth have been studied by Baldwin (1), who has
made an exhaustite study of the Physical Growth of Children: and
by Packer and Moehlman (18), who have found standards for De-
troit children by sex, age, and nationality. Both of these writers have
studied the relation of growth to school progiess and found it

positive. x

Several studies in reducing malnutrition are reported. In Kansas
City (3) all children were weighed and measured three times a year
and the findifigs used as 4t basis for. teachink of hygiene, accessory
feeding of iinderweight children, and other follow-up work. Results:
30 per cent underweight reduced to 19 per cent,

Ennis (5) found 15 per cent boys and 20 per cent gitils in Evans-
tofi, IlL, tokbe 10 per ceht ór more underneight. The.; study is re-
ported by itchooltsA,

. .
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Mudge (17) reports a 12 weeks experiment with two groups ofchildren which includtki educational, nutritional, and health work.The United States Bureau of Education (6) has a bulletin onmalnutrition and school feeding.
Mitchell and Forbes ;1(i) rePort an experiment in nutrition classesin a New York City boys' school. But the most complete experi-ment in this line is reported in Health Education and the NutritionClass (11) where various groups o4f children who were underweightwere studied during three years. The remedial measures attemptedare described. Attention is called to the effect of seasonal variationin gain in weight in comparing results. The aúthors also concludethat the definition of malnutrition as a function of the height-weight relationship with the acceptance vf a 7 per cent standard isnot. j ust ified."
On hygiene of the eyes we have a United States Bureau of Edu-cation bulletin by Berkowitz (2), who Presents a summary of factsconcerning eye defects, lighting systems, forrangement of desks,blackboards, and other problems of the'hygiene of vision; and astudy by Wager (25) on a method for measuringihe fatigue of theeyes by the speed of shifts in fixation varying distances. He foundocular powers ranging from a high resistance to fatiguing condi-tions to a ready susceptibility.

IV. L. Holt (10) studies the effects of smoking on freshmen. Hefound fewer nonsmokers underweight, more of them on athleticteams and on honor list, and' their grade average was 4.1 pointshigher than the smoker's. Vaughn (24) , in a tobacco survey ofhigh-school boys, also f9und nonsmokers doing better work.In accident prevention we have a United States Bureau of Edu-cation bulletin by Payne (19).
In physical education, Williams (26) has published a text 'on itsorganization and administration; Williams, Atkinson, and Brace(27) describe an experiment to determine the relative value offormal gymnastics and play in the fourth grade. The play groupgained more in skill and alertness, obedience, height, weight, lungcapacity, and heart condition. In strength and chest expansionthe groups were about equal, and %the formal group made slightlymore improvement in posture.
In athletics,. Gilchieist (7) gives ratings and suggests norms forboys and girls instill& and field events. Kunkel (13) has studiedthe effect on enrollment of a winning football team and concludeithat its Wevertisi4 worth has been much overestimated.The ClevelaDd Foundation (9) has made a recreation %survey andmade comparisons between school progress mid spare-time activities.
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In the matter of Sex Education we have a study by Gruenberg
(8) , which dea14 with its importance, methods, correlation with dif-
ferbnt subjects in the curriculum and preparation of teachers for
this purpose. Hunter (12) tells of an experiment at Carleton Col-

lege on movies in teaching social hygiene. Edson (4) reports a sur-
vey of the status of sex instruction in which a rather widespread
belief in its need was found; the ratio of schools responding to
questionnaire that gave sex instruction.to those that did not was 11

to 16. The topics treated and subjects used as media for pre-
senting phases of sex education are given.

Salisbury (21) has studied the legislative provision for physical
education in different States atgi found 11 hail good provision for
it by laws, 9 others had mandatory and 3 more had permissive laws.

XVIII. VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE.

The present status of vocational guidance h:; been studied by
Maverick (9) in Massachusetts, by McDougall ( 8) in 130 high -schools,

and by Edgerton (6) in 319 junior high schools.
Cowdrey (2),. Proctor (12), and Vance (15) have studied the

value of mental tests in vocational guidance. Proctor believes
they are to be used along with teachers' estimates of ability, records
of school success, and vocational ambitions (if the pupil. His sug-

gestions are mainly of a negative kind. Cowdrey calculated cor-

relations between the different trades taught in the Whittier State
School with mental and chronological ages and intelligence quotient,
and computed critical upper and lower mental age levek for success.

He found in no group success was wholly dependent on intelligence
and that different trades were of three types where success was
dependent on mental level, where the relationship was negligible,
and where the work was better adapted to low levels of intelligence.

The use of mental tests in guidance of' pupils in selection of high-
school cpurses is discusse4 by Dickson (4) 1920, and Weisman (16)
1923, and Powers (11) . Remming (13) obtained answers from 93
high-school students as to the reas9ns why they chose subjects, and
urges that students be given more instruction as to what different
subjects treat of in order that they may choose more intaigently.

The vocational interests of high-school seniors of the State of
Washington was studied by Douglas (5). He found more girls
and, boys from 'large schools planning to enter business and more

girls from small schools teaching, and more boys agriculture. On

the whole, too. many boys planned to take up engineering or law

and too few agriculture,and the ministry. Very foy were choosing
because of fitness and 58 per cent did not expect to remain perm L

nently in the lines of work in whteh they would iminediately engag .

.
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Crathorne (3) has studied the change of mind between high schooland college as to life work. He found that about one-half of the

57 per cent Who entered high school with an occupation in view hadchanged their minds by the freshman year at college. He gives theresults by occupations and sex. Miner (10) describes an experimentin heiling high-school students to observe their- own vocationalinterests by filling out blanks which analyzed and summarized in-terest bearing upon vocatiOnal satisfactions and classifying the oc-cupat ions according to the types of activities employed.
In 1920 the recreational, reading, and vocational interests of 800girls 6 to 20 years old were studied by Wheeler (17). Ile found avery limited range of vocations known to the girls.
A guide to the study of occupations in order to assist in vocationalguidance has been published by Allen (1) and Freyer (7). It gives

wo tables of intelligence standards for 96 occupations based on theArmy studies and verified by studies of the Central Branch Y. M.C. A. of Brooklyn. Thorndike and Symonds (14) have comparedthe occupat ions of high-school graduates and nongraduates.
XIX. SELECTED SURVEYS.

During the past two years school surveys have become less fre-quent and moie specialized in type. At least 14 States have con-ducted surveys 'of scientific significance on curricula, buildings,finance, supervision, high schools, teacher training, and rural schools.A number of mental surveys have been started and a few com-pleted.
ALABAMA.

Brenner, Thomas E. A comparative study of the elementary -schoo1s1.6whitefind colored, of the 67 counties of Alabama. Montgomery, Ala., BrownPrinting Co.;1921. 14 p., charts, tables.
is

A RNA N 8A8.

U. S. Bureau of Education. The Arkansas survey report (abridged). LittleRock, Ark. [19221. 83 p. (Journal of the Arkansas Educational Asso-ciation, vol. 6, nos. 3-4, July-October, 1922.)

CALIFORNIA.

Hart, Prank W. A school building and school housing program for Napa,Calif. Berkeley, Calif., University of California, 1921. 64 p., tables,s charts, maps. (Dept. of EducAtion. Bureau of Research. Study 2.)and Peterson, L. H. A setool ¡minding survey and school housingprogram for San Rafael, Calif. Berkeley, Calif., University of California.(Dept. of Education. Bureau of Research. Study St)McNaught, M. S., and Richards, E. M. Report of the survey of schools ofNevada County. Sacramento, Calif., California Board of Education.(Bulletin no. 28:) 28 p.
Williams, J, H. A survey of the pupils in the schools of BalitrefliktWhittier,. Whittler State School, Dept. of Printing Instructli;o;1920. 43
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COLORADO.

(City and County of Denver. Colo.) School District No. 1. Slxteenth
report for the year ending June 30, 1919. Denver, 1920. 278 p., lilt

Ftuita, Colo., 13oard of Education. An educational survey of the Fruita
Union High School District, Including school districts Nos. 2, 7,
27, and 37. 1921. 111 p.

The rural higlk-gehool district incirdes social and economic surrey.

CON N (

Daviq, Jesse B. A survey of the organization and administration of iik:11
schools in the State of Connecticut. Hartford, corm.. St u t . Bi qtr+of
Education, 1921. 37 p.

Southington, Conn. School BoArd Annual Report, 1922. (19 p.

Part 1 deals with a health FUrvff. Part 2, the superintendent's report include.
educational twig. Part finance.

DELAWARE.

U. S. Btireau Of Education. Rurvey of the schools of Wilmington. Del. Bulle-
tin, 1921, no: 2. 182 p.

FLORIDA.

Roemer, Joseph. A study of Florida high schools. Fla., University
of Florida, Dept. of Secondary Dineatk,n, 1921. `..)f) p.. tables.

GEORGIA.
s,

Duggan, M. L.. and Bolton, E. B. Educational surveys of various counties in
Georgia. Atlatilin, Ga., State Department of .Education, 1921-= Nos.
27-38. 554 p.

Tweinty-oeveti, twenty-eight, and twentynine by M. L. Duggan only.

Fernandez, Alice B. A school building program for Athens. na. V. S. Bureau
of Education. Bulletin, 1921, no. 25.

Strayer, George I). Report of the survey of the public-school system of Atlanta,
Ga. (School year, 1921-22.) New York, Columbia University., Teachers
College, Institute of Educational Itesearch.

Survey made by Division of Field Studies.

HAWAII.
fterlivf4.-`

U. B. Bureau of Education. A survey of education in Hawaii. Bulletin, 1920,
no. 16: 408 p., illus., tables.

Gives data regarding races, population, occupationm, administration. finance, task
of Americanization, and statw of education.

IDAHO.

Sears, J. B. The Boise survey. Yonkers, N. Y., World Book Co., 1920.
Administration, organisation, staff, curriculum, progress, and health.

INDIA

Book, William F. The intelligence of -hIghschool seniors.
millan Co., 1422. xviiI+37 p,

- ..11

fCANSAS.

290 p.

New York, Matt
A.

Unititerlity Kansas. extension Division. School survey' of Lanence, tans.
vol 23; 'no. 1, Jan: Liens 100 p. fl1ni tablegt- charts.

,

annual

(Colo.)
23, 25,

'UT.

3,

Gainesville,
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KENTUCKY.

General Education Board (N. Y.). Kentucky Educational Commission. Reporton public education in Kentucky. New York, 1922. ix +213 p., Illus.,charts, tables.

LOUISIANA.
S. Bureau I if Dhicat ion. survey of the schools of Caddo Parish, with specialreference to the city of Shreveport, La. Baton Rouge, La., State Depart-ment of Education, 1922. 136 p., mu& tables.

MAINE.

Augusta, Me. Board of Education. Report of the survey staff. Augusta, Me.,Kennebec Journal Print Shop, 1922. 24:2 p.

M ARYLAND.

Cenerai Edutiat ion Board (N. Y.). Maryland Educational Survey Commission,'Public education in Maryland. New York, General Education lik,ard, 1921.230 p., huts., charts. tables.
Strayer, G. D. Abstract of a survey of the Baltimore public schools, 1920-21.i more, Id., Board of School Commissioners, 1921. 54 p., front.and others. Baltimore school survey. 2 vols. Baltimore, Md., PublicImprm-ement Commission, 1921-22.

vol. 1, The schoolhouse And school building program. t 1 921.)Vol. The administration of tlh- public schools and other studies. xxiv -+ 302 pp.,dhgrams, ( 1922.)

MASSACHUSETTS.

Spa nliflng. Frank . Principles, policies, and Nails for the improvement ofthe Ne Bedfort1 ublk. schools. New Bedford, NI nss., School Commis-sioners. 1922.
U. S. Bureau of Education. A survey of schools in Winchester, Mass. Bulletin,1922, 43. 193 p.

School building program for Gloucester, Mass. Bulletin, 1020, no. 23.p.

MICHIGAN.
Detroit, Mich. Department of Simla! Education and Bureau of Statistics andReference. Age, grade, und nationality surveys. Research bulletins, no.2, Dec., 1920, p., and no, 7, Jan., 1922.

MINNESOTA.
Neale. Mervin G.. and Severson, Sigurd B. A school building program for tiity of Winona, Minn. Minneapolis, Minn., Universit y of Minnesota, 1922.graphs, tables.
Sears, .1. B., and others. The Arlington school survey. Minneapolis, Minn., Uni-versity of Minnesota, 1921. 58 p., graphs, tables, field maps, (Bulletin,vol. 24, no. 28.)

bit i reviews school problems: Part 2, gives data and comparisons: Partreffedy.
it I BOOM.

loore, Elizabeth. Rural sohool healtb survey. Saint Louis, Mo. ,' Alts.qoutiTuberculosis Association, 1922. 46 p.

NEBRASKA;
OiRen, HMS C. A study ofieducational Inequalities, being a survey a certainaspects of public education In Buffalo !,:oupty, Nebr. Kearney, StateIndustrial School Press, 1921. 168 p., front, map& dt,
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NEW JERSEY.

Report of the survey of the public-school sytitem of Lawrence township. Mercer
County, N. J.

Women's Club of Orange, N. J. Report of the study of the school systems of
East Orange, Oiling". South Orange, and West Orange. Orange, N. 3..
Chronicle Publishing Co., 1922. 48 p., incl. diagrams.

NEW MEXICO.

Bagley. W. C. Report on the New Mexican State educational unit and the
general educational system of Nev:. Mexico. Santa Fe. New Mexico Pub..

Corp., 1921. 62 p.
M.Av

Butterworth. Julian E. Rural school survey of New York State. Ithaca, N. Y...

Joint Committee on Rural Schools.
Condition of school building&

Eaton, Theodore. Rural-school survey nf Npw York State. (Vocatimml edu-

cation.) Ithaca, N. Y. 293 0.
Haggerty, M. E. Rural school survey of New York Statè. (Educational

achievement.) Ithaca, N. Y. 1922. 223 p., diagram, tables.
New York (State) University. Survey of Livingston County schook.

N. Y., 1922. 143 p., illus., tables, charts, diagrams, maps, plans.

no. 73R.)

Updegraff, Harlan. Rural school survey of New York State. (Financhd sup
port.) Ithaca. N. Y.. 1922. 233 p., diagram, tables,

(;. .1. Joint committee ()It rural sch()X. A rel,ort to rural si.hool pa-
trons. 1920. 272 p., illus., tables, charts.

Aft

.11h:my,
( Bullet i n

NORTH CAROLINA.

Bawden, W. T. Educational survey of Elizabeth City, N. C. U. S. Bureau of
Education. Bulletin, 1921, no. 26. 43 p.

,Cook, Katherine M. Suggestions for the reorganization of the schools ill Cur-

rituck County, N. C. U. S. Bureau of E-ducation. Bulletin, 1921, uo. 24.

p.
State Educational Commission if North Carolina. Public education in North

Carolina. 137 p., !Huts., graphs, tables.
O

OHIO.

Apeveland, Ohio. Board of Education. The'first of a serie:4 of surveys of the
department of instruction of the Cleveland public sehools. Clo eland, Ohio,
1922. 20 p., incl. tables, diagrams.

Landrittel, F. C. Surveyie the educational conditions in Fairfield County,
Ohio. Columbus, Ohio, 1921. 53 p., tables.

Packer, P. C., Anderson, II W., and Brueckner, L. J.
'building requirements In Clevelind Heights, Ohio,
of Education, 1920. 39 p.

Riegel, Vernon M. A study of rural school conditions in
Department of Public Instructiont 1920. 175 p.

OKLAHOMA.

Stirey of intblic-svhool
Cleveland, Ohio, Board

Ohio. Columbus, Ohio

Ripslatid, Harry D. Survey of Johnston County, Okla. Ardmore, Okla.

U. S. Bureau of Education. Public education in Oklahoma. Washington,

D. O., 1922, 420 p., maps, talAes, charts, graph&
.. . .. - I,

YORK.

lg.

Works,
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OREGON.

509

Stetson, Fred L., and Almack, John C. County school systems of Oregonranked in the order of their merit. Salem, Oreg.. State Printing Dept.,19421,

PENNSYLVANIA.

narrishurg, Pa. noard of Education. Report of a survey of the system ofNupervision of the elementary schools. Ilarrishntg, 1020. 33 p., tables.I.a Rue, Daniel W., and Nagle, Chas.:J. Educational survey of Honesdale. Pa.East Stroudsburg, Pa., Press Publishing Co., 1921.
Public Education and Child Labor Association of Pennsylvania. Report of thePhiladelphia school survey. 4 vols. Philadelphia, 1922. 1351 p., illus.Rook 1, Personnel, school plant. Book II, Organization, adminietration, pupils.Rook III, Types of schoolx and teachers: vocational education. Book IV, Instruc-tkul.
Ross, Cannon. The status of count y teachers' Institutes In Pennsylvania.Philadelphia, 1922. xv1+108 p., tables, forms.

Thesis (Ph. D.), University of rennsylvitnia.
Scranton, Pa., Board of Education. Survey of the scranir public schools,1918-1920.
nalegraff, Harlan, and King, Leroy A. A survey of the fiscal policies of theState of Pennsylvania in the field of education. A report of the Citizens'Committee on the Finances of Pennsylvania to Hon. 4iiffúrd Pinchot.Part II, Education.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

Gibson, Carleton B. Industrial educational survey of Charleston. S. C. Char-leston, s. C., Walker, Evans, & Cogswell, 1920. 174 p.Thomas, John F. gchool survey of York 'County. Winthrop College Bulletin 14,no. 1, September., 1920. 87 p., illus., tables diagrams.

UTAH.
Snoddy, George S., and Hyde, George E. Mental survey of Utah schools andadaptation ofsthe Army beta tests. Salt Lake City. Utah, 1921.

PubliMwd by University of Utah, Dept. of Psychology, in cooperation with theState Board of Insanity.

VERMONT.
es

State Board of Education. Rural schools of Vermont aid their improvement.Montpelier, Vt., Capital City Press,1922. 64-0.91110., plans.

VIRGINIA.

Dearborn, W. F., and óthérs. psychological and educational tests in the publicschools of Winchester, Va.
1922. 54 p.

Haggerty, M. E., and others.

Charlottesville, Va., University of Virginia.

Virginia public Ahools. Part 11, Educationaltests. Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y., World Book to., 1921. xii+235 p.,tables, 'charts.
WEST VIRGINIA,

Carmrthael, H. E., and Koon, C. M. Educational survey of the schools of ClayDistrict, Marshall County, W. Va. In. p., 1922.] 43 p., ind. illus., pots--traits, diagrams, front. (map). trU. S. Bureau of &tenon. Ettucational survey of Wheal] W. Va.. Bulletin,1921, no. 28. 58 IL
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West Virginia. Board of Education. Educational survey of the Philippi school
system. Philippi, W. Va. 1921. 39 p.

Distributed by the PuL)lic School Pub. Co., itiqomington,

WISCONSIN.

Cary, Fleming, and ()them Educational progress in Wisconsin, 1918-1920.
Madison, Wis., State Dept. of Public Instruction, 1921. xi+252 p., graphs,
tables.

XX. BIBLIOGRAPHY.

VIII. COST AND FINANCE.
a

1. Arnett, Trevor. College and university finance. New York, Genvral

cation Board, 1022. xl+212 p.
2. 'Burgess, W. Randolph. Trends of school cost.. York, Russell Sage .

Foundation, 1920. 142 p.
3. Carter, Alexander, and Theisen, W. W. Publicity campaigns for school

support. New York, World Book Co., 1921. p. (School efticikli(y
monographs.)

4. Frasier, eorge W. The control of city school finances. Milwaukee, Bruce
Pub. Co., 1922. 132 $p.

5. Graham, II. T., and others. The expense.; of women oollege students.
survey of 114 collt.ges and universities. Prepared under the.anspices of

. the Education Committee of the Collilge Club of St. Louis Branch of the
American Association of University Women. 1922. 8 p., tahles. f').

G. Holy, Ts (1. Factors affectiug cost of operation and relative efficiency of
Iowa consolidated scho'ols. Midland Schools, 37:105- 106, December, i022.

47. Johns(m, S. W. The teacher's load. Amerli.an Scht;ol Board Journal-,
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S. Lindsay, E. E. School support in lima. Educational Administration and
SupOrvision, 7: 500-509, 1921.
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47 p.
11. National Education Association. Research Department. Facts on the cost
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12. Russell, W. F. Kchool finance in Iowa cities. University of Iowa. Exten-

sion Division. Bulletin, 1920, no. 69. Rcpro:fril in, Elementary School
Journal, 22:189-193, 1921.

13. Slade, A. A. Taxation and school finance in Wyoming. School and Society,
11 : 20R-210.1920.

14. Stevens, E. B. Cost acc'hunting in universities.. Educational Review,
4
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15. Swift, F. H. School finance in Colorado. Journal of Educational Research.

3: 647-667, 741-762, 1920.
16. and 01 Plaine, F. K. Public-school finance in Minnesota. Summary

of a reportkprepared for the Minnesota Education Assoeiation Committee
on School Tax and Sources of. School SupOort. 'Minneapolis: October,
1922. 69 p.

17.- State policies In public-school finance. Washington, D. C., Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1922. 4 p. ( U. Sa Bureau of Education. Bulled%
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irrILD*il GROUNDS, AND EQUIPMENT.
L Abbot, Julia Wade. The housing and equipment of kindergartens. Wash-ington, D. C., Government Printing Office, 1921. 27 p. (U. S. Bureau ofEducation. Bulletin, 1921, no. 13.)
2. Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education (National Edu-Cation Association). High-school buiklirigs und grounds. Washington,Government Printing Office, 1922. 49 p. (1_7. S. Bureau of Education.Bulletin, 1922, no. 23.)
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4. Curtis, Henry S. School grounds and play. Washington,.D. C., Govern-ment Printing Office, 1922. 31 p. (U. S. Bureau of Education. Bulletin,1921, no. 45.)
5. Franzen, R. 11., and Knight, F. B. Textbook selectio.n. Baltimore, Warwick& York, 1922. 94 p.

6. Garber, J. A. The school Janitor ; a study of the functions and administra-tion elf school janitor service. Washington, I). C., Government PrintingOffice, 1922. 51 p. (U. S. Bureau ('f Education. Bulletin, 1922, no. 24.)7. Glenn, Earl ft. Past and present praittice in high-school library hookselection from the viewpoint of a science teafher. School Science andMathematics, 21: 217-237, 1921.
8. Horn, E. The selection of silent reading textbooks. Joulind of Educationalitesarch, 2 : 615-619, 1920.
9. lAtthrop, Edith A. Dormitories in connection with public secyndary schools.Washington, D. C., Government Printing Office, 1922. 36 ( U. S. Bureauof Education. Bulletin, 1922, no. 12.)la Maxwell, C. R. The selection of textbooks. .Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co.,1921. 139 p.

[1. Millet:, J. F. A comparison of the public library facilities in the differentStates. School and Society. 14: 287-288, 1921.
12. Muerman, J. C. The district owned or controlled teachers' home. Wash-ington, D. C. Gcrvernipent Printing Office, 1922. 19 p., plates. ( U. S.Bureau of Education. ''Bulletin, 1922, no. 16.)
[3. Reeder, C. W. Statistical comparison of university librariets, 1915-1921.School and Society, 15: 520-527, 1922.

X. SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AND ENROLLMENW.
1. Bonner, H. R. CompuiSory attendance laws lack vigor. School LIfe (U. S.Bureau of Education), vol. , Jan. 1, 2, .14, 1921.2. Compulory attendance laws. American School Board Journal,39:37-39; 60:39-40, 47-106.
3. The conviction of legislators for failure to enact effective compul-sory attendance laNvs. American School Board Journal, 61: 45-48, Feb-ruary, 1022.
4. Byrne, Leg. Highschool enipllments in large cities. American SchoolBoard Journal, March, 1921. p./67-28.
5. Counts, George .Sylvester. The selective 'character of American secondaryeducation. Chicago, University Of Chicago Press, 1922. 162 . p.plementary educational monographs no. 19.)
O. Ensign, Forest Cheiter. Conipursory school attendance aüd child labor.Iowa City, iova, Athens Press, 194. .2ß3 p. -
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7. Koos, Leonard V. The residential distribution of college students and its

meaning to the junior-college problem. School and Society, 13:557-562,

May 7,-1921.
8. Where to establish junior colleges. School Review, 4;414-133,

1921.
9. National Child Lakor Committee. Notes on compilation of child labor and

compulsory atteNdance laws as they affect the tmployment of children in

agriculture. American Child, 2:310-319. February, 1921.

9a. Town, Clara H. Analytic study of a group of 5 and 6 year old childreh.

UniverSity of Iowa. Studies in child welfare, vol. 1. no. 4, 87 p.

10. Walters, Raymond. Statistics of registration of 30 American universitiq
for 1920. School and Society, 13: 120-128, January 29, 1921.

11. Statistics of registration in Ainerican universities and colleges,

0
1921. School and Society, 15:177-186, February 18, 1922.

12. Statistics of registration in American úniversities and colleges,

1922. School and Society, 17:198-205, February, 1923.

13. West, R. M., and Koos, L. V. The freshman class in 1940. School and So-

ciety, 12:108, 1920. (Abstract of paper.)

XI. RETARDATION AND ELIMINATION.

1. Buckingham, B. R. An experiment in promotion. Journal of Educational

Research, 3:326-335, May, 1921.

2. Doughton, Isaac. Elimination of pupii.1 in a small city. Study in Phoenix-

ville, Pa. American School Board Journal, 61:42,-44, September. 1920;

61:37-38, October, 1920.

3. Eaton, H. T. The scholarship of pupils who left school. 'School And Society,

16 :221-222, 1922.

4. Owinn, J. M. The influence of changing from schoi)1 to school in school

progress of' children. Journal of Education, 96: 374-375, October 11),

1922.
5. Kelly, F. J., and Loomis, A. K. Retardation in one-room rural schools in

Kansas. Journal of Educational Research, 1:271-284, 1920.

6. Learning, Rebecca E. Applying for working certificates. Psychological

Clinic, 14:163-179, 1922.

7. McCormick, B. E. A study of failures. School Review, 30:431-442, 1922.

8. Nifenecker, E. A. Pupil's progress through the grades. New York Board

of Education, 1922. 169 p. (Bureau of Reference, Research, and

Statistics. Publication no. 19.)

9. Rogers, Agnes L. The message of educational psychology to parents and

teachers. Anierican Education, 24: 12-20, 1920.

10. Smith, Harvey A. A study of high-school failures and their causes. Edu-

cational Administration and Supervision, 8: 557-572, 1922.

III. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINIntRATION.

1. Anderson, V. V. Education of meptal defectives in State and private insti-

tutions and ...zi! special classes in public schools, In the United States.

Mettgal Hygiene, 5:85-122, 1921.

2. Bankeq.'W. J. Model platoon school developed by Alsron Teachers College.

School Life (U. S. Bureau q Mticittion) , :135-13/, -February, 1923.

Beatley, Bancroft The relative standing of students in secondary school on

&iniprepension entrance examinations tind in college. School Review,

30: 141-147, 1922.
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.4. Berry, Chas. S. The classification by tests of intelligence of 10,000 first-Fade pupils. Journal of Educational Research, 6: 185-203, October,1922.

. i .-5. Beverl, Clara. Self-measurement by elementary school pupils. EnglishJournal, 9 : 331-337, 1920.
6. Bransoh, Ernest P. An experiment in arranging high-school sections on thebasis of general ability. Journal of Educational Research, 3:53-55,January, 1921.
7. Breed, F. S., .and Breslich, E. R. Intelligence tests and the classification ofpupils. School Review, 30: 51-66, 210-226, 1922.

. Briggs, Thomas' H. Extra-curricular activities in junior high schools.Educational Administration and Supervision, 8: 1-9, January, 1922.9. Comparative results in intermediate and elementary schools at LosAngeles. Journal of Educational Research, 2 : 681-892, November, 1929.10. The junior high' sno6l. New York, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1920.348 p.
11. Brown, Gilbert L. Inequality of educational oppoitunity. Journal ofEducational Research, 3: 195-2N, March, 1921.12. Callihan, T. W. An experiment in the use of intelligence tests as a basis forproper grouping and proniotions in the eighth gritde. Elementary SchoolJournal, 21 : 465-469, February, 142L13. Carback, e. Grouping of children by abilities a onsequent changes inschool procedure. (4) Procedure in Philadelp

10
/ University of Penn-sylvania. Bulletin 23, no. 1, p. 269-272.14. Chapman, J. Crosby, and Eby, H. L. A comparative study, by educationalmeasurements, of one-room ruralschool children and city-school children.

,
Journal of gducational Research, 2 : 636-646, October, 1920. ,15. Clement, J. A., and Clement, J. H. Summary of organization and adminis-I tration of 40 junior highschpol systems of Kansas. Educational Adminis-tration and Supervision, 8: 137-142, March, 1922.15a. A general administrative study of 40 junior high-school systems.Kansai Teacher, 14 :10441 March, 1922.16. Cole, L. W. Prevention of the lockstep in schools. School and Society,15:211-217, 1922.

17. Cox, P. W. L. Providing for iftdividual differences by means of groupingby abilities. University of Pennsylvania. Bulletin 23, no. 1, p. 233-244,1922.
18. Cunningham, A. B. The sex element in college grades. School and Society.14 : 523-525, December 3, 1921,
19. Dewey, Evelyn. The Dalton laborptory plan. New York, E. P. Dutton &Co., 1922. 173 p.

.20. Dawson, Chas. D. Classification of kindergarten' children for first gradeby means of the Binet scale. Journal of Educational Research, 6:412-422, December, 1922.
21. Educational measurement in Grand gapids. Journal of Educa-tional Reseirch, 2:611-614, 1920. . .22. Dickson, Virgil E. What first-grade children can do in school as related towhat is shown by mental tests. Journal 9f Educational Research,. 2:470-480, Jun, 1920.
23. Dvorak, August. Recognition of individual' diffetenees in the junior highschool. School Review, SO: 679-685, November,\ 1922.

I24. (Editorial') Time distribution in some Louisia4a schools. Jourial of..!national Research, 6: 88-90, June, 1922. 4\251 (Edjtorial.) Recognizing indiyidual diAerencesA Elementari &lootJournal, 21:164406, November, 1020.
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26. (Editorial.) Grading by means of standardized tests. Journal of Educa-
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27. Fordyee, Charles. Intelligence tests in classifying children in the eleinen-
e tary schools. Journal of Educational Research, 4:40-43. June, 1921.
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30. Frost, Norman. A comparative study of achievement in country and
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31. Gesell, A. Exceptional children and publfc-school policy. Yale University
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33. Gould, Arthur. Thè Intermediate schools of Los Angeles
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49. Lowell, Frances. An experiment in classifying primary children by mentalage. .!ournal of Applied Psychology. 6: 276-290, September, 1922.50. Lyman. R. L. The Ben Blewett Junior high school of St. Louis. SchoolItevift, 28: 26-40, 97-111, 1920.
51. The 'Washington junior high school, Rochester. N. Y. SchoolRevieNv, 28 178-204, 1920.

The junior high school of Montclair. N. J. School Review,29 : 495-509, 1921.
53. Mahoney, P. Use of intelligence and achievement tests for making edu-cat ional readjustments and in developing future school 1)o11eles. Universityof Pennsylvania. Bulletin 23, 1 : 95-100, 1922.
54. Marot, Mary S. School records an experiment. New York, Bureau ofEducational Experiments, 1922. p. 44. (Bulletin no. 12.)
57) Monritte. Walter S. Relation of sectioning a class to the effeeth'eness ofinstruction. University uf Illinois. Bureau of Educational Research.Bulletin 11. 1922. 18 p.
56. Written examinations and their Improvements. University ofIllinois. Bulletin 20. no. 9, 1922. 71 p. (Bureau of Educational Re-search. Bulletin no. 9.)
57. Odell. C. W. The double-track system in a small school. ElementarySchool Journal, 22:544-7)46, March, 1922.
58. ()mans, A. 41. Provisions for ability grouping In junior and senior highschool. American School Board Journal, ttii: 55-58, 18, October. 1922.0 omits. A. C., and ()Limns. Mrx. L. R. An interesting school experiment.American Sclwohnastcr. 13: 126-131, 192o.
NI Parkhurst, Helen. Education on the Dalton plan. New York, E. P.Dutton & Co., 1922. xviii+278 p.
4;1. Philips, H. S. Report of a Committee on junior high school. Denver, Colo.Elementary School Jo-urnal, 23:13-24, September, 1922.62. Pintner, Rudolph, and Marshall, Helen. Results of the combined mental-educational survey tests. Journal of Educational Psychology, 12: 82-91,February. 1921.
63. Poole, G. Four cases of diagnostic teaching. Psychological Clinic, 13:225-237, 1922.
64. Poole, Gladys E. The attempt to teach. Psialogical Clinic, 13:173-190,May. 1920.
05. Porter, John E. Some effects of segregation on scholarship at Northwesternhigh school. Detroit Journal of Education., 2: 60-65, February, 1922.4141. Pratt, 0. C. Status of the Junior high school in larger cities. ScboolReview, 30: 6M-4170, 1922.
67. Rapeer, Louis W. The consolidated rural schbol. New York, CharlesScribner's Sons, 1920. xiii+545 p.
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7: 301-334, September, 1921.

XIII. TEACHING AND SUPERVISORY STAFF.

1. Almack, J. R. The duties and training of city superintendents. American
School Board Journal, 62:31-32, April, 1921.

2. Anderson, II. A. Basic Nurses in education. School and Society, 13:59-00,
January 8, 1921.

8, Arnett, Trevor. Teachers' salaries In certain endowed colleges and univ`er-

sides in the United States. New York City, General Education .BoArd,
1921. 42 p. (Occasional Papers No. 7.)
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6. Bonner, H. R. Salaries of teachers in four-year high schools in 1918 and 1921.American School Board Journal, : 56-57, December, 1921.7. Brooks, Samuel S. Improving schools hy standardized tests. Boston,Houghton Mifflin Co., 1922. 278 p.
8. Brueckner, L. J. Field work ,as a means of training student-teachers. Edu-cational Administration and Supervision, 8: 343--348, September, 1922.9. Burgess, W. Randolph. The rate of progress in teacher preparation. Jour-nal of Educational Research, 4 :180-1843. October, 19'21.10. The education of teachers in 14 States. Jour of EducationalResearch, 3:161-172. March, 1921.

11. Burnham, W. H. A survey of the teaching of mental hygiene in the normalschools. Mental Hygiene, 51-19-45, 1921.
12. Coffman, Lotus D. Teacher-training departments in Minnesota high schools.New York, General Education Board, 1920. 92 p.13. Cook, Katherine M. The certification of teachers governed by general Statelaws and regulations. Washington, D. C., Government Printing Office,1921. 244 p. -(1.7. S. Bureau of Education. Bulletin, 1921, no. 22.)14. Supervision of rural schools. Washington, D. C., Government Print-.r ¡II ()thee, Ms262. 111 p. . S. Bureau of Education. Bulletin, 1922,no. 10.1
5. Davis, c. O. The training and experience of the teachers in the high schodl%accredited by the North Ventral Association. School Reviow, 30: 335,154.1922.
16. The duties of 1igh-R(41044 principals. School Review, 29: 337-3+0,october, 1921.
17. Dawson, Edgar. Preparation of teachers of the social studies for the sec-ondary schools. Washington. I). C., Government Printing Office. 1922.t. 24 ( I'. S. Bureau I 14.Alucatbin. Bulletin, 1924, no. 3.)
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22, Eaves, Lucile. Old-age support of women teachers. A study by the De-partment of Research of the Women's Educational and Industrial Union.Boston, Mass. 1921. 122 p. (Studies in economic relations of women,vol. 11.)
23. Foster, II. H. The status of Smith-Hughes practice teaching. Baltimore,King Brothers, 1921. 32-88 p. (Society of College Teachers of Educa-tion. Studies.in education, no. 10.)
24. Franzen/ C. G. F. A comparison between general and special methodscourses in the teaching of high-school subjects. University of Iowa.Studies in education, vol. II, no. 3, 38 p., March, 1022.25. Gist, A. S., and King, Wm. A. The efficiency of the principalship from thestandpoint of the teacher. Elementary School Teacher; 23: 120-124,October,, 19224.
26. Mein', S. (3, The visiting teacher. Washington, D. Oovemment Print&ing Offie, 1921. 23 p. (U. S. Bureau of Education. Bulletin, 1921,no. 11).)
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31. iludelson. Earl.. The pridession of principal. School Review, 30: l-23.
1922.

32. Johnson, Buford. The use of tests In the evaluation of methods of in-
struction. Journal (Ed Educational Psychology, 11 :78-88, February, 1920.

33. Johnson, S. W. The relations existing between superintendents and school

boards in Iowa. American School Board Jodrnal, 59: 43-45, 87, Decem-
ber, 1920; 00: 35-37, January, 1921 ; 48-49, February. 1921 ; :60 31-33,
121, March, 1921.

34. Ka limn, Arthur W. Intelligence tests and the classroom teacher. Journal
of Educational Research: 5 : 389-310.), Nlay,

3. King. LeRoy Albert. St:MN of the rural teacher in Pennsylvania. Wash-
ington, D. C., Government Printing (Mice. 1922. -iv+ST p.._11'. S. Bu-
reau of Education. Bulletin, 1921, no. :14.)

Knight, P. B. Qualities related to success in teaching. New York, Colum-
bia University. CT p. (Teachers (40 liege. Contributions II, education.
no.

37 Koos, L. V. Standards in graduate work in education. Washington. D. C.,
Government Printing Office. 1921. 18 p. (U. S. Bureau of Eduvation.
Bulletin, 1921, no. 38.)

38. Lantis. I. O. Educational sociology in normal schools. School and Society.
16:669-4172, December 9, 1922.

Leurned. william S., dud other*. The.professional preparation of teachers
for American Public schools; a study based upon an examination of tax-
supported normal schools in the State of Missouri. New York City, Car-
negie Foundation for the Advancenwnt of Teaching, 1920. 475 p,

40. Lowry, J. G. The attitude of college students toward teaching. Ohio Edu-
cational Monthly, 69, 45-47. 1920.

41. McClure, Worth. Professjomilizing the principalship. Elementary .School
Journal. 21: 7357743. 1921.

ilgt Massachusetts. Department of Education. Division of Elementary and

Secondary Education and Normal Schools. Salaries of teachers in the
public-day gel1040 of Massachusetts, 1921. Boston, 1921. 24 p.

43. Minnick, J. H. How have high-school teachers obtained their practical
work? Educational Review, 62: 212-836. 1922.

44. Morrison. J. Cayce. Supervision from the teacher's viewpoint. Journal of
Educational *Method. 1:131-138, December, 1921.

45. The legal status of the city school superintendent. Baltimore, 4War-
wick & York, 1922. 162 p.

46. Morton, Robert L. Examination method of licensing teachers. Educational
Administration and Supervision, 6:421-432, 1920.

47. Naiional Education Assodation. Salary schedules, 1920-1921 ; cities of the
United States of 100,000 population or over. Washington, National Edu-

., cation Association, 1922. 31 p. (Bulletin No. 19.) -

48, Osburuè The personal characteristics of the Wider. Educations
ministration and Supervision 0: 7445, 1920t
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49. Public Education Association of the City of New York. The visiting teacher.New York, Public Education Association of the City of New York, 1921.64 p.
50. Itlemer, G. C. L. The preparation of high-school teachers in the State ofPennsylvania. Educational Administration and Supervision, 8: 143-165,

March, 1922.
51. Rogers, Bertha M., and Baker, Teresa. A diagnostic and remedial activity

. in supervision. Journal of Educational Research, 5: 21-21;. .innuary. 1922.52. Ross, Carmon. The status t4 county teachers' institutes in Pennsylvania.Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, 1922. 168 p.53. Ruch, Giles Murrel. A study of the meiatal, pedagogiCal, and physical de-velopment of the pupils of the junior division of the Upiversity HighSchool. Eugene, Oreg., University of Oregon. 19211. 48 p.
54. Russell, Charles. The improvement of the city elementary school-teacherin service. New York, 1922. 139 p. (Teachers' College, Columbia Uni-versity. Contributions to e(hucation', N. 128.)
55. Schutte, T. H. Distribution of time (if student-teachers in a State teachers'

college. Educatkwal Administration and Supervisign, 8: 215-'222, April,1992.
5f3. Smith, Homer J. Industrial and vocational teacher training. IndustrialArts Magazine, 11: 333-336, 417-421, September, October, and November,

1922.
57. Special preparation for junior high-school service. EducationalAdministration and Supervision, 8: 513-518. December, 1922.58. Stayer, Samuel B. The status of teachers in junior high schools. SchoolReview, 379-387, 1921.
59. Stetson, F. I. The professional equipment of high-school teachersOregon. Society of College Teachers of Education. Studies in education.

11 l'22-130, 1922.
60. Strayer, George D. Actual school conditions in 359 American cities.American lily. 23: 464-467, 1920.
61. Struhle, George G. A study cif school-board personnel. American SchoolBoard Journal, 65: 48-49, 137, 1922.
62. Texas, University of. Conference upon the teacher problem ii Austin, Tex.Bulletin No. 2'209, 1922, 95 p.
(13. Waples, D. ran high-school prOcipais improve the .college-training pro-gram? School Science and Mathematics, 22: 47)7, November, 1922.64. Williams, K I. F. Administrgtion of observation in the teacher-trainingimp

institutions of the United States. Educational Admlnistratton and
Supervision, 8:331-342. September, 1922.

65. Demonstration teaching and observation in the teacher-training'institutions of the United States. Society of College Tehrhers of Edu&-tion. Studies in education, 11:103-121, 1922.

XIV. METHODS OF LEARNING AND TIORCIIING.

1. Alderman, Gtover H. The lecture method versus the westion and answermethod. School Review, 30 : 205-209, 1922.
2. Arps, George F. Work with knowledke of results versus work withoutknowledge of results. Prineethn, Psychological Review ro.. 1920. 41 p.

(Psychological Review monographs, whole no. 15, vol. 28, no. 3.)a Book, Wm. F., and Norvell, Lee. The will to learn. Pedagogical Sethiniry,29 ; 305462, December? 1922.
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4. Bridges, J. W., and Dol linger, V. M. The correlation between interests and
abilities in college courses. Psychological Review, 27: 30S-314, 1020.

5. Edwards, A. S. The fundamental principles of learning and study. Bald-
'more, Warwick & York, 1920. 240 p.

6. Freeland, George E. A year's study of the daily learning of six children.
Pedagogical Seminary, 28:97-115, June, 1921.

7. Garrett, H. E. A study of the relation of accuracy to speed. New York,
1922, 104 p. (Columbia University. Archives of psychology, no. 56.)

8. Lofton, Edwin L. A study of method of presenting subject matter to under-
. graduates in college. School and Society, 11: 58, 59, 1920.
9. Horne, H. H. University students on the discussions method. School and

Society, 16: 218-221, August 19, 1922.
10. Hunter, George W. Au experiment in the use of three. different methods of

teaching in the classroom. School Science and Mathematics, 21: 875-890.
Deeember, 1924 ; 22:20-32, January, 1922.

11. Kirkpatrick, Edwin A. Imagination and its place in education. Boston,
Ginn & Co., 1920. 214 p.

12. Laird, Remmers, and Peterson. An experimental study of the influences of
organization of material for memorizing upon its retention. Journal of
Experimental Psychology, 6:69-81, February, 1923.

13. Linke, Edith A. An éxperiment in teaclsing in iesponse to children's ques-
tions. Teachers College Record, 21 : 55-67, 1920.

14. McCall, Chasse 11, and Hollingworth. Experimental measurements. Teach-
ers College Record, 23:218-228, 1922.

15. Moneroe, Walter S. Types of learning required of pupils in the seventh and
eighth grades and !n the high svhool. University of Illinois. Bulletin,
vol. 19, no. 15, December 12, 1921. Bureau of Educational Research. Bul-
letin, no. 7, 16 p.

16. Parker, S. (I. Problem solving or practice in thinking. Elementary School
Journal, 21:16-25, 98-111, 174-188, 257-272, 1920.

17. Peaks, Archibald G. Periodic variations in efficiency. Baltimore, Warwick
& York, 1921. 95 p. (Educational psychology monographs, no. 23.)

181 Pyle, W. II. The psychology of learning. Baltimore, Warwick & York,
1921. 308 p.

19. Richardson, J. W. The campaign method in elementary education. Journal
of Educational Research, 2: 481-492, January, 1920.

20. Robinson, Edward S., and Heron, William T. Results of variation in 14:ngth

of memorized material. Journal of Experimental Myelin logy, 5; 428-440,
December, 1922.

21. Stratton, G. M. Developing wental power. Boston, Houghton Mifflin
1922. 77 p.

22. Sullivan, E. T. Mood In relation toperformance. New York, Columbia Uni-
versity, 1022. 71 p. (Archives of psychology no. 53.)

23. Taylor, Maurice W. Mime points In favor of the socialized recitation.
Elementary School Journal, 22:770-780, 1922.

24. Thorndike, E. L. The correlation between interests and abilities. Psycho-
logical Review, 28: 374-376, 1921.

25. Waples, D. An approach to the synthetic study of interest in education.
Journal otgducational PsyChplogy, 11: 3014315, 360-884, 445-458, 1920.

26. Washington, D. C. U. §. Bureau of Education. Library leaflet no. 17,
February0-923.

27. Weber, Joseph J. Comparative effectiveness of 'some visual aids in seventh-
grad4 Instruction. Chimp, Educational Bereft, Inc. p. 131, 1922.
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XV. METHODS OF STUDY.

I. Achilles, Edith M. Expetimental studies in recall and recognition. NewYork, Columbia University, 1920. v+80 p. (4rehi'ves of psychologyno. 44.)
9. Clayton, F. T. Home conditions of study and pupil-attitude toward schoolwork. School and Society, 17:221-223, February 24, 1923..3. Garth, Thomas R. How college students prepare their lessons. Pedagogi-cal Seminary, 27:94-98, 1920.
4. Germane, C. E. Outlining and summarizing compared with reading asm/ethods of studying. Twentieth yearbook of the National Society forthe Study of Education, Part II, Chap. VII, p. 103-113. Bloomington.Ill., Public School Pub. Co., 1921.
5, RobinFwn, Edward S. The relative efficiencies of distributed and concen-trated study in memorizing. Journal of Experimental Psychology,4:327-843, October, 1921.
6. Skaggs, E. B. The relative value of grouped and interspersed recitations.Journal of Experimental Ptfycliology, 3;424-446, 1920.

Thorndyke, Elizabeth. Environment as a factor in a pupil's study life.Education, 40: 470-483, 19'20.
8. Webb, L. W. Student's methods sif studying a certain subject. Journal ofEducational Psychology, 11:193-206, April; 1920.
9. line element to be considered in measuring effective teaching.School and Society, 13: 206-209, February 12, 1921.

10. Woody, Clifford. Effectiveness of oral- versus silent reading in the initialmemorization of poems. Journal of Eduòational Psychology, 13: 477-483,
IL Yoakum, G. A. The effect of a single reading. Twentieth yearbook of theNational Society for theStudy of Educatiokk, Part II, Chap. VI. Bloom-ington, Ill., Public School Putt. Co., 1921.

XVI. CURRICULUM.

General.

1. Bohhitt, Franklin. Curriculuni-making In Los Angeles. Chicago, Univer-sity of Chicago Press, 1922. 106 p. (Supplementary education mono-graphs, no. 20, June, 1922.)
2. Bonser, F. G. The elementary school curriculum. New York, Macmillank;o., 1920. xv +449 p.
3. helm Marguerite W. A comparative study of the curricula for men andwomen irt the colleges and universities of the United States. Journal ofthe Association of Collegiate Xiumnae, vol. 14; v. 26, December, 1920.4. Meriam,-.1. L Child life and the curriculum. Yonkers, N. Y., World BookCo., 1920. xii+538 p. 4

5. Mott, Paul R.,-and Pevricks, Robert K. An accounting of general valuesin the small hIghlehool curriculum. School Review, 29: 110-134, 1921.6. National Society for the Study of gducation. Twentieth yearbook, Part1. Materials of instruction. *Bloomington, Ill. Public School Pub. CA.,1921. 194 p.
7. Wells, Margaret E. A project curriculum. Philadelphia, J. B.jiippincottCo,, 1021. 3041+338 p.
& Wilson, H. B., and others. The course of study Lithe work of the modernschool. 14 p. No. 1. Arithmetic, 91 p. No.% 2, Home -Economics, 56 INNo. & Nature study, 104 p. No. 4. Geography, 117 Iv No. 5. Penmanship,28 p, Course of study monographs, public schools, Berkeisty, CaUf.
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40.

1. lading.

1. Anderson, C. J., and Merton, E. Remedial work in silent reading. Elemen-

tary School Journal, 21:336-348, 1921.

2. 13aMil, nemaking a normal-school course in reading. Educational
Administration and Supervision, 8: 519429, December, 1922.

3, Bomberger, Florence E. The effect of the physical make-up of a hook upon

children's selection. Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press, 1922. 161 p.

Blackhurst, .1. Herbert. Size of type as related to readability lu the first
four grqdes. School and Society, 16:697-700, Iieilember 16, 4922,

5. The typography of elementary school readers. School and Society,
14:407-408, November 5, 1921.

lis Itreitweiser, J. V. Training for rapid reading. University of California,
Bureau of Research in Education. Study no. 6, 1922. p. 15-17:

jr. Burgess, Mary A. Classroom grouping for silent reading drill. Elementary
School Journal, 22:269-278, 1921.

8. The measurement of silent reading. New York. Russell Sage Foun-
..

dation, 1921. 163 p.
9. Busmen, G. T. FugulamentikreadiAg habits; a study of their development.

University of Chicago. Supplementacy educational monographs, no. 21,
xiv +150 p.

10. An experimentarstudy of the eye-voice spun in reading. Univer-

sity of Chicago. Suuplementary educational monographs, III). 17, 1920.

xll + 106 p.
11. Chamberlain, Essie. Literary attititudes mull reactions of boys and girls..

Illinois Association of Teachers of English. Bulletin '13, January 1, 1921.

p. 1-15.
12. Limn, Fannie Wyche. iitterest factors in primary reading material. New

York, Colmnbht University, 1921. 70 p. (Teachers College. Contribu-
Cons to education. 114i. 113.)

13. Eatov, T.' What pupils like to read. Education, 43; 201-210,
F December, 1922..
Selke, Erich, apd Selke, ill. A. A study of the vo-calatiailes ilf be,thining

hooks in 12 reading me-thods.- Elementary S('hool Jouricitl, 22:745-7.19,
19`)41.

15. Fernald, Grace M., and Keller, Helen: The effect of kinaesthetic factors in
ihe developnwnt of word recognition in the cal of nonreaders. Journal
of Educational Research, 4:355477, Decembei, 1921.

16. Freeman, Frank N. method as a method in experimental educa-

, hon. Journal of Applied Psychology, 4: 121-142, December, 1920.

17. Gertnane.aC. E., and Germane, E. G. Silent readin.g. t'hicago. New York,
Row, Peterson & Co., 1922. 683 IL

18. Gates, Arthur I. The psychology of reading and OpellIng. with speetn1 ref-

ereuce to disability': New York, Columbia tnhersity. 100 p. (Teachers
College. Contributions to education, no... 21i)

W. Gilliland,. A. It. The effect orrate of gIllfit reading on ability to. recall.
Journal of Educational Psychology, 11; 474-479, 1920.'.

20. Gray, Clarence T. Deficiencies reading libility; their diagnosis and
remedies. New York,... Heath & (V, 1922. 420 p.

41. Gray, William S., aod Titers. Remedial eases, In *tiding; their
and treatment. Chicago( University of Chicago Press, 1922. 2 p.

(Supplementary .educatio*11 monographs, np..22.)
22. Greede, if. A. The result of a state-Wide survey of silent reading In Iowa. "4

Stftte Univcirsity oflowit. Lunial oUducationa1 Research, 6:182-184,
134tember, 1921 ly
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23. Green, Jenny Lind. When children rend for fun. School and Society,16: 614-616, November 25, 1922.
24. Harlan, C. L., and Aladsen, I. N. The testing and tetiching of sitent read-ing. The Lewiston (Ida lio) State Normal School. Bulletin, January,

1922.
25. Harvey, Nathan A. An experiment in demonstrating the value of rapidreading. American Schoolmaster, 13: 107-108, 1920.
26. Hawley, William E. The effect of clear objectives on the teaching of read-* ing. Journal .of Educational Research, 3: 254-260, April, 1921.
27. Holmes, Hilda M. The case of phonics. Sierra Educational News, :11; : 400-

402, 1920.
28. Hoover, J. H. Motivated drill work in third grade arithmetic and silentreading. Journal of Educational Research, 4: 2O.3-2111 October, 1921.29. liosiac, James F. Empirical studies in school reading. New. York, Coblm-hia University, 1921. 174 p. (Teachers College.' ( nt ribaions to educa-tion, no. 114.)
30. The contents of school. reading books. Schi)ol And Swiety,

11 : 179-180, 1920.
31. Hunt, c. W. Extensive reading-a factor in developing.rfiading

School and Society, 11:260-261, 1920.
32. James, M. E. Using the results of measurementeln reading in training

student-teachers: Elementary School Journaj, 23:194-1K .November,
1922.

33. ordan, Arthur 211. Children's interest in reajling. N(4 York, ColumbiaUniversity, 1921. 143 p. (TeachPfs College. Cont rihut ions to e(1uvat ionno. 107.)
34. .1tvld, C. H. and. 11uswe1l. G. T. Silent reading; a study of the 'variousty6es. Chicago, University of Chicago, 1922.

mentary educational monographs no. 23.)
35. King, cora E. Favorfte poems for children of elementary school age.Teathers College Record, 23:255-273, May, 1922.

LaRue, Daniel W. The shorthand tilphabet and the reforming of language.
Scientific Monthly, 15: 271-281, September, 1922,

37. Leonard, :sterling A. Essential principles of teaching reading and literature.Philadelphia, J. B. 'Lippincott Co., 1922.
38. Lloyd, S. M.. and Gray, C. 'I'. Heading :n.a Texas city ; diagnosis and

rengPid;. University of Texas. Bulletin no. 1853.
McFarland, P. B. A Acientille study of the teaQling of reading. Kihder-

xiii+160 p. (Supple-

36.

460 p.
t..

39.

garten and First Grade, 5.; . 363, November, 1922.4.

40. Nfitchell: Lucy nrugue. Here al now story book. New YOrk, E. P. Dut-ton & Co., 1921.- Illus. xii-1-300
41 O'Brien, John A. . Silent r.eadiag; with special refere4e to methods' fordeveloping speed. New York, Macmillan CV., xvif+289 p.Packer, L The vocabularies of 10 first reaflers. Part II of Twentieth\ yearbook oe the National tiociety for the Study of Education. Bloom-,

ington, Ill., Public School Pub. Có., 1921. Chap. 9, p. 127-144.
43. arker, S. C. Ilow to teach beginning reading. Elementary School Journal,

`42 111-3d, 144-117, 175-188, 254-268, .1921.
44. Poole, GlOys E. The attempt to teach. PsycholOgical Clinic, 13 1732190,Slay, 1920.
45. Shepherd, Edith. Some sirkt reading lessons in junior high-schoal English.School Review, 29:206-215, March, 1921.

, 46. Simpson, L J. Silent reading; sUggestions for :testing and for correctivework. Baltimore, State Department of 'Educatau; 1922. gi2 "p.,diagr.
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47. Smith, Ni la B. An experiment to determine the effectiveness of practice
testsiitach ing 'beginning reading. Journal pf Educational Research,
7:24 , March,'1923.

48. Smith, William A. The reading process. New York, Macmillan Co., 1922.
xil+267 p.

99. Starch, Dania Contents of (genders. Part H, Twentieth yearbook of

the National Society for the Study of Education. Bloomington, III.,

Public School Pub. Co., 1921. Chap. 10, p. 145-151.
50. Stone, Clarence It. Silent and oral reading; a practical handbook of

mettods based on the most recent scientific investigations. Boston,
Houihton Mifflin Co., 1922. 295 p.

51. Stone, ellit\W: Improving the reading ability of college students. ,Journal
of EdiwatiOnal Method, 2:8-23, September, 1922.

ti2. Stone, It. E. Duplication of reading material in 15 second-grade readers.
li]1enie.)444try School Journal, 20:702-710, May, 1920.

Mrflieisen, W. W. FaCtors affecting results in firimary reading. Part
Twentieth yearbook 'of the National Society for the Study of Educa-
tion. Section I, Chap. ,-p. 1-24.

54. Provisions for individual differences In the teaching of reading. ,

Journal of -Educational Research, 2 :560-571, 1920.
55. Uhl, Willis L. Scientific deterinination of the content of the elementary

school course in reading. Unb*srsity of Wisconsin. Studiés iti the
?social sciences and history, no. 4, 11)21, 152 p.

The interest of junior high f3chool pupils in informational read-
ing selections. Elementary School Journal, 22 :3f4-360, January, 1922.

57. Waldman,
.

Bessie. ,Definite improvement of tel. Witty44.1 in fonibth-
grade class. Elementary School Journal, 21 2 E December. 1920.

54. Watkins, Emma. How to teach silkt reading to , tiers. Philadelphitk,
J. B. Lippincott (1o., 1922. 133 p.

59. Webb, Ability in mental tests in relatibn to reading alIUty. Sehool
and Society, 11:567-569, 1920.

60. Wiley, J. A. Practice exercises In supervised study and -assimilative read-
ing. Cedar Falls, Iowa, Iowa State Teachers' College1922. :112 p.

61. Wilson, Estaline. Specific teaching of silent rea(iifig. Elementary 'School
%Journal, 22:144-146, 1921.

62. Woody, Clifford. The overlapriing in the content of 15,s second readers.
Journal of Educational Remeirch, 2:465-474, June, 1920.

C.

2. Handwriting.

1. Freeman, F. N. The scientific evidence on the handwriting movement.
Journal of Educational Psyèhology, 12:253-270, 1921.

2. A course in handwriting. Elementary School Journal, 22:372-379,
441-450, 521-529, 5b7-4101,192. .

S. Shaw, Lena A( An experiment in the supervision -of hqndwriting. Detroit
Journal of Education, 2:57-59, February, 1922.

4. Walker, H. C. The development of the 'unit plan of penmanship practice)%
Journal of Educational Research, 1:112-118, February, 194

5. West, Piul V. The relation of rhythm to the bandwriting movement.
Journal of Educational Psychology, 13:438-444, Octdber, 1922,

3. Mathematics.

1: Beatty, Willard W. The additive versus ,the borrowing aitod of Rita
4% traction. (*Elementary School Journal, 2%19R-200 November, 1920.
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2. Buckingham, B. R. Mathematical ability as related to general intelligence.School Science and Mathenmtics, 21 : 2057215, March, 1921.
3. (Editorial.) Journal of Educational 1t(4;earch, 5:348-349, April, 1922.4. Hoovec, J. H. Motivated drill work in third-grade arithmetic and silentreading. Journal of Educational Research, 4:200-211, October, 1921.5. Kelly, F. J. The. results of three types of drill On the fundamentals ofarithmetic?' Journal of Educational Research, 2: 693-700, November,

192Q.
G. Knight, F.. B. Drill in arithmetic. Journal of Educational Psychology,

14 : '115-12.1 , 1923.
7. Kolsta(1,* Arthur. Arithmetic ability of men in the Army and of children in
I *the public sihools. State Normal School, Bellingham, Wash. 4.1ournalof Educational Research, 5: 97-111, February, 1922.
8. Marsh, J01.111 A. Relative standing of mathematical and nonmather.saticalEiweational Administration and Supervision, 7: 458-466, Novem-ber, 1921.
9. National Committee on Mathematical Requirements. The reorganizationof mathematics in secondary schools. Washington, D. C., GovernmentPrinting Office, 1922, 74 p. (U. S. Bureau of Education. Bulletin, 1921,

no., 32.)
10. Newcomb, R. S. (thing pupils how tp solve problems in arithmetic.Elementary School urnal, 23: 183-189, November, 1922.. Reese, Mary M.. Study of mathematics _sunder the individual system.Mat lwmaties Teacher, I 5:460-466, .December, 1922.it Rosenberger, Noall Bryan. the place of the elementary calculus rn seniorhigh-school mmtliefilaticgi. New York, Columbla University, 1921. .81 p.

(Teachers CollOge. Contributions to education, no. 117.1
13. Schmitt, Clara. Extreme retardation in arithmetic. Elementary School .Journal, 21 : 529-547,4March, 1921.
14. Schorling, Raleigh. Experimental courses in secorAlary-school mathematics.Mathematics Teacher, 15: 63-78, February, 1922.
15. Smith, .hunts II. Arithmetical comanations. Elementary School Journal,

"* 21: 762-770, June, 1'921. . ,

16. Smith,.Homer J. A Fiurvey ol the mathematics courses and requirements Inone type of secondary lAistrial schools. Ifidustriat Arts Magazine,11:91-94, March, 1922.
17. Spaulding, F. T. An ana f the content of six third-kra0e arithmetic&Journal of Educatiot 1 arch, 4: 413-423, December, 1921.18. Symonds, Percival M. herniates as found in society, with curriculumproposal's. Mathematics Teacher, 14:144450, DOcember, 1921.19. Terry, Paul W. How nunlerals are read. An experimental study of thereading of isolated numerals and of numerals in arithmetic problems.University öf Chicago, 1922. xiii+109 p. (Supplementary e(lucationalmonographs, no. 18.)
20. Thorndike, E. L. The abilities involved in algebrhic computation and In'problem solving. Scb'ool and Society, 15: 191-193, 1922.
21. The new method in arithmetic. Chicago, Rand, McNally & Co.,

1921, 260 p.
22: The permanence of school learning. School and Society, 151 625-

(127, 1922. .

23. The psychology of arithpetic. New York, Macmillan Co., 1922.
xvi+314

N.\ The psychology of drill In arithmetic: the amount of practice.Journal of Educational Psychology, 12: 1834941921.
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25. Thorndike, E. L.. and Woodard. Uses of algebra as shown in study and
reading: School Science and Mathematics, 22:405-415, 514-522, May-
June. 1.9422.

Washburn, M. F., and others. Correlation of a test of control of visual
imagery with esfimated geometric ability. American Journal of Psychol-
ogy, 34: 103-105, January, f523.

27. Wilson, Estaline. Improving the abiHty to read arithmetic problems. Ele-
mentary S4hfm>1 Journal. 22: 380-386, January,1922.

28. Wilson, G. M. The application of scientific method to the determination of
the curriculum in arithmetic. Journal of Education. 91:37G-377: 385,
402-4M, 1920.

Woffil, B. D., and Bell, J. C. Solution of problems in geometry. Journal
of Educational Psychology, 11: 318-32e. 1420.

311 Wood, O. A. A failure class in algebra. School Review, 29:41;49, 1921.
31: Woody, Clifford. Types of arithmetic needed in certain, types o'f sales-

nmnship. Elementary School Journal. 22: 505-520rMarch,.1922.
32: Scores made by seniors on the Hotz algebra scaTes compared with

scores made by high-school students taking algebra. School and Society,
it1:303-3b6, September 9, 1922.

4. Spelling and vocabulary.

1. Anderson, William N. Determination of a spelling vocabulary based upon
written mrrespondence. UpiversityA4 Iowa. Studies liïeducation, vol. 2,
no. 1, 1921. GG p.

2. Ashhaugh, Ernest J, The Iowa spelling scales, their derivation, uses, aid
limitations. Bloomington, 111., Public School-Pub. co., 1922. 144 p.

3. Briggs, ;Ir. IL and others. Sixteeil spelling scales. Teachers College Ree-
s ord, 21: 337-41911 ii146.

4. Capps, A. G. Curricul& content of a high-school spelling course. Joui.nal
of Educatil,nal IteseaMI,12: 626-635, October, 1920.

larke,( W. F. Writing vocabularies. Elementary Sehool Journal, 21: 349-
351, January, 1921.

Ilajey, W. E.. and Gallup. Jackson: Tbe " list" versus the `: sentence"
A method of teachlug spelling: Journal of Educational Research, 5: 3011-

. all), April, 1922.
egt. fienmon, V. 44k ('. An experimental study of the' value of word study.

5.

C.

Journal of Educational PsychologY, 12:98-102, 1921.
7: Born, Ernest, and-4shbaugli, Ernest J. Lippincott's Howand Ashbaugh

speller. PhiladelpIda, J. P. 1l11pincott*O.,19:20. xlv+102 p., and suel.
8. Jones. W. ieranklin. Junior high-school \'Ilthlg vocabularies. Chicago, Hull

rfiL McCreary Co., 1922. 18QAp.

9. Kellogg, Anstiq F. Au eaveriment to'increase voakbulary. English Journal,
11:341-348, June, 19'215..

lo. Kimble, Ernest J.- Vocational vocabularies for stenographers and court
reporter& San Francisco, Calif., publiiheil by the agthor, 882 Pine;
Street. 262 p.

11. Lester, John A. A study or high-school spelling materials Journal of
Educational Psychology, 13:65-74, February, 19122 ; 15Z-150, March,
1922

12.. How simplified; Apellihg might Itoplify. School Review, 80:131-
188, February, 1021 e. ikr

IS. '1 What Is a misspelling? School Altid -Society, 15-:117-420,,7anqary
26, 1922. . .

14: Martin, 04rtnidi ilbe teaching of moiling. Bionai4ry. School *Joiir-
,4r.

. t. nal, 21:201-2071 1920.
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15. Morton, R. L. The validity of timed sentence and column tests in spelling.

Journal of Educational Research, 5:444-446, May, 1922.
N. Newark, N. J. Board of Education. Spelling survey in the public schoolsof Newark, N J. Newark, N. J., Board of Education, 1920. 32 p.17. Peters, C. C.,' and McClure, C. C. Written versus oral method of teaching

Educational research bulletin, 1:51-63, February 21, 1922.is. Pryor, H. (I., and Pittman, M. S. A guide to the teaching of spelling. New
York.6Mhcmillan Co., 1921. 151

19. Richardson, J. W. Another educatlo campaign. Journal of Educational
Research, 6:97-101, September, 1

20. Starch, Daniel, and Mirick, Oxorge A. ne test and study speller. Boston.
Silver, Burdette 1D21. 1st book, xx+90 p. 2d book,- xvi-I-63 p.
3d book, xvi+64 p. *

21. Thorndike, E. L. The teachers' word book. New York, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1921. 134 Rs

22. Weseem, M. H. Can spelling be taugAt? American Education. 24: 444-449,
1921.

23. Wolfe, H. A., and Breed, F. S. An experimental study I t Syllabification in
SONO and Society. 15: (116-4122, 1922.

24. Woody. 'Iifford. Application of scienegle metl)od in evaluating the sub-
ject matter of spellers, Jourmi! uf Educational Research, 1: 112-128,
196)0.

sE»filissh.

1. Bamesberger, Velda C. Standard requirements for memorizing- literarymaterial. University of Illinois. Bureau of Educational Research. Bul-
letin no. 3, 1920. 93 p.

2. Brown, Rollo Walter. The writer's art, by those who have practiced it.
CamAridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1921. 357 p.

3. Heckert, J. W. Effects of supervised study in English composition. Jour-nal of Educational Research, 5: 368-380, May, 1922.
4. Hill, Howard C. Opportunities for correlation between community life andEnglish. School Review, 30: 24-36, 118-130, 175-186, 1922.
5. Iludelgon, Enri. Twenty-second yearbook of the National Society for tbeSfudy of Education. Part I. 173 p.
() Jamison, (race S: A study In correlation of allied Engliish abilities.

Longwood Commerce Fight School, Clevel;nd. Journal of Educationalhesearch, 6: 241-253, October, 1922. %is'
7: Johnson, Roy I. Letter writing, a curriculum study In English composi-tion. Journal of FAincational Research, 6:423-437, December, 1922.EC Jordan, -It. H. A threefold experiment in liigh-school English. EnglishJournal, 10: 560469, Decem4er, 1921.
9. McGregor, 1.,4-14. Supervised study In English. New York, Macmfaan

Co:, 1921.° 220 p.
10. Van Wageilen, M. J., aild Kelley, F. E. Language. abilities "and their rela-tions to &Age marks. Journal of Educational Psychology, 11: 4594713;

1920.
11. *neon, G. M. .Seise ,Ling the language errors of ElementarySchool Journal, 21: 290-296, 1020.

.12. Wohlforth, Julia H. Self-help English lessons. Tonkers-on-liudson, N. T.,World Book Co. ist book, ini+256
18. and Malroney Jphn J. Self-help English lesson. Yonketrs-oniluctison, N. World took Co., 192% ig2(1%b60k, x.iitt3313 p.
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6. Veech.

1, Anderson, Lewis O. A preliminary report of an experimental analysis of
causes of stuttering. Journal of Applied Psychology, 4: 340449, Decem-
ber, 1921.

2. Merry, Glenn N. Research in speech educatton. Quarter lt Journal of
Speech Education, 7: 97-108, April, 1921.

3. Starr, Henry E. The hydrogen ion concentrationVf the mixed saliva can-.
applied tosidered as an index of fatigue and of emotional excitation and

a study of the metabdic etiology og stammering. Awerican Journal of
Psycbology, 33 : 394-418, July, 1922.

4. Stinchfield, Sara M. A preliminary study in corrective speech. Univer-
sity of Iowa. Studies in child welfare, vol. 1, no. 3, 1920. 36 p.

J. Williams, Robert E. A survey of speech training in high schools of the'
United States with recommendations for its improvement. Quartee ly
Journal of Speech Education, 8:224-255, June, 1922.

6. Woolbert, Charles H. Effects of various modes of public reading. Journal
of Applied Psychology, 4: 164-185, 1020.

7. Latin and foreign languages.

1. Brown, H. A. A study of ability In Latin in- secondary schools. Osh-
kosh, Wis.. State Normal School, 1920. x +170 p.

2. Carr, W. L. First-year Latin and growth in English vocabulary. School
and Society, 14 192-198, Septewber, 1921.

3. and Cray, Mason D. The classical survey outlines prograti),
objectives, describes types of studies and nleasurewnts to be used.
Classical Journal, 17 :1G--27, October, 1921.

4. Cook, William A. 'secondary Instruction in Romance languages. S4001
Review, 30:274-280, 1922. .1

5. Franzen, Carl G. F. Foreign language teaching In Iowa. School Review,
29: 610-610,

0101166. Opiland, A. R. Effect of the study of Latin on 'ability to define words.
Journal of Educational Psychology, 13: 501-505, November, 1922.

7. Gray°hnd Carr. The classical Investipitions byt the American Classical
League with the support of the General l!ducatitm Board. Journal of

.Educational Research, 4:332-333, November, 1921.
8. Grinstead, Wren J.. A one-year course in Latin. 4i4lucat1ona1 Review,

63:147-158,
9. Morrison, Henry C.

.

Study in high-school proceduredirect and indirect
teaching. gehool RevIew. 20: 19-30,1921.

10. Newcomb, Edith I.. A coyiparisou of the Latin and non-Latin groups in
high school. Teachers College Record, 23:412-422, November, 1922.

11. Odell, C. W. A study of one thousand errors in ligan prose composition,
Schòol and Society, 14: 643-4346, December 31, 1921.

12. Orleans, Jacob S. Possible transfer value of the study of Latin to English
vocabulary. School and Society, 16: 559460, November 11, 1922.

13. -Otis, A. T. The relation of 'Latin study to ability in English compqsitiun
and granimar. School Review, 80: 45450, 1922.

14. Webb, W.: L. A comparisdn of two methods of studying with application
to foreign languagellSchool Review, 26: 58-871921.

15. west, Andrew F. The ,Philadelphla controllecrexperlment In teaching
'English derivatives fromt Latin. School and Society, 10:15446, July 8,
1922.
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8. Vorational subffrts.

1. A)er, Fred E. The engineering degree. School and Society, 14:315-318,October, 102.1.
'' Barton, .1. W. Smaller lar.;cr.units in learning to typewrite. Journalof Educational ilsychidArgy, 465-17-1, 1921.
3. Cannon. Kcnneih V. Results of an inquiry concerning certain phases ofjunior high sclmol induAtriql arts. Industral Arts Magazine, 11: 251-July,27,4% 1:P22.
4. Charters, W W.. and Greene, J. H. A study qf the factors in the efficiencyof boys' and girt' Sohool Science and NiathematiN, 21:335-341,April, 1921.
o. C4Plianission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education. Reorganiza-tion of home economies in secondary schooN. Washington, D. C., Gov-ermaeut Printing Office. 1922. 38 p. S. Bureau of Education. Bullé-

- tin, 1922, no. 5.1
6. Dyer. W. I'. Some standards for imine project work in agriculture. School

Review, 21) : 451-459, June, 1921.
7. Eaves, Lucile. Training for store service. B6strm, Richard G. Badger,

1920. 143 p.
8. Edgerion, A. 11. Industrial arts and rreylwational education in our inter-.

mediate and junior high schools. Industrial Arts Magazine, 10:365-371,October, 1921..
A Foulkes.: T. R., and Diamond, Thomas. 'Adaptation of courges -of study

community needs and hilt "Manual Tminink, 23:166-169.
144uller, lAwan R. Manual arts based on home rtpair. Journal of Educa-

..fional Research, 3:173-179, 1921.
lb Covent% Arthur 11. Engineering otluention after the' war. Washington,De c., (loVerpment 1,'rinti.ng (Mice. 27 p. (U. S. Bureau of Education. Bull ), 1921, no. rp0.1Iry
12. Ilin. 14.-s. i Hipetifin t.enovatiiiiinq education. New' York. NincmillantIo., li)20. p. _

I . ,
13. Hoke, R. E. The improvement of speed and'. necuracy in. typewriting.

Baltimore, Johns 1-101)kins l'rws, 1922. 42 p. (Studies In education,no. 7.)
14: Johnson, P., and John, W. C. Itducation for .highway engineering andhighway transport, Washington, D. (I.,. Goverhment Printing Office,1922. 47 p. (U. S. Bureau bf Education. Fittivtin, 1921, no. 47.)15. Krueger; Jean. A comparative studr of home economics courses hi col-leges. .Tournal of Home Eltmomies, 12:249-2.52, June. 1920.
16. Lyon, Leverett-S. Education for busineRs. Chicago, University of Chicago

Press, 1()22. xiv+618 p.
17. Miner, J. B. The retail selling course in Pittsburgh high schools. Pitts-*burgh, Pa., Carnegie Institute of Technology, 1921. 54 p.18. Monroe, Colman, bnd Barber,' Ice cream-how snail i4ve freeze it?.,`
e Teachers College Record, 2.2: 254-258,Viay, 1921.
19. Monr.4b, Barber, and Parrish. Everiments In pressure cookery. Teach-ers College Record, 23:361-374, .September, 1422.
20. Morgan, Agnes F. A survey of the teaching of hon:ie economics in the.public secondary schools of California. School Review, 29 : 674-585,October, 1921.
21, Diewattn, Q.T.. An eoethnent with a cow* in generai technology. SchoolAview, 29 :'064-1)60:,-Od'ober,:lar.
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00. Rugg:It O. (in collaboration with the department$ of home econotnis
in the University of Chicago and in the Iowa Agricaltural ColleN).
Home economics iTt Amerielm schools. Chicago, Unlvqrsity of Chicago
Press, 4920. x +133 p.

.9. Science.

1. Barthelmess, Harriet M. Geography testing in Boston. Journal of Educa-
tional Research, 2: 701-712, November, 1920.

2. Branom, F. K. What the business world demands of geography. School
Science and Mathematks. 21: 65-72, 1921.

3. Cooper, Clyde E. Status of geography in the normal schools of the Eastern
States. Journal of Geography, 20:217-224, September, 1921.

4. Status of geography in the normal schools of the Middle States.
Journal of Geography, 19: 211-222, September, 1920.

(Editorial.) Value of diagrammatic firawings in learning scientific facts.
School Revie)v, 30:9344, 1922.

6. Finley, C. W. :.;'onie studies of children's interests in science materials.
Scilool Science and Niathematics. 21:1-24, January, 1921.

7. and Caldwell. O. W. Biology in 1Ate4public pres. New 'York, Lin-
coln School of Teaclwrs College, 1923. 151 p.

8. FoRter, Frank K. Science in the accredited high schools of Washington.
School Review, 30: 424-430. 1922.

9. Kellogg, AV. S. A s vey of the Status of general science in Califnrnia
General Men erly, January, 1922.

10. Kiebler, E. W., )dy, Clifford!. The individual laboratory versus the
demonst ration )(I of tenI.hing physics. Journal of Educational
Research, 7:r January, 1923.

11. Meister, Morris. Educational value of scientific. toys. School Science and
Mathematics, 22:801-813, December, 1922.

12. Phillips, T. D. A study of notebook and laboratory work as an effective
aid in saence teaching. School Review, 28:451-453, 1920.

13. Powers, S. IL A comparison of the achievement of high-school and Urti-
versity studWita in certain tasks in chemistry. Journal of Educational
Research. 6:332-143, November, 1022.

14. Stevenson, P. IL Minimum ~Wittig' in place geography. Journal of
Educational Research, 6: 300-306, Novetilber, 1922.

15. Trafton, Gilbert II. Comparison of textbook rule in general science. Gen-
eral Science Quarterly, 4: 450-454, 1920.

.

lg. Webb, H. A. General science instruction in the grades. Nashville. Tenn..
1921. 105 p. (George Peabody Oollege for Teachers. ('ontributions to
education, no. 4.)

le. Music and drawing.

1. Feleky, Antoinette. The musician's mind. New York,. Pioneer Pub. Co.,
1921, 108 p.

2. Frampton, J. R. College extensiop departments and the study of musk,
Edugation, 41:192-1.d: November, 1920.

a. Claw, Esther A. Some. indiffIdual difficulties In the study of music. Journal
of tional Research, .5:881-1388, 1922.

4. HutsoltilVW. Some measures of the musical kraintng and desires of high-
s school sentors and their parents. fikbool aview, 80.: 604-6121 October,

1922. .
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5. Jones. E. E. The correlation of Vsual memory and pérception of per..
iNta with drawing nbility. School and Society. 15:-174-176, 1922.6. Kern. M. R. Report on corrective treatment of a group of- monotones. Ele-

mentary School Journal. 23: 197-202,, 283-'295, November and Devemb'er,) 6)

7. Scott, Frank A. A study of a`pplied music. School Review. 28: 112-122. 1920.8. Seashore. C. E. A survey of ;inimical takent in the public schools.versity of Iowa. Studies in child welfare, vol. I. no 2, November, 1920.
3e)

Taylf)r, David C. The psychoh)ky of singing. New York. Macmillan .Co.,
1922. 373 p.

Washington. D. (q. Musti departments of libraries. Washington, D. C.,
Government Printing Office, 19442 57) ( S. Bureau of Education.
Bulletin. 1921, no. 33.)

11. 'Whilford, W. G. Uurricuium-buil ling in art. Elementary School/Amin!,
21: 281-289, t

I I. Kindergarten.

1. Loeb. An experiment in a puldic-seliool kindergarten. Kindergart4 and

1

First Grade, 54: 58-63, 1922.
U. S. Bureau of Education. Committee. Subcommittee of Ow International

Kindergarten Union. Washington. D. C., GOvernment Printing Office,
p. (U. S. Bureau of Education. Bulletin, 1922. nts). 15.1

1922.

orifil xludicx. .

1. Alderman, Grover IT. Whai an Iowa htyman should know about courts and
Se.hoPl Review, 30: 3t4-344, 1922,

2....11mack, J. C. The course in civics for junior high school. School andsociety, 72 : 623-624, 1920.
3. Beatty. W. W. An experiment in applied sociology. Elementary 1;choo1

Journal, 21 :367-374. 424-443, January-Fehruary. 1921.
An experiment in the use of pageantry awl ritual as motivating

s. forces in education. Historical Outlo4)k, 11:342-349, 1920.a Cheney, blanche. Lawrence plan for education in citizenship. Journal of
Educational Methokl, 2:112-115, 146-1:17), 197-203, 1922: 237-4440, 1923.

6. Coe, George A. A'stluly in civic training*. Pedagogical Semlmiry, 29:205-
I'M, 1922.

7. Commission of the Association of Collegiate Schools of ;Business. Social
studies in secqndary education. Journal of Political Economy. 30:
February, 1922.

8. Commission on Correlation of Secondary and Collegiate Education with Spe--
dal Reference to Itusiness. Education. Social studies in s4tcondary
schoolo of Chicago. Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1922.

117 p.
O. Committee nn Social Studies In the High School. Report. SchoMi Review,

28:283-297, 1920.
10. Davis, C. O._ TriAning for citizenship In the Nortb Ventrill ARsociation Rec.endary schools, School Review, 28: `463-282,

...
April. 1920.

411. Dodd, SuAH. Higtory In poetry. Journal of Educational Itepenrch, 4:294-
e 300, Novemi?er, 1921. . 4

12. Hatch, R. W. freuchiug ipoqern history by the project method. Teachers'
College Record, 21:452-469, 1920
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CHAPTER XXII.
EDUCATIONAL TESTS.'

By STEPHEN S. COIN

.7?

CONTRNTR.Tha developmeint of mental teqting:The Blnet tefitct--Army Alpha testa
. rmy Jteta testsikxcent group tef41,4.

A decade ago ineaigence testing was in its Urginnings in the
United States. There were no standardized tests available except
those of the Binet-Simon scale. These tests had been useil but little,
and chiefly for the dbtection and classification of the backward and.
the. feeble-minded. Goddard had just, begun pioneer work in this
field, while Kulihnami and Huey 1rad added to the scant literature
that was just beginning to appear in this country. Altogether the
import an,t articles 110111)m-11 scarce a score. The, point, scale of
Yerkes had not 'yet been published. Terman's important revision was
still in dip process of inaking while group tests torneasure the men-
tality of numbers of persons siniu4antbously had not been thought of.

To-tlay all is changed. The programs of the meetings of psycholo-
gists devote more space to the discussion of intelligence tests than to
any other 'single topic. When schAmen and teachers meet, this
question claims their attention and intenbst, and in the schools them-,selves throughout the country extensi. ve " testing prograihs " are con-
(hided and the results used for improvement in teaching and admin-
ist ration.

The development and% standardization of intelligence tests have
resulted in .four main typestwo of which are for administration to
individuals and two to groups. These are:

1. The Binet tests and their revisions and additions.
The performant;e tests/or individual administration, ineludini the various

form-board tests, puzzle tests, picture tests, etc.
3. The group-Intelligence tests .of the Army Alpha .typeDaper and pencil

tests for the most part of # linguistic nature.
4. The group-intelligence Sests of the Army Beta type, performance tests

reduted to paper ant pencil form, for use pinticularly, though not
exclusively, In the examination of little children, illiterates, and non-
English-speaking groups.

Ie-s.THE DEVELÓPMENT OF MENTAL ITEriING.
Dan& and systematic attempts to miasure mentality began 18

years ago, when 13inet an4 Simon in 1905 published in
Psych.ologique of that yeaegieir colledion of itests desigifed to 64'

D?otor Ctolvin was lweparing this Manuscript at the Arne Ids death. Anarently
not fully completed, It is.pubilshed In substantial) the rain In, which be left ft:
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termine.the native intelligence of school children. These tests were
framed for tbe purpose of segregating defective children in the
gchools of Paris from those of normal mentality, with the aim of
providing these unfortunate pupils with the igstruction best suited to
their limited intellectual capacities. Thus, like many other signifi-
cant and far-rewching movements. in psychology and education, men-
tal testing began in tin attempt to help the subnormal and defective,
and has since spread until it finds its largest and most useful field
in the realm of normal psychology,

These first mental tests were not merely the outcome of a happy
guess or of a flash of genius. Binet's many years of expert psycho-
logical observation and experimentation achieved their most sig-
nificant results in the construction of these tests. The first series
of tests were- preliminary tind tentativé in their nature. From ap-
plying them to children of various ages Binet found, for example,
what was the average attainment in the various tests of normal
children at various ages. This resultid in the construction of the
intelligence scale of 1903. In this scale, grouis of tests were ar-
ranged for children beginning with the ,third year and continuing
through the thirteenth year. The tests were anranged " according to

-the ages at which the majority of children succeed in theni." The
number of tests for the various ages varied fromAgbt for. 7 yeat3
to three for 13 years, the most fréquent .dhumbef"-lieing five. The
scale was revised by Binet in 1911, the year of its author's death.
In the 1911 scale there were tests for all ages from 3 to 12, inclusive,
a testaor the fifteenth year, and a trial test for adults. Under each
age there were five subtests, with the single exception of the fourth
year, for which only four subtests were given*.

Although the most extensive and significant work in mental test-
ing has been done in America, the Binet tests were slow in making
their appearance ip this,country. Goddard, then psychologist at
the school for feeble-minded in Vineland,.N. J., first learned of these
tests in 190S, kncl. in December of that year published a brief account
of the tests .Qf 1905. In January, 1910, Goddard published an at-

-- ----straseale of 1908. Goddard was at first extremely.critical
of the vallt of this scale. He says, " It seemed impossible to grade

O
int ence in that way. It was too easy, too simple." However,

tIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

wilie he abstract of the scale was used he found that it " was a
surprise and gratification." The classification of 400 feeble-minded
children at Vineland by the Biiiet, methosloduring this year "agrees
with the institution's experience," and Goddard, becaipe an#enthusi-
asic proponent of Binet's sole,' Re followed his iurvey of the
children at Vfileland by applying the testa to 2,000 normal children.4

Pe& Sea., Vol, XVII, N.. 11, Sept., 1910.
,ibp. VIII, Mo. 41, ¡on*, 1911.
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I Since the introduction of the Binet scale to America severftl im-
portant revisions and adaptations have been made. In 1915 appeared
the point. scale by Yerks, Beidges, ii:nd Hardwick, and a year later
the Stanford revision by Ternian. Yerkes's revision is particularly
notable beCause of its method of scoring find the order of the presen-
tation of the tests. Among other revisions may be meneioned that
by Kuhlmann .and the receA emendations by Herring.
, As has been *pointed out already, the Bineto tests were found in-
sufficient and inadequate in certain particulars. Perhaps the chief
criticism to be brought against thein, however, is that they are in-
dividual tests, and that they can not be satisfactorily. given tinless
the person who administers the test has adequate training and edn-
siderable practical experience. The fact that these tests are indi-
vidcbal means that they must be given to each child., separateily. In
a room of 40 chiildren this would require a total tiine for testing of
about 20 hours. It would further require a skilled person to give
the children the tests, and therefore any attempt to measure the in-
telligence Qf a group of school children,*such as would be found in a
town or city even of moderate size, would necessitate an amount of
time and an expenditure of money that would seem in many cases
prohibitive. When a few children are to be tested for specific reasons,
the Binet tests may be advantageously employed, but when the in-
telligence of all the children in a school system is to be surveyed,
then another instrument for measuring intelligence must be found if
possible. Such an instrument now exists in ,the various group tests
to-day available for testing the intelligence of all children hi our
schools from the kindergarten through the high school, and.indeed
for matuyeAudents, in colleges and professional schools.

While thé development of intelligence tests, based on the pioneer
worl of Binet, was going on, psychologists were employing' various
tests to discover how individuals differed in certain physical and
mental capacities! The study of individual diffeeences, begun by
Galton in England, was made known in this comatry in the last
decade of the nineteenth century, largely through the work of.Jamee
McKeon Oaten, then professor of psycholoe in the University of
Pennsylvania and later of Columbia University. Cattell gave
'psychological tests o( the sensory and motor type to students at the
University of Pennsylvania and later at Columbia University. the
article by Cattell and Farrand appearing in the Psychological oak-
view more than a quarter of a century ago gives an interesting state:.
ment rof this work and the results achieved. An examinati6n of
Cattell's tests, shows that they conairn, themselves lariely with sensory
discrimination mid rapidity of reaction. Likewise immediate mein.
on* 4m6mory spin) is testAxl by finding the number of letters:A
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subject remembers at one hearing. Ability to estimate space is deter-
niined by a test requiring the bisection of a line of 50 centimeters;
ability to estimate time is tested by esthnating a 10-second interval.
A, judgment of least noticeable differences in weight is also included.
In a later article by Cattell and Farrand we fuid a description of the
further extension of the wotk of mental testing as employed with
students of Columbia University as subjects. The- tests used in-
cluded handwriting, visual acuity and color vision, auditory acuity
and perception of pitch, sensitivity of the skin, perception of weight,
sensitivity to pain, accuracy and steadine of movemént, reaction
time, cancellation of. A's, perception of time and space, memory
span, memory of length of a line previously drawn, aiter-images,
and mental imagery. In regard to the tests Cattell says: " Our ex-
perience with these tests leads us to recommend that they be made a
part of the work of every psychological laboratory."

These tests were given to individuals of normal mentality. At
the same time othei. psychological tests of a somewhat different type
were being developed 1rough efforts to train the feeble-minded.
Here the work of SequIE can not be overlooked.

In his work with children of low-grade intelligence Sequin found
the form board of value. The form-board test has passed through
variQus adaptations, but its essential character has been kept. It
consists in fitting wooden blocks of various shapes into forms cut
ma to receive them. The board may be very simple, or it may' be
made as complex as (Wired, not only as to the shape and number'
.of torms-used, but also in regard to thetblocks, to 6e fitted, since each
block may be a single solid pieet or composed of a. numb& of piczes,

which case the pies must themselves be fitted togdther RS well
as placed in the pi)per form. A variation of this test consists of
afuzzle in which various parts of a figure or shape are i.equired to
be fitted together, as, for example, in the -Healy manikin .puzzlz.,
Picture-puzzle tests" have been largely used in recent years u per-
formance tests. In this type of test the various parts of a picture
are to be msranged in their proper order. .In some instances a *time
with parts omitted is given the rlubjeci, and he is requifed to com-
plete the picture by filling in the gaps with the propei- blocks. An-
other typrof picture test consists i arranging a ieries of pictures
in, such ah order' that they tell a complete story. A form of the
performance test that is now freluvtly used is the " maze test.".
This test was used extensively 20 years ago, in the earlier days of
ani.n)al psychology when the intelligence of an animal; such as a
white rat, was studied by finding how easily and surely the animal
cmki to go through du; pagsages of, i maze and get to the den%

ter w ere the foofi was, placid. The Portinmaze test for Cretec
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EDUCATIONAL TESTS. ,

feeble-mindedness is the best adaptation of this test. The maze testwhen used with human beings is a paper and. péncil test of the per-formance type. The maze is printed on a sheet of. paper, and theperson testO is required to trace with a pencil the correct way ofgoing through the maze. The form-board test and the various pic-ture-puzzle tests have also been adapted to paper and pencil use, butnevertheless retain essential chargcteristics as performance tests.The performance tests, like the Binet tests and the tests eoyecl.by Cattell, were originally of the individual type and required alarge amount of tim% in the aggregate for their administration aswell as expert skill on the part of the person giving the test. Thegreat advance in tile technique of administering intelligence testscame when these tests were so constructed as to enable them to begivens to groups of individuals rather than to per`gons one at a time.Group testing, although practiced to some extent before 1917, owesits chief Impetus to the formulation of the so-called Army teststhat were einployed on an extensive scale *after America had enteredthe World IA*.
At. this time the various attempts at intelligence testing werebrought tb a head in the construction of the iArmy Alpha mentalexaminations ror the literates and the Army Peta exaniinations forthe illiterates. The Army tests were the first (instances of paperand 'pencil tests that were applied,- to 'groups of iridividuals on an, extensive. scale. The Alpha tksts trace their origin more or lessdirectly to . the 'various psychological tests emplcyed to dete'rmineindividual differer;ces, and to the Binet tots and their vario4us r«visions. The Beta tcsts were inure closely allied to the wrformandetests previously mentioned, but were adapted to the papevnd pen-cl.form, and were designed, like the Alpha tests, for measuring thementality o.f those tested in groups rather than through individualexaminations.

*1w''The lesuits of the Army tests were so satisfactory that on theconclusion of the armisticethey were made public, and the ArmyAlpha wits given widely in' rrhools, colleges, and universities duringthe year 1919. Prior to this time; in the fall of 1918, the so-calledBrown University iest. was given to the men in the Studenit 'ArmyTraining Corps and the naval unit at Browfis it has since beencontinued with all altering clasfos at that institution and is now inits fifth year of trial. This fact is mentiofied because it ivould seemto be the first group intelligence test to be consistently and con-
._ tindo'usly used an4 standardized. .It precedes somewhat, in 'point

. of time, the various groupT' tests.that have been &wise and published(turing the last three years, in all ntwaberinit 4early 4 separato
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ILTHE BINET TESTS.

The Binet. tests as they exist in their most careful and comprehen-
sive revision and extension are known as the Stanford-Binet, and in
their present form are the work of ,Lewis M. Ternian. The Binet
scale ag perfecte4 by its author is composed of 54 tests. .The Stan-
ford. fevision consists of 74 main tests and 16 alternates-90 in 'all.
There are 36 tests not found in the original Binet scale. The present
character of intelligence tests owes so much to the Binet test and its
revisions that it wiji be of assistance to describe in some detail the
nature of the Stanford"-Binet.

This scale like its prototype has a wies of tests arranged for va-
rious years. Terman speaks of them as "stunts, or proVems, success
in which demands the exercise of ihtelligence." This description
while fairly good is not entirely accurate, since many of the tests
included clearly involve no problem in the generally accepted sense
of the term, being based ori recognition of familiar objects, on simple
associatiAs, and on acts of skill. Still others require concentrated
attention and memory for immediate impressions. In all roughly
less than half involve comparison, judgment, and reasoning.

In the Stanfc;rd-Binet, there are six main tests for each year froin
3 through 10. There are eight tests for, the twelfth year and six for
the fourteenth year. An average adult and a superior-adtelt level are
incliided, each with six main tests.

The Stanfora-Binet, like its origi.nal, begins with simple tests to
determine the child's knowledge. of common objects in his environ-
ment. The child is 'faked, to point to his nose, eyes, mouth, hair; to
name familiar objects, -to eriumerate objects in a picture, to give his
sex, and to tell his last name. In later years he is asked to name
colors, to distinguish between his right, and left hand, to discovtr
what is missing in a mutilated picture, to recognize familiar coins, to
tell Nvliether it is morning or afternoon, to name the days of the
week, to tell the month, the day of the month, a.nd tbe year, to

.
give

the meaning-of words in a series of vocabularies progressing in diffi-
culty for the various ages tested, and the like.. Tess of this character
clearly do not, involve a mehtal ability beyond that of the petceptive
'and associative processes of the human mind, and they are definitely
dependent on the experiences of the child in school and out. .No men-
tal ingenuity of a high degree of complexity, no rational processesof a developed §ort, are here delnancgd. Tflese tests seek primarily
to discover the range of information.

In the tests of the third. year is foutid a simple memory-span teal.
The chiid is required to repeat such a senterice as, " In summer the
sun is hot," or as an alternative test to repeat three digits as, " 3, 5, .2." The memory-span test appears in various forms at other levels.'
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The child of 4 is required to repeat 4 digits, or as an alternative
test 12 to 13 syllables. At 0, he is required to repeat 16 to 18 sylla-
bles; at 7, 5 digits, and as an alternative test to repeat 3 digits
backwards. At 8, an alternative test requires the child to write from
dictation the sentence. " See the little boy." At 9, one of the tests is
to repeat 4 digits backwards. At 10, there are two alternative tests
of the metnory-s.pan type, one to repeat 6 digits and a second to re-
peat from 20 to 22 syllables. A test for the twelfth year requires the
repetition of 5 digits backwards, while an alternativè fór the four-
teenth year requires the repetition of 7 digits in the order of sprig-
inal (presentation.

.

The average-adult test has the requirement of repeating 6 digits
backwards1 or as an alternative 28 syllables; while the superior-adult
test requires the repetition of 8 digits in the order of presentation
and 7 digits- backwards, Tests of this type have been used by
psychologists for many years, the general conclusion being that there
is a fairly close relation between immediate-memory ability and
school attainment. A memory test of a somewhat diffeient type is
included under the tenth year. A brief report of a fire is read and
thte child is required to give back the essential ideas. A more com-
plicated test, of this type is placed as the superior-adult level.

In the tests for the) fourth year there appears the attempt to
measure the abiliCy of altimp/e act of skill, the counting of 4 pennies;at the six-year level- the requirement is to count 13 pennies, whileat the eight-year level die %child is required to count from 20 backto 1.. Such tests as these require a degree of attention, but little ofa high ihtellectual type.

At the fourth-year level the child is required to copy a square; at
- the seventh, a diamond; and at the tenih, to draw designs from

memory. These latter may be considered nbt only as a tesi in com-
prehension of details but a test in Ocecution as well.- The Binet le

. is weak in tests of this type. Indeed, it has been criticised because
it, is very largely verbal an4ptincludes very fevw performance tests.A thoroughgoing performance test is included in the sixth year,
v41en the child is required to tie a bow knot after being shown a
model. One of the alterAtive tests for the tenth year is the Healy
and Fernald form board. In the eighth and twelfth years is found
the ball-and-field .test (original with Te.rman). Here the child is
required to indicate by drawing lin how he woUld attempt to locate
a ball lofit ami4 the high grass of a circultir field. This test includes
not only performance but the perfbcting of a plan, and may be con-
sidered as one of a variety of tests den/anding ingenuity atyl judg-
ment.

.
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In the fourth year, first appear tests demanding discrimination and
comparison. The child is required to compare two lines and tell
which is longer. In later years (fifth and ninth) he is asked to
compare weights. At the fifth-year level his aesthetic judgment is
tested by presenting to him paired pictures and asking him which is
the prettier. In the fourth-year 'test, aiso, the child is required to
identify .a form shown him by indicating another like it. Tests re-
quiring the detection of similarities and differences on higher levels
are frequently found in the Stanford-Binet, accompanied by require-
merits demanding knowledge of the meaning of words and verbal
comprehension. Instances of tests to determine.' similarities are
found at the eighth-year level, when the child is askM to indicate
resemblances between wood and coal, etc., and at 12, ,between snake,
cow, and sparrow. Differences in meaning are emphasized in the test
for the seventh year, when the.. child is asked to tell the-difference
between a fly arid a butterfly, and again in the test. for the fourteenth
Year, 'when the child is asked to point out the respects in which a
president and a king differ, and finally for the average adult when
differences in meaning between abstract terms are required. These
same-oppositm-!tests, as they have been recently termed, appear in
modified forms in most intelligence tests, and they belong in a way
to the large group of controlled association tests that have long been
material for psychological experimentation. The opposites test in
particular dates back a score of years, and has been found by many
investigators to show rather high agreement with other evidences of
intelligence.

Linguistic knowledge and discrimination are further evidenced by
the vocabukry tests already .spoken of and by a number of tests
involving to a degree alstract and logical abilities. These qualities
'are called into play by the definitions testa beginning with the fourth
year. At this level of development the child is expected to define
such simple words as chair, horse, and fork, in terms of their use,
e. g., " Fork is to eat with." Here, little more than simple association
is demanded. However, in later years, definitions in terms of quali-
ties of objects, such as balloon and tiger (eighth year) and pity and
revenge -(twelfth year), are required. In this litter test, particularly,
the higher verbal and mental abilities are explored.

Verbal fluency a the basis of the simple associative processes is
again tested in the uncontrolled association test measuring.: the " flow
of ideas." This test was mentioned in the peyaologicai literature
more than 80 years ago and has since been extensively employed by
investigators. The subject is asked to start with some word at a
given signal and' to keep on itlying words as fast as he can until he
has thought of, for example, a hundred, or- has occupied a certain
number of minutes. The test is used in the t,anford-Binet at the

r oni
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EDUCATIONAL TESTS. 573
tenth-year level when the child is required to think of 60 words inthree minutes to pass the test. A rhyming test, likewise involvingverbal fluency, is found in the ninth year.

Verbal ingenuity coupled with comprehension of meanings isfound in the so-called dissected-sentences te.q, termed in more re-cent tests "disarranged sentences," given in the Stanford-Binet asone of the tests for the twelfth year. A sentence with the wordsmixed np, as for example, " A defends dog good his bravely master,"is shown to the child, and he is asked to put the words in a sensibleorder. A test involving a higher degree of linguistic invention, asentence eon8truction test, is placed at ihe ninth-year level. Threewords are given, such as desert, rivers, lakes, and the child is askedto Put these into a sentence. This is a test that antedates by a num-
.ber of years the Binet scale of 1905.

There are a nunkr of tests involving comprehension and rationalability in the Stanford-Binet not so closely indentified with linguis-tio knowledge and fluency as those above described. Among thesemay be mentionéd the interpretation of the meaning of fables. ThisTerman calls a " fest of generalization." He is chiefly responsiblefor its development, though it was first suggested somewhat earlier.A fable is read to the child, wlio is asked to tell its meaning. Thistest is for 'the twelfth year. It is also an item in the average-adulttest. Another ra.tional test, which may be considered to measure the'practical judgment is called in the Stanford-Binet a comprehensiontest. It is given in varying degrees of complexity at the fourth,sixth, eighth. and tenth-year levels. At the fourth-year level such aquestion as the following is asked, "What must you do when youare sleepy? " At the tenth-year level, one of the questions reads," Why should we judge a person more by his actions than by hiswords?"
Another test somewhat similar to the foregoing, since it relatesto practical affairs and involves an element of judgment, is theabsurdities tee employed for the tenth-year. level. A. sentence isread to the child, who is asked to* point out the absurdity containedin it, as for example, " Yesterday the police found the bddy of agirl cut into 18 pieces. They believe that she killed herself." Afurther test requiring the use of reason in a siniilar degree is the fact-problem question for the fourteenth year. This test is as follows:" My peighbor ha been having queer visitors. First a doctor cameto his house, then a lawyer, then a Minister. Whikt do you thinkhappené there?"

Tests requiring the use of the reasoning abilities in a still highermeasure are the induction test also for the fourteenth yeaj and the¡Nenuity test for ta superior what.
9134 8 37
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The induction test consists in arriving at a rule from the presen-
tation of concrete instances. The ingenuity test is as follows:

A mother sent her boy to the river and told him to bring back exactly 7
pints of water. She gave him a 3-pint vessel and a 5-pint vessel. Show me
how the boy' can measure out exactly 7 pints of water using nothing but these
two vessels and not guessing at thP amuunt.

Terman comments on this test:
This requires practical judgment and a certain amount of inventive ingenuity.

* * Formal education influences the test little or not at all, the unschooled
business men making a, somewhat better .showing than high school students.

Tovo further tests involving rationtl ability should,be mentioned,
one the comprelicIion of phyfical reWionships and the other the
problem of the enclosed boxes. Both are for the average-adult level.
The first named is an alternative test. The subject is asked to draw
the path of a cannon ball pointed horizontally and fired across A
perfectly level field.

The subject, is also asked what a bucket. filled with water and
tipping the scliles at 45 pounds will weigh when a 5-pound fish is
added. Quite frequently the person tested, will reply- 50 pounds (the
correct answer) , but when the administrator of the test asks quite
seriousl, " How can this be correct., since the water itself holds up
the fish?" The subject may become confused and reply that lie is
uncertain or admit that he is in error.

As a third part of the physical relations test, the subject is asked
if it is harder to hit a mark of a.certain size at 100 yards (providing
that the gun carries for that distance) tliin at 50 yards? The sub-
ject. must not only reply in the affirmative, but must give a satis-
factory reason for his answer.

The three tests described above are interesting not only because
they involve rational procedure of a fairly high degree of complexity,
but also .because they involve a knowledge of physical facts that
are or should be a part of everyday .experience, as well as of the more
abstract tuition of the schools. In the present-day intelligence
tests very few of these (tactical problems are emphasized, though
there are some tests that demand.. knowledge of scientific and
inechanical facts in a limited degree, a knowledge that most edu-
cated 'persons geem to lack in a large degree. The second part of
this test is interesting also because.. it measures not only knowledge
of physicals facts of principles, but to a degree the ability of the in-
dividual to resi8t suggestion, and confidence in his own knowledge.
This aspect of the test at once suggests that it is in part a will and
character test as wdl as a ttst of knowledge and intelligertep:

6 See particularly Thorndikets Examination for High School Benton and College Fresh-
men.

I Ability to resist' distractfons Is oni of the elements included in the Downey wlfl
temperament twat that seeks to !immure certain fundamental character qualities*
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The secnnd 'test of the problem type, mentioned above, thht, ofthe enclosed boxes, is as follows: The person administering the tests
shows the subject a cardboard box and then says, "This box has two
smaller boxes inside, and each of the smaller boxes contains one tinybox. How' many altogether?" The problem is further complicatedin subsequent questions. This test is not only a test of rationalability, but appeals to the visualizing element as well. In the Stan-ford-Binet a number of visualizing tests are found. These are dis-cussed in a later paragraph.

In recent intelligence tests arithmetical problems have often beenincluded. in the Stanford-Binet. such a test is placed at the four-
teenth-year level. Four simple problems are given, and one minuteis allowed for the solution of each problem. Intelligence is mani-fested in school largely as learning ability. .1n one sense of the word
the Binet tests all measure learning ability, since they are based onmaterials acquired through experience, and not a .few thipugh thedefinite instruction of the school, as foi: example, tests involving themeaning of words and the distinction between words, counting, mak-ing change, arithmetical reasoning. "acre is, however, one test thatdirectly involves the ability to learn something essentially novel, andit tests this learning in operation, so to speak. This test is one of thesix main tests devised for the average adult. The subject of the testis .shown a code togsisting of the letters of the alphabet arranged insuch a way that eaclis represented by a part of a geometr¡cal figure,forming angles of various ,sorts. The subject is given a brief instruc-tion in the code. and then is required to write thp words, "Comequickly," when the code is removed. This test has a certain similarityto the so-called substitution tests (to be describeqt later in discussing

group intelligence tests), but it also involves the factor of memory,not required in the substitution tests as ordinarilmmployed. Thefactor of visual imagery also/Inters into the code test.
As already stated, a number of the Stanford-Binet tests are whollyor in part measures of the ability to visualize, a rather specialized ca-pacity and not necessarily a nslark of high Mentality. The form-board test, previously mentionêd, is dependent to some extent on vis-ual ability. The clock test for the fourteenth-year level demands aconsiderable degree of visual imagination. In this the subject isasked such a question as the following:

suppose it is 6.22 o'clock, that is, 22 minutes after 6; can you -time in yourmind where the large hand would be, and where the small hand would be?Now, suppose the two hands of the clock were to trade placet whattime would it then be?
A still more complicated kind of visualizatiqn is demanded in thepapet-cutting test for the superior-adult level. A piece of paperabout 6 inches square is folded first once in the middle and thenagain in the middle, at right angles to the first fold. Then a small -1
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notch is cut irt the middle of. the side that presents hut one edge and
the subject of the.test is. ask6d-tb draw'how the sheet of paper will
look when it is unfolded. It is pmsihie to solve this test with slight
use of- yisual ima`gination, sby,the aid of abstraction and rational-
izat*n. Howevq, it is prim'arity.a test of_ visualization. A siimpler
form of a vOlaiization test is found as early as the fifth year in the
" or divided reaangle lest." In this test two rectangular
cards are used, -one divided into two triangles by cutting it along one
of its diagonals. The ihstructions read:

Place the uncut card on the table with one of its longer sides to the child.
By the side of this card * * * lay the two halves of the divided rectangle
with theii hypothenwes turned from each other * * * Then say to thè
child: "I want you to take tlwse two piece,s (touching the two triangles) and
put them togetlier so they will look exactly like this" (pointing to the uncut
card).
this test is interesting not only because of its appeal to visuali--

zation, but because it has in it the transition stage from what may be
considered a pure performance test of the form-board type to per-

. forrnance test8 of the paper and pencil type, in which positions of
geometrical figures are indicated by drawing lines on paper. This
paper and pencil adaption of the form-board test. is used exten-
sively in group intelligence tests (to be described later) for small
children and illiterates, of which the Army Beta test is the prototype.

A description of the Stanford-Binet should not conclude without
a description of the directions test. At the fifth-year level the child
is asked to execute three commissions, as follows:

Here's a key. I want you to put it on the chair ov;r there; then I want
you to shut (or opOn) that door, and then bring me the box that you see over
there. Do you understand? Be Burr to get it right. First put the key on the
chair, then shut (open) the door', then bring me the box. Go ahead.

This tZst involves attention to the instructions given, a &impre-
.hension of them, and sufficierit immedSe memory to exwite them.
It is far less dependent on instruotion in the schools than the major-
ity of the tests we have discussed. The directions test, as will be
pointed out later, has in various forms been tong employed by psy-
chologists. It acupies an important place in the Army Alpha and
Baal and is found in many of the group intelligence tests now com-
monly in, use.

A summary of the nature and scope of the Stanford-Binet includes
the following important facts:

1. The types of tests wed, arrangtrd approximately in order of
their freque0y, :

(it) Itange. o firmation tests, designed to measure the child's
familiarity with objects of common experience, this knowledge to a
considerable extent gained outside of specific school instructions,
These test8 include, roughly, one-quarter of the total number.

4
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(b) Tests involving rational abilities, ranging from the most sim-
ple to the more complex. These include comparison of objects and
words. the notiug of similarities and difTerences in these, ingepuity,
ability- to generalize, and ability tu _solve problems. In these tests
are included the ability to form practical judgments and to çompre-
hend and interpret physical i:elationships. In all, nearly a quarter
of the tests are to be classified under this second head. These tests
are predominantly verbal and abstract in 'their nature arid closely
related to schooling.

(e) Memory-span tests and tests for immeaiate memory of ideas.
Nearly a fifth of the tests are of the memory-span type, and not
closely related to school progress.

(d) Tests primarily depending on verbal fluency and ingenuity.
These included a free-asliociations test, a dissected sentence test,
sentence construction test, a rhyming test, and several definitions
tests. A considerable number of vocabulary tests (primarily classi-
fied as range of information tests) might also be included her.e.
Further, the whole series of Binet tests is pronuncedly verbal in its
nature, and in this particulr the result- is definitely dependent on
schooling.

(e) Tests involving knowledge of numbers and their relationsiiips.
Here are included tests in counting, making change, etc., as well as
the single test:in arithmetical problem solving. These tests are
largely dependent on the formation of habits of simple skill most
commonly taught In the schooLs.

(f) Tests involving concrete visualization and eye-imagery..
These tests detect a rather special kind of ability that is not gener-
ally emphasized in school training. However, the schools do place
emphasis on that kind of visual imagery involved in the spelling and
recognition of words and symbols. This latter is, however, of the
abstract sort, and is not definitely tested in the Binet scale.

(g) Performance tests are found in a few instances. In these the
individual is required to do soniething, as distinguished from know-
ing something: In a sense all kinds of simple and complicatèd skills
are evidences of performance. Here, however, the term is applied to
something definitely related t9 manual dexterity, such as tying a bows
knot, finding a missing ball, and the execution of a form-board test.
As has already been said, such tests as these are infrequAnt in the
Binet scale. A test closely allied to this type is the directions test
(executing three commissions); discussecrabove.

(h) Othér tests, oCcurring but -once aild not as easy to classify
under the preceding atialysis, are:P.

Detecting pants in "a mutilate4Victure (on the *hole a ritnge
of information'. fest):

Interpreting the mewling of a picture (possibly to be classified
, ás a reasoning test).

.
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Writing two words, according to a code previously studie(1 Ta
test for learning and memory). it

Detecting absurdities in a statement, (involving knowledge,
comprehension, and at times a sense of the significance of words).

2. The depenaence of the tests on the child's experience and par-
ticularly his schooling is to be noted. This has previously been
pointed out. It is quite clear thai the validity of these tests is based
on the assumption that childreti tested have all had a common ex-
perience, and hence that the differences are not Oe to differences in
training,' but to differences in innate ¡mint al i ty. This important point
will be referred to and developed later, since is essential in the
whole theory of intelligence testing..

3. It is an important fact to be noted particularly in a later dis-
cussion of the nature of native intelligence that the Stanford-Binet
includes in its scale so many tests that are really the measure of ac-
quired ability, rather than an indication of abilities now in opera-
tion. They measure the tesults of mentality in acquisition of
knowledge and skill, much more than they measure mentalil,y in its
immediate operation, so to speak. That iso vocabulary test. shows
the product of previous learning, not.: learning in progress. The
same is true.of a counting test, and the many tests that appeal pri-
marily to perceptions already formed. On the other hand, for ex-
ample, the memory-span tests, inenuit'y tests, anItiv like involve
an active and alert mind, and build On experiencesiWteady acquired.
Ne'vertheless, all of these tests rest on a definite basis of acquired
experiences, and only to a limited degree test, experiences in the
making. This very important fact is characteristic not only of ttsts
of the Binet type, but of all intelligence tests so far devised. This
fact will be discussed at length in a later section.

III.-ARMY. ALPHA TESTS.

Since the great impetus in group intelligence testing was brought
about by the use of the Army Aists, and since the Taper and pencil
tests that are now in use are niore or less directlf constructed on
the basis of the Army tests, a brief analysis 4, these tests will be
helpful in an understanding of the tests more rkently devised.

First, in the construction of these tests the following important
points 6 were kept in mind, considerations that should apply to the
formulation of all rests of this general type:

In the first place, the tests were so constructed that large groups
could be examined.rapidly. Further consitkrations emphasized the
necessity of dOishig tests that should measure as far as possible
native intelligence rather than acquired knowledge and skill (i.
mental ability rather than schooling.) In the third place, the testattmpted to measure intelligence of low as well ps of high leve

s Amy Mental Testa, Yoakum and Terkes, New York, 1920, pp. 2 to.7.
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They were so constructed that: those of poorest mentality could make
a score of some gort, while those of the highest intelliience would
still he enabled to obtain a perfect score. It is clear that if on the
one hand any considerable proportion of a group tested received
zero scores that such a test would be an unsatisfactory measure of
the abilities of the group. It is equally clear that if a large pro-
portion received periec6t or very high scores the test, would be
equally unAesirable.' In order that both of these extremes should be
avoided great care was taken in the construction of these tests not
only to include materials sufficiently easy for those of the lowest
mentality likely tg be measured, and sufficiently difficult for those of
the highest mentality, but also to make the time for administering
the test sufficiently long for the majority tested to have opportunity

to achieve scores up to their capacity, and sufficiently short to require
mental alertness for completion of the tests within the limits neces-
itated by the practical conditions of the examination. A time limit
of 50 minutes was finally fixed.

The tests were arranged so that the scoring could be objective.
Personal 'opinion in regard t-o the correctness of the answers given
was practically limited. For each test and for each subtest one
a7nswer and only one answer was correct. Stencils (keys) to the right
responses were provided. so that any intelligent and careful clerk,
although he might not be able to obtain a high score himself, could
grade with entire accuracy any individual test, and would be in en-
tire agreement with any other similar person grading the same test.
When the fact of the enormous variability in teachers' grades of
the ordinary school examinations is remembered, this emphasis on
objective scoring issiseen to be absolutely necessary if reliable results
are to be obtained! Further, not only was objective scoring insisted
on, but complete viformity of administration of the tests was also
required, a very Important consideration in the use of all itests in
which various groups of individuals and various individuals within
a group are to be compared.

Among other considerations kept in mind in the construction of
the tests, the most important were that alternative examinations,
tests of the same character, but different in content, 4ftuld be pro-
vided to prevent the possibility of couching; that there should bo
required only a minimum amount of writing on the part of the in:
dividual tested; and that the materials should stimulAte the interests
of those examined.

With these purposes in mind the ciimmittee constructed a pre-
liminary series of tests, using in this work their knowledge of men-
tal tests that had already been employed, and securing the judgment
-of competent psychologists as to the relative values of these prelimi-

as
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nary materials. The next step consist/A in actually trying out the
preliminary series arid studying the scores obtained for purposes offurther revision. When two subtests were found that agreed veryclosely in the results secured this was an indicat,ion that one -wzy-superfluous, since both apparently measuted the same thing. When,on the other hand, a very slight relationship, a stillest andthe total test score was found, this was taken as r,n indication tfhtt, thetest in question was of little value in measuring the mental abilitiesof 'apse examined.

Another important consicteration kept in mind by the comfnitteein studying the results obtained in these preliminary tets was theirso-called rarability, namely, Do the test results obtained on a firsttrial agree NTith results obtained on subsequent trials 'cry im-portant matter to have in mind in judging the value of tws of this
tyRe.

After various preliminary try outs and revisions accordinff tothese findings, a general intelligence test was formulated that Nvastried out in the falrof 1917 on about s0,000 wen in the Urrited StatesArmy. As a check on these results about 7,000 students in colle(res,high schools, and elementary schools were g1 VC1I the same ion,Then more than two months were spent on the careful st-Ady of
these .results.

The above somewhat detailed statement of how the Army tests*were prepared is given in order to emphasize the fact that validmental tests are not the outcome of individual opinion or clever
guessing, but are the result of careful and painstaking study andstatistical treatment. Only in this way has mental test ing advancedto the position that it now holds, and only in this way can it hopeto develop further and become a more perfect instrument foritheguidance of teachers and school administrators.

Test No. 1 ill the Army Alpha, the directions test, has been usedin various forms in a number of the híter group tests. In the ArmyAlphit the test is aaministered orally, as has been pointed out in theabove discussion. In the mi)re recent tests the directions are prinjedand the subject follows these instructions. A. further difference isfound in the fact that when administered in the latter manner the
instructions need not be carried in mind since they can be referred tofrom time to time. Thus a -less deg* of mental :ilertness and aminimuin of Memory span is required.

Iifthe Otis group intelligence scale advanced examination, FormA, the tests take the following form in connection /-with the letters ofthe alphabet printed at thé top of:the tea sheet:
Direction 8. Write the letter which follows the third letter ofthe alphabet ,Direction 19. Find the letter which la this sentence appears a second timenearest the beginning. Write it, uskng a capital.
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In the Otis self-admitlistering.tests of mental ability a variation
appears as follows:

If all the odd-numbereci letters in the alphabet were crossed out, which wouldbe the tenth letter not cr,ossed out? Print. it
For measuring infelligence among little children the directions

test is used generally iy.connection with pictures,7 as,, for example:
111.0k at the cat and the rat. Draw a line from the cat's mouth to the rat'stail, or

.. l)raw a ring around the mouse.
lii the mith College tests the directions test is clo.sely nThdeled1

after t he 'ood worth and Wells hard directions test, an example ofa viiit.li has been given above. Roughly a dozen of the most som= %monly used intelligence examinations employ in some form the
directions test,.

Test No. 2 in the Army Alpha is An exercise in simple arithmeg,ed
. problems. 'As has been pointed out, a test. practically identical withthis is found in the Stanford-Binet. In recently devised group

tests arithmetical problems occupy an important place, being in-
eluded in !Nally al1 the scales that attempt to measure intelligence
in i he upper'prammar grades, high school, and college. Clearly this
test measures intelligence through a specific skillful activity largely
dependent. On schooling. Even to a ireater extent tests based on
exercises in fundamentals in arithmetic, not included in the Army
tests, not in the Stanford-Binet, but found in a number of grGup
intelligence iests for school and college, measuro a specific attain-
went in learning pcuptired in the elementary school.

Test No. 3 in the Army :1 lpha..ircoinmon-sense or hest-reaRon8
frot. It require practical judgment of a very simple sort, but can
be romplicatM to include rational abilities of a fairly high order..

It is as.foliow ,wk . .

e

aitelow are 16 tiuestions. Three answers are given to, each question. Youare to look at the answers carefully ; then make a cross'in the square beforethe hest answer, as 111 the santple:
Why do we use stov.e's? Because--

Sample 0 they look well,,k g tiley keep us warm,
they are black.

The best reasons test is foKCI in about a third of the important
group intelligence examinatiops now in common use. Althoisgh it
is not defirlitely copied frorii the Stanford-Binet it relatgs itself
clearly to die practical judiment tests in this scale.

s

I See :

Haggerty, Delta 1, Grad% 1-3.
Detroit Kiddergarten and Detroit First Grade,
Otis Primary, Form A.
Dearborn, Grades 13.
Myers' Mental .Meniure.
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Test No. 4 in the Army Alpha is a same-opposite test. Two
words are paired and after each are the words " same-opposite."
The subject of the test is to indicate the relationship of the..paired
words by underlining either same or opposite, as47or example:

goodhad ______ sa rn e---o te.i

. e

This

clearly

test depends very largely on knowledge'of.ehe meaning of
wofds and thus is dependent to

more
no small extent, on sphooling, .as

is evidenced by the difficult parts of the test; for ex-.
ample: .

largess--donat ion ________ __ _ _ __......._ ________sameopposite.
encomiumeulogy____ _____________ ___sameopposite.

This test finds qo exact counterpart in the-Stanford-Binet. As
has been pointed out, there are, however, various tets in this scale
t,fit, have to do with likenesses and differences.

Tlfe same-opposite test in its various forms is ohe -of the tests
most frequently employed in the grap tests now in common use.
At times it appears as a same-different test In which the pa.ired
words or objects may be related thro.ugh similarity or difference
(noi, necessarily opposition). For example, numbers, proper names,
s:yrnbols, estr., are printed in a column or on an entire page. In an-
other colnmn, or on a separate page, those numbers, names, and sym-
bols that correspond with those in the first column are scattered
among others that do not so corre,spond. These former are to be
picked out and identified!'In examinations framed for little chil-
dren another variation is found. Pictures are to be compared for
the purpose of discovering similarities of simple words: are to be
identified, and differences are to te detected, in words orally pre-

..

sented.
Still other variations of this test are as follows:
Select fromthe parentheses opposite the first word the word that has nearly

the same meaning and underline it:'
Prolix (terst, profound, drastic, verbose).

Underline the word in the parentheses that is the best opposite of the word
at the le"

1. Vast (north, west, south, pole, equator).
25. and, therefore, however, also, if.).

An early form of the opposite test, still preserved in a Timber of
the present group tests, consists of a series of words after each of
which an opposite is to be written." The Qbjection to this form

*Smith College tots, Form 2.
*Compare:

Chicago, Freeman & Rugg, Form B.
Smith, Univ. of Montana, High gchool and College.
Otis, Self-Adminiatering, Higher Examination, Form A.
Brown UniversitY Intelligence Examination.

*Bee: f
Meniinieter 2. 4.
Presseyjudiana Mental Survey, Scale

littlesmall v___iameopposite.
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of the test is in the difficulty of scoring it objectively since the
individual judgment of the person correcting the test determines
whether a correct, opposite has been given or not. When, however,
several words following the stimulus word are printed in parentheses,
one and only one of these words can be correctly underlined, and
thus the scoring is independent of the personal equation of the
individual correcting dig test. a very import-ant matter in the adminis-
tration of mental tests. In the form in which the test is given in
the Army Alpha the scorint is quite objective, but the opportunity
for :!rtiessing is great, since'without actual knowledge.of the relation-

. ship of the words paired, the .individual taking the tea may (and'
On the whole wilt tend 't,o) get half of the answers right by mere
chance. This has made it nece:-ary in this test, and indeed in all
tests viere only two replies are possible,. one right aild the other
wrong, to score such a test by subtracting the number wrong from
the number right. However the justice of this procedure has
recently been criticised severely in a certain discussion.

The safe,st way probably is to provide in all tests a number of al-
ternative 'replies, thus maki.ng negligible the factor of mere chance
in the response.

Test No. 5 in the Aimy Alpha is the disarranged 8enteta It is
as follows:

Below are 24 mixed-up sentences. * Think what each would say if the
words were straightened out, but don't write them yourself. Then If what itwould say Is true, draw a line under the word " true," hut if what it would
say is false, draw a fine under the word " false." If you can not be sure, guess:

a eats cow
1 allSamPles: horses feathers s love

. It is to be noted Chat this test consists essentially in the correct re-
arrangement of the mixed-up..words and not in the judgment as to
whether the statements resulting.are true or false. The underlining
of one of, these words is merely to indicate whether the mental oper-
ation of rearrangement requirk has been correctly performed. The
device saves time in responsi) and leads to ease and objectivity in
scoring. However, like the test previously described, the chances
of guessing correctly ari one out of two.

This test, as has previously been pointed out, is found in the Stan-
ford-Binet scale at the twelftit-var level in practiCally the same
form as it, appears in-the Army Alpha.

The disarranged-sentence fast is used in about a quarter- of the
most comnIon group examinations. In some of its variations it
avoids the factor of guessing foutid in its army prototype. Ittr ex
amPle; the Otis self-administering examination has the following:

If the words below were arranged to ¡flake the best sentence, with what
lette'r would the last word of the sentence end? Print the letter as a eapital:

sincerity, traits, courtesy,- character, at desirable, and, are.

414
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The Pressey Indiana Mental Survey, Scale 1, uses still another
device. A sentence of which the following is an example is given:
"asked me way I girl the to show the." .Then comes the instruc-
tion" Put one line under the first word of the sentence; two under
the last."

The Pressey Cross-out tests place among the words in the dis-
arranged sentence one not belonging there. The response required
Is to cross out this misplaced word.

Still another variation in the form of a directions test is in the
Miller mental ability test for grades 7 to 12 and for college fresh-
men. Examples are;

Don't rewrite the sentences. Do what they tell you to do.
This underline sentence.
Comma the a place after word longest this in./ ,

Test No. 6 in the Army Alpha series is a number completion test.
Six numbers bearing a certain relation are arranged in order. It
is required that two numbeu be- added having this same relation-
ship. Examples are:

3 4 5 6 7 8
- 3 6 8 16 18 36
No test of this exact type is in the Stanford-Binet scale. Roughly

a third of the important group_ inteltigence examinations have this
test in some form. One of its variatiOns as found in the Chico,
Freeman and Rugg tests, Form B. is as follows:

e

A. 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 11 12 13
J. 30

In the Dearborn tests, revised series 2, grades 4-12, this test ap-
pears as follows:

Write numbers in the empty spnees so that the sums will be the same if
ailded by column up and dowq, Or across by rows.

Example: 5
5 5
4 3 7

In place of dots supply numbers to give answers as printed.
Sample: 9 . 3 1

. 7 .
t.

1 4 9 2

Test isTo. 7 in the Alpha series is a so-called anakrie8 or mixed-
relation test. It is as follows:

In each of the lines below, the first words are Hinted to each other in some
way. See what tbe relationship is between the first two words and
underline the word in the heavy type which is related in the same way to the
third word.

pmshoots...kniferun cuts. bat bird
40. coldIce..........heat---,lightsing warm skam coat
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This test has no counterpart in the Stanford-Binet. It has, how-
ever, been known to psychologists for some time, being first used by
Binet in England in 1911.
A large number, at least two-thirds, of the important group in-

.

telligence examinations use in some form a mixed-relations test. Al-
though a considerable proportion of these follow the Army type. the
test appears in a number of variations, examples of which are as fol-
lows:

Egg: Bird:: (?) : plant____seed, shell, leaf, root.
(Otis Group intelligence scale advanced examinations).

Woman: Girl:: man: ?
(Pressey Indiana Mental Survey, Scale 1.1 (Smith College Tests.)

Underline the two wor& that have the same logical relation to each other
as loeomotive and train.

Station horse hub baggage buggy
(Thurstone's College Test.)

4A. variation.in Thorndike's examinations for high school seniors
and college freshmen' (also in Smith's University of Montana high
school and college tests) consists of three .geometrical figures to
which a fourth is to be added that. bears the same relation to the
third Ists the second bears to the first.

The last of the Army Alpha tests is a range of information te8t.
It is as follows:

V'

In-each of the sentences below you have four choices for the last word. -I

Only one of them Is correct. IN each sentence draw a iine under one di the
four words which makes the truest sentence. If you can not.be sure, guess.

oat

1. America was discovered by Drake Hudson Columbus talboa..
40. Scrooge appears in Vanity Fair The Christmas Carol Romola Henry IV.

The Stanford-Binet has no test of this exact type, but as has been
pointed out about one-fourth of the scale is composed of tests of the
informational type. The range of information test appears in some
form in nearly all intOligence tests now in use. It is based entirely
on what has been learned in school and out and involves little of in-
genuity and judgment. In addition to the form in which it appears
in the Army Alpha we find tfiese variations:

Put a line under tbe thing that is the largest and a cross after the thing
that Is the smallest.

Man
Cow
Hen (Pressey Indiana mental survey, scale 1)
Dog
Cat la
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In what sports and occupations are the following objects used? Answerwith a single word.
Scenario
Halyard
Casserole

.NP smith College tests.)
Last T

.

1. Do dogs run? es, No.
40. Are judicial decisions ever enforced? _____. No. "

Put a plus (+) sign before each statement that is true and a minus(-----)
sign before each statement that is false.

1. ( ) A lake is bigger than a pond.
) A pint of cream weighs more than a pint of milk.

In this last test cited is some chance for ju(kment and inference
in item 25. In the Aline!. Alental Ability Test this factor is still more
in evidence, as shown by the following I

The word you underline M,ust be a NOUN that may he an EFFECT of the
first word: EDUCATION (high school, books. knowle(ige, study).

In the Detroit first grade and kindergarten tests, in which pictures
are employed in place of words, the range of information test approx-
imates very closiAly the Binet originals. Examples are as follows:

Mark two things we cut with.
Mart five things we dig out of the gi.ound.
Wben pictures of the crescent moon, a cup, and a sled are shown, the exam-

iner says to tlAchild, "Show me the thing that is up in the siky."
Again four pictures are shown and the child is nsked to point to the two

that show that it Is summer. Here inference 'Ifs well as familiarity is involved
in the response.

By way of summary it may be said that, the eight tests of the
Army Alpha, namely, (0 direeVans test (2) arithmetical prob-
lems; (3) be8t reasons test; (4) same-opposites test; (5) disar-
ranged sentences; (6) number completion; (7) mixcd relations; (8)
range of information, have been extensively employed in various
forms in subsequent group te.sts. Not one of theseeight originated

$ in principle in the Army Alpha. Tests Nos. 2 and 5 are copied al-
most exactly from the Stanford-Binet; tests Nos. 1, 3, and R, are
closely related to similar tests found in the Stanford-Binet. Of the
remaining three tests No. 7 was devised 4bout even years before it
was incorpOrated.into the Army Alpha, while test No. 4 belongs to a
still earlier .period. The number,completion test. alone possessed an
element of nolielty. The contribution that the Army Alpha made to
the development of mental testing was not in the originality f the
tests themselves, hilt in the. fact that a battery of tests were twranged
and standp.rdized, capable of being given to a large.group of indi-

u Haggerty Intelligence examination, Delta 2: National intelligence testa. Scale B,rem l
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viduals at the same time, and of being rapidly and accurately scored
by individuals who need have no knowledge of the tests themselves,
nor ability greater than that of reasonably intelligent and con-.
scientious clerks. Further, these. tests are notable because they were
given to a very large group of individuals, and demonstrated ulti-
mately their intrinsic worth as an instrument for discovering the
mental ability of those tested and Tor classifying such individuals
in such a way as to be of practical service in the organization of
the United States Army.

IV.ARMY BETA TESTS.

As has been previously stated the Army Alpha test was found
to be applicable to only about 7 men out of 10 tested, since nearly
30 per cent of the draft Army could not " read and understand
newspai;ers and write letters home." For these illiter'ates as well as
for foreign-born men who imew little English, a new type of test
was necessary. This was designated as the Army, Beta. This latter
consisted of seven tests as finally perfected, althongh originally eight
were included to correspond to Alpha.

The first of the Beta tests requires the subject of the examination
to trace with a pencil the correct path through five increasingly com-
plex mazes represented on paper. The maze test was first.used nearly
a quarter of a cehtury ago to measure the learning ability of white
rats and other brutes. Later it was reduced to the paper and
pencil form and used in experiments in human learning. To-cliy it
is found in a number of group intelligence examinations, following
in this respect the form used in the Army Beta 12 or a variation
containing the essential principlè. This test requires foresight and
planning and can be varied from a simple problem-solving test to one
of great complexity.

The secondlest in Beta is styled cube-analy8i8. Sixteen pictures
of cubes arranged in piles are shown, and the subject of the test is
required to indicate the number in each pile, varying from 2 to 50.
In the first four piles, all the separate blocks can be seen on one or
more slf their faCes. As the number increases, the blocks entirely
hidden become more numerous. Thus this becomes a problem in
vigualization of an increasing degree of complexity. When visuali-
zation fails, inference and reasoning are necassary. This test
is closely related in principle to a niimber of the tests found in
the Stanford-Binet. Visualization tests in various forma are em-
ployed in recently devised intelligence tests. Dearborn, Series 2,
grades 49, employs this tegt in the Beta form. In his primary elm'

, .ulitee: , 4Iii .. . . .
.
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Menihneter 2i Dearborn, Idles 2, grades 4 to 9. - .

Otis, primary 1, form A. .
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amination he has a visualization and a maze test. The map of a
town is presented and the child is required to trace his way front point
to point according to directions. Whipple's Grammar Grades
examination has a paper-folding test. Otis in several of his exam-
inations uses geometrical figures as the basis of a -test; and in his self-
administering test he has the following:

If the following words were seen on a wall by looking into a mirror on nn
opposite.wall, which word would appear exactly the smite as if seen directly?

L OHIO, 2. SAW, 3. NOON, 4. MOTOR, 5. OTTO

The third Beta test is given the title, X-0 series. It is essent ially
a symbol series completion test, in principle the same as the number
series completion test in Alpha. Like the other tests in the A tplia
and Beta examinations it begins with something very simple and pro-
gresses in complexity. There are 12 separate items.

No. 1 is:

X 1X1X XI

No. 12 is:

,

XXX X X X x x x lo o o Ix
i

ol

In one there are five blanks to be filled in with symbols in accord-
ance with the pattern found in the first seven spaces, while in No.-
there are 10 blanks" to.be filled in according to the pattern found in
the preceding 20 spaces. As already pointed out in the discussion of
Alpha, the number series completion has been used frequently in re-
cent group examinations.

The fourth element in the Beta series is the digit symbohNest. At
the top of the test are arranged-111e ordinals from 1 to 9 inclusive, and
under each is pla.ced a simple symbol, an 0, an X, a U, a dash, an
equality sign, etc. Then follow four rows of digits arranged in ir-
regular order with blank spaces under each digit. The test requires
the placing of the appropriate symbol under each digit. This is one
of the various forms of the key substitution test, an example of which
has already been indicated in discussing the code test for the adult
level in the Stanford-Binet. This test appears in various forms in a
number of recent intelligence examinations.

In Pyle's mental examination it appears as a diet-letter test; in
the National, scale A, Form 1, as a hieroglyphic-numeral test, in Hag-
gerty, Delta 1, as a picture-number test, and in the Otis group intel-
ligence scale primary examination, Form A as a picture (fruit)-

For typographical cenvesienie, only 3 blanks are shown.
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symbol test. In all the8e tests, however, the fundamental principle
is the same.

Ier,..*".st, five in the Beta is a number checking test. A paired series
of 50 numbers are presented. In half the series the first and second
part of the pairs are identical. in the other half there are differences. .

The subject is regAired to cheCk the identical pairs. This test is
similar to test 4 in the. Alpha, which, as already pointed out, is related
to the various likeness and difference tests of the Stanford-Binet
Fcale, and to the marly forms of the same and opposites tests that
have later developed in group testing. Many of these, as pointed
Out above in the discussion of the Alpha same-opposites test, have
closely followed the Beta nothbl. requiring the identification of
names, svmhols, and numhers. iThe munber checking test has also
been used in trade tests measuring the probable abilities of clerical
workers.

The sixth element of the Beta series is a pieture-completion test
of 20 items. This type of test has already been discussed in our
consideration of the Staiiford-Binet examination, and as has been
poidted out it is finding ext-ensive use to-day in group tests devised
particularly for children in the lower school grades.

The seventh element of Beta is rifled "geow,trical constructim"
It is an ad.aptation of the form-board test reduced to pencil and paper.
There are 10 separate items, each item consisting of a blanic squareat the left, and various smaller geometrical figures at the right.
These smaller figures fit exactly into th9 square if properly placed. .The subject of the test is to indicate by drawing lines in the square
just what this arrangement should be. This test is found also in
Mentimeter 2, the instructions reading: "Draw lines in till large
figure at the right in such a way as to make of it the small tgures
at the left." A similar test is found in Dearborn, Series 2, grades
4-9.

V. RECENT GROUP TESTS.

In the Stanford-Binet and in the Army group tests are to be
found in some form most of the elements employed in the group
tests now in use. Some of tii7se parts have been taken over with-
out change, while others have been modified in various respects.
However, certain elements in recent group tests are sufficiently
unlike those found in the earlier tests to warrant description.and
comment.

One of the most important of, these is.4110- sentenoe completion
test. 'This test was devised by E.bbinghaus about 1.90b in connec-
tion with Ms investigations of fitigue among school children in
the city of Breslau, Germany. As used by Rif originator the test
consisted of a pa ph in which syllables were elided. The child

91348°----24 38
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was required to supply these omitted syllables. Terman later used
this test but omitted words in the place of syllables. He did not,
however, include it in the Stanford-Binet. This test subseipently
appeared in the form of a series of sentences in which the omissions
became more and more difficult to supply. In 'this form it was
standardized by Trabue as a language test, and again worked over
and restandardized by Kelley. In its present form it appears to
be one of the best measures of intellectual ability that have so far
been devised.

A typical form of this test appears in Miller's Wisconsin ex-
amination. Twenty sentences are given, ranging from easy to dif-
ficult, as, for example:

1. The dog black.
20. should prevail in churches and libraries.
It is fgund in this same form in nearly a dozen other examina7

tions."
This test is used in its original form as devised by Ebbinghaus

(word completion) in the Pressey Indiana Mental Survey, Scale 1.
It is combined with an opposite test by Dearborn," as follows:

Supply words meaning -the opposite of underlined words:
1, We had a hot summer and a winter.
24. The ignorant believed; the

He also uses it in connection with disarranged proverbs in the fol-
lowing way:

Rearrange and supply the missing wordy:
1. In time (43aves stitch
10. Does make a wallow not one

One of the objections in the use of this test is encountered in the
fact that it is difficult to score on an absolutely object* standard,
since it is frequently possible to make completions reaonably sen-
sible by employing any one of a number of words. Take for ex-
ample the following sentence: " A man not invest

in securities."
It may filled in thus: "A wise man will not invest money in

wildcat securities." Or thus: "A foolish man does not invest money
in 8ound securities." Or thus: " A bikirte88 man should not inrest
much in speculative securities." Or thus " A ,poor man can not
invest earnings in expensive securities."

These .variations may be multiplied almost indefinitely. Evi-
dently some of the substitutions that make sense are better than

14 See particularly: National, Scale A, Form 1: Whipple's Grammar Grades; Smith's
*University of Montana, High School and College Test; Smith College Inteiligepce Tests;
Tburstone College Tests; Thorndike High School Seniors and College Frealuien Tests;
Brown University Psychological Examinations.

°Series 2, gra4ss 4-0,
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3DUCATIONAL TESTS. 591

others, but how much better? It is here that the opinion of the
pelson correcting the test plays an important part, and introduces an
element of uncertainty into the scoring. In order to avoid this un-
certainty the following variation of the test is used in Otis Advanced
Examination, Form A:

Once upon a there was a (time, pla.ce, man.)
The person taking the test is instructed to underline the word

in the parentheses that belongs in the blank space. A similar device
is used in the Smith College Test, Series 2. While this method
makes the scoring of the test entirely objective it materially changes
its character and greatly reduces its difficulty.

Another important test, that has been added to recent group in-
telligence examinations is taken directly from one of the school
attainment tests. It is a reading te8t and appears in a number of

a forms. In the Thorndike High School Senior and College Fresh-
men Examination, a paragraph cif rather difficult prose is followed
by a number of questions based on the paragraph. This same form
is used in the Batson South Dakota High School Tests. In Menti-
metet 2 the test is as follows:

If tihe oscillation of the pendulum were not facilitated by any other force
than gravity, what would bé the effect upon their amplitude? It would
gradually be flagellated, augmented, swaged, diwinished.

Check the best reply.

Although this is classed as a reading test it is at the same time
a range of information test, a vocabulary test,- and a directions test.
Howev.er, reading is such a complex activity that it is difficult to
employ a test that measures it in any simple and (fired way.

In the various forms of the Binet test and in the Army tests some
attempt has been made to measure what may be termed, for want o-f a
bettér name, rational ability. jiowever, as has already been poInted
out above, many items in these tests are not concerned in any direct
way with complex mental processs. In recent group tests a number
of elements are found that are specifically intended to measdre
ties° abilities. Sonic have a place in the earlier tests already dis-
cussed, while others aré novel in form if not in principle.

Among the tests that seek specifically to get at the element of
thipking in a response to a mental examination, those which are
relatively independent of specific past experience should be *given
an important place. Many tests that involve reasoning ability are
so tied down to detailed knowledge that it is difficult to determine
how much is actualty due to acquisition of a definite sort arid how
much is due to the factors of analysis, selection, judgment, and so on.
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592 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

For example, the essential attributes test, quite frequently employed
ip various forms " demands abilities that go lrond mere memory and
knowledge of facts and of words and their significance. However,
it is essentially conditioned on such knowledge. An example of this
test is as follows, taken from National, Scale A, Form 1:

Ill each row draw a line under each of the two words that tell what the thing
always has:

1. Elephtent. (circus, ears, hay, keeper, trunk ) .

24. Fiction (falsehood, hero, imagination, ;impossibility. invention).
A variation (Otis Self-Administeiring, -MORI!. Examinations,

Form A) instructs the person taking the test to cross out among a
number of words the one which does not belong in the wries, as fol-
lows

A, bird. does not always have (?)
41. wings, 2. eyes, 3. feathers, 4. a nest, 5. a bill.

The essential attributes test is the same in principle as the various
classiticatiints tests, previously discussed. In the majority of these,
verbal knowledge plays a very important part.

" See : National, Scale A, Form 1: Preetq Indiana Mental Survey, Seale i ; Whipple's
Grammar Grades; Otis Sélf-Administering, Higher Examinations, Form A.
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CHAPTER XXTII.

EDUCATIONAL SPRVE YS.1

By EDWARD FRANKLIN BUCHNER,

Prohssor of Education, Hophuts UnivCrsity

CONTENTS.Introdnortun;;Iate and Territorial surveysCounty and rural surveysCity surveys
8perial phases in iI y ,ztirvPys----Trainitig of tearher3 for public educationHigher educational insti-

Foreign sui veyt'npublished surveys.

INTRODUCTION.

In course of the years preceding 191S, the educational survey in
the United States had passed thr6figh several phases. Each of these
trends in the movement was appArently inevitable, and essentially
experiment.al in discovering the possibilities and the limitations of
this new instrument for meaguring and promoting educational prog-
iess. The definition of community attitudes, the justification of the
new expense involved, the value of a special, synthetic view of the
faas in school systvins, the'propriety of "-outsiders prying into home
affairs," the provincialism that hesitated to be transformed ilto a
nationalizing democracy, a more or less limping technique, and the
ab.s.ence of any established principles to guido in the formulation or
the acceptance of proposals for bettermentall these were elements
in educational surve01g which 'must needs come to light amid the
countercurrents of belivf and doubt, friendliness and opposirion. By
repeated efforts, and even unrelated trials, the survey came In the
course of these years to find itself validated as an aeceptablo agency
of progresetboth in lay and in Professional judgments.a

I This bulletin is the fifth report in the special series presenting a record of the eduottional-survey
movement. In the report of the commissioner of Education for the year ended June 30, 1914, Ch. XXIV,
vol. 1, pp. 513-562, and also June 30, 1915, Ch. XVIII, vol. 1, pp. 433-492, appeared the first two reports of
school surveys in the United States. Tho educationa) inquiries and survep:, the reports of which, with
two exceptiensOnd been published up to the close of each of the two years, respectively, were analyzed
with reference to the place and time, the authorization,- the details of the stair, the situation leading to the
inquiry, the method and soope, and the fundamental problems investigated, with a summary of the more
important finding., and the recommendations.

The third report,' appearing in the report of the Commissioner of Education for the year ended June
30, 1916, Ch. X XI, vol. 1, pp. 3.,3-371, included thoqe surveys of which the seports had been published
during the yearsunder review or were in process of publication, and listed those surveys the reports of
which remained unpublished. The fourth report, issue0 as Bulletin, 1918, No. 45, (advance sheets from
the Biennial Survey of Education in the United Rates:1916-191Sb presented an account of the surveys
which had been published duriv the biennium 1916-1918, or were in process of publicaUon, and listed.
those which it was expected would not be published. This fifth report Ls prepared with special reference
to the biennium 1920-1922; but, for the sakd ofteontinuity with the material in the preoeding reports, it
includes the relatively few surveys made in 1918-1920. The surveys within each classified group are
arrangell in historical order. It is believed that this enables the reader to detect more readily the subtle
changes which are appearing in the movement.
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594 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, ,192071922.

Then came the World War and the necessity of living somehow
through the postwar conditions. Under such sensitized situations,
tire survey as an agency of progress was about the first to be lost
sight, of. .The biennium of 191s-1920 was anyt hing but prolific in
school surveys. The few t hat were under way were carried forward
to some siknit of conclusion. As soon as school activttiovi began to
regrip themselves, special kroblems, created in part by the cessation
of conoructive efforts aturig schools during the war, emerged, with
particular claims for attention. The survey was then called back,
as it were, and the movement was resumed with vigor. There has
since come a clelirer picture of the changing conditions under which
the schools of the NAM must pr.00eed to do their work, vit1i the
demand for more manifest effectiveness.

The period of recon'struction tempered the 'novena nt, so that it
now is less insistent on seeing speedy, wholesale change, and proposus
instead " a program projected for fulfillment over a period a year-:.

new attitude has made its appearance. On the part of individual
surveyors and surveying agencies. The earlier att it ude was to reveal
a defective school situation, throw forward thit survey results, and
after ylec:amping, leare it all with " the home folks" to treat as they
pleased. The newer spirit express itself more uniformly in a
conscious effort to see survey insights transformed into changed
activities, to care for a " follow-up program," and to give such help
as is needed in securing such now adjustments will xindicate the
efforts of the authorities and guaranteo better opportunities for the
children.

The continuancq of the belief in tne suryey as an agency of educa-
tional progress and the full recovery of the movement after its
war-time interruption are equally manifested...by an increase in the
number of reports appearing during the biennitilo of 1920-1922, and
by- the inciease in the number of surveying agenc.iNvrticipating
this type of work. The United State's Burewt of Educiition cotinues
to set, forth its firm belief, both I):r theory and by practice, that by
conducting surveys and publishing reports it is discharging one of its
main functions, in accordance -with the creativ,e act of 1867. The
reorpnization of the State Departmeift of Education of Pennsylvania
by which alone it was enabled to undertake one of the largest surveys
completed; the undertakings of th/Qeorge Peabody College for
Teachers; the readiness of the departmants of education in State
universities to assist their constituent communities,; the 6,.stabli .! _anent
of the Institute of Educational Research, with its division of field
sttidie;, at Teacheirs College, (olumbia University, already engaged
in Aurveys; and the recent announcement (December, 11922) by the
General Education Board of its creation of a (division of school surveys
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EDUCATIONAL SURVEYS. 595

which will extend the work already inauguratedall indicate the
larger task that remains to be done toward educational improvement
and the spirit of communities to make progress when shown the( way. The steady itnprovement in surveying technique which has
appeared in connection with the contributions from researches in
education will ere long not only enable but force us to grade surveys
into classes as qualified by their respective types of performante.

STATE S(URVEYS.

Ddairani----On April 14, p19, the Governor of Delaware approved
the new school mile which had been adopted by the legislature of
that, State subsequent o the pregelitation of the report of the
educational survey Mack by the General Education Board in accord-
ance with the le'gislative itct in 1917.2 The topics covered in the
survey included:

Itkpeople and industries; the present school system; State board of education and
commissioner of educition; (bounty school commissions and county R u perintendents;
district school committees and boards of educatiop; the teachers; the schools and
their work ; enroilment and attendance; fi.nancing the schools.

The descriptioñ of conditions found to exist was carried forward
in such a; way as to indicate the nature of the changes that should
be made, the recommendations Awing " 1esigd to bring about, not
an ideal stafe of affairs, butsuch'improvSnents as are, at the moment,

4desirable and practicAble," to the end that the State might " at once
obtAin an intelligently organized school system!'

The school-plant situation in Delaware was analyzed and presented
in detail in two reports, which were published by the Service Citizens
of Delaware, in August and in October, 1919, the preparation of the
reports having been made by Drs. George D. Strayer, N. E. Engel-%.
hardt, and F. W. Hart. They were intended ,as an incentive to the
undertaking of a thorough rebuilding program:

Massachusetts.On January 9, 1919, the special commissidn on
education, wilich had lwen authorized by legislative actio'n on June 1
preceding, presented4o the legislature a report .(Senate, No. 360,
1949, 197 pp.) of its irivestigation of the e'ducational systems of the
Commonwealth. The commission was called upon to make note 01-
the support, supervision, and control of all educational institutionR and undertakings
maintained directly by the State, or jointly with cities, countieynd towns,

and to present
its findings and recommendations as to the best methods and plans for the prope*
coordination of public education in the Commonwealth.

Public Education in Delaware; with an Appendix Containing the New School Law. General
Educption Board, 1919. 202 pp
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596 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920--1922

By !wails ofl numerous special hearius and conferences it came
into possession of inforpiation and suggeftions relating to these three
main aspects:

What is Ma&sachusetts doing educationally and how is Fho doing it? What ought
Massachusetts to be doincz educationally and how can she hest do it? What money
is necessary to do it and how can that money be raised?

The recomnwndations, expressed in appropriate bills submitted fqr
legislative action, Proposed:

Desirable changes in the curriculum; raising the khool cmtinuation, voca-,

tional, and trade schools; vocational guidance; physical eilucati6n and medical
inspection; evening schools; university extension; minor wards of the State; State
cetification of teachers: minimum salary, $650, for teachers; annual school census;
State attendance officer; distribution of school funds; education of the deaf and
blind; education in correctional institutions; textile schools; normal schools; the
agricultural college; greater flexibilit y in college. entrance requirements; Americani-
zation; reorganization of the state )3oari4 of education; incorporation of educational
institutions apd deg-ree-granting privileges; State director for se)1001 libraries; tbe
care, construction, and repair of school buildings; fire prevention in schoolhouses;
and powers and duties of school committees and Fuperinteridents of selook..

Alabama.The time limit within which was completed the survey
of educational conditions in Alabama, made under the (iirection of
the 'United States Commissioner of Educa t is especially inter6sting
as showing how quickly a serious-minded* people can learn, to a large
extent, the exact conditions tinder which education is proceeding.among thémselves. Legislative authorization for this survey was
completed on February 6,1919, the field work begun, on March 12 and
completed on M4y 31, and on June 11, 1919, the report of the
survey presented to the Alabama Education Cpmmission. The
prompt completion of " the task of making the scientific study of
the entire public-school Vsteln of Alabama" was effected by thi)
assignment, under the direction of Dr. H. W. Foghti, of the unusually
large nùmber of 21 p-ersons, distributed through the different divi-
sions of the undertaking. A new featureo in sutiTy pro.cedure ap-
peared in this study, whereby an advisory committee of four
representatives of various phases of higher education was associated
with the regular staff of the Bureau of Education foi the investigatIon
of the higher institutions, thereby evidencing additional, caution in
the pbcedure of surveying. The exemplary thoroughness with which
the hurried undertaking was completed is indicated by the wide
scope of the topics sblected for report:

Alabama, the land and the people; fundamental educational needs as indicated
by character and resources; historx of public education; organization of the State

,system of education; county supervision of schools; school population, enrollment,
and attendance; the rural schools; some (9) typical counties; Negro education in
rural Alabama; village and town schools; the district agricultural schools and minty

Al% Educational Study of Alabama. U. EL Bureau of Education, Bulletin, 1919, No. 41. 5 22 pp.
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EDUCATIONAL gl 591..

high schools; the city schools; institutions for defective, delinquent, and, subnormal
children-, illiteracy and its eradication: special phases uf Iv)tne-econunfics teaching;
health anil physical education: home anti :.chool gardening; the teachers and their
certification; preparation for public-Frhool-teachers in the State normal schools;
higher education in Alabama; administration of higher education in Alabama; State

p po r t of higher education; financing the schools: what the State invests in public
education.

41.

The numerous recommendations of desirable changes growing out
of the study of conditions are conveniently summarized in the last

ç. chapter.
a

Virginia.The outstanding points of interest attached to the suf.-
vey of putlic schools in.-Virginia are to be found iv the demonstration
of what happens to a system of education under a constitution which
undertakes willingly to go into particulars in school matters, the
happy.outcome when public and private agencies and resowes com-
bine on a project of ,such large dimensions, and the survey benefits
whii:h arise from an pffective organization of the enterprise itself.
The Assemb,13- of Virginia in 191S authorized and provided an appro-
priation for a. careful study of school conditions in the State as a
basis for reyort and recommilnd t ions to the assembly Of 1920." The
organization of t he survey wt based upon the decision
tha the best results could lu% obtained by havitir an eminent specialist in eduCation
from out of the State direct a field survey staff made up of Virginians acquainted with
local sentiment, and local conditions.

Dr. A.-Inglis was appointed director, under whom were associated 10
division specialists,-22 special collabortors and members of the field .

4

A

staff, and 9 special consultants and advisors, constituting a total sur-
vey staff-of 42 Persons. The effective organization to-accomplish the
work of the stair in ascertaining the status and needs of educati'on in
Virginia is indicated by the organizatioñ of the following 11 divisions:
Organization and administifition, buildings and equipment, attend-, ance and enrollment, course of study add iNtruction, teacher status
and training, .tests and measurements, Negro education, finances,
physical 'education, vocational education, school insganizati.on.4 The
extek of the very complete reorganization of public education in
the State that was deemed necessary and desirable is indicated by
11 principal n6eds as follows: " I mperatilm "; the school term must be
lengthened; an effective compulsory school law -must be provided;
grading mid school organisation must be 4proved; better trained
teachers are needed ; *vision must be made for an expansion of the
instructionial program; consolidation must he increased ; the school
plant must be improved; better supervision must be provided for
rural schools; State and local systems of administration must be
changed; the financial support of public tichools must 'be greatly

4 Virginia Public Schools. Part I, Reports of the Commission und the survey Staff; Part4I,
Ilona' Tests. Niw York, World Book Co., 1921.
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598 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1R2G-1422.

increased: the methods of raising and distributing school funds must
be changed. Seven groups of constitutional amendments and 16
groups of amendments to school statOThs are accordingly proposed.

The second volume of the report, Educational Tests, takes high
rank in the literature of educational surveys and educational measure-
ment, in many respects comparable to the volume on Measurement
of Classroom Products, by S. A. Courtis, of the Gary public schools
survey. The educational tests, made possible by the generous coop-
eration of the General Education Board, were carried out under the
special direction of Dr. M. E. Haggerty, the data being collected in
the early part of. 1919. The Virginia survey becomes conspicuous
because of the extensive 'tile played by educational measurement,
organized from the standpoint of fr State situation, the chief ends of
which were:

First, to measure by standard testa the results of instruction; second, to establish
standards of accomplishment for certain educational conditions peculiar to the South
and exemplified in. Virginia; third, to stimulate teachers and others in the State
to an increased iriterest in an understanding of the modem educational methods
involved.

Over 16,000 different school children, with from 6 to 40 tests each,
selected to represent various types of schools in different parts of the
State, were tested in achievement and general mental ability. Pupils
in all the grades from one to seven in city and in rural schools and in
the first year of high-school work were gix'en the following tests:

Reading: Thorndike rea4a1e, Alpha 2; Virginia reading test, Sigma 1; Vir-
ginia general examination, Delta 2, xercise 1.

Spelling: Ayres spelling &talc.
Handwriting: Starch scale for measuring handwriting.
Arithmetic: Woody arithmetic scale, series B; Courtis standard arithmetic test,

series B; Virginia general examination, Delta 2, exercise 2.
Composition: Nassau County supplement to the Ilillegas composition scale.
Algebra: Hotz's first-year algebra scales, series A, addition and subtraction, equa-

tion and formula. .

Mental abilities were studied by -the psychological tests offered in
the intelligence examination, Delta 2 (grades three to eight), infor-
mation examination, Delta 1 (grades one and two) , and an abbrevifited
form of the Stanford revision of the Binet-Simon tests. The investi-
gation in high-school composition resulted in the construction of a
new scale designated as the Virginia Supplement to the Hillegas Scale
for the Measurement of Quality in English Composition (pp. 213-222).

California.--The forty-third session of the Legislature of California
(April 26, 1919) created a special legislative committee--
whose duty it shall be to investigate ,* * * the plan of education in this State, and
the regulations of schools, high schkols, junior colleges,. normal schools, technical
schools, colleges and univerkities, and the cost of education, 4nd to report their

I.
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findings in full to the forty-fourth session of the legislature and- to make such
recommendations in connection therewith as they deem of permanent benefit to the
State.

The committee held' sessions in different parts of the State and
conducted hearings " to secure the attendance of- representative of
taxpayers' associations, labor unions, and laymen, as well as tho, e
directly interested in public education." The findings and conclusions
of the committee were drafted by Dr...E. P. Cubberley into the final
report (December 14, 1920). This inquiry shows an overshadowing
influence of the Ayres index number, and addresses its attention to the
five prob1emof State educational organization, county educational
organization, :he problem of teacher training, high school and junior
college, and a better equalization of fund. The consideration of
each resulted in specific recommendations, all of which may be put
into operation by securing such legislation as will incorporate two
amendments to the constitution and several new laws or revision of
existing laws. -

North Carolina.The report growing out of the creation of a
State educational commissioti by the general assembly, 1917, presents
an interesting and attractive variation in the, literature of education
surveys. The work of the survey, which was indertaken by the
General Education Board, with the help of all the school officials
of the State, was completed in October, 1920, the findings and
recommendations of the commission beii:g presented to the general
assembly in the year following. The story is given a forceful touch
by the use of the editorial "we." On nearly every page the North
Carolinian reader finds himself included in thLT recurrent "our public
schools" this and that, and the publicity feature of surveys is given
a new mode of expression. The first consideration is given to "the
schools as they are," including educational 'progress, building and
equipment, courses of study and length of sc.hool term, the tekliers,
and instruction. The "hindrances to development" were found to
include administrative handicaps and limitations and conflicting
developments. "The way out" is shown to be by means of better
administration, better trained teachers, and better financial support.
Five introductory pages of the report,6 by State Supt. E. C. Brooks,
detailed the eductitional legislation which followed the chief
recommendations growing out of the study.

Kentucky.This is another State survey made under the now
well-defined cooperation and constructive piocedure of the General
Education Board. The law under which the Kentucky Educational
Survey'Commission organizeihon May 11, 1920, and proceeded with

6 Public Education in North Carolina: A Repbrt to tbe P 0o1 eommission of North Carolina,
E4110. Bd., New York, 1921.. 1111).
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600 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

the undertaking is a novel instance of the completenes of survey
authorization, specifying as it does as a finable offense 'the conduct
on the part of " any person who wilfully withholds records or
inforination within his possession Or obstructs the work of the com-
mission in any way." Although the law revired the employment,
of experts not residents of Kentucky, Dr. F. P. Bachman, local
director, and his outsido staff, enjoyed the active cooperation of
educators in the State during the 15 months required to Tomplete
the work.° The recorded data were derived from selected counties,
graded school districts, and cities, thus offering extensive representa-
tive samplings as a means of arriving at a statenwnt of the real
siimation in the Commonwealth as a whole. This survey is also
interesting as being another instance of checking up a description of
the existing conditions in the schools by appraising t heir efficiency.
This was done by noticing pupil progress aml by measuring pupil
achievements. Tests were given between November and the mid-
year in reading, spelling, arithmetic, and history, special selection
being made of the fifth, seventh, and eighth grades o.f the elementary
school, in order to rate Kentucky pupils in t erms of accepted st andards,
and, in particular, to compare results in this state with those recently
discovered in North Carolina and in Virginia. It, was revealed that
measurement and description were mutually corroborative.

s

The testing program included high-school pupils who were tested
in reading and algebra, the purpose being to find out their particular
abilities, and, particularly, to evaluate the work in the elementary
school in qualifying children to do high-school work.

Arkansas.It was owing to the earnest " desire to do something
in a permanently constructive way that will give the children of
Arkansas the advantages which they need and to which they are
justly entitled " that Gov. J. C. McRae,.in September, 1921, following
the report of the study of educational conditions at the University
of Arkansas (see below, Higher E(Iucational Institutions, Arkansas),
presented August 31, 1921, appointed an honorary educational
commission of 28 citizens, which was directed to have a survey made
which should.include " the entire public educational system of the
State. The imiversity survey "lacked much in practical effectiveness,
because there was not, at the same. time a comprehensive statement of
conditions in the whole public-school system of the State, of whickthe
university is the head." In the absence of public money for this
undertaking, " funds were Kovided by public subscription throùgh
the Forward Education Movemeni and the Arkansas Educational
Association," the minimum being $10,000. Thus was undertaken
the third survey study in this State under the direction of the

Public Education In Kentucky: A Report by the Kentucky Educational Voudikissione Eduo.
- Bd., New York, 1921. 213 pp.
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United States- Commissioner of Education. The survey staff of 16
members, under the direction of Dr. W. T. Bawden, included 12
persons from outside the Bureau of Education representing seven
widely separated States. Most of the field work, representing 50 of
the 75 counties, was done in November and December, and the
report of the Commissioner of Education was made October 6, 1922.7
The significant features of education in the ,State.' are piesented in
this order:

Development of educational liTislat ion in Arkansas, s ool revenues and finance,
organization and administration, the teachers, the rur :chools, urban and village
schools, secondary education and the district agricultural schools, éducation for
negroes.

The survey reveals numerous gaps in the development of educa-
tional facilities during the -IS years since the %constitution of 1874,
which throw light upon the low rating accorded the situation, and
accotdingly recommendations are made which would abolish the
system of school districts and increase centralization by placing
" upon the State the responsibility for equalizing educational facilities
and opportunities, and schobl ttix burdens, throughout the State."
A 10-year program of public education is projected under a reorgan-
ized &-partment of education' which should secure a realization of
these 11 objeCtives:

Unification of general control: determination of the objectives of the State system
and program of education; definition of functions and responsibilities of the compo-
nent parts of the &Ate system of education; coordination of the activities of the
various parts of the system; determination of the minima) standards which shall
prevail from time to time; adequate financial support; 4ireparation of an annual
budget.; selection, training, and certification of personnel; .progressive develppment
of education in the State; contintious study and advocacy of needed edational
legislation; publicity, for the purpose of keeping the people informed as to the
achievements, objectives, and needs of the schools.

The report introduces an interesting mode of using ratios to
indicate either the relative position of education in a State or the
magnitude of the " task ahead." "In order to bring school conditions
in Arkan4as up to the- average of the 48 States," different school
accomplishments must he achieved in different amounts, as, e. g.,
high school enrollment must be multiplied by two, investment in
property must be multiplied more than threefold, the annual cost of
education for current expenses per pupil enrolled must be increased
threefold, arid the cost of new buildings on thisame basis increased
more than one hundredfold. The attainment of these objectives is
set up as the goal of the proposed 10 years' program. The honorary
commission submitted the survey report "to the people for their
frank and unbiased consideration" for discussion at the meeting on

Vs

The Arkansas Survey Report. (Abridged) Jour. of the Ark. Educa. Assoc., vol. 4, no. 34, July
October, 1922, 83 pp.
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November Is of the citizens' section of the State Educational Associa-
tion, after which specific recommendations to the governor were to
be formulated.

Oklahorna.The report of the educational survey in this State
reveals the extraordinary struggles, deflections, and checks encoun-
tered in the attempt to *provide for and develop a real system of
public education in one of our youngest Commonwealths. It comes
as an instructive rebuke to an overweening confidence in the con-
structive power of chance imitation, as sprinkled with an &ssumed
ever-present sufficient "common sense," as a reliable means of
establishing Wild promoting educational facilities in an American
State. In its discovery of startling inequalities, the survey "shows
almost uabelievable gaps between the kisting situation and what
should be as indicated in the scope of the suggestions afid recom-
mendations looking toward such reorganization and administration as
will eventually bring the State near the level of the national average.
Special interest in this study is due to the late entrance of the State
into the Union (1907) and the complicated changes in its previous
legal, economic, and social factors growing out of its triracial groups,
the Indians, the whites, and the Negroes. No less a factor than Vie
educational responsibility of the Federal Government makes its
iniportant showing in its relation to part of the existing situation.
And, by duly taking heed of the chief results of this study, the Sfate
will be greatly advantaged by having had this survey so shortly
after coming into Statehood.

Under legislative authorization in 1921 the educational survey
commission requested the United States Commissioner of Educa-
tion to arrange for and conduct the survey. Dr. W. T. Bawden
directed the work of the stair, which included 10 from the Bureau of
Education, 9 from other United States bureaus, and 11 from 7 States
other than Oklahoma. Among the aaivities of the study were the
educational tests and measurem'ents of an aggregate of nearly 27,000
pupils (358 in Indian schools), grades 3 to 12 in most of ta tests,
which were spellirig, reading, handwriting,. English composition,
arithmetic, algebra, and intelligence, given in AprilL'May, and the
field work in 46 of the 77 counties in October-November. The
literature of educational finance receives a contribution in the
chtkpter presenting the " problems of financing public schools," with
its intensive study of 9 representative counties. The report,8. accom-
panied by a digest of 70 pages. presents its material in the following
order:

Historical background; problems of financing public schools; financial and ac-
counting procedure; organization and administration; higher education; the rural
schools; village and city schools; education of Indians; education of Negroes; educa-
tional testa and measureftienta; summary of conclusions and recommendations.

** Public Education in Oklahoma. .Dureau of Education, Dom 11, 1922, 420pp.
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"Equality in education is a brief but accurate statement of the
supreme educational purpose of every State in our Union." Under
this measure Oklahoma ranks amoni the upper quarter of the States
in her ability to provide, but mostly in the lowest quarter in her
school performances. The four "chief causes of this deplorable
educational situation" are cited as:

Afdefective system of taxation; a system of school finance which makes itabso-
lutely impossible to provide adequate school funds; the district system; and an
unscientific method of apportioning the State fuuds, which ignores both the ability
and the effort of the local units.

Complete reorganization, with centralization in an effective State
hoard of education, based upon the county unit system, so as to put
into effect a unified system, is the chief dependence relied upon in
the series of recommendations formulated. The survey procedure
necessarily varied with the traits of each of the several groups of
school problems studied, and there is apparent some repetition. Any
true survey, however, must go over its material at least twice.
The succinct and trenchant mode of using ratios to popularize a sense
of the work to be done to bring education forward, appearing in the
Arkansas survey, reappears in this report:

In order to bring about approximate equality of educational opportunity as
between indepetident districts and rural districts in the State, Oklahoma must
immediately multiply the percentage of the rural population in high schools by 4.
The percentage of high-school teachers working in rural districts must be multiplied
by 3. The money per capita being spent for buildings and grounds in villages must
be multiplied by 2, in consolidated districts by 4, in union graded districts by 2¡,
and in rural ungraded districts by 5. The percentage of the enumeration in attend.:
mice must be raised 7 per cent in village districts, 10 per cent in consolidated districts,
12 per cent in union graded districts, and 21 per cent in rural districts. The per-
centage of teachers holding first-grade certificates must be increased 34 per cent in
village districts, 42.9 per cent in consolidated districts, 52.5 per cent in union graded
districts, and 74.4 per cent in ungraded rural districts. Salaries of teachers in village
districts must be increased by approximately 15 per cent, 30 per cent in consolidated
districts, 50 per cent in union graded districts, and 64 per cent in rural districts.
The school term in rural districts must be lengthened two months. Finally, such
a ratio of adequately trained sepervisors to teachers in rural districts must be provided
that supervision is as intimate, as personal, and as regular as in independent
districts. *-

Indiana. "Indiana is usually regarded as..among the States that
possess a fairly good system of public schools. As a mptter of fact,
the State has in this matter a better reputation than it deserves."
Such, in brief, is a finding of one of the most vigorous reports of an
educational survey of a State systeni yet made, that ,of the Indiana
Survey Commission, which was prepared under the ditection of the
commission by the General Education Board, Dr. F. P. Bachman,
survey director.° The Mithorizationi.of the survey by the general

* Publio Education in Indiana., Gen. Educ. Bd., New York, 1923. 304 pp,
- .- . .
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assembly, approved March 9, 1921, called for the report not later
than April 1, 1 922. Owing to the magnitude of the undertaking, a
preliminary report, of the progress was made On the date regaired,
but the work of the survey was coittinued until its completion. The
elements in the situation leading to the survey and the seven items
to be investigated, as specified in the resolution, are among the most
interesting forms of recent educational legislat ion. Among t he former
are "the low rating of the Indiana school system, creating much
speculation as to the causes of this low rank and the needed measures
for improvement," and the absence of "a thorough and scientific
study, by direct and first-hand investigation, of the systom of public
education." The latter gave full sweep to a study of the, public-
school system, which included 1,917 townships, 13-1 toNfts, 98 cities,
Indiana Tniversity, Purdue University, and the Indiana state Normal
School. The commission gives full explanation of why the material
in this report is frankly critical and why so little space is given to

*noteworthy and praiseworthy features of our system.,
This study shows a deviation from a common survey procedure

which details the features of an educational system by launching
directlnto an estimation of the actual educational benefits which
children are receiving. In suggesting its scheme whereby needed
improvements may be effectually realized, the order is somewhat
reversed. These features significantly appear ii1 the order of topics,
grouped under "present. conditions" and "needed improvements":

Instruction anti pupil pmgress iu elementary schools; high-school instruction;
teachers, training, licenses, iand salaries; teacher-training institutions (Indiana State
Normal School, Indiana University, Purdue University); buildings, grounds, and
equipment; high schools; vocational education; local administration; State admin-
istration; financing the sehtqs; better State administration; better local adminis-
tration; better 'organization of schools; new license system and salary schedule;
improved provisions for teacher training; equalization of school taxes.

In contrast with other surveys conducted by this agency the
'Indiana investigation is distinctive by reason of the great initial
dependence placed upon the results of a testing prokram ill pupil
achievements. Standard written tests in reading, spelling, arithmetic,
and history were given to 15,691 elementary pupils of the fifth,
seventh, and eighth grades in January, and to 9,185 high-school
pupils in English reading, and to 3,884 pupils in algebia. The results
of measurement were taken as corroborating thequality of instruction
as judged by observatien, and led to the conclusion " that the pri-
mary educational Problem of Indiana is the improvement of instruc-
tion in its elementary schools and in its small high schools." A

. valuable innovation in tabulating test scores which facilitated corn-
parative studies of school work in rurál, town, and city situations,
as well as with other States, is to be found in their transcription
h4o " terms of the grade of vicirk they represent," This innovation

''
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extends so far as to consolidate the average achievements of pupils
in three sobjects (Tabl( 5) into single grade positions. Chapters
1 and II should conw to occupy a high place in survey literature.

The constructive program suggested calls for greater centralization
in a State board of educ.ation, the adoption of the county unit system,
the exkension of consolidaled and junior high schools, improved
Provisions for teacher training, a neW system of licensing teacflers
based upon a progressive salary schedule, and the equalization of

'4.11001 taxes. The suggested scheme for the apportionment of State
school funds in ordei to do awIty with inequalities discovered in the
State system is based upon five items: One half of State support to

pe be distributed on tile basis of the wea,Ith back Of each child to be
educated, the other half to be distributed equally on the basis of a
school census; t he tot al. enrollment; t he aggregate days of attendance;
and the number of full-t.ime teacher-..

Hawaii .On July 15, 1920, the United states Commissioner of
Education submitted the report of A Survey of Education in Hawaii,
made under his direction (Bull., 1920, No. 16, 403 Pp.). The survey
wals made at the request of tilt Governor of the Territory of Hawaii,
the legislature, t school commissioners, and the superintendent of

instructioti, the private schools being included at the request
of representatives of these schools. The field work was (1°06 by
Dr. F. F. Bunker, of the Bureau of Education, with whom were
associated W. NV. Kemp, P. R. Kolbe, and G. R. Twiss.

The report of this survey takes on a very special interest because
of the geographical isidation of the Territory, its mixture of inter-
national elements, the larger proportions of which are oriental, find
its economic relationships. "The report is likewise intereAing beeaus
of the definite objectives for a school system which are everywhe
apparent in their work.

The Nation, through prepaiing, along with other agencies, dependable, patri0 ic,

441
aud worthy citizens; the community, through shaping the training it gives, so at
the community will have competent leaders and efficient workers in all itsoccu
Lions; the individual himself, through helping him to find his aptitudes and abilitiettk,
altd through providing him with the means for so developing these that thereby be 1.

Itis enabled to render a service alike satisfying to himself and to society.

One of the out§tanding puzzles in the earlier stages of educational
survey movement was conceriied with the question as to how it
would be pos.sible to eliminate -unfavorable local, reaction to what
was mistaken for critical observation, and, therefore, offensive rake-

* tions, upon a given school situation. An important change in attitude
toward survey réports% is indicated by this vital point made in
this study:

A flukey report may appear to be unduly critical when in reality it is only calling
the-attentitn of interested authorities, in ap earnest way, to opporiunitiee for improve»
ment in a system genuinely sound in its structure and work.

91348°--24---49
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The iecommendations that emerge from the study appear concur-
rently with the analyses of educational conditions and resourc?s so
as to suggest the direction in which school practices .may be so
changed as to secure desirable results in meeting the citizenship needs
of the Nation, the occupational needs of the community, lind the
fuller offering of opportunitiesNor the development of the needs of
the individual. The scope of the study inclu(ks:

An analysis of the educational problem of Hawaii; the orzanizat ion, administration,
supervision, and financing of the department of public instruction: the foroiem-
language schools; the teaching staff of the public 4sIententary sch(tols; classroom
procedure, and the course of study of the elementary schools; th4 imblic high scflools;
the University of Hawaii; the private schools.

Educational Progres in Wisconsin, prepared under the editorial
direction of Cecile W. Flemming, and issued by State Siipt. C. P. Cary,
in 1921, as his bieriuial report for 1918-1920, is strikingly illustrative
of the wider adoption of certain surveying methods in the prepart.ttiol'i
of permanent official records. In addition to summarizing t he depart-
mental activiiies, carried forward during the biennium', !Ind, the
progress made by the several types of schools in the State, the
23 chapters undertake
to make some constructive stigestions for " iix t, steps which should be taken to
assui:e the continued progress in education in Wisconsin legit imately to be expected
on the basis of her previous achievements.

This study likewise shows the stirring influence of the Ayres index
number for State school -syst.ems, the initial announcement being
couched in these warning terms:

If the legislature wishes to have WisConsin rate higher in. the next report of this
kind, it can accomplish that result only by passing laws_ that * * * assure better
attendance and a larger expenditure of money.

COUNTY AND RURAL SURVEYS.

Pennsylvania.A Plan for centralizing sever% small schools, with a
total 'enrollment of,246 pupils, is set forth in The Feasibility of Con-
solidating the Schools of Mount Joy Township, Adams County, Pa.,
by Katherine M. Cook and W. S. Deffenbaugh, of the, Bureau of
Education (Bull., 1920, No. 9, pp. 28). For the deficiencies observed
in the ineffective organization and meager attainments of the sepa-
rate small schools, consolidation is specified as " the obvious remedy."
In light of the desirable educational changes brought about., by
consolidation of schools in other States, the study details some results
which may be expected from applying the remedy.

Geergia.--With an increasing theoretical emphasis being placed
u s in the county plan asott mdlbe effective means in State and rural
al i. *nistration, each detailed study of the school system of such a
unit offers a distinct contribution of data valuable in an impartial
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study of the comparative values of this form of organization. To
this end new material is made available in the report of the Survey
of the Schools Of Brunswick and of Glynn County, Ga. (Bull., 1920,
No. 27, pp 82), requested of the Commissioner of Education by the-
count; board of education-, and conducted by a committee of the
Bureau of Education unde'r the direction of Dr. F. F. Bunker. The
report of the study was fashioned in..a manner that, could not have
failed to impress those to whom it was addressed. The beaylings of
the contents set forth at a glance tlik. state of affairs and the
recommendations:

O

Adopt a simplo 0k-4-accounting system of records; the superittendent should keep
in ,orderly and systematic manner statit-tical informárThu concerning significant
malters relating to the school; appoint 'an attendance officer *on full time and
require him to keep a cumulatixe school census; the holding power of the schools is
low and should be increased ; amend the special act under which the scSols are con-
trolled to provide for au elective board and to make the countç a single taxation
unit for sclio( purpose; the system needs a á4tronger teaching staff and more effective
classroom work; a new couree of study should be prepared for the schools; the schools
suffer because of inadequale financial support; the ability of the county to provide
a larger maintenance income foc its schools; to relieve the crowftsti buildings in
Brunswick and yet keep within the limits of the bond issue the rhools. should be
organiied ill. accordance with the work-study-play plan; the board should adopt
a ConapreingitAive building plan; the showing made by the pupils of Brunswick and
Glynu County iu the 6iandard4cdtNationa1 measurement tests given.

The Georgia State program of studying conditions in given counties
as units, as noted in former reports, has been consistently carried
forward during the period untkr review, the list iucluding the follow-
.

mg counties:
No. 2;. Warren, 1919. No. 2S. Lee, 1920. No. 29. Miller, 1920. No. 30. Latuene,

1921. No. 31. Thoaas, fl)21. No. 32. Johnson: 1921. [No. 33.] Dublin School
system (Cit)), 1920-21. No. 34 . Burke, 1921. No. 35. Walker, 1921. No. 36.
Stephens, 1922. No. 37. Dooley, 1922. No. 3S. Bacon, 1922. No. 39. Grady, 1922.
No. 40. Wilkes, 1922.

The series continues throughout to rely upon the r s er procedure
of giving a page to a school, with photograph, teacher, locationl
grounds, building, equipment, organization, mainténance, and occa-
sionally, other itemt, with suitement of data. Beginning with no.
28, M. L. Duggan, rural school agent, who has been responsible for
these county surveys, has had the assistanc.e of Miss E. B. Bolton.
The general emphasis has been placed upon better financial support,
consolidation, and more effective administration and supervision.
Beginning till no. 29, Miller County, the series intr6duced the plan
of giving tests in achievements in order to ascertain the vatity of
the work being done in the schools, the subjects tested being reading,
spelling, arithmetic, language, and writing (with the exception of
[no. 33j which is devoted entirely to the comparative results of tests
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used in the oity school° system in Dublin, given in December and
again in May). With no. 30, Laurens County, the survey program
is notably extended by the addition of two rubrics, training and
qualifications of teachers, and retardation and elimination, as shown
by the age.;gra:de distribinion Of pupils. These three modes of pro--
cedure, teacher qualifications., Pupil progress, and tests, placed these
Aurveys upon a definitely comparable and Object ive basis'by means
of which futuri, progress will be fiereafter more accurately known.
The survey of no. 37, Dooley County, is especially charaAerized by
the inclusion of the physical mamination of its school children.

Colorado.The Public Schools of RifieSolo.: A Survey, by O. B.
Staples (February, 1920, 92 pp.), is another illustrati(;n of a 11)(41
and cooperative survry growing out of the feelings of citizens and
sehool officials as to the limitations and needs of their schools. The
study was conducted between September 29, 1919, and February 1,
1920.

Its only purpose is so *acquaint the citizens of Mlle and vicinity with the out-
standing facta which concern their schools as to enable them to act more intelligently
and purimsefully in'adopting and pursuiw a program of educatiimal reconstruction.

In the following school year a similar effort toward progress,
through cooperative school enterprise, was made in the educational
slavey of the Fruita union high-school district." The seven distric
school boards which cooperated in this undertaking united in st

Our"only purpose in authorizing this work is the hope that the studies made and
the recommendations proposed will result in building for this territory a chool system
adequate for our future needs and commenisurate with our olgrtunities.

-Ohio. The Survey of Educational Conditions in Fairfield County,
Ohio (1921, 53 pp.), by F. C. Landsittel, " was undertaken at the
request of the State superintendent of public instruction [V. M.
Riegel] largely for his information, ligb primarily foil the benefit of
the county surveyed." Twenty-three gays were given to the field
work in The autumn of 1920, much of the data being secured froiti
Teports furnislwd by superintendents in the county. The foreword
suggests

that this bulletin may be used as a guide for county superintendents in the Etudy
and surve); of school conditions in their espective counties. Knowledge of flings
as they are is a necessary condition pre dent to the realization of ideals.

The topics treated are: Background; school population and attend-
ance; curriculum; building and grounds; the teacher and his work;
supervision; financial support; reorganization.

Minnesota.---:The school survey, of Arlingt.on, made under the direc-
tion of Dr. J. B. Sears, which also includes a study of districts 14,

Y3The Fruits Survey: An Educatiogil Survey of the Fruits, Colo., Union High-School District,
Including School Districts nos. 2, 7, 23, 25, 27, and 37, by S. Quigley, M. F. Beeson, H. T. Manuel, and
R. E. Tope. 1921. 106 pp.
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16, and 30 6f Sibley County, is an illustration of how the conduct of
a school survey may be made the laboratory exercise of a university
course of instruction." The first half of tle course in school surveys,
given at the -University of Minnesota, in 020, gave attention to the
principles and methods/of such investigations. This survey was
carried _out in the second half year to provide actual field expèrience
to *the seven students in the course. The style of the report is note-
worthy In that it is
addressM particularly to the parents of the children in whose interest the study
has been made * * *. These words are written to the fatitersand mothers of
the children, and each parent should understand that " this means rue."

It explains, first, the educational needs of the community: next, the
kind of school it now has; and, finally, a proposed plan of reorganiza-
tion to provide fitting educational opportunities for the children.

Imra.A report NOlich.records the uses of measurèments both in
school subjects and pupil intelligence is to be found in Suryeving
Rural Schools: Organization, Methods, Results, and Comparisons, by;
Prof. F. D.,Crain.12 The Purposes of the studies }my% repolVd were
to secure ans'wers to the following questIons:

1. Are standard testg usable in rural schools, and if so, by whom?
2. What are the results of our campaign, as shown by the (law secured?
*What remedial steps can be taken, if any, to ivwove the unearthed conditions?

The material incorporated in the report was selected from tests
made in Bath Township, Cerro Gordo County: Aurelia, Cherokee
County: and principally in Black Hawk County, Iowa, and extended
in time over 1919-1922. Tests were artplied ut reading, spelling,
arithmetic, the National afnd the Otis intelligence tests, and the
special series in the last, county of nine tests: National intelligence
tests; Monroe's silent reading; Form 1, spelling (Virginia Word
List) ; handwriting (Ayres' Gettysbium sea .); Cleveland survey
arithmetic; Barnes-Courtis Locati'onal C ography of the United
States; History; Iowa geography test; and Charter's language iest.
Among the general conclusions, it was found that testitng is possible
in one-teacher °schools, especially grades three to eight, inclusive,
and should be carried forward only by such county superintendents
as can secure sustained responses fPom their teachers.

New York.- -How a sense of the need af acceptable information
concerning various problems relating to school conditions over a
wide area can quicken a number of agencies,into effective cooperative
activity is well illustrated in the adoption of a resolution by the
Rural Education Conference of the 1920 FFmers' Weuk at the New
York State College of Agriculture, following 4.8 discussion of the

liThe Arlington School Survey: Covering a Study of the Schools of Arlington and Districts 14, 16,
and 30, of Sibley County, Minn. Bull. of Univ. of Minn., Vol. XXIV, No. 218, Ang. 10. MI. BS pp.

Bull. Of Iowa State Teachers' College, Vol. XXIII, N. 3, Part 1, inly, 1921 75 pi.
./
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question, " What, can be done for the improrvewent of rural schools
in New York State'? and its subsequent. history. In conseque--nce
thereof,,the century-old scheme of rural education in- this State was
subjectato one of the most. extensively organized surveys yet under-
taken. The Joint Committee On Rural Schools included representa-
tives of seven cooperative organizatiCms: State grange, State depart-
ment of edutation,.dairymen's league, State farm bureau federation,
department of rural education of the New York State College of
Agriculture, State home bureau federation, and the State teachers'
association. The organization of the survey, under the direction of
Prof. G. A. Works, and with the financial support of the Common-
wealth Fund of New York City, comprised seven sections with a
director in charge of each: Administration ana supervision, C. H.
Judd; teacher preparation and curricula, W. C. Bagley; rural school
buildings, J. É. Butterworth; the educational product, M. E. Hag-
gerty; support of the schools, I I. Uldibgrafr; community relations of
the sciools, M. Carney; and reactions of rural school patrons, E. R.
Eastman. The study of special topics was assigned' to one or another
of these sections. Because 'of their close relationships, the study
included the State schpols of agriculture, the junior extension work,
and the State department of eckcation in its relation to the rural

dopschools. Assistance and coopeztation, toth lay an" fessionai,
official and personal, marked the progress of the work w ich included
the elementary schools in the open country and of elementary and
secondary schools in places under 4,500 population. The State was
divided into seven areas, and data were secured by each section of the
survey froin each of these regions, under the principle of " random
sampling." .

This extensive study is characterized by the special attention
given to the " reactions of rural school patrons," by the State-wide
plans of publicity throlIgh " hearings.' and discussions, which changed
in character with the progress of the investigation and the emergence
of itl finding;, find the consistent unity in the proposed scheme of
rural education pictured in the wide-reaching recommendations.
Continuing publicity in the form " of discussion in hundreds of meet-
ings throughout the State " is an avowed aim in thepreparation cíf
the preliminary repprt."

This general stattment, posspssing literary merit 44ot common in
survey reports, abotinds iii single and composite pictures of rural
schobl conditions, which show clearly the dreat disparity between the
opportunities qf the country and of the city. New emphasis is
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"Rural School Survey of New York State: A Report to the Rural School Patrons, by the Joint
Committee oil Rural gehools, G. A. Works, chairman. Ithaca, N. Y., 1922. 272. pp.

It is designed that the full series of reports .shall include e1ghtelkolurnelL11. Adnistration and
Supervision; W. School Support; IV. Teachers and Teacher Preparatioiir V3chool Buildings; VI. The
Educational Product; VII. The aura. High School; VIII. Vocational Education.
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placed upon the community as respon'sible for given situations by
couching recommendations in such terms as ihat " better provision
may be made because the community beldieves improvement necessary."
Exprestion is given to values and benefits arising from survey partic-
ipation by recording the pxofessional stimulus sensed by many of tile
nearly 200 school people who contributed to the field work:

Enough evidence of this character ham been submitted so that the committee is
convinced that, regardless of le'zislation such as it hopes eventually to see enacted,
the reawakening. that has come among rural school patrons and the stimulkktion of
interest and broadening of vision on the part of those engaged in tile leaching pro-
fession have been worth much more to the State than all time and money eipended.

The committee finds the chief outcome of the inyestigations and
the objective to be realized in its proposals preseneable in this single
conception:

The largest single oducational problem in the State is that of equalization of
educational opportunit for the,country child as contrasted Ath the child who lives
in a city or village of the State. This equalization shilould come not by lowering the
standards in urban centers, but by the gradual development of more adequate schools
for theriSpen country.

The radicul difference between the " is " characteristic of the sur-
vey, in describing conditioris as found, and the " should " of a con-

, structive study in. rural education is brought to mind in a pioneer
study by W. S. Deffenbaugh and J. C. Muerma.n., of the United States
Bureau of Education, presented in their Administration and Supv-,
vision of Village Schools." In this study of school condition in
villages and towns in the United States having a population of less
than 2,5.00 the.authors call attention to a seriously neglected part of
our national scheme of education. Their conclusions may be regarded
almost as a formula, the application of which to given villages may
be expected to bring about much improved school conditions:

The village school should be the community school, serving the farm child as well
as the village child. . The village school should not be independent of the township
or county school system. The village school course of study should be based upon
the life of the community. In the smaller villages only elementary and junior high-
school work should be attempted. There should be a kindergarten in every village.
The school grounds could well be 10 acri and serve as the village park. Every
village siihool should contain a library, and its buildings should include, besides

opt regular clamrooms, audiwrium, libraries, kitchen, and shops.

CITY SURVEYS.

Winchester, Va.One of the most interesting of educational studies
made since the surveying method defined itself is contained in
Private Enitowment and Public Education: the Report of tile Use
of the Handley Fund.") The fulfillment of the time for accumulation
orthe fund bequeathed by John Handley to the city of Winchester

" U. 8. Bu. of Educ. 1919,

!flats. Edw. Bd., New York, 1918.
63 PP.
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brought forward the question as to the proper use of " the income
arising from said residue estate to be expended and laid out in saidcity by the erection of schoolhouses for the education of the poor."This led the board of trustees of this fund to seek the aid of theGeneral Education Board in answering the question. 14-le assistancewas rendered on the basis of a study which included the people andindustries of Winchester, the schools, and their needs. It is inter-esting to note that the last six words of the bequest . " for the educationof the poor," is thus rendered by the survey: This phrase, when
interpreted in present-day terms, must mean public vacation." Incalling attention to the need of a complete reconstruction of thepublic schools of Winchester, the survey ofreN it Argument in term5of a kind of educational organization and opportunity approved bythe most competent contmporaty thought." In the furt her4levelop-ment of its suggestions for the use of the lEandlev Fund. a new inter-pretative principle is offered,:

Private benefactions are best employed when they stimulate public iuterest andpublic participation in social enterprises that the publi can nut otherwise for thetime being undertake. Such use fosteN the development Ilf b;nund public nknion,enlarges the field of public activitf, and deepens the Fense nf rezpnnibility.
Binghamton, N. 1.7.The report of the Binghamton school survey,

by the *Statè department of education, is particularly interesting inview of the fact that it treats of what is essentially an American city,the percentage of native white parentage being 62.9 per cent. " The
awearänce of such a community is very unusual in the surveyliterature. The survey was requested by the board of education,and carried on during the school year 1917-18, under the directionof George M. Wiley and a staff of specialists of the State departmentof education. In expressing the hope that the study would assist" the citizens of the community in meeting the school problems ofthe next de(;ade," the commissioner of education, Dr. John H. Finley,
adds:

It is the type of constructive survey's which I hope the epartment will be increas-ingly kble to give to the communities of this State. Indeed, I know of no higherservice that the State can give through its educational department than to help eachcommunitfto develop its school system in the best way possible, and to enablelocal initiative to take advantage of general experience.
,The nine items receiving attention are: The city of Binghamton;

organization and administration; the school plant; supervision; the
teaching' staff; course of study and instruction in the elementary
Eithoo1s; course of .study and instruction in the high school; achieve-ment in fundamental subjects as measured by standard tests; and
faiances. The higkschool. analysis was a feature of this survey,
paceiving OA it did the lirgest amount of aq.ention given to any

AmpaollK i$ Report of the Survey of the Binghamton School pistem. University of the State of New York."any, 1919. 209 pp.
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school topic, the measurement of achievements in fundamental subjects
coming a close second. The subjects tested included the fundamen-
tal operations of arithmetic, composition, silent reading, spelling, and
writing from grades four to eight, and, in a few instances, the third
grade. The results of the testing showed that, although Binghamton
is characteristically instructing American' childÑn, " the work is
stronger in those subjects that are under the direction of special
supervisors.

Utica, N. Y.The third city school system surveyed by the State
deparfment of education or New York presented their conditions in
a community which is quite the opposite from that of the preceding
survey. The .,Iirvey of the Utica school system follows the same
plan as the preceding report, with the addition of health education."
The survey was undertaken at the request of the chamber of com-
merce, the hoard of education concurring, the inquiry having been
completed during the school ye-ar of 1917-18, under the direction of
George M. Wiley and a staff of specialists of the State department
of education. The study revealed that Utica, with two-thirds of its
population foreign-born or of foreign-born parentage, was facing a
distinctive scirol problem, and one which should have been .of un-
usual interest. to the educational aufhorities of the city. The report
recommends considerable reorganization in administrative manage-
ment, a more effective solution of the problems of the school plant,
revision and extension of the courses of study, giving more attention
to the manual arts, industrial arts, and to home science, to the end
that the' school program and activities shall reflect more vigorousli-
the significant part which the industries fill in the daily life of the city.

Paducah, Ky.The Survey of the Public-School System, Padu-
cah, Ky., (August, 1919, pp. 164) is the work of a welcome new
agency which has entered the active field of surveying. With a
single ceertitA tion, the 15 members of the staff //ere members of the
George Peabody College for Teachers, whose lahoIrs were directed' by
Dr. T. Alexauder. The scope of the study included administration
and supervision, buildings and grounds, elementary schools, the high
schools, physical education, music, home economics, and industrial
arts. The results were embodied in 115 proposals designed to aid
the board of education to carry out " its plan of making radical
changes and improvements. " Serviceable data are recorded of the
results'of tests given to white and to colored pupils in elementary
schools in arithmetic, reading, writing, language, anaspelling.

The survey was undertaken with the understanding that tile recommendations of
the survey staff would be followed out as far as practicable and that individual

17 Report of the Survey of the lift& School System. University of the State of Neir-York. Albany
(no datei. 230 pp.
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members of the survey staff would be permitted to render assistance in the execution
of its recommendations. (These) are intended for Paducah only and for this reason
members of the staff were instructed to confine themselves entirely to a statement of
the conditions as found and very explicit and direct recommendations for the im-
provement of such cenditioni. Accordingly a great many of the statiAical studies
and much of the philosophy of education, which have been included in many sur-
veys, have been purposely omitted. * * * The survey stafrstand ready to give
teacherès individual and collective assistance if requested to do so by the board of
education.

Mtn" Tenn.Because of the failure of a striking instance of
civic enterprise and development to recognize the importance of the
educational resources in a modern American city, the study of the
school situation in Memphis acquires special interest,. At the request
of the city board of education, in April, 1919, the "United States
Commissioner of Education undertook thp task of making a survey
of the public-school system of that city under very specific conditions.
The field Vork was accomplished between May 12 and June 7; tind
the publicatiori, authorized on September 25, 1919, included the
report of the survey staff, Dr. F. F. Bunker, director, with whom were
associated 10 specialists in governmental bureaus and five specialists
from other institutions." The form of this report is a notable
instance of the effort of a survey to realize its full purposes, namely,
of presenting technical details for the benefit of administrative and
teaching forces, hut also the needs of the citizen in appreciing and
supportinkthe policy of educational reconstruction.

It is obviously necessary that the average citizen have an intelligent understand-
ing -of school conditions and school problems, since no public-school system can
function successfully except as it is founded upon the educated public opinion of
the masses of the people. For these reasons the Bureau of Education is publishing
not only a detailed, more or less technical, report of the Memphis school survey, but
also the present brief abstract of the report for the use of the average citizen who is
interested in gaining a general knowledge of the findings of the survey, and whose
intelligent interest is such an importrt factor in the work of the teaching force of

, the city, the school officers, and the board of education.
The survey 'of the city.clearly indicates that, if the city is to grow and prosper

socially and commercially, as much foresight and scientific planning must be spent
upon the education of the children as has been expended upon the material develop-
ment of the city. Conditions have changed, and education must be changed t:o meet
these conditions. Are the schools of Memphis recognizing this fact?

The pointedness of the survey, which includes analytic arid con-
structive study of the main features of 'organized school activities
.and 'discovers, as indicated' by the great number of specific recom-
mendations, that great changes are needed at every point, appears
conspicuously in the "questions which 'the people of Memphis are

',The Public School System of Memphis, Tenn.; Report of the Survey Made Under the Direction of
the Commissioner of Education. Ikull.,_19191No. tp. In 7 parts. Also An Abstract of the Report on the
Public4chool flystem of Memphis, Tenn. Bull.,19IA, No. 72.
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raising iñ regard to their schools" as detailed in the more popular
abstract:

(1) Are the schools educating the children so that they can meet life as it is to-day,
with intelligence, self-reliance, courage, and resourcefulness? Are the schooll organ-
ized in the light of changed social and industral conditions, or are they still con-
ducted 118 though such changes had not taken place?

ki2) Are the schools of Memphis developing in the children the spirit of initiative
and the ability to think for themselves? Does the teaching stimulate thinking, or
does it train merely in the capacity to give rote answers to questions?

(3) Are the schools developing the scientific spirit and the practical scientific
knowledge so important in meeting Abe conditions of modern social and industrial
life?

(4) Are the schools developing in the children gencral Mechanical ability and
adaptability?

(5) What are the schools of Memphis doing to preserve the best traditions of the
South in the art of living and the love of beauty?

(6) Are the schools contributing to the development of the children's health
through the opporttinity for wholesome play every day, or are the children left to
the mercy of the city street, with its physical and moral dangers?

Among the features of the survey may be noted the attention given
the measuiement tests in silent reading, spelling, and arithmetic to
children of the two races; the §,uggested remianization of both ele-
mentary and high school instruction; the special treatment of the
newer subjects of civics, science, music, industrial arts, home eco-
nomics, gardening, and health work; and specifically the greater
economy and educational effectiveness of a building program based
on the work-study-play plan of educational reorganization.

Boise, Idaho.The report of the preceding survey strikingly em-
pha:sizes the extraordinary progress made in recent,years in American
city-school systems. The Boise survey, by Dr. J. B. Sears, assisted
by W. M. Proctor and J. H. Wiilliams,rg authorized Aril 17, 1919,
and the field work aceomplishel in two weeks, is equally striking in
not.ing specific points wherein the changing conditions in American
City public eduf!ation requires exceeding.alertness on the part of the
authorities and the school officials to keep the activities of the teach-
ing ste and tho chnren in the forward line of progress. This survey
projects this conception of the more modern school;
that the school i not to be isolated fmm other social interests; that the teaching of
reading, writing, and arithmetic are not its solelunctions; that education has as much
to do with real occupations, real civic and social duties eau 1 iga tions, real people.,
real things, and real conduct of men; and, finally, that educational opportunities
should be available for old as well as young.

The educational problem bdore this colmunity is thlis framed:
The city is able to have the best, and is morally responsible to's wide territory to

furnish a demonstration of the best that can be worked out in educational practices
in that part of the United States.

. ener....=bar...... 11111MNIMO

le The Boise SurTey: A Concrete Study of tho Administration cif a City School System. EduofitIonal
Survey %rite, Vol. IX. Now York, World Book Co., 1920. 286 pp.
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-The detailed analysis of all the elements in the school situation led
to a report which
calls for a larger teaching force; for more thorough supervision; for additions to cur-,

riculum; for added library and equipment; for better buildings; fur greater attention
to matters of health and physical development; for certain lines of reorganization;
for the organization of special classes; for vocational and educational guidance; for
night schools; and, finally, for the development of a junior college.

The educational leadership of this city, it is indicated, is possible
by the readily available financial resources which will enable it "to
get ouf the 'average' and into the `modern' group of city school
systems.'"

Washington., D. C.Data serviceable for comparative purposes in a
plan for the reconstruction in a school system were rendered avaih
able in the prelimilar irvey of the schools of the District of
Columbia, made under directimi of the ruited States Commis-
sioner. of Educatiot .2° T e request by the board of education, in the
District of Columbm, for prompt assistance is the reason for the re-
striction of the slu(Iy wholly to questions of reorganization of the
administrative and teaching forces of the schools, including the
schedule of salaries, the report being made in October, 1920.

Locust Paint, Baltinwre.An illustration of the application of edu:
cational survey methods in the study of a single school and the
economic resources and educational needs of its very special co.m-
munity is found,in the report/13y C. A. Bennett on The Francis Scott
Key School, Baltimore, Md., (Bu. Educ., Bul. 1920, No. 41, 31 Pp).
The school population of wady 800 claildren,- elementary school,
kindergarten, anti ungraded group, supplies the educational needs of
a curiously restricted indusirial and shipping péninsula which con-
tinues to be a residence section:* This study was consequent upon
the pathfinder survey in 1914, and, more recently, the advice of 1164r-
mer United States Commissioner of Educiation Dr. P. P. Claxton,
whose cooperation was sought in regard to
the reorganization of the school to meet more effectively the-needs of the children and
the adult population of that section, and to suggest plans for a building to be so con-
structed as tp adapt it to the use of the school so reorganized. This study * * *
is an-effort to break through the wall of school tradition and get a view of community
educational needs unhampered. It does not ignore school experience or discount its
value in solving new problems.

A study of the conditions at Locust Point reveals thot only about
one-half a one per cent of these children ever go to high school, that
most boys and girls leave school and go to work as soon as they
reach their fourteenth birVhday, that most ,of the work-certificate
children have little chance to learn a trade, and that *are is a great
lack of facilities for industrial training.

Ain
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The proposed changes include provision for what "might be called
an intermediate school" for all children 13 years of age or older, and
all others who .have reached the sixth grade, to be organized on a
Clepartmental plan in which industrial training, physical training,
and recreation are to rank equal with other subjects; and the organ-
ization of cooperative part-time classes and the addition of a one-year
trade or vocational course to follow the eighth grade. Further
changes areNsuggested in the addition of more industrial work for
slow and subnormal pupils and the organization of evening trade or
vocational classes for those who are working in the industriés.
Detailed schedules for the departmental organization in the school,
including programs of teachers, classes of boys, classes of girls, and ,

building needs, led to diet determinatitn of the size and equipment
necessary for the proposed new building.

Winchester, Mass.The expression of public opinion regarding
alleged defects in the work of the public schools in the town of
Winchester, Mass., reached such a point that at a town meeting on
March 3, 1919, a committee or 15 was authorized,
to consider dike advisability of having an educational survey u: the public-school
system of the toWn with a view to improving the same, or of taking any other action
with respect to the public schools.

The report of the committee of fifteen on public schools, of the town
of Winchester, Mass. (1919,37 pp.), made to the board of selectmen,
shows how a detailedquestionnaire analysis of an indefinite public

, dissatisfaction of schools can lead to a sui-vey. Just one year later,
a school committee was authorized to make arrangements with the
United StAtes Commissioner of Education for a survey to be made
under his direction. The repo.rt of the survey presents the fihdings
and recommendations of the special committee of nine members under
the direction of Dr. F. F. Bunker, including with other members of
the.bureau, Dr. T. W. Balliet and E. A. Lincoln." The report is
interesting because .of° the opportunity which it incidently affords in
showing the charaaeristic progress which public education in the
United States has made during 30 years, and is also well saturated
with clear expositions of the basic theories and of schoolroom practice
of present-day education from the kindergarten up. It is also inter-
esting to note that the rather restless state of pub4,,E7T inion regarding
school results was not wholly justifiable.

The report is organized about the following topics: The organiza-
tion, administration, and financing of the public schools; a ,school
building program; work in the kindergarten and the primary grades.,
the comes 'of study (both elementary and high school) ; the high
schools; fesults of the standard educational measurement tests. The

f'
_ _

si Survey of the Schools 01 Winchester, Mass. U. S. Du. of Edw., Bul., 1920, no. 436 190 pp.
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tests in the elementary school included arithmetic, spelling, silent
reading, and reasoning in arithmetic : in the high school, algebra,
Latin, 14ench, Spanish, United States history, physics, English coin-
Nsition, and tyNwriting. "The principle of mult iple use of facilities"
is well urged in the presentation of the three alternate plans proposed
for the building situation in this city. It is also interesting to note
the general reliance in the.expository sections on the report of the
Memphis survey which suggests that future reports of survey investi-
gations may well cease to be strictly local and individualistic.

Lawrence, Kans.An interesting illustration of a patient, observ-
ance of survey technique is found in the report, of a survey of certain
features of the school system of Lawrence, Kans., conducted under
the direct:ion of the bureau of school service (F. P. O'Brien, director),
school of education, University of Kansas.22 On October 11 , 1920,
the board of educaiion sought advice as to " what sort of a iww
high sohool must be constructed to serve the needs of the city of
Lawrence," and on January 3, 1921, the answer, through the survey
report, was given. The publication was interestingly delayed so as
to record the outcome of the follow-up publicity campaign fi.om
January to April, the successful bond election authorizing an issue
of $495,000, and the final actvial construction of the building. The
procedure of the study followed these three definite steps:

To determine the kind of highschool curriculum or clirriculums that are needed
in order to provide adequately for secondary education in a social community such
as Lawrence, recognizing that the specifically educational factoN must receive first
consideration. To determine what kind of a school-builditv program such -a curricu-
lum or curriculums will demand. To determine what is the ability of Lawrenco to
pay for, ouch a school-building Rrogram and the most approyed method of doing it.

The topics of the report progressed as follows:
The city of Lawreace and its high school; the present high school and its lack of

adequate provisions; some facts of social significance relative to the high-school
population; school provisions to fit the pupils' needs; courses of study for junior.and
senior high sate; the factors that must be considered; what should be the size of the
ultimate elemeatary-school plant 20 years hence; the ultimate junior and senior high-
school planC school finances; the size of the education problem financially in
Lavience, financing the proposed program.

Wheeling, W. Va.The strictly professional chlrac ter of present-
day public education is notatly attested once more by the r'ecounting
of the uneven attainments and difficulties encountered by uninstructed
laymen whose zeal and devotion can in no wise compensate for the
inevitable errors of judgment, in the educational survey of Wheeling,
W. Va., made under the direction of the United States Commissioner
of Education." A survey SIMS authorized December k 30, 1920, and

uB111. of Univ. of Kansas, vol. 23, no. 1, Jan. 1, 1922. 100 pp.
au. 8. Bu. of Eduo., But., 101, no. 28. 33 pp.
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the field work was conducted between January 17 and March 10,
1921, by Dr. W. T. Bawden, director of the survey, with whom were
associated five specialists from the &mail of Education and six from
outside. The published report, which contains a brief digest or
summary of the principal conclusions an4, recommendations, shows
the very wide spread of the detailed features of a well-organized
system of city schools. °The scope of the recommendations, which
involve an almost complete reorganization of' the system, can well be
understood in view of the fart that, the Wheeling 4cha)1 organization,
originally created in 1849, had been allowed to continue to function
under the spirit of its original local inOpendence. The initiarsteps

vi.
to adaptwere promptly taken the survey recommendations relative

to the reorganization of the board ty *wing the board of education
from 25 to 5 by making the superintendent its real executive officer,
and by raising the qualifications of teachers.

Niagara. Mills, N. Y.This survey ieport is interesting because it
early instances the pressing problem of providing adequate housing
facilities for school children in the postwar period. A study of this
problem by the building a_nd grounds committee of the board of
education of Niagara Falls in April, 1919, led the board to request-
the State department of education not only to assist in this particular
difficulty but to study the school system as a while. The major
portion of the work covered by the survey was done during the school
year of 1919-1920, the measurement of instruction by the giving of
standard tests being completed in the autumn of 1920.24 The Niagara
Falls survey was conducted under the directign of G. M. Wiley. The
usual form of procedure was carried out in the.study of the school
activities and problems in this city. The program was varied by the
addition of a section on industrial education. It is to be noted that
the school-building prograni became guaranteéd by a total bond issue
of $3,500,000.

Wilmington, Del.The school survey of this city is traceable to a
special arousement of public interest in school problems stimulated

idend related to, the legislation following the Delaware State survey
16 (see above). The Popular interest in the situation leading

to the tindertakirig is no less indicated by the action of the board of
education in March, 1920, which authorized a survey to be made by
a committee of 30 citizens, 10 being appointed by the board, 10 by
the city council, and .10 by the mayor of the city. The survey was
made by the United States Commissioner of Education, with Dr. F.
F. Bunker in charge, with whom were associated 8 other members of
the staff of the Bureau of Education and 7 others from outside the

hThe Niagara Falls School System: Report of a Survey by the State Department of Education.
(University of the State of New York. Albany, 1921. 220 pp.) 111,
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bureau. The field work was eff&ted in October-November, and, the
report completed in the following month.25 The form of the report
is of interest, the separation being based on those " matiers having
to do with legislation," including the educational background, school
organization, supervision and finahce, and a school-building program,
which were thus made available in Part I for the convening of the
general assembly at its session early in January. " The more strictly
educational aspects" of the city's school problem, including t he treat-
ment 'of the elementary school courses, secondary education, and
special departments and subjects, comprise Part

It was recominended that the city bring itself into coordinated
relation with the State system, still in pròcess of reorganization;
that the building program be modified to introduce educational en-
richments; and that, on the basis of the observation and analysis of
§chool practices and records, the educational achievements be brought
forward to a lével comparable with the more progressive city systems:
In the course of the preliminary considerations the Commissioner of
Education thus outlined the scope of a city school survey as cover-
ing eight groups of items:

A study of the schoolhouse situation, with recommendations for repairing tile old
buildings and making them more useful and mare sanitary, replacing those out Of
use, and putlining a building program fur the next S or 10 years.

A study of the organization of the board of education and it:i methods of work,
with special relation to the business activities and to the schools through the super-,intendent and other officers.

A study of the organi zation of the schools and their adiniiiistration under the
directionOf the surrintendent, with recommendations for improvements. .

The financing of the schools, the salaries of teachers and other school officers.
A study of the education, professional preparation, and experience of teachers,

and the spfrit of the teaching body.
A study of the courses of study and their adaptation to the needs of the city, with

recommendations for their modification and- improvement, and a statement of reasons
for the same.

A study of methods of instruction, the results and standards, with recommen-
dations.

As a background for all recornmendaiions for improvements and readjustments itwill be ne*iary to make a compreluinsive study of the city ,as a community, its
industries, the pecupations of its prple, and its life and ideals.

Baltimore, Md.This city is outstanding by reason of the fact that it
has experienced at least four different survey undertakings. Because
of the interest of the educational committee, Mrs. Daniel Miller, chair-
man, of the Arundel Good Government Club, in 1897 and in 1898, a
special report of the sanitary condition of the primary schools of Balti-
more was made by Prof. S. II. Woolliidge, of the Institute of Technol-
ogy of Boston, submitted May 9, 1898. The 14 items listed on the

. %survey oldie Schools of Wilmington, Del. U. 8 Bu. Mao., 1921, No. 2, Part I, 132 pp.; Part II,191 pp.
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question blank used for this inquiry bear interesting historical relation-
ship to such a modern instrument as the Strayer-Engelhardt score
card for city school buildings. The following year, the second report of
the committee on these same schools endeavored to show the progress
made in repairing the schools and irtfproving their sanitary condition.

Baltimore waE the first large city school systAn to receive the at-
tention of a definitely organized survey group. It was under the
chairmanship of Dr. E. E. Brown, then United States Commissioner
of Education."

The failure of these two studies to arouse an interest, in* the problem
of improving the the public school plant is evident from the appear-
ance, on February 28, 1920, 'of the report of the physical conditions
of the elementary public schools of Baltimore City." This undertak-
ing on the pail of the teachers enjoyed the cooperation of the board
of school commissioners and of the school superintundent and rep-
resentatives of 22 civic and commercial agencies. The data were
collected by means of the Strayer-Engelhardt score card, and are
believed to presenk a fair picture of condit ions as they existed in June,
1919. The prophetic character of this report may be seen in the
dissociated event of a later undertaking:

The purpose of the report is not to attack any board or individual. The teachers'
council is attempting merely to present to the people of Baltimore a fair picture of
physical conditions as they exist in the public schools, and their purpose in this
presentation is to create in the people of Baltimore a willingness to spend upon the
.school buildings the money that may b necessary for their rehabilitation.

The Baltimore schdol survey, 1920-21, is the fourth, the largest,
.and the most effective enterprise of this type undertaken in this
community. It is also one of the two or three most distinctive con-
tributions to the survey movement during the period under review:
The inauguration of this survey is a tribute to the reconstructive
values of the survey movement, and, at the same time, was incidental
to the reorganization of the board of school commissioners following

e changes in the political complexion of the city government in 1919.
In accepting the completed manuscript of the report of May 31, 1921,
Dr. Henry S. West makes record of the assurince that the school
board, in inviting him to the superintendency the preceding year,
would take steps to have a school survey.- inaugurated at the very beginning of the
new school year, so as to get the completed survey report as.early as possible in 1921.
My attitud'e was to welcome heartily a thomugh survey of the Baltimore school system
as a first and a most important move on the part of the reorganized board of school
commissioners. lily own experience with previous school surveys had taught me
that a school survey properly conducted by a competent and impartial director,

is See Report of the Cesnmission Appointed to Study the System of Education in the l'ablio SchoolS
of Baltimore, U. S. Bu. of Educ., Bul., 1911, No. 4.

"Council of the Allied Association of Public School Teachers of Baltimore. Bulletin No. 7. .4sueki
under the editorial direction of Dr. W. H. Maithie. 278 pp.
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not connected with the School system being surveyed, cou10 bring to that system a
'clearness of vision as to t ej%. existing. situation, 14u(1 a s'oun4Iness of judgment as to
recommendations for the Latin!, that would htb of tremendous and lasting value to
the city under survey.

The survey was under the direction of Dr. G. D. Strayer, who
utilized the large staff of 1 fo outside peNons. The work began
Octobfr 1, 1920, and was completed with full reports Nlay 31, 1921.
The report includes three volumes (levoled respectively to the school
plant and the school building program, the administration of public
schools and other studies; and the school curri.culum. The program
of publicity lira centered about a series of six luncheons held betwiien
December 10 and May 13, which offered an opport unity to present,,,
from time to time, .r.arious aspects of the investigation and to enlist
the enlightened spirit of citizens in eariiyiii40;"Argrward the snrvey
recommendations. The second publièity item WaS the Cyndensation
of the elaborate and detailed report into an abt;tra_bt (51 pp.), in
which was presented the facts in summary tables and stgements of
the findings of the survey, together \'ith a statement of the progress
in the adoption of different recommendations tkat had been madi
during the conduct of the survey and since its completion.

The diqintive features of this survey include the provision of a
reviewing committee of six members, each of whom is distinguished
for his kr.owledge of special phases of public eduTation and the close
cooperation between the board of school commissioners and the
director of the survey -during -the progress of the investigation
whereby effective adaption of a' large number of recommendations
was made even before the, close of the work. The reviewing com-
mittee was brought tm.Baltimore and spent one eek in their effort
to evaluate the local situation and the reli!onundations of the survey.

Caldwell, N. 1 .The administrative convenience of a survey t)
those in authoritA, even if it includes " only a limited number of
fields," in a schoor situation is well illustrated by A Study Made of
the CAldwell, N. J., School SS-stem, by Dr. N. L. Englehardt
1921, 34 pp.). It is pointed out that the many prominent elements
in this school situation can be progressively balanced by " the adop-
tion of a definite school program indicative of progress, the acceptance
of this program by the community, and th6 harmonious spirit of the
community in its development."

glizabeth City, N. C.The Commigner of Education and a
Committee of sevén persons, under theZrection of Dr. W. T. Bow-
den, at the request of the board of school t rustees, sub.mit ted between
My 30, 1920, find July 7 1921, successive sections of their report,
Educational Survey of Elizabeth City, N. C. i'4timmary of Conclusions
aud Recommendations, upQn school conditions in this city." .Among

mu. 8. 13u. Of Edub. Bul., 1921, No. 26. 43 pp.
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the suggestions for improvements' are a showing of the greater
economSr of the work-stu'dy-piay plan of educational activities fir a
building program; 17 types of data as most desirable to be found and
brought up to date in a city superintendent's office; and the list of 10
characteristics to h6 found in a school syst-em whose chief executive
is " making a continuous survey."

Honesdale, Pa.On July 13, 1921, Dr. I). W. La Rue submitted
the.report of the Educational Survey of 1 lonesdhle, Pa., .(160 pp.),
made during the previous school year, in the testing part of which
he had been assisted by-C. J. Naegle. The study was requested by
the school board, the parent-teachers' association, and the chamber
of commerce in order to find whet her this Iwough k doing all.ihat
it can and Ought to do for its children." This study of a .;cliool
situation is sp'ecialiy interesting because of the specific objective.thus
described and kept. in mind:.

Agreeably, both to the wishes of the local authorities and the desires of the sur-
veyors, the child has been kept in the foreground * X * Accord y we have
endeavored to follow the child from his home frma his birth, in fact, to and through
school and out into society, makhig a survey of all that fiappens to him on the way.

The persistence of this objective is to be noted in th(j'topical
distribution of theNport:

Honesdale, the place and the people; social and educatitmul aims, " for the
childrwi's sake"; the preschool care of the children, transition from home to school;
care of mental and bodily health; morale, character, discipline, and democracy; the
program of studies and the children's future; the child's progress through his currit-
ulum; teachers and supervisors; making lessons effective in the lives of tho learners;
individuation, and the placing of the school product back in society; administering
the schools for the childien; school and community interest.4.

The testing program covered grades three to eight and classes in
the high school, and included intelligence tests and achiev'ement
tests in reading, arithmetic, spelling, handwriting, language, compo-
sition, history, and elementary algebra. The report includes a new
scheme forrating teachers which was devised for this survey (pp. 86.-
89). It is arranged " as a possible aid to those who must supervise
and rate teachers; biit, more especially that teachers may profit by
applyink it to themselves." The chief valifications of the good
teacher are thus grouped: Character, morale, discipline, democracy;
healthmental and bodilyattitude, and energy general intaigence,
general power of adaptatkon and adjustment: technical achievement.

Hackensack, N. J.Much relief is sensed in coming to the report
of a survey which is of a good or progressive, and fiot of a bad or
backward, school situation. The report of the survey of the Hackr
ensack public school system, by Drs. G. D. Strayer and N. L. Engel-
hardt,,aided by six assistants, describes the niodern school system,.
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and indicates that the specific task of the surveyors was so to fraine
their analyses its to enable them to point out the directions in-which
the continuing progress in this system may be moving." The survey,
indeed, partakes pore of the nature of an audit which assures thd
community that their school money is being spent wisely and places
their school system among the foremost in the country. In addition
to the approval of a school-building program Poking forward 20
years, it is impressive to note the curious problem which
lies in the needs of the children who transfer from other school systems to the local
school system. Children who spend their educational lives in the Hackensack
schools progress more rapidly than these other children.

The outstanding features of the survey include the measurement
of the classroom achievements of children '(in_ June) in reading,
handwriting, English 'liomposition, spelling, arithmetic, algebra and
Latin, the outline for judging the quality of instruction (based upon
the observation of two full classrwm periods), and the new scale for
scoring teaching methods and teaching confrol. This survey in
effect is an experimental demonstration of means for maintaining
progress. " None of the real problems in modern education have
been left untouched by the present school staff."

Philadelph ia,Ta.Because this city was the last great municipal.:
ity to yield to the survey procedure in educational enterprises, and
also because the organization and the cohduct of the investigation
represent great and significant changes in the wide-sweeping reorgan-
ization of the administration of a State department,of education, the
report of the survey of the.,Philadelpliia public schools, by the Penn-
sylvania State department of public instruction, takes on new arid
exceptional interests° Community initiative, based on a bblief of
survey values in eduCational progress, expressed itself when in De-
cember, 1917, F. P. Gruenberg, director of the Bureau of Municipal
Research, and B. M. Watson, directu of the Public Education and
Child-Labor Association, began their appeills to the inembers of the
school board to undertake a survey. The period of nearly two and
one-half years following witnessed interesting manifestations of indi-
vidual and civic interests iu the projfict. The belated discovery.that
"the-condition: of the schOol treasury would not permit the expense"
resulted. in a large number of individuals and business. corporations
underwritidg the amount of $32,000 to meet the expbmes. The
school boird then arranged for a joint survey committee, including
six of its own members and six citizens of the city, which began
functioning April 1.5, 1920. Later developments led to an invitation

INne1111
*Report of the Survey of the Public School System 9f Hackensack, N. J. The Hackensack Schools;No. 2, Novemlier, 1921. 277 pp.

Report of the Survey of the Ppblic Sebools of Philadelphia, Pa. 4 books. Public Education andlabor Association of Pennsylvania, 1922.
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to Dr. T. E. Finegan to make th survey. The basis of his accept-
ance is an indication of the effective adoption of new administrative
principles in the 'reorganization of die State department of public
instruction in Pennsylvania, which was then under way.

The professional staff of the State department had been organized and equipped
to do the identical work which was involved in the survey of the schools of Phila-
delphia, and the law * * made it his 'duty to obtain the information that
would be revealed through the survey of important or typical districts for the pur-
pose of advising the legislature on plans for such improvements of the school system
as he deems expedient.

The surv6- was accordingly conducted without expense to the city
or to the citizeiis of Philadelphia.

Associated %with the director of the survey were Dr. J. V. Withers,
...in charge of elementary, educatio'n; Dr. T. II. Briggs, ins- charge of

secondary educatiob ; and Dr. H. S. Weet, in charge of school finance,
with whom were associated 36 members and 23 nonmembers of the
Statt department staff, a'totahof 63 persons, no one of whom had
been connected with thp Philadelphia schools. The work of the
investigation extended ovei the school year 1920-21. The first pub-
lic expression of the scope and results or the undertaking was made
on March 29, 1922, to a large public audience.

It is to be notedithat in a study of the school plant, orgánization
and administration, pupils, types of schools, vocational education,
and instruction in its 12 chief branches the survey utilizes the his-
torical background of the city's system as a basis foi understanding
the conditions that were found to exist. The Philadelphia surveSr.
also ranks with the last Baltimore survey in the timely success indi-
cated in'the adoption by the school authorities of recommendations
mitde from time to time during the progress of the work. The read-
iness of the school authorities to proceed to the correction of the
chief defects of the system as soon as they were revealed is expressive
of the changed attitude on the part of public opinion ,toward the
investigation as a whole. The report is characterized by specitc
records of the changes which- were effectiveAduring the undertaking
and before the publication of the document. The reorganization amt
extension, in the light of accepted modern standards, in almost eveiy
detailed feature of a school system, are indicative of the thoroughness
of the work. The school-building program is one of the outstanding
features, as is indicated by the proposed expenditure of $84,000,000
by 1940. The spirit in which this general recommendation was'
accepted is marked tiy the official action which has provided for the

A expenditure orover $39,000,000 on the school plant by 1924.n view of the gigantic project of modernizing such a large system
in the jight of this study, the city is exceptionally fortunate in. the
legal relationships which obtain between itself ilnd the State depart:
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ment of education, whereby assistance will be readily available in the
formulation feud reformulation of plans and policies for a ecintinuous
readjustment of the school system.

Sparta, Wig. --Some Recommendations .for the Improvement of
the School System of Sparta, Wis., by W. S. Deffenbaugh, of the
United States Bureau of Education (23 pp.), were made in-November,
1921, on the basis of a general view of f t uat ion, and in the effort
secure an expansion Of the whool ystem in the light of general educa-

/ tional theory and Practice. The study did. not. include the methods
of administration .employed by the board of education for classroom
instruction and the measurement of the ability and achievements of
the pupils. " The report. has been W rit ten fc" the citizens of Sparta."

New Bedford, Mass.Principles, Policies, 1111(1 Plans for the Im-
provement of the New 130ford Public Schools presents the results of
cooperative studies carried out by the school committee, the admin-
istrative and supervisory it..afr, principals and teachers under the
direction of F. E. Spaulding (181 pp February, Thiss..survey
proposed and *executed a new plan of organization which undertook
a:parked departure front the usual procedure. Under the highly
detailed "agreement," which listed for study 1-4 aspects of the school
vstem, the cooperative enterprise extended from September 27,1921,
to February 9, 1922, requiring 10 visits of the director, who
as provided in the `' agreement," has been strictly responsible for the plan, the
methods, the reliability of the re;tults, and the formulation of the program of practi-
cable improvements growing out of the titudies.

°While these studies are referred to in tho " menibrandum of agreement" as a
"survey,"' they havR differed radically in conduct., consistent aim, and immediate
results frOm the school Nurvey that has come to be typical. Thdso differences,
deliberately planned from tho beginning and kept constantly in mind throughout,* * * should be appreciated by tho reader accustomed to exhaustive, conven-
tional survey reports, if he would avoid mistakes of judging these studies, as here
published, merely by comparinq them with such typical survey reports.

The influences of the studies have been distinctly educational * * * concerning'
the effectivé conduct of a school mystem under Out complex and difficult conditions
that a city like Now Bedford presents. Out of this education of the school forces
has grown the intelligent and hearty acceptance of the program of improvbments.

The principal items in the program of improvements include: New
rules and regulations; changes in the membership and terms of office
of the school committee; the reorganization of the adminstrativo and
supervisory control of the entire system; the reorganization and
consolidation of elementary school principalships; proposed salary
schedules; extension of the curriculum of the high school; introduc-
tion of the junior high-school organization; changes needed in plans
and policies below the high school; and a comprehensive program
for the extension and improvement of the school plant.
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Shreveport
of the bienm m is that which was made by the Commissioner

d Parish, La.One of the most illuminating

of Education upon the joint invittition of the board of education of
Caddo Parish and the State superintendent of public instruction of
Louisiana. The staff included W. S. Deffenbaugh, with whom were
associated C. A. Ives, T. Alexander, and F. B. Dresslar, who com-
pleted the field work between April 10 and 29,1922. The report of the
findings and recommendations was igsued by the Louisiana State
department of education.3' Opportunity is here given for a. study
of unusiial developments, within the brief period of 22 years, of pub-
lic, education, and also of an unusual combination of the factors
involved in the development of a system including city And rural
situations, and of the white and the colored races. To the usual
items of organization, administration, including finance and teaching
staff, buildings and grounds, high schools and elementary schools, is
added the measurement of achievements of the pupils. Tests were
given in reading, spelling, language, and arithmetic in elementary
schools; and algebra. Latin, and reading in high schools. From cer-
tain points of view, it is remarkable to find the white city schools up
to or above standard the white rural schools practically up to stand-
ard, and tbe colored schools characteristically below standard. .

Atlanta, Ga.The elaborate inquiry into the school situation ip
Atlanta, Ga., in 1921 --22, is a clear indication of the excellence of the
work to be expected from the new formally organized agency, the
division of field studies of the institute of Educational Research of
Teachers College, under the direction of Dr. G. D. Strayer, which has
entered the field of surveying. It likewise instances the practical
wisdom of a community, which, having appropriated $4,000,0004 forI it.

.1 school buildings,
felt that a thorough study should be made of the existing conditions in the school
plant and that the appropriation should be expended only for buildings erected to
become parts of a permanent school p1ant.32

,The report-ranks in scope and technique with the largest undertak-
ings in the biennium. Fifty-three field workers were engaged in the
study. The suggestion for a revision of the city charter involving
the school hoard, and the complete reorganization of a 7-4 into a K
6-3-3 system, a recommendation approved by the school board and
to be made the basis of the proposed building program, are, probably,
the most marked features of this investigation of a long outgrown,

11 Survey of the Schools of Caddo Parish, with Special Reference to the City of Shreveport, Ls. 156 pp.
a Vol. 1, Surreys of the Public School Buildings aud the School Building Program for Atlanta, pa.,

Directed by Pr. N. L. Englehardt, 200 pp.; Vol. II, The Organization and AdminiRtration of the School,
System, Including School Costs, the Teaching Corps, and the Educational Program of the Schooli,
Directed by Drs. N. L. Englehardt and E. S. Evendett. 255 pp.
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urVan, and' biracial system of public education. The topics presented
in the report are:

schwl buildings for.white children; school-building sites; buildings and building
structure; the service systemR *of the prosent school plant; classrooms; special rooms;
school buildings for colored children; studies of population; thozesidential distribu-
tion of school children; a new edueational organization and the white school popu-
lation to be served; recommendations for the schools for white children; recornrnn-
dations for the schools for colored children; the cost of the replacement program and
the immediatp building, program; the organization and adthinistration of the Atlanta
public schools; school financing and school costs in Atlanta; classification and progress
studies; grade progress studies for schools for colored children; the training and
experience of teachers; the teaching staff of the schools for colored children; the
organizt tion of. the educational program; the curriculum; and vocational education.

Cleveland Heights, Ohio.Upon the suggestion of the educational
committee of- the Men's Civic Club, the board of education of Cleve-
land Heights ordered a survey of their schools, which was made
between May 15 and 26, 1922, under the direction of Dr. J. W.
Withers, with a staff of seven members. It was specified that " the
survey should be thorough, covering every-important matter affecting
the efficiency of the school system," covering six major features, and
including over 50 specific points listed for the undertaking. " The
one and only purpose should be so to present and interpret the find-
ings, and to make such recommendations for improvement based upon
these findings, "as will make for the improvement of the schools."

SPECIAL PHASAIIIN CITY SURVEYS.

The adaptability of the survey procedure to aid educational admin-
istration in dealing with problems involved in special situations was
made evident in earlier years, and has, shown a wider range in the
present period. The one-time ambition of a " complete " or a "scien-
tific " survey of a school situation has been wisely replaced, in part,
by a disposition to seek guidance through the offerings of selected
studies. The following instances aire indicative of the new trend in
administration to he more specific in itg efforts and to project " a
program."

The school building program .That (the adequate housin1g of the
increasing.public-school population had beconL3 a real problem, even
in times of peace, was illustrated, e. g., by then?' aul and the Omaha
surveys before our Nation *entered the World War. The interruption.
to the usual pace in constructing additional housing faciliti63 follow..
ing this event created a nation-wide congestion in schools. This is
clearly shown by the ranking importance of the school-building pro.
gram topic in the recent city surveys, And by these special studies:

Financial turd Building Neods-okthe Schools of Lexington, Ky., made under the
direction of the lJnited States Commisidow of Education. Bulletin, 1919, No. 68.
bo pp. .
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A Survey of Public-School Building Requirements in Cleveland Heights, Ohio, by
P. ('. Packer, 11. W. Anderson, snd L. J. Bruitiner. 39,pp.

A School Building Program for Meriden, Conn., by A. B. Fernandez. U.S.
Bureau of Education, Bulletin, 1920, No. 22. 26 pp.

A School Building Program for Gloucester, Mass., by,the United States Bureau of
Education. Bulletin, 1920, No. 23, 16 pp. See also School Report of Gloucester,
Mass., 1920, pp. 32-50, for the report of the survey of school buildings made by the
State boar4of education through C. 1). Kingsley and B. F. Jones.

A School Building Program for Athens, Ga., by A. B. Peornandez, of the Bureau
of Education (Thulletin, 1921, No. 25, 97 pp.), plans for the school needs of an old
community which has been changing trom an edurlitional center to an industrial
city; and, in advancing the work-study-play plan, presents an extensive analysis of
both the old and the new plan, showing the special values, economies. Ernd the
educational enrichments of the latter. The school needs of both the white and the
colored population are noted in detail. The comparison of Athens with 44 other
cities results in a clear indication of the city's adequate financial returces to carry
out the permanent building program proposed.

A School Building Survey and Schoolhousing Program for Napa, Calif., Produced
by Graduate Students in Educational Administration. Education, 24. Directed
by F. W. Hart. 64 pp.

A School Building Survey and Schoolhousing Program for San Itfael, Calif., by
the Depiirtment of Education, University of California. Directed by F. W. Hart and
L. H. Peterson, Assisted by a Group of 22 Graduate Students in Educational Admin-
istration, Educatijm, 249. ZO pp

The arrangement involved in this study in the spring of 1922, leading to the report
of A School Building Thogram for the City of Winona, Minn. (University of Minnesota,
December, 1922, 66 pp.), conducted by M. G. Neale attd S. B. Severson, and live
assistants, shows an interesting forward step taken by a Stite university in cooperation
with a partieular community whereby it makes available to such local communities
the most eipert service which the university can proide, a service which none of
these school systems could provide directly for itself. Upon the request to the
college of education to make the survey, the board of regents of the university
agreed to release members of its staff from fictive service for such of their time
as would be required to make the survey and carry through the project on the
condition, proposed by the Winona Board of Education, of paying " for the time of
Professor Neale and such other- persons as would be required to carry the survey
through and to meet all expenses incident to the making of the survey." The
present usual technique is applied in detailing the proposed building program for
this city up to 1940, and in revealing the financial ability to carry it forward. Under
similar arrangements, the college of education of this institution is condiieting other
surveys in this State.

A Study of the Public Schools of Harrisburg, Pa., and Recommendations for a
Building 'Program, by F. E. Spaulding, as made to a Joint. Confereiwe of Civic
Organizations, June, 1922. 30 pp.

.In helpingtommunities to solve their respective building .and finan-
cial problems relating to the -school plant., these surveys uniformly
indicate how contributions toward extending the instructional oppor-
tunities for children nity be made. Two types of reorganization are
utilized for this purpose: Grade reorganization, so as to., provide for
the intermediate or junior high school; and, reorganization of the
traditional gradé type int% the work-study-play plan... In several
instances of the latter type the recommendations show an actual
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economy of about 10 per cent in capital outlay in providing the new
facilities of modern standards:

Other instances 'illustrative of how community and professional
interests in educational problems and changes may express themselves
are found in the following:

Arithmetic Survey (Monograph No. 3, 1919, 30 pp.), and Spelling Survey (Mono-
graph No. 7, 1920, Newark, N. J., 32 pp.), under the direction of Asst. Supt. E. M.
Sexton, are additional evidences.of what a department of refs.rence 'and research in a
public-school system may contribute toward a progressive program in instruction.

A Survey of Pupils in the cliools of Bakersfield, Calif., reported 1). J. If. Williams
(Whittier State School, (.'alif., Bulletin No. 9, June, 1920, 43 pp.), WaS undertaken
" to secure data particularly relating to the distribution amiiocation of pupils in need
of special instruction, and to introduco the test method of classification and-promo-
tion." Teacher judgments are' checkedas,:ainst L4tandard tests, New tests in geog-

raphy and in femperament were introduced.
A record of piogres.4 in the tlftlory and practice of clucational administration, by

a comparison and evaluation of reports of 19 city tiurvv, i:-Talv-trrrwin by W. S. Deffen-

baugh in The School Board in City School Survey Reports, m Sch. Bd. cigar.,
61: 23-26, August, 1920: and, also, Bu. of blue., City Sch. Leaflet, No.. 8, 15 pp,
September, 1922.

Comparative Results in Intermediate and Elenientary Schools at Los Anelvs, by
T. 11. Briggs, Jour. Jf. Edue. Res., 2: Gs1--692, November, 1920, throws new light
upon the results obtained by some efforts at. educational reorganization.

How surveying procedure facilitates the segregation of special
problems and efforts toward the solution of them is further illustrated
by these studies:

A Sufvey of Commercial Education in the Public M(4'11 Schools of the United
States, by L. S. Lyon, Supp. Educ. Mon., Whole No. 12. University of Chicago,
September, 1419, 59 pp., based upon the questionnaire plan of securing data.

.The Problem of Adult Education in Paikuic, N. J., by A. B. Pernandez, of the
Bureau of Education, Bulletin, 1920, Islo. 4, 26 pp., has its solution suggestN1 along
the lines of the specific treatment recommended.

The Survey of the Writing Vocabularies of Public-School Children in Connecticut,
by W. F. Tidyman, Bureau of Education, Teacher's 'Leaflet, No. 15, November,
1921, 18 pp., presents the spelling situation as of 1917-1g in this State, and, as a
result of a new device in sorting the numerous words appearing in compositions, adds
a ligt of 3,000 commonest woids, arrayed in grade distribution, third to ninth grades,
inclusive.-

Various modes of ascertaining and judging the. variations in the
intelligence in school groups, casually appearing in some of the more
general surveys, characterize some special stwhes:

Au Intelligence Survey of a Typical Towii School (Wapello, Iowa), 14. R. 11.
Sylvpster. Pod. Sem., 26: 365-71, December, 1919.

X, Survey of the TM% First Grades of the Horace Mann School by Means of

Psychological Tests and Teachers'. Estimates, and a Statislical Evaluation of the
Meuures Empl9yed, by C. F. apd L. M. Clausen. Jour. of Educ. Psych., 12: 72-81,

243-252, February-May, 1921.
Mental Survey of Utah Schools and Adaptatiorl of the Army Beta Tests, by G. S.

Snoddy and G. E. Hyde. University of Utah Bulletin, val. 12, no. 6, September,
1921. 28 FP
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The Intelligence of Itigh-Schoo1 Seniors al4 Revealed by a State-Wide Mental Sur-
Vey of Indiana High Schools, by W. 141 Book, New York, Nlarmillan Co., 1922. 355
pp Made with the authority and assistance of the Indiana state Board of Education.

The Educational Survey of the Phillippi School System (April, 1922 El 39 pp.),
by the department of education of 'West Viminia University, under the direction of
Prof. L. V. Cavins, is chiefly a study of pupil abilities by agegrade distribution
and intelligence tests and of instruction by 11 educational tests, with a resultant
reclassification of pupils.

Qity school reports continue to show, from a publicity point of
view, the excellent formative effects appearing in the type of educa-
tional literature produced by the surveys. Two reports may be cited :

Survey of the Scranton (Pa.) Public Schools, 191S-1920. 240 pp., which has more
material than that usually found in a biennial report.

Seventy-Ninth Annual Report of the Superintendent of Schools, Detroit, Mich.,
1921-f"2, 110 pp., which graphically presents a statement of growth, policy, progress,
orgailization, buildings, finance, and statistical studies.

THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION.

When the school-survey movement made its modest. beginnings
12 years two in several remot6 and inconspicuous systems, it found
American schools long in possession of a basic philosophy which as-
cribed the central position in a school systeln to the teacher. From
the first the stirveys have, Nvith increasing emphasis, been diiecting
critical and sympathetic attention to the work of the teachers and
the administrative practices which modified the conditions of possible
success on their part in securing acceptable instruction. The period
under review has brought. forward three survey reports in this special
phase of education.

Missouri .----The outcome of a chance request to the Carnegie Foun-
dation for the Advancement of Teaching in July, 1914, by Governòr
Major, of Missouri, led to the publication by the surveying agent in
'January, 1920, of the monumental report on the professional prepa-
ration of public-school teachers7 by Dr. W. S Learned, assisted by
Drs. W. C. Bagley, C. A. McMurry, G. D. Str0-eF, W. F. Delarborn,
I. L. Kandel, and H. W. Josselymil Although limited to the problem
of the preparatión of *Missouri teachers in normal schools, the great
length of time devoted to the study enabled it to exhibit the most
extensive embodiment, of theory and practice in the 'proposals finally
9ffered. 41Every known analytic device was appropriately em-
ployed in treating the related facts. The citief topics are: Govern-
ment and control of MbAouri normal schooN; pUrpose of a normal
school; the personnel; curricula; operation and product of the normal

13 The Professional Preparation of Teachers for American Public Sollools: A Study Based upon an
Examination of Tax-Supported Normal Schools lu. the State of Missouri. pulletin No. 1.4, New York

' 475 pp.
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schools; and summary of proposals for the preparation of Missouri
teachers in normal schools. One of the chief purposes of the report
is to emphasize the need for that professional conception of ability, of knowledge, and
of preparation which must characterize the teachers' equipment before the schools
can become the effective agency in civilization which they aim to be'.

Minnesota.Teacher Training Departments in Minnesota High
Schools, by Dr. L. D. Coffman," presents a cross section of the
situation existing, in 1915-1917, in this form of the Minnesota practice
of training teachers for the country schools, a practice which had
been in operation for a number of years. Consideration is given to
the organization and effectiveness of these training departments,
including the teachers, the students, the curriculum, instruction,
administration, and finances. Although this form of training teachers
appears to run counter to the policy of generalized control in Amerivan
education, during the interval of the time between the study and its
publication, gradual improvements had been made in the work of
these departments.

Ohio.Cooperative enterprise in the training of public-school
teachers in Cleveland had made such progress in recent years as to
present a group of intrhte problems, a suggested solution of which
was secured ky a special study which contains the report and
recommendations of an educational commission consisting of Drs.
W. C. Bagley, J. W. Withers, and G. G. Chambers." This commission
was appointed and financed by the Cleveland Foundation at the
request of the joint conference committee of the Cleveland School of
Education and Western Reserve University. The work of the
commissron, in reviewing the more recent activities in extension
courses and summer sessions conducted by the Cleveland School of
Educatiol and Western Reserve University prior to September, 1920,
and other features in the situation, Tesulted in a recommendation of
the organization of a senipr teachers' college by the affiliation of the
school of education and Western Reserve University. This would
provide more thorough professionaization of the teaching staff,
secure the advantageous connection of teáchers with specialists in
sch hip under university organization, and otherwise bring " into
an e eCtive cooperation with the public schools a large number of
organizations that are making for civic and community betterment."

HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

During the period the issues in higher education Ttive not been so
markedly defined and tentatively disposed of by the special survey
process. Surveys of colleges and universities mu be expected to

$1 General Education Board. New Ydrk, 1920. 92 pp.
*The Professlohal Education of 'Platters in Cleveland. Western Reserve University, Bulletin,

Meta, 1922. 92 pp. -oè
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appear with less frequency in future by reason of the more stabilized
organizations whose routine duties essentially function after the
fashion of continuous surveys. The stress and strain which often lead
to a survey will tend to appear in exceptional cases. The regional
associations of colleges and secondary schools have come more and
more to discharge legislative" functions in "standardizing" higher
institutions in their respective territories. The Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of Teaching, the General Education Board, and
the more rïational organizations of the several groups of higher
institutions are giving constant attention to new problems and
institutional situations with corrective proposals. That the higher
institution, however, has not outgrown the need of being surveyed
nor reached a stage where it can not benefit from survey conclusions
is tit tested by the special studies made during the biennium.

University of Minnesota.The first report of the university survey
commission, authorized by the board of regents, in January, 1920,
is a good illustration of how a higher institution proposed to keep
setting its own house in order in relation to other State educational
activities.36 Seven other illustrative questions were proposed for
study by th'e commission:

What in the nature of extension of grounds, construction of buildings, in the various
departments and substations of the institution, if no change is made in the present
1-year period, will be required to meet the irowth? Should the situation be relieved
by the adoption of the principle of junior colleges to take over the work of the
frei hman and sophombre classes in the university? Should agricultural schools, such
as the schools at Crookston and Morris, be multi plied? Should certain technical work,
now done in the department of engineering and in the school of chemistry, be also
taught in the junior colleges and agricultural schools? Are our professional courses
too long? May not requirements for higher mathematics and other cultural things be
komewhat lessened in preparation for medical degrees? What internal administrative
adjustments could be made to improve and increase the amount of instruction?

Arkawa,s.The wide relationships centering in higher education
are again illustrated in the reports of two special studies conducted
in this Commonwealth. The Report on the Higher Educational
Institutions of Arkansas, by G. F. Zook, of the Bureau of Education,"
contains the results of his inspection of the 13 higher institutions in
the State, made at the request of the State superintendent of public
instruction, in view of certain high-school regulations recently adopted
by the State board of education. By September, 1923, this board
" will need to knovnhat colleges of the State may be cofisidered as
standard colleges, in order-to ascertain what persons are eligible to
teach in the high schools of the State:"- .

is Report of the Survey Commission: I. The Growth of the University In the next Quarter Century.
'Bulletin of the Univergity of Minnesota, June 21, 1920. 50 pp.

r U. . Bureau of Education, BuUeUn, 1922. No. 7. 18 pp.
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The Educatioimi Survey of the University of Arkansas, a digest of
the report of a survey, made at the request of the joint legislative
committee in charge of the 'survey, under the direction of the United
States Corenmissioner of Education, was made by a commission in
charge of G. F. Zook, with which was associated a group of three
"advisors," the newer surveying meafis of strengthening the recom-
mendations made.'" Attention is given to th.e historical development
of, and obstacles to, higher education in the State, and to the details
of each school and its functions, aW the wsources of the institution.

Mary latui.The complications of historical origin involved in its
policy of higher education ill an older State appear in a presentation
of the facts accumulated in a study which should concern ittielf "with
the relation of 'Maryland to- the six colleges and universities (white)
to which the State Ims made appropriations for .1920 and 1921," and
which "would contain no suggestions or recommendations as to
policy." The work was a continuation of a study interrupted by
war conditions and renewed, upon invitation of Gpvernor Ritchie,
by the General Education Board.38

ro4ontdo College. At the suggestion of President C. A. Duniway,
Dr. R. L. Kelly, with theVommission on the Distribution of Colleges
as an advisory committee, of the Association of Amev¡can College's,
uadertook,. with thestaff of the Council of Church Boards of Educa-
tion, the investigation published under the title, Colorado College:
A Study in Higher Education .(May, 1922). With the State as a
hackgrQund, the material is arranged under these lileadings: Present
educational i;-ography; environmental background Of education;
foundation of higher education; higher educational structure; Colorado
College; denominational and independent education,; summary.

It is beliewd the study contributes something to the functional evaluation of the
institutions concermid. It certainly demonstrates that it is quite impossible for any
single type of institution to meet thç needs for higher educathn of the ambitious
young men and women of this State or section of the country..

The studies Qthe Association of American Colleges', on the organi-
zation of the college curriculum, and certain measured features of
college curricula in 38 institutions, appearing in its bulletins for March
and December, 1921, ate iisOful in re òling tendencies apparent in
t,ollegiate instruction only from a comparative overview.

University of Arizona.The Report of a Suivey of the University
of Arizona, madein February-March, 1922, under the direction of the
United States Commissioner of Education (Bul., 1922;isto. 36, 89 pp.);
had the acMtntage of noting the progress made- by this institution
since the first survey (unpublished) conducted by thesbureau in 1917.

vs Educational Survey, Ott y of Arkansas: summary of ccinclusiong and Recommendations.
B. Bureau of Eduent ion, Aug. 31, 1921. 43 pp.
a State-Aided Colleges in Maryland: Report to the Governor of Maryland, Oct, 4, 1921. 59 pp.
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including
fthir

The committee, DN. G. F. Zook, P. R. Kolbe, and Mr.
L. E. Blauch, made a survey of the general educational and financial
efIrciency of t he university, with emphasis On the business and financial
condition and administration of the institution,' -including special
attention to the budget for the ensuing year.

In advising the people of the Commonwealth that the institution
has now become a real State university, the report details its
findings on these topics: The University of Arizona, the State, and
the Federal Government; organization of the university; internal
adminis-trat ion: the faculty; st udents and standards; income, expendi-
t ures, and costs.

The limitations of pasit surreys and a description of new survey
Objectives appear in an address by Dr. S. P. Capen before the Na-
tional Association of State Universities, November 13, 1920, on "A
national survey of State universities How should it be under-
taken !':;i

A thoroughly satisfactory survey lily never been made, * * * satisfactory
frII:;1 the i.ient Ohr and educational point of view; ono which represents a complete

venteiry iii t he university in its varied relationehipe, and which offers a sane and
stimulating prol:rani for future development

FOREIGN SURVEY.

A. report on education in Africa," prepareq by T. J. 'Tones, is a
record of what is probably the most unique survey yet undertaken.
Sensing the ,fact5 thab missionary enterprise in Africa had "long felt
the need of a thorough survey of conditions there with a view to mak-
ing their efforts more effective on the educational side," and that
postwar condijions could not escape influencing educational Policies
in Africa; the Phelps-Stokes Fund capitalized its previous experienCte
in the survey of Negro education in the United States, and provided
for a commission to make, a first-hand study of education in Africa.
The survey was further thade possible by the cooperatiodof the
Europeanovernmenis sin control of African \territory andiof Euro-
pean missionary societies concerned with Africa, as welleas that of
seven Anwrican mission boards. The commission was made repre-.

sentative, including men and women, European, African, arid Ameri-
can, and condticted.its activities through three years, the first to
general preparation, a second to the field work (September 4, 1920,
to August 2, 1921), ana a tHird to the preparation of the report.
The geographic scope of the survey is shown by the topics contained
in the report: Airica and education, adaptations of education, organ-
ization and supervision, education of the masses and of native leader-

als 41%aa
Educational RecOrd, January, 1921. pp. 20-28.

!o Education in Africa: A study of Walt South, and tEquatoriai Africa by the African Education
Commission, under the4AuspiNs of the Phelps-Stokes Fund and Foreign Mission Societies of North
America and Europt. New York Phelps-Stokes Fund [19221. 317 pp.
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ship, cooperation for the education of Africani, Sierra Leone, the
Gold Coast, Nigeria, British South Africa, Angola, 'Belgian Kongo,
and Liberia.

It is our hope that, this study may become a textbook for missionary candidates
and missionaries working' in fields other than Africa: The principles set forth may
be applied in any other field, and it, will be a greaQ1a y for missionary education
when the conception of adaptation in education is understood and put into practice
everywhere, for these principles are Link ersal in application.

UNPUBLISHED SURVEYS.

Surveys conducted by the Bureau of Education: Trenton, N. J.;
Colorado Springs,-Colo.; Raleigh, N. C.; Washington, D. C.; .Wash-
ington, N. C.; Parkersburg, W. Va.

Surveys conducted by the State department of education, New
York: Elmira, N. Y.; iThitehall, N. Y.; Shratoga, N. Y.; Amster-
dam, N. Y.; Schenectady, N. Y.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

AMERICANIZATION IN THE UNITED STATES.
By JOHN J. MAHONEY,

Proftssor of Education, &Ion Unircrsity.

(".

"DEFINITIONS. AND PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS.

WO

A VERY VAGUE WORD.

Probably no word in the English language to-day is quite as mean-
ingless as Americanization. The reason is obvious. It has been so
loosely used during the past several years to denominate all sorts of
diverse activities that it has ceased to have any partiCular significance
whatever. Since 1915, when the Americanization movemtnt came
into being, the American people have joined dozens of Americaniza-
tion societies, listened' to hundreds of people who declaimed about
Americanization, and read thousands of dissertations, wise and other-
wise, on the same theme. For.several years past, we have been pro-
moting Americanization movements., both genuine and spurious, with
equal zeal. It has been a period of much* idle talk, much earnest
endeavor, and some "accomeprishment, the last within the past two
years especially. This report, as it happens, deals with these past
two years only. There is no point accordingly in commenting, ex-
cept in passing, upon Americfinizatiortkidiosyncrasies and ineptitudes
that antedate this period. It is enough to point out that the critic
was not wholly wrong who sooke-of the Americanizat ion movement
as " bound for nowhere, and UoIng under full sail." That, however,
was probably inevitable at the outset. Fortutiately it can be written
down with certainty and gratificatibn that the period from 1920 to
1922 offers assurancé of sane and steady achievement from this
time on.

AMERICANIZATION-THE BROAD VIEW.

It is commonly 'accepted to-day, in theory at least, that Americani-
zation is something that has to do not with immigrants alone. It may.
be -defined as the business of making good American citizens of
eveiyolte that inhabits American soilthe native born and the immi-a
grant, de° adult and the child in school. No 'longer. do we assume
that a man isriuly American, in attitude and in action, merely becauso
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he happens to have been born within our country's confines. The
conviction has been brought home, iather, that it is in large measure
the un-American attitude of the native born that. has made the
Americanization of the immigrant so difficult. And we are pretty
certain now that, if the so-called American portion of our com-
munities would but realiie its obligation to live the creed of which
it boasts, the immigrant 'problem would be solved with uneonscion-
able ease. This is platitudinous, but tremendously important.

Note that the above throws the obligation of solving the immi-
grant problem on the community as a whole, not on any one or two
agencies in The community. For years the burden of this .work
fell niainly.,61 the school, and on private agencies which regarded
the teaching of the immigrant as a very important task. It was
assumed seemingly that, if we could teach the immigrant the Eng-
lish language and bring him thereby to a knowledge of America
the beautiful,. his Americanization was assured; and this despite
the fact that he actually encountered America the unlovely at every

-turn. Obviously, this spells futility. The schools have a part to
play in the Americanization process to be surea part of the utmost
importance. 'Theirs is the task of removing the lariguage barrier.
This is often styled the first. step in Americanization. To this task
the schools should primarily address themselves. --- And that they
are doing to-day with considerable success. But if the immigrant
problem is rçally a community problem, the schools can do compara-
ti-eb.7 little, working alone, unaided, and oftentini.es witkout the
interest and support of the community ¿ts a whole. It must be recog-
nized that Americanization is a matter of schooling, in truth. It is
also, however, a matter of prevention of exploitation, of good hous-
ing, of satisfactory industrial conditions, of neighborliness, and so
on. tverything that toyches the immigrant's life is'an instrumen-
tality for his Americanrzation, pr the reverse. Hence the need for
the entire community to take a hand in this work of assimilating
the thousands that yearly throng to us from overseas.

AMERICANIZATION-A MORE RESTRICTED INTERPRETATION.

It were, indeed, a hopeless prospect to try to tell bf what has lzen
done the muntry over in this broad field of Americanization, just,
indicated, during the past two years. Happily, the scope of this
report calls ,for iio such.investigatory excursion. The task is rather
to find outs what advances, if any,lave been made in the schooling
of tht4 immigrant. In eiiitsfar as we are concerned, accordingly,.
the following restricted interpretation is defensible: -\ Americanization is the enterprise of teaching the Endlith language

'and the principles of good American citizenship to the adfilt alien,
4.
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AMERICANIZATION IN THE UNITED STATES. 639

in classes that may meet anywhere and at any time, but always
under the control of public educational authorities.

This is most obviously an arbitrary interpretation. It very de-
cidedly ignores every Xactor and 'influence in the Americanization
process except that of teachivy. It further takes no cognizance of
any teaching except that done under public authority. Such an
arbitrary limitation, however, implies no disparagement of other
agencies engagid in this field of social endeavor. It is merely an
attempt to fous attention oui one agency that should be very
purposively and intelligently engaged. .1110st people agree to-day

; that it is comparatively idle to talk of aily effective Americanization
bf the immigrant until the language bavi.ier has been swept away.
This is the task of the school. It is also generally recognized that
the sChooling of the immigrant is a public function, and should be
handled by public educatiami authorities. Is this the case?

FURTHER DELIMITING.

Are the public.schools of America promoting Americ ation
as above defined ? To what extent? Through what me; In
searching for .answers to these questions, a very important Considerit-
tion Alust, be borne in mind. For many years back the " evening
school has been a part .of our public-school system. In those
evening schools ambitious aliens have learnefi English and other
things, after a fashion. This report, hon-ever, does not pretend to
deal with immigrant education as carried on in evening schools,
except in those States and communiti4 that halve since 1915, under
the impulse of the Americanization movement, attempted, at least, to
set up an adequate educational program. The reason for this is
twofold:

1. The old-time " evening school " has failed lamentably as an
Americanizatio4 agency, for reasons that have been cited again
and again, since the Americanization movement first brought the
immigrant's educational needs to the fore. It is not far from wrong
to say that except in the case of the vdry4ambitious student the
old-time evening school does as much harm as good, in thut it con-
tributes to the general disillusion whicll ihe immigraht undeigoes
during his first years in the Promised Land. There are, un-
fortunately, all too many of these antiquated schools Operating in
1922. In many places, apparently, the idea still holds that the teach-
ing of the adult immigrant is a comparatively unimpo,rtant matter
anyhow', sihat anyone can do suqh teaching; Chat, nq supervision is
necessary and that dicier no circumstance should this work be
allowed to assume expensive proportions. A community t4t thinks
in these terms can not boil regarded as handling Amerieanization
work as heroin defined.
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2. Except in those States that have definitely organized for Ameri-
canization work, it is impossible as yet to evaluate what Americani-
zation through the schools has achieved. Here and there in an
unorganized State; such as Minnesota or Michigan or Nebraska, ()fie
notes with admiration the splendid work of cities like Minneapolis,
Omaha, and Detroit. These are shining exceptions, however. The
truth is that what is being done in the field of Americanization the
country over is protty much shrouded in obscurity, éxcept. as stated,
in organized States. Eveti the bare statistics available are signifi-
cant only for the fantastic conditions that they seem to reveal.
For a few years past, the Federal Bureau of Naturalization has
attempted diligently to gather information. Actually, however,
no one knows either the quantity orthe quality of Americanization
work carried op by the public schools the country over. What we
do know is that some States that have given this ehterprise serious
attention are pointing the way to all the others, and are achieving
more' or less significant resúlts. Reference will be found _to some
of these States in Chapter II, and in Chapter III the organization
and achievements of several well-organized States are analyzed.
Let there be no misunderstanding here. It is clearly recognized
that, in States other than those specifically noted in this report,
striking results have been secured in individual cities and towns
especially alive, for one reason or another, to their immigrant prob-
lems. And there is positively no intimation that in States unmen-
tioned .or only casually. mentioned public-school authorities have
not promoted the 'education of the adult alien as best they could.
The point is that during the past two years convincing proof has
been given that certain policies and procedures in immigrant educa-
lion, carried out consistently and persistently over a State-wide
area, produce tangible results. The obvious need, accordingly, is
to examine especially the State programs thit embody those poli-
cies and procedure& This way progress lies.
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A FEW FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES AND POLICIES.

CLASSES ANYWHERE, AT ANY TIME-THE OLD IDEA AND THE
NEW.

The old idea.was that the immigrant should receive his schooling
in the evening schools, and there only: Further, the notion pre-
vailcid that the community's obligation was discharged when it
opened these schools, announced the opening in a perfunctory fashion,
and, then, all too often, conducted them most miserably. We were
doing something for th.e immigrant. Let him take it or leave it.
That was the thoughtand is to-day, unfortunately, in not a few
places. It is not surprising that only the most ambitious availed
themselves of this schooling and displayed the determination to
stick the performance through.

The evening school that followed this policy dealt with scores;
and thousands passed untouched, or came and left, disillusioned.
Mr. 'Frank Thompson has reckoned that 2 per cent of the entire
adult non-English-speaking population in this country were enrolled
in the evening schools in 1910. Hardly an indorsement of these
schools!

The new idea, born of the Americanization movement, may be set
forth briefly as follows:

1. The education of the immigrant is a task to belatied on at.
public expense, not primarily for the sake of the immigrant, .but
as a most necessary step to make American democracy secure.

2. Cognizance must be taken of the fact that the immigrant adult,
who usually works by day, is naturally indisposed to give up his even-
ings to the schooling process. Human nature being what it is, this
must be reckoned with. In this connection, too, it must be remem-
bered that the non-English-speaking immigrant who flocks with his
own people in large communities, often does not feel the compelling
oiled of education in English and in til&sisinciples of American
citizenship. Accordingly, every effort should be made to offer
educational facilities at a time that best suits his (or ,her) conve-
nience, and of a character that best suits his -needs. this ineans
schooling in evening scluiols, of course; in addition, it means school-
ing in factories, in homes, and in other places whe're the immigrant is
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usually found. And in addition, again, it means the expenditure of
enough money on these schools to insure skillful supervision and supe-
itior teaching. The education of the immigrant is a difficult teaching
performance. It must not be committed to the hands of those who
work at it merely as an extra job, for the extra compensation in-

lvolved.
3. Every posible positive means must I employed to inform the

immigrant of these Opportunities for schooling and to induce him
to t4lie advantage of them. It is not enough to organize these classes
nd hope fur attendance. The immigrant's natural indisposition to
o extra work must be overcome. Ile must be " sold on the idea

t at this is something he ought ngt, to pass by. Through the
pyinted words, in English and in the foreir.h tongu(:, through propa-
Onda meetings, through personal solicitation, through every means
btit those of a compulsory natum, he must be persuaded to go to
scliool. It is to the interest. of the American community that he so do.

1. THE FACTORY CLASS.

Vmusands of immigrants the shop or factory is America. It
wouk seem, accordingly, that the organization of classes in factories
is a v rv a A. translatioil into )ractice of the principle thlit, we are
considering. This does not, and shouhl not, mean that it is in-
dustry' function to conduct these classes. Nor is industry cAlled
upon n (z1ssarily to permit them (hiring working hours. Indusry
perform its part when it makes it possible for its adult alienslo
meet in gi ups on the.premises, thereby supplementing the " evening-
school " p 11; and m:hen, besides, it lends fill its persuasive effort to
secure and naintain class attendance. Such cooperation' is of sur-
passing imp Hance, and when seciied promotes the growth of im-.
migrant educ tilA in a very marked degree.

lias indusitr been thus cooperating during the period 1920-1922 ?
and is the fact( y class a proved success?

The evidence ere is contradictory. Massachusetts answers " Yes."
Elsewhere throu lout the country tlw anwer is pretty generallyo.

It sems importa`tit in this connection to sketch very briefly the
development of the: factory class in Massachusetts during 1920-1922,
in order to indicate what can be accumiplished under propitious
auspices. As in the case of several other States--New York, Ohio,
Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Illinoisfactory classes were operating
in Massachusetts prior to 1920. In all .of the States named, and in
scattered citits here and there, these classes were conducted; some by
the indpstries thcmselves, some by private welfare organizations,
notably the Young Men's Christian .Association; some lor the public
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schools. Impetus was given to the movement by the Americaniza-
_ tion conference, held in May, 1919, under the direction of the Federal

Bureau of Education. It was further promoted at the Nantasket 1

conference, called, initiated by the Associated Industries of Massa&
chusetts and attended by industrial reprekntatives from all paris
of the country (June, 1919) . Then in September, 1920, came the
very significant Conference on Immigrant Education in Indust
held at Plymouth, Mass., under the joint auspices of the Massach
setts State Départment of Education and the Associated Industries
of Massachusetts. The year previous the late r. Frank V. Thomp-
son, stiperintendent of the Boston schools, and one of tile collabora-
tors in the Americanization study promoted by the Carnegie
corporation, had made the following statement:

Cooperative classes with the public agency sharing with industry the burden
1

of education are becoming more numerous and promise soon to be the standard
1 procedure. Ne may ohail this tendency with satisfaction, both because the ulti-

mate aim of citizenship will be held better in view and again becaufie it main-
tains the principle of public responsibility in education. The usual division of
the financial btirden is to have the corporation furnish heat, light, and room,
and the community furbish instruction, supervision, and educational material.

Nearly 200 people were gathered at Plymouth for two days. They
represented industries and schools in almost equal proportions. The
greatest freedom of discussion prevailed throughout. The one topic
treated was " How to 411(11 and teach the adult immigrant in indus-
try." The following Itatement was submitted to the industrial
group, which indorsed it unanimously :

01. Industrial leaders shou come to an out-and-out acc'eptance of the prihel-
ple that education of the I ligrant is something that should be promoted by

fr- everyone as a public duty. li is merely a question of good citizenship. In the
past doubts have been exprcitsed both about the possibility and the value of

knon-Lnglish-speakingteaching English to our population. We must have none
or these. The teaching of English alone will not serve to eliminate what we
look upon as un-Amérieun tendencies in the foreign born, but it is hard to con-
ceive of this being done while the language barrier remains, anti the language
barrier can be removed much ;nor& quickly If the industries will lend whole-
hearted aid as to a project in which they believe.

2. The sehoolfr and the industries should haye a mutual confidence in each
other's intention and ability to perform this work better, as experience points
out failures. There have been mistakes and failures In the pf4t, for which
both the schools and the industries have been responsible. The schools have
sometimes failed to accomplish wl!hat they might have accomplished, even in a
field so new. On the other hand, industries have often been too skeptical 'of
the " theories" of school people. Let us all get together in a spirit of respect
one for the other. It is time for a new deal.

3. Industries should recognize that the Americanization of all its foreign-born
employees calls for intelligent -and responsible leadetship. If this work is
worth doing, it is womth doing- well. This means the placing of responsibility in
the hands of a plant director of Americanization or some such official. There
is little hope of success, lacking this centralized respousibility.

y
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4. Straightway it must be said, however, that every plant executive, from
the president down, should be " sold" on the importance of the work, and
should catch the spirit of it. It has often been said that the foreman can
make or break any Americanization plan. This is very largely true. It is of
little avail for a few officials to strive to educate the immigrants if indifference
and hostility pervade the plant as a whole.

5. As a preliminary to its work, the plant should conduct an investigation to
determine those facts which would enable school officials and factory officials
working together to organize the work intelligently and speedily.

6. Following on this preliminary investigation, recruiting meetings should be
held for the purpose of securing class enrollment. Every legitimate means of
persuasion and encouragement should be used to interest foreign-born employ-
ees in the classes, but the note of compulsion should never come in. Industrial
messages in foreign languages may be used very advantageously in tills business
of recruiting.

7. Industry should provide adequate school accommodations. It pays to give
a little attention to this matter and spend a little money.

8. Classes once organized, probably the most important duty of a plant direc-
tor is to carry ou an effective follow up. Attendance will inevitably dwindle;
that is to be expected. But attendance will be maintained in a surprising
degree if the immigrant feels that the plant director has a constant interest
in his school progress. There should also be occasional meiei4ngs between the
plant director and the members of the teaching staff for the pirpose of talking
over attendance and related matters.

, 9. Industries should occasionally provide incentives for the purpose of keep-
ing up interest in the work. Graduation ceremonies and commencement cere-
monies find place here. One way note, also, articles in the plant publickttions,
school orchestras, and glee clubs. Anything that tends to socialize instrhetion
is valuable as an incentive.

10. The point is often made concbruing the best time for holding classes.
Shall they be conducted on factory time, employees' time, or a combination of
both? This matter is not of 'vital importance, provided factory authorities and
school authorities cooperate intelligently and earnestly in a real program of
immigrant education. There is nothing wrong in the principle of conducting
tclasses on factory time if the true aim of Americanization is always kept in
mind. On the other hand, there is little ground for the opinion that it is a
hardship for immigrants to give a moderate ainount of their own time weekly
to instruction offered by skilled teachers. Each industry should decide this
question on Ails of the hours of labor and other working conditions. No
dictum can b.*--r tressed to apply to the different situations in different plants.
None need be expressed. Given good teachers, good leaders. and an earnest
desire on the part of the industry from the top down to put the thing over,
success will-be assured, regardless of the time when classes are held.

The above is significant enough. But in addition both schools and
industries agreed at this conference on .a very definite cooperative
plan. (See Appendix A.) Mr. Thompson's expression of faith was
translated into a scheme of procedure. The way was cleared for a
definite advance.

It is beyond the limits of this study to note the steps in that ad-
vance. Sufficiently significant is it to write down the following:

1
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Number of factory classes conducted by public-school authorities
in Massachusetts industries: 131 in 1919-20, 327 in 1920-21, 366 in
1921-22.

The experience of Massachusetts is set forth in this specialized
field of immigrant education in order to point out the very important
fact that the factory-class idea can be developed if the schools and
the industries cooperate persistently aril whole-heartedly. The in-
ference is obvious that Massachusetts has been fortunate irldeed in
that industrial concerns have seen their duty and have done it with-
out vacillation. In fact, it is not too much to say that the success
of this State is due essentially to the help received from industry.
And the question arises, Why is not industry equally cooperative else-
where ? That this is not so is apparent. School authorities in other
StatesNtw York, Connecticut, Delaware, California, and Ohio--
have tried zealously to inaugurate these classes. But the resuLts are
aiscouraging. Except in Massachusetts, there are fewer of these
operating to-day than in the hectic Americanization period during
and immediately following the war. Detroit, one of the pioneers in
factory-class development, has practically abandoned the idea. Chi-
cago, another.pioneer, operates now on a very small scale. New York
State, which gave great promise in the early days, is carryjng on
with difficulty. California cities reports only 15 factory classes in
1921-22. Ohio's most recent report (1922) sets forth a story of
marked achievement in general school organization and enrollment,
hut mentions the factory class only casually. Delaware says:

The first factory class was organized in October, 1921. It met for
three days a week for half an hour at noon. * It is hoped that with the
successful Inauguration of this class, Delaware employers will give more
consideration than they have in the past to the advantage of providing in-
struction for immigrants in plant classes.

This last is encouraging. The general conclusion, however, of all
this discussion seems clear. The idea of ere ach i ng and teaching im-
migrants in the places of their employment has received a decided
setback in the period under discussion (1920-1922). The Ametican
employer, seemingly, has decided that Americanization, " a thing
born of the war," is something to have done with, now that the war
is over. Can he be induced to think otherwise? If na ,the elimi-
nation of the language harrier will be too long delayed.

2. HOME AND NEIGHBORHOOD CLASSES.

The development of these classes has One on apace during the
period 1920-1922. Reports from different localities, in fact, tell a
most ingenious story of the successful efforts that have been madè
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to bring the school to the immigrant instead of compelling the im-
migrant fo come to school. And a striking feature of this story is
the reference made* to the growing employment of the full-time
teacher whose business is to go from home to home, from one meet-
ing place to another, teaching women or mp, as the case may be,
at timès when they can best learn. This extension of the old even-
ing-schopl idea has very evidently won an important place in im-
migr education. And in assigning credit for its developmftt no
one will begrudge ,very honorable mention to Califorhia, whicle has
earnestly promoted the " home-teacher " idea far several years past.
It iskencouraging to note that this State is able to record inqteasing
progress from year t9,year. The report for 1921-22 says:

Many communities where home teachers have been employed have hail
them this year or engaged them for next year. Still ()her districts have em-
ployed full-time teachers of adults who have done considerable work with
home classes. Cities, where home teachers were employed have ipereased
the number of such teachers. Lpst year there were 59 home teachers employed
in California. This year there are 68. Last year there irere 75 full-thne
teachers doing adult immigrant education work, and this year there are
more than 100.

The California report goes onto say:
With increasing socialization there has been much greater leniency in

the choice of meeting places. Under the rural high schools there are
classes for men and women on the ranches. Some of these mothers' classes
have made the first American contact which the foreign women have had.
In the ditrus belt many of the fruit pickers' camps have a clubroom or other
meeting place where trained teachers are organizing clubs and classes for
the foreign adults. In the railroad lumber camps and in the camps where
construction workeNs live there are many teachers working for the local
school, but conducting their classes In a room or cabin provided by the in-
dustry. This makes for such close association between the Immigrant and
his teacher that the most practical and useful kind of lessons can be
Vrovided.

'Other States and local communities have not lagged behind in
thus extending their opportuhities. From 4)e1aware comes a very
suggestive px:count. For several years back the school authorities
of this State, with the invaluable cooperation of the Service Citizens'
Americanization Bureau, have condlicted experiment after experi-
-men', intended to bring the school affit the immigrant rnpre closelj7
together. _ As an eximple of what may be accomplished, if school
authorities are disposed, to depart from the beaten path, the fol-
l&wing, paragraph is submitted without comment:

Another request for instruction *roe from 10 medbers of the crew of the
Th lighthouse tender his. Themen weke aliens who had taken out first
papers and wished to prepare fof Wuralization. Tbeir hours of work were,
ouch that tliey were unable to attend the Wilmington night school classes.
krrangenients were made with ihe captain totave a class on 'the boat. It was
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held in the crew's messröom and met on whatever nights the his was docked
at Edgemoor. The walk from train to the boat was long. In heavy stornWthe
roads were almost impassable. For 52 sessions, however, one of our Del4ware
Americanization teachers with tlie splendid ideal of service that has.ever char-
acterized their work, met this class of seamen and helped them by example as
well as by precept to know the noblest and best of our Americ4n traditions and
institutions.

Home and neighborhood classes have increased in Massachusetts
from 92 to 294 in ,the period 1920-1922. In 1920 the New York State
Department of Education spbnt $100,000 in putting home and factory
teachers directly into local communities. And while this auspicious
beginning has been somewhat curtailed because of subsequent smaller
appropriations, the effect of this expansion is still very noticeable
in the educational activities of the larger cities. From Ohio one
heais that "Akron's greatest. achievement has been the development
of women'» classes, particularly in the homes. This year (19221, 56
classes have been established." It would be a long story if one *ore
to tell of everything that has been achieved in \this field. Suffice to

yr
say that the home ar41 inneighborhood class th.(% plan of immigrant
education has seemingly come to stay. This is a 4istinct advance.

3. OTHER ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE " NEW IDEA."

In Thompson's 'The Schooling of the Immigrant, written several
years ago, the plan of a day school- for immigrants is sketched, and
the recommendation made that this experiment be promoted widely.
Thè period 1920-1922 witnessed many attempts to work this out in
various ways. Mucli of the class.work in homes, club% and factories
already described is actually carried on by " full-time " teachers (as
in Cali ornia), who thus, in effect, carry out Mr. Thompson's idea.
In addition, however, we note a few attempts to establish the day
school, patterned after that in Boston, which has operated since 1911.
The day school in Springfield, Mass., which sleals mainly with the
newly arrived immigrants of all ages, is a school of surpassing in-
terest. This same city, incidentally, progressive in immigrant edu-
cation as in other fields, was one of tge first connmmities tO set up
the all-year school, running from September to September, with
classes for immigrant women featuring among the mauy adivities
of the summer playgrounds. .

A far cry, this, from the cild evening-sçhool ;ason of 40 or 60

nights! Delaware also reports the establishment of the all-year
etchool,1 and in the same document tells the story of the events that
led up to the organization of its full-time day school or service stip
tion for imitigrants, in October, 1021. This school jpeets from 8
o'clock in the morning until 5 o'clock in the afternoon, five days a

*". Rep. Dept. of Pub. Instruction (1022).
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week,49.nd has a staff of three teachers, each working six hours daily.
Worcester (Mass.) (conducted what wat4 termed " a day school for
unemployed immigrants " for several months in 1921. During the
same year the Bostonfschool alreAdy referred to registered 1,500.

There are doubtlem other places that have extended their educa-
tional opportunities as here indicated during the past two years.
Enough has been v'gritten, however, to prove that the old idea of
dealing with the tired immigrant in evening school and nowhice else
has been given over in prdgressive States and communities. The
movement of organizing classes whenever and wherever they can
be best organized is gaining ground. And yet this development
argues no disposition on the part of these same progressive places
to neglect instifction in evening schools. On the contrary, these
latter also have been improving in a marked degree. Skillefj
supervisors, better trained teachers, defi ,ke courses of study, a
socialized procedurethese factorA have abitspired everywhere to
make the evening schol of more recent years a place"to which the
immigrant turns with readiness and leaves without disillusion. The
greatly increased evening-school enrollment everywhere attests this
change. Note, for instance, the' splendid growth iq New York State
between 1919 and- 1921. When one considers. that by far ihe
greatest part of this increased registration is to be found in evening
schools, it becomes evident that these are most decidedly increasing
their holding power. That this is so, and that this same evening-
school groth can be shown in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Con-
necticut, Delaware, .0hio, and California, is one of the very best
outcomes of the campaign for better immigrant education. If' the
Americanization movement had accomplishèd nothing else, this alone
would have-made it wort]; while.

'TEACHER TRAINING.

Public-school authorities have appreciated keenly the necessity of
special training for teachers of adult immigrants, and have in a-
very systematic way attempted this training. ,Reports from evëry
State seriously engaged in immigrant education stress this actiVity.
For example:

NEW YORK.

Teacher training is organized under a special director in the State
Americanization division. Summer-schoolprs4s, carrying college
or unversity credit, are a very proniinent Igiure of this work. Last
summer (1922) such courses, six weeks i. length, were offered in
Albany, New york 8tate College for ToachePs ; Ithaca, Cornell Uni-
versity ; Buffalo, State plormal School Rochester,* University of,
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Rochester; Syracuse, Syracuse University ; Oswego, State Normal
School; Plattsburg, State Normal School ; New York, Hunter Col-
lege; and 'Teachers Cadge of Columbia Univer'sity. The work at
Columbia has been offered now for several years past; and very
recently this institution has initiated the project of establishing what
might be termed a " servicé station " for workers in Americaniza-
tion; under the direction of Dr. Albert Shiels. In addition, the State
Americanization division has spent money freely on teaclers' insti-
tutes, 'and has left nothing undone to jmphasize the fact that teach-
ing adult immigrants

.
is a task that calls for skill. The greatly in-

creased registration in this State, already referred to, proves -the
wisdom of this policy. It must be noted also that, along witil better
teaching, New. York has been emphasizing the need for traine or-
ganizers and supervisors as well. In 1920 "approximately $100,000
was expended on a central staff and on " zone directors," whoe
'business it was to demonstrate how, to set up and develoP- adequate
plans of immigrant education. A. marked decrease in the State
appropriation has caused the partial disintegration of this corps, but
the compelling importance of intelligent local leadership abides. The

ork in the larger cities especially is distinguished Vecause of the
qua of leadership displayed.

OHIO.

This ,was one of the first Statmto promote teacher training, and
the Cleveland School of Education one ot the first institutions offetis-
ing courses in immigrant education during thé summer term. Within
the pile, two years this activity has been promoted zealously by the

,S,tate division.of Aniericanization, 'This division advertises a stains:l-

ard codrse of 40 hours, covering (1) the organization and adininis
tration of Amertcalkiiation activities; (2) citizenship'and natpraliza-
tion ; (3) methods; (4) racial backgrounds. Duringethe Mr 1922
this course was.given at Lakeside, ToJedkelevelaild, Cincinnati, and
Youngstpwn. As ip New York and othe? States, shorter courseq.of
the institute type were offered in smaller communities, and stillpthers
given in crperation,with three of the State normal se,hobls," Tn this

. connection rention rhst be made also of the excellent teachbr-trafn-
Ingwiaterial,issued from the Stati Américanization office. The Wo
Manual for Teathe'rs (Americanization Bullain No. 2) is one of the
beseguides fó1 teachers mast recently made available.

DILAWAR*

The professional standards in imillgrant qducation maintained in
this $tate are very high, and the results achieved correspondingly
good. 'All teachers recoMmended for appointment must have.
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co'1nj1eted satisfactorily a :khour cotirse of training. This is sii pi;lc-
rnenteby training in seri., whickptovides for monthly grade con-
feiences,*nionstration lessons, preparation and inspection of lesson
plans, and st-tpervision of classroom instruction. ,

Two teacher=training institutes were given i4n Delaware in the f)e-
riod covered by this report. They were held under the auspic.es of
the Bureau of Iminigra,nt Education anA the Service Citizen's' Amer-

.

direçtor rei s
4that eit

t
-lie rosult of the work of these institutes

ekanization .au, and 03 teuchers were thus trained. The State

and die supplementary activities above refereed to /Delaware has at
preseut " an.abundant supply Of enthusiastic trained workers for
teach rs in school and holjw-class and helpeis in the de"partment
of col nunitv NirWicanizaCion." A. satsisfying situation is Allis aiul
one not, readily duplicated.

In other proressiomil direction's this has also been x-jry much
to the fore.. A. careful suit has been made of the special needs of
illiterates among the non-Englisjt-speaking population, and reading
lessons arranged esporially adapted to them. TI`111\marks a distinct
step ahead in immigrant education. 1t 'the. same t\akre an attelitpt
has been mule (beginning in 1919) to measure the ihstruction'in'
schools for adrift immigrants. A tabul.ation of the results of
tests, and comments t h-ereon, ma he fiffinkl in the :puma!
the department ot public instruct ion ( 1962. . They furnish info!
tion of great interest to those whose, duty it is to iwprove eaucational
opportunities for the immigrant..

The above is only indicative of what Americanization directors a r P
doing throughout the country in this work of Faising the standard
of teaching. In Chapter III will he found further referencosqoethe
activities of several ()Ater St a tes,, not al dy Connect icut, 1:\ta:-sachusei ts,
and California. In Rhode Island, also, teacher training has been
promottd assiduously by the State Alnericanizat ion division, and the
Rhode Island Normal College at .Providence has for several years
been used as a center for this work. .

Finally, in this incomplete, hit, one must, inchide the very eiroctive
work of the University of ,Miimesota, wificlit from thejegimling,
under the direction of Doctor Jenks, has served as a source of sup-
ply for hundréds of -supervisors and teachers. It is obviowsly be-
yond the limits of this report to point out everything at has been
achieved in this field. It seems almost slighting to give only p;assing .

- comment to the teacher. training in which some ôf our larger cenfers
sof immigrant population, Chicago and Pittsburgh especiafly, have
engaged. But enough ha§ been said to make it clear that, as a resulk
of ate new impetys gifen, to immigrant education .since 1945, the`
Idea has becomje firmly established that teachers of inuiliglongis must
be ppecially trained. There% r&nains now ior:our norwal schobls
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-and colleges to take over this trainineas an important phase of their
instruction. That this will be the next step is very .probable. The

experience of California points that way.

FINANCING IMMIGRANT pN.TCATION.

As yet no Federal aid hug been forthcoming. Lacking it, States
and local communities have borne the burden ps best they could. A.

comparison of some of the financial Provisions obtaining in different
places is enliOtening.

Massachusetts.was One of the first States to provide by legislation
for linanciA returns; to pities and towns c(mducting immigrant edu-
cation under .StAtee ausiNs. Reimbursement is on the basis of a

dolliir. contributed Tor 64ity dollar f5xpended, With no limit flied
to. the Stale ,

a.pprapi4ati(54; that is, the State pays half the cost.
In 11922 tie State's shartVunder this arrangement was $140,000.

In addition, an ti'mount approxiMating $15,000 is appropriated annul
ally for the activdies of the ctor óf adult alien educrittion and

his assistants. Other StatiTs that lave adopted tHis "50-50" plan

ai.'e Minnesota, North Caro-lima, North Dakota, New jersey, South
Dakota, and Maine (State pays two-thirds). It is to be noted, how-

ever, that in these others varks limitations are prescribed. South
Dakota, for instance, appropriates $15,000, only. It, is also tobe
noted that, excepting South Dakota and more lecently Maine; in)

State Office is set up, as in Massachusetts to presc1ite. and carry out
plans for immigrant: instruction. There is no large guitranty, ac-

cordingly, that the money expended secures-the greiktest possible

return.
..

In striking contrast ,to the Massachusetts idea is the plan in Ohio,

where no State aid whatever is given' to local communitieg. As a

result these find it impossible to assume tlie burden of
ligrant education. "It is out question for them Cqo so."

Oh resorts to the ( ient of Olarging tuitioh feES.
4t5"

The °flowing shows lioNr this is worted, out in varioua
. localities:

ON.IMII-

e

rm migrant education in OhtioTuition, !myth of loin.

Cities.

Cleveland ......
Cincinnati
Toledo
Columbus
Akron
Youngstown
Lorain ,
Alliance .....
Barbertda.. .....

Tuition. Length of
term.

12 weeks.

Per Month

12 lessons
36 lessons
Per month.
2et lessons.

Cities.

East Youngstown
Elyria
Martins Ferri
Canton
West Park
Lafferty
Rhodesdale
itcmford a
Dayton Sie.

Tuition.

83.00
1 2. oo

2. 40
1. 00

o
Lon
Lao

o
si.00

I Refunded in case of 75 per cent attendance.
*No refund; includes books.

Lion fee.
unded for 86 pfrtentoattandant*

'4411*

Iftli1.111

Length of
term.

3 lamas.

12 weeks.

Per wok:

111411111.4111114111111141410

*.

-
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b._

.

.. a.
. .

U. 00
1 3.03

o
.50
-.0

3.00
5,00
1.104.
3. 00
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,Commenting on this plan, the State director says:
The result of tlais fee has been that attendance has been greatly stab!.Uzed. e * TO IN sure, probably a great number of pupils who need mostto come to school are excluded because aof their iniellity to pay. Working

conditions are better than last year, however, and more, students are ablto pay.

Several States may be mentioned together, which, unlike either
Massachusetts on the one hand or Ohio on the aher, have tried out
the expedient of spending money directly in local communities.
Delaware bears all-costs of immigrant education, and in 1921 appro-
priated $25,000 therefor. New York, in 1920, expended $100,000 for
home and factory teachers, appointed to serve in local conimunities.
Connecticut's original plan provided for the part salaries of certáin
local directors. Nnnsylvania and Utah also pay money direCt. It
is worth noting in this connection that, the experience of hoth New
York and Connecticut seems to prove the unwisdom of attempting to
establish a system of immigrant education on this basis. In the caseoi New York this became very evident when the failipre on the partof the State.legislature to confinue appropriating resulted in a get-
back to many *Activities that had 1-)en .started in local conimunities.

The financing in New York during this past year has been' prac-
tically on a dollar-for-dolittr basis,2 as in Massachusetts; and the
Connecticui Legislature is this year conedering a bill which incor-,porates, in effect, this same provision. '

`Another group of States reimburse local communities on an at-
tendance basis.. New York applies the idea of the svage grant to
tephers. Connecticut at preent aids to the extent of $4 for each
pupil attending 75 sesAions. California, Nevada, New Jersey, Rhode
Island, South Catoliili, and Washington also auly this .idéa.
Among these it is to 1;6 noted that only California' and Rhode Island
provide likewise State leadership and-State machinery.

.
'A careful study of the financing and administration aMmmigrant

1Aducation the country over seems to make safe.tbe following conclu-
1

. 1. The education of the adult immigrant in English and citizenship
is a phlic responsibility, and the cost thereof should be borne in
proper proportions by the local community, the State, and the Fed-

1/4 eral Government. As yet, the Federal *vernment bas failed to doits part. This furnishes no excuse for State legislatures to be simi-
larly delinquent. *Teachini.the adult iminigrant costs considerable
money---möre inoney than local commulkes cain,,uniidel afford to

'spefid.
Ç

,.

vevaily dear analysis of New York's plim of State aid Is found in "Administration andOrFanisation of Immigrant,Edneation braNew York," kt John L. Riley, published by thethdversit: of the Stale of New York, Alban,. t?"- A
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The failure 'of New Hampshire, as a State, to accomplish whatiit
gave promise of accomplishing three years ago may be traced di-
rectly to the failure on the part of the State legislature to make. even
reasonably adequate appropyiations for carrying into effect the ad-
mirable plans adopted. On the other hand, those States where results
have been attainedMass6aChusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
York, South Dakota, Delaware, Ohio, and Californiaare; except
in the case of Ohio, States where financial aid to local communities
has been forthcoming. There is inuch idle talk now, as several
years .ago, about plans for wipingaout illiteracy and non-English
speaking through compulsory registration and through other means.
The plain truth is that this is a task that calls 4r skilled adminis-
tration, g9od supervisors, and good teachersplenty of them. This
means modey, considerable money, spent under wise direction for a
period of years.

Our experience to date is convincing that the iziaposition of this
burden on the immigrant himself, on the local community alone, or
on the State alone is not a _satisfactory procedure: The State and
the local community should between them " foctt the

2. The State should create administrative leadership; preferably in
the State deplittment of education. State financial support is woith
while only in proportion as it is spent to carry out a State plan of
immigrant education, 4isely conceived and skillfully administered.
Reimbursing the old-time evening schools will not avail much in the
difficult task of eliminating the language barrier. Immigrant educa-
tion is a specialized type of schooling that !weds teachers 'pecially
trained. There is even a more crying need for leaders specially
trained. State fund§ are spent judiciously only where these leaders
are in char;e, both inlocal communities and ovèr a 'state-wide area.

3. There should be a minimum of State machinery and activity and
a maximum of local resp9nsibility and control. Experience. tits
proved that peemanent success in this work demands that we throw
the initial responsibility on the local community. The State may
eitily do too little, by way offpromotion, _As has New Hampshire
for three years past. The Strae may easily do too much, as New York

.attempted to do, with its liberal State appropriations in 1920. Once
again the immigrant is the stud not of the local community alone,
but 'of theStitd and the Nation as well. All should share in-the cost
.Of the' Americanilation process. *But in accordance with the spirit
of Amerivn education, the prime 'responsibility should attach to the
community where the immigrant reside&

91348°-24-42
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WHAT SOME OF THE STATES HAVE DONE.

CALIFORNIA.

There are-over 600,000 foreign-born whites in California, and- of
these', approximately 230,000 are adult aliens. The following table
indicates how the different nationalities are represented:
Italy__..

Germany
Sweden

M11.1

Moll ea. ma am

88, 502
86, 610
67, 160
31. 925

Russia )__________ . -.4, 92.1 Switzerland
Portugal 24, 517 Austria
Denmark________ 18, 721 Greece
France__________ 1S. 523 1 Norway

In addition 'to the 681,662 foreign-born white immigrants, Cali-
fornia has the following non-English-spaking peoples:
Indians 17, 360 Chinese 28, 812 1 Japanee

The following counties have more than 10,000 foreign born
Los Angeles ____ 186, 000
San Francisco__ 153, 000
Mameda 82, 000

32, 000
Santa Clara 24, 000

California's very siza,ble problem has been handled with

Sacra ment o_
San Diego _

San Joaquin am ma allo

San Bernardino_

23, 000
21, 000
20, 000
15, 000

Contra Costa.. 15, 000

Orange
Santa Barbara _

San Mdteo
Sonoma _______..

1t1, 000

10, 000
12, 000
10, 000

gence and skill. Just 1 years ago (1913) the Conunission.ontImmi-
gration and Housing was established by law and given very%) wide
powers to deal with the protection and aiding of immigrants. 1:or
lo yeart it has been investigating various phases of the immigrarít
question, and has made very valuable contributions to the science of
the subject. Its activities have included studies of educational con-
ditione And of teaching methods, evtiluabion of results obtained in
local communities, publicity campaigns, legislation, teacher training,
administration of compulsory part-time classes for Minors, and, more
recently, community organization. Some of its aims and accomplish-
ments have been set forth in bulletin form. Among these bulletins
may be especially noted:

a The Home Teacher Manual.
b. Primer for Foreign Speaking *ow&
C. A Plan fór a Housing Survey.
d. Fresno's Immigration Problem&
et. Zeroes of Freedom.,

IeøAppendiz D.

654. ,

-

1

.114.414

Mexico__
16, 097
13, 20
10. 313
11, 460

.....11.111,14.11.11410114.41. I

Fresno
diow410 ma. 41440.

71, 971.2
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It should be said, in passing, that the California plan of Ameri-
canization is deserving of a special study, because, as Miss*Helen
Hart has pointed out, there is a distinct recognition of the close rela-
tionship hetween the formal instruction of the immigrant and other
State activities on his behalf which are no less a part (If his intro-
duction to the life of the American community.

California has admitted that her obligation to her foreign-born residents goes
beyond the classroom and that all those who are working to dikharge that
larger obligation are in reality part of one program, animated by a common
purpose and a commop.spirit. I feel very strongly that our systems of immi-
grtint education must eitheF be enlarged to meet more and more of the Immi-
grants' general needs or must be made a part of a lerger program which will
use every medium to bring the foreign born of the State into the closest possible
relationship with the American community.'

During the period .1920-1922 the wo immigrant edueation
proper has been carried on under the ediate direction of the
State department of wiblic instruction, throu i ati assistant super-
intendent, especially assigned to this task. The ssistant superin-
tendent (Miss Effie! E. Richarson) has charge of the schooling
not only of foreign-born adults but of non-English-speaking chili
dren as well. California, unlike most other States, recognizes-that
such children need special treatment in school. The following briei
summary is proof of this fact:

EDUCATION OF NONIVOLISH-SPEAKINO CHILDREN.

(1921-1022.)

i

;
Normal schools and teachers' colleges in Fresno, San Jose, San

*Diego, and San Francisco, and the southern brakh 6f the State
i
1

university offered special courses with demonstration lessons for
i
i/

teachers of immigrant children. A noteworthy training eenter' has
1 been established in the Italian quarter of Sltn Francisco. This work

/

started with a special study of a group a children in the primary
grades. The progress of this grouP up through the grades is re-
ceiving careful attention tò determine the.best methods of teaching

I t..

such pupils. ..

In aVition to the training codtses, the 'State department assigned'
a full-time expert toworic as a field agent in seveM counties in the

. .Stae
Several cities in California, notably Los Angeles sand San Di6go

have established " primprimer 'classes." In this class the emphasis
is almost entirely Q,TA oral English. It has been proved that the

, children who spend a year, or no re4trdation %

,--Ext from Iglotaas addrooi before Interstate council on Immigrint Eduettiis, .

At lautie City, Utr. 1, 1921,
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I

when transferred to the regular clasiwork. Definite provision has
been made for the work with inimigrant children in the new State
course of study. The recognition of the traditions and ideals inthe pupil's racial heritage is emphasized to bring out the best ofsuch contributions in his new life in America.' The advantages inthe important task of promoting intelligent' racial tolerance in our
democracy can not be overestimated.

EDUCATION OF NON-ENGLISH-SPEAKING ADULTS.

In the field of adult instruction California has made great prog-ress in the strictly prof4ional task of raising educational stand-
ards. Note the following evidences:

1. Teacher training.Quoting from a recent report of the State
supervisor of immigrant education:

In another year there will be practically no teachers of [NV Immigrantswho have not had special training. Three things have 'wide this possible:(a) Greater facilities for training'courses.
(b) More stringent requirements for the secondary credential in citizenship:(e) Recognition of the importance of special training by school superintend-ents and supervisors.
Courses for teachers of immigran een offered in the summer schoolsof the university at Berkeley and es; at the. University of Southern

Califorisia ; and at the Teachers' Col San Jose and San Francisco. Inaddition to the summer courses, special ining facilities have been offered by
the extension division of the University of Southern California in moie than 15centers throughout the State.

2. Citizenship program.A comprehensive program of " CitizenOhiP througheducation " was formulated by a committee w8rking under the president of theState university. This plan in operation will provide a departinent of immi-grant education in theUniversity's school of educailon.
The needs of the schools have been defined as follows:
1. Teachers who can deal with non-English-speaking children la the pilmary

grades. .

2. -Teachers who can deal with older non-English-speaking children whó havebeen 'educated in their own country but can not fit into their grade in anAmerican school because of their language handicap.,
8. Teachers who understand the social forces in America that are makingfor the assimilation of the immigrant and can make the public eveningschool take its place as an Important element in tbe general scheme.4. Tetchers with exequtive ability who can organize and superviise the Will-grant education program in a school system.
5. Teachers with training in civics and an understanding of modern %clues-

socipl, industrialwho can teach citizenship to adult&
SZQUIBMIENTS TOIL 'TEACHERS OS ADULT IMWOBANTS IN CALIFORNIA.

licants must be graduitof a college or nonial school with four years'xperience, plus at least @ix units of special study df the teichini of"Urn language, the problems o! Immigration, and allied subject,
064$tate apimoval for a;411 leaxiiers in adult elutes is.an eaulished

piioceduks in California. ;
.
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Enrollment in adult classes conducted in cooperatjon with the Styte department.

(a) 1920-1921:
1..Number of cities conducting

e
ama a a aa aa a a

2. Number of ..... a .
3. Number =1. mow a a a a a a a a aaa a a a .IMM Moo a a a

4. High-school districts conducting classes_
5. Number of classes in districts
6. Number

(b) 1921-1922:

& 4mm =mi. a

alaa aaaa a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a aaa aa e aa a a

22
269

9, 108
35

.40 77
1, 360

1. Number of cities conducting classes 28
2. Number of classes 402

3. Number ar a a alma a/ MN a a a IOW 14.141
4. High-school districts conducting classes______ ______

.
. 52

5. Number of classes in 140

Number enrolled
4

,) 3,554

Forcign-born

OHIO.

Population in Mc State or Ohio.
4

-1. Total foreign 678,697 3. Adult aliens_
2. Por cent of total poputation _ 11. 800 II 4. Adult Illiterates.

Germany__
Hungary _

Poland____

Austria

MO. al...ma a

Lagest groupx frinn non-English-speaking countries.

111, 893 Russi a.aa 73, 181 Czechoslovakia
67, 579

. aaaa a aaaa
(4;(9,

658
073

Greece a a a Imala aa a a - a aaaaa

Rumania ne aaaaaa alb a a a. a

Gibe,' with largest foreign-born population&

Cleveland _ _ _ 239, 538

Cincinnati 42, 42.7,

Toledo 38, 145 ,

Akron 37, .889

4.

Youngstown
Columbus
Dayt

a aaa ma. a a MO a a a

aa a a a a a aa e aa

218,283
126, 645e

43,690
42, 121
30, 377
13, 540
13, 068

33, 834
16, 055
13, 111

4 - t
an'activityAmericanization in Ohiò was'startedduivifig'thit war as

of the Ohio State Council of National Défense. The work of this
organisation resulted in the Americani;ation legislation of. 19119,

which established im Atilficanization committep for Ohio.: with a
. djrictor and assistatits, find assignpd to theili wide powerek Two

Years later, in 1941, thjs Smericanizatiori act was rewritten.
The most imortant featu're in the revised law was-the establish-

ment of. a división of Americanization in the department cd educic-ft..

tion. The State supervisór a Americanization under this law -is
appsinted by theiirgoveinón The division .personnel 14 ttue preka...
time consiis of -a supervisor, aisistant supervisor, supervisor .of :
teachektraining, and a secretary,. The State attieivisor is ai:ithore
ized tilidOr this law to appiiTit tii advitiory committee. This teo:krvis
mittee at the resene'time tofisOts of qeviral 'representative men
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658 BIENN1V. SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 192o---19422.

and women from different sectiong of the State. Unlike the ma-
jority of .tates having State direction of Americanization, Ohio
has not enact6d the " State-aid " provision in any legislation. Local
communitiesep for the entire cost of tvaching and supervising
classes for ad,uit foreigners..

The service of the State department consists in-,

fs- .
,

-

(a) Promotional work to "encourage patriotic education and assimilation
of foreign-born residents."

(b) 'readier training.
(e) Providing of standard courses of study for English ands citizenship'

classes.
((i) Establishing effective coop.erative re)atiok between the schools and

the Federal Bureau of Naturalization.
(e) Providing: special lesson in:iterjals for Rtudents.
(I) Organizing community meetings and *demonstrations for both nativ

and foreign blu,n.

SIGN (FICA NT ACHIEVEMENTS IN SEVERAL OHIO COMMUN IVES.

The most recent Ohio report, " Adult Education in Ohio," con-
tains at summarized statement of the Americanization work in the
following centers:
Akron.
Canton.
Cincinnitti

Cleveland.
Columbus.
Lorain.

Toledo.
Youngstown.

Special mention is made of such iniportant developments as--
1. Securing cooperation of public and private agencies under school leader-

ship.
2. Organization of student councils.
3. Establishment of all types of clas5.1esevening school, factory, club, and

O home.
4. Public welcomr meetings to new citizen&
5. Social and educational programs at American House in Cincinnati.
6. Establishment of information bureaus in Cleveland and Toledo.
7. Special classes for negro illiterates.

REPORT ON SCHOOL ENROLLMENT, 1921-22.

The totals include enrollment. in classes in public schools And in
classes conducted by social agencies.
1. Cities of 25,000 or more:

(a) Number of cities conducting classes............. 16
(b) Number of ....... 738
(0) Enrollment in night 25, 973

2. Ciike of 10,000 to g,000:

(b) Number- duns 57
1,082
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8. Citieß over f,600:
(a) Number of cities conducting classes__ mon am. em am, 11

(b) Number of classes 60
(c) Enrollment in night school 747

4. Citie8 under 2,500:
(a) Number of cities conducting classes 7

(b) Number of classes 23
(c) Enrollment in night school 437

PUBLICATIONS.

a. "Americanization in Ohio." (Bulletin 1920.)
The bulletin "Americanization in Ohio, a Constructive Program

for Communities Having a F'oreign Problem," was prepared and dis:
tributed in September, 1920. This pa'rnp14t contains outlines and
suggestions for teacher-training courseshelps in organization of
Classes- -and directions for teachers on the problems and methods and
lesson materials. In addition to the helps for directors and teachers,
there are specific suggestions for the coopenition of the following
agencies:

Chamber of commerce. 5. Day schools.
2. Industries. r 6 Churches.
3. Civic organizations. 7. Immigrant societies.
4. Libraries. S. General public.

b. " Fundamental Facts for New Citizens." Çil1etin 1922.)
This- pamphlet contaips a course of study for »a iraliza classes.

The material is organized in 20 chapters and was selecte im the
general field of citizenship course material with the special aim of
preparing ' petitioners " for the naturalization e4awination.

c. " Teacher's Manual." (Bulletin 1922.)
This pamphlet is generally recognized as one of the very best

manuals for teachers of immigrants. The suggestions for grading,
Comrse ofstudy, and use bf the direct, method atop especially well pre-
sented. The statement of the aims in the work in intermediate classes
is both definite and feasible. The butietin was prepared on the basis
of ieveral years'experience in teacher-training courses.

NEW YORK.

THE FOREIGN-BORN POPULATIO14 IN NEW Y0151E STATE.
1

'The following statistics are taken from the 1920 Federal census
report : .

214 Total foreign born:. 11 ..... Moab Mr as Me Oa GO de air ma a moo. so my oft on

2. Per. cent.
Adult ..... 11. al .01 Oa al alb 41 an. 10 1.10 emit am deb ..... Ab

2, 786,000
29. 9

1, 011,000
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'ME NON-ENGLISH-SPEAKING FOREION BORN IN NEW YORK STATE AND
NEW YORK CITY.

The huge foreign-born population in New York City includes a
very large per cent of the total foreign born for the State. The fol-
lowing table indicates the numbers of non-English-speaking immi-
grants in the 12 largest groues in the State and in New York City :

. , New York State. New York City.
Italy____________________._-________._____ 545, 20 390, 800Itussia

=4 4114 . 529, 200 47v, 800
Germany_____, M .. OM .. .m. im .... A. . wo, .....m. ...m. .... ,. . as. ...I. ...I. 295, 600 194, 100

...Poland _ _____ _ _ ____ _ _______ __,___.,.._....--- 247, 5.00 145, 700Austria ____________ _ ........_____________,__-._ 151, 100 126, 700.
78, 300 64, 400

Sweden ______ .m. =Ms ma 4= aNO amw . raw . . .. mew IM 53, OW 33. 700Rumania__ _______ _____ ......_ _____________ ..............._
-

_ 401000 38, 100
Czecho Slovak i a_ _ ___....... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...._._ _ _ ..... __ wow ma, 38i, 200 26, 400
Norway ________ _ _ ..411r..........-.-=. 11/.00M...1 qh 27, 500 24, 500
Greece ___ 26, 000 . 21. 500
France 25, 000 19, 450

OTHER CENTERS OF FOREMN-BORN POPULATION IN NEW YORK STATE.

Albany, Bnffalo, Rochester, Utica, Schenectady, Troy, Bingham-
ton, Niagara Falls, Yonkers, and Syracuse are the 10 cities having
more than 2,000 'foreign .born unable to speak, read, qnd write
English. Public-school evening classes for these immigrants wereconicted in a number of the large cities for many years before the
war and "Americanization," so called'

LEGISLATIVE EN Acrm.iNTS.

In 1918 the New York State Legislature enacted a law requiringthe compulsory attendance of all " illiterate minors," so called, at
evening school. At the same time appropriation of $20,000 wasmade for teacher-training courses in Americanizatioh to be expènded
under the directkm ofthe t6mmissioner of education. blithe follow-ing year (1919) Americavization was very definitely set up as a State

. activity when the legislature made possible the expendituw of nearly
$300,000 for this work. Of this amount $100,000 wai spent by the,
State department in putting home and factory teuhers directly intothe local communities. In addition, a large central organization of
supervisors and directors was provided for, and under the directionof " zone directors " the work was vigorously prosecuted. Within ayear, however, this auspicious beginning received a decided setbackAnt the legislature embarked on a policy of retrenchment The
situation was saved, however, when in 1921 the legislature voted to
establish inunigrint education on thea" Stateftaided " basis, practi
cally,as in Massachusetts.
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The budget for the State department was obviously curtailed, but
sufficient funds were appropriated to cover the salaries of a State
supervisor and several assistants. The teacher-training prograni,was
carried out in the several summer schools as formerly. Fewer courses'
were conducted during the school year in local communities.

It is generally believed to-day that immigrant education in New
York State is in a healthier co Idition under the present State-aid
plan than it was under the " Sta -control " idea of 1920.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS i!TNDER STATE DIRECTION.

Copying Federal eenvizs reeord8.No more accurate survey of
the non-English-speaking population over a State-wide area was ever
made than that undertaken undier State auspices in 1920. A staff
of clerks was assigned to the taski of copying from the Federal census
the names óf people 21 to 50 yiiars of age who could not read or
write any language or could not speak English.. These accurate lists
were turned over to the 320 ,uperin.t.endents of schools for the purpose
of enrollment in evening-school classes. Thousands of these inifni-
grants were visited, in their llomes by representatives from the schools
and invited to joiri the English and citizeilship classes. No report 'is
available as to tiv number of visits made andothe response as shown
in school attendance. The increase in school enrollment for the year
was more than 100 per cent over the previous year. Undoubtedly
the lists helped immensely in increasing the enrollment.

2. A piointment of local directors.During the school year 1918-19
there were 17 local directors of immigraret education in New York
State. Under' the stimulus of State leadership 20 additioinal di-
rectors and supervisors Nere appointed in the year,1919-20.

3. Teacher' training.The State-wide program of teacher-training
courses launched in 1 919 was enlarged in .19b20, and a competent staff
of experts assigned to this work. Courses were conducted in more
'than a dozen educational centers as part of the summer-school pro-
grams. In addition to the summer work, field agents conducted part-.
time corses in every center where a group ot interested teachers
expressed a desire for this very necessary help. It is doubtful if any
State in the Union has been able to coliduct the number of special
training courses which New York offered during this peri

REPORTS OW SCHOOL ENROLLMENT.

1. 1919-80 reports.Total registration, 56,025. This total is di.
vided among five types of communities, as follows :

1. Cities of 100,000 population and 43, 799

2. Cities Of 50,000 to 8, 431

8. Cities ot 25,000 ..... 11,177
'""7;476°`

4. Cities and villages 10,000 to 8, 039
cities and villages, less than 2,510
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2. 19?0-21 report8.1- (a) Toial registration, 82,490. (b) Increase
over preceding year, 26,465.°

This total (82,490) is divided among five types of communities, as
4rs ofollows:

1. Cities of 100,000 population and over 65,767
2. Citlei of 50,000 to 100,000 r . . 4,852
It:. Cities of 25,000 'to 50,000 ..

4, 377
4. Cities of 10,000 ,to 25,000 .. 'r- 3 4424
5. Cities and villages (less than 10,000) Is ... _ _ 4,070

3. 1941-22 7'eport8.

1. Cities of 100,000 population and over sn, 313
,

.. 2. Cities of 50,000 to 100,000..._..._....________ _ ... _ _ _ 1 .b. AMID .0 4, 612
3., Cities of 25,000 to 50,000 _, . 3, 7°5
4. Cities and villages 10,000 td`25,000_____ 3, 156

,5. Cities and villages less than 10,)00_____ .., ._______ ... . _... 1, 7°°
6. Scattered places 925

to-

Grand total 4W.M. GEOP =, .1.1m amyl. 41=1 Amm. WO

Increase in enrollment over previous year, 11,9C3.

impom -

_ _ 94, 453

PUBLICATION'S iD n 'NEW YORK STATE EPART MENT O F EDUCATION
t' RELATING TO IMAIIGRANT EDUCATION.'

Administration and organization of immigrant education. .1922.
Immigrpt in industry (in preparation).
Educational opportunities for women from other lands. 1920.
Twenty lessons in English for non-English-speaking women. 1920.
Course of study in elenwntary English for foreign-born a(ftits (in pfeparation).
Methods of teaching English to non-English-speaking foreign horn. 1919.
Devices for drill and review in English. 1021.
Course of siud ir

y in citizenship for foreign-born adults (in preparation).
Teachers' handbook in citizenship, naturalization, and the voting system. 1921.

DELAVARE.,

IMMIGRANT EDUCATION TN DELAWARE, 1919-1922.

i¡uring the war the Delftware State Council of Defense organized
An_Americanizatioil-eentinittee. 1.4ike similar committees in a score
of States, this group of ipterested citizens aroused keen public in-
terest in the larg: reign-born population. After the council of
defense diebanded, Americanization program was taken over by
the .Seriipe Citizens in January, 1919. This organization recognized
inimediate need of a constructive- program' of immigrant educaiI.

No public funds were available early in the year, so that the
t program of classes was organized and supported by the (Service

Citizens. A .State appropriation was made in July., 1919, and .30
*This list was ielected from a more complete list of books and references compiled and

arringed by`Carolino API Whipple. specialist in immigrant education, State 4epattsnent, of.education, New York.' , .. .
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classes were turned. over to public control. This demonstration
undoubtedly the best contribution of any',p" atriotic organization to '1,
the cause of educational Americanizati= in the country.

Tho first State appropriation for this work amounted to $15,000 a
year for two years. This was intended to finance such public-school
classes as mIght be organized by the Stat*lirector of immigrant edu-
cation.- Classes were condu.cted'under the immediate control of local
school depariments, although the costs were paid from Ole State
treasuty. The city of Wilmington and four iowns conducted classes
during the first yeitr. A Census showed a foreign-born population in
Delaware of 17,000, of "Whom 6,000 were non-English-speaking, latie4r
Italian and Russian. The educational program was enlarged during
the fall'of 1919and an advertising campaign was conducted. Posters,
booklets, notkes, etc., were prtpayed and printed in six foruign lan-
guages. The fall term opened with a large enrollment, as shown by
the following table*:

Wilmington 971

Ndw Castle______ 71
Stanton and Newport 23

86

4 A sludent advisory councir.was organized at this time, and the
advice of the immigrants proved veKy helpful in reaching their fel-
low coudtrymen with the message of public-school oppórtunities.
program of work with foreign mothers was launehed. Seventy-five
immigrant women atOnded classes, karned English, an,d were helped
in solving some of the very difficult 'Iiroblems which, confroni the
foreign-born mothers via America.

An Americanizati6n /training course s'as offered in Wilmington
during the first year. In addition to the classroom work, the Dela-
ware educational program included a, number of socialized eschool
meetings. Native and loreigio born attended these meetings in jarge
numbers. Exhibits of the homelanas were stuged a S part of the clos-

t ing exercises in'every cdmmunity. This feature was appreciatea by
the immigrant women. Many of them had been led to Nilieve that
their treasures were distinctly out of place in their adopted land.

During the second year of the work under State auspices the school
enrollment increased to, 1,193. The attendance during the third year
approximated 1,200 dudents. These records afford conctusive proof
of the Nigh quality of the school program.

Space will not permit any detailed comment on the, many im-
portant Rhoses of the professional 4ccomp1iethinents of the Delaware
piogram. TeaclArtraining courses have been conducted wick ye*r
since 1919, and at) a result there is now an adequate supply trait:4A
workers avails*. 10. addition to the teaching problems, these
courses jilts incl4ded .the study., of "such topics as Viewpoints on
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AniericanizationRacial backgroundsThe immigrant and the com-
munityImniigrant neighborhoods in Delawareetc.

Sumrhing up the accomplishments of the three-tear program of
imrhigrant education under public-school auspices in Delaware, it is
a fair statement that upward of 2,000 foreigners have been helped
by trained public-school teachers to use the language of America and
tQ ungderstand the fundamentals of real Americanism. In addition,
se'Veral hundred aliens have been instructed in citizenship classes and
have taken the oath of allegiante to the United States after a period,
of ^schooling in the duties and responsibilities of the gooa citizen.

WORK OF THE SERVICE CITIZENS' AMERICANIZATION BUREAU, 1919-1922.

The function of the Service Citizens' Americanization Bureau has been to
organize and develop those facilities which the foreign-born resident of the
State most need in order to participate in the life of the American community ;
and, whenever possible, to turn over such facilities to public control after their
usefulness haft been clearly demonstrated.'

The three years' record of the. wor f this organization has proved)09
that such a laudable function for an civic organization hap not only
been clearly vizualized in the minds of the executives of% the bureau

*but has been realized in practical activities, viz :

L Organization of gvening-school classes early in 1910 and transfer of a score
a oP6 classes to public educational authorities as soon as public funds were

available. w

2. Organization in 1920 of a department'of community .Americanization and
subsequent ti+ansfer to the State department of irmulguint education.

3. Organization of impo..rtant supplementary activities Ipunic mietings, re-
cruiting camp.aigns, teacher training, and home classes), direction of the
same turned over to public authorities, although still financed by the
organization.

The home-clds experiment was carried through under a very
thoroughgoing plan. Careful records were kept of the 'eiirollments
and the reasons for absence. Spetial lessons were prepared to meet
the limited' abilities of the' illiterate women, and their immediate
needs for simple English expressions about their home and store
contacts. The experience with these sniall groups was such as tQ
justify a stropg recommendation that the work). be supported by
public fund& .

The following table summarizes the work of the bureau as out-,
lined in the three annual reports, 1919-20, 1920-21 1021-22 :

1..OrganizatIon of evening-school classes.,
2. Securing Statp support for immigrant education.
B. Organization of Americanization committee.

A 4, aurvey of foreign born In Delaware.
5. Teacher . training. V

4ourrourrfterssommosmitsmoommorsormarago
1, * 4 Bulletin. mAnuisicaaisation isk pelaware, 1921:-22."
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AMERICANIZA ON- IN THE UNITED STATES:

6. Night-school publicity.
7. Citizenship classwork and public receptions to new citizens.
8. Community gatherings.
9. Work w,Ith foreIgn mothers.

10. Establishmerit of Trouble Bureau for Immigranis,
11. Legal aid.
12. Printed information for the foreigner.
13. " Steamer " classes for immigrant children.
14. Establishment of community Americanization° centers.

During the year 1922 the chief work of this organization has
centered in the TrI;mble Bureau. That this service is recognized
and appreciated by the immigrants may best be shown by the records
for the year 1921-22, during which *time 1,130 cases were handled for
768 individuals from 38 different countries.

665

The work of the Trouble Bureau has stood to the foreign-born people of
Delaware as proof that their American neighbors want to 'help them to
solve their problems. But its real function will not have been realized until
we learn how to bring.it about that many of these problems shall not arise.'

SÒUTH DAKOTA.

TH11; FOREIGN-BORN: POPULATION IN SOUTH DAKOTA.

South Dakota is an agricultural ,State, with a foreign-born popu-
lation of 82,000, 43 per cent of the total populajion. According to
the 1920 Federal census, 61,800 of the immigrants have been natu-.
ralized or have taken out first papers. The following table skim
the several largest racial groups in this State:
Norwegian
German IN 1111110 /41 11MM11141 IMIMMID

61.41.11 imP Im

16, 800 Swedish ..,..____,_....___.__
15, 600 Danish
11, 100

WM/limp
1111MNIM MII MID

8, 500
6, 000 I
1, 000

The percentage of illiteracy among the foreign born is unusually
small, 7 per cint. e

A RURAL PROBLEM.

Smith Dakota is the only rural Stat in the Nation to under-
take a State-wide Americanization program for the forpign born,
All of the immigrants are engaged in agrictiltural pursuits with
the eiception of those employed in the mining districts of the Black
Hills. The aocdmplishments oJ tiíe immigrant educational .pro
gram in this State during the Oast three years are all the more
noteworthy !then one considers the many difficulties in organizing
classes among 4du1ts who are scattered over a wide area.

A complete and very stimulating ac aunt of* Atnericardzation activities in Delawan
I. amt, 64h is tie' bulletins of the SIMlice Citisens of Delawir* (101940; 1021;
021-22). Tko most recent report of .the State director of imalgrant edgier (ma)
ekould be raid slim It tells a story of marked acidoeverneats
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LEGISLATION.

In 1919 the legislature enacted a law (ch. 169) to promote
Americanization. This statute includes several important pro-
visons:

1. Compulsory school attendance for persons between the ages of 16 and 21
who do not speak, read, and write English.

2. Establishment of evening schools.
3. Required evening-school term, four sessions of two hours each week for

25 weeks.
4. State appropriation of $15,000 for two years as payment of oneshalf the

expenses of conducting classes.

StATE LEADERSHIP.
4

Following the enactment of this law, a State director of Ameri-
canization was appointed in the department of public instiuctien.
Plans were formulated for the opening of evening schools in a num-
ber of communities in the fall of 1919. Conferences were held in
18 counties and considerable enthusiasm was aroused among local
authorities for the work. The university in the adjoining State of
Minnesota organized a comprehensive course on Americanization.
Several communities in South Dakota elected leaders from the
students who pampleted the work in this university course.

fir
PUBLICATIONä.

A booklet, " AmeKicanization in South Dakota," was distributed
in 1916. This, publicatiori contains a statement of the law, an ex-
cellent analysis of Americanization, regulatiorts for the organiza-
tion and conduct of the schools, suggestions for the cooperation of
interested public and private agencies, lists of tets for students and
reference books for teachers, and specific recommendations about the
need for trained teachers.

. " Patriotic and Civic Instruction " is the tide of a second
pamphlet which was distributed in 192f. This booklet is a teach-
er's manual on the teaching of patriotism. It contains an excellent
selection of poetry and prose adapted to the recognition of the
different holidays. The booklet also contains an interesting re.port
of the progress in the Americanization classes, with samples of the
stiidents' work.

REPORTS ON SCHOOL `ENROLLAIENT.

The following table is taken from a report issue& by the State
director of Americanization: 1919-20, 625 students; 1920-21, 1,002
students; 1921-22, 860 students.

t.
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The director's comment on this enrollment is as follows:
We anticipate decreasing attendance each year, due to the fact that in

rural and small village communities an evening school fulfills its mission in
the course of two or fhree years. Several of our schools will be discontinued
this year because there is no further need for them.

Obviously the State of South Dakota has not been receiving new
'immigrants in any considerable number since Wore the war. A.
successful demonstration has been made, however, and 34 schools
have been estahli11ed throughout the State: Other rural. States
may well copy the program of education in English and citizenship
which South Dakota lids provided for its rural immigrants.

ID

CON N ECTI CUT.

THE FOREIGN-BOHN POPULATION IN CONNECTICUT.

The 1920 Fbderal census report shows the following:
1. Total foreign born
2. Per cent of foreign
3. Adult
4. Adult illiterates

41. M a OND mi =IV .

.11. an. mi Alb EM

w. mo. . 1 .... 'mow =n .m.

378, 000
29. 5

160, 000
63, 000

The five largest racial groups from non-English-speaking' coun-
tries are:

1. Ita Hi*
P9les,
Ruantis

4. Germans L

5. Swedes

.. =. MM. I mm I 41M /M. M. mo ap

The foreign-born
urban districts.

mwm. e matt a wiw

.11 40 Ilmmon

a el minim 0. a era. .m mow .11, MeU1/111.1 M

dmo am Ow O.M.MO

80, 300
46, 600
38, 700
1E2, poo
17, 700 .

population is lochted in both the rural and

LEGISLATION.

The afollowing statute providing for-a departmell of American-
ization under the direction of the State board of education was en-
acted by the lagifkihture in 1919 :

DEPARTMENT OF AMERICANIZATION.

The State board of education shall establish a department of Americaniza-
tion and appoint a director of suCh department who shall receive an annual
salary of $3,000 and his necessáry expense& Such director shall have such .

poweri and perform such duties as may, be prescribed by the St 4te board of
ed&ation, but lied directorishall not be authorized to exercise autbority over
the conduct of any public school, school board, or board of education or any
teacher or otfier employeof any public schooL

The school committee of any °town designated by the State board of educa-
tion may appoint, subject to the Approval of said board, a town 'director of
Americanization- whose compessation shall be fixed and paid by the State
beard of edudation.

aliens

ow. mr mom am. woo ow
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The State board of education appointed a director of Americani-
zation in July, 1919.

This law did not provide for State reimbursement of the cost of
instruction of aliens, although State aid has been paid for a con-
siderable part of the cost Qf evening classes under the provision of
an earlier statute which grants a State rebate of $4 for each pupil in
average attendance of 75 sessions. A number of local directors were
appointed under the provisions of the Americanization law.

STATE LEADERSHIr.

The State director of Americanization issued a series of circular
letters in 1919 on tile following subjects:

1. Duties of local directors.
2. Americanization in rural communities.
3. Americanization fOr women And women's organizations.
4. Americanization for religious- bodies.
5. Americanization in industry.

These letters outlined the most significant activities in local Ameri-
canization.programs, the steps to be taken in securing the interest and
suppocirt of all groups, native and foreign; and the course of study
with time programs for the three grades of work with immigrants.

A special agent in charge of teacher training was appointed in
1920, and the necessary helps for teachers were presented in training
courses in local Lommunities during the school year and in the sum-.
mer school at Yale University. The publicity program was especially
well organized in Connecticut. In addition to the work of preparing
and distributing more than 10,000 posters in seven foreign languages,
the State director employed a foreign-language speakers' bureau of
naturalized citizens to assist at the hundreds of Americanization
meetings which were conducted in every part of the State. A motion-
picture film, " The gakingtof an American," was prepared Ader the
direction of the-State department. This film was shown to more than
100,000 persons in Connecticut, and stimulated public interest in
Americanization more than any other publicity feature. In fact, this
filmhas been the only motion-picture prepared for the special pur-
pose of " selling " the need for education in English and citizenship
to inimigtants.

A bulletin, " Classes for foreign-born adults--Ornnization and
maintenance," was prepared and distributed in 1920. This pamphlet
provided definite directions and helps on such subjects as teachers,
focation and equipment of classrooms, schoól year, curriCulum, pub-
licityeattendance iisporta, materials, etc. Supplementary bulletins,
with news notes and suggestions for teachers, have been sent to local'
Wailers during the past two years.

o
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During the summers of 1921 and 1922 the State department con-
ducted an unusual demonstration training course for teachers of im-
migrants. A model evening school was opened near the Yale sum-
mer school at New Haven. Classroom-methods and practices were
studied, and opportunities provided to more than 100 teachers to
observe the work in this demonstration center.

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT.

The most recent returns available for Connecticut (1921-22) show
15 communities carrying on their work in immigrant education in
cooperation with the State department of education. In 50 different
schools 207 different classes were operting. The active registra-
tion was 5,398. The same report tells of over 30,000 cases that were
handled through the information bureau during the first year of the
work under State auspices,

PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

Dtring the present session of the Connecticut State Legislature a
bill is being considered which would provide State reimbursemea of

ne-half of tlw ex"-pense of instruction to cities and towns conducting
immigrant education in cooperation with the State department of
vducation. The bill resembles the legislation enacted in Massachu-
setts _it,1919.

MASSACHUSETTS.

THE FOREIGN-BORN POPULATION.

The Federal census of 1920 gives the foreign-born population of
Massacbusetts and the illiterates as follows:

1. Total foreign born ..... 1, 063, 000
2. Total aliens 111. .M.OMMIMM Alnio . 442, 351

8. Total illiterates 142, 750
4. Unable to speak 96,426

THE STATE PLAN.

The Massachusetts statute which established. immigrant education
as a definite function of the St4te department of education is gen-
erally regarded as a model for other States. (See Appendix.)
Briefly, it incorporates the following features:

(a) Classes in immigrant education are to be set up and conducted
by local school tuthouities, who, in the first instance, assume all ex-

penses therefor. The responsibility is thus placed on the local com-

munity, where it belongs. *

"Such classes may be organized at any time or in any plape,

subject to approval- of the local board of .education.
91348°---24---43
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670 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1!02.

(0) Classes conducted in cooperation with the State department of
education and in conformity with its suggestions, shall be supported
from the State treasury, through reimbursement, to the extent of
one-half the cost for all expenses of instruction. (This reimburse-
ment for 1922. amounted to $110,000.)

The Massachusetts plim has been in operation since September,
1919, when the above statute went into force. At that time a State
direcfor of Americanization was appointed, and within a short time
two assistiints..to take charge of telclier training and of the organi-
zation of factory classes. Yn the ppriod under consideration (1920---
1942) the plan of i4nmigrant education formulated in the State
office was adopted by practically every city and town that handled
this activity. In 1922, 98 of theFitl were thus cooperatin.cr, awl in the
great majority of these places the work locally was under the direc-
tion of a skilled supervisor, specially trained. Tho quality of teach-
ing during the same period has also hem greatly improved. For
three years past Massachusetts teachers have attended in large num-
bers the summer training courses,both at Harvard and at the Hyannis
Normal School. In addition, the State department. has conducted a
steady succession of courses in all the cities and in many of the
towns, theTeby insuring a continuous supply of interested instruc-
tors. As a result of this steady insistence on special training, Mas-
sachusetts, like Delaware and Connecticut, is now adequately sup-
plied with teaclers skilled in their task.

GROWTH IN NUMBER OF STUDENTS.

The increase from 3381 to 22,242, as shown in the 'figure, represents
á growth of 560 per cent in three years. This is significant indeed
as tending to answer conclusively two questions often raised:

1. The adult immigrant given an opportunity will go to school.
Attendance in all these classes, be it noted, is wholly voluntary, and
usually comes 51 the end of a hard day's work.

2. Public in.-, rest M the education of the immigrant has not waned
8ince the war.Massachusetts refuses to regard this phase of Ameri-
canization as a war activity. And the cities and towns of Massa-
chusetts, having started the work of removing the language barrier,
seem de,tezìined to put this task through and to pay the cost
theref

Growth in classes of diffcrent types.

.. .

.
..

tali-19- , 1919-20 1920-21

ik J

1921-22

Thal number of adult immigrants belonging in all dame% 3,3111 9,030 20,476 224.242
Number of evening school classes 420 750 VANumber of botort-dasees........ . ....... ........ ... ......... ... ..... 181 827 308
Number of nalshbothood and club classes . 92 248 2.4
Total number of classes. ................ ib.m. * ... 6 a 11325 1,515
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Naturally, the largest increase in the number of classes is found
in the evening schools.

The increase in the number of neighborhood and club classes
from 92 to 294 indicates an awakening of the interest of immigrant
organizations in the public-school opportunities for learning English.

The rather extraordinary development of the " factory class.," as
above indicated, has already been set forth and needs no further
comment.

2242

1916-ig 1919-20. 1020-21.

1.1GI:Itr. 1.-- Adult immigrant% in claws.

ig21-22.

SECURING TIIE COOPERATION OF THE IMMIGRANT.

Various factors, obviously, ha.ve contributed to the development of
immigrant educati6'n in Massachusetts. Doubtless one of the most
powerful -of these has been the active interest taken by the immi-
grants themselves in promoting its spread. Massachusetts, like Dela-
ware, has from the outset tried to enlist the help of immigrant
groups in recruiting classes.. That this has been worth while, the
following quotation seems to prove:

The later Pilgrims to our shores have been eager to take their part in the
building of America, and 'realizipg that the first step is the acquiring of the
language and history a their new holm!, have zealously applied themselves to ;

4
the task.
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Clubs of Lithuanians and Greeks in Haverhill, Finns in Quincy, Russians in
Peabody, and Italians in Wakefield have all given the use of their clubrooms for
classes in English and citizenship; while a Portuguese club in Plymouth, a
Polish club in Chelsea, Ildebrew and Armenian clubs in Lowell, as well as Italian
clubs in Belmont, Nahint, Beverly, and Nortbampton, have taken the initiative
by asking for teachers anti recruiting the classes. The Poles of Hatfield asked
for a speaker from the school department for an open meeting of their club,
after which they recruited several- large classes.

A desire to give to the community, as well as to get from it, is increasingly
evident amortg them. An Italian publication often prints articles to creatO
public opinion favorable to Americanization. The band- of an Italian musical
club in Wakefield turned out to a man and furnished music of a very high
standard gratuitously for graduation. In Everett the Sons of ,Italy solicited
and signed an agreement with the school department for the promoting of
citizenship and the forming of classes. In Cambridge a Russian church choir
contributed several musical numbers to the program of the evening-school
graduation. In Holyoke six immigrant organrzations paraded on the treets
to celebrate Columbus Day, and mass meetings to stimulate citizenship were
conducted by the Poles themselves. Webster boasts an American Citizens' Club
of all races, pulling as one for the promotion of good citizenship, holding pub-
lic meetings, recruiting classes, and celebrating holidays together.

Nor are the women and Children an unitiown quantity in this service for our
country. In Springfield a Jewish motheits' club has made n house-to-house
canvass to gather members for classes in English and in household arts, and
the children of the Polish parochial school in Cambridge have distributed some
400 circulars. In New Bedford48 classes with over 900 students are learning
our language anp preparing for Iitizenship in the friendly informal environ-
ment of the ,Immigrants' own social centers.

PUBLICATIONS OF TILE STATE DEPARTM-ENT.

L COURSES OF STUDY.

A. Sylkbus fór three years' work.The State department of edu-
cation offers a course of study to cover three yéars' work with the
adult immigranC This course is set forth in Americanization Let-
ters IA, 4B, and 4C.

B. Citizenship lemons for teachers.--The department furnishes
teachers of citizenship classes with a course of 30 lessons. The ma-
terial in this course is radically different from that contained in the
old-time naturalization course. It subordinates a study of the ma-

, chinery of government and emphasizes tin intelligent understanding
of the principles and ideals of our American democracy.

C. Other material for t: hera.-7(1) Americanization Letter No.
2. Fifteen points for wor ers in AmericanizOon.
*(2)naericanization Letter No. 31/4 A. statistical sumakary. Motion

.Classes in naturalization and citizenship.
(8) Americanization Letter No. 5. Proceedings of the Plymouth

Conference.
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AMERICANIZATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

II. MATERIAL FOR STUDENTS.

Lesson leafiets.
Three sets of lessons for stuants

A. Introductory set for first year or beginners' classes.

C. Women's Series
B. Industrial Series for pupils of more advanced grade.

Each set contains 50 or 60 lessons. Sets for each member of the
class may be obtained for any or all classes operating under public-
school authority.'

673

A very complete story of Americanization IT; Massachusetts is set forth in these bul-
letins: (1) Adult Immigrant Eqvution In Massachusetts, 1920-21 ; (2) The Massachu-
setts Problem of Immigrant Education, 1921-22 (both issued by the department of edu-

statehouse, Boston).
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APPENDIX.
+IM,

A. THE PLYMOUTH AGREEMENT.

In September, 192,U1 reKesentations of the Associatëd Industries
of Massachusetts anti of the public-school authorities gat 'Aired to-
gether at Plymouth, adopted the following concrete plan for.organ-
izing inunigrant education in Ow industries:

(1) The schools:
(a) Accept provisions of chapter 295, General Acts oT 1919.
(b) Appropriate enough-money to get the work well done.
(c) Provide for classes in industries whenever organized.
(d) Provide a director of iffinligrant education.
(e) Train and supervise-teachers.
(f) Provide suitable text material, Including motion pictures.
(p) Organize courses or study.

(2) The industries:
((L ) Centralize responsibility In a plant director or cotmattee or other

effecthe agency.
(b) Conduct prelimipary study to learn the extent and nature of the

problem.
(e) Recruit classes.
(d) Provide satisfactory school accommodations.
(e) Establish efficient follow up.
(41, Provide incentives.

Collaborate in training temrherseand In prov,idin2- special text ma-
terial. 1.

re THE AMERICANIZATION LAATMASSACHUSETTS.

General Laws, Chapter 69, Sections 9 and 10.

SECTION 9. The department. with the cooperation of any town applying there-
for, may provide for such instruction in the use of English for adults unable
eo speak, read, or vrite the same, and iu the fundamental principles of govern-
went and other subjecN adapted to tit for Americat4itizens1iip, as ludl jointly
be approved by the local selfool committee and the department. Schools and
classes estabilslted therefor may be held in publly-school hulldingg, In industrial
establishments, or In such other places as nmy he approved in like manner.
Teachers 'and supervisors employed therein by a town shall be chosen and their
compensation fixed by the school comidittee, subject to the a.pproval of the
aepartment.
ca-

SEC. 10. At the expiration of each Khool year, and on approval hy the de-
partment, the Commonwealth shall pay to every town providing such instrue-
tion in conjunction with the department one-half the =omit expended therefor

tisp
by such t4wu for said year..
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C. THE AMERWANIZATWN LAWOHIO.

(House Bill No. .14.)

AN ACT To provide for the development of Americanization work and to encourage the
patriotic educatkm a.nd assimilation of foreign-bprn residents, and for such purpose
enacting section 7701-2 of the Genefa.1 Code.

Re it enacted by the General Asse.mbly of the State or9hiP:
SECT] ON 1. The- department of public instruction shall co ,se to be visited

and insppcted all schools engaged in adult immigrant education and assist
10C111 boards of education In localities where there is need for the organization
of classes for such adult immigrant education, to the end that they ma y be
established and supported. It shall formulate and promote progra'ms f6r
Americani?Ation and patriotic education, cooperate with the agencies of the
Federal Government in the promotion thereof, aid in the correlation of :dins
aild work carried On by public agencies and private individuals and organi-
zations, and study plans and methods which may be pyposed or are in use
in such work. Such department shall employ sueh metfrods, subject to exist-
ing laws, as will tend to bring into synipathetic and mutually helpful rela-
tions the State and its residents of foreign (;rigin, to protect immigrants from
exploitation and abuse, to stimulate their acquisition and mastery of *tile
English language, to- develop their understanding of American (Thverntnent,
institutions, and ideals, and, in general, to promote their assimilation and
naturalization. Such department may for such purposes cooperate with other
offices, hoards, bureaus, commissions, anfi departments of the State, and with
all public dgencies, Federal, State, nmniaipal, and school. .

SEC. 2. Ji supervisor of Americanizatkin work in the department of public
instruction shall be appolnted by the iovérnor, who shall discharge the duties
and exercise the powers imposed upon anj1 vested in such departments by this
act. The supervisor shall seleci an advisóry coinmittee to counsel with him
in carrying out the provisions of this *et. The members of such advisory
committee shall receive no compensation, but shall he paid their actual nnd
necessary traveling expenses incurred in connection with their service as such
members. The supervis-or shall have poWer to detemine the number of as-
sistants and other employees necessary to curb, on the work pyovkled for
in this act, all of whom shall be in thé unclassified service the civil service
of the State. The compensation of the supervisor of Amer canization work
shall be fixed biennially by the general assembly and his term of office shall
be for two years, commencing on the decond Monday of July.

SEC.. 3. Section 7761 of the General Code is hereby further supplemented by
the enactment of section 7761-2 of the General Code, as follows: at

SEC. 7761-2. On the application.of not less ethan 15 adult persons born outside
the territorial limits oS the United States of America, including Alaska and
the. Hawaiian Islands, resident in the district, the board of education of such
school district may establish and conduct an Americanization school oper to
all persons 21 years of age anti over, of such foreign birth, resident ,of the
district or of° an adjoining district. The board of education of such school dis-

.. trict may or may not charge such pupils a fee as in its discretion It may
determine. The curriculum for such school shall be such as may be prescribed
by the supervisor of Americanization. Such school may be conducted in any
school building owned or -Controlled by such board of education, or in any room
or quarters rented for such purpose by the board of education, or the ime of
which is sectired rent free by such board of education. Such .room or quarter,
may be locatetI outside the boundarite of the distriét. The board of eduitition
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The sum of $50,000 is hereby appropriated. out of any moneys in the State
treasury not otherwise appropriated. for the purpose of carrying out the provi-
sions of this act; and the State controller is bereby authorized and 'directed
to draw warrants upon such sum, from time to time, upon the requisition of
said commisslon, approved by the board of control; and the State treasurer is
hereby authArized and directed to pay such warrpts.

This legislation remained in effect, fromi,1913 to 1921, when the
division wast incorporated in the departme-nt of labor and industrial
relat ions.

E. A FEW SIGNIFICANT STATISTICS.

Forcign- born population unablr to speak English in the 10 States haring the
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CHAPTER
RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF PARENT-TEACHER

.XSSOCIATIONS.

By ELLEN C. LOMBARD,

Director of Hone Education, Bureau of Education.

o
es

CONTENTS. III t growth, nnd developmentNational Congress ofMothers and Parent-Teacher AssociationsTable showing numerical strength anddates of organization---States not affiliated with national organizationMow andpurposesOrganization Courses in parent-teacher associatious in InstitutionsActivities of organizations for 1920.-1922 Publications and reference material.

INTRODUCTORY.

During the past two years parent-teacher associations have, de-
vaeloped in nwerical strength and effectiveness in the United States.
Their e.xpansion during this -period has been notable in the history
of the niovement to bring home and school into cooperative rela-
tionship.

Responsibility for the early training of all boys and girls rests
manifestly with parehts and teachers whose' task it is to prepare
them, generation after generation, for the life they must lead in
the world ; life that is teeming with emergencies and complexities
incident, to changing economic and industrial conditions; life that
is complicated with diverse elements of population.

The task is so irnpoIrt ant that it has become increasingly a matter
of concern and discussion in eduational, philanthropic, religious, and
political organizatioup. Parent-teacher organizations, beciu.se,,of
their constituent members, are charged more than all others with
the responsibility for, le fulfillment of the task.

Parents and teachers are interpreters of the environment of the
children. They help the -children to understand relationships, to
find themselves,_and to adapt themselves to their environment. They
wOrk, one in the home, the other in the school, and both in the com-
munity for the accbmplishment of their ain4. Teachers have their
technical training andotheir experience to offer to the parents for
their enrichment, and parents have their more intimate experience
with their children and their sympathetic cooperation to offer to
teiichers.

The ultimata result of the cooperation indicated m7 be successful
whim these forces work topther with a common aim. 'United into
a partnership as an organized pArent-teacher associationi.the partner-
ship becomes an ¡mportant asset not only to the homis and the school,
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but also to the community, the State, and the Nation. The parent-
teacher association movement in the United States during thé period
1920-1922 has developed from a membership of 189,000 to over a
half million members.

HISTORY, GROWTH, AND DEVELOPMENT.

Mothers' meetings inaugurated in 1855, in connection with the
kindergarten movement in the United States, seem to have been the
precursors of the parent-teacher associations. A mothers' confer-
ence was called by a kindergarten training teacher in dricago in
1894. Three years later a National Congress of Mothers was called
in Waslihgton, D. C., by a group of mothers in which the interests
of all little children, the home, and 4he community were discussed.
A permanent organization of mothers was formed at that time,.and
plans for6the study of problems relatini; to child welfare were de-
veloped. In 1900, a formal charter was granted this orgaization in
the District of Columbia.

Mothers andleachers discovered that they could accomplish more
if united into a cooperative organization than was possible when each
worked separately. Parent-teacher associations came into existence
in response to the expressed need. Other organizations with various
names but similar purposer came into existence also anl united in this
national organizaticin. Ainong them were the parents' leagues, home
and school associations, mothers' leagues, mothers' utftions, preschool
circles, reading circles, etc. In -1008, the National Congress of
Mothers changed its name to include parent-teacher associations, and
in 1915 a new charter was secured.

The movement has developed until the parent-teacher association
has become the dominant national activity of parents and teachers.
Associations have been organized in every State, in Alaska, and
Hawaii.

State organizations have been effected in 40 States in affiliation
with the national organization.

NATIONAL CONGRESS OF MOTHERS AD PARENT-TEACHER
ASSOCIATIONS.

The national organization, called the National Congress of
Mothers and Parent-Teacher Associations, is made up of State
branches, which are in turn made up of local organizations. The
officers are elected as provided Iby the constitution or by-laws. An
annual convention is held at a time and place decided upon each
year by a board of managers.

In the 40 organized States the organizations are uniform in all
important features. Variations occur to' conform to local condi-
dons. A complete organization of .parentrteacher associátions in la

- ',State may ineludi) local associations affiliated with the State, city,
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and county councils, and a State organization affiliated with the
national organization. Membership consists of actiye, associate,
sustaining, and life members and benefactors. Active members in
the national organization must be nlembers of a local organization
whose dues are paid according to provisions of the organization.

A large proportion of parent-teacher associations are affiliated.
with the National Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teacher Associa-
tions. In some States there are a few associations affiliated with
the General Federation of Women's Clubs 'and with State teachers'
associations.

The riational organization has gTouped the United States into 14
regions for the purpose of closer cooperation and conference. These
regional groups represent in a delegate body all the States in the
respective regions, as follows: Region Np. 1, Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island; region No. 2, New York,
New Jersey, Connecticut; region No. 3, Pennsylvania and Dela-
ware; region. No. 4, District, of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia ; region No. 5, North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida,

. Georgia, Tennessee; region -No. 6, Alabama, Mississippi, Loilisiana;
rrgion No. 7, Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana; region No. 8, Illinois,
Wisconsin, Michigan; region No. 9, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska,
Iowa; region No. 10, Minnesota, North Dakota, South ,Dakota,
Montana ; region No. 11, Texas, Oklahoma; region No. 19, Utah,
Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico; region No. 13, California,
Arizona, Nevada; region No. 14, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, They
finance- themselves and work under an elected director.

Active work 'in the national organization is carried on through
departments and standing committees. During the past two years
a complete reorganization of departments and standing committees
has been effected, and there are five departments under which com-
mittees work, as follows:
. Organization and Effirioncy.---Chihl Welfare or Founders' Day ; Child Wel-

fare Magazine, extension. finance, membership, press and publicify,
program service anti literature.

° Public Welfare.Bétter films, country life, .immigration and American
citizenship, jnvenile protection, legislation.

3. Education.Humane education, kindergarten extension, scholarship, school
education, visual educatim4

4.. Home Service. Children's ding, home economics, home education',
Mothers' Study Circles, preschool age, recreation and social standards,
thrift.

5. Headili.--LChild hygiene, monogamous marriage, physical education, racial
health.

Each department is under the direction of a vice president 'Wen
a State has a membership aggregating 500 in at least 20 assoeiations,
the*, may be organized into a State branch and &dratted to members
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ship upon payment of the required dues. Questions of membership
are settled by the board of managers. In unorganized States, asso-
ciations and circles may join the national association directly until
State organization ,takes place. If rulings of National and State
organizations conflict, State branches must upon notification make

' such changes in their regulations. as will conform to the national
decisions.

The national headquarters are located in Washington, D. C., and
are tinder the direction of an executive secretary. A field secretary
is also maintained.

In Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, and Texas the parent-
teacher organizations have had quarters in State departments of edn-
ctition. In some States presidents have headquarters in their homes.
Massachusetts headquarters are located in Boston, where a secretary
is in charge. In New York the headquarters are located at Lockport.

Alabama, Arizona, Delaware, Florida, Kentucky, Maine, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma,
and Virginia have developed under the direction of organizers or
field secretaries.

In Colorado the State department of education furnishes an execu-
tive iecretary for parent-tpicher work.

Numerical strengtk of State organizations and (latex of organization.

States.

California
Missouri
Illinois
Washington .
Ohio
New Jersey
Texas
Michigan
Iowa
Colorado

. New York
Pennsylvania
Kentucky
Indiana
Massachusetts
Kansas
Georgia
North Carolina
Tennessee
Delaware

Date of
organi-
zation.

1902
1912
1900
1906
1910
1000
1909
1908
1900
1907
1897
1899
1918
1912
1910
1914
1906
1919
1913
1908

Member- I

ship.

53 047
39 157
27 an
22 910
22 343
21,865
21, 156
18, 485
16,640
15, 405
13, 704
12, 890
12 255
11 238
9 733
8 608
8 340
7 631
5, 897
h, 414

St a1.

A

Wisconsin
Connecticut
Oregon
Rhode Island
Alabama
Mississippi
New I lampshire
Maryland
Idaho
Arizona
District of Columbia.
North Dakota
Virginia
Vermont
Maine_
South Dakota
Nebraska
New Mexico . ........ .
Montana
Florida

.

Date of
organi-
zation.

1910
1900
190-t
1909
190.4
1908
1915°
1915
1905
to3
tx

1921
1921
1912
1915
1915
1 trz2
1915
191.1
1921

Member-
ship.

5, 3s1
5,01 5
4,052
4,013
3,675
3,195
2,197
2,172
2,159
21142
1, 7K5
1,472
1,311
1,296
1,0x3

996
914
74
505
3:19

iDelaware organizations of parents and teachers have grown front G organizations in 1920 to 2,50 in 1922.

UNORGANIZED STATES NOT AFFILIATED WITH NATIONAL
ORGANIZATION.

Th.0 foregoing table does not include all the membership in
paiint-teacher associations in the United States. It is estimated
that the complete membership would total over a half million mein-

.

bers. In some organized States a few organizations are affiliated
Roth* with the Federation of Women's Clubs and State educaft
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tional associations. There are large groups of organizations of
parents and teachers in Arkansas, Louisiana, Minnesota with 1,558
members, Nevada, Oklahoma with 580 members, South Carolina,
Utah, West Virginia, and Wyoming, and a few in Alhska and
Hawaii.

Arkansas has school-improvement associations in most of its cities
and. towns. During the past two or three years many ountry
schools have organized associations ill this State. The work is fully
recoanized by the State department of education, which furnishes
programs for monthly meetings. There tire about 600 of these
organizations actively at awork in the State. Their chief value is in
briiiging patrons and teachers together.

Parent-teacher associations are organized in the larger cities of
Louisiana, such As New Orleans, Shreveport, Baton Rouge, Crowley,
etc. They cooperate with the school autliori,ties in local educational
activities, although no legal recognition is given them by State
educat ional authorit

There are in Nevada a number of parent-teachilr associations. It
is estimated by the State department that one-half of the larger
towns have organized them. No official recognition is given them by
the State department, of education, buts the department, urgvs com-
munities to organize them.

In South Carolina community work is carried_on to a great extent
by the school-improveiunt associations. They are lo611 organiza-
tions, reported to be located in about, 1,200 commilniaes. The
parent-teacher association as such works in a few cities. The State
superintendent of education reports that their activities. are fine and
results are satisfactory.

In West Virginia there are 89 local associations, located in 33
different, counties. There is as yet no State organization. The
division of rural education of the State department of education
repôrts that ttese associations contribute to the needs of the schools.
They buy equipment where boards of education are not ready to do
so, aid in establishing hot lunches, try to make the school an integral
part of the community life, and eooperate with the teacher in many
ways to bring about successful school activities. The State depart,-
ment of public instrpction Is anticipating the formation of a State
branch, so that these organizations will contribute more to the school
life of the State. The departmentis doing what it can to enco.utage
new organizations.

A large group of parent-teacher associations ih Utah areaffiliated
with the Utah State Teachers'. Association. Meetings are held

I simultaneously with the annual meeting of the State teachers asso-
eiation. These-parent-teacher associations serve the c6mmunity and
aid thii schools in solving their Problems.
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While there are parent-teacher associations doing excellent work
in Virginia, there are also community leagues organized in connec-
tion with the State department of education, under a Cooperative
Education Association. These leagues meet to discuss their various
educational and civic problems. In 1921 there were reported to be
1,555 leagues, with a membership of 38,419. Thee leagues are
reported to have raised $186.340, for their work of improving the
schools.

AIMS AND PURPOSES.

The definite aims of parent-teacher associations are as follows:
To surround children and youth with an environment adapted to
their growing needs; to bring together parents and teachers and
others for the study of child nature and all questions relating to the
care and proper guidance of children in the home and elsewhere;
to cooperate with educational institutions intelligently; to work for
the creation of kindergartens in schools Nvhere they are needed;
to work for public welfar, with regard to health, morals, recrea-
tional facilities, childre'sn courts, mothers' pens1ons, etc. These
activities are carried on through committees appointed for this work.

The parent-teacher organization is not formecrto interfere with
the administration of the school in its discipline or,...its curriculum.
It should not purchase, except in an emergency, equilMtent that the
school board should furnisit from the public funds. It should be
warned const antly *against permitting the organizatiQn to be used
to further pplitics, but it may join with other clubs in endorsing
certain principles in matters that affect children which are to b12

embodied into law. Its name should not be used to further the
interest of any commercial enterprise.

ORGANIZATION. :EN
sl

Parent-teacher associations may be organized in each grade of
schools, or may be organized for entire schools and in high schools.
These organizations may vary in name, but not essentially in
purpose. They may be called mothers' circles, home and school asso-
ciations, parents' leagues, preschool circles, parents' councils, parent-,
teacher associations, etc.

Local and State organizatiotis have latiture in respect to dues.
When the Aligations of local and State organizations to the na-
tional organization have been discharged, they -may deciae upon
the amount of dues for their own work.

COURSES IN PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATIONS.

Téachets College of Co1umbi4 University, Ntnig York City, an-
nounced for its 1922 summer school a three.. weeks' course in educa-
tioh (S8,-212--C) coverinethe organization, and conduct of parent-.
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teacher associations. This course, givn inooperation with National
Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teacher itssociations, will consider
the need for parent-teacher associations and bow to organize them;
the problems, opportunities, and achievements of as§ociations in
all parts of the country; how the National and State organizations
may help the local assOciations. An exhibit of the many varieties-
of free published helps of the National and State associations will
be open to supervisors, teachers, and parents.. The program of this
course includes three lectures to introduce the subject. Work and
discussions are to be carried on under the following topics:

1. Principles underlying education and the home. Failures of each.
2. Duty of the schools to-the homes.
3. Inspiration due thee schools from the homes.
4. Arguments for parent-teacher associations.
5. Legitimate fields for parent-teacher association activity.
6. Fields which parent-teacher associations should not enter.
7. Division of class into sections to prepare programs for year's work for

local parent-teacher associations.
8. Organization ol local associations, women repregenting the mothers, and

men ot the class represenang teachers.
9. State organizationsconditions for organization, work, etc.
10. National organizationscope, accomplishments, present status.

Some. of .the reference books to be used in. this course are :parent
and Child, by Henry F. Cope, New York, Doran. Co.; New Schools
for Old, Evelyn Dewey, New York; E. P. Dutton; Child and Iiis
School, by Gertrude Hartman, New York; E. P. Dutton; Outlines
of Child Study, by McKeever, New York, Macmillan Co.; Practical
Conduct of Play, by Curtis, New York, Macmillan Co.

Superintendents of schools of Hancock County and Verniillion
County, Ill., arranged for parent-teacher association instruction dur-
ing the past year.

The State director of summer schools of Ntw Jersey conducted
in 1921 a parent-teacher day or schdol at each of the four regular
summer schools for teachers during July and August. With the
exception of the two-day parents' school, held in cooperation with
the State university and Rutgers College, all were one-day sessions.
These sessions were arranged in cooperation with the New Jersey
State Parent-Teacher Association. In these classes it was aimed to
give young teachers a clear understanding of the aims, ideals, and
activities of parent-teacher associations, and to give parents a better
idea of the present-day school, so that better cooperation might
result. ,

7. % .

The morning sessions . were spent in obiervation in classrooms,
parents passing from grade to grade, observing the modern methods
in tea 4 I' g. Afternoon sessions were given to addresses by parent-
teacher fi. iation officials on the aims and purposes of the parent".
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teacher associations, the- value of religious education in the home,
and what State and National organizations can do for local organi-
zations, etc.

ACTIVITIES OF ORGANIZATIONS FOR 1920-1922.

A study of the reports of activities for 1920-1922 in parent-teacher
associations in many States reveals a diversity of activities, but one
general aim, e. g., to surround children with conditions favorable to
their growth. In California, the State having largest membership,
the associations raised over $150,000, which was used to better
teaching facilities, to furnish more school equipment, hot lunches
at minimum cost, milk for undernourished children, scholarship§
for needy students, etc. Over $30,000 was spent for' playground
apparatus and musical instruments. California reports that more
and more the men in school districts are identifying themselves
with parent-teacher associations. Fathers and teachers represent
20 per cent of the attendance. Work in rural schools has been em-
phasized in Colorado.* To become a standard rural school, according
to the rulings of the State departnwnt of public instruction, a school
must have a parent-teaclwr association. When schools reach the
standard a bronze plate is nailed on the schoolhouse. The increasing
interest of men in these organizations is shown in the reports of some
State,

De Aware reports 5 per cent of its rural Population belonging
to lissociations, and men constitute one-half of the membership.
A report of the activitls of parent-teacher associations in Dela-
ware shows that 8 organizations paid for school repairs; in 30
schools furniture waN bought by them; tool supplies were pur-
chaged in .18 schools by them ; victrolas 4 other musicarinstru-
ments were purchased in 34 schools; in 2P organizations school
health or recreation programs were promoted; 42 organizations
served hot lunches; and 45 furnished the books for school libraries..
Other activities were listed as childwelfare work, tree planting,

Aetter attendance, sentiment for new building, toilets scrubbed weekly
and fumigated, etc.

One local org'anilationEeported that the great/ea achievement
was in making the residents of the community conscious of their
part in making the school.

Membership and attendance of fathers in New Jersey are increas-
ing. In one organization fathers represent 40 per cent of, the mem-
bership.

In Massachusetts 25 per cent of the presidents of local organiza-
tions have been men.

During 1920-1922 parent-teacher associations in high schools bave
increased in number throughout -the Uqited $tates, according to
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reports. Dress, chaperonage, wholesoi e recreation, and better
movie films are among the subjects up n which activities are based
in these associations. Wisconsin has sociations in 21 high schools.

Da,ds Night programs were repoi ed in Idaho and Washington,
and fathers' meetings were held in North Carolina and Illinois.
Father and Son and Mother and Daughter Dinners were inlituted
in North Dakota.

Two important activitiés which are the outgrowth of ptirs-ent-
teacher associations are the preschool study circles and reading cir-
cles. In 1921 reading circles were active in five cities-in California.
At North Glendale one of these reading circles has a membership
of over 200 women who have used the home-reading courses of the
United States Bureau of Education. Other circles are at Hermosa
Beach, Garvanza, Puente', and Pasadena.

The preschool circles found in Washington State and. other States
consist of mothers of little children under school age. Programs
for these circles include the subjects of child care and train'ing,
proper diet for the Sioung child, proper clothing, advice to expectant.
mothers.

The activities of the Cooperative Education Association of Vir-
ginia are, as indicated by the name, largely concerned with raising
money in order to improve the school plant. They finance school
lunches, improve the social and recreational life of the community,
and cooperate with the school board in its efforts. Many libraries
ave been installed as a result of the efforts of these organizations.

The resolutions of National and State organizations at their
annual meetings indic4te the trend of thought of the entire parent-
teacher group. Some typical resolutions are those from Arizona
and Florida. They include the indorsement of President I larding's
words of counsel to observe more strictly the laws of the land and
commended his efforts to turn the thoughts of the American people
in a more spiritual direction, urging upon all parents the necessity
of developing a tfeeper spiritual life in their children in order to
counteract loose moral tendencies of the\presett day; placing greater
safeguards around our young people relative to present-day amuse-
ments along the following lines: (a) That. boys and girls of tender
age be not allowed to play outdoors after dark unsupervised; (h)
that girls be not allowed to go unchaperoned in autos with young
men; (e) that-simple home parties be (incouraged to take the place
of the public amusements for young people; (d) that parents urge
their young daughters and their sons to avoid late hours.

Many. organizations work for the establishment of kindergartens
in the schools, for better films, for the health o'f school children,
for*better recreational facilities, for libraries in the schools and
communities, for Americanization, for thrift, in fact for the .adjust-
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ment of the environment to the growing needs of the chirdrcn in the
home, the school, and the community.

A survey of the field of literature for the use of iwent-teacher
associations reveals the fact that printed leaflets on organization
and programs are needed.

xtension divisions of State universities in Incli4na, Iowa, North
Carolina, and Wisconsin have issued pamphlets of lise to parent--
4..teacher associations and furnished packet libraries knd speakers for

meetings.
Some State departments (1;f education, among them Delaware and

Wisconsin, have issued bulletins on the organizátion and conduct
of parent-teacher associations.

gla

PUBLICATIONS AND REFERENCE MATERIAL.

State and local boards of education have given space in their
monthly bulletins, reports, and annbuncements of imrent-teacher
.association& work. The Detroit Educational Bulletin, vol. 6, No. 2,
included nine pages devoted to parent-teacher associations. In the
following list of *publications an attempt has been made to include
material.in use in 1920-1922. It has been impossible to get complete
data regarding the material issued in All States. Yearbooks or direc-
tories are issued by 14 State organizations. Twenty-two Staiel
organizations publish monthly or quarterly bulletins for distribu-
tion to their resvpective.organizations.

The yearbook of the Delaware Parent-Teacher Association, which
was pr4pared by the Service Citizens of Delaware, is one of the out-
standing publications of its kind and c44,ntains in limited space the
¡essential information of each parent-teiicher association, white and
colored, in Delaware, regarding membership, average attendana,
officers, activities, and achievements. The extensiori division of
North Carolina University has issued an excellent hand book for
North Carolina organizations, containing organization and program
material.
. The North Carolina College for Women issues a monthly bullstin
for parent-teacher associations in North Carolina,

REFERENCES.

Report of Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teacher Associations. By Elizabeth
Hartlson. In National Education Association. Addressft and proceed-
ings, 101o. p. 428-662.

Holiknay parent-teacher associations best cooperate with public schools?, In
National Education Association. Addresses and proceedings, 1921. p. 661-
°62.

krent-teacher associations. By Edith El.. Heyt. Madison, Wis., l94). (Unlver-
ilty of Whiconsin Bulletin.)

Parcnt:teacher association's. In Educational. digest. Vol, Q. No. L Aug.-
. Jtat 1922.
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Cali fornia..

Booklet of suggested programs. Published by tho California (sixth district).
Free.

Suggestions included for each month.
Booklet of suggestion. Published by the California (second (Iistrict) Con-

gress of Mothers and Parent-Teacher Associations. Free.
Bulletin. Published by the Calif(); nia first (listrict) Congress of llothm

and Parent-Teacher Associations. Free.
Containing sections on thrift, social hygiene, and high school parent-teacher asso-

ciations.
Duty. Circular letter no. 1. Issued by the California Congress Of Mothers and

Parent-Teacher Associations. Department of patriottsm. Free.
Suggestions for programs on patriaism.

Home department. Prepared and issued by the California Congress o. f Mothers
and Parent-Teacher Associations. Free.

Contains an introduMon and Home reading course no. 3, U. S. Bureau of Edu-
cation.

Home and school. Published by the California Congress of Mothers and Parent-
Teacher Associations, 1921. Free.

A booklet for use in securing cooperation'hetween home and school for the moral
trait/ling of children; to better home conditions ; to encourage parents to use pre-
ventive methods of training instead of corrective ones; to form good balits of living;
and to encourage Nrents to use the ethical story as a means of character building,.

Instructions for organizing and carrying On a parent-teacher association. Pub-
lished by the California Congress of Mothers and Parent-T(Tcner Associa-
tions. Ektension department. Free.

Parent-teacher associations in rural and village schools. By Lura Sawyer
(iDak. Published by the State Department of Educalb.ioii, Sacramento,
\Calif.' Bulletin no. 27. Free.

Tells how to organize and contains 26 programs and 10 entertainment/..
Patent-teacher bulletin. Published by the Parent-Teacher Associalions, Peta-

luma, Calif. Free.
For use of local associations.

Programs for child study. Published by the San Diego Federation of Parent-
Teacher Associations, 1921. Free.

Programs for parent-teacher association activities. Publisihed by Colifornia
elt (ninth district) Parent-Teacher Associations, 1921.

For use of local a4sociations.
Suggestions. Published by the California (third district ) Parent-Teacher

Associanon.
Yearbook of the California Nngress of Mothers and Parent-Teacher Associal-

tions.
Consists of outlines of department work, helps for programs, rooter, etc.

211 inouri.

Missofiri bulletin. Published bimonthly during the school year by the Missouri
Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teacher Associations.

Contains direct nows and instructions from State president to circles.
Missouri program book. Published biennially, alternating N;vith the yearbook,

by the Missouri Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teacher Associations.
Free.

Missouri 'school journal. Publisbed by A. S. Lipbr, Jefferson City, Mo.
Includes a department of papiiiaiacher association& I.
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PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATIONS. (;*

Bulletin of the Illinois Council of the l);trent-Teacher Asociatioti. Puhlishitd
monthly by the Illinois ( 'ouncil of Parent-Teacher .ssociati()ILs. Free.

To kevp%parynt-teaclivr n.:sociatilm,. informed regaiding
Yearbwk. Published by the II lito)is (limited of the Parent-Teacher Association.

7.
111(1101UL

Bulletin. Issued monthly b3- the Inliana Parent-Teacher AS'§ociation.
To afford direct contact ht. werti state and locot 011;:olizatiow.t.

constitution ¡Ind 1).,...1Iws. Prepared :mil published b the Indiana Parent-
Teacher Associatiim, Indiana University, Bloomt6Pgton, Ital., 192 I.

For use of all Indtaila parent-teai.her associations.
General programs for monthly istectitogs. hee. Prepared and issued by the

extension division, Indiana I'lliversity, Bloomington, Ind., 1921.
Contain,* programs for a year on. health of school children, etc.

Alanual tiki* organization or Indiana parent-teacher associatiims. Prepared by
Airs. Ilene(' l92l. Issued by the Indiana Parent-Teacher Associa'-
tion, Indiana University, roll )4 'Wing' On. Free.

A guide to new organka t ions.
NIP

I'»rent-t earher associa t iuis. Prepared by Edna 1 la t lield Edmondson, Mutt
Issued by the extension division, Indiana rilkersity, Bloomington, ind.

Contains material rczzardanK function, field of autivitivs, tu weer
social ,(rgainizations, and topic. fur programs.

lteporl the pariblit -teacher ass4 4.i:i1 ions of Fort Nvayliv. Published by.the
publicity dePart 11 lent 4)f the Fort 'Wayne Council of Parent-Teaelabr Asso-
ciations, 192 1. 4..

Contains report of NVOrt Of Otte COUtiti L igh14 ha
Suggested program 41f study and Oork for parent-teacher assciations. Pre-

pared by Edna I 1tti field Edmondson, I 9:2 I. Issued by the extension division,
Indiana Universit3, Bloomington, Ind.

_ Suggests sources of study on various subjects.

lawa.
Bulletin. Issued monthly by the Iowa ('cmgress )f Mothers and l'arent-Teacher

Associal ions.
For use ¿IS a means of vommunication between the State and local a.3g:inizations-

and contains material fur programs.
Constitution. Prepared by State chairman of, Iowa Congress of Alothers and

qUarent-Teacher Associations, 1921.
Suggftstions for parent-teacher associations..

Parent and teacher. Extension bulletin no. 76, 10421. Prepared by Dr. Forest
C. Ensign. Issued by the extols.low division, University oir Iowa, lowa
City, Iowa.

Contains history of movement . organization of mothers' circlet, rural parent-
teacher associations, parent-teacher associptions in high schools, p?ograms, etc.

w18achu8('t ts.
Bulletin. Published monthly by the MassachugetaParent-TeacheÌ Association.
DireCtory. Published by the Massachusetts Parent-Teacher Association, 1922.
Leaflet on ulna the State association does and what the local kiissociation

does. Published by/the Massachusetts Parent-Teacher Association.
Parent, child, and school. Prepared by the (Iivision of univergity extension

of the State ,Depnrtment of Education, Boston, in cooperation with the
Massachusetts Parent-Teacher Association.

1

A course for correspfmdenco Instruction for parents tin preparation). Thts
course will contain books stressing home influences, the child's mental, moral, and
phygical welfare during the preschool years.

hoir activities.
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Speakers' list. Published by the Massachusetts Parent-Teacher Assoc-iation,
1922.

Yearbook. Nblished annually by the Massachusetts Parent-Teacher Asso-
ciation.

Texas.

BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

Handbook of information on parent-teacher associations of mothers' clubs.
Published by the Texas Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teacher Asso-
ciations. Free. 1922. .

Its object is to give parent-teacher agsocia.tions and motherfi Hubs iuformRtion
and suggestions for organization, conduct, and work.

Official roster, 1921. Published by tile Texas Congress of Mothers and Parent-
Teacher Associations. Free.

Partial sumnmry of the work of the Texas Congress of Mothers and Parent-
Teacher Associations, Free.

Contains 1i7eief statements of achievements,.activities, and further campaigns and
mo;-enients.

Suggestive programs for parent-teacher associations. Published by the Texas
Congress of :11ot hers and Parent-Teacher Associations, 1921. Free.

Contains suggestions for program committees regarding the use of the material,
attendance, (sty., and excellent material for programs.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE N ATION A I. CONGRESS O.F MoTHERS AND PARENT-TEACHER
ASSOCIATIONS.

Aims, materials, practical accomplishments. Issued in 'Washington, D. C.
child Welfare Alagazine. Published in Phiindelphia. Pa.
Constitution for mothers' study circles. Prepared by Mrs. Elwell Hoyt.
'The elusive vitamine. Prepared by Mrs. Allan P. Stevens.
Five plans to increase membership. Prepared by Mrs. C. C. Noble.
Handbook of information about parent-teacher associations and mothers' circles.
Hints to ambitious parent-teacher associations.
Importance of publicity. Prepared by Airs. W. 11. Sawyer.
Joining the National Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teaciier Associations.

Prepared by Mrs. Florence V. Watkins.
List of loan papers an child welfare for program use.
Managing the income. Prepared by Mrs. Allan P. Stevens.
Mothers' study circles. (Preschool Age.) Prepared by Mrs. Elwell Iloyt.
Parents' associations or departments in church or Sunday school.
Program of work for local parent-teacher associations.- Prepared by Prof.

M. V. O'Shea.
Reasons for parent-teacher associations. Prepared by Mrs. Florence V. Wat-

kins.
What prominent educators think of the movement.

GOVERN M EN T PURLICATIU,NS FOR PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATIONS.

Child health program for: parent-teacher associations and women's clubs.
Health education circular no. 5. Published by the Department of the In-
terior, Bureau of Navigation, 1920.

Child welfare programs, 1920. (Children's follow-up series no. 7.) Prepared
and Issued by the U. S. Children's Bureau, Department of Labor.

Twenty good books for parents. Home reading course no. 21. Issued by the
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

EDUCATIONAL WORK OF THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRIS-
TIAN ASSOCIATION.

By WILLIAM F. HIRSCH,
Ezerutire Seeretary of the United Y. if. C. A. School..

CONTENTS.Introduction The educational councilThe student bodyThe' field and
objectives of the wvrkStandard courses of studyPublication of textbooksIn-
struction materialExaminations and creditsTypes of association schools: Schools
of commerce ; law schools ; engineering schools ; automotive and inachlue-shop schools ;
college preparatory schools; miscellaneous schoolsBuilding real educational insti-
tutions: Northeastern University ; Detroit Institute of Technology; Cleveland School
of Technology ; Youngstown Institute of Technology; the 26 largest sebools--Cor-
respondence instructionEducational assistance for ex-servic(b men; scholarship
awards; vocational guldance--Americanizatiou workConclusion.

The Young Men's Christian Association was one of the pioneers
in the development of evening education for employed men and boys.
The beginnings of t c work go back more than half a century, the
first work of this ki d being reported in 1866, when 4 associations
had 60 students in evening class work. The growth during the
decade from 1870 to 1880 was,comparatively slow, in the latter year
61 associations reporting 167 classes with approximately 4,000 stti-
dents.

During ihe next decade, 18g0 to 1890, evening.educational classes
became a generally recognized part of the program of activities of
the Young Men's Christian Associations, and in 1889 at the Inter-
national Convention 201 associations reported evening class work,
with a total number of 14,000 students enrolled.

l'n 1892 the educational department of the International Com-
mittee was organized, With Mr. George B. odge as its executive sec-
retafy. Under the stimulus of his resourceful spirit and thorough
pedagogical methods, the educational work of the associations in-
creased in extent and improved in quality, so that by 1900 the num-
ber of associations doing educational work had increased to 288, and
the total number of different students to 24,395.

During this last decade of the nineteenth century broad foun-
tations were laid for the future development of the associations'
educational work. . In addition to the classes in elementary school
and high school subjects, which were the earliest subjects taught,
there were developed elementary courses in commercial subjects.
There also came, beginning about 1895, tritde and technical wgrk and
some experimentation in manual ¡raining, wiiich paved the NFay

for ts later introduction i4to thr public school% in .nlany cities.
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694 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

This period also saw the beginning of the education:a secretaryship
as a profession and the organization of the educational work of the
association into fairly wirtt-f.41L1)errised schools.

During tlw first 13 years of the new centui23,7 there came a period
of rapid expansion, both in the number of students and in the range
of subjects taught. Special emphasis during this period was laid on
the development of vocational training, resulting in the oyganiza-
tion of classes in such subjects as automobile Operation and repair,
accountancy, rommercial art, salesmanship, advertising, insurance,
real estate, public speaking, machine design, textile work, plumbing,
industrial management, plan reading, wireless telegraphy, first aid,
fruit culture, poultry husbandry, etc. By 1915 the number of asso-
ciations carrying on miucational work bad increased to 468, and
the total number of different students was 83,771.

The war period, with its emphasis on service to men in the Army
and Navy, witnessed a decline in the educational work of the local
associations, a gre.at many dropping this work altogether, so that
the total number (if associations reporting educational work for the
school year 1918-19 was only 2:3. The n Umber of 'students, however,
remained fairly constant, the total for this year being 86,734. This
growth in the number of students, however, was due almost entirely
to the fact that: a few of the associations in larger cit ubS, such aq
Boston, Philadelphia, Detroit, aba Chicago, had greatly increased
their st udent. bodies.

THE EDUCATIONAL COUNCIL.

During the years 1917 and 1918 there was a growing dissatisfac-
tion among association educational workers with the quality of work
being done, which resulted in the calling together in the early part
of 1919 of a group of 146 delegates, representing 54 assoéiations, for
the purpose of considering the principles and methodv upon which
a better type of educational work might be based. This "Meeting
of 146" marks the beginning of a new epoch of association educa-
tional work under which in the past three years there has come a
remarkable improvement in the quality of work done by the fir-
viations and a considerable growth in numbers.' These advances have
been the result, largely, of the steps taken at the Detroit emeeting to
provide for the standardization of courses of study and curricula and
for the production of text and instruction material by the use of
which it is possible for each individual association to carry on its
work in accordance with the approved practices of the most ad-
vanced associatimf.

The Detr9it meking provided for thti creation of an educational
council, composed of two delegates from- each of the local alisocia-
lions , maintaining educational work. This council selects from its
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EDUCATIONAL WORK OF THE Y. M. C. A. 695
number a board of governors of 1 ) men as a responsible e±mu-
five body for carrying out the policies and purposes of the conneil.
Under this board of governors the. executive staff has been built up
at the New York headquarters, and working in cooperation with
the representatives of the local associations has.developed and put
into practice the program of standardization of courses, the creation
of promotion and text material, ami lias carried on a large amount of
visitation work in assist ing local associations in the prontotion and
improvement of their educational wodi.

THE STUDENT BODY.

Under the stimulus of the national purpose and program thus de-
veloped by the educational council, the associat ion schools have made
rapid progress during the past three years. Tlwir number has in-
creased from 253 to 365, or 4-1 per oent; the number of different
students enrolled has increased from 86,734 to an average for the
biennium covered by this survey of 120,205, or 38 per cent ; and the
number of paid teachers from 2,256 to 2,960, or 31 per cent.

The student body in the association schools .ranges in age from 15
years to well past 50. The great body of students. however, are in
the age group of 21 to 29, with the average Age of the total student
body for the last school year itt, approximately 25-years. The fol-
lowtng analysis of the student body in one of the middle western
schools having nearly 5,000 student.s in the school year 1921-22 is
sufficiently typical of the association schools. The ages of the
students varied from 15 to,40 and over. By percentag;es the ages of

gitthe students Nvere :
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The general occupational classification of the students was:
Per cent.

Producing and manufacturing 37M
NIerchandising and distributing 19.5
Managing, clerical, recording 41.0
Professional and serving 2.5

This indicates that the type of men who are appealed to by the
association's educational program are, in the main, men who have
had a number of years of experience in earning" a living and have
learned the value of a more tjlorough educational preparation for
their vocational careers. More than 90 per cent of the students
in these schools are self-supporting young men who have entered
the association schools with a well-defined understanding of what-
they desire to accomplish. This makes for a high type of school
work and reduces the problem of discipline to a minimum.

An analysis of the studentj enrollment in subjects for practically
the entire student, body in 1921-22 shows the following groupings:
Commercial subjects
Industrial subjects
Professional subjects
Academic subjects
Sociu-civie subjects

56.524, or 48.7 per cent.
19,690, or 17.0 per cent.
7,732. or 6.7 per cent.

16,393, or 14.1 per cent.
15,701, or 13.5 per xent.

Grand total 116,040

The students in the association schools pay nearly the full ex-
pense of maintaiiking the schools. For the school years 1920 to 1922
the total expenses were $7,171,446, toward which the students paid
$6.71,1,9s7, or 93.6 per cent..

THE FIELD AND OBJECTIVES OF THE WORK.

During the past three years thq Y. M. C. A. schools, through the
standardization program, have been giving bareful attention to dis-
covering their most likely fields of educational service and' detinipg
more clearly their major educational objectives in each of these
fields of service.

The field.The educational statistics from authoritative sources
rc:veal a very large unoccupied field, especially for part-time adult
education. Accordiug to the IWO census, the number of lioys from
16 to 20 years of age, inclusive, who are out of school, and therefore
presumably at work, is approximately 3,500,000. The number of
young men 21 to 25 years of age, deducting those kriown to be in
colleges and professional schools and other forms of full-time edu-
cational work, adds another 4,000,000 to this potential field. The
association schools appear to be enrolling students reaching well
up beyond 35 years of age; so it would be fair to add to the poten-
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EDUCATIONAL WORK OF THE Y. M. C. A.

tial field the total number of men in the United States in the ages
from 26 to 35, inclusive, which would be 8.500,000, thus making the
total number of males from 16 to 35 years of age not in anv day
school or college approximately 16,000,000. If it be assumed that
only 20 per cent of this number have the ambition and energy to
undertake evening school work, this would give a practical field of
approxinvitely 3,200,000 older boys and young men.

These same figures show that only 20 per cent of the boys between
the ages of 17 and 20, inclusive, arearolled in school; that only 12
per cent of the boys of the ages 19IKnd 20 are enrolled in school,
and that only six-tenths of 1. per cent of the male adults 21 years of
age and above are enrolled in the school in a given year.

Apparently the field of vocational and cultural educatioil for
younger men is far from being occiipied, and the field of adult
education from the standpoint of numbers is practically untoucheill.

According to the Federal Board for Vocational Education (report
for 1922) there were enrolled in federally aided evening schools
during the year ending June 31), 1922, a total of 133,835 persons.
The bulletin of Statistics of City School Systems, prepared by th'e
Bureau of Education, reports that 586,843 student's of both sexes

were enrolled in all the public evening schools of the United States
in 1920. If it were assumed that the enrollment in the s'emipublic

and private evening schools is an equal number and that three-
fourths of the students are males, this would give a total of 880,271
male students in all evening schools. The proportionate enrollment
of males is doubtless nearer 50 per centthan 75 per cent.

It would therefore appear that, notwithstanding all the schools
now in operation, at least 2,000,000 okra° boys and -..-iung men who

probably have sufficient ambition and earnestnesslo putoue evening

courses of study that would result in greater vocational efficiency

and more satisfactory citizenship have yet to be aroused to their
need and their opportunity.
, The objective8.The purpose of Y. M. C. A. educational work is

really twofoldeducational, in the usual connotation of the word,
and character building. Its distinctive objective is the developrfient

of Christian ideals, attitudes, and habits in its students through its

educational 'acitivities. The more strictly educational objectives

vary with localities and local programs.
From the service point of view, the objective is to reveal educa-

tional needs and values and to provide for individuals and natural
groups the needed types and units of educational experience under

satisfactory conditions of time, place, and cost. Educational ex-

perience implies more than school training. The complete educa-

tional process involves at least three.types of activities: (a) Guid-

ance, vocational and educational; (b) training or development, i. e.,
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education; (c) placement, i. e., employment. The revealing of edu-
cational needs of individuals and groups through " promotion" and
registration not only requires special activities, but often this factor
influences the content, organization, and teaching methods of the
course or curriculum.

From the sociological viewppint the educational objectives can be
classified in five groupings. Depending upon the major results to be
accomplished, the objective of the educational experience is physical,
vocational, socio-civic, liberalizing (or cultural), or religious, in its

Whether the educational experience is guidance, or training,
or placement (or* a combination) whether the training process is
consultation, a series of lectures, classroom, labóratory, or com-
mercial "shop" experience, the objective is the development 'of
abilities, knowledge, appreciations, attitudes, and habits, which may
be classified as physical, vocational, socio-civic, liberalizing, or
religious.

A course of lectures or study or a curriculum may have more Gian
one objective. Its major or apparent objective may be vocational,
but at the same time liberalizing and socio-civic results may be aimed
at and secured. At the present time more than 75 pe.r cent of the
Y. M. C. A. educational work is vocational in its major objective.
Unit coprses, vocational in themselves, are combined in curricula
extending over three, four, .and five years, containing' some courses
of definitely liberalizing aims. Students entering with special voca-
tional interests are increasingly enrolled in curricula whose objec-
tives are not limited to vocational development.

In the last chapter of his " Outline of History," IL G. Wells says
that religion and education have been the closely interwoven influ-
ences that have been the chief synthetic forces in the building of
civilization. Dr. F. II. Sisson has called attention to the fact that
our public) school is an experiment in the separation of these forces.
There is growing conviction among leaders in all walks of society
that the most effective educational experience musi provide for char-
acter development as w01 as intellectual and vocational development.
The program of the Y. M. C. A. praidei for this objective. Thjs
is shown most clearly in the statement of purpose of the Y. M. C. A.
schools:

( (1) The purpose of the Y. M. C. A. tichools is to develop character, no less
than ability, through enriching the student's personality.. This is to be accom-
plished-without regard to creed, but with the emphasis upon Christian ideals
of intelligent unselfish service to men, loyelby to country, and love to God.

(2) The efficiency of a Y. M. C. A. school shall be measured by Its production
of character and nhility, as well as by statistical and financial results.

(3) In accordance with this purpose, all the enterprises of the educational
department should conform with the highest ethical standards and be permeated
with and dominated by a spirit of unselfish service to the students and to the
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The second group of problems deals with the promotion of the
con

The f hird group of Problems deals with Ole instructional problems,
involving content, molfod, and materials.

The fourth group of problems deals with the administration, in-
volving Problems of personnel, finance, equipment, and records.

In determining the aim or purpose of the course it, is essential
that the conimission describe the natural groups of prospective
students to be enrolled in the course and determine just what skills
or personal abilities are to he developed, what sections of knowledge
or inforinat ion are to be given, and what attitudes and habits of char-
acter are nat urally involved in the' technique of the course. -

If the commission is dealing with a sefies of courses which it
desires to build into a constructive curriculum, it finds the necessity
of stating clearly what personal development values are to be
sought for in addition to the distinctly vocational values. Having
stated the instructional aims of the course, it is possible for the corn-
mission to describe the promotion claims which can be made for the
st a nda rd cou rse.

,er in addit io-p to determining t he instructional content, it is necessary
to determine 'the standard method of instruction. Shall it he experi-
n-lental, itiformational, or strictly instructional ? Considering this
point, the commission will ,determine upon the relative emphasis
to be placed on the use of problems, projects, lectures, recitations,
discussioris, laboratory work, etc.

From the existing text and reference material the commission
selects and recommends that which has been found to be most satis-
factory for the type of men enrolled in the course. If the existing
text material is not satisfactory, an effort is made to secure coopera-
tion of publishers in the adaptation of specially prepared text ma-
terial, and in certain cases the commission found it necessAry to
recommend production of thé text material by the United.Y. M. C. A.
Schools.

The entrance qualifications of students are defined, and in most
courses a descviption of the credit to be given and examination
methods to be used in the granting of credit is determined.

Having thus faced its task, the commission proceeds to work it
out according to the best judgmedt of its members. This process
may call for R number of protracted meetings. The results of t.he
commission's work will be expressed in a syllabus which is published
and made available for the use of all of the associations. Up to the`
present time some 30 such syllabi have been published, covering
approximately 75 different uriit subjects.
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PUBLICATION OF TEXTBOOKS.

701

If the commission feels that there is no existing text material
which can readily be adapted to the needs of the course as outlined,
the commission may recommend to the board of governors the pub-
lication of specially prepared text material. This practice has been
followed in a number of subjects, and specially written 'texts have
actually been published in salesmanship, public speaking, foreman-
ship, business letters and reports, income tax, C. P. A. accotinting,
advertising, and traffic management.

The pr4cedure followed in the production of specialized text
material for the United Y. Í. C. A. Schools is illustrated by the
method used in the production of the foremanship text. Acting
upon the advice of the commission that a special text be prepared,
an editorial.board consistigg of a number of industrial and produc-
tion engineers was fol-med) with Mr. L. P. Alford, editor of Man-
agenwnt Entrineerino. as chairman. The connnission held several
protracted sessions during which the general content of the course
was determined, the outlines of the several books planned, and
writers for the text material selected. The manuscript was then
written and when completed was carefully reviewed by the editorial
secretary of the United Y. M. C. A. Schools, and by several other
persons reading from different points of view, to insure the finished
product being technically correct, pedagogically effective, and en-
tirely in accord with the established principles and practices of
the association schools.

This text materiati was produced in accordance with an original
outline of the Uüjted Y. M. C. A. Schools, with the twofold purpose
of teaching a man to be a producer and also of inspiring the pro-
ducer to be a man. In other wonls, each chapter or lesson consists
of two parts, one the technical instruction in the foreman's job and
the other the priniples dealing withsthe development of the human
factor in industry: 'Each of the four volumes of this text material a-a-ft

is accompanied by two reading assignments bearing upon the sub-
ject matter of the volume. The outline of the complete text mate-
rial is given herewith.

INSTRUCTION MATERIAL.

In accordance with the recent development in pedagogical science
the instruction material for the standard courses in the United
Y. M. C. A. Schools makes use of the problem or project method.
Project or problem sheks to accompany the individual lessons have
been prepared for many of the courses. The purpose of the problem
is not simply to illustrate the principles or methods which may be
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taught in the ksson with which the problem i connected, but it is
a 1.-o expected that the problem will be used to motivate the study of
the text and direct the effort of the student in securing a desirable
solution. The project problem usually posesses the following:

.(t) It sets' forth.a typical situation which the student is likely to
meet in his daily work.

(i) ) Following the situation there a statement of the difficulty
that is the actual. problem involved in the situation. The problem
is so stated as to challenge the stNent to study and experii.nent upon
the problem.

(() It directs the mental processes of the student i iV setting forth,
through suggestive questions or directions, tile various steps which
the student must tale in Obtaining the solution :

1. Ile i required to make certain fundamental arial.ses.
His observation of his whole experience and his attention tx;

helpful assignments in hi.> text material is directed.
:3. Ile is required to mahe judgments in the application of prin-

ciples and methods.
4. Ile is required to formulate his judgments !into a feasible plan.
5. There may be Opportunity of trial and effort in carrying out the

plan and testing effectiveness.
6. Occasionally dieections are given for written reports.
It has also been found uecessary to develop instruction manuals,

because many of the instructors used in the evening schools of the
associat ion are men engaged dulling the day in business and profes-
sional life and often without spPcilic tminifrg as teachers. These
icnstruct ion manuals are in two RIO ions. The first treats àf the prin-.
ciples and methods of organization and class administration peculiar
sto the course and oFtlines the general principles of instruction. The
second section cokitgins a detailed Outline of each lesson as follows:

9sttites the purpose and svope of the lesson.
1. States the class problem, project or situatioN0hes solution of whieh

voies the use of the principles and methods to he discussed in the Claim session.
GiN-es a detailed inn Line for the instructor's talk or ItAtct u re (made as

graphic as possible; often woven around a demonstration).
4. out lines the major points to he covered in 'the ,class discussion.
5. Provides for a summary mid suggest§ how the instructor may stimulate

home study and practice work.

These manuals have been found of large practical value and have
enabled the association schools to make efreftive use of men havingApr
practical experience in the subjects which they teacyrresult which
has made the instruction in the Y.' M. C. A. schools intensely interest-
ing and valutible to the students.
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EXAMINATIONS AND CREDITS.

These processes of standardization in course outlines, text material
and instruction methods, lead naturally to thk, final step in the buip-
ing of a standardized lull ional system of education, nlimely, :=;tanklard
interchangeable credit certificates for students. The United Y. M.
C. A. Schools now issue such credits under the following general
plari:

1. The student must have attended at least 7:1 per cent of the class
sevions.

2. Ile must have secured a grAde of at least 70 per cent on his class-
room work.

3. Ile must have passed a standard examination with a grade of
at least 70 per cent. Such standard examination may consist of any
of the following three options:

(a) The standard examination issued by the central office;
(NpAri examination prepared by the local instructor and

approved by the central office;
(e) Successfully completing the prbblem and project work in-

volved in the course; such work being accepted in lieu
of (a) or (b) .

These standard Atl'onal credit certificates will he accepted for
credit by any of the schools in the syste,m in cases where 4udents are
obliged to transfer from one city to another. They will also be ac-
cepted as credits toward collegiate degrees which are now offered
by 22 leading association schools, agthority for confea-rring such
degrees having been granted by the respective State departments of
education.

TYPE OF ASSOCIATION SCHOOLS.

SCHOOLS OF COMMEfiCE.

More-than 50 of the association schools have adopted the standard
four-year curricula of college grade work for the school of commerce.
There tire three of these curricula leading to a degree, namely, ac-
countancy, marketing, and management. The accountancy cur-
riculum is as follows:

ACCOUNTANCY CURRICULUM.

First semester.

Theory of accounting.
Business economies.
Law of contracts and agency.

First year.

Second

Accounting theory and practice.
Money and banking.
Law of negotiable instruments and

bankruptcy.

Second semester.

Theory of accounting.
Principles of business administration.
Law of partnerships and corporations.
year.

Accounting theory and'practice.
Business finance.
Law of property, etc.

. 4
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Constructive accounting.
ndastrhil management.

Cost accounting.

Third year.

Specialized lecounting.
Office management.
Cost accounting.

Fourth yoar.
1Auditing. Auditing.

(7. 1'. A. quiz. C. P. A. quiz.
Federal taxes. Statistics and forecasting.

11.
r

fr

Curricula for comprehensive courses have been developed in mar-
keting and in management. and curricula along similar lines are
being worked out in finance and in production,Thw; covering each.of
the five general phases of business.

Each curriculum provitlks for four years of evening school work,
with a minimum of six hours of classroom work per NVeek.

The school of commerce commission has approved as standard the
following conditions and requiremepts for schools granting degrees.
The degree approved and preferred is bachelor of commercial
science (B. C. S.):

(a) The school year shouhl 1)6 composed of two reguIX semesters of nik
less timn 17. weeks each. A summer term may be offered where desired.

(b) There should be three class sessions emit week, each session being 120
minutes. Ordinarily this full 120-minute session is given to one subject.

(c) The unit of credit measurement should be points. One point Is tbe unit
of credit which indicates satisfactoty completion of ong 60-m1nt7te period of
classroom work per wits': for one semester of 17 meeks. A subject which
recites 120 minutes jwr Nveek thrqughout one semester wou!d receive a credit
of ttvo points per semester.

(d) The minimum requirement forthe bachelor of commercial science de-
gree should be 72 points. These points may be earned as follows:

(1) Students following the normal classn)oin program, as outlined in the
accountaficy curriculum, would secure 12 points per year or 48 points
Mr the completion of thelour-year curriculum.

(2) Credit will be allowed towand the degree of not to exceed 24 poists for
successful business experience. This credit is given on the basis of
not mote than 8 points per year. The interpretation *of what ' com-
vrises successful business experience is left.to the discretion of tl4e
dean. who will take into consideration the nature of the experience
and the responsibility attached thereto. Where the experienee is of
such a routine nature as to warrarit a reftrsal of all or a part of the
credit, the student may be required to take supplementary Courses to
complete the required numlier ei` points, or the degree may be held up
until the student haa secured the necessary successful experience.

It is understood that for every hour of classrogin work 1ii mini-
mum of two hours of outside study is expected. In allowing credit
for business experience, frank refognition i. made of the general
business training isvilich the student is .acquiring in his daily occu-

,
pation. This daily vocation becomes the laboratory in whih are
applied the principles taught hi the classropm.
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The degree-grant ing schools re -grad naily adopt ing, t he experience
requirements for the standard degree.

About "6,0(ft ) students 2ire enrolled in courses and curricula of-A he
schools of commerce, with a constantly increasing proportion taking
the full four years curriculum.

LAW SCHOOLS.

Twenty of the associations have developed eveninir lat schools,
vhich are bei g conducted on the principlo of frieetin% all of the
reasonable den nds for adequate hbgal educat bu and proper devlop-
ment of character in prospective candidates for admission' to the
bar. All of these schools have at 1Qast a three years' course, and it
is only a matter of time when all %yin require foul years of legal
studies in addition to the other preparation required by the various
States of candidates for tekbar examination.' During.t he past 'school
year there were 3,71ff students in the associatial law schi)ols, includ-
ing the Detroit College of Law, with (40 students, Northeastern Vni-
versity Law School, with 800 students, the New York Law School,
the Youngstown School of Law, the Cincinnati Y. AL C.-A. Law
School, and others.

ENGINEERING SCHOOLS.

A most notable example of Y.. M. C. A. engineering schools ls
the bay Cooperative Engineering Sdlool of the Boston Ar. M. C. A.
It is the second largest. cooperative engineering school of ibis tyvt!
in the United .c..;tales. having over 900 students enrolled. It is
operated on the plan of haring two individuals fois each indus-
trial job, one student working while the .otherfis in school. At tile
end of each five weeks the studerit and the worker e.xchange 1;1a(.es.
This school requires the completion of a five years' course, wiqch
l;As VI the degree of mechnnical engineer, civil emgineer,
trical engin?er, 6r chemical engineer.

Other associations conducting engineering school's with curricula
averaging four years, with' sessions thi'lle or four night's a wlek,aye
Detroit,. Portland, Clev-eland, Youngstnwn, Bostoii, Canton, Co-
lumbus,' Springtiela, Mass., Worcester,. i¡ov Haven, and Los An-
geles.

1\ - e P -

Before the bus'iness depression 6ri 1921 thiSre livre 75. automotive
,
4 .schooli anpng the associationih enrolling 'pm than 15,000 stddents.

For the past year onIyibput Ovdigthircitirstr !Amy schools have b-oen,.... .
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work, electricity, battery construction and repair, vulcanizing and
acetylene .w0ding, as well as in automotive driving. Standard Ase-..

quirements have been determined .:tor the automotive schools, par-
ticularly in the training of reptiii méclitinics.

The standard school offers three types of educational. experionce;
Classroom work; laboratory practice; actual repaiiy experience'bn
commercial jobs.

A considerable number of these schools Et,lso teal) machine-shop
work. With the.-great demand for trained Machine operators which
came after the war and the opportunity offe-red by the United States
Qovernme.nt for schools to acquire equipment at a nominal. cost,
associatigns:. bound it practicable to enter this field of vocation41
Fraining, and many large sc4o6ls were in cperation. These schools
were much depleted during the school 'year 1921-22 on account of
business conditions, but the year 192M3 _gives promise of latger
service.

4

COLLEGE PREPARATORY SCII*4.

These schools are of two kinds, Thee eening preparatory schools,
conducted by the 'associations in all of the larger cities, and the day
secolylary schools for b4s, of wil'Ich there are eight.

The type of work given in the ev'ening preparatoivy schools differs
considerablY froip. ihilt given in the "day, scondary schrls. In the
evening preparatory schools will be found hundreds. of earnest
students, many of them of filature age, who are obliged to secure.

theit high-school *experience through evening study. tew of these
.sttidents are taking the' wprk si-mply to se,cuise high-scho91 edtica-
t ion. A larger number dare taking the work in the evening to pre-

. pare themselves for enfrance to college in order to take a genèral
academic course. A yery large majority of the studenis in the even-
ing j)reparatory schools are seeking to secure credit for high-sthool
subjects which are required tor entrance into some professional
se,Nor, such as lov, medleine, .4entistry,' or pharmacy, or they are
seeking their *credits in ottkr tq quilify for iirofesiion4 :examintv.
tions, §uch as law and certified piiblic acco.untant. f

The students in thé day secondary schticds for boys eare of bigh-
t

school age. The desire bf many *parents to -place their boys in
.socondary sOools which have a definite character4juilding program
and a Christian atinosOiere. has- led ,$o the deyelponént of such
'w,bools 4s tht Hunting6n. School cif Boston, the Maiquand
of-Brooklyn, the, McBurOy,Sehool \of New Yprk -City,. the
Schcclòf Detroit, an4 thé " Y ".Day School at Washington,. them;
are fullAime 41)17 secondarY schools coatHii:rable to the type
of acitifenfies..
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MISCELLANEOUS SCHOOLS.

There are other types of schools, such as radio, junior commercial,
pharmacy, machine trades, mechanical dentistry, émployed boys. etc.,
which space will not permit to be more than thentioned.

BUILDING REAL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

The standardizing and coordinating worCof the United Y. M.
C. A. Schools movement has been a large f:ictor in the most signifi-
cant process going on in the local associations during the past three
years, namely, the organization and -maintenance of real schools,
with standard unit courses arranged in two, three, and four year
curricula, and supplanting the former plan of a collection of un-
related classes and subjects. This process has come from a convic-
tion in the minds of the local educational secretaries that part-time
education can be made a serious undertaking and can provide for
the man obliged to earn his living a practical and worth-while means
for obtaining college and technical training. So it has come to Pass
that, as the schools have substituted curricula for classes, the students

the better grade of association schools are enrolled for two, three,
and lour year courses instead of for one or two classes for a single
semester. This has given stability and continuity to the educational
work of the association schools until in many cities this work 'corn-,
pares most favorably with that of other educational institutions of
similar grade. The description of three typical local association
schools which follows will show how thorough and 'how compre-
hensive this development has become.

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY.

The Boston Y. M. C. A. corilucted educational classes for many
years, hut its real school wprk bega4n 1896, when Mr. Frank Palmer
Spear wa's called as educational director. Under his direction-
Northeastern Preparatory School was established in 1897, Law
School in 1898, Aut6motive School in 1903, Evening Polytechnic
School in 1906, School of Engineering in 1909, Huntington School
in 1909, School of Commerce and Finance in 1911, Vocational In-
stitute 1921, and School of Business Administration in 1922. The
schools of collegiate grade were incorporated as Northeastern Col-
lege in 1916. Northeastern College, with its secondary and affiliated
schools, became Northeastern University in 1922.

At the present time Northeastern University consists of niue
units: The elline.en'ng school, offesing five-year courses in mechani-
cal, civil, electgical, and chemical engineer*, the school of busi.
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ness administration, preparing young men for admi4istrative daties
(both day schools) ; the school of law, preparing men for the prac-
tice of law; the school of commerce and finance, preparing students
for accounting and administrative work; the eiening polytechnic
school, offering three-year courses in civil, mechanical, electrical,
chemical, structural, and automotive engineering; Northeastern
Preparatory School for Adults; the Vocational Institute, offering
short, intensive courses in a great variety of subjects (the last five
bèing evening schools) ; Huntington School for Boys, a day prepa-
ratory school of high grade; and the automotive school, with both
day and evening sessions, offering courses in all phases of automotive
industry, with special instruction for owners, salesmen, mechanics,
and chauffeurs.

In addition to the '5,000 students enrolled in the above sch
Boston, 3,000 students are enrolled in the divisions of Northeastern
University maintaineil by the Y. M. C. A.'s in Springfield and
Worcester, Mass.; Providence, R. I., nnd New Haven and Bridge-
port, Conn.

Northeastern University is also actively engaged as the distribut-
ing enter for the home study program of the United Y. M. C. A.
Schools and is rapidly developing a large and unusual constituency.

Northeastern University, with its several divisions, is housed in
eight large buildings, and the Boston building is particularly well
equipped with chemical, physical, and electrical hboratories, draft-

. ing rooms, shops, libraries, lecture halls, classrooms, and large and
miscellaneous equipment.

The university, through its extension department., is carrying its
work outside of its buildings into industry and business through
resident and home study instruction and is drawing to itself a
very earnest and capable body of young men.
'The staff of the university has grvn from one full-time official
and 10 part-time assistants to over 300 persons, a large percentage
of whom are On full time, and the budget has increased from
$2,800 ill 1896 to $700,000 in 1922.

DETROIT INSTIWTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND COLLEGE OF LAW.

In 1891 the Detroit Y. M. C. A. began its educational work as an
evening school under the name "Association Institute." The name
.was changed to Detroit Technical Institute" on May 1, 1908, and
was incorporated as such on November 1Q, 1908, with power to confer
degrees on graduates of its professional schools. On May 9, 1918,
more clearly to define its brboadening activities, the name was again
changed to " Détroit Institute of Technology."
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The college of law is duly authorized to confer the degrees in law
conferred by similar colleges. Its course comprises- 4 school years
of 36 weeks each, with 10 hours of recitation per week. The college
holds afternoon and evening sessions.

The college of pharmacy now in its thirty-second year, was organ-
ized in 1890 as the department of pharmaiey of the Detroit College of
Medicine. It severed its connection with that school in 1905. In
1901, while still retaining its orii,rinal identity, it became the depart-

gibinent of chemistry and pharmacy of the Detroit Institute of Tech-
nology. This department is referred to as the Detroit College of
Pharm'acy.

The school of commerce teaches modern business as a -science.
Through standardized coursesday, late a fternoon, and veiling
it helps to supply the growing demand for business-trairied men.
The following foui-year curricula are offered : Accountancy, mar-

' keting, management, finance, production.
'Me school of engineering offers courses in five departments: Elec-

trical engineering, mechanical engineering, chemical engineering,
autdmotive engineering, machine-trade courses. There are five-Lear
cooperative courses of collegiate grade, requiring for entrance a
high-school education or its Aquivalent. These courses lead to the
degree of bachelor of science.

The Hudson School prepares boys, for the be4. colleges and pro-
fessional schwls, and furnishes the best business and technical tra in-
mg for those who can not pursue their studies further than tile
secondary school. The larger aim of the school is the developnwa,
of manly, educated, Christian men. The Hudson School is an ac-
credited school and member of the North Central Association Qf
Colleges and Secondary Schools.

The evening preparatory school offers full grammar and high-
school courses to men who can not leave their day work in office,
store, or factory.

The Sghool of Religion offers courses of collegiate grade, dealing
with the chief fundamental lines of religious study, such as Biblital
literature, history, and doctrine, philosophy and psychology of Ilk-
ligion, and the principles and niethods of religious education'and
training.

The total enrollment in the Detro. it Institute for the last school
year was 5,006 awl the operating budget for the-year was $316,000.

TOUNTISTOWN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY. gP

The Youngstown InstitUte of Technology, prior to 1916, was
known as the Association Institute: In 1911 the Youngstwn School
of Law, a division of the instituti3, was founded. This was fbllowed,
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two years later, by the founding of the School of Commerce, both
of these schools being from their inception schools of college grade.

The institute to-day is the only school giving college grade courses
in the Mahoning Valley. The institute is divided into two divisions
the collegiate divi.sion, embracing the four schools of college grade,
an the preparatory division, which is made up of those schools
whieb do not demand high-school graduation or its equivalent for
entrance.

In the collegiate division are found the day and evening engineer-
ing school, giving jourses in mechanical, electrical, chemical, and
civil engineering: the Youngstown Sellool of Law, which is an
evening school of college grade with a student body of 200 and a
faculty of 12 men, who are leaders in the legal profession; the
School of Commerce and Finance which is a four-year collegiate
course: and the College of Liberal Arts which is, for the present,
operated ii cooperation with Hiram band Thiel Colleges. A plan
is being work(1 Out whereby these colleges loan their sthIngest pro-
fessors for regular college courses. Fourteen:different hberal arts
courses are boing given under this plan.

In the Preparatory' division are found the trade school, which
provides definite specific training along the lines of 20 different
trades, including automobile mechanics, machine-shop practice, oxy-
:Net ylene welding, mechanical drlifting, reinforced concrete, struc-
tural steel, etc. In the preparatory division are also located the day
and evening high school, whicb is a preparatory school for boys and
girls, the junior business school, and the elementary school.

In addition to the two divisionsthe collegiate and the prepara-
torythe institute this year, in cooperation with the YoungstowntFederation of Church , began the operation of a school of religious
education. This will ater be raised to collegiate grade and become
one of the schools of the collegiate division.

The school has 6 administrative officers, 7 full-time teachers, and
52 part-time teachers. Last year the school enrolled 2,5-95 men and
women, a.nd the prospects are that' this number will be somewhat
larger this year. Approximately one-fifth of the students are in
the -day schools, the remainderbeing in school during the evening.
The total budget for the Operation ofthe Institute of Technology
for the current year is $102,510. Each year nearly 300 students are
from outside the city, coming f om a radius of 40 or 50 miles from
Youngstown. Over the past t ree years, t.11 statistics show that
the average age of students has been approximately 24 years. Prac-
tically all students are wage earners many of them being men with
families.
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The school is recognized by, existing educational agencies to a
large degree. The school of law, in 1920, was authorized by the
department of education and the Supreme Court of the State of
Ohio to grant thi degree of bachelor of law to successful catlidates.
In the,entire 12 years of the history of the school of law not a single
graduate has failed to pass the State bar examination.

I.

THE 26 LARGEST SCHOOLS.

The list below gives the 26 scbools which in the school year 1921-22
have an enrollment of 1,000 or more students each :

Detroit ___-__-_
Boston
Cleve !awl__

MM1 MM. 41=11 dEnt

Wash tngtol
Philadelphia (central branch) _

New York ( west side branch)__
Youngstow n
Brooklyn (central branch )
Newark
New York (Twenty-third Street

branch)
Portland
Baltimore

5, 006
4 811
4 725
4 391
3 562

3 503
3 442
2, 595
2, 496
2, 168

2, (154

1, 867
1, 861

New York (e,ast side branch) _ 1 792
Seattle 1 430
Los Angeles_ 412
St. Louis 1 339
Columbus 1 263

1 210
San Francisco 1 169
Cincinnati 1 145
Brooklyn (Bedford branch) 1 133
Pittsburgh (East Liberty

branch) 1 128
Philadelphia (west branch) 1 106
Omaha 1 014
Camden 1 005

CORRESPONDENCE INSTRUCTION.

In the development of its national program of education th.e
Y. M. C. A. found that it cbuld greatly extend its service by offering
its courses of instruction by the correspondence method to men who
were so situated that they could not attend resident classes. The
opportunity to organize this work upon a broad scale presented
itself in the fall of 1919 in connection with the scholarship plan of
the National War Work Council of the Y. M. C. A., under which a
great many ex-service men were offered financial assistance in the
realization of their educational plans. Taking advantage of this op-
mrtunity, the board of governors started the development of cor-
respondence courses in November. A staff of experienced leaders
and instruciors wits employed, and in February, 1920, the first courses
cf instruction were offered for use. The first student was enrolled
late in February, and enrollment continued throughout the spring
months at, the rate of about 200 per week, practically all of these
early students being recipients of scholarship awirds by the War
Work Council. At the end of the first year, or March 1,1921, 21,475
different students had been received by the correspondence school,
which is known as the extension division of the United Y. M. C. A.

1
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Schools, and the enrollment of students other than ex-service men
had been begun. The enrollment has grown steadily, and on October
31, 1922, reached a total of 35,193.

Broadly classified`these students may be grouped as follows:
18,300 students, or 52 per cent of the total, in business and com-

mercial subjects.
10,910 students, or 31 per cent, in technical subjects, including sci-

ence, mathematics, drawing, engineering, etc.
*19 students, or 10 per cent, in academic subjects.
1,760 students, or 5 per cent, in agricultural subjects.

704 students, or 2 per cent, in leadership training subjects.
Three guiding principles govern in this work :

First. It is a fundamendl principle of the Y. M. C. A. that the
organization exists for service to young men. The correspondence
courses are, therefore, designed to give to the students the best poi-
ible service. The extension division is intended to be self-support-

ing, but nonprofit making.
Second. In its 'resident educational work the association has al-

I ways emphasized the persònal element in instruction. In its cor-
respondence school this same principle is followed as far-as it is prac-
ticable to do so. The instruction is given with the largest possible
amount of individual attention to each student.

Third. The Y. M. C. A. seeks to combine education and character
building in a very definite way. This same principle characterizes
the correspondence instruction. A special department. is conducted
for the purpose of giving to the students the help they need in the

4
solution of personal problems, especially those which haiTe a bearing
on the building of the best qualities of character and citizenship.

Contrary to the general practice in correspondence schools, the
extension division does not write its own text material. Instead, it
uses in every subject the newest and best standard texts available
in the market, and bases its instruction papers upon these texts. It
is, therefore, possible to improve the text material in any' subject
whenever a newer and better book on the subject may be issued by
any publisher anywhere. The instruction material accompanying the
text is written by the thoroughly competent instruction staff of the
school and is supplemented by .perso40 correspondencde with the
students. The extension division emthasizes the fact that the text
material of a course of instruction in a correspohdence school is not
of more importance than is the textbook in a resideni class. Per-
-sonal instructional relationship between the teacEer anti the student
is just as vital, just as necessary, in high-grade correspondence
teaching as in resident school work.
. The Y. M. C. A. correspondence school ia intiipately related with
the resident .schools of the associations in the various cities of the

.
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country, and uses the same standard course outlines and standard
text material as the resident schools. It is, therefore, possible for any
student who may change his position, Occupation, or residence to
transfer his courses front a resident school to the correspondence
school, or vice versa, without loss of time or money.

In the three years sinve the correspondence school was organized
it has developed .a large number of courses and oilers instruction in
the following groups:

(bours4.K.
Commerce 30
Business building 10
LaW

'Traffic management
Commercial art___
Drawing
Architecture 26
Civil engineering 25
Mechanical
Power 11
Automobile

6
1

e Jo

euurizt.ti.
Electrical __________ .____ 19
AgrIculture_______ _ 11
Rural engineering__ 9
Pure and applied inatheisiatir`: 61!"'

Getieni education_____ 5G
Nloderli languat4tbs

filet hod ___________

Leadership training_ _

Total, omitting duplicates_ _ 304;

Those who are familiar with this recent development in educa-
tional ivork are well aware that Correspondence instruction has
quite passed the expeiimental stage, and that it is filling a funda-
mental need. A§ the years pass by, it will become of increasing
importance in providing suitable educational opportunities for mil-
lions of adult employed men and women who ought to have addi-
tional opportunities education, esp'ecially in vocational train-

, ing, but who are so situated that thu can only get it by the corre-
spondence method of instruction.

'EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE FOR EX-SERVICE MEN.

In the summer of 1919, when it became apparent that the War
Wgrk Council of the Y. M. C. A. would not use all of its funds set
asiae for educational work overseas, plans were developed to pro-
vide financial assistance for ex-service men in their educational and
vocational plans. Such help was most ainely. Thousands of young
men, receiving tlteir discharge from military .,and nalal service,
found themselves facing the changed economic conditions which fol-
lowed the wart and were under the necessity of making vocational
readjustments. Hundreds of others left the service witll a new.
appreciation of the value of education but without the means to
secure the training they needed. Still others there were whose edu-
Cational plans had been interrupted by the .war,. and who found it
difficult to resume these plans without first earning and saving suf#-
dent fun& to carry on the work.
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Having these conditions in mind, the War Work Council ap-
.\pointed an educational service committee, under whose direction

there was developed a comprehensive plan for assisting ex-service
men in general education and in vocational readjustmpt. There
was also conducted under this Cbmmittee's supervision an extensive
program of Americanization Ns:ork. The appropriations for all
phases of the committefi's woric have aggregated $6,500,000, of
which more than $5,250,000 was paid out in scholarships and tuition
fees.

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS.

Believing that the sclwlarkip awards should be fairly distributed
throughout the entire counery and among all classes of ex-service
men, the fund was divided on tlic basis of population, and further-
more was designed to offer equal opportunities to all ex-service men
regardless of their previous education or their place of residence..
For this reason the awards were made in all grades of schools, from
the...most elementary to the.colleges and universities. In some parts
of the South, where there were many illiterate colored ex-§ervice
men, special elementary schools were established to meet. their needs,
and for men in all varts of the country who could not attend resi-
dent schools instruction was provided by cborrespondence.

The awarding Of scholarships in schools below college grade was
done by local committees, of which there were more than 1,600 in
operation, enlisting over 7,000.volunteer workers, and serving prac;
tically all parts of the continentdrarea of the United States. The
collegiaie scholarships were awarded by State connnittees.

These committees were painstaking in their work. They inter-
viewed the applicants and studied their, needs, their service records,
their character qualities, and looked up their references. This care
was necessary in most communities, as nearly every committee had
more applicants than its portion of the fund would provide for, and
it was the desire to assist the most. worthy.

The scholarship awards made from the beginning of this service
to Dec:ember 31, 1922, when the fund was practically exhausted,
numbered 106,947. Among the recipients are residents of fully 90
per cent of the 3,000 counties in the United States. As divided
among various types of schools the awards may be classified as
follows;

In 'Meal Y. M. C. A. schools 49, 478
In non-Y. M. C. A. schools 1{1,864

In correspondence schools 80, 883
In universities and colleges maa OM 12, 3:

)10 Total
aabaaramalmapal

aaaa aaaaa a a a d aaaa an a a la a a ..... anaa a a a flab& al Malin 106;118
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A mere statement of the figures fails to give any idea of the
value of this work. The awards made to students in colleges and
universities were scattered among 992 different institutions, and in
many hundreda of cases the students would not have been able to
continue their college work without the aid given by tlwse awards.

Not less valuable than the help given to college students was that
given to the thousands who pursued vocational courses in trade and
technical schools and in the day and evening schools of the Y. M.
C. A., and in the Y. AI. C. A. and other correspondence schools.

VOCATIONAL GUI DANCE.

A valuable service set up under the committee's plan was that of
vocational guidance and employment. Through this service many
men were enabled to resume interrupted courses of study sooner than
if dependent on their own resources; others were able to adjust, them-
selves to economic conditions; and many found it possible to realize
those higher ideals of life careers which grew out of their war
experience.

Instructibn for local association secretaries desiring to $.4sist, ex-
service men in their choicii of vocation was provided. Local asso-
ciations were reimbursed for such service and for assistance ren-
dered to ex-service men in finding permanent positions of eniploy-
ment.

During the period to June 30, 1921, more than 70,000 ex-service
men were given valuable assistance through this bureau at an ex-
pense amountingldo $74,538. The reimbursements as to local associa-
tions were discontinued June 30, 1921, but the counselling service
was continued as a permanent feature of the program of the United
Y. M. C. A. Schools.

The educational service fund also financed a vocational place-6
ment service in connection with local associations by means of which
more than 100,000 ex-service men were assisted in finding employ-
ment; a system of lectures on citizenship in connection with local
posts of the American Legion; and a work of Americanizatio;1
among illiterates and foreigners in industry, growing out of the
similar work done for them in the Army.

AMERICANIZATION WORK.

During the period under consideration the association also carried
on one of the largestirograms of Americanization work done by
any welfare organizatio)1. Special secretaries for this work were
provided in more than 176 Cities, and a comprehensive program of
English teaching, citizenship preparation, lecture.% and entertain-
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ments, .was conducted, and assistance in securing liaturalization
papers was rendered; 49,345 men were taught to speak English;
33,053 were assisted in securing their 'naturalization papers. In
addition to this thre was a total attendance of 2,899,547 at 14,357
lectures and entertainments designed to inculcate the spirit and. ideals
of America. For this work the sum bf $500,000 was appropriated
and expended.

CONCLUSION.

The progress in educational work made by the Y. M. C. A. during
the past three years is most gratifying. Not ¿nly have the mimbers
of students and sehools increased in considerable proportions, but
tho advance in the quality of education and in the comprehensiveness
of courses and curriculum has also been noteworthy. But, on the
other hand, those responsible for the development of this movement
feel that only the preliminary steps have btri taken toward the at-
tainment of the ultimate goal, which is the perfection of a con-
tinental& standardized, Christian charador building program of
education designed to provide opportunities for the develiTment of
young men in every part of the national domain.
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HAPTET? XXVII.

EDUCATIONA WORK OF THE THIN OF COLUMBUS.

B Y MARK J. SM. NI
Director of the Knights PI ?Owl Ed li4.4 iona A cl ¡vines.

111141.

CONTENTS.Ilktorical sketch -Early eillIeltiontil work the k night of CohimbINEdticational
work for former service men: 1. Evening srhool.: 011e;ve wholaiNhip 3. Correspondence
coursesConclusiou.

HISTORICAL SKETCH. .

The Knights of Columbus is a...fraternal and beneficent society of
Catholic men, founded in New Conn., on February 2, 1882,
and incorporated under the laws of tire State, of Connecticut on March
29, 18S2.

On Deceihber 31, 1922, the total memb 'skip of the Knights of
Columbus was 774,189. This mernh'thEp was divided among 59
State coun4s, and the State councik were in turn divided into 2,290
subordinate councils. The membership is confined to the United
State and its Territorial possessions, to Canada, Mexico, Cuba, and
thit, Panama Canal Zone.

a

EARLY EDUCATIONAL WORK OF THE KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS.

The purpose of the founders was to develop practical Catholicity
among the members, to promote educational itnd charitable activities,
and, by nieans of its insurance department to give financial assist-
ance to the families .of deceased members. From the very begin-
ning of the organization, education has always occupied an important
position in the activitk of the Knights of Columips, but in the earlier
years of the existence of the order the ellucational activities were car-
ried on almost entirely by the individual subordinate councils of the
organization and were confined to lecture 'courses, the founding of
scholarships in local institutions, die placing of books in libraries,
and 'other matters of a similar nature:

In 1904 the order presented $50,000 to the Catholic University of
America at Washington, for the purpose of endowing a chair in
American history. This wcirk is still being carried on from this fund
at the university.

In the years immediately following the endowinent of the chair
in Americaii history. at the Catholic University of America at
Washington, $500,000 was raised among the. members of the organi
ization to create an endowment in Arpetuity for 50 scholarships at
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the Catholic University. pcam.ignThe to raise this mopey was,
carried. to a suceWuiconc1ùsion, 'ILO the scholarships were ipsti-
tuted and °hay& been wsiiice tn'aintailied: These scholarships are con-
fined exc1uisly4 to the Catholic University of, America and are (
limited in their apptictaOn to active members of thé Kfiights of
Columbus or to the sonA`Jof such members. Each year competitive
examinations are held, arid a.4 a resdit of these exitminations.students
are selected for 'these scholarships at' the Catholic University. So
far as is practicablei' students are appoftioned on a geographical
basis. As an illustration of the manner in which examinations for*
these scholarships are _handled, I give below -a notice published in
the Knights of Columbus monthly magazine " Coltimbia " :

kNIGHTS OF COLUMB143 SCHOLARSHIRS..

A competitive examination for the graduate §scholarships established by
the Knights of Columbus in the Catholic University will be held Aprii 14,

1923. logr-

Applications should be filed before March 15, 1923.
Eligible candidates.---The examination is open to rpen- studentfi who have

received the Bachelor's degree in' Arts, Science or Letters and to those whii
are now in the Senior class in college. Students who desire, as K. of C.

- Scholars, to enter the Law School of the University, must have received both
the Bachelor's degree (in Arts, Science or Letters) and the degree Bachelor
of Laws.

Sukket t? of examination.Al? candidatesiire required to take examination
in English, History, and Mathematics. Each is further required to take
examination in Physics or Chemistry or Biplogy; and in Latin or Gre'ek or one
vof thé modem language (French, German, Spanish). The candidte will
select the sc..ience and the language in which he desires to take examination.

Tenure.The Scholarship entitles the holder to board, lodgirig and tuition
in the University dwini the academic year. It is available for the minimítm
period required for obtaining an advanced degree, viz, for the Mastership ;11

Arts, one year; for the Mastership in Philosophy, two years; for the Doctorate
in Philosphy, three years..

DIRECTOR OP STUDIES,
The Catholic Unirersity of America, Washington, D. C.

EDUCATIONAL WORK FOR FORMER SERVICE MEN.

When tbo United States of America declared war against Germany
in April, 1917; the. Knights of Colurilbus, through their supreme
board of directors, passed the following resolution:

The supreme board of directors of the Knights oi CAumbus at a regular meeting
held on the 14th day of April, 1917, in the city of Washington, realizing that thb crisis
confronting our country calls for the active cooperation and patriotic zeal of 400,000
members of the order in this country to our Republic and its laws, pledge their con-
tinued and unconditional support to the President and the Congress of the Nation, in
their determination to protect its honor and its ideals of humanity mid right.

In accordance with the spirit of this resolution; the order at once
undertook to raise for. welfare purposes among the so1di0 $1,000,000.
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This amount was raised by per capita tax on the membership. A
few months later drivei for raising money for Knights Qf Columbus
welfare work among soldiers Ore carried on by the local councils
in altparts of die country. The total amouni, raised by .these drives
was about $14,000,000: , At a later time, in No-vémber, 1918, juM,

, on the eve of the armistice, the Knights of Cofumbus Toarlicipated`

o.

with other welfare organizatioi* in raising money for welfare wdrk
among the soldiers, The amount apportioned to the Knights of
Columbus and the National Qatholic War Council was $30,000,000.
As a_result of the money raised in Olis drive and the earlier drives,
the order was in a po-sition to carry on systematic welfare work
among the soldiers, both at -home and abroad. Secretaries and
chaplains were placed in all Army camps and cantonments. Knights
of 'Columbus buildings weige erected and cominunity centers were
established.v A total of 260 buildings were erected, 1,134 secretaries
placed in this couptu, and 309 units put in operation. Foreign
headquarters were established in Paris and Loridon. The imraler of
secreta;ies sent ovemeas was 1,075. The motto adopted by the
Knights of Colunibu4 in -its war work was, "Everybody welcome
everything free," and this slogan *as literally adhered to throughout
the war. At the close of the war the Knights of Coldtmbus still
continuesi tteir welfare work in the Army camps in this country and
in certain places abroad until November, 1919, when the Uniteit
States Government took full control of sufh matters. At this tin
the Knights of Columbus still had a fund of ábout $19,000,000 in its
possession. Since that time; still following its motto of warlirnes
" Everybody welcomeeverything free "the Knights of Columbus
has been conducting in educational system free to former service'
men whieha has been.maintained not only out of the interegt but out
of the principal crf the fund remaining at the close of the war. "

The three outstanding features of our educational work since the
war have been:

1. The evning schools.
2. The scholarships.

dir
t 3. The,córrespondence school.

The educational Work given in all of these subdivisions has been
entirely friee to former service men..

4

EVENING SCHOOLS.

(a) Camp sdwols fór service men.In Juno, 1919; the Knights
Columbus instituted eaucational-comes at Cwolp Devens, Mass., for

-mien in- seirvim By November 1, 1919, the date on which we
'were demobilized out of the camps, vie twerp conducting educationaL
WILMS in 25 camps and navarstations, *with a total registration or
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5,884 students. These courses were successful; so successful, in fact,
+hat general regret was expressed by the enlisted men and by the
respective officers in charge when we were ordered tio withdraw.
But our educational experience in the camps, brief though it was,
brought home to us very forcibly the realization that there was need
among the young men of draft age for training in vocational subjects
and an eagerness on theihmart to take advantage of educational
opportunities when these w6.e presented to them.

If this Nvis true of the men in service, it could be no less true of
the men discharged from the, s'ervice. In fact, the plight of the ha-
ter, confronted as many of them were Nv i t h the necessity of seeking
new employment upon their retorn to ciyil life, was even more acute
and their eagerness to grasp educational opportunities was more
inCense than .ever before.

kb) Evening schools.supported by war .fund .frce to rx-strvice
The Knights of Columbus was the first organization to offer to the
able-bodied e.2-service man, without coast to himself, evening courses
in academic, conunercial and trade, or "technical subjects to assist
him to remove the deficiencies in his educational training occasioned
by the war and to lit him for more attractive occupations and greater
usefulness. The first Knights of Columbus evening school was opened
in Boston, Mass., on July 71 1919. On September 6, 1919, it. was
decided that, no.more. valuable service could be rendered than the
institution of schools of this type in the larger cities throughout the
country, to be supported out of the fund remaining in our bands.
Arrangements were made for the carryirrg out of this plan, with the
resuit that the work spread rapidly to all parts of the country, sq
that before 'the close of the school year 45 committee schools were
established and 3 1. ,l(i3 students .were enrolled. Although pros'iAon
was made for the admission of .applicants who had not been in serv-
ice, upon payment by them Of a tuition fee, the mimbin: o'ff pay stu-

. dents enrolled during this first, school year Wits an ificonsiderablo
part of the entire membership.

(e) Council schools su pported by fees paid by shulaits.--The actioú
of the supreme council of the Knights of Columbus at. Buffalo oh
August 7, 1919, authorizing the appointment iof connnittee on
education to put into effect the institution of a system of council
schools to be maintained by fees pall by studdiits, and appropriating
S50,000 for administr4ive purposes, was not in its original inttnt, in
any way related to our efforts on behalf of the ex-service man, hut it
was no less practical in its aim and patriotic in its purpose. Courses
were to he offered hy.'touncils to members and to others desiring
occupational guidance and training under auspices that would
inculcate clearer ideas of American life, to the end that the knowledge

.
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gained in these schools would be used not only for the advancement*
of the individual but also for the greater good of the community.

In keeping also with the desire to provide under our auspices free
opportunities for advancement to as many ex-service men as possible,
we decided to pay out of the war fund the fees of ex-service men
attending as students in council schools to be established in conformity
with the plan and to be approved by the committee.

There were 21 council schools,instituted and successfully conducted
during the school year 1919-20, giving instruction to over 7,000 men
and Nvomen.

As will be noted from the description above, the committee school
is one that is under tile direct control of the Knights of Columbus
educational committee and One to which funds are supplied directly
from the central office of the order at New Haven, for the maintenance
of all school work. A council school, on the other hand, is one under-
taken on the initiative of the local subordinate councils and assisted
Only by the central organization to the extent that the tuition fees
of all erice men are paid from the war fund. lt will be noted

that, while service men are free to enter both committee and
council schools without any payment of tuition or other charges, the
evening schools are also opell to civilians upon the payment of a
nAlerate tuition fee. Both committee and council schools hat-e
been maintained up to the present time.

During the school year 1920-21 the number of committee schools
increased from 4S to S7 and the number of council schopls incremed
from 21 to 3S. , The enrollment in all committee schools increased
from 31,163 in 1919-20 to a total of 79,843 for the year 1920-21.
The enrollment in all council schools increased from 3,198 to 19,467,
so that during this peiiod the Knights of Columbus conducted a
system comprising 125 eviltng schooLs, located in 31 States. The
total enrollment in all schools was 99,310 students, distributed among
86 differènt courrs.

During the school year 1921-22 the total number orreyèning
schools in operation was 106, comprising 73 committee schools and
31 council schools. These schools wero distributed among 37 States.
The total enrollment in all courses in all schools was 89,931, com-
prising a total of 67,196 in committee schools and 22,735 in council
schools. The total number of courses offered was 86. While the
total number of students enrolled for the year 1921-22 was smaller
to some extent than for the preceding year, yet the studént body
hits shown a marked improyement from year to yeas. During the
earlier period of the free evenitig schools a certain number of young
men lacking' stability and initiative were enrolled in our courses.
They were attracted largely by curiosity and excitement for donne-

(wither
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thing ne% in educational work. This type of young man had no

serious purpose in view and soon dropped out. Is a consequence,
our student body for 1921-22 was of a superior type. A second
reason for this improvement in the student personnel was unques-
tionably the growing confidence in the Knights of Columbus evening
school as an educational institution.* Furthermore, the member-
ship of tho schools during the past year has to a large extent included
students who were in attendancp in earlier years and whose per-
sistency was evidence of their appreciation of the opportunities
offered and their seriousness in the pursuit of such opportunities.

As complete statistics for the school year 1922-23 can not be com-
piled until the close of the school year, it ,has been thought better
not to insert incomplete statistics in regard to the current school
year. The evening schools, however, -are still being maintained in
the same manner ats they have been in previous years.

2. COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS.

The Knights of Columbuss was not' only the first organization to
provide for able-bodied ex-service men opportunities for free instruc-
tion in evening vocational courses, but it was also the first to offer
to them full scholarships in college coumes leading to the degree of
Ilachelor of arts, bachelor of science, or their equiyalent. The fiNt
announcement of Knights of Columbus scholaNhips to ex-service
men was made oatugust 17, 1.919, when the following public state-
ment was issued :

With a view to getting the men who return from .1rnay and Navy service back to
serious educational occupation, and to refitting them to take part in the most useful
fields of reconstruction, the w4r activities commit tee of the Knights of Columbus offers
50 scholarships, including tuition, incidental fees, books, necessary equipment, board,
and lodging, for a complete technical, scientific, mining, agricultural, or foreign
service course; also 50 scholanhips for a complete academic còurse.

It, wits stipulated, in addition, that applications would be accepted
for scholarships only in cértain institutions designated by the commit-
tee, and that no professional or postgraduate courses, such as law,

medicine, and dentistry, would be given.
While it was the intent of the committee, as originally announced,

to limit the number of scholarstitt*to 100, to be awarded on a competi-
tive basis, the comparative merit of applicants to be deteimined by
examinations tò be conductvd by the board of entrance of the various
institutions, the committee litter decided that a scholarship would
be awarded to every applicant who might be certified as eligible foie
admission to the institution for which he applied, and that the time
limit for receiving applicatiQns would be extended to September 30,
1919:
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Every candidate whose application, prpper form, was received
within the time limit set bylhe comalittee, and who was certified as
eligible for admission to the college for which he applied, was notified
that he would be awarded a scholarship. In every instance the
decision as to the eligibility of candidates was made by the college
authorities.
6 The total number of applications received within the time 'limit
set was 2,291. Of this number mar)& could not be considered
because applicants failed to specify the preferred college or course,
or because application was made either for colleges or for courses
that were not, included in the offer.

The total nwnber of applications submitted to the colleges was
1 ,002. Careful investigation of the qualifications of each of these
applicants was conducted by the college authorities, with the result
that, after final reports were received on all applicants, 440 students
were certified as eliO)le for entrance. Of this number, 403 actually
enrolled in the courses for which they were awòrdpd scholarships.

As was announced in September, 1919, no tnore scholarships will
be offered, and none of those now held by students will, under any
conation, be transferred to other persons.

Action on applicalions.The following tables show the number of
complete applications, the number of applicants certified as eligible;
and the number of scholarships awanded:

In.4itutions.

Techn ical .

University of California
The Catholic University
Colorado School of Mines
Georgetown University Foreign Service School
University of Illinois
Louisiana State University
Manhattan College
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Michigan Agricultural College
University of Minnota
University of Missouri
Montana State College of Agriculture
Ohio State University
Oregon Agricultural College

Pennsylvania
The Pol nic Institute of Brooklyn
Purdue Inivendty
Sheffield Scientific School
Stevens Institute of Technology
St. John's University of Toledii.
Wait Virginia University.
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
University of Notre Dame

411101P

Taal

Number
of

cants.

Number Ntimber
of eligible scholar-

appli- ships
cants. awarded.

23 12 11
s

43 2 2
10A 47 47

71 50 44
16 11 11

1 1 1

113 58 46
25 5 5

. 35 20 20
19 0 0
6 1 1

24 5 5
3 8 . 2

77 81 27
37 6 5

6
45 19 18
43 15 15
0 0 o
Ii 3 2

30 7 7
32 17 15

tiO3 326 297

.
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!list Rut jury:.

=1111.1

A cadmic.

The Catholic Universit y
CreightonUniversity

Universit y of Dallas
DePaul Universit v
Universit y of Detioir
Dubuque College .

Duquesne Uuiversit . .

Fordham University
Uoniaga UniverAt v
Holy Cross Colh.ge..
I.oyola Universit y (Chicago'
Loyola University (New Orleans)
Manhattan College
Mount Angel College.
Mount St . Charles College
Niagara Universit y
Notre Dame University
Santa nara University
St. Loui3 Universit v
College of St . Thoinas (St. Paul
Vinanova College

Tot.il

Number
of

appli-
cants.

Y.1

2
2

41
'2

34
1

2
7
0

36
4

Number
of eligible

appli-
cants.

Numhpr
scholar-

awarded.

15
3

o
2

3
0
2

17
2

22

2

o

2

2
4
3

.5

3
1

3
0
2

17
2

242

2

0

2

1

3

1 'Ai S9 I SG

=11,

In addition to the total of 383 scholarships mentionet! above, 20
more free scholarships, on account of unavoidable delays, were later
established upon the same general pririciples. This makes a total of
403 scholarships in all.

3. CORRESPONDENCE COURSES.

The outstanding feature of Our educational work at the present
time is the Knights of Columbus Correspondence School, which was
instituted during the year. By reason of its intrinsic imeportance, the
widespread interest that it has evoked throughout the country, and
its rapid expansion since its inception in February, 1922, this 'riff
undertaking demands a rather more detailed and extended pres-
entation.

The purpose underlying this extension of our educational program
wits briefly set forth in our report to the supreme council in August,
021, as follows:

It is apparent that, through the scholarships awarded to si udents of advanced stand-
ing and through the ei-ening schools conducted in tho larger cities throughout t.he
country, we have provided widespread educational opportunities of inestimable value
to thole who have taken advantage of them. In order to round out lo its fullest .
Abilities the service that w& are endeavoring to render, there still remains one im-
-portant step to be takenthe extension to the ex-service men in the smaller commu-
nities.and in the rural districts of the advantages of free educational opportunities
through correspondence courses.

Prelimintwy to putting the project into actual operation, an inten-
sive study of correspondonce schools systems and methods was con-,
ducted by the Educational Burew at New Haven, with the result!
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that definite plans for the institution and administration of home-
stud.% courses wtlre formulated by the close of the sear 1921, and the
first formal announcements (*)fl them appeared in the February, 1922,
issue of "Columbia."

Before entering upon a detailed recital of results to date, it appears
advisable to present briefly the fundamental principles underlying
the successful conduct of correspondence courses in general, together
.with such other information as is pertinent, and necessary for athor-
ough understanding of the scope of our work and the method of ad-
ministering it.

ErcluNively for (Is-service men and wonirm---It should be stated at
the outset that, our present plans contemplate the conduct of cor-
respondence courses for ex-service men and WOMC11 exclusively.
Under no conditions will courses be issued to applicants who can not
submit, conclusive proof of honorable discharge from Army or Navy
service during the World War. Neressaril, by reason of the nature
of the trust thai, we are administering, only N.eterans of the United
states service, 'together with those veterans of service in the forces
of the Allies who are now residents of the. United States, are eligible
for enrollment under the terms of the offor.

The value of instruction by corrpolultnce.---For those who are
acquainted with the remarkable growth of 'the field of correspond-
ence insfruction durinf: recent years it is unnecessary to state that
the decision of the Kni4ghts of Columbus to undertake this extension
of its educational program is in accord with file general tendency
among educational institutions of recognized standing throughout
the country. Correspondence inst met ion on fin extended scale, dis-
tinctively an American dev6lopment, is a significant phase of tiiat
democratic, liberal, all-hwlusive American spirit of extending to the
individual opportunities for self-improvement and advancement.

While it can n4 bojightly claimed that correspondence instruction
possesses all the advantages of classroom instruct under the imme-
diate supervision and guidance of the teacher, it, is fievertheless true
that the distinctive coMitions attaching to the correspondence
method fire itt least in some courses peculiarly conducive to a thor-
ough mastery of the subject matter. Properly conducted home-
study courses establish habits of concentration', accuracy, and perse--
verance. They develop initiative, 'resourcefulness, and self-reliance.
Thq'train the student to think foi. himself, to weigh evidence; and to
form independent judgments.

Requisiies for success.The successful administration of home-
study courses and their value to the stildents undortaking thém
depend upon a careful-study of and attention to the peculiar diffi-
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culties inherent in'the work. The requisites for satisfactory service
may 13e stated in general as follows:

Recognition of the limitations of the field in regard to subjects that may or may
not be successfully conducted by this method.

Careful selection of text material and its division into well-balanced study units
or assignments.

Organization of definite supplementary instruction and information for the direr-.
tion =Assistance of the student.

Preliminary proof of the student's qualifications to undertake the course for which
he applies, and personal advice and guidance to him in this connection.

Arrangements for prompt examination and correction of students' report& by
expert instructors.

Establishment of a personal relation, as far as possible, between student and
examiner by the free interAange of question and comment.

It is upon these essential considerations that the plans of the
Knights of Columbus for the institution and conduct of its corre-
spondence courses have been based.

Cooperating agen6es.--We are indebted to tliose directors of
university extension departments'in the many eddeational institu-

4

tions throughout the country offering home-study courses who have
assisted us by their guidance and cooperation in the initiation and
development of our plans. In some instances we have even been
permitted to use their bome-study material without, cost or at greatly
reduced rates. As a further indication of the willingness of these
departments to cooperate with us in the interests of the ex-service
man, they have permitted us to engage the services of their own
expertg in the correction and criticism of students' papers.

It is to be understood, however, that these courses are cqnducted
under the immediate direction of the Knights of Columbus, and that
no other agency is directly eoncerned in or responsible for their
administration.

In addition to thesé courses, it has been found necessary to have
prepared under our own directiok certain courses for which satis-
rtiectory material did not appear to be otherwise a.railable. These
and all other courses that may be offered will likewise provide
students with the opportunity to benefit by the criticism and
guidance of recognized experts in the respective subjects.

Application procedure.Any ex-service man or woman desiring to
enroll in a course is requested to write to the silpreme secretary for
an application bh.ink, and to return it pioperly filled out and sworn
to as required. 14 the informationhahat he submits satisfies the
educational bureau that he is properly qualified to pursue the tours°
for whiph he makes application, and if there is a sufficient number oftt
registrants for the &anise, he will bw-enrolled and he will receive the
first instruction material. If the applictiht is not enrolled he will
receive notice to that effect, with the reasons therefor.

.
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In case of an overwhelming demand for enrollment in any par-
ticular course it, may be necessary to establish a waiting list. In this
event, applications will be cared for in the order in which they are
received, provided the applicant states that he desires to be placed
on .tho waiting list.

Only one course will be issued to an applicant at a time. A stu-
dent may be -enrolled in an additional course after his satisfactory
completion of the course in which he first enrolls, provided thkt. the
Knights of Columbus is in a position at that time to continue this
service.

Method of instruction.Text material: Text material for Knights
of Columbus correspondence courses will be issued, depending upon the
nature of the cOurse, in one of three forms: As a complete text, cover-
ing the entire course, to be sent to tte student when he enrolls; in
pamphlet form, the successive pamphlets in the series constituting
the complete text for the course to be issued in sequence to the student
as he progresses; in typewritten or mimeographed form, to be issued
in .the same way as pamphlets.

Lesson assignments: Course's are divided into lessons or assign-
mtnts, the number depending upon the nature and length of the
ci;urse. Each assignment is accompanied by necessary instruction
sheets supplementing the text. and outlining the work to the studerit,
and by blank forms for the student's report.

When a student enr81s he receives the first three assignments.
After siudy of the text in accordance with instructions, he prepares
his report .upon the first assignment and mails it to the Knights of
Columbus Educational Bureau at New Haven, Conn. This report is
then referred to an examiner for correption and criticism, and it is
returned to the student, together with the fourth assignment and
supplementary material. In like manner the student receives the
fifth assignment when his second corrected report is returned to him,
and so on until he has completed the course. By this method the
student is always in possession of material for study, and there is no

, break in the continuity of his work.
Grades and certificates.A-Students' reports will be graded by exam-

iners as excellent, very good, good, fair,.. or unsatisfactory, and a
record of these grades will be kept in the office of the educ4ional
bureau. Certificates will be awarded to students upon satisfactory
complete' of cours'es.

C08t to the eudent.No charge&or fees will be required except as
indicated below:

Postage: Every student wil1 he required to pay the Postage
on his reports and other commuMeations addressed by him to th0
New Haven office.

.
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Texts: A student enrolled in a course for' which it is necessary
to issue a complete text» at the outset will be required to make a
deposit in advance covering the cost, Qf the text. This deposit is
returnable to him upon his completion of the course. In no event
is a, text so i-;sued returnable to lite Knights of Columbus, and in
no case will a deposit, be returned unless the student completes
the course. No deposit will be required for text material issued
in installments.

Equipment: A student in a course for which special technical
equipment is required Will he expected to furnish it, himself. The
educational bureau will, upon request, arrange to supply such equip-..
ment at the lowest possible price. A student desiling to take
advantage of this opportunity will be expected to forward. in ad-
vance an amount covering the coA of the equipment needed,

Time limit. Tile Ma X imUm
o tinn,bat allowance for the completion

of any course will be one year. Mait of the courses ought to be
completed in a shorter period, and students are therefore urged
to pursue their studies with regularity and with reasonable dis-
patch. If an enrolled student fails to submit lesson reports for a
period of two months and does not reply to letteN Of inquiry from
the educational bureau, he will be dropped from membership.

On December 31, 19622, the .total naliber of Audents actually
enrolled in Our cori-espondence courses was I 0,340. These students
come from every State in the rnion, and -from the farm as well aA
from the small town and large city.

CONCLUSION.

From a reading of this report, it will be clear that the Knights of
Columbus has for the past four years been conducting an educa-
tional system for former service men which is unique. The funds
for the maintenance of these schooll, as has been indicated before,
formed the residuie of the war fund...

Over 200,000 young men have been enrolled and have taken
spftematic ruction in some course in our evening schools; and
403 young men ave taken advantage of our scholarship courses in
representative American feeges and univeNities; and to date over
10,000 young men have enrolled and are taking instruction in our
correspondence school. The orderhas fek all along that it is making
a wise and judicious use of the money left in its hands at the close
of the war, and it has received abundant testimonials from the
American public at large that this plan. has received indorsement
and approval.



CHAPTER XXVIII.
PADITCATIONAL WORK OF THE YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRIS-

,

TTAN ASSOCIATION.
By Ethic() Nine (Ind Nes arch. ris ion, ,National Board of Y. V. C. A.

(fivrEvi.., -What differentiates V. Ne1it4. Hml ses Organ ized schoo1 !. in city
ii-sotiations- -Educational methods other than organized schook and CUM:VSWork
among the foreign born- lirauche:: for colored girls--Indian workNational aspects.

Of the educational work of the Young -Women s Christian Asso-
ciations only a part is 'done in the educational departments. The
whole association is an educational project. For specific pieces of
educat ion, it organizes educational committees and departments in
those associations that are large enough, and classes in those that do
not maintain departments or need connnittees. In everyltssociation
a great deal of Nvork goes on which is directly educational, although
not so named, and an ultimately educat ional purpose underlies every
phase of the association's life.

For this reason the following account will include other work
than that done in organized classes.

The peculiar field and kind of titefulness of the association scht;ols
and (biasse and the nature of their clifttele make their whole plan
of or,tianized e,ducation nec.essarily different from the plan in other
schools.

WHAT DIFFERENTIATES Y. W. C. A. SCHOOLS AND CLASSES.

1. The object of the associations is to round Out the eduhtion of
each individual, helping her to go on from where she is, and to get
what she has not. been able fo get hitherto or 1ìa4 not hit.herto dis-
covered that she needs; and also helping her to want,Anore education
tham she has and to see what will be valuable to here

Therefore the associations regard it as their !unction to help a
girl make connections she has not been able to make with the public
school, technical school, or other existing agency equipped to give the
,pecifie education she needs; if no such agency exists, to form a
Young Women's Christian Association class; ¡idle agency exists, but
there are girls whose circumstances prevent their tafiing advantage of
it. to make a. Young Women's Christian Association adaptation of
which they can take -advantage. It is not the purpose of the asso-
ciation to duplicate. It is its purpose to supply what is not being
supplied. and to provide for people to whom existing supOies are
for some reason notAvailable.,.
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There are few of the practical details of daily life in which some
girl does not come to the association asking for,help. In some of
the subjects asked for, instruction can be found elsewhere; in many

-it is either not given elsewhere :fj. given under conditions that make
it not available for the girl asking for it at the Young Women's
Otristian Association.

2. Young Women's Christian Associations, " in service for all
girls" and teaching the whole art of living, mttst have and are free
to have an incluiveness that no public school and no one private
school or technical school would naturally have.

They are free to touch all sides of life, religion being neither
han'ed not prescribed.

Their attempt is to keep life itself at its highest. Therefore their
necessity is to educate motives, to keep all the aspects of education
in balance in a girl's mind, and her classes related to everything
else in her life, to develp her understanding of what she is about,
and clear and develop her purpose, to foster in her thought and
feelings concerning everything Ihe does the kind of background
which the word "Christian sums up.

Specific subjects in which classes are formed are of the range
sug'gested above, rapidly varying in response to chahge in demand,
and so diverse as to seem even heterogeneous.

3. It is not the peculiar function of the associations to specialize
highly. At the point where specialized expert training becomes
necessary to a girl, -they would w,ually r.efer her to the specialist
sehool in the branch of study she needs, provided there is one within
reach equipped for a more professional completeness of training
than the Young Womtn's Christilin Association can give. Classes
formed by the Young Women's Christian Association are apt to he
for beginners, or for People who have not much time to devote.
The only specialty it can permit itself is to speciAize in consciously
direciing every one of its kinds of education to the individual's
total success in living.

ORGANIZED SCHOOLS IN CITY ASSOCIATIONS.

It is onLy the larger asaNiations that maintaih orgaaized schools.
About 40 city associatiotAave them. Among noteworthy ones are
those in Cincinnati, Philadelphia, Germantown, Indianapolis, Dallas,
San Francisco., Seattle, Brooklyn, .New York. Each has its own
special kind of Ibterest, the result of the special kind of community
whose needs it has tried to meet.

The Ballard School, in New York, now .50 years old, was the first
established, and is probably the most highly developed. :While in
their details the several schools differ as markedly as the cities ia
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which they.have gro.wn up, thi:kone and the sschool in Harlem branch,
New York, may serve as illus'trations, showing C4ertain character-
istics which all the schools have in common.

Ballard School.During the year 1921 there were enrolled
in..262 day and evening classes 3,577 students in 46 different subjects.
Because many people registered in more classs than one, the total
of registration in classes was 5.153. For 1922 the completed figures
are not yet available, but wtll be somewhat higher. About t wo-
thirds of the enrollment is in evening, classes.

Some classes meet once a week, some twice, some three times, some
daily. Courses vary in length from nine months to a single lessin
New classes start frecpiently. Most classes, itTrever, begin p-
tember or October and end in December oy Tanuary, or begin in
February and end in May.

Only a few of the teachers give full time. Some are business
women, employed or carrying on their own businesses; some are
professional women; many teach elsewherç during the day and have
evening classes in the Ballard .School. Some public-school teachers
feel a. repaying refreshment in teaching these satuderits who have
chosen a course for a definite purpose of self-improvem.ent and care
enough for it to pay for it out of their wages.

What girls want.---The secretarial course and the various business
classes are taken by many employed girls who are ambitious to fit
,themselves for better positions and better salaries, using their after-,
hours time..

English courses are largely for better power of speaking and writ-
ing English. A girl is apt to take them because she wants to in-
c'rease her employer's cpnfitnce in her intelligence and be trusted
with more re,sponsibility.

Elocution, dramatics, and public speaking are often chosen for a
like reason. are attracted by the name elocution because
they want a way of self-expressionsome because they want a parlor
" stunt " and do not play 'Or sing. t4ome want to overcome timidity,
get voice drill, learn how io stand and how to enter a room. Often
one who has had an increase in her wages comes in to say she litys it
to the increased self-confidence these course-4 gave

A class listed as. in " social usagp " caiiie from the remarkable
popularity of books on el iquette in the library. The librarian noticed
their thumb-worn state, and the school introduced a course.

A course in tea-room management/consists of three months- of in-
tensive training in the school and sik months of practical experience
in several cooperating lunch rooms, tea rooms, and cafeterras. The
training in the school includes buying, menu planning for: a balanced
diet, serving, .and the training .6f waitresses, problems of pre*Paring
meals for large groups, adthmeticlbimokkeeping and iiecounting,
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commercial methods, trips to markets and factories, institution man-
agement. The six months' laboratory training includes three months
of actual work in a lunchor tea room or cafeterim, with one w4 in
each of its positions in turncooking, cleaning, waiting, buying,
etc.; then three months in another place with different conditions.
Graduates of the cht'ss easily find positions; a number open their own
tea rooms. The school advises them to act as assistants for' a year
before going into business for themse1v8.

.

The " trained attendants " course is made on-the same plan three
months of intensive training in the school and six months in onq
of three hospitals with which alliance has been made. The Ballard
Sohclo1 guarantees to the hospital the preliminary work: the hospital
guarantees the six months' practice to the Ballard Schdol. The
whole is under State supervision. .

Requests-for courses, by mail and telephone as well as..in person,
are frequent. All are filed, and when there have been enough
requests to justify it, and they are not being met elsewhere, a class
is planned and the askers notified.

Why girl8 come.Classes are kept small. They can have, theft!-
fore, an intimacy and an individual helpfulness that larger classes
can not ha and some girls can not do without.

CoursA e flexible. They are less prearranged than planned to
3

fit needs as needs disclose themselves. . ,
Because there is no overhead in rent and because professional

Women will often foe motives of service- take pupils at the Young
Women's Christian Association for a fraction of what they charge
their pupils outside, girls can get 'what they could not afford elge.-
where. . .. .

The "School of Opportunity," Harlem Branch, New Yorle.Much
more than the Ballard School, the flarlrat Branch School plans for
girls of less than high-school education.

Its courses try to meet girls where they are, no matter where they
are, and to giv6 them opportunity to' get ahead from that point. It
has among its students employed girls who have left.school early to
go to work and are ambitious for more education because thèir work
has shown them, specific' needs for it ; younger girls wh'ose parents
send them to the Young Women's Christian Association school in
the hope that its atmosphere and its intimate individual .attention
will get a bold on them that the public school with its larger classes
has not been' able to getk; older girls and married women who in the
late twenties, tke thirties, and the eaky forties find themselves in
need of preparation for making a living or a better living, or have
grown tired of economic dependency; tir-tilfliToThoine sort of study
or draft because they *in to find life insuMeiently interesting.
Thew are not all ishe types by any means, but these are some.
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In response to many inquiries, a four months' course in " Scientific
tr'eatment of hair and skin " is offered. Most of the girls who. takeit want it ás a way of making It living. Besides technique, the
teacher of the class gives the girls much instrucdon about the kindof people they will meet, how to. meet. them, courtesy, personal
§tandards. Some 14 people who have taken the course have opened
shopis óf their own.

The course in domestic arts is taken much more for home sei'vicethan for commercial use.
Cooking courses decrease in popularity: This is perhaps due to

the increasing apartment and cafeteria method of city life. There-
fore, as in the Ballard Sch4or, the cooking course now consists 6f a
series of " demonstrations,: each independent of the rest.

The " costume design class has in it a professiovi designer who
wants new ideas for her work, and dressmakers who want to improve
the quality of theirs, as well as beginners. It. is used largely for
fraining for the commercial field.

The " interior decorating " course is used as al ,-making course,
not foì- trade purposes.

The music courses are chosen by girls who want them for their
own joy.

The fine arts course is chosen for both purposes. A girl whose
emplpvment was .etching on silver was enrolled in a eypewriting
class atd disliked it heartily. She said she entered it because stenog-
raphers could earn bigger sulaiies titan hers. The director of the
school suggesied the fine arts course instead, as a way of increAsing
her value and therefore her salary in the work she really enjoyed.
She began takipg original desig.ns to her employer, and her salary
went up.

These are a few details, rapidly chosen. Many other things are being
done,'both in these two schools and in the others scattered through
the *United St ates.

am.

Other 8chool and cla8e8.---Cineitnati offers classes in parliamen-
tary law, human progress in intstry; citizenship (given uhder the
auspices of the League of Woméki Voters and including lectures on
different forms of city governn\ent; history of presen( political
parties; prtmaries; and similar subjects) . ,Others of the many
courses are art talks, with trips to the itit museum; instrution in
poster making and design; story-telling; " Christian fundamen-

. tals."
Philadelphta among other classes ;14 already mentioned in

other schools, classes in-rug making, basketry, niusical appieciation,
French, Spanish,. Italian, " insistent problems of democracy," nature
study, gardening, automobile mechitlica, first aiO, American litew
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ture. It has a Woman's Forum, discussing " The real woman of
to-day " in her various relations.

Akron, Ohio, has an interesting Bible course made up of six lec-
tures by' tile Jewish rabbi, one each by leading ministers of the
Chrigtian churches, and one by some notable woman of the -&nn-
munity. I

The following account is of work going On in Indianapolis:
About set-en or eight years ago a number of neighborhood Bible classes wereorganized by the religious education department of the Indianapolis Associa-.tion. As time went on, however, the association rather lost touch with these

classes, although \ they still, called themselves Young Women's Christian
Association classe. One year ago this fall we decided that we should-under-take to ally them more closely with us. We devoted a good deal of attentionto this, and as a result our Bible classes for the year 1920-21 had a total
enrollment of 624. This full we have carried on this same policy, and have
organized two new Bible classes among nurses at hospitals. The " Wednesday
Afternoon Club" is a literary club which asked the Young Women's Christian
Association to furnish them a Bible teacher to give a half-hour lesson at each,
of their meetings.

In our general education department we have been feeling more aniknore.'that the field for night classes is being taken over by other agencies. A phase
of educational work which we decided might be of great benefit was to offer
open forums on different subjects of current interest aild importance. Lust
year we offered four of these. We started with a course of psychology in an
attempt to stem the tide of " fake" psychologists that have been flooding thecountry. The extension division of Indiana University cooperated with us by
paying one of their professors to give his time. Our attendance for the three
discussions totaled 1,(1)0. The other courses given were one on "eugenics,"
under a doctor connected with the Indiana University School of Medicine;
one on the "Proceedings ot the Washington Conference," by a current events
specialist ; and another on "World problems and their Christian solution," by a
secretary connected with the Federal Council of Churches. As w9u11 be
expected, the psychology was by far the most popular, and the eugenics next.
The character of the audiences was most interesting, and the discussions which
followed the leader's talks were thorough& worth while. We have been very
happy to see how many young men and women have come in for these short
courses.

We are carrying out the game policy this yekor. We have had One course of
three talks on industrial relations, another on eugenics, We are planning a
short course on evolution, with three men as leaders; a doctor to discuss
evolution in biology, a sociology professor from Butler College to discuss
evolution in sociology, and the dean of our college of missrons to discuss
evolution in religion. We are sincerely hoping that by this means We may
have some part in giving the proper trend to public opinion in our community.

The educational work in the industrial department has been wonderfully
successful this fall. This has been largely due to the fact that the girls have
helped definitely in the planning of their class work. Practically eVery girl
who has been present at their weekly supper meeting on Wednesday night has
been a member of a class folkiiving the supper. They have also done definite
educational winbk through the open-forum half hour. Some of the subjects dis-
cussed are"A Christian conscience in Industry," " Choosing a vocation," "The
cartoonist." pasties during thirtret term have been Aridets Hope Chest, gym.

.
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nasium, leadership, swimming, charm class. The Bride's Hope °Chest class wasreally a class In novelty art. The girls have done beautiful band sewing,
enameling, have made flowers, etc. The leadership class *as taught by thepresifient of our board of directors. The girls in this class have been theofficers of the various clubs. The charm class was very popular and very
successful. A different leader on each evening presented the various phasesof charm: " How to he charming in appearance," " How to be charming inmanner," "How to be charming in public," " How to be charriiing as a hostess,"
" Ilow to be charming with men," " How to be charn;ing oneself." The Bride's
Hope Chest ill be foTtowed this next term by a clas.s relating to sex questions;
the leadership class by a Bible class, and the charm class by a study of com-
munity questions and problems under men fr(nn the chamber of commerce.

The following account of the " Charm School is from the Chicago
Industrial Service Center, whose the idea originated:

Our Charm School course was made to fit the needs and requests of the
girls aiid has been largely in the form of discussion, with someone each time
to draw out the girls and conduct the talk, making it as informal as possible.
We have been very fortunate in getting volunteers who are fine in this, as it
takes taet antl understanding to keep it from being superficial. We have
stressed the development of each individual's personality and the charm in
being natural. The following gives a general idea of our course:

1. What underlies charm and friendship? What is personality?
2. Charm in the hometoward members of one's family.
3. Table etiquette--(we served a four-course dinner, using all necessary

silver, china, table decilrations, place ('ards.)
4. Charm in c()m.ersationdevtriopment of the mind, reading good books,

keeping posted.
5. Charm In Oress----expression of individuality, right use of colors, proper

dress for all locations.
6. Interior decoratingmaking a home attractive and beautiful, 'though

simply furnished.
7. Spiritual charm.
8. A general talk on charm, bringing together all the former points.

EDUCATIONAL METHODS OTHER THAN ORGANIZED SCHOOLS AND
CLASSES.

s It is probably generally true that the trend is not toward more
clagses but toward educational work through club programs and
through all association projects. In the towns and open couary
classes are fewer in number than in the larger city associations, btit
the Young Women's Christian Association has instead a range of '
opportunities characteristic of rural communities and not open in
cities and larger towns. Commuity cooperation is very much wider,
showing itself in canning clubs, fairs, granges, the farm and home
bureau, church organizations, and the. many 'other ways of group
interchange of thought and expeiience fostered by Government and
local agencies and shared in by the whole comnuinity. The educa-
tional program of the association tends to be carried by clubs and
by coffitnunity gatherings.
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Lectures.In both rural communities and cities, lectures offered
by the Young Woinen's Christian Association are of two kinds:

1. Important speakers from outside are brought in and sponsored
by the Young Women's Christian Associations. '00*

2. Lectures on literature, art, music, or some special problem like
interior decorating, or some current interest in economic affairs or
national or world politics, are given by local specialists.

Music.In many places the Young Women's Christian Asesociation
adds to the musical opportunities of the community by arranging
for ritusical events, either single or in series, either by local musicians
or by people brought from other cities.

Directed visitation.An increasing nuniber of associations are
sending groups of girls with a guide to visit museums, newspaper
offices, factories, courts, and other. places of local interest, and to

'plays and concerts.
Forums.The forum has lwcome an established method of educa-

tion. Subjects are often Christian citizenshipirand the problems of
internatiimal relations, often questions of the industrial world.

Clubs.The club has come to be probably the most important of
organized program groups. Out of it classes often grow. Often as
a club with a leader a group of girls will carry on a piece of study

\as serious and sustained and as fruitful in results as class study.
he club is a means of education characteristic of the Young
bmen's Christian Association; clubs are a feature of every type of

41 sociation from the largest city association to the countrorganiza-
ti in the smallest and most, thinly scattered rural communities;
the* unite groups of all types, en'ironments, and ages, and for a
widò variety of purposes.

Th ee main kinds of clubs will be spoken of here InOustrial
Clubs, Miness Girls' Clubs, and Girl Reserves.

Indu trial one of the fundament als in the working
theory o the industrial department that the club is an educational
method. or some girls it is the only educational means the associa-
tion can e ect to make useful. For others, it is the avenue of ap-

roach thro gh which a self-educating ambition is awakened.
The educational value in being a member of a club is of two kinds:

. L The training which comes from the very fact *of membership in
a group. A girl learns to subordinate personal desires to things which
are for the good of the whole; learns poise through speaking, mak-
ing reports, and presiding; learns how to state things clearly through
givihg written, or oral 'reports of committee work. The business
may Be something that seems to an outsider vky unimportant, and
.yet girls sometimes develop wonderfully beouse of this experipnce.
In a new group contemplating organization,.especially if it has no
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girls who have ever been members of groups, the helplessness with
which they face such simple matters as motions, discovering the
will of the majority, etc., indicates how necessary this sort of train-
ing is for women who are to take their part in citizenship.

2. The education which comes through activities. In recreational
activities it may be a matter of taking responsibility an 'of finding
resources. The educational value in dramatics will be ken of by
itself below. Service activities give a real opportunit A group
which nndertook to take care ota family during .a winter worked
with a number of agencies, including the Red Cross, the clinic of
one of the hospitals, and the International Institute. They read
the case history of the family, planned their buying in accordance
with the diet list furnished by the hospital, and checked up with
the case worker of the Red Cross after their visits. They learned
a great &al, not only about good judgment in managing practical
family affairs but about community agencies for social service.

Classes come as a result of expressed desires of the groups them-
selves. For a long time, foi. instance, association workers in the
industrial department, wished to have classes in economics, his-
tory, etc. One of the girls ivent to the Bryn Mawr summer
school for industrial women. When she came hack to her own
association Ate made a speech in which she told the girls why they..
needed to stddy economics. It was more effective promotion than
could have bmp done by any one else. There is a, widespread inter-
est now, and in many cities throughout the United Stotes the in-
dustrial (1('J)tr4flefltS are having classes in economics and related
subjects. Titer are Many other classes, of coursehistory, literature,
a few in psych logy, a good many in handicraft, many in music,
interest also in Aewing and millinery. Most of the people who are
having a Aance to experiment in teaching these classes .are finding
it a very i'meresting and rewarding job, calling for much originality
and resourcefulness.

The club gives many an opening for awaking the desiro and
demund for further education. The industrial department is inter-
ested in preparing girls to- make use. of such special opportunities
as have been offeeed by Bryn Mawr and Antioch College, and of
opportunities which present themselves in schools of their own com-k
munities. In many 'industrial departments there are competttions,'
with awards, for groups haVing the greatest number of girls ill edu-
cational classes either within or without the association.

Business women's c1ub8.---The members here are apt to have
strong consciousneis, either awake or readily awakened, of citilean,
ship in the community arid responsibility for influencing comt
munity well-being. The .folloAving are illustrative .of program
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carried out by business women's clubs, some of them merely indi-
vidualistic, some showing the sense of responsible and interested
citizenship, some the desire to keep abreast. of present-day thinking:_

1. Citizenship courses: open-forum courses, in which pending bills;
both State and -National, are exphtined and discussed, personpl re-
sponsibUity for intelligent action regarding them being stressed.

2. Pre.sentat ion of plat forms at. the time an election is pending:
an evening's program includes a statement, by a representative of
each party.

3. Examination and discussion of community taxes.
4. What " and " Why" courses: presentation and discussion of

national and international questions. 4

5. Business conduct courses.
6. Do you know your conununity ? "
7. Economics.
8. Practical psychology lectures, as substitutes for harmful and

popular character-analysis lect tires.
9. " Customs and courtesies" class.
lo. " The ways in which we are alike , an international forum, to

counteract the usual and unchristhin assumptioil that our own ways,
being different, are superior.

Girl Tescrocx.The educational purpose of the Girl Reserve Club
is different at its starting point from that of the clubs of ohler
girls. The Girl Reserves are school girls. The purpose of the
Young Women's Christilin Associlition in establishing and directing
clubs among them is to educate in standards of life, to widen in-
terests, to meet ti-I vivid demand of the quick-pulsed 'teens for some-
thing to do, to train thtough activities, to supply good nourishment
to the sudden hunger for extra-curricular information and ex-
perience that art: forever budding overnight in adolescence. A
dub may turn its energies into ttty one of a number of channels, or
into n2mber by turns. The business of the club leaders Fs to see
that Tach member the club is really supplementing the education
she is getting elsewhere, and helping to give all the varied occupa-
tions and interests of her year a growing unification, significance,
balance, adequacy.

" The Girl Reserve Movement., a Manual for Advisers," first pub-
lished by the national board of tile Young Women's Christian Asso-
ciation in September, 1918, and last revised in June, 1921, states
-the theory of the movement. and presents a mass of suggested material
for tise in planning club programs. These are a few among the sug-
gested lines of study and.activity :

Handicraft: work, wood block printing, batik _work, tiOlk
dyeing, sealing-wax craft, pottety, making receipe b.9oks, making
&Mouses and furniture, Voprift,

"
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Collections.
Story-Oling.
Discussions: Concrete questions Of personal conduct, and ques-

tions inolving the practrcal working of theoretical ideals and stand-
ards; questions of citizenship and public morals; topics of current
i nterest .

Civic information.
Thrift, Personal anti civic; keeping a personal expense account,

budgeting expenses, budgeting time; study of the city expense ac-
count and the city budget. What becomes of the city. junk? Rela-
tion of city clean-ups and city thri ft. Investing ; Government. securi-
t ies and other securities.

Business ideals, principles, details. Acquaintance with conunon
business terms. How to handle checks and deal with It bank.

Vocational information. How to choose a vocation. What you
need- to know about pnlrself ; what you need to know about, the
occupation. Local Occupational informatiom, educational Oppor-
tunities, placement bureaus.

Music.
Service. The principle underlying is that the girls should choosefor themselves some, kindness they can do' as a club m'ilich is really

worth doing, interesting to them and within their powers, and at
band to be done.

Canips.A. place for summer camps has come to be a part of the
equipment either owned or looked forward to in almost all associa-
tions. They are used for vacations, and also for week-ends. The
plan of them is a brisk, vigorous, orderly life Out t)f doors, in which
there is some room for solitude and plenty for companioned activity.

Teaching a girl how to enjoy camp life is an end in itself. The
best camps are organized with the purpose of teaching also some
principles of hygiene through the daily camp routine, of diet thromgh.
the carefully planned camp meals, of citizenship through a èom-
munity life in which everybody cooperates in a mutual helpfulness.
From sharing in everything that is done, the campers learn wood-
land handiness and resourcefulness. Practically every camp, both
national and local, has nature study, interpretive (lowing, and com-
munity

.

singing as part of its educational program. Most of them
ha*e some form of the study of the Bible.

Pageantry and dramatk80---Pageants are being used in many asso-
ciations as a means of getting an idea or an ideillistic conception to
take effective hold of people's minds. They are planned by the par-
ticipants, tvho start with an idea, not a scenario, and theinsehits
work out all details of translating the abstract into picturd and
action, into color, music, and movement. "The purpose is at :least as
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much the education that conies through planning as the success of
the produytion. For the givers, the _pageant. has the educational
value of cooperative effort toward a common end, the discussion that
is nece-ssary before ideas can be vividly enough grasped to be put
into action, and the release:of airtistic expression. For the audience,
a pageant has the value of the graphic presentation of truth.

In Washington, D. C., in honor of the International Congress of
Woyki-ng Women, the girls in the Government. service presented
the aims of that congress in a pageant .whose subject was "The
spirit of Industry and Her Problems in Relation to International
Understanding." Each rehearsal brought up discussions of such
uest ions as long hours and inadopRtte pay, and the cayses of

discontent. in industry.
In Des Moines, Iowa, a thousand girls presented in a pageant the

ideal of _understanding between. nations. The personages of tho
pageant 'were Our Lands, Many Lands, Mail/ Differences, and, so on.
With the help of Serviebe, Many Differencer were transformed from
separating influences to influences for mutual interest and helpful-
ness; they became Inspiration. The rehearsals, of course, demanded
much discusion of what constituted Many Differences between tho
girls of Our Lands and the girls of Many Lands, since these as wen
as the transformation must be made self-evident in color, action,
expression.

This pageant has been produced twelve times in different sections
throughout the country, with casts numbering 75 to 2,000 people.
The aim has been not 'professional Production but to increase the
opportunities for individual art expression and to develop taste and
disCrimination in the -appreciation of professional productions.

In a health carnival given in Boston girls from eight colleges
cooperated to express in picture form the idea of the use of spare
time f(ir health.

Individual tutoring; individual adjuntmepts.---The tpye of work
done in the public tschools of ourverage cities can 'not take into
consideration the specialized adult. It is part of the association's
work to give just this help. A iypical case is that of the young
Canadian woman of 35 wh cause of her isolation in a farm com-
4nunity, had forgotten what little her few months of schooling had
taught her of reading and writing. The night schools provided
only for the rion-E.nglish speaking or thementally slow, and this
young woman was itkle to do far more rapid work. She was sent
by the public school to the Young Women's Christian Association
mid for three monde; given speciartutoring which prepared her to
6go en into the sOyenth and eighth grade work.

In most cities-of large popidation a large proportion apf the time
of the educatio*. director and her staff is taken up in talking with
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girls who wish to register for classes, finding out their backgroundof education, their purpose., canfurl whether their need better bemet by some other educational institution in the conimunity than theYoung Women's Christian Associatiou. During the unemployment_ of the last two years this has been done in several places in connec-tion with the mayor's committee on unemployment. In geperal theYoung Women's Christian Association does not claim to be anexpert voational guidance agency, but it has been felt by the voca-tional guidance experts of the country that it is invaluable in thepersonal adjustment necessary in linking a girl either with the voca-tional forces of the city or with some definite educational institu-tion like a business college or the city junior college.

WORK AMONG THE FOREIGN BORN.
c»,

Educational work for foreign-born wopen by the Young W.Imen'sQhristian Association began many;eal=§ ago when young Germanand Scandinavian women began to pour foto associations for help onpersonal probreins and with 'requests for' English teachers. Whenimmigration of other non-English speaking groups brought stillother types the problems became acute. Secretaries were not trainedto know the backgrounds and thinking of 'these young women, tosay nothing of their languages. They could only vaguely try toserve their needs. The natidnal board therefore some 13 years agoemployed a secretary whose speciul work it should be to study theneeds of foreign-born women willing to associations.
International im8titute8.The result was thesceation of Interna-tional Institutes, branche§ of local Young Women's-Christian As-sociations, having as executives American women understandingboth foreign-born people and American institutions, and havingassociated stairs of nationality workers representing those nation-alities living in the city whore the institute is located. The execu-five thus became the interpreter of foreign-born women to Americaand the nationatty staffs became interpreters of America to foreign-born women. There are now 50 international institutes.

An international institute provides protection, study, and play.for foreign-born women. Its educational philosophy is thereforeonly a part of its general philosophy. It is irst of all social in con-ception. Whatever education helps these women to become better
4 and happier members of society is worth while. It has never beenthought of as Americanization ,wprk. It was grounded years Oforethe Americanization wave. The foreign-born woman is a poktntialcitizen, but she faces many handicaps inaher preAration for citizen-ship, and international histitutes work to 'befriend her so that inspite of the handicaps place4 in her way she .may still lovi America
sufficiently to want to thainitaçLyi life.
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Mmes. About 9,000 foreign-born women of 33 nat ionalities at-
tended classes last year. These include English and such subjects as
sewing, cooking, and other home-making coilrses. International ifl-
stitutes in cities having public-school tWent-;ion, classes in English re-
cruited and made attendance calls upon over a thotWand women
for such classes. Classes were formed in several cities for first-aid
and home-ntirsing courses under Red Cross instruction, the int6r-
preting being dontE by the nationality workers of the international
institutes.

English is taught by methods sufficiently eclectic to embrace all
others, even including t ranslation Nv he n that seems most economical.

Othirsubjects are taught in English in so far as Possible, but since
the international institutes exist. for non-English speaking women
primarily it is more frequently necessary to teach such 4subjects in
the tongue of the wolnan'R under4ding or through an interpreter.-
It, is better for Xmerica that the new arrival be taught the city
garbage regidaons in Polish or Syrian than that she be permitted
to live in ignorance of them for several years whilt she is hbarning
to repeat the preamble of the Constituti-on in English.

C1Ub8.Over 7,000 women formed international institute clubs
last year. These were self-governing in so farms the exlwrience of
the group wade self-government possible.- They bear. such names
as Alikeritalia, a pmtic combination of America. and *Italy. One such
dub, called the Italian illotho*s' InOustrial Out), possessed itlmost,
100 members. ,They learned new songs and gaines as well as laugh-
ing their way through old' o'nes. At the time nhen ibey can be best
understood songs in English are tuught.

-Formal musical evenings and inforlind folk singing are both
used as program features. The enrichtof American life through
folk song of other nationalities is frankly:rèèognizeds

The folk fest i va 1 lias posibil it ie?prkt ic2t11y u o Rolled by the
country at large. Demonsteations 6f- 6e;se possibilities are being
made in int/ernational institutts. La:A:Christmas a fesitiia evolved
from Christmas Customs Wits .iii*ganizilti and produced ly the clubs of
the Monongahela Fofmal pageantry is not used, the
aim being to help releas tlie'skrit of wonder wild beauty inherent
in racial groups- satliO th.40. theig gifts for the sake of
program. . P

.

Short talks to clubs t ciiildren's doctors orr by specialists, talks
hy school or other city ó ettlisliarby interesting visitors from other
commtinities are frequently given.

Visits to public libraries, to markets, to parks, .tt the post-office,
to musimms, to public schools, to the hornet of American viomen by
invitation, occur frequently* Through the...cooperatio'n of 'the
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Carnegie Art Musounr in Pittsburgh groups learned of the treasures
deposited there as witnesses of the greatness of the lands from which
they came.

Clubs and classes unite at intervals in the conduct of organized
exhibits, colorful bazaars, creative folk festivals. Whatever is lovely
in the inheritance of these groups they are helped to preserve.

Summer picnics bring to light the longing of foreign-born women
to escape the bondage of the city for the beauty of the country.
young WOMan, American born of Hungarian parentage, having her
.first spring day in the country, said, " It is good to travel. I can
never again say I haven't seen apple. blossoms." Thea coimtry rides
or picnics Lelp the girls and WOMell to know that America is not
altogether made of brick and mortar topped by smokestnks, but
that it is indeed a beautiful land.

Employment problems are wet vonstantly and vocational udvice is
given when it can be wisely. Scholarships are obtaitied and- ways
for earning expenses found for ambitious young. women craving
specialized or more advanced-training.

National promo/op.The international institutes are the local
agencies; their resource for policy and material is the departmont
for work with foreign-born wonwn of the national board of the

ifing oven's Christ ian Associations.: This staff furnishes infor-
mtitionfon citizenship legislation, pending and past, paiticularly at;
it, affects foreign-born oomen. It maintains bibliographies of
texts for tearhing Englsh iiu1 cit izenship. It advises the encourage-
ment of public schools tall rrange for li'dnglish teachiug on a stifficiently
flexible basis reiMI snail .groups of foreign-born women. In
Order to put its national experience at the Aisposal, of local public-
schools, a pamphlet called " The Teaching of. English° and Me For-
eign-liorm 4V6inan " was prepared by this dephrtAnt and is ob-
tainable from The Wornah's Pvess. The k'oreigii-Born Bulletin, re-
cently suspended, has carried. international institutes educa-
tional information, news, and st intulat.ing articles on English ahd
citizenship. *gfigla4

Iranslatio bureau has published articles of interest to foreign-
born, women id foTeign-languagp papers. Plunphlets to help in the
admAation to American lite have beep issued in foreign languages.
These\include " Why Foreigii-Born Women Should LearNEnglish ".
(in 16 Idnguaget),:" What America Has for You " (in 7 languages),
" The Bilby " ,(in 4 languiges), " Courts of .Law and Their Use "
(in 103 Itinguages), and others: Allege are distributed free to (my..
tigency.working with foreign-born women as well as to intermitionta
institutes.. This bureau also mai-ntains a classified bibliography pf
f6reigu-1anguage materia1 istmed by other organizatippkt. trativ.
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late's program material for. i*rnationail institutes froiil the foreign
language into Efpish or shorn English into al.() foreign langudge.
It has iurnishM translatdrs for seteralinternational conferences.
`\\Trtiining-courses are arranged in cooperation with the-National
Trahling School of the Young Worfien's Christian Agsociation for
the speC*prpparation of international institute workers. Emphasis
is laid uP'43,%, knowledge of the .backgrounas of foréign-born peo;
ple 3ib1igrikphies of background iiiaterial have been- mitintainea,

.Thr61: a'sllandbook dot Racial and Nationality Backgrounds
ibeing pu;:fhed isix sect ioñs by The WOIllarl4S1ress.

,t4 mike fA songs .has been made from the treasures of
song brou Ufiited Stat s ly t10!pedOes. of the World.

"'These
born peoT best coniompoi elf p6ets. -Such smuicians. as

'lla.chmandoCkadsucli poets as TA. in .Markhaisn have lent their
ser.vicks in thu;;Prefeling tp English-spoakifig groups anoth'er her--
tage of foreign,binin women. Thew- songs are issued in two vol-
umes called,`` Volk 'Songs of Many Land§.".' A special collection óf
the ChrisfThas carols they contain has been Is,sued in pamphilet form,
and the words of a feW of them are issued' in a pamphlet catled
" Conference Songs," for community singiw. All o are pti
lished by The:Womangs_Prkisi

Brief survenof c-olmnunity educational facilitie-- o reign-born4

women have en made iii all dities having international inslitutk?',..-
coliftt. of pamphlet, maps, and books in ibis .deparniient has

been used by students 6f Columbia University in preparing theses,P
by Vassar College debaters, :!nd by sothirs interested in this ti#1d.

oitrapslations won td.out cooperat i vely by foreign-

s, BRANCHES FOR COLORED GIRLS. .

To describe ih detail the classes, clubs, and other educational op-.
pórtuTiities of.the colored branches would be tò repeat what has
alrea4 been said of the -branches for white girls. The clear intent
underlying the colored work, however, should be spoken of.

Aounittees on i'olorp.1 work are interracial. They' are advisory,
no-elsúpervisork. The management of each branch is by the colored
womeri themselves. The staff at; the tiational headquarters is made
up of colored women.

1 Rercause of the ,need of colored le.adership, the efforts of thç ka-
tional booed staff Are to help definitely.in.its developinent. Avedes
-*high were closed to the Negro liefore war have beenrwened.

'effort muit. be made to equip him to.-,keep 'what has already
bc4 bbtAired and to make good in new venture& A $pcial 9n-
seiotign -.1i4tetiwakelie0 in the raof. An ()Wigton to citizenslip.

realize d..-inieftrf_made to meet it. Grea r educational op-
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11.

portunities are opening to the colored girl.-- Well-equipped leaders
are. needed in every one of these directions to guide the progress of'

.the race. I ,
a

Therefore the present neM of the Young Womeh's Christian Asso-
elation is: t,

NG

SO, r To.giN'e.pportnnity for self-expression through its programs.
The younger-:girl movement has already shown the greatest useful-

nes.s helpitig.;t1lis who finds her contacts sr) limifed. The.
4iUt.n(ans.ap(1 01.ds Set her are being met 'by the young colored Girl. .

....R.estesk oin4 the ¡nfluence is felt not only in her life but ill the fe.
. .

(!tbinufttNity...4if..tht
... . '

ii
I .. .eitYbseilba:04Tornployed girls make greater contentment and make

.

1........; .. 6- .pos.siae., enteVi...0 fweparat 'loll for an active life. .
`96., ". .."116 ;Ino lir, e v : women ^matured an practical thinking is e-

N lb 4

L e
4
4.

.
1.. VMOIRia ehrOtiOr cArmit tee action and volunteer service.. . 2: r_faevilirtct, thii,..iia.tural religious tendencies of the colored race

, .

0
*and Co.nsere the *wpir 1 strength which comJs through having

c

aft-

suffered.
This genenakin ..ite.iiits these tendenyies, but rin this time of uncer-

tainty and change ye.alization. and lissurance of their spiritual
power must be maintiiiiwet for themseivis and their posterity, to 'free
th.em tò make their milt ribut joli to tile world in the quest for a nat-
ural spiritual basis of fellowship and understalnding.

3. To strengthen the faith.of the prese.nt coltwed generation the
white group, And help 'all groups, white idnd f.(;lored, to be open-
minded as to the facts confronting the eolored girl and woman.

4.:To give Opportunity* for free and .frank 'discussion witbout
bitterness. ,

INDIXN WORK.'
4.

This is wing none parity e Government. a mission c loo
partly among the girls athire. on tIle .reservatiolis: two. Youlig
Women's Christian AssOcit on workera pn the 'reservations are
liss Susie Meek, of the Sac lind Fox TribZ'and Miss Ella Delovia,

a Sioux, (laughter of a native Indian pastor in Sputit Pakota.
are cbllege graduates. The work thes t wo youig women are doing

I is a sou'rce of skcial satisfactiop to the YotIng Wonwn's Christian
Assoéiation Ircituso, it has been' a part. of the purpose front the be-

, ginning 'to help develop native leader's by 'whom the work for their
race can be carried on.

The " Indian School Bulletin " is a 'special adaptati'on of material
prepared for colkge associations, and for the Girl Reserves. It i§

.
sent semiannually to the itssociations in did hidian schools. Its
purpope is to give, the Indian girl stullent, the agyakening new intei-
epts, the idealistic attitude, the beautifyl tierOcii and ceremonials,
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the fine bits of verse and prose expression that are constantly being
promulgated among the girls of other associations; especially itg
purpose is to make the Indian school girls feel themselves com-
pletely fellow citizeps with-other AmirricAn girls, sharing the same
occupat ions.

A notable part of the Indian work in tlie last two years has been
the program of healtli education. A physician sent from the bureau
of social education of the national board of the Young Women's
Christian Association has spent a few days or a week at a time in
each of a large nunber of schools, giving a series of simple talks
and advising with the girls individually. As a result of These wide-
spread visits, a piece of intensive work has been done this fall in
Haskell Institute, Lawrence, Kans.; 400 girls, from 60 tirbes, 'are at
Haskell. 11:Thatever is effectively taught there will Rpread 'far. At
the request of Mr. Peairs, chief supervisor of education, Office of
Indian Affairs, Department. of the Interior, the lecturer spiken of
above and Miss Deloria have speni, a month at Haskell, giving indi-t°
vidual health examinations to the girls, teaching them what health
means and the habits ,that develop it, anti- training teìr. physical
dir6etor of the school to °fury on the same sbri of work.

It is the hope that Hasken will be a beginning, anti not only will
the ideas implanted be carried home by the girls into the 60 tribes
they came from, but others ajhe Indian schools will follow and
establish permanent health educatipn departments with health ex-
aminations for every girl. Some óf the selwols may be able to pay
for such work out of their own resources.

One value of the examinations, aside frodi the value to each girl
examined, ilia th*at they are furnishing' scientific informatipn from
which usefuli opnclusions can be drawn; for example, conclusions
as to dietetics in the schools, and as to thedneed of care iind individual
inaruction definitely dirjcted against "tuberculosis in the raced An
accumulation of rental staerstics on sail subjejes will help toward

, getting something done.
Indian girlg need to be taught ho`keto. play, find 'Indian schools

to make provision. Gaines and &creation were very fnuch a part
Ni of the older Indian life. Because early missionary zeal did what

the more understanding modern spirit is careful th6`aiPoid, discredited
everything Indian and tried tloupplant it with white men's ideas,
many of the older Indians Nito bdcime Christian connected ha
play wit4 paganisto and came to think there must be something.in-
heremtly wrong in it. The yovinger generatift rebel against the
sexerity of EA that results aM look for fumirecklessly. So the
Young Women's .eilristian AssociaticT worker tit the present is try.

Ing both to teach the oliet 4idians that social life and playinrare.
desirable, and to teacli the younker ones whaaind to desirec.'
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NATIONAL ASPECTS.

Thus far this has been chiefly an account of work as it is carriedon locally. The reimainder will deal with national aspects.
Emphases.Thebnational board is especially emphasizing

1. Dynarvic.health education.
2. Citizenship and internationalism.
3. Intelligent Christianity as the best practical means of solv-,ing the complicated difficulties ol present-day civilizedlife.

Health:Acting prinnirily through its bureau of social education,the national board is attempting to make a contribution toward theimprovement the health of the comill race by training the pres!'ent generation of girls to a more dynamic way of thinking abouthe'alth. It is striving to mae a few simple principles take effec-tive hold of the mindsThf girls and womm and issue in habits ofact ism :

1. 'tea lth is the means to an end; the eud is the radiant sense ofwell-being, the zest for each.rrew day, the joyous feeling of -beingequal to anything that may come. Wcause health is one's best wayto happiness, success, and achievement, being in the fullness ofhealth i one'ss personal privilege and One's social duty.2. Iloalth is question of well-functioning emotions as much as aweli-tunctioning body. It. is essentially a social matter, concernedwith an individual's whole relations with other people and her wholerange of interests, activities, and pleasures.
3. Health is responsive to habitsf----Physical habits and also emo-tional, social, Apiritual.
4. Each person's health is her own responsibility. It is onk byhen own intelligent effort that her health can be developed to itsfullest.
With ,tlit! aid of a traveling staff of physicians and physical direc-tors, the national board has contributed in three ways toward thiskind of health educatiopi
1. Conference local associations, assisting them to enlargetheir physical edutation departments into departmènts equipped forconstructive healtfi elication.
Such ,a departmea gives individual health examinations as a 1'means of 'awakening girls to their own possibilities, atvj teachingthem to. build the _finest,. ilealth. It teaches individual health-

% .litiEding exercises, and provides openings for a health-creating usedf leisure tim'e.
In such health educatioh. the association ,rt?4,ches out through itsown ihembershii into ihe community, *
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2. A series'of léctures in colleges, assisting to establish and extend
cbnstructive health education there.

%B. Communjty lectures.
During 1921, many "health weeks" were given. 4 physician and

a physical director sent from headquarters gave lecture'§ and demon-
strations for Young Women's Christian Association alftd community
gatherings for the purpose of arousing community interest, creating
it point of view, and stimulating community action toward a perma-
nent establishment for actively teaching health. In 1922 tile method
has been more intensive wo'rk in- a smaller number of places. the
physician spending sometimes a month in one place. to assist in the
study' of local corlititioils and in making a suitable plan for perma-

.nent work.
because recreation is an essential fprhealth, the bureau of social

education unites with this work a systematic effort to promote
recreation, telich a philosophy of recreation and the habit. of playing,
find increase opportunities for the kinds of play that are recreative
and that give the joy a self-expressive activity.

Citizem14.--Through all clubs and other means of reaching
girls' living fhought, there is an effort to cee4te an attitude of mind
toward life which impels girls to consider 'their daily conduct as
having.,a relation to the soluticirk -of our acute national and world
problems. '

Law-reporti esettv .--In establishing this service the national
board did on the belief that legislative activity should: be condi-
tio' upon drprough study and understanding of the problems
underlying ball and of the contribution offered by the suggested
legiqative measures to their solution. Its functiou, istio plate at the
disposal of the national board and of I6cal associationstcomplete and
Authentic iniorniation about.biU pending in Congress arid in State

'legislatures.
The service has answered many inquiries as to.pending legislation

and as .to exipting laws as they -affect girls 4nd women. It has -also
. -given out such information *withott waiting to be asked, by con-

bibuting monthly articles to The' Woman's Press and by making
imp?, effort to have all educational- materral on hand utilized to the
fullest extent, both its iwn material and that prepared by other
organizations. It has frequently been called uPon..by Other organiza-

..
tionsa for legislative information.

Internationaliiim.It is the conviction of the foreign division at
headquarttrs that one of the ihost fruitful causes of trace prejudice,

dissension, and war is at lick of knowlAge which may
tisid as "a basis for real appieciatioil and respects There is always
tendency to dislike and cli*rust the tinluiowi. The, aim of kbp.. 6
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EDUCATIONAL WORK OF THE Y. W. C. A. 751

'association is, therefore, to give to the women and girls of this coun-try accurate, interesting information about other countries, especially
emphasizing the best qualities *in the civilizations of ogler peopleahd the peculiar contributions which all have to make to the world.

The Young Women's Christian Association of America has secre-taries in 17 different countries. These representatives are constantly
sending in to the national board reports not only of their pwn work,
but, also about all sorts of conditions that affect:women, as well asmany stories about individuals with whom they are associated.
These reporis are one of the sources from which world fellowship
education material is drawn.

Courses in internationalism were given in all conferences last year.
World-fellowship committees in local associations promote educa-

tion in internationalism by means of classes, discussion groups, and
other meetings.

There are thousands of girls in the Xpung Women's Christian
Association in'American who are actively interested in another coun-

.try because they are helping to-support a secretary in that country.
hiderpietation of ChriAtiwn principle8.The Young Women's

Christian .Association believes that the principles of Christianity,
understood and consistently applied, offer the soltition to modern
problems, e,conomiC and international, As well as the problems of
personal life. It conceives of the Christian ideal6 as effective to. the
degree in which the embodied in activities. It makes Ch.ristian
idealism a fundamerMement in all its program.

(1) The association seeks, through its training system and, the
summer confere'nces, to help women and girls to a better under-

e standing of how to use the Bible, and tick ápply its teachings to
personal, social, and international life to-day ; to increase their
knowledge crf world conditions that they may "share in 'finding the
solution to world problems; to bring them to an increasing realization
of the responsibilities of Christiaririeadersiiip, and to equip them to
discharge these responsibilities. -

-(2) Through stimulation of study, and the production of stusly
material, the association seeks to develop and foster the religious lifeof women and girls, ánd to help them io interpret ClKistiauity in
terms pf social living.

(8) Through its cooperation with otiler national Christian move-
ments, especially the organizations of the. tlriitian Church, the
Young Women's Christian Association seeks to make a contribution
to 'all efforts to increase and strengthen religious educ'ation and
Christian experience.

Summer bonfererteiti.4Thi *AnningColifereces of the Young*onien/fi Christian Association, attended ea4 y'ar by in6re. thap
'
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752 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-49;22.

10,000 girls and .women, are probably .the greatest pnifyilig force
within the association. The, understanding whicii the woman of
leisure gains .of the life and problems of tile girl in industry, awl
which the student gains of the life of the woman who works, are
genuine educational experiences. The presence of girls of foreign
parentage, and of studeilts from the Orient and Europe, add greatly
to the understanding of other parts of the world. .Summer con-
ferences are provided for students, for younger girls, for industrial
girls, and for the girls and women of city, town, and country com-
munities. The attendance varies from 50 to 700.

The summer conference brings association members together for
10 days of intercourse and exchange of experience. The days include
Bible and world fellowship courses, discussion groups, technical
councifs, forums, hours for play, hikes .and trips, time foi. fo)k-song
and story-telling, nature study -and pageant Ly, inspiring addresses,
and services of worship. They are balanced hys of fun and good
fellowship, hard thinkihg and quiet, comniunion. Underneath all
is the great, common purposethe se:irch for reality, the finding of
the God of life, and the ui ng of life ,with His.

Natioval Training From another aspect the iiational
board carries on an e e al work.1- Within its own movement a
definite profession for n has developed and is now fast being
recognized as a standardized profession meeting the usual require-
ments for professional recognition, a considerable period of special
preparation, a definite professional status,. -eligibility to membership
in professional societies, a position of responsibility in and to tip
community, and the practice of the profession as a permanent calling
providing an adequate livelihood.

The Natiopal Training School maintained 4t, headquarters is a
professional school of graduate type. It trains Oaracter builders.

Five groups of courses are offered:
(1) Bíblical Literature and Interpretation, under which is

-eluded all Bible work; (2) History ana iPhilosophy of Religion,
which includes church history, comparative study of Migions,
philosophy of early faiths, and philosophy of Christian belief;
(8),,Re1us Education, including the 'physiological And psicho-
logical approach in the development of personality andThe psychol-
ogy of Christian experience; (4) Industrial and Social Tfigtory,
which includes wpnomic and social history and iodustrial problkns;
(5) Associatio dershirand*Techniqiie. This includes the his-
tory and'phil i 4 y of our own Movement, its various tecimiquts,
and its psychology of group leadership. %

The cettifleige of the tibainiNg acho91 i not 14..$en ppon academic
Work ahifie 'but :Must be either_ preced4 or- IF ed by one year's
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EDUCATIONAL WORK OF THE Y. W. C. A. 753

successful work as an employed officer in the Young Womeli's Chris-
tian Associat ion.

Sharnt-industriill coopeolt;on. n illustration .of projects ini-
bated at the national headquarteíbs or in the biennial coilvent ion and
nationally Promoted is the movemont for an interchange between
student and industrial clubs. College girls, members of student
associations, meet regularly with industrial groups, the student act-
ing as leader in a stpdy course or discussion group in which she can
pass on what she is getting in her college classes, and the. industrial
girl giving in return the first-hand acqua,intance with.social and eco-
nomic-conditions which the college girl is deprived of by her sonwp
what limiting environment. Both groups "lave found the exchadge

. a valuable source Of information and stinans to thinking.
Puhtiort.ions.----Books Pub led by The Woman's Press in the

A

main have to'do with raising the level of intelligent opinion On the
part of women toward' the problems of Our times. -(An example* .
is-Maud Royden's " Womec at the World's (Jross-roads.")

The Publishing program ificludes also technical publications, as
for instance, books having to do with recreation, health, and so
finet.h ;Pawl books on niodes of life of women in other hinds. (t Folk
Songs of Many Peoples.") The tfclinical publications are the tools
funiished toossociat ions and secretaries.

The magazine " The Woman's Press" is a 'monthly publication
which is not only kite national tool or organ-of the movement but is
also an opinion-making periodical which has its own Christia4
liternational point of view -not duplicating any other m'oman's
piagazine.

Cooperation with other oryanizationx.This includes sudi coop-
. eration as in the Bryn Mawr summer school for industrial women;

in community pageants :MCI other community efforts ;In the Wornèn's
Foundation for Health; in the program orhealth leaures in colleges,
spoken of above; in surveys and publications which hav6 been the
joint work of specialists from the Young Women's Christian Asso-
ciation and from other organizations. Tlie secretaries in the Iridian
work, the foreign7born work, the law-reporting service, the inch's-
triid depart inent, and:on the religious education staff, aré among the
specialists who have both furnislied research material to people.in-
terested in various surveys and have themselves made and.cooperated

.. in surveys and publications'. . .

.

The wort of the association offers an knmense resourc,e' for pe4le
Iialing light on questions dealing with th9 lives of girls and women.
The issociation has tit opportunity for getting facivs, knowing condi-
tions, observing situations, which makes it a vahlable reservoir of

1 teseorciwinaterial frequently ,tappéd by other people.
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In concl1181on.The following may perhaps be spoken of as
charaeterizing the national poliey of the Young Women's Christian
Association in its educational work.

A

1. Z.lie unification 'of program in The one purpose, more abundant
life. All program content, however varying, is definitely made con-
tributory; this pdrpose is implicit in everything done.

2. Education for leadership in life, by the plan of amateur leader-
ship in association activities. The constant purpose of the employed
leaders, the secreiaries, is to develop the power of leadership in the

4members of clubs and of alrgroups.
3. Pioneering. The national orNnization tries to find out the

things girls and women neild that are not being done, to select the
ones within its own field, to get them started, and when some one
else is ready tp take them- over, then to give thc:m.up and go on to
sqmething else that needs starting. A cklain amateurishness
naturally results from this policy. The group of people.specifiCilly
organized for a particular piece of work carry it, put to ultimate
conclusions; the Young Women's Christian Association chooses to he
the initiating organization. Its pioneering is often quite lost sight,
of in a larger growth when it has gone on to pioneering in another
field. This it has done in education as in other things.
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CHAPTER XXIX.
EDUCATIONAL BOARDS AND FOUNDATIONS.

By HENRY R. EVANS,

Editorial Division, Bureau of Mud:lion.

CoNTETIT1LGenera1 Edoeaqon Board Rockefeller FoundationCarnegie Foundation for the Advance.meat of TeachingJeanes Fund--John F *Slater Fund Fund.

GENERAL 'EDUCATION BOARD.

The General Education Board has, since its foundation in 1902, to
July 1 192 , appropriated $S8,125,444.56 for various phases of educa-
tional wQrk, $s0,40S,344.99 of this having been paid to or set aside
for colleges and other institutions for whit, $5,806,205.62 for insti-

, tutions for negroes, and $1,910,893.95 for miscellaneous objects.
The following is a statement of appropriations of .the Gerkral

EducatiQn Board for the year ended June 30, 1921 (included in the
foregoing paragraph)

For whitesLincoln School, $1,582,929.73; medical schools, $11,-
859,513.25; professors of secondary edaWion, $46,250; rural. school
agents, $84,700.g4; State agents fot 'secondar cation, $62,300;
universities and .colleges, $18,205,353.50; tot , $31,841,047.42.
For negroesColleges and §chools, $646,000; county training schools,
$12S,000; critic teachers, $12,000; expenses of special students at
summer schools, $ i0,000; John F. Slater fund, $9,000, medical schools,
s I 70,000 negro niral school fund, $131,500; rural school agents,
$77,959.11; summer schools, $28,200; tot4, $1,212,659.11. Minot:
ianeousAmerican Classics4 League; .$60,000; Bureau of Educa-
tional Measurements, $15,000; conferences, $3,000; division a edu-
tational relations, $10,000, educational investigation and research,
$6,000;general survey of educational conditions and needs in Ken- .

tucky, $17,500; general survey of tylucatianal conditions and needs
in North Carolina, $1,500, improvement of accounting systems in
educational institutions $20,000; model copty organization, $2,500;
study of distribution of physicians in the United States, $7,500;

-totA, $143,000. Gitaid total, $33,196,706.53.
Of the. above tot:417 $24,3b0,156.94 represents appropriated prinab

cipal wand $8,836,549.59 appropriated income. Of the latter oink'
however, $2,869,771.61 is a charge against income for 1921-22 and
getworassialismeria&siamorram

4 Dots °copilot fr.com rpott OW !lib the Secretary ,oi the Interior. by lb, Gears' gductijoá .. 4. ..!.
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756 IIIE141NIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922,

subsequent years. In addition, there was appropriated from the
income of the Anna T. eleanes fund for negro rural schools,
$9,775.91.

The income receipts of the General ion Board fm. the period
beginning July 1, 1920, and ended 'June 30, 1921, were as follows:

Income on principal, $6,S22,47`4.37; sundry refunds, $3,374.21;
amount origWally 1)141,ff-inn income but since charged against reserve,
$500,000; total, $7,325,S.17.5.S. There was paid from income on
aaount of appropriations previously made and --made during the
year for educational purposes, $6,915,4 11.13: v(I for administration
expenses, $139,916.91 ; total , $7,055,331.34.

The statement of ilisbursentrnis of income for educational purposes
is as follows: For whites -Colleges and schools: Endowment and ,

general* purposes, $1,032,348.91; to nerease teachers' salaries,
$1,852,337.93; Lincoln School, $37. 1559.67; medtcal schools,
$2,409,316.74; professors of second:I/4y $4.1,2S.98; rural
school agents, $S0,790.Ms; State agents for secondary educAtion,
$58,08.27; taxes on Lincoln Schook property, $30,1.10.76.. For
mtroes----Colleges and schools: Endowment and general purpose§,
$36S,930.53; to increase teachers' salaries, $195J)00; county training
schools, $126,284.55; critic teachers., $s,310. GI ; expenses special
static n tsi at summer schools, :520.1,10.5s: medical schools, $20,000;
negro rural schdol fund, Ss i ,500: r'ural school ILgents., $74,546.29;
summer scliools, $25,028.08. Miscellaneous American Cia.sical
League, $425.78; Bureau of. Educational Mintsureffi Nits, $4,174.06,
conteiences, $1,664.14; division of educational relations, $6,229.10,
educational investigation and research, $10,069.49; general sur6y
of educational conditions and needs in Kentucky, $11,013.77 ; general
survey of educational conditions 'and needs in North Carolina,
$3,119.47; model county organization, $5,150 ; National Committee on
Mathematical Requirements, $20,384.10,. rural schoQ1 supervision,
$9,292.89; surveyjor preparation of. mental mosuremeas of school
childrén, $2;244.69 ; surveys (miscelianeous), 821,584.82; vocational art
kurvey, $18,197.88; total, ¡6,915,4 14.43. The board also paid .frorri
the principtil of its fuitds during the year Mir medical education
$1,401,429.04, a total tor educational purposes of $8,316,843.47.

During the yearMr. Rockefeller gave fo the board securities which
were appraised by the treasurer at. 'the time of their receipt at
$24,9D6,205.30, with accrued dividends amounting to $71,296.70,
i total ialue of $24,977,502. These gifts have been merged with
the principal of the other general funds, jnaking a total, including
resoeve, on June 30, 1921, of $131,283,782.93, subject, howev(F, to
.unptid qpibopriations frotif principal as follows: Appropriations to
provi4endowment ftir teachtsrle salaries, $27,957,000; appropiiations
kotte<1141 schools ($3,500,000 from move), $18,774,013.90; Wait
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)

$44,731,013.90. Balance of uRappropriated principtd thus amountsto $86,552,70.03.
-4!?111e credit balance to income on June 30, 1921, was $11,377,587.76,of which $9,611,169.57 rekesents appropriations unpaid, not yetpayable, leaving unappropriated $1,766,41S.19. There were, how-ever, appropriations from income for special purposesteachers'salaries, nledical educlition, and other itemschargeable to incomeaccruing after July 1, 1921; amounting to $4,348,694.51, not includedin the above figures. 1

For the past two years the activities of the general educationboard in the field of college and university education have beenprincipally concerned with the distribution of Mr. Rockefeller'sspecial gift of $50,000, .00 to aid in the increase of teachers' salaries.Out of this gift, mad on December 1S, 1919, the appropriationsmade up to July 1, 1921, amountto $26,732,000. In addition,appropriations of principal aggregating $1,225,000 were made. Coinstitutions for negroes. Of this sum/the appropriatiinis made dur-ing the year 1920-21 amount, to $11,525,334 toward the total of$3s,565,000. The figures reported do ilot include approDriations ofprincipal aggregating $2,S55,000 andonftiml grants of $741,400 madeJuly 1, '1920, which were reported in the 1919-20 report. Grantsaggregating $1,S03 ,6 17 for increasing teachers' salaries over a periodof years were' made during the year 1920-21.

ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION. .

mg activities of the Rockefeller Foundation for the biennium,1920-1922, are htis stated by Mr. George E. Vincent, pre9ident ofthe foundation:
During the year 1920 the foundation (1) Wed six medical schools in Canada; (2)gave a iarge sum t.o a medical training Writer in London; (3) appropriated a millionfrancs for the Queen Elisabeth Foundation for Megettrilesearch in Belgium; (4)agreed to contribute toward the complete rebuilding of the medical schbol of theUniversity of Brustiels; (5) providtd American an4 English medical journals or labora-tory supplies for 11 tnedical schools and medical libraries in five European countries;(6) continued to cdnstruci and to maintain in Peking, Chitia, a modern medicalschool with a premedical department; .(7) aided 31 hospitals in China to inCreasetheir efficiency in the care of patients awl in the further traininpdAloctors and nurses;(8) supported the School of Hygiene and Public Health of the Johns nopkinsversity; (9) contributed to the teaching of hygiene in the medical slool at Sao Pauli),Brazil; (10) provided felrowships in public health and medical e(luAtion for 90 indi-viduals who represented 13 different countries; (11) brought to the United StatesCommissions of nledical teachers and hygienists from England, Belginin, and Czecho,slovakia; 02) continued to support a campaign against Yillow fevEr in South an0Central America and in west Airipa; (13) aided Government agencies in thtcaiitiotof malari4 in 10 States of South; (14) prosecuted hookworm work in 9 Southink13(ates and irgqpreign qountries; (15) helped to expan4 intiltdaviorm campaigns:into mom general health organizOoto. in counties, States,,and,4049ns¡ (14),bróug*'4.war:time antituberéukis work in Prance to.the 'pant where it ciuld Bootte, "
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758 BIENNIAL STYMY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922,

entirely in French halls's; (17) assisted the Goverinment of Czec'hoslovakia to reorgfin-
ize ite public health laboratory system; (18) rendered various services in organizing
committees to study the training of nurres and- of hospital superintendents, lent
experdr for conlerence and counsel, sent officers abroad to Audy conditions, etc.;
(19) brought to a close its participation in war-time ernergehcy relief by giving
$1,000,000 to the fund fqr European cbildren. These things were done in part by
the foundation, but Chiefly through its departmental agenciesthe inWrnational
health board, the China medical board, and the division of medical education.

Durirt the year 1921 the Rockefeller Foundation (1) continued a quarter-million
annual appropriation to the School of Hygiene Ad Public Health of Johns Hopkins
University; (2) pledged two millions .to Harvard for a school of health; (3) contributed
to pliblic health training in Czecho§lovakia, grazil, and the United States; (4) aided
the Pasteur Institute of Paris to recruit and train persminel; (5) promoted the cause of
nurse training in America and Europe: (G) underwrote an .f x peri m e n ta I pay clinic in
the Cornell Medical School; (7) formally opened a complete modern medical school
and hospital in Peking; (8) assisted 25 other medical centers in China; (9) promised
$1,000,000 for the medical school of (olumbia Univenlit, (10) 'contracted to appro-
priate three and one half milkons for the rebuilding awl reorganization of the medical
school and holipital of the Free University of Brussels; (11) made surveys of medical
Bchools in Japan, China, the Philippines, Indo-China, Straits Settlements, Siam, India,
Syria, and Turkey; (12) supplied American and British medical jounials to 112 medical
libraries on the Continent: (13) supplemented the laboratbry equipment and supplies
of five medical schools in central Europe; (1-1) defrayed the exi;enses of commitAions
from ereat Britain, Belgium, Serbia, and BraLil; (15) provided 157 fellowships in
hygiene, medicine, physics; and chemirtry to representatives of lwtriet4:.
continued a campaign agaiktst yellow fever in Mexico. Ceatral America;
(17) prosecuted demonstrations in the eont col of malaria in .10 States; 118) cooperated
in knokworm work in19 governmental areas; (19) participatol in rural health demoill.
strations in 77 American counties and in Brazil; (10) neared the goal of transferring to
French agencies an antituberculosis- organization France;'(2l provided experts in
medical education and public health for counsel and surveys in many parts of the
world; and rendered sundry minor services to governmepts and voluntary societies.
These things were done in part by the foundation directly but chiefly through its
departmental agenciesthe international health board, the China medical board,
and the division of medical education.

CAÙNEGIÉ FOUNDATION.

The Carnegie Fouhdation for the Advancement of Teaching, in its
report for the year.ending June 30, 1921, further develo.ps the foun-

t-insurance and annuities and. continues without
abatement its opera] study of pension systems. During the year
the truae received for gefieral purposes a total income of
$1,556,641116in addition to $50,596.63 from the endowment of thé
division of educational inquiry-4746,841.76. from the general en-
dowment, and $800,000 from the Carnegie Corporation of New York
on account of ita appropriations of $200,000 a year for 5 years and
$600,000 a year for 10 years. Thi current expethditures were as
follows: (a) Gene& endowmeotrRetiring,alloivandes and pmsions

b.
iiiinstitutions àn the itatiociated hat,' $844,724.56; retiring allowahces
1p10 Oa toted. ki k1,537.48; total retiring* tilio*-
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DI.TCATIONAL BOARDS AND POUNPATIONS. 769
ances, $956,262.04: Expenses. of administration, $80,282.17; publi-cation, $5,773.01; total, Sg6,053.18. (b) Division of educationalinquiryGeneral, $9,246.43, 'study of legal education, $7,432.64;study of the 'training of teachers, $36,50.89; total, $53,188.96.Grand total, $1,095,506.18.
--ihe list, of institutions associakd with the foundation was increasedby tile addition of Cornell College, Iowa, on Jantkftry 7, 1921; Con-terse College and Washington and Lee, University, on April-8, andFisk University on May 6.
It was defided by the executive committee that teachers in asso-ciated institutions who were ineligible under the free-pension plan,but who became contributors under the' contractual plan, shouldhave all the advantages of disability and guaranteed ipterest thatare provided by thb foundation. The committee approved a newform of application for allowanc'es on the basis of total permanentdisability. It ruled that officers or teachers primarily engaged inuniversity extension work were not eligible to the pension system.'it ruled that librarians and ,associate and assistant librarians wereeligible for allowances, but that reference librarians, classifiers, cata-loguers, superintendents of crbirculation, and library assistints werenot eligible. At the request of a number of organizations in thofield the cominittei'l authorii.ed a study of dental education. Thepresident was authorized to make such iliquiry as seemed t,t;' himwise in response to a request from- the Commission On Medical Educa-tion in Virginia and to coopelate with a -study of c'olleges being machby the Association of Colleges and Prepai'atory Schools of the MidelleStates and Maryland.

The reportitreats at length the relation of medical education tomedical eprogress. In the recommendations for further improve-ment in medical teaching the report says that there is still need fora reorganization of t burricu um, for a determinatiorf t e num-ber Of schools needed in tie country, and provision foi* their support.In ma7ny schoMs,- it s said, while the sciences are taught bytrained teachers, the rofes§ional, chnIcal, and surgical subjects aretaught by practitioners with little teaching experience.. FacultycOnferences on teaching procedure are suggested as a remedy forthis.
'r "The media curriculum of.to-day is merely that of 56 years ago,"the report states," overlaid with one specialty after another until theload upon the student is almost intolerable. This' curriculum mustbe entiiely temade, from the standp6int of practice ather thañthgoiy."

Among the improvements noted in the report is the closer relidiohship bet,41n inQIical schpols and hospitals, the elimination öf ther,:s.
we.aker and promineiit aelxiols.. and the development y
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760 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDMPATION, 1920-1922.

National %Board of Medical Examiners of improved exftminations
whiCh now admit to practice in more than 20 States.

In the domain of research the report'concluOs that too many
people are distracted by the importance of this field away from teach-
ing. "Increasing expenditure for research has shoWn chiefly that
the source of fruitful research lies not SO much in'subsidieg as in the
inspiration of gifted m(t." . As regards college pnaance require-
ments, the report stkys that, " after years of effort the custom of re-
quiring graduation Nom a four-year high school is now itahlished.
At the slam time there has been a flecrease inv the p1)00,4)p of the
requirements for entroce that is definitely prese.ribed as to spbjects."

The report also discusst:s the training of teachers and comments
upon the,importanee of the resolwions of the American Bar Asso-
ciation in regard to law-school standards and bar admission require;
in,en4.. I. regatd to the forme!: subject attention is called to the
fact that "u, Conspicuotts recent change has involved the elimina-.

somewhattion in several Statea. of the traditional and anomtdous
term 'normal schod'. And 1%. formal substitution of the more appro-.
priate title 'teachers' colrge.' Only One (Rhode Island) appears to
have been attracted by the still better name,,,` college of education,'
in spite of its better form as well as its natural parallels in.other
types of professional training, such as medicine, kw, and engineering.
The tea'cher would be the gainer by a coordination of this sort in
the ease of junior and underg'raduate professional training, just as
ischobl§sof education' confOrm to the accepted terminology for senior
and iraduate organizations. California, Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebrasla, Oklahoma, and Rhode Islawf haye..,tlnis rechristened their
training itistitutionsr, usually granting them the right, if not alreally
enjoyed,\ of eonferring degrees. Massachusetts has best()wed the
lattegright upon its normal si;hools without altering theiu. name."

JEANES .PUND.

The Anna T. Jetihes Fund wilt.; created for the improv'ement of
negro rural sshools. Acceding to information '-furnish'ed by Dr.
James. H. Dillard, president, the fund, coaperatect during the session
ending June. 30, 1921, with .publict chool .superintenckints in '269
counties in 13.States. rI

The 272 supervising leacjiers,.i paid pitrely by. the ,tounties and
. partly through the Jeanes Ftutd, visited regularly in time counties

8,976 country schools, making in all 34,61.1'visita and iaising for the
purpose of i3Chool improvemeq $304,737. The tZtal amount of
séiary vaid sto the supervisiiig teAchers Tras nj4,033, of which the
sum ,of- $119,746 was paid by.. the mblie-sehool author' mg undo
404,287 through the. thanes Fund.

11* b 44114014 Of -.traveling teaoiterso,:worting' umleethe.ditv064-..a.111::. .
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ED CATIONAL BOARDS AND MUNDATIONS. 764fr
rural teachets; \to introduce into the small country schools simplehome industries; to give talks and lessons on sanitatihn, cleanliness,etc,.; to promote the improvement of schoolhouses and school 'grounds;and to arpnize clubs for the betterment of the school and neighbor-hood.

During the session ending 'June 30, 1922, the furvi cooperated withpublic-school superintendents in 2731counties. The work in four ofthese counties was subsequently taken over by the State. voThe 275 supervising teachers visited regularly in these counties7,850 country schools, making in all 33,921 visits and raising for thepurpose of school improvement- $428,528.39. The total arnunt ofsalary pdid to the supervising teachers wa4$207,2S7.75, of which the§um of $114,521.51 wds paid by the pub1It5-sichoo1 authorities and$92,766.24 through the Jeanes Fund.

JOHN F. SLATER FUND.
alP

e

The following appropriations c9vering the year 1921A-22 were madeby the education\ committee ,of the John F. Slater Fund: 'Countytraining schools, $23,000; special work, $1,000 city schools, $4,020;Hampton Iiistitute, $5,000; Tuskegee Institute, $5,000; private sec-ondary schools, $14 ,000; colleges, $17,000 total, $69,100. Statisticsshowing p the work of the county training schools for thea sessioAtending 1922 are as follow§: Number of schdols, 156; number ofteachers, D641, pupils in high-school grades, 3,782; salary film publictax fund, $401,949, salary through Slater board, $59,750;. itvera.geamount for salaries from public funds, $2,577; amount- contributigby General Education Board for building and equip"ment, ;62,000; :total amount for session 1921-22 from public tax funds, $65701.pese county training schools are, perhaps, the. most significantfeature in the work of inegro education in the South at the presenttime.

THE PHELPS-STOKES FUND.

The Phelps-Stokes Futid wa:s stablished under th-il will of the lateCaroline Phelps Stokes, who diea in 1909. The act of incorppration(1911) Authorized the ttustees Lo carry on housing activities and tohelp in ".the'education of negroes, both in Africa and the UnitedStates,. North America* Indians, and needy and deserving whitestiidents." The predominant intárést of the fund to date has beenthe éducation of the negro. The capital of the fuhd is apprpximately
$1,000,000. Its offices tire in New York City.

According tp data furnishect by Dr. Anson Phelps Stolses, secretary
. ;. Ahe chief activay of the Phelps-Stokes fruneduripg the bienniumunder review has beep the edpcational survey orAirica, Iiiasje in
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762 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920--1922,

cooperation with foreign mission societies of America and Europe.
The African Education Commission, authorized early in 1920, and
headed by Dr. Thomas Jesse Jones, educational director of the fund,
spent nearly a year in field work kn Africa and has recently issued its
report.'

The study of education in Africa owed its origin to the conviction,
long held by the mission boards, that missionary education fot the
natives of Africa would profit by a thorough inquiry; to the desire
of the trustees ,of the Phelps-Stokes Fund, in accordance with the
express wish of the founder, to "render some concrete aid to the
cause of native education in Africa"; and to the situation created
by the provision for " mandator:ies" for backward 4eop1es, following
the World War, whereby attend°.n* was drawn to the vital importance
of adopting wise educational policies in Africa that would " tend to
prevent interracial friction and to fit the natives to meet the actual
needs of life." Since the most important wo.rk of the Phelps-Stokes
Fundeprevipiisly had been the preparation of the two-volume report
on Negro Education, published by the United States Bureau of
Education,4 it seemed especially fitting that the fund should apply
the same niethods of study that had proved helpful in improving
educational conditions among American negroes to the members of
their race in Africa.

-The members of the African Education Commission were Dr.
Thomas Jesse Jones, cháirman; Japes Emman Kwegyir Aggrey, of
the Fanti Tribe, Gold Coast, yVest Africa; Dr. Henry Stanley
beck, a medical ,tnissionary of thii American board at Angola; Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur W. NiLilkie, missionaries of the United Free Church
of Scotland; and Leo A. Roy, of New York City, who served as sec-
retary of the commission. The members of the commission .began
their field work in Africa in the late summer of 1920, visiting Sierra
Lebne, Liberia, the Gold. Coast, Nigeria, Cameroons, Belgian Congo,
Angola, 4nd South Africa. They visited all types of schools; came

. into close contact with tiny and varying African, groups" the edu-
cated and the uneducated, the barrister, the clerk, the preacher, the
teacher,_ the farmer, the blacksmith, and the fisherman; the women
and girls, in the homes and the schools.," and hold conferences with
representatives of trades and industry, "not only to obtain the views
of all sorti of men, hut to enlist the sympathy of every section of the
community-iii the matter of education."

The report deals with the social and economic resources of Africa
as the basis for an educational program; urges adaptation of educa-

.

Education lu Africa. #1. study of West, South, and Equatorial Africa, by the African Education Com-
mission, under the ausiiiode of the Phelps-Stokes Pund and foreign missionary societies of North America
and Bump&

44 Study of the Privets and lfther Sehoola for okra People in the Milted Watts, !still
No. 88411. Washington, Government Printing Ofiless 1917.
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EDUCATIONAL BOARDS AND FOUNDATIONS. 763
tion to individual and community needs, involving emphasis upongood health, effective ust of environment, preparation for home life,recreation for the use of leisure time, character and religious life;outlines the types of secoildary schooling, teacher training, trainingin trades and handicrafts, agricultural education, training of medicalassisttints, training of religious workérs, college education and pro-fessional schooling that are regarded by the commission as essential;antrdescribes in detail for each colony or territory visited the sodialand economic background, the existing provision for#education, andthe steps necessary Co make it more nearly adequate and moregenu-inely useful. The report insisfs above all upon the nKessity of co-operation on the part of all the forces concerned in educationgov-ernment, commercial and industrial concerns, missions, and thenative people themselvesto the end that the human and materialresources alike of Afriça shall be developed for the common good.The commission has encouraged the visits of African t.z4chers andworkers to America, and some 15 or more have already come to seewhat is being done in American schools, especially iii such inatitu-tions as Hampton and Tuskégee and the negro rural schools in the- South. The fund has also facilitated attendance of several promisingAfrican students at AMerican educationaLinstitutions.In addition to the support of the African -EduCation Commissionand related actIvitieditthe Phelps-Stokes fund has continued to makesmall appropriations (usually. in amounts ranging from $200 to$2,000) to schools and other organizations for negroe's. Eleven edu-,cátional institutions were thus 4ided in 1922, and the number hasbeen increased to 13 for 1923. Appropriationstotaling $6,500 werealso made for agencies working for improved race relations, particu-larly to the interracial commission, the tiniversity race commission,and the national urban league. The fund has also maintt.tined fellow-ships in the sociology of the nekro at the Univei-sity of Virgeia andthe University of Georgia.
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CHAPTER XXX.
WORK OF THE BUREAU OF EDUCATION FOR THENATIVES OF ALASKA.

By WILLIAM HAMILTON, Alaskan Assistant, Burdu of Education.

The administration of the work of the Bureau of Education inAlaska involves great difficulties, arising principallY froin the re-moteness of most of the schools, the enormous distances between theschools, the meager means of communication, and the severity of theclimate.
In addition to maintaining schools for the children belonging tothe aborigintil races of Alaska, the bureau aids entire native com-munities by extending medical relief, by maintaining sanitarymethods of living, by fostering the commercial enterprises of thenatires, by promoting the reindeer ihdustry, and by relieving destitu-tion.
The field force in Alaska in 1922 included 5 superintendents, 144teachers, 8 physicians, 14 nurses, 5 nurses in training, 16 hospitalattendants, and 7 herders in charge of reindeer belonging to the Gov-ernment. Seventy schools were in operation, with an enrollment of3,679. Orphanages were maintiined at Kanakanak and Tyonek forthe care of children left destitute by the epidemic of influenza whichprevailed in those regions.
In the Alaskan native community the schbol is the center of allactivitysocial, industrial, and civic. The teacher is guide, leader,and everythiq else the community .may demand. To be teacher inthe narrow schoolroom sense is by no means all of the teacher's dutiesin Alaska. He must often be physician, nurse, postmaster, businessmanager, and community builder. He .must have an inexhaustiblestock of patience to enable him to submit, at any hour of the dayor night, tc*the visits of natives who desire assistance or medical'treatment. Exacting as the work ig, it appeals to persons whopossess in high'degree the qualifications of self-denial and philan-thropy. The results of the labors of self-sacrificing men andwomen, through a suCcession of years, are evident in the self-reipect-, ing, self-supporting communities which haye replaced the squalidvillages of former days.
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4

The work extends throughout the Territory from the southernmost
boundary to the northernmost cape. The majority of the villages
in which the work is located are practically inaccessible during eight
months of the year. The larger settlements have been reached, but
there yet remain certain regions, ,especially difficult of access, into
which the work has not been extended. Two of these regions were
reached during.the summer of 1921.

In the great delta between the mouths of the Yukon and Kus-
kokwim Riversw country of mar§4es and lakesthere are hun-
dreds of Eskimos living in aliject squalor. During July, 1921, a
teacher and his wife were sent into-this region with the materials
for the erection of a school building, the equipment necessary for
opening a school, and all the supplies needed for a year. Before the
coming of winter precluded the possibility of outdoor activities,
the teacher erected the building in which he and his wife must live
and to which they must attract the primitive people of the region
for instruction in everything pertaining to a higher plane of living.
Teachers were also sent to Sleet:mute, a primitive village on the
upper waters of the Kuskokwim River.

School buildings were also erected at Noorvik, in Arctic Alaska,
to replace a small log school building erected by the Eskimos them-
selves, and on St. Lawrence Island, in Bering Sea, where the school-
house erected by the carpenter of the U. S. S. Bear,. with the as-
sistance of the Eskimos, in 1891, had become inadequate; and at Eek,
.an Eskimo village in western Alaska, the portable building which
had been sent to that place having become too small to accommodate
the school. It was necessary to send from Seattle to their* remote
destinations all of the materials for us'e in constructing these build-
ings;

The bureau maintains hospitals at Juneau, Kanakanak, Akiak,
Nulato, and Noorvik. The hospitals, physicians, and nurses serve
ohly the more thickly/populated districts. In the vast outlying
areas the teachers mustqf nec'essity extend medical aid to the best of
their ability. Accordingly, teachers in settlements where the serv-
ices of a physician or nurse are no.t available are sullied with
household remedies and instructions for their use.

Reindeer herd3 are now distributed among the principal native
settlements from Point Barrow to the Alaska Peninsula. It is esti-
mated that there were in Alaska June 30, 1922, ipproximately
259,000 reindeer, two-thirds of which belong to the natives and one-
third to the Government, to white men, and to Lapps. --

There jiave been two notable extensions of the reindeer service.
tbe untimbered -slopes of the region tributary to the Alaska

Railroad those is unlimited pasturage for reindeer. In order to
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EDUCATION IN ALASKA. 767

establish the reindeer industry in this region a herd of 1,352 rein-
deer has been driven by herders in the employ of the bureau approxi-
mately 1,000 miles from a point on the Bering Sea coast to grazing
grounds in the vicinity of the railroad. Hithertv the exportation of
reindeer meat has been confined to shipments from the Nome region.
to Seattle only during the short season of open navigation in mid-
summer. The Aláska Railroad will provide unlimited means of
transportation for reindeer meat and hides from the interior to the
coast at any time of the year.

In 'the autumn of 1921 the Coast Guard cutter Unalga trans-
ported for the Bureau of Education a herd of 54 reindeer from the
Alaska Peninsula to Kodiak Island. The western half of Kodiak
Island is untimUered and abounds in grazing lands on which great
herds of reindeer can be supported.. Through its system of dis-
tribution of reindeer the bureau will provide the natives of Kodiak
Island with a source of food and establish a future ifigustry for the
island from whose ice-free harbors reindeer meat and hides can be
readily exported.

The magnitude and vahie of the reindeer industry resulted in
1920 in the making by Congress of an appropriation to enable the
Bureau of Biologic*al Survey, Department of Agriculture, in coop-
eration with the Bureau of Education, to make investigations,
experimenti,- and demonstrations for the improvement of the rein-
deer industry in Alaska. The distribution of reindeer among the
natives and the use of the enterprise as the form of industrial educa-
tion best adapted to the races inhabiting the untimbered regions of-
Alaska remain under ihe supervision of the Bureau of Education.

With few exceptions the native villagestin Alaska in which the
Bureau of Education's work is carried on are not on the routes of
steamers which visit the larger settlements', Transportation of
appointees and supplies to the remoter places has been secured only
with difficulty and by the payment of heavy -charges to small trad-
ing schooners going to these regions at infrequent and irregular
intervals. This is a precarious, inadequate, .and expensive pro-
cedure.

In compliance with the iequest for a vessel suitable for use by the
Bureau of Education in its Alaskan work the Navy Department
transferred to the Department of the Interior ti,le U. S. S. Boxer, a
wooden vessel with a ciirrying capacity of 500 tons -and admirably
adapted for the purpose contemplated. Funds to cover the expenses
of installing an engine :Ind reconditioning the tvesset were provided
in the Interior Department appropriation act, approved May 24,
1922.
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768 BIENNIAL SURVEY Of' EDUCATION, 1920--1922.

By means of the Boxer the Alaska division will be able to make its
own plans for the economical transportation from Seattle of its
appointees and of supplies for its schools, hospitals, and reindeer
stations. On its southward voyage it can bring out teachers whose
teins of service have expired a.nd carry for Eskimo herders rein-
deer meat which they wish to sell in the States. It can carry timber
from forested regions to the timberless- sections. It can Ciistribute
coal among the various settlements. It can be used ag a salool of
navigation and seandnship for young native men.
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Abbott, Julia W., Kindergarten education, 389-401.
Administration, school. See School administra"

tion, 97-101.
Adult education, 216-219.
Africa, educational survey, 635-636, 761-763.
Agricultural and mechanical colleges, extension

work, 220-222; legislation, 61; preparation of
teachers, 482-.483.

Agricultural education, 154-156, 291-311.
Agricultural experiment stations, Purnell bill,

86-87.
Akron, Ohio, research bureau, 102.
Alabama, school support, 134.
Alaska, education, 765-768.
American Association of University Professors,

report on status of women in college and univer-
sity faculties, 74-75.

American Bar Association, higher standards of
admission to bar, 65-86.

American Council on Education, meeting, 68-74.
American Historical Association, report on civics

and history, 409-410.
American Physical Education Association, journal,

184.

American Public Health Association, work, 182-184.
American Red Cross, school health activities, 177.
American School II ygiene Association, work , 185.
American Social Hygiene Association, work, 193-

194.

American Students' Health Association, activities,
185.

American University Union in Europe, activities,
89-90.

Americanization work, 57-68, 637-678.
Arizona, school expenditures, 16; school support,

134.

Arkansas, educational survey, 600-602; survey of
higher education, 6331.634.*

'Army, vocational êducation, 362-363.
Army alpha tests, 578587.
Army beta tests, 587-589.
Art education, 419-438.
Association of American colleges, 'activities, 67, &S.
Association of American Law Schools, stalards

required, 67.
Aisociation of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of

the Middle States and Maryland, work, 65.
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools bf

the Southern States, work, 64. .

Association of Land-Grant Colleges, convention,
306410.

Atlanta, Ga., school survey, 827-82g. -
Aydelotte, Frank, on Rhades' scholars, 94-95.
Baldwin, Bird T., Educations 489-564.
Baltimore, Md., school surve¡t, 616-617, 620-422.
Bawden, William T., Vocational education, 343-308.
Binet Usti, 11641711,

Binghamton, N. Y., school survey, 612-613.
Boise, IdahO, school survey, 615-616.
Boy Scouts, instruction in hygiene, 176-177
Boyd, Charles N., on music schools, 454-459.
Brown, Waite? H ., on "school health" demonstra-

tion, 190.
Buchner, Edward F., Educational surveys, 593-

636.

Buffalo, N. Y., salary of superintendent, attempt to
reduce, 97-99.

Buildings, grounds, and equipment, researcheS,
487-498. See also School buildings.

Bureau of Educational Experiments, nutrition
studies, 190-191.

Burgess, Pro'., on general effect of the Rhodes
scholars on American life, 93-94.

Busine4s admini;tration, Iowa State College, 261-
262.

Caldweli, N. J., school survey, 622.
California, Americanization wqrk, 654-657, 677-678;

corporation tax, 27; inheritance tax, 28;school
costs, 16-17; school fund, 23; school support, 134.

Calvin, Henrietta W., Home economics education,
369-387.

Cambridge University, adult educational work,
217-218.

Canada, admission of students to American col-
leges and universities, 72-73.

Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching, study on training for law, 76-78; work,
758-760.

Chautauqua movement. See Summer schools.
Chicago school research bureau, 102.
Child Health Organization of America,

177-178.
Citizenship, education for, 72.
City school systems, significant movements,

97-124 .

Civics,seducation, 403-418.
Cleveland Heights, Ohio, school surwey, 628.
',College," definition of term, 61.
College curriculum, reorganization, 67-68.
College Entrance Examination Beard, work, 63-64;

report on history and civics requirements, 407-
408.

College entrance requirements, studies, 79-82.
Colleges and universities, homebainomics; 37S-379;

residence of students, 84-85,,salaries ol instructors,
8,5-86; .solution for growth in tumber of students,
82-84; standardization, e16-70; student credentials
from foceign countries, 72-$1; teacher training
courses., 483-485. See also- Educational extension;
Loglaering eduoatidn; nigher educatioa.

°Calseido College, survey, 634.
Columbia University, intelligence tests, 83-84.
dolvin, Stephen, Edficational tests, 565-592.*
Colwell, N. P., Medical education, 773-28t.
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Commonwealth Fund. health work, 192.

Compulsory school attendance, legislation, 36-40.
Connecticut, Americanization work, 667-689; school

fund, 19-20; school support, 134.
Consolidation of schools, legislation, 54-5,5; rural,

147-152.
Cook, Katherine M., Rural education, 125-159.
Corporation taxes, 27.
Correspondence courses, 212-215.
Correspondence schools, vocational education,

385-366.
Costs and finances, researches, 496-497. See a/so

School costs.
Councils, teachers, 111-113.
County as a unit of organization, 29-31.
County boards of education, legislation, 41-43
Count y superintendents and rural supervision, leg-

islation, 43-45.
Courses of study, rural schools, 158-159; rsearches,

510.

Davidson, William, on platoon schools, 117.
Dawson, Edgar, social studies in civic education,

403-418.
Degenbaugh, W. S , Secondary education, 313-342;

Significant movements in city school systems,
97-124.

Delaware, Americanization work, 662-665; inheri-
tance tax, 28; training for teachers of adult immi-
grants, 649-851.

Department of Agriculture, home economics work,
384-385.

Department of Education, favored by American
Council on Education, 71.

Detroit, Mich., art education, 430-431.
Drawing, research work, 529.
Earhart, Will, Recent advances in instruction in

music, 439-459.
Educational associations. See under names of

associations.
Educational boards and foundations, activities,

755-763.
Educational extenSion, 197-228.
Educational finance inquiry, 71.
Educational infqrmation service, 467-470.
Educational opportunity, equalizing, 132-137.
Educational periodicals, list, 471-474.
Educational research, 4S4-584.
Educational surveys, 593446.
Educational tests, 120-121, 565-592.
Egbert, James C., University summer schools, 226,

229-240.
Eliot, Charles P., on art education, 438.
Elizabeth City, N. C., school survey, 622-8234'
Elizabeth McCormick Memorial Fund, work, 188-

189:

Engineering education, 241-272.
English, research work, 1121-522.
Enrollment, researches, 498.
Evans, Henry R., Educational boards and founda-

tions, 765-763.
Expenditures, puli1i4choolit, 3-9.
Experimental school', 494.
Extension work. See Educational extension.
Extra curricular activities, high schools, 324-329.
Eyesight Conservation Council, work, 188.
?unzip Royal B., Art education: The present

situation, 419-438.
Federal aid to educatla, 11414.116-87.

Federal Board for Vocational Education and teme
economics education, 385; provtions, 14; work,
348462.

Fellowships, international, 90-91.
Finance, public school, 1-34.
Foreign languages, research work, 523-525.
Foundations, educational. See Educational boards

and foundations.
France, admission of students to American colleges

and universities, 73-74.
Frasier, George W. on city school administration,

100-101.
General Education Board, work, 755-757.
Georgia, school revenue, 17; school survey, 606-808.
Gilmore, Lee, on platoon schools, 118.
Gosling, T. W., on best plan for securing junior

high-school teachers, 337-338.
Great Britain, students, admission to American col-

leges and universities, 72-73.
Greene, Arthur M ., Jr., Engineering education

after the war, 241-272.
Group tests, 589-592.
Hackensack, N. J., school survey, 623-624.
Hamilton, William, Work of the Bureau of Educa-

tion for the natives of Alaska, 765-768.
fraindwriting, research work, 515-516.
Haney, James P., on art education, 433-434.
Hawaii, educational survey, 605-606.
Health education, 161-198.
Itigh-echlool facilities, rural children, 152-154.
High-school fraternities, 328-328.
High schools, art instruction, 431-435; curriculum

for small classes, 329-333; home economics, 373-
378; music, 442-443 s Astral, agricultural edu-
cation, 154-156; train or teachers,479-480. See
also Secondary education.

Higher education, 63-95; cost, 88; legislation, 60;
surveys, 832-835. See also Colleges and universi-
ties; Universities.

Hill, Robert T., on workers' education, 225-226.
Hirsch, William F., Educati9nal work of the YoUng

Men's Christian Association, 693-717.
History, teaching, 413-415.
Home and neighborhood classes, 645-647.
Home economics education, 369-387.
Home study, 207-208.
Honesdale, Pa., school survey, 623.
Honor societies, achools, 328-329,
Hood, William R., Some important school legisla-

tion, 35-61. -
Hygiene, educational, 161-196.
Illinois, school support, 134.
Illiteracy, 2.
Immigrant education, financing, 651-653.

'Income taxes, 27.
Indiana, educational survey, 603-606; school sup-

port, 134.
Industrial arts, education, 428-429.
Inheritance taxes, 28.
Institute of-International Education, work, 88-89.
Instrumental music, instruction in public schools,

446-449.
Intelligence tests, 120-121; Columbia University,

83-84; effectiven 84.
Interdepartmental Social Hygiene Board

P
virk,

195-196.
International fellowohips and scholarships, 90-91.
Iowa, school surve7409. .
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Iowa State College, business admirnistration, 261.-
262.

Jeanes Fund, work, 760-761.
John F. Slater Fund, work, 761.
Johns Hopkins University, home economics courses,

1 384.

Journalism, educational, 461-474.
Junior high schools, 123, 333-312.
Kentucky, educational survey, 599-600; inheritance

commission, 28; inheritance %ix, 28.
Kindergarten education, 389T-401.

Kindergartens, legislation, 58; research work, 529.
Knights of Columbus, ed'Ocational work, 719-730.
Land-grant colleges. See Agricultural education.
Latin America, students, admission to American

colleges and universities, 73.
Law schools, higher standards of admission to bar,

67; report by Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of Teaching, 76-78; requirements, 67.

Lawrence, Kans., school survey, 618.
Legal education, higher standards of admission to

bur, 65-66.
Legislation, Americanization work in Massachu-

setts, Ohio, and California, 67&-78. See aLso
School legislation.

Libraries. See Package library service.
Lombard, Ellen C., Recent development of parent-

teacher associations, 679-692.
Los Angeles, Calif., art education, 431.
Louisiana, taxation for schools, 17, 27-28.
Louisiana State Normal College, extension work,

222.

Mahoney, John J., Americanization in the United
States, 637-678.

Maine, school fund, 20-22; school support, 134.
Manual arts instruction, 367-368.
"Mansfield demonstration," health education,

189-190.

Maphis, Çharles G., Educational extension, 197-
228.

Maryland. music in public ,schools, 444-445; rural
schools, 129; school bunting suspended during
World War, 9; survey bf higher education, 834.

Massachusetts, Americanization work, 669, 674; art
education, 429-430; educitional extension, 204-306;
income tax, 27; school fund, 18-19, 24-25; taxation
for schools, 18.

Mathematics, research work, 516-510.
Medical education, 273-289.

Mellyn, Mary C., on primary education, 124.
Memphis, Tenn., school survey, 814-415..
Mental hygiene, 188-187.
Mental tests, general review, 565-592.
Merrill-Palmer School, home econorlics, 383.
Methods of learning and teaching, researches, 506-

508.

Methods of study, researches, 509-510.
Michigan, rural schools, 131; school fund, 21.
Milbank Memorial Fund, helith work, 192.
Minnesota, occupation tax, 28; school expenditures,

16; school fund, 21; school survey, 008-809.
Mississippi, school fund, 21-22; school support, 134.
Missouri, schgol support, 134; school purvey, 631-

632.

Mohonk Health Education Conferepoe, activities
179-180.

Montana, inheritance tax. 28.

771

Moral education, legislation, 58-57; research work,
531-534.

Morrill Act. See Federal aid to education.
Music, appreciatiop, 449-450; recent advances in

instruction, 439-459; research work, 528-529;
schools, 457-459.

National Child Ilealthrouncil,-,work, 189.
National Child Labor Committee, surveys of health

conditions, 191.
National Committee for Mental Hygiene, work,

186-187.
National Committee for the Prevention of Blind-

ness, work, 187-188.
National Conference Committee on Standards of

Colleges and Secondary Schools, work, 74.
National Congress of Mothers and Parent-Teacher

Associations, development, 680-684; health pro-
grams, 191.

National Education Association, investigation of
school costs, 3.

National Physical EduCation Service, work, 181-
182.

Nátional Research Council, work, 76-76.
National Tuberculosis Association, work, 180-181.
National University Extension Association,

201-203.
Navy, vocational education, 364-365.
Nebraska, school suppoit, 135.
Nevada, school fund, 26.
New Bedford, Mass., school survey, 626.
New England College Entrance Certificate Board,

work, 64.
New Ilampshire, school fund, 23.
New Jersey, control of school funds, 99; school sup-

port, 135.
New York City, art courses in high schools, 432-

433; dual control, 100.
New York Nutrition Council, work, 188.
New York State, Americanisation work, 659-862;

appropriations for teachers' salaries, 17; art edu-
cation, 426-428; music in public schools, 445;
chool survey, 609-611; training for teachers of

adult immigrants, 648-649.
Newspapets and education, 485487.
Newton. Mass., teachers' salaries, 10-107.
Niagara Falls, N. Y., school survey, 619.
Normal schools, 478-481, 222. See also Teachers;

Teacher training.
North Carolina, educational survey, 599; expend-

itures for publicschools, 17; rural schools, 129-131.
North Central Association of Colleges and Sec-

ondary SchoolS, work, 64.
Nutrition clinics, delicate olilldren, 188.
'Nutrition in education, 185-188.
Oakland, Calif., special classes, 121-122.
Occupation taxes, 28.
Ohio, Americanization work, 657-859, 676-677;

music in public schools, 444; school survey, 608,
632; training for teachers of adult immigrants,
649.

Oklahoma, educational survey, 602-803.
Cregon, school fund, 26; school support, 135.
Organization and administration, researches, 499-

503.
Package Hbrarvervice, 216-217.
Paducah, Ky.3chool survey, 618-614.

Pageants, 435-437.
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Palmer, G. T., on ventilation of sChoolhouses, 169.
Parent-teacher (associations, development. 679-692'
Parochial schools, legislation, 5L,-60.

Part-time school, 352-357.
Pennsylvania, art education, 430; educational ex-

. tension, 206-207; music in public schools, 443-
444; program of civics, 405-407; rural sChools, 131,
school support, 135; school survey, 606; teach-
ers' salaries, 1 7.

Periodicals, dealing with educational research, 494-
495; educational, 471-474.

Phelps-Stokes Fund, work, 761-763
Philadelphia Pa., school survey, 624-626.
Physical education, 169-174.
Physical welfare, school children, legislation, 55-56.
Platoon school. See Work-study-play school.
" Pre-vocational educat toil," definition, 360.
Primary education, 124..

Private schools, legislation, 59-60. ,

Professors' salvies, colléges and uni Versities,
Public Health Service, activities, 194-195.
Public school finance, survey, 1-34.
Public schools, music, 439-453.
Publicity, educational, 47e--471.
Pupil self -gOvernment, high schools, 322-323.
Purnell bill, agricultural experiment stations, 86-87.
Radio education, 226-228.
Reading, research work, 510-515,
Rehabilitation of United States World War veter-

ans,
Research bureitus, 101-103, 491-494.
Research work, bibliography, 540-544; edupttional,

489-564.
Reserve Officers Training Corps, activities, 87-88.'

etardation and elimination, researches, 499.
Revenue, school. See School revenue.
Rhode Island, school support, 135.
Rhodes' scholars, 91-94.
Rockefeller Foundation, work, 757-7 54.
Rural schools, agricultural education, 154-156;

jrritvtli and progress, 125-159.
Ryan, W. Carson, Jr., Itecent developments

educational journalism, 461-474.
Scholarships, inteinational, 90-91.
School attendance, researches, 498.
School buildings, 113-1145; expenditures, 9-1 1; legis-

lation, 48-49; rural, 156-1 58; surveys, 628-629.
School costs, growth, 3-9.
School funds, California, 23; Colorado, 20; Con-

necticut, 19-20; declining importance, 25-26;
Maine, 20-22; Massachusetts, 18-19, 24-25; Mich-
igan,21; Minnesota,21; Mississippi,21-22; Nevada,
26; New,llampshire, 23; New Jersey, 99; Oregon,
26; reforms in apportioning, 22-25; Texas, 26;
Utah, 26; Wyoming, 26.

School health supervision, 162-167.

86061 legislation, 35-61.
School plant, hygiene, 167-169.
School revenue, new sources, 26-2L
School surveys, 535-540, 593-636.

el:lei, tow na, and States.
School system, unification, 122-124.
School term, legislation, 54,
Science, research work, 527-528.
Scott, Walter D., on intelligence tests, 84.
Secondary education, 46-47, 313-342. See also

High sChools.

See also under

6

SeerleApporner II., TLe American teacher, 475-488.
SeligmNa, Edwin R., on educational budget, 3 2.
Severance taxes, 27.
Shreveport and Caddo Parish, La., school survey,

627.
Small, Willard S., Educational hygiene. 161-196.
Smitb-Bankhead Act. See Federal aid to educa-

tion.
Smith-llughes Act. See Federal aid to i'4.1uca1
Smith-Lever act. See Federal aid to educat ,)ti.
Smith-Sears Act. St .! Federal aid to education.
Smith-Towner bill. Ste Federal aid to education.
Social hygiene, and education, 193-196.
Social studio, ciit, education, 403-4 IS; research

work, 529-331.
Sociaty of College Directors of Physical Educ;ition,

work, 184-185.
South Dakota, Americanization work , 665-667.
Spain, Charles L., on platoon _schools, 117.
.spart V is., school surveys, 626.
Special classes, 121-1 22.
Speech, research work, 523.

Spelling and vocabulary, research work , 519-521.
Sipringfleld, Mass, teachers' salaiies,
Stanford-Binet test. St e Binet tests.
State agricultural colleges, preparation of teachers,

482-483.
State departments of education, legislat ion, 40-11,
State policies, public school finance., 15-19.
Students, colleges and universities, residence,

'credentials from foreign countries, 72-7,4; foreign,
in United States, 05.

Students Army Trclining Corps, organization and
work, 211-251.

Summer schools, university, 229-240.
Superintendents' salary, Buffalo, N. V ., 9749.
Supervised study. high schools, 323-324.
Supervision, rural schools, 13 7-13s.
Surveys of education. See Educational surveys;

School surveys,
Sweany, Mack J., Educatioual work of the Knights

of Columbus, 719-730.
Swift, Pletcher LI., A survey of public school

finance in the 'tutted States, 1-34.
Taxation for schools, 25-28, 4 5-46. See Oskar-

poration Lacs; Income taxes; Inheritance taxErs;.
Oçcupation taxes; . Public school finance` and
Severance taxes.

Teacheitraining, 52-53, 300-302, 477-488. See also
Normal schools.

Teachers, industrial, scholarships, 3571358; music,
452-454,4551457; preparation, 477; qualifleidions,
110-111; qualifying for junior high schoo1s,936-
338; rating, 107-108; rural schools, 138-147; survey
.of work of, 631-632; training for vocational azri-
culture, 3(X)-302.

Teachers' certificates, 49-50, 476-477.
Teachers' colleges, State, 481-402.
Teachers' councils, 1 11-113.
Teachers' homes, legislation, 49.
Teachers' Insurance and Annuity Association, re-.

port, 78-79.
Teachers of viult immigrants, preparat lop, 648-651.
Te4chers' salaries, 103-107; average in nited States,

8;, legislation, 50-51; purchasing power, 8; rival
schools, 143-145; Springfield, Mass., 98-99.

Teachers' tenure, 51-52, 107-110.
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Teaching and supervisory staff, researehes, 503-1506.Tests, educational, 120-121, 5r).1.6-r192
Texas, music in public schools, 445-446; school

expendituies, 17; school fund, 26; ctiooi support,
135.

Textbooks, legislation, 53.
TownerSterling bill. See Federal aid to educatkm.
Universit ies. See alxo Colleges and universities.
University extension, 207-21n, 223-225. Ste also

Educational extension.
Unersity of Arizona, survey, 634-635.
University of Indiana, package lihVary service, Z,15)--

216

Univerity of Minnesota, survey, 633.
University of Tennessee, agrijultural extension

work, 220-222.
University of Texas, engineering, 241-261..
University of the State of New York, extension

work, 207.
University of Washington, legislation, 60.
University of 'Wisconsin, engineering, 260. e
University summer schools, 229-240.
Utah, school fund, 26; school support, 135; taxation

for schools, 17.
Utica, N. Y., school survey, 613.
Ventilation, school buildings, 16$-169.
Vermont, selijool support, 135. .
Virginia, itiheritanco tax, 28; school surrey, 597-599
Vocational education, 11, 318-320, 343-368.
Vocational guidanqp, 360-361, 534-535.

elt+

Vocational rehabilitation, kzishoton, Ntir-59.
Vocational subjects, research work, 525-526.
Washington, school expenditures, 17.
Washington, D. C., school survey, 611.
West Virginia, school support, 135.
N(kst Virginia Universit y, engineering, 2(4).
Wheeler, U. G., on teachers' salaries, 106-107.Wing, W. Va., school survey. 604-619; teachers'

requirements, 111.
Wilmington, I hi., school survey, 619-620.
Winchester, Va., seho.ol survey, 611-613, 617-618.
Winslow, Leon L.,lohjectivt s of art and industrial

arts education, 428-429.
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